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No. 199-T (8). 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 

Simla, the 16th July 1928. 

RESOLUTION. 

TARIFFS. 

The Government of I~dia 'have received representations frqm 
Messrs. The Eastern Cheilllcal Company and The Dharamsi Morarji 
Chemical Company requesting that protection may be extended to 

Sulphurio Acid. the marginally noted chemicals. In pursu-
Hydrocblorio Acid. ance of paragraph 3 of the Resolution of the 
Nitric Acid. G t f I d· D t t f C Magnesium Sulphate. overnmen 0 n la, epar men Q om-
Ferrous Sulpbate. merce, No. 3748, dated the 10th July 1923, 
Pota.sb Alum. the Government of India have decided to 
Alu~ium S~phate. refer to the Tariff Board for examination 
Sodium Sulphide. h . . 
ZinoChloride. t ese representatlOns along wIth any others 
Copper Sulpbate. of a similar nature which may be brought to 
Glauber's Salt. its notice. 
2. In making its enquiry, the Tarifi Board will be guided by the 

principles laid down .in the Resolution adopted by the Legislative 
Assembly on February 16th, 1923, and will consider-

(1) whether the conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the 
Report of the.Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in 
each case, 

(2) to what extent, if any, and in respect of what articles, or 
class or description of articles, protection should be 
afforded, and 

(3) how its recommendations,. if any, will a~ect industries 
using these articles. 

3. The removal of the import duties on materials of industry 
was recommended by the Fiscal Commission and is in accordance 
with the principle of the Resolution adopted by the LegislatIve 
Assembly on the 16th February 1923. Chemicals are utilised as 
raw materials in certain Indian industries and the Government of 
India have decided that; along with the question of extending pro
tection to the manufacture of particular chemicals, the- Tariff Board 
will examine the question of the removal of the import duties on: 
-those chemicals which are used as materials in Indian industries. 

4. Firms or persons interested, who desire that their views 
should be considered by the Tariff Board, should address their 
Tepresentations to the Secretary to the Board. 
HVYCHMLIND VOLII B 
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ORDER.-Ordered. that a copy of the above Resolution be com
municated to all Local Govel'llments and Administrations, all 
Departments of the Govel'llment of India, the Central Board of 
Revenue, the Director General of Commercial Intelligence and 
Statistics, the Indian Trade Commissioner, London, the Secretary~ 
Tariff Board, His Majesty's Trade Commissioner in India, all 
Chambers of Commerce and the Canadian Government Trade Com
missioner in India. 

Ordered also that it be published in the Gazette of India. 
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Press Communiquli issued by the Tariff Board on the 24th August. 1928. 

The attention of manufacturers of chemicals and consumers of 
chemicals which are used as materials in Indian industries is dr~wn 
to the. Resolution of the Government of India in the Commerce 
Department No. 199 1'(8), dated the 16th July, 1928, under which 
the question of granting· protection to the manufacture of certain 
chemicals and the removal of duty on others has been referred to 
the Tariff Board for examination. Eleven acids· and heavy chemi
cals have been expressly mentioned in the Resolution, but the 
Bcope of the Board's enquiry is not limited to these, and those 
interested in the manufacture of similar chemicals are at liberty 
to submit representations to the Tariff Board .for investigation_ 
Manufacturers who propose to apply for protection are requested in 
the first instance, to obtain from the Secretary, No.1, Council 
House Street, Calcutta, a copy of the questionnaire prepared by the 
Board and to submit their replies with six spare copies to the 
Secretary not later than the 30th September, 1928. After their 
replies have been received, they will be notified· as to the dates on 
which their oral examination, if any, will take place. 

Consumers o.f chemicals used as materials in industries are also 
requested to submit representations stating (a) the kinds of chemi
cals used by them and the purposes for which they are used and (b) 
the amount of extra burden thrown upon the industry by reason of 
the Customs duties now leviable upon chemicals used. These re
presentations (with six spare copies) should reach the Secretary not 
later than the 30th of September, 1928. 

B2 



TIlE DHARAMSI MORARJI CHEMICAL COMPANY, UMITED~ 
. BOMBAY. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. RAMSINCH, DONGARSINCH and L. 
CUPTA, recorded at Bombay on Monday, the 5th November 1928. 

Prelimioory. 

President.-Before proceeding with the evidence I would like to explain 
to you a few points with which we have got to deal in this enquiry from a> 
general point of view. The first point is the scope of the enquiry. Under 
the terms of reference we have been asked to enquire into first of all the 
heavy chemicals, of which about 11 have been expressly named in the Govern
ment of India notification and though the notification is not quite clear on: 
the point, it does seem to us that the enquiry is not necessarily confined to 
those 11 chemicals mentioned therein but may extend to heavy chemical& 
of a similar kind. But I see from the replies that have been received that 
there is some misconception on the point and the replies are more or less 
confined to those specially mentioned chemicals. Those who are interested
in other chemicals of a like nature would be at liberty to apply to the Board
provided of course they do not take too long over it. 

The second part of the reference requires us to go into the question of 
the removal of the duty on chemicals. Of course, if protection is granted' 
to any chemicals it is obvious that we cannot entertain any proposals as 
regards the removal of the duty on those chemicals, but it may happen that 
there are a number of cheinicals used by various industries as raw materials
upon which no duty is required. We have not received many representatioll& 
from industries using those chemicals or from persons interested in the manu
facture of such chemicals. If we should decide that the duty on all chemicals
other than those for which protection may be recommended should be re
moved, those who are interested in the manufacture of those chemicals might 
find themselves a little too late and I give this warning to those who may be
interested in the manufacture of other chemicals to come forward if they so 
desire because it is obvious that neither the Government of India nor thi& 
Board can, after coming to certain definite conclusions, again reopen the
enquiry for the benefit of those persons who have not been alive to their own 
interests whilst this enquiry is proceeding. . 

There are other points also which are of some importance. In the two
important representations which we have received, a ·reference is made to
the existence of certain trusts. One is a German Trust and the other a 
British Trust. I do not know if those Trusts are represented in this country 
but if they are, perhaps 'it would be of advantage from their own point 
of view if they came and gave evidence before this Board because serious, 
statements have been made as regards their operations in this country and 
it might be to their advantage to meet them before the proceedings have
been completed. We shall endeavour to write to them if we are given inforll)o
ation as to whether they have any office in India. As regards Messrs. Brunner; 
Mond and Company, we understand they have an office in Calcutta. But as 
regards the German Trust, we are not aware of their having any office in' 
India. Have they got any office in Bombay P 

Mr. Gupta.-Y.es, they have. Messrs. Havero Trading Company, Limi
ted, are their agents. Messrs. Brunner, Mond and Company have also got 
an office here. As regards some products, one company is represented by the
other. I think there is some understanding between the two companies as
regards their sales organisat.ion. 

President.-We do not know about that. They will have to come and ex
plain that. It is important that they should know that allegations are-



made against them and it would be to their inj;erest to come and meet us 
if possible. , 

Then, there is the question of railway freight which has been raised. I 
want to explain to the applicants that this question of railway freight, so 
far as this Board is concerned, will be dealt with in a somewhat different 
manner from that in which it is dealt with by the other Committee, i.e. 
the Railway Rates Advisory Committee. We are not concerned in this en: 
quiry with particular cases in which hardship is caused by reason of some 
preference being shown or any other such cause. What we are concerned 
with is this. If we come to the conclusion that an industry is to be protected 
the reduction of railway freight might be one way of affording that proteC: 
tion. Of course, it would be open to the railway administrations to say 
afterwards to the Government that it would not pay them to make these 
reductions and it would then be a question entirely between the Govern. 
ment and the railway administrations as to how the difference is to be 
adjusted. So far as we are concerned it is open to us, say that protection 
may be given by the reduction of freights in such and such & manner. But 
it is for you, Gentlemen, to explain to us what reductions you want. It is 
no use telling us that the freights are very heavy and that reductions ought 
to be made. We want to know precisely the amount of reduction in freights 
which would give you the kind of assistance that you require. For instance, 
you can say that the general rate of freights on an average works out at 
Rs. 15 per ton and that if it is reduced to, say, Rs. 5 on an average, it 
would give you the assistance you require. I am at present ,dealing both 
with the freights on the raw materials and those on the finished products. 
What I want to impress upon you is the necessity of showing in rupees, 
annas and pies what reduction is required. 

Mr. Ram&ingh.-If I understand you correctly, you want a definite scheme 
from us that such and such reduction on such and such chemicals from such 
and such place to such and such place is required. 

President.-That is as regards the freights on the' raw materials as well 
as those on the finished products. 

Mr. Ramsingh.~Yes. 

President.-There' is another question as regards the finished products. 
If freight is to be reduced indiscriminately, you will be no better off than 
you are now because, the foreign importer may also 'have the same advantc 
age. Therefore it may be 'necessary to consider whether the reduction in 
freight should be confined only to a protected industry and to the articles 
produced in the country. I am not expressing any opinion whatsoever on 
this point. But that is a point to be considered because if there is a general 
reduction in freights, then it may happen that you may be worse off than 
you are now. 

Mr. RallBingh.-I quite agree. 
President.-There is the further point that the reduction of freights both 

on the raw materials and on the finished products should not be allowed as 
an encouragement for the growth of very small industrial units. It would 
not be, in the present day conditions of business in the world, to the advantc 
age of the country that tile reduction of freights on the raw materials and 
ou the finished products should lead to the growth of small uneconomic units. 
That would be, as I say, not to the interest of the country. Therefore some 
limitation may also have to be placed as regards the units which, ought to 
get the benefit of the lower freights. It may be based upon the production 
of so many tons of sulphuric acid or any other chemical which enters largely 
into the manufacture of other chemicals or it may take some other form. 

Then, there is the further question whether the benefit should extend to 
all the companies whether domiciled in India or incorporated outside India 
or whether it should be confined to rupee companies established in India. 
As you know the benefit derived by the reduction of freight is not very differ
ent from the payment of a bounty. The Legislature has now insisted for 
some time that' a bounty shall not be paid unless the company is a rupee 
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. company registered in InditJ. and has a fair representation of Indians both 
as shareholders and upon the directorate.· That is also a point which would 
require consideration·, and I would like those who are interested in this ques
tion to assist us with their views. This brings me to the· proposal for the 
payment of bounty on production. That requires very careful consideration • 
.As far as we can judge at present; sulphuric acid plays a very large part in 
the manufaoture of most of these chemicals and therefore it may be possible 
for us, if we thought that bounty was the best form of giving protection, 
to say that a certain bounty shall be paid merely on the production of sul
phuric acid. For that purpose we shall have to calculate how much bounty 
paid generally on sulphuric acid would give proiection to those chemicals 
the production of which requires sulphuric acid. We have to get much more 
accurate information as regards quantities of sulphuric acid required in the 
manufacture of particular chemicals than we have so far got. The point 
arises in connection with sulphuric acid that certain quantities of sulphurio 
acid are sold as such in the country and it is very doubtful whether any 
bounty may b. required in respect of those quantities. There is a certain 
~uantity sold as acid for which the industry would get a reasonable price 
·without protection. The question would arise as to whether we should exclude 
:a certam quantity first and recommend a bounty on the rest or whether we 
,should recommend a bounty on the whole quantity produced. But here also 
,as I said earlier we cannot really in the present day conditions recommend 
·the payment of a bounty to a person who manufactures, say, 50 tons of 
:sulphuric acid. That, I don't think, would help the industries of the country. 
We have to decide wha~ is an economic unit and what quantity of sulphuric 
,acid must be produced in a year before a bounty can be given. For that 
purpose we may say, for instance, that the man who manufactures sulphuric 
:acid above a certain figure say 1,000 tons or 500 tons a year, shall be entitled 
to get that bounty and not otherwise. The idea underlying the payment of 
:a bounty is simply this. It simplifies the administration of the payment of 
bounty because if sulphuric acid is really the predominant factor in the 
-manufacture of most of these chemicals, it is much easier for Governmenti 
to. say "we will pay the bounty on the sulphuric acid and you can use it 
for any purpose you like." It is, very diflicult to recommend a separate 
bounty on each product. In tlie first instance, it would be very difficult to 
-check it and in the next place it would require an amount of interference 
:and supervision by the Government which I don't think any manufacturer 
would like. But as regards sulphuric acid, the position is very much simpler. 

Mr. Ramsingk.-If a bounty is given on sulphuric acid,' does it mean there 
would be no protective duty on any salts or acids coming from foreign coun
triesi' As yoU have raised this question, I am simply making this enquiry. 

President.-I warn you that I am not expressing any opinion here I am 
:simply placing before you the points which we· are anxious to consider. 
You must not run away with the impression that this Board 'is 'going to 
l'ecommend a bounty and no duty or anything of the sort. What the Board 
does is this. If it recommends protection, it follows the principle that the 
protection should be adequate. It may be by means of a duty or bounty or 
l'6duction in freight or of the three combined. The main idea is to provide 
a method of protection which should both protect both the industry and 
safeguard the consumer as far as possible. As we have explained many 
times, protection is really based on the. difference between the fair selling 
price of the indigenous manufacturer and the import price. That is one of 
the principles which we generally follow. But whether the protection is 
granted by means of a duty or a bounty or reduction in freight or a combina
tion of the three, the proposal must amount to this, that it must bridge the 
difference between the two prices. If after you have put forward a concrete 
scheme we are satisfied that it will not take you far enough; it will be 0~'R 
to you to make additional proposals. 

I would like it to be publicly known that though the second part of the 
l'8ference requires us to go into the question of removal of duty on chemicals, 
I'eally speaking so far we have received no application. Some firms have 
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opposed the imposition of higher duties but there is no proposal of any 
importance that we can recollect in which they want the removal of the 
duty. That leads us to think that the reduction of these duties causes no 
real hardship to any manufacturer. It is not the business of the Govern
ment or the Board to go out of its way to find out whether a particular duty 
is a hardship to any manufacturer, and in the absence of any representation, 
Government is entitled to think that it does not really matter whether duties 
are removed so that our 'answer to the second part of the reference may be 
brief, namely that there is no opposition to these duties and they may be 
retained for revenue purposes. 

There is one other point of considerable importance and that is as regards 
the publication of the figures. Every year we have got to explain to the firms 
the desirability of furnishing the fullest information to the Board and allow
ing them to publish these figures. Those of you, gentlemen, who have followed 
our proceedmgs know that it was only in the case of the Oil industry where 
certain people did not ask for djrect protection that we allowed them to give 
evidence in camera, but you have seen what the result was. As regards all 
other industries, I may say there is not a case that I can remember in which 
an applicant has insisted upon the costs being kept confidential, because if 
you do that, you weaken your case very much. Applicants have always 
realized that it is to their interest that the costs should be published. Really 
speaking we have 'found that the pUblication of costs has not done any harm 
to the applicant. It is true that others know your costs, but the costs vary 
from day to day: the prices vary from day to day, and if you are afraid of 
your opponents you may take it for granted that they have a long enough 
purse to be pretty well informed of your costs! Really I think it would be 
to your advantage to come to the Board and give all the facts and allow them 
to be published. 

Mr. Ramsingh..-We have no objectioJ). to our costs being published. 
Mr. 8mith.-Wright.-We too have no objection. 
Preside'nt.-We are thankful to you. We cannot 'really substantiate any 

proposals without the costs. We may also t~ll you that if there are any 
points on which our questionnaire is not clear, you are at perfect liberty to 
see us and we will explain to you what we really require. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Thank you, Sir. 
President.-Mr. Ramsingh, you are the agent of the Dharamsji Morarji 

Chemical WorksP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-I represent the agente. 

President.-Mr. Gupta, yOll are the Works Manager. .. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-You say the Company was started in September 1919, but I 

think you did not start manufacture till 1922? 
Mr. Gupta.-Quite so. 
President.-How is thatP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-The Company was floated in 1919, then we went to Eng

land for the purchase of plant. We had to make enquiries about the pur
chase of the plant and it took some time. After we returned here we had to 
hunt for suitable. land. Government would not allow us to establish our 
factory in Bombay because at that time the -development mania was in the 
bead of everybody and they wanted to make Bombay a garden city and 
throw out all industries out of Bombay. So we had to try and find out land 
elsewhere-and we got it at Ambernath, which however is not an ideal spot. 
We had to postpone establishment of our factory because we were in searcli 
of a site where railway connection was near, and water was near. Govern
meLt had promised to supply us with water and they supplied it four years 
after when they 4ad promised it I 

President.-Delay in obtaining a suitable site was one of the reasons for 
delay in starting to manufacture? 

Mr. Gupta.-Then. again there was the question of electric supply. 
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Pre&ident.-1919 was rather an unfortunate time for starting a new 
Industry, was it noti' 

Mr. Gupta.-But many of the limited companies came into existenco 
then! 

President.-Bow many remain now P 
Mr. Gupta.-Very few. It was the top of the boom then. 
Dr. Matthai.-By the time you started operations the boom had begun to 

decline? . 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, we can even say it had gone. 
President.-You say the superior management has been in the hands of 

Indians since 1925. Did you have any Europeans on the Board of Direc
torsi' 

Mr. Bamsingh.-No. We had European Works manager, (European 
Chemist), European foremen, European overseers and assistant managers. 

President.-Up to 1925i' 
Mr. Bamsingh.-Yes, after 1925 our works was entirely Indianized. 
President.-Did you :find them more expensive P 
Mr. Bamsingh.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How long have you been in the works Mr. Gupta? 
Mr. Gupta.-Bince 1922. 
President.-What has been your training? 
Mr. Gupta.-After taking my M.Sc. degree I was two years in the Research 

Department of the Calcutta University, two years or so as a professor and 
after that I had some practical experience on some plant I worked under 
Sir P. C. Roy for about 4, years, who is also connected with the Bengal 
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works. Then I joined this Company as Chief 
Chemist in 1922 and by and by as the management was completely Indianized 
I was put in charge and last year I went out to foreign countries-to the 
United States of America, to France, Germany and England. 

President.-Did you have access to -the works there? 
Mr. Gu,pta.-In the States I had full access to most of the big works. In 

France I had,the same experience. But I was not long in Germany as I had 
to return to India hurriedly to present our case before the Tariff Board. 

Dr. Matthai.-You were in foreign countries the whole of 1927i' 
YOr. Gupta.-Yes, practically. 
Presiq,ent.-Did you see any works of the Imperial Chemical IndustriesP 
Mr. Gupta.-I had access to one of their Tar distillation plant, sulphate 

of ammonia plant and sulphuric acid plant. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-I may add, Sir, that before Mr. Gupta was sent to Europe 

we had sent another gentleman from our staff for training in England for 
one year and he was allowed to see and work in various chemical works. He 
is now Secretary to this Company. 

Dr. Matthai.-You had the same facilities in Germanyi' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, but I could not stay there long and I could not visit 

any of the works of the I. G. F. because I had to return to India hurriedly. 
In the United States of America I had enough facilities. In England also 
I could visit two or three works very easily. 

Alkalis. 
Pre8ident.-Amongst the products that you mention in the list I don't 

see any alkalis i' 
Mr. Gupta.-No, we don't manufacture them. 
President.-Is there any special reason why you don'tP 
Mr. Bamsingh.-When we :first started we had a very big scheme in mind 

during the boom period. First we wanted to start the acid industry and 
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make acids, salta • • • • and fertilizers and after that we wanted to go into 
the alkali business, but we were caught in the whirlpool and had to postpone 
starting an "alkali works. 

Pt"esident.-What I wish to know is this. There is a considerable market 
for alkalis in the country but I don't see anybody manufacturing them. What 
is the reason? 

Dr. Matthai.","""I think -the Eastern Chemicals had a small plant? 
Mt". BmitA-WrigAt.-That was a very small plant. 
Dr. Matthai.-What was your planP 
Mt". SmitA-Wright.-our idea was to manufacture by the electrolytic pro

cess caustic soda and bleaching powder. 
Pt"IlMent.-Are there any insuperable difficulties in the manufacture of 

these in this country i' 
Mt". Gupta.-I don't think so. 
Pt"eMent.-Then why are you confining your attention to the production 

of acids chiefly P 
Mr. Gupta.-The chief problem in the manufacture of alkalis is the 

supply of cheap power and plentiful supply of water and raw materials on 
the spot. . 

Pt"esidenf.-You talk of cheap power and you quote in support countries 
in which either coal doesn't exist or coal is very dear. Take Norway for 
instance. 

Mr. Ramringh.-They have hydroelectric power there. 
Pt"esidenf.-Quite true. But there is no country in the world where coal 

is cheaper than in India at least at the pitamouth and therefore the question 
of having cheap power has really not been investigated. Bombay, for instance, 
has got no coal and it may find it cheaper to use hydroelectric power. But 
take Bengal where you can get coal at the pitamouth, first class coal af> 
Rs. 5-8-0 a ton and inferior coal at B.s. 3 a ton. Has anybody worked ouf> 
whether cheap electricity could be had if it was produced at the pitamouth 
on a large scale!' I do not know of anybody who has done it. There may be 
other questions. I am merely dealing with cheap power. The coalfields of 
BengaiPare within 150 miles of Calcutta, so that it doesn't seem to me to be 
impOO!Bible that cheap power could be produced with very cheap coal. 

Mr. Ramringh.-Then the raw material may have to be imported there. 
Dr. Matthai.-on the question of electric power, supposing you had power 

at 6 pies, would it be possible for you to produce caustic soda I' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No. 
Dr. Mafthai.-What kind of rate do you think would be competitive!' 
Mt". Gupta.-2 to 3 pies per unit. 
Pt"esident.-That question, as I said, has not really been investigated in 

this country . • • . 
Mr. Gupta.-No, it has not been. 
Pt"eMent.-As to what would be the cost of electricity if. it was produced 

in the ~lfields. 
Mr. Gupta.-It may be lowered down. 
Mr. Ramringh.-I manage Gokuldas Morarji Mills and in that connection, 

I have gone very recently into the cost of power. From Tatas at present we
get at UA". rate of ·55 per unit. 

Pt"erident.-Tbat is hydroelectric. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, and if we reckon the coal at B.s. 18 per ton which is 

the lowest in Bombay, we get our power at ·6 annas per unit. 
Pt"esident.-But if it was B.s. 3 or B.s. (per ton ..•• 
Mr. Gupta.-It would be lowered down • 

. Preridenf.:......so that you cannot say that cheap power bas proved to lie • 
decisive factor. 
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Mr. Gupta.-All the things are not near about the power supply. Salt is 
the principal raw material required. If we go to Bengal, it will ~e necessary 
to bring the raw materials there. 

Dr. Matthai.-As regards salt you are favourably situated. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you are adopting the electrolytic method, you have 

oommon salt here. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You would not be in any position Qf disadvantage when 

oompared to Bengal. 
Mr. Gupta.-No. Only the question of power supply comes in. 
President.-Caustic soda, as a matter of fact, is being produced in Cal-

cutta just now by the paper mills. Oile of the paper mills has got a plant. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. I proposed to have a sm~ller plant. 
President.-I think the Titaghur Paper Mills have II. plant. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-So that it doesn't seem to me to be an impossible proposition. 
Mr. Gupta.-No, it is not. 
Dr .. Matthai.-Most of our caustic soda comes from the United Kingdom. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, II.bout 75 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-A certain amount comes from East Africa. 
Mr. Gupta.-It used to come, but it is now stopped. 
Dr. Matthai.-La.st year I find that there was quite a considerable quantity 

from Kenya. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you make zinc sulphate at alll' 
Mr. Gupta.-We can make when there is a demand. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is it used fori' 
Mr. Gupta.-For sizing and dyeing. 
President.-MII.Y I take it in all these products that you manufacture 

1Iulphuric acid has a fairly important place I' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

Fertilisers. 
President.-Does that apply to these fertilisers that you makeP 
Mr. Gu.pta.-Yes, to superphosphate. 
President.-It applies only to superphosphate. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-It does not apply to bone meal and oil cake. 
Mr. Gupta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-What do you mean by bone mealP Is it simply bone crushet1. 

.nd ground? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Oil cake is just the residue after the -oil is extracted. 
President.-You make hone superphosphate. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-You don't make any (rock chemical) superphosphate. 
MI·. Gupta.-No. We went in for the hone superphosphate, because hone 

was very cheap and competed with rock phosphate. Bone had one advantage, 
i.e., It contained 3/4 per cent. nitrogen. Bone phosphate is almost a com
pound fertiliser. It has 3 per cent. available nitrogen, and it is a soluble 
phosphate. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is the difference hetween the rock phosphate and the 
~ther. 
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Mr. Gupta.-¥es. In. the rock. phosphate you get only the phosphate 
available, but not nitrogen. In the bone phosphate you get ammonia besides 
the phosphate. 

Dr. Matthai.-h there a good demand for bone superphosphatei' 
Mr. (hpta.-It has just been started. We started from 10 to 20 tons. 

We went up to 200 tons last year and we hope to increase it. 
Dr. Matthai.-Will there be sufficient quantity of bone available? 
Mr. Gupta.-¥es. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is bone superphosphate used by itself or with ammonia 

sulphate P I have heard it suggested that bone superphosphate mixed with 
ammonia sulphate is much more effective. ' 

Mr. Gupta.~That is what we call mixed fertiliser. When we make a 
mixed fertiliser, we do that. " 

Dr. Matthai.-The point I am trying to raise is this. I find that quite a 
!arge quantity of sulphate of ammonia is imported into India. That means 
a correspondIng increase in the quantity of bone superphosphate. 

Mr. Gupta.-Quite 80. • ~ 
Dr. Matthai.-Therefore to that extent the market fOl" bone superphos-

phate is bound to increase. 
Mr. Gupta.-¥es, that is our contention. 
President.-Supposing no bones were exported? 

Mr. Gupta.-Then we will be much more favourably situated. 
President.-Even 80 would you be able to produce sufficient quantities to 

Bupply the whole of the country i' 
Mr. Gupta.-l00,OOO tons of bones go away from the country. 100.000 

tons will make about 200,000 tons of superphosphates and it will take 20 to 
80 years to absorb that quantity. After that there are rock phosphates avail
able. If it is not available in India, it is available in various other parts of 
the world. Africa is close to us and we are more favourably situated thaD 
European countries even taking it for granted in the near future that the 
consumption in India exceeds 200,000 tons. 

President.-Don't you see the Agricultural Commission was against the 
ltopping of the export of bones on the ground that India will not be able to 
absorb all the bones at economic prices and the man who supplies bones·will 
suffer. 

Mr. Gupta.-In the next ten years when the demand for sulphate of 
ammonia has increased to 200,000 or 300,000 tons, a corresponding amount 
of superphosphate must go up. 

Dr. Matthai.-This question 'If an export duty on bone is an old ques
tion. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, it is an old question. As chemical manufacturers, we 
wani to lay stress that our raw materials unnecessarily cost us more. In 
other countries it is not so. Even in the United States bone is hrought from 
South America. In the United States it is cheaper tha.n what we pay· here. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-In the year 1922 the price was Rs. 38 and now it is 
Us. 80. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you come in competition with imports of bone super
phosphates i' 

Mr. Gupta.-As such we don't come into competition. 

Dr. Matthai.-So that whether the bone goes up in price is not likely to 
atIect you. 

Mr. Gupta.-If we go in more and more for this bone superphosphate 
trade, the rock phosphate might come in. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is "a problem that yeu anticipate in the future. 

Mr. Gupta.-¥es. 



Dr. Matthai.-As things stand, so far as bone superphosphate is concerned, 
you don't find any competition. 

Mr. G~pta.-l'he primary. factor in the .fertiliser problem is nitrogen 
phosphate IS next. If,the cultivator finds that one ton of ammonium sulphate 
costs Rs. 200, he will not go in for any phosphate whether it is bone super
phosphate or. any other I!hosphate, if it is more than Rs. 200. Therefore we 
have to consider the Unit value of the fertiliser. 

Pre~ident.-What would determine the market price of the sUlphate of 
ammonIa? 

~r. Gupta.-Prac~ically all fertilisers are based on the unit of nitrogen 
avaIlable and the UnIt of phospheric acid (P ° ) available' in the case of 
potash on the unit of potash (K.O) available. Ii , 

Dr. Matthai.-That determines the price. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, at least in every 'other country. 
President.-That is t(1 say you mUst sell at a price comparable to the price 

of sulphate of ammonia. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Practically that is what it comes to. 
Mr. Gupta.-When we make compound fertiliser, we must be able to 

lIupply it at a price reasonably compared to the sulphate of ammonia price. 

President.-Bulphate of ammonia is now being manufactured by the 
synthetic process. 

Mr. Gupta.-It is a bye-product. The bulk of the world's supply ;is lIye-
product. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean from coke ovens? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take it the sulphate of ammonia tha1i comes into India 

is imported by the Imperial Chemicals. 
Mr. Gupta.-l.e., Brunner Mond. 
Dr. Matthai.-Therefore a large quantity of sulphate of ammonia comes 

from the United Kingdom and the bulk of it would .be really recovered 
from coke ovens. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, till now. After sometime England will be in a position 
to adopt the synthetic process. Sulphate of ammonia is made in India too. 

Pre$ident.-At present it is not much. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. But the present demand is not more than that. 
President.-Really speaking it may be in an agricultural country cheaper 

for the agriculturist to get the sulphate of ammonia. 
Mr. Gupta.-Bulphate of ammonia alone cannot meet all the country's 

requirements for crop production. We must have nitrogen, phosphate 
and potash. We want to specialise in phosphates. That is why we say we 
must be favourably placed to compete with the nitrogen products. 

President.-As my colleague has been asking you just now, the main 
competition that you have is from sulphate of ammonia as regards price, is 
it notP 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore it will be simpler from the agriculturists' point of 

view to have as much sulphate of ammonia in the country as possible. 

Mr. Gupta.-But that won't give his crop enough nutrition. After some
time he will realise that. 

President.-True. He will have to pay a little more for the other ferti. 
tiser. 

Mr. Gupta.-Then the rock phosphate will come in. 
Pruident -How do you meanP 
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Mr. Gupta.-The superphDsphate made frDm the rDck phDsphate will come 
in. Such It state arises when peDple are in favour .of superphDspha~. 

Dr. Matthai.-As things stand at present, YDur price >:with regard tD the 
ollDne superphDsphate iI! determined mainly by the ammDnia> sulphate prices? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Hereafter suppDsing the' price of ammDnia sUlphate is 

.brDught dDwn, then YDU anticipate that rDck phDsphate might take the 
place BDne SuperphDsphate. 

Mr. Gupta.-ND, it will gD on until such time as we can alsD gD in fDr 
it. (RDck PhDsphate.) 

President.-The three ingredients are nitrogen, pDtash and phosphate. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-May I take it that this bDne meal cDntains a reasDnable pro-

IPDrtiDn .of all the three? 
Mr. Gupta.-It cDntains .only phDsphate and nitrDgen. 
President.-Then they would use sulphate .of ammonia. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is .only nitrDgenous material; 
President.-When they want> the .other two? 
Mr. Gupta.-They will have tD use pDtash, and> phDsphates. 
President.-In what fDrm? > 
Mr. Gupta.-PDtash as ChlDride Dr sulphate. PhDsphate as bDne meal Dr 

"SuperphDsphates. 
President.-'fha"t will give them all the three. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Is there any fertiliser which cDntains all the three ingredients? 
Mr. Gupta.-CDmpound fertiliser. 
President.-That is to say mixed. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is made frDm the synthetic prDcess with pDtash and 

'ilulphate .of ammDnia, and phDsphate. 
President.-In certain percentages? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-I take it that they can vary them accDrding tD the needs .of 

·the cDnsumer. 
Mr. (}upta.-Yes. 
President.-SDroe peDple may require mDre nitrDgen, SDme may require 

mDre potash and SDme peDple mDre phDsphDrDus. The advantage .of the 
1!ynthetic prDCeSS is that these ingredients can be varied. 

Mr. Gupta.-We can dD the same thing while mixing. If the ingredients 
are cheap, it is immaterial whether it is put in a cDmbined fDrm when it is 
.made Dr mixed after each is finished. 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the advantage .of the cDmbined fertiliser? 
Mr. Gupta.-The .only advantage is that it is brought hi a cDncentrated 

form. 
Dr. Matthai.-Itis simply a questiDn of transport. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-If the demand forsuperphosphates >is 100,000 tDns, fDr 

-every ton .of superphDsphate, YDU use half a ton of sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. About 60 per cent. of sulphuric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is about 60,000 tons> of> sulphuric acid. 
President.-Nobody is able to tell at present what demand there is for 

1!uperphosphates. 
Mr. Gupta.-There is a demand to the >extent of 700 or 800 tons in the 

'form .of superphosphates only. 
President.-700 Dr 800 tons fDr the whDle of India.. 
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Mr. Bamsingh.-Ouly Bombay. 
Mr. Gupta.-If you take all the area in India, it may be 6,000 or 1,000 

tons of phosphates. 
President.-You do not know. Some of these people may be using bone 

meal. 
Mr. Gupta.-They must have"the phosphate available in a soluble form. 
President.-J>o you mean to say the whole of the demand in India is 

1,000 to 8,000 tonsP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, at the present moment. 
President.-That is hardly anything compared to the potential demand". 
Mr. Gupta.-Quite so. The potential demand is much more. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take it that one way of inducing the raiyat to use this

fertiliser in larger quantities is to make it cheaper. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.--sulphuric ACId is a very large item in the cost of this 

material and if we make Sulphuric Acid cheap, it would have the effect of 
making superphosphate cheaper also. 

iJIr. Gupta.-Yes. The cheaper sulphuric acid will enable the manufac
turers to make more phosphate at a lower cost and also do more propaganda. 
for creating increased demand. 

Dr. Matthai.-The only thing that now prevents the agriculturist from 
using it is the cost P 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-And also knowledge. 
Mr. Gupta.-Of C!lurse, they have to be educated and trained. 
Dr. Matthai.-Don't you sell any commercial sulphuric acidP 
Mr. Qupta.-We do. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there a considerable demand for commercial sulphuria 

acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, and also for battery acid there is. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you call battery acid commercial acidP 
Mr. Gupta.-No. Commercial acid is used for soda water in mills, etc. 
Dr. Matthai.-Can you give me some rough idea, of say 2,000 tons of 

sulphuric acid, how much of it is sold as commercial acid P -
Mr. Gupta.--seventy per cent. of it is sold as commercial acid and the 

rest as battery acid. 
President.-What percentage of acid is there in the commercial acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-96 per cent. 
President.-What is the specific gravity of the purest sulphuric acid? 
![r. Guptn.-The question of purity has nothing much to do with the" 

specific gravity. We sell it in the most concentrated form-95 or 96 "per 
cent.-because we save freight. We can also sell at 30 per cent. as dilute 
acid. 

President.-From the point of view of the bounty, what acid are we to· 
talie P Should we take the chamber acid or _ what? 

Mr. Gupta ........ Is it for the manufactnre of chemicals? 

President.-Not for the manufacture but for the purpose of calculationI' 

Mr. Gupta.-On 100 per cent. basis. You can calculate on the tonnage 
basia-say, per ton of sulphur, 11 tons of 100 per cent. sulphuric acid. 

President.-Supposing I asked you • what is the total production' you 
would give me your out-put of chamber acid, or would you not? 
- - Mr. Gupta.-We calculate always on cent. per cent. basis the quantity 
produced in the chambers as so many tons of 100 per cent; acid. 
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Dr. Matthai.-If you give the quantity of chamber acid as 10,000 tons it is 
ceally on the cent. per cent. basis. ' 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Prllsident.-The Chamber product is about 60 per cent. 
Mr. Gupta.---60 to 64 per cent. 
Presidenf.--So that for the pU1"pose of' calculation we' must go on the 

~ent. per cent. production basis. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. It is easier for us and for everybody to calculate in 

that way. 
Dr. Matthai.-You give epsom salt among your commercial salts. I undei'

·stand from some of the representations we have received that you have some 
.arrangement with the Eastern Chemicals whereby epsom salt is produced 
and sold largely by them. You produce a few salts and they pr9duce other 
ila}ts. 

JJIr. Ramsingh.-Not exactly so. At present, nobody is making epsom 
salt . 

. Dr. Matthai.-You produce about 15 and they produce about 35. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-There is no arrangement about salts but there is Bome 

;arrangement as regards acids. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you put any battery acid on the market? 
Mr. Gupfa.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is your battery acid considered good in the marketP 
AIr. Gupfa.-'-Yes. 
l'·resident.-Everybody claims that his battery acid is the 1Iest. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-We have got certificates. 
P·resident.-other people have also certificates. 
Mr. Ramsingh.--So that everybody's is the best. 
Mr. Gupta.-When compared with the foreign acid, there is absolutely 

<no difference. 
President.-You have given the capacity of your plant in answer to 

.question 5. I take it that these quantities may be variable. 

Mr. Gupta.-This is the maximum capacity of our plant as it standa 
.but we can increase it liy some adjustment or addition. 

PreMent.-This is your maximum capacity. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, as we are situated at present. For instance, in the case 

·of alum we can make within few months five times the quantity we.are 
.making now. 

Dr. Matthai.-The machinery is so simple that you can add to it • 
. Mr. Gupta.-Yes, in the case of salts. 
,Dr. Matthai.-Your Epsom plant can be used more or less for GIaubers 

.alta. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-If the demand for Epsom salt falls off, you can use it for 

;the production of GIaubers salt • 
. Mr. Gupfa.-Yes. 

Oapacity ana dematWl. 
Prllsident.-You have not really reached 25 per cent. of your total capa-

,city. Is that rightP 
.Mr. Gupta.-We have not, in the case of acids. 
;President.-You have reached only about 10 per clint. 
Mr. Gupfa.-About 12 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-Your capacity for sulphuric acid is 8,000 ;wns on: a cene. 

Jler cent. basis. Last year you produced ahout 1,000 tcms. Really taking 
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the whole capacity of your plant you have produced to the extent of on~ 
eighth of your capacity. 

Mr. Gupta ....... Yes, at the present moment. 
Dr. Matthai.-You, can take sulphuric acid as the test. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. But if we are in a position to make all these saltsr 

we can consume practically all. 
President.-Itis diJfficult for me to say whether if every one of you is

working to his full capacity, there is really any market for all. 
Mr. Gupta.-As regards acids, everybody has the capacity. 
President.-The Eastern Chemicals can supply .the whole of India with 

Epsom salt. Messrs. Parry and Company are able to do the same. You are 
also' in the same position. I am not satisfied that the units of production. 
are properly balanced. After all, if some of you are over-equipped as regards 
Bome products and all of you are not equipped as regards the rest, there is. 
sometbing wrong there. In other industries also we have found the same 
thing. . 

Mr. Gupta.-If one company were to. supply the whole requirements 011 
the country in respect of Epsom salt, it would not be able to make either 
alum copperas or copper sulphate. 

President.-That is precisely what I wish to understand. 
Mr. Gupta.-If Eastern Chemicals were to supply the whole quantity of 

Epsom, they would not be able to supply for instance either copper sulphate
or alum. If we were to supply the whole requirements of the country in 
respect of alum, we would not be able to supply full requirements for EpsoIDBr 
other salts and fertilizers. . 

President.-The quantities are very much smaller. So one manufacturer 
may, just by increasing the capacity of or making additions to the plant, bEl' 
able to supply the whole needs of the country. 

Mr. Gupta.-Leaving aside others, we are self-contained. If we manu
facture 4,000 tons of alum and use sulphuric acid, for nitric acid and hydro
chloric acid, etc., we almost balance. 

D?:. Matthai.-Take the point which the President has been raising: you. 
make copperas. Your capacity is 300 tons. 

Mr. GuPta.-Yes, at present. 
Dr. Matthai.-The Eastern Chemical Company, Limited, give 1,500 tons

as their capacity. There are heaps of other companies which make copperas. 
The total capacity of the Indian companies is much in excess of the country's-
requirements. . 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, as regards copperas. But we need not confine our. 
selves to the manufacture of copperas only. We can make alum and other 
things. 

President.-What I wish to know is this. First of all, take the whole
productive capacity of the country. Suppose you two manufacturers are 
working together. What I want to know is, having found the productiVe" 
capacity of the plants working together, you have got to ascertain what the
demand is, what markets you can reach. I have not been able to discover 
what the market is. I have not been able to find out how much of that" 
market can be served by manufacturers in this part of India. It is no use 
saying that there is a market. If the market is in Calcutta, that is not your 
market. ' 

Mr. Gupta.-I agree. 
President.-What I want to know is the equipment of ,the industry and' 

what may be called its real geographical and commercial market. 
Mr. Gupta.-Take the case of alum; Bombay consumes about 80 per" 

cent. Take soda BtVphide. Bombay consumes nearly 85 per cent. Take
again zinc chloride. There too, the Bombay market consumes 85 per cent •. 
In ot.her words, the salts we make are consumed mainly by the mill industry .. 
.from that point of view we nre much better situated in respect of these-
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chemicals. If the Eastern Chemicals make these, they are also better situated., 
As regards Glaubers salt and Epsom salt, the same thing applies. 

President.-Supposing both the works worked to their maximum capacity?' 
Mr. G1.tpta.-We can easily adjust. 
President.-It is not a question of your adjusting. Supposing both of 

you worked to your maximum capacity, what I want to know is whether your 
production can be absorbed in your legitimate market without trying to go' 
too far. 

Mr. G1.tpta.-As far as we are concerned, we will be content with supply-
ing the demand of the Bombay market. 

President.-You take the two units together because they are in this' 
part of India. Leave alone others which are in the other parts of India. 
You must satisfy us that U' you both work to your full capacity, the market 
here will 'absorb the combined production of the two. That is what I wish' 
to know. 

Mr. Gupta.-":'Ii. that ease what we should do is to divide the productions -
of different articles. 

PrBsident.-1t is not a case of what you should do. I want to know what
the position is. We had a peculiar case in ~he Match industry. People said' 
that they had their market, but some of them had their market in Kashmir. 

Mr. Ramsingh..-We will supply the figures to you to-morrow. If we' 
divide half and half, 16,000 tons of sulphuric acid will be consumed between' 
two of us. 

President.-I ain not suggesting that. What I want to know is that
taking the two units together the maximum capacity does _ not exceed the' 
demand of the market in Bombay and in other markets which you can
reasonably reach. If you could give us some figures, it would be useful. 
If your trouble arises from over-production or over-equipment and if you' 
are trying to penetrate into markets to which you are not entitled, Govern
ment would find it difficult to help you. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you could show that in Bombay and other markets which
are accessible to Bombay, there is a sufficient demand for your capacity
either in the form of acids or in the form of secondary products, it would be' 
helpful. 

Mr. Gupta.-We shall send you these figures later. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take it that your capacity is larger than the capacity or 

Bny other chemical works. 
Mr. G1.tpta.-Yes, in respeCt of acids. 
Dr. Matthai.-Looking at the table given on page 2, the point that strikes

me is that your capacity, taking salts, is largest in Epsom and Aluminum 
Sulphate. ' ' 

Mr. Gupta.-These are the actual productions. 
Dr. Matthai.-Your capacity for Epsom and Aluminum Sulphate is

largest among the salts you make. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-But your actual production of these two salts is the small-

e?t although your capacity is the biggest. That is the position at present. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That indicates the seriousness of the position. 
Mr. Gupta.-We are unable to compete in respect of these. 
President.-l can understand the position in regard to Epsom salt

because the prices are much too low, but I don't understand the position 
a~ regards alumino ferric P 

Mr; G1.tpta.-That also has gone down. The alumino ferric is used for' 
the manufacture of alum. Each ton of bauxite makes so much of aiuminiulll' 
sulphate or alumina ferric which treated with potash sulphate gives alum, 
of potB~h. 
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President.-In a·nswer to question 8 you say" As regards the acids, ex
~ept phosphoric acid which is somewhat inferior in quality, they are equal 
in quality and appearance to those imported". What is the trouble with 
!phosphoric acid? 

- Mr. (}upta.-We are new in this manufacture and that is why it contains 
a bit more of sulphuric acid than it ought to. 

President.-This phosphoric acid is used chiefly by the Match industry? 
Mr. (}upta.-Yes. 
President.-Is there some difference in the process of manufacture or is 

lit because they get better bones? 
Mr. (}upta.-They don't manufacture it from bones. They make it from 

rock phosphates. Really speaking we can get as good a product from bones 
as from rock phosphates, but we are new in the business and we want some 
more time to perfect it. 

President.-You don't manufacture phosphoric acid in· large quantities? 
Mr. Gupta.-No, because we cannot compete. 
Dr. Mattltai.-Js phosphoric acid a by-product in the process of making_ 

fertilisers? 
Mr. (}upta.-It is a main product. 
President.-As regards zinc chloride, alum potash, alumina ferric and 

.copper sulphate you say they are somewhat inferior in appearance. 
Mr. (}upta.-Yes, in colour. 
P·resident.-What about their quality? 
Mr. (}upta.-They are quite as good as those imported. 
Dr. Matthai.-Why are they inferior? 
Mr. (}upta.-There also I should think we are new. We can perfect it 

shortly if we are able to produce to our full capacity. 
President.-Does the. manufacturer object to the-colour. 

Mr. (}upta.-They are users of a particular kind of product and they 
naturally like to have the same quality, 

President.-There is no serious prejudice, is there? Do you make any 
allowance in price P 

Mr. (}upta.-Yes, about 5 per cent. If the foreign price is Rs. 140 we 
have to sell it say three or four rupees cheaper. 

President.-That happens in the case of most articles manufactured in 
India I 

Mr. (}upta.-That is so. 
Dr. Ma,ttha,i·.-A suggestion has been made to us by one of the paper 

-companies about alumina ferric that the Indian alumina ferric is not white 
-enough for sizing purposes because there is too much iron in it, though they 
admit that it is good enough for water· purification purposes. If that is so, 
it may substantially affect the demand for the Indian product: 

Mr. (}u,pta.-We can perfect it to that stage quite easily. 
D-r. Mattha,i.-I wonder if there is any trouble with the Indian bauxite? 

Mr. (}upta.-Some bauxite obtained in India contain more iron, but there 
is bauxite available- in India which is quite as good as any in other parts 
i)f the world. 

Dr. Matthai.-The bulk of the demand at present is for sizing? 
Mr. (}lIpta.-And also for water purification. 

Dr. Matthai.-But the more important one is silling? 

MI·. (}upta,.-Yes. But we find that water purification is increasing 
~very year. 

President.-The principal industry that UlSes these chemicals is the textile 
industryp 



Mr. Gupta.-AB far as we are cOllcerned, about 80 per cent. of our manu
facture goes to the textile industry. 

President.--One of the points that we have got to consider is, if we
recommend protection by means of an increased tariff, how the industries 
using these chemicals might be affected. For that purpose it would perhap~ 
be sufficient for us if we examined the Millowners ABsociation, would it not I' 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.--,-We have received no representation from either the ,Mill

owners ABsociation or from any Chamber of Commerce and it appears to me
that they are not affected by any proposals that this :Soard may make. 

Mr. Gupta.-I think the :Soard can safely assume that. 
I>r. Matthai;-A duty of 30 per cent. on so~e of these chemicals can easily 

be borne by the textile industry? 
Mr. Ramsinoh.-That is my view. I am myself manager of one of the

mills here and have some experience of their use. 

President.-If the millowners don't come forward and place their case
before us, we may assume thai; there is no opposition from them to your' 
proposal. In any case we have taken the precaution of writing to these
people asking them if they are prepared to come forward and it is for them 
to consider. :Sut there is one consumer that never appears but whose cas& 
has always to be considered Bnd that is the agriculturist. What I wish to 
know is, so far as these heavy chemicals are concerned, to what extent is he 
interested at present I' 

Mr. Gupta.-Except in the case of fer¥lisers it does not affect him at all 
as far as we are concerned. 

President.-It is a point which has to be considered. Supposing WI!' 
recommended an increase in the duties, to what extent would that affect thl!' 
agriculturists I' Can you give us any ideal' We have no evidence at present 
as to the quantity of fertilisers manufactured in this country in which these 
heavy chemicals are used. 

Dr. Matthai.-As far as these heavy chemicals, which are included in 
this list are concerned, none of them are used in the manufacture of ferti
lisers except sulphuric acid. Is that correct I' 

Mr. Gupta.-"Yes. We are not asking .for any duty on fertilisers which 
are already imported free. We want to cheapen the price of fertilisers •. 

Dr. Matthai.-You cannot ·cheapen fertilisers by putting a duty on 
sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Gupta.-We might be able to make snper-phosphates cheaper. 
I>r. Matthai.-Don't you ask for a duty on sulphuric.acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-We have not definitely put forward any proposal. 
I>r. Matthai.-You have suggested in one of your numerous representa-

tions that a duty might be levied on sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, on imported sulphuric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-We cannot differentiate between the two. 

Mr. Glipta.-Sulphuric acid as such is not used by the cultivator. Our 
aim is to Ilupply them cheaper Buperphosphates. We are not able to cheapen 
bone Buperphosphates because our price of sulphuric acid is higher. 

I>r. Matthai.-Supposing we put a duty on sulphuric acid and gave you 
protection against the imported acid, as far as bone super-phosphates are 
concerned, inspite of an increase in the cost of sulphuric acid your interest 
would be better served by selling bone super-phosphates at lower prices: it is 
only in that way that you ca~ get a market for it. Is that what you mean I' 

AIr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-In answer to question 10 you say "Glauber's salt cannot be 

produced all the year round because in summer the temperatures are higher 
and prejudicial to efficient production". Is crystallization slower I' 
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Mr. Gupta.--Crystallisation does not take place when the temperature is 
ever 30°C that is 86°F. 

Pr6sident.-Is that a serious drawback? 
Mr. Gupta.-It affects the cost of production. If we could maintain the 

production throughout the year we could make it a bit cheaper. 
President.--Can you store it? 
Mr. Gupta.-We lose if we store. It gets dehydrated and concentrated. 

Glauber's salt has almost half its weight of water in it. The consumer is 
benefited because he gets the concentrated stuff. We lose because of loss in 
weight he gets the better article at the same price. 

President.-Does it not get dehydrated during the period of transport 
from abroad. 

Mr. Gupta.-It takes only 3 weeks to come. 3 weeks' transportation in 
bags does not affect it very much. . 

Dr. Matthai.-The high temperature would affect condensation, woiIld it 
not? 

Mr. Gupta.-In some cases it would. But in this case it is crystallisation, 
which is affected. 

Dr. Matthai.-Does it .affect other crystals P 
Mr. Gupta.-No. At least not in the production of copperas which we 

make throughout the year. 
Dr. Matthai.-Some others told us that the high temperature affects con

densation equally with crystallisation. 
Mr. Gupta.-We have no case of condensation here. It is all a question 

of crystallisation. In the case of Glauber's salt it affects us because crystalli
:sation doesn't take place beyond 30°C. 

Dr. Matthai.-In other chemicals there is no question of condensation? 

Mr. Gupta.-In the case of these chemicals it is a matter of slow crystalli
sation and it doesn't affect us the least. Copperas, copper sulphate, and 
~psom salt, we get throughout the year. 

President.-You have given in answer to question 11 the processes by 
which you manufacture these various articles. I ask you generally, as you 
have been recently abroad, whether you would suggest that your processes 
are as up to date as in other parts of the world. 

Mr. Gupta.--Chomical processes change every few months. Some small 
-changes have taken place in these processes. 

President.-I am not speaking of small changes. 
Mr. Gupta.-Materially we are not much affected. 
President.-Take your sulphul'ic acid plant. 
Mr. Gupta.-Most of the acid is yet made by the Chamber process every

where for the manufacture. 
President.-'-What other processes do they use? 
Mr. Gupta.-In cases where stronger acid is wanted, they use contact 

process and they get 100 per cent. sulphuric acid or more but as we are not 
yet concerned with the dye manufacture or explosives we are not to think 
of such processes at present. 

President.-But for ordinary manufacture this process is used. 

Mr. Gupta.-In fact for the manufac>bure of salts we are making and for 
·fertilisers, the Chamber process is the only process used, because if we make 
• stronger acid and dilute it for use, it costs much more than to manufacture 
<it in a dilute form. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is not merely a stronger acid, but you get a pure acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-We get a pure acid from the cascade process, also. 
Dr. Matthai.-There is no prejudice against your battery acid. 
Mr. Gu:t>ta.-No. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Your plant was instniled in 1!l22. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. We started erection in 1920-21. 
Dr. Matthai.-You got all your plant in 1919. 
Mr. Gupta.-We bought the plant in 1920. 

_ Dr. Matthai.-All these enormous reorganisations of the Chemical Industry 
in England and Germany took place after 1920, so that it is quite likely 
that there would have been rather substantial changes in the processes. 

Mr. Gupta.-Not much in the Chamber process. 
Dr. Matthai.-They are making acids other than sulphuric acid by synthe

tic process. 
Mr. Gupta.-Nitric acid. I am not competent to express any opinion 

whether they could make it much cheaper or not. I have seen one or two 
plants only. It may be that it is cheaper to mall:e by the synthetic process. 

Dr. Matthai.-It must be a large scale plant . 
. Mr. Gupta.-Yes, and the capital expenditure is tremendous. 
Dr. Matthai.-'-What is the smallest unit? 
Mr. Gupta.-7 tons of nitrogen a day. That means sulphate of ammonia 

35 tons a day at least. 
Dr. Matthai.-The Eastern Chemical Company, Limited, in their represent

ation say that there has been a considerable import of nitric acid at very 
cheap rates. That might have something to do with the synthetic process. 

Mr. Gupta.-Also because the war time plants are now making peace time 
nitric acid at a cheaper rate. That is affecting us surely. Since last year 
quite a considerable quantity of nitric acid is coming and we have to lower 
our prices also. It may seriously affect us later on. 

President.-Which are the industries that chiefly use nitric acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-Metal rcliners, Bombay mint and the explosive department 

of the Government. 
President.-At present you are not 'interested in explosives. 
Mr. Gupta.-We supplied a lot of our nitric acid to Kirkee, Aru~ankadu 

and Calcutta. 
President.-We saw the Cordite Factory at Aruv8,J1kadu and they make 

their own nitric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Pre.ndent.-Really speaking it is a small manufacture. 
Mr. Gupta.--Gold refiners mostly use our acid. 
President.-You suggest that a lot of nitric acid is being imported now. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Lithographers also use quite a lot of nitric acid. 

President.-In 1927-28 the quantity of imported nitric acid is only 455 
cwts. all over India. 

Mr. Gupta.--':'It is. only recently that imports of nitric acid have become 
larger. 

Dr; Matthai.-Synthetic process canhot affect the production of sulphuric 
acid. 
, Mr. Gupta.-Inasmuch as we shall not be able to make more nitric acid. 

In. Matthai.-What I mean is synthetic process will not help the 
European producer to produce sulphuric acid cheaper. It· affects nitric 
acid, but it does not affect sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Gupta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-There is no reason then that synthetic process are making 

.ulphuric acid cheaper in Europe. 
Mr. Gupta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Recently there has also been a considerable increase in 

the import of sulphuric acid especially into this side of India. 
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Mr. Gupta.-The war time plants are making more than is required in 
the country. of production and the surplus is exported out here. 

Dr. Matthai.-May I take it that except in rare cases most of the acids 
imported into India are for laboratories and things of that kind? 

Mr. Gupta.-Those are acids of pure quality. 
Dr. Matthai.-The quantity imported is very small. 
Mr. Gupta.-Total is about 455 cwts. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is for commercial use. 

" Mr. Gupta.-Pure acid comes to about 50 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-Those imports do not raise the question of acid as such. 
Mr; Gupta.-In the case of nitric acid as such we are much affected. 
Dr. Matthai.-That must be since the date of these imports. 
Mr. Gupta.-Especially this year. 
Dr. Matthai.-It must be quite recently. 
Mr. Gupta.-So far practically it was a test whether they can supply at 

a lower price than we can, and now they find they can. 

Raw Materials. 
President.-We wanted really the principal raw materials, but you go 

on giving us what may be called the natural raw material. You say sul
phuric acid and nitric acid and you use that as a raw material. What 'lVe 
really want to know is the principal raw materials. For the manufact1ll'e 
of sulphuric acid you require sulphur and nitrate and thM; sulphur' has to 
be importe!I in any case. . 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, at present. 
President.-I take it the principal raw materials are sulphur, nitre, 

salt, . magnesite, bauxite and bones. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-The only one that you have not got in any form is sulphu 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. • 
President.-But as regards nitre, you use nitrate of soda. You havA 

got nitrate of potash "in the country. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Is there any substitute for sulphurP 
Mr. Ramnngh.-No. 
Mr. Gupta.-Burma has an ('normous quantity of Bine blende. 
President.-We do not know. 
Mr. Gupta.-The Munitions Department has given a report on that 
President.-Munitions Department has served its purpose and oilier 

things have happened since then .. 
Dr. lIfatthai.-Potash sulphate is an important material. 
Mr. Guptn.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Does potash sulphate oCcur as a mineral deposit? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, as a natural deposit. 
Dr. Matthai.-It really comes out of Strassfurt deposits. It does not 

occur as a mineral deposit. 
Mr. Gupta.-It has to be recrystallised. 
Dr. Matthai.--Out of what? 
Mr. Gupta.--Out of the mineral containing it. 
Dr. Matthni.-The point I was trying to suggest is supposing you use 

potassium nitrate, instead of sodium nitrate, then you can get potash 
sulphate out of it. 

Mr. Gupta.~Yes, as a byeproduct in manufacturing nitric acid. 



Dr. ' Matthai.-At present the trouble is potassium nitrate is very much 
more expensive. 

Mr. (hpta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What happens to the Indian potassium nitrate? Is it 

exported? 
Mr. Gupta.-The bulk of it is exported. 
Dr. Matthai.-In one of your representations you say the excise policy 

has something to do'with it. What bearing has the excise policy on that? 

Mr. Gupta.-These potassium nitrate manufacturers are small people. 
'They collect the potash bearing earth round two or three villages. Accord
ing to the excise policy of the Government all salts recovered have to be, 
ktlpt a watch on. For this purpose an Inspector is appointed. These poor 
,people said "Weare too poor to bear this charge and as such we can't 
refine it." 

Dr. Matthai.-What I cannot understand is how is it that there is an 
.export market for potassium nitrate when you can get sodium nitrate for 
the same purpose at about 40 per cent. cheaper. 

Mr. (hpta.-To England it goes for refining at Greenwich arsenal-and 
subsequently in the manufacture of expl9Sives like gunpowders. It goes to 
Mauritius for plantations as fertilisers. Potash nitrate is almost a com
pound fertiliser. It goes to China for a similar purpose and for fire'workS. 

President.-Why don't you use that? 
Mr. Gupta.-We do use it when we want a Bubstitute. 
President.-If ,it pays those people to use potassium nitrate taken from 

this country, why should it not pay you? 
Mr. Gupta.-We do use it in the manufacture of mixed fertilisers. The 

manufacturers have to pay a lot by way of taking out license and so' 'ferth. 
During the war time license fee was reduced to a minimum sum of one 
Tupee or so. As soon as the war requirements were stopped, the license 
fee was increased, production, went down and prices rose up. At these 
'higher prices 'it does not pay us to use it in any form. 

President.-During the war how the price of potassium nitrate compared 
with sodium nitrate? 

Mr. (hpta.-It went down considerably. Considering the nitrogen and 
potash it contained, it was fairly cheap. The export pril'e was about £12 
to £13 per ton. 

Dr. Matthai.-At present sodium nitrate is aboulll Rs. 170 here. 
Mr. (hpta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing, for example, there was a readjustment of the 

excise arrangements do you think there is a possibility of potassium nitrate 
being somewhere a,Pout Re. 170. • 

Mr. Gupta.-I won't be surprised. 
President.-In answer to question 13, you have mentioned that sulphate 

-of ammonia is one of your raw materials. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Preaident.-Is it for manufacturing fertilisers? 
Mr. Gupta.':"Yes. 
P'I'eBide.!lt.-Do you use the Indian stuff or imported stuffP 
Mr. Gupta.-The Indian stuff is concerned by the British Federation 

'Which controls the market in India. To buy from them means no margin 
for us. We have to buy therefore from other parties. 

President.~Do they leave a margin to others? 
Mr. Gupta.-They have their own office. 
President.-How is it that if the Federation controls the market, you 

.re able to purchase it much cheaper? 
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Mr. Gupta.-Because'there are people outside the Federation. We ha,'" 
to l>ick up sucl1. manufacturers in different countries .. 

President.-Do you import it direct? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-What difference does it give? 
Mr. Gupta.-It gives us a little. margin which enables' us to compete. 
President.-What is the price you pay? 
Mr. Gupta.-The Federation's price last year was Rs. 160 to 165, whereas. 

we could get it at Rs. 155. So, there is a difference of Rs. 10 or about. 
President.-:-How much do you use of that? 
Mr. Gupta.-Last year we took about 1,000 to 1,200 tons. 
President.-In what form do you then sell it? 
Mr. Gupta.-A.s Sulphate of Ammonia and also as mixed fertilisers. 

Dr. Matthai.-What Federation are you speaking of? Are they con-
nected with the Imperial Chemical Industries? 

Mr. Gupta.-The Federation is a selling body and not a manufacturing 
body. Brunner Mond's or The I. C. I. are the manufacturers. 

Dr. MaUhai.-These figures that you give represent your aetual con
sumption at .present. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, the average for the last 3 years. 
Dr. Matthai.-The only thing that occurred to me with regard to Epsom 

salt, comparing it with the figures of consumption given by other people,_ 
was that your magnesite and sulphuric acid figures are considerably higher. 

Mr. Gupta.-We did not make allowance for the mud that. is left over. 
That comes to about 20 per cent. when recovered. 

PreBident.-This table given in answer to question 14 shows that jn. 
every product there is a large percentage of Sulphuric Acid. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-If we were to recommend a bounty, then should we be right. 

in assuming that the quantity of sulphuric acid in the super-phosphate is 
about '38 per' ton. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-That is about two fifths of a ton. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-If we recommended a bounty on sulphuric acid, it would 

enable you to reduce the price of super-phosphate to that extent. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Then as regards the two principal, raw materials: your sulr 

phur' is obtained from Hamburg. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-If it is obtained from Sicily, would not the price be cheaperi" 
Mr. Gupta.-The supply of sulphur, both Sicilian and American, is con-

trolled by a trust: at least it was so till 1927. The American sulphur is; 
stocked at Hamburg, whereas Sicilian sulphur is exported direct from Sicily. 
The price of sulphur, whether Sicilian or American, is the same, being, 
under the control of a trust. 

Pre.ident.-The one thing that puzzles me is this. Every country which
has to depend on American or Sicilian sulphur must pay the freight. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-I do not know in what way freights are arranged but I take

it that the freight from Sicily to the Indian ports would determine the price
of all sulphur in India. 

Mr. Gupta.-Whether the source of sulphur is Sicily or America, the-
price is the same. I 



Prerident.-They may fix it in' any way they like if they have a mono
poly, but I think there are countries which can get sulphur from pyrites. 
To thOBe countries are different prices quoted or what? H so, is there any 
evidence of that? 

Mr. Gupta.-I do not know in the case of sulphur, but I know in the 
case of rock phosphate different prices are quoted. 

Mr. Smith Wright.-I think in our first representation to the Govern
ment we gave the prices of sulphur' to England as well as to India. 

Prerident.-H you give the c.i.f. prices, the difference might be accounted 
for by the freight. What I want to know is-is there a difference in the 
f.o.b. price? The complication in the freight makes it very difficult for 
anyone to judge. 

Mr. Smith Wright.-I think that the price is so regulated that the c.i.f. 
price to any country 'will be the same whether the source of supply is 
America or Sicily. 

Prerident.-8icily is not nearer to England than she is to India. 
Mr. Smith Wright.-8icily is nearer India than America. 
Prerident.-I am taking Sicily because if freight depended on the dis-

tance there should not be any difference in the price.· 
Mr. Smith Wright.-There the question of pyrites comes in. 
Prerident.~I course, freights are not regulated by distance. 
Mr. Smith Wright.-I don't think that the question of freight really 

comes in. 
Prerident.-We want'some evidence. 
Dr. Matthai.-In this Sulphur Combine, are people who produce sulphur 

from pyrites included?' 
Mr. Gupta.-They are not. 
Dr. Matthai.-8o that it is really a question of competition. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. H we have pyrites, we could squ_ the price down. 
Dr. Matthai.-8ulphur from pyrites is mainly made in Spain, is it not? 
Mr. Gupta.-The main supply is from Spain b~t there are other coun-

tries too. England has some pyrites also. 
Dr. Matthai.-The bulk of it is found in Spain, is it not? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Mr. Ramringh.-In England I have seen factories where they have 3 

burners ready. H the price of sulphur goes up, they use pyrites and if the 
price of the latter goes up, they use sulphur. 

Prerident.-Pyrites are 110t burnt like that. 
Mr. Gupta.-They have to be roasted. 
Prerident.-Is not pyrite a kind of ore. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is an ore. 
Prsrident.-It has to be furnaced. 

Mr. Gupta.-It has to be roasted. 

Prerident.-It is like a blast furnace to some extent, ~ it not? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Prerident.-What I want to know is this. It is quite possible from tIl.

furnace they' may be using sulphur gases for the manufacture of sulphurio 
acid, but then iron and other things must go out. 

Mr. Gupta.-Pyrite is not considered from the point of view of its iron 
contents. 

Prerident.-According to some books, pyrites pay best where there is a· 
demand for iron. 

Mr. Smith Wright.-Yes, if you can get rid of iron. 
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President.-Where tlIey don't make use of the iron, it would not be 
profitable to use pyrites. Pyrites contain about 45 per cent. of sulphur 
an4 there is 55 per Cent. of something else. They cannot afford to throW" 
away the 55 per cent. other stuff in it. 

Mr. Gupta.-The price they have to pay for pyrites is determined on 
the sulphur content only. 

Synthetic processes. 

Dr. Matthai.--Could you give me some idea of the difference between 
the synthetic process in Norway and the synthetic process as used in Ger
many? I have a general idea that as it is employed in Norway it means 
bigger consumption of electric power. 

M1'. Gupta.-Exactly so. 
President.-Supposing it was a question of adopting the synthetic process. 

in India, I expect the process that would be used would be the German 
process. Could you give me some idea of the German process P 

Mr. Gupta.-German process is generally called the Haber process. The 
process consists of the oxidation of ammonia in the presence of Platinum 
as catalyst to nitric acid. For the production of ammonia, the elements. 
required are hydrogen and nitrogen. On some process hydrogen obtained 
by the electrolysis of water or Brine, whilst the nitrogen is obtained from 
the liquefaction and distillation of air. In the Haber-Bosch process how
ever water gas is produced from steam and coke and mixed with producer 
gas made from air, steam and coke, thus giving a gas containing hydrogenr 
nitrogen, carbon monoxide and dioxide. This is mixed with steam and 
passed over a catalyst, giving a resulting mixture of H., N., CO. and some 

. trace of CO. Under compression and washing the CO, and CO are removed. 
The H. and N . are next passed over to the synthesis plantr-when they 
combine to prcJ.uce NH. in the presence of a catalyst under a specific
pressure. 

Dr; Matthai.-Have you any idea of the cost of electricity in Germanyl" 
Mr. Gupta.-The· maximum cost is '3 of an anna a unit. The minimum 

may be'l of an anna. In Norway it is 1 farthing or so. 
President . ...:..you require a plant of at least 5,000 tons? 
Mr. Gupta.-A unit consisting of 7 tons of nitrogen a day will give about 

35 tons of sulphate of ammonia or equivalent of nitric acid. A plant to
produce 35 to 30 tons a day can only be put up when the country is in a 
position to absorb all this sulphate of ammonia or its equivalent of soda 
nitrate. At present the whole nitrogen demand in India in the form of 
sulphate of ammonia 'is 13,000 to 15,000 tons per annum, and nitrate of 
soda about the same qllantity. The maximum demand is about 40,{)()(» 
tons. No doubt in the next ten years it may increase considerably. It is. 
increasing very rllPidly. 

President.-50 tons a day is equal to about 19,000 tons a year. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes.· 
President.-You llllve that demand? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattllai . ..!.-It is true I suppose that ultimately whether the Indian 

Chemical industry would. be able to establish itself or not 'Would depend 
on how far it en" use this electrolytic method. 

Mr. Gupta .. -It does not come to that. The position is, "the world is 
producing more than the demand. They want to have peace time as well as 
war time requirements. In fact the synthetic nitrogen industry got its 
impetus in 1914 when the Germans began its manufacture in right earnEllit 
because they were cut out from their nitrate supply from Chili. Since 
then enormous stride has taken place: France has its own process, 
Germany has its own process; England has modified the German process. 
Then there is another process in Italy. 
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President.-S·o far as all these products where sulphuric acid is the 
principal chemical, nothing synthetic has been invented, so that ultimately 
in most cases the whole cost is determined by the price of sulphuric acid? 

Mr. Gupta.-.As regards chemicals under reference, the price is deter
mined by the cost of the sulphuric acid. In the case of sulphates, chlorides 
and so on .... 

President.-8o far as we are concerned, except in the production of 
fertilisers the synthetic process will not help us. 

Mr. G-upta.-No. .As everybody is well aware, the demand from the 
agriculturists is the most important and thel,"e is a constant demand, so if 
a big amount of synthetic nitrogen is produced by a plant it necessarily 
becomes cheap. 

Dr. Mattkai.-I was looking at it this way. .As the trade figures stand 
at present, the biggest demand is for alkalis in. India and the next biggest 
demand in tlie near future I should say would be for nitrogenous products 
in one form or another. 

Mr. G-upta.-Nitrogenous products as regards the agricultural demand, 
but sulphuric acid too. . 

Dr. Mattkai.-The demand for sulphate of ammonia would in the near 
future be bigger than any chemical product except perhaps alkalis. 

Mr. G-upta.-That is the case everywhere. Fertiliser demand is mote 
than the chemical demand, 

Dr. Mattkai.-Therefore if the Indian industry is to have a permanent 
future it must be in a position to make all those products for which there 
is the biggest demand, namely" sodium carbonate, caustic soda and sulphate 
of ammonia. -

Mr. Gupta.-Sulphate of ammonia does" not meet all the demands of the 
agriculturists. -

Dr. Mattkai.-But the demand for super-phosphates would arise "along 
with sulphate of ammonia. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, but not until sulphuric acid is made cheaper. In the 
United States of America 75 per cent. of the sulphuric acid produced is 
used in the super-phosphates only. .As we have mentioned in our first 
representation, for super-phosphate manufacture alone sulphuric acid used 
in Great Britain amounts to 850,000 tons, in the United States of America 
1,120.000 tons. In the States the bulk about 75 per cent. of it goes into 
the manufacture of super-phosphates, in England 40 to 45 per cent., in 
Germany 60 to 65 per cent., so that the bulk of sulphuric acid manufactured 
in any country goes to the manufacture of fertilisers and super-phosphates, 
and therefore as I said, it is not only the nitrogenous. products which deter
mine the whole thing, the future development of the sulphuric acid manu
facture plays even a greater part inasmuch as it is also used for dye 
manufacture, for explosives and heavy chemicals. In heavy chemicals sul
phuric acid is consumed to the extent of 20 per cent.; but the bulk goes 
to fertilisers. 

Dr. Mattkai.-20 per cent. in heavy chemicals and 40 per ~ent. in 
fertilisers ? 

Mr. Gupta.-50 per cent. is the average only in super-phosphates. 
Mr. Bamrinok.-Incidentally I might mention that by using only nitro. 

genous matter lands in India are deteriorating and therefore it is necessary 
~hat more super-phosphates should be used. 

Fertilisers. 
Prerident.-Up to now really speaking they have not been able to Bay 

what kind of fertiliser is really required for the whole of Inrua generally. 
We really don't know what form fertilisers may take so far as crops are 
concerned. The evidence given before the Agricultural Commission was not 
at all sstisfactory. The point is that each kind of soil requires separate 
etudy and it may require different kinds of fertiliser for different kinds 
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'Of crops. We have noli got sufficient information to be able to say what: 
sort of fertilisers India requires and tpat is why the Agricultural Commis
sion got out- of the difficulty by suggesting the establishment of agricultural· 
research institutes to carry out experiments with different kinds of soil and· 
different kinds of fertilisers. Until then it is really difficult to say whether 
you require nitrogenous fertilisers or phosphates or other sorts. 

Mr. Ramsingk.-It has been proved beyond doubt that it requires nitro
gen and phosphates both. 

President.-The reason why I am putting to you this question is thi~ .. 
If we were to consider the question of bounty we should like to know what 
the ultimate bill is going to be which the country has to foot. 

Mr. Ramsingk.-We can ascertain what kinds of fertilisers were beiug: 
used before. We can go by the past experience. 

President.-I would refer you to the Agricultural Commission's report 
to find that out for yourself. The difficulty arises in this way: If you want 
nitrogenous fertiliser there is the synthetic process. If you want super
phosphates it makes a. tremendous difference in the bill which the country 
has to foot. 

Mr. Gupta.-Nitrogen may predominate or phosphates may predominate 
but the ratio between. phosphates and nitrogen will always stand as both· 
are required in every country. 

President.-Our lands have been cultivated for ages without any kiud. 
of artificial fertilisers being used. 

Mr. Ramsingk.-I respectfully differ from you there. They have been 
using cow dung cakes, fish manure and farm manure. 

President.-We all know that. What I am trying to suggest is that the' 
experience of France or the United States of America cannot bea guide for 
India. As regards India we have not got sufficient information as to what 
is the agricultural necessity. . 

Dr. Matthai.-The practical point that arises for our consideration here' 
is that you cannot in the present state of agricultural research in India 
state what is likely to be the demand for phosphates for fertilising the Boil 
in the next few yeras, and if we were to recommend a bounty on sulphuric 
acid we should have to say that this bounty should be given on a particular 
.output and that would depend on somebody being able to give evidence as 
to what is going to be the demand for super-phosphates during the next few 
years in which sulphuric acid plays an important part. That is the point .. 

Sulpkuric acid COltS. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-With reference to question 15 may I point out that 
from 1914 to 1918 supply to sulphur was available in India from various 
countries, e.g., Japan, United States, Sicily and so on. For example, if 
the supply from Sicily was cut down we could turn to Japan, if the supply 
from America was cut down we could get our supplies from elsewhere. 

President.-That is not the point we are considering. The point is, if 
you have always got to depend on imported sulphur the price of which 
must be determined by alternative sources such as pyrites, then we are at 
the mercy of foreign countries as regards price and not as regards quantity. 
That is the point. Now let us go on to question 16. In answer to that 
you say the price of sulphur is £7-10-0 c.i.f. What I want to know is what 
will be the price of sulphur c.i.f. British portP 

Mr. Gupta.-About £5. 
President.-How do you explain the difference? Why should there he a 

difference in the case of Great Britain of nearly £2-10-0? 
Mr. Gupta.'-There is a difference of £2 on an average. 
President.-Why should there be that difference? 
Mr~' Gupta.-They charter ships and get lower freight. It is alae> regu

lated by the price of pyrites in England. 
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President.-What I am suggesting is that as compared to Great Britain 
you would be in more or less permanent disadvantage of £2 per ton. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, until we have pyrites available in India. 
President.-Taking 35 per cent. of sulphur per ton of sulphuric acid 

that gives you a. disadvantage of about Rs. 10 per ton on the quantity of· 
sulphur used? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-But even so your sulphuric acid costs a good deal more than 

apparently it does in Europe. The difference of Rs. 10 in the cost of sulphur 
per ton of sulphuric acid does not. account for it. 

Mr. Gupta.-:;-Arsenic free IiLcid in England costs £3 . 
. Pr. Matthai.-We have got the price of £6 from somebody. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is the selling price. £3 is the works cost. 
President.-I am talking of the selling price. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is £6.to £6-10-0. 
President.-Then your selling price ought to be that plus Rs. 10. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say about Rs. 90. 
President.-I want to know how the.difference is explained. 
Mr. Gupta.-It arises out of the fact that our production here is nothing 

like the large scale production in other countries. . 
President.-I am not going into details just now. I find that ·there is 

much difference even allowing for your full production. 
Mr. Gupta.-No. Allowing for full production there is not much differ

ence. We can make Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 per ton cheaper.Rs. 65 is our present 
cost. 

President.-Are you talking of Chamber acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. The future cost is about Rs. 44. 
President.-I take it these costs that you have given here do not include 

depreciation and the overhead charges. 
Mr. Gupta.-Works overhead and selling organisation are included. 
President.-,Depreciation? 
Mr. Gupta.-Depreciation on the plant we have not included. 
President.-And the profit on the capital you have not included. 
Mr. Gupta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-The price. of £6 in England does that correspond to 

C. O. V. . 
Mr. Gupta.-96 per cent. acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-If we took your cost of Chamber acid as Rs. 60 including 

everything on a cent per cent. basis, would that correspond to £6 in 
England? 

Mr. Gupta.-Not that. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the corresponding rate? 

Mr. Gupta.-£6-I0-0 to .£7. That is the ordinary commercial O. V.-
95 to 96 per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-On the basis of these figures, what wOuld be your corre-
sponding cost for that kind of acid P 

Mr. Gupta.-;..Do you mean for the marketable product? 
Dr. Matthai.-Yes. . 
Mr. Gupta.-We will have to take our full cascade production costs. 
President.-What are the journals in which these prices are given. 
Mr. Gupta.-The Chemical Age and the Chemical Trade J01irnaI. 
President.-Do you get them? 
Mr. Gu,pta.-Yes. 
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President.-Will yOU please let us have some copies of recent issues? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, we will send you. 
President.-i)o the:r give the "British exeort prices P Are they considered 

fairly reliable? . ' . . 
Mr. Gupta.-They are the English market quotations. That £6 is e~ 

works cost 'which doesn't include packing charges, etc. 
Dr. Matthai.-Can you give us correct information later? 
Mr. (}upta.-:-'1es. 
Dr. Matthai.-You must give us comparable figures in both cases. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes.. . 
Dr. Matthai.-l:here is just one diflicuity that occurred to us with regard 

to your proposal for a bounty of. sulphuric acid. As far as I can understand 
the position, the sulphur combine charges a particular price for each parti
'()ular market. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. • 
Dr. Matthai.-There is a price fixed according to the market conditions 

in India. Supposing we decide to give you a bounty of Rs. 20 a ton on 
sulphuric acid, is there a chance of the price of sulphur raised by the com
bine to that extent? The bounty 'that we give might go to the sulphur 
rombine, you might not get it. 

Mr. Gupta.-Japan has a supply of sulphur too. It is not in this 
combine. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is not a supply on which you can depend. 
Mr. Gupta.-The Calcutta market buys a lot of sulphur from Japan. 
Dr. Matthai.-Don't you think that there is some danger in thatP 
Mr. Gupta.-I don't think because the Sulphur Syndicate's main object 

is to foster the sale of their sulphur. 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as England is concerned, the price of sulphur is 

determined by the competition in pyrites. That is a definite factor. Here 
in India they Jix any price which the market can bear. There is no other 
consideration. We give you a bounty of Rs. 20 on sulphuric acid. These 
people say to themselves .. Look here, these people can bear at any rate 
Rs. 15 more on their sulphur" with the result. that the bulk of the bounty 
might go to them and you might not get it. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-We can buy Japa.nese sulphur. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is a point for you to consider. "hat is a difficulty 

which has just occurred to us. 
Mr. Gupta.-We may go in for pyrites. Our difficulty in regard to get-

ting pyrites now is that we want to get a pure acid. " 
Dr. Matthai.-You may not consider the question.of pyrites, because 

there is the freight and the sulphur conte~t of Indian pyrites is only about 
20 per cent. 

Mr. Bamsingk.-It coutains 88 to 40 per cent. 
President.-There is again the nitrate of soda. The c.i.f. price is £12-9-0 

pel' ton and the Indian nitrate of potash is Rs. 300 a ton. So (ar as you 
require nitrogen in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, you cannot afford to 
use nitrate of potash. 

Mr. Gupta.-If the price of nitrate of potash stands at Rs. 300" we cann'>t. 

President.-Why.is the price of nitrate of potash so highP 

Mr. Gu.pta.-The small holders who make the nitrate of potash have to 
pay heavy license fees. 

President.-You have explained to me that, but that is not the whole 
explanation. . 

Mr. Gu.pta.-I believe if they are put together and if they are encour
aged, they can give it at a much cheaper rate. 
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President,-If it.' is a paying proposition"wlly should not the large manu-
facturers undertake it. . 

Mr. Gupta.-Becausethe deposits are "Small. Long areas have to be' 
taken out. • . . ' 
" .President.-Then y~u cannot say that it :ig a very promising substitute. 

Mr. Gupta .. -If it .can be made in large quantities, say 30,000 to 40,0Q() 
tons a year during the war period wh~n encouragement, was given to the 
industry j it went down to 10,000 tonS' after the war when facilities were 
removed. 

President.-They must have ~o~ ,-very good prices then. .! 

. Mr. Gupta.-Jt is not exactly prices. At that time the license fee was. 
very nominal and they could ~anufActur~ mor~. 

President.-We have written to the Geological Survey of India about 
this and we are awaitibg their reply to tinct out what the possibilit.ies are. 

Mr. Gupta.-This is the leport (shown). He has given a history. 

. President.-That report has to be revised 'a great deal in the light of 
later information. We. could not act on that ,report any more. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is aliout 1920. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, but the nature of the industry is much the same. It. 

has not changed. It has been in the same hands. 
President.-In the United Provinces chiefly? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Punjab, United Provinces, Bihar and some parts of 

Deccan also. 
President.-You have got very large quantities of magnesite and bauxite. 

The only question is freight and we shall deal with that when we come to
freights. 

Dr. Mattkai.-You get your supply of magnesite entirely from Mysore. 
Mr. Gupta,-Yes. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Has it any advantage over Salem? 
Mr. Gupta.-First of all we could not get from Salem, because the Salem 

Syndicate had contracts with some other Companies and had given them 
a guarantee not to supply to any other firVl in Botilbay and so we did no\. 
bother when we get comparable rates from Mysore. 

Dr. Matthai.-Fairly comparable rates. 
Mr. Gupta.-Y~. 
P1·esident.-As regards pyrites, have you got any reliable information 

which makes you say that they exist in India. 
Mr. Ramsingh.':....When we started our factory, we made exhaustive en- , 

quiries about pyrites and we sent our man to Sirohi in Rajputana. We 
got thE! samples and got it analysed. It contained about 40 per cent. We 
found that sulphur was the easiest thing to start with and so the pyrites 
question was shelved for the time being. 

President.-Did you get any survey made as regards the quantity avail
able? 

Mr .. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-Have you got any papers from which we can find out what 

your experience had been. If there is pyrites, it might help the industry 
a lot. Did 'you get it actually analysed? 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-'Where P 
Mr. Ramsin!1h.-In Bombay. We sent one of our ,Geologist down there

for that purpose. 
President.-W'aat I want to· know is, did you have a commercial test 

made? Laboratory test is not very helpful where you take a handful of 
pyrites and then say you discovered 40 per cent.. When you come to maRU-



facture it on a large scale, it may be a very different proposition. Did you 
get the test made on any reasonable commercial scale? 

Mr. Ramsingh.-No, not on a very large scale. We only made prelimi
nary enquiries. We sent out our Geologist and Chemist and got the 
.samples. 

President.-Did you ascertain how much it would cost there? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-Have you got any papers? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-I will just find out. 
Pres!dent.-Will you be able to send uB those papers? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.~When was this? 
Mr. Ramsing.h:~ln 1921-22. 
Dr. Matthai.-Your estimate of the sulphur content of Indian pyrites 

is much higher than any figure that we have had from other chemical manu
facturers. The average I was told was somewhere about 20 per cent. Any
way if you could send us any papers on the subject, it would be very 
helpful. . 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-How far is Sirohi from Bombay? Would it be about 1,000 

miles? 
Mr. Gupta.-7oo to 800 miles. 
President.-Does the Geological Survey of India know about it? 
Mr. Gupta.-They have mentioned it. 

Labour. 
President.-You don't require any very skilled labour in the manufac

ture of chemicals. 
Mr. Gu.pta.-:-No, not in the manufacture of heavy chemicals. 
President.-Chiefiy a sort of cooly labour is required and that too for 

the purpose of handling the materials. 
Mr. Gu,pta.-Yes. 
President.-In the process of manufacture practically very little labour 

is required. 
Mr. Gu.pta.-It is automatic and once shown they can manage. Only 

it requires general supervision. Instead of telling us 40°, if they say 20°, 
we are out. 

President.-In other industries where a lot of labour is required, India 
has an advantage, but in this very little labour is required. That is the 
difference. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You require a few Chemists and a lot of uns1p.lled labour. 

Mr. Gu,pta.-We require Engineers, foremen, fitters, etc. Repairs are 
very heavy. If we produce the maximum capacity, we require more labour. 

Pr6sident.-Sometimes you employ more labour just for the fund of it. 
You don't get much use out of your labour very often. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you work to your full capacity you would require about 
1,000 men, not more than that. 

Mr. Gu.pta.-Yes; at one place. If you compare on the tonnage basis, 
it may not work out very little. 

President.-Your labour charges on the whole do not'amount to much. 
Mr. Gupta.-No, because the labour is rhenp. 
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Power. 
Pruuunt.-I doubt I The next item is power. As regards electric 

power I take it that one of the reasons why you want to Ambernath was 
that the Development Department was going to supply you cheap electricity. 

Mr. Gu.pta.-Yes. 
President.-That has not come about. 
Mr. Gu.pta.~No.' --
Presitknt.-Why, what was the difficulty? 
Mr. Ramsing1l..-Thedifficulty was this. They first quoted certaiD rates 

to us, but subsequently they said that on calculating they found that they 
were unable to supply at those rates. Then, when we insisted they said 
that they had made a mistake in their calculation. - _ 

Presidem.-What do you do now? Do you make your own electricity? 
Mr. Ramsing1l..-Yes. . 
Prllsident.-Do you find it cheaperi' 
Mr. Ramsing1l..-Yes. 
President.-They are suppiying electricity to the Ambernath Match 

Works, are they not? 
Mr. Ramsing1l..-Yes, at two annas or one anna nine pies per unit. 
Pr6sident.-Taken as a whole, is fuel a big item? -
Mr. Ramsing1l..-Steam charges are always an item in the chemical manu

facture. 
Pr6~ident.-You have given in answer to question- (33) the total quantity 

of fuel whether for power production or for other purposes as 0·33 tons of 
crude oil and 0-05 ton of coal. Does that mean per ton of output? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, we -understood the question like that. We divided 
the total tonnage of fuel used by the total tonnage of output. Our tonnage 
of fuel used W8!! more crude oil than coal and therefore it came like that. 
_ President.-It comes to about on an average Rs. 35 a ton.--

Mr. Gupta.-":Yes, fuel is a big item in chemical- manufacture. 
Dr. Matthai.-8team is more important. than electricity, is it noti' 
Mr. Gupta.~Yes, except for crushing purposes. 
Presidenf.-Do you use crude oil for electricity? 
Mr. Gupta.-For steam we .use it. 
Presideftt.-How do you generate your electricity? 
Mr. Gupta.-We used to gat it from the Woollen mill. 
President.-The mill has closed doWIr. 
Mr. Gu.pta.-Yes. " 
Preside1lt.-Don't you use any electricity now? 

Mr. Gu.pta.-No, for the present we don't. We are using steam. 
Pr6sident.-From what power did they use to get electricity? 
Mr. Gupta.-From oil-Diesel engine. 
Presid611t.-Did you find oil to be cheaper than coaH 
Mr. Gu.pta.-Yes; 
President.-Oil would be just cheaper. I think that there is not much 

to choose between the two. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is 80. But at the present moment we find that coal 

is cheaper. 
Pr6sident.-What is the price of coal nowi' 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 18 per ton and crude is about Rs. 41. 

_ Preside1lt.-About two tons of coal are equal to a ton of oil. 
Mr. Gu.pta.-Yes, about that._ 
Pr6sident.-Rs. 18 per ton, Is it by rail or does it come by sea? 
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Mr. Gupta.-By'rail direct from the mine. At the pitsmouth it only 
costs Rs. 6 per ton_ and it is the freight that puts up the price by about 
Rs. -12. In some products, fuel plays a very important part like soda sul
phide. In the case of all salts, we want steam. 

President.-As regards market, in the case of sulphuric acid you give as 
22,000 tons. Bow do you arrive at this figureP 

Mr. Gupta.-Basing partly on the market requirements of each province 
and partly on the reports submitted by the Munitions Board, we have 
arrived at this figure. 

Dr. Matthai.-Not merely as acid but also as raw material for other 
produ'lts: that is the total demand, is it no~P 
- Mr. Gupta.-Yes, it is the total demand. Much of this quantity is: 

used at the coke ovens to get sulphate of ammonia. . 
President.-So far we have only been able to trace about 4,000 tons of 

sulphuric acid apart from the coke ovens. You manufacture about 1,200 
tons, and I think Eastern Chemicals manufacture as much. Parry's also 
manufacture about the same quantity and D. Waldie and Company must 
be making about the same quantity. The Bengal Chemical Works also will 
be making about- 500 to 600 tons. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Prllsident.-We must really find out what is the production of sulphuric

acid in the country. 

Mr. Gupta.-Tata's make about 10,000 tons. Messrs. Bird & Co. make 
about three to four thousand tons. Between t1;lese two companies they make 
about 14,000 to 15,000 tons. 

President.-As regards this question of bounty: the sulphate of ammonia 
is produced by two different classes of people. In the first place there are 
those people who manufacture coke alone. We do not know what the quan
tity is. Of course now coal and coke do not make very profitable business 
but in so far as sulphate of ammonia is manufactured by big iron manu
facturers, it is good business and sulphate of ammonia is merely produced 
by them as a bye-product. The more profit they make on sulphate 9f 
ammonia, the more profit they make out of pig iron and the sulphate of 
ammonia is now practically handed over to the federation and prices are 
fixed by them. There is no guarantee that if a bounty is given on Bulphurie 
acid, the price of sulphate of ammonia will come down. _ It is part of the 
pig iron business and therefore they may simply take it as a chance or 
increasing the profit on pig iron. According to your figures about 10,000 
tonl! are used by them. Clearly it is a case in which if a bounty is recom
mended they must be excluded or the bounty does not go to the man who 
uses sulphate of ammonia. Is not that soP 

Mr. Gupta.-Tata's are not chemical manufacturers. Sulphate of 
ammonia is a bye-product, so far as they are concerned. 

President.-If we propose a bounty on the production of sulphuric acid, 
as they martufacture about 10,000 tons of sulphuric acid a year, we have to 
exclude thtlm by name. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, hecause they are steel manufacturers. 
President.-It is quite true but they manufacture fertilis~rs. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, but only as a bye-product. 
President.-Wbat do you suggest we should doP 
Mr, Gupta.-They should be excluded. 
Dr. Matthai.-You will be rather hard put to it to find a- ground for 

distinguishing between them and you because one of the great arguments -
for giving a bounty on sulphuric acid is that you make fertilisers cheaper 
that way. Sulphate of ammonia is an important fertiliser and they are 
making that. 

Mr. Gupta.-If they too get the bount~, it does not affect us. 
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President.-What is the point of the bounty? Is it to increase the profit 
of the steel makers? The idea is to cheapen the' fe,rtiliser to the agricul. 
turist. H that result does not {ollow, why should the Government pay this 
iiounty? Again, it is public money that has to be spent. Before you play 
with it you have to make out, a. very good case. 

Mr. Gupta.-The business in India was handed over to the federation 
because at that time there was no demand for the SUlphate of ammonia. 
Now that there is going to be a demand, they may not hanl! over the 
business to federation. They handed it over because as steel manufacturers 
they could not do any propaganda whereas the federation people did all 
the propaganda and created the market. Now that the market is there, 
they are in a better position, they may not join the federation. 

Prerident.-We cannot speculate on a thing like. that as to what they 
might do or might not do. I take it that this 20,000 or 22,000 tons include 
the steel works, the iron works and the coke ovens. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Is there any official publication to which you can refer us? 
Mr. Gupta.-The Geological Survey have given some information in 

their report. 
President.-We are examining the Tata Iron and Steel Company on this 

point. We may be able to get all the information from them. 
Dr. Matthai.-I find-outside of acids the only thing that you produce to 

capacity is copperas. . 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, and that is made by everybody. 
Dr. Matthai.-The Indian production is about 1,000 tons. 
President.-Commercial salt comes to about 20,000 tons a year? 
Mr. Gupta.-'Yes. 
President.-These chemical fertilisers that you -mention are very largely 

imported~ 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of'soda, potassium chloride 
and so on. 

Pre.ident.-Of which about half would be manufactured in India. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-What it comes to is this. As far as I can see at present 

if all the works in India work to full capacity they would pretty nearly be 
able to supply the whole demand of the country. -There is no room for 
further expansion. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is right. 
Pre.ident.-And that would mean that the whole of the Sind area and 

the whole of Burma must be supplied by Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. 
That is what it amounts to. 

Mr. llamaingh.-It comes to that. 
President.-As regards Burma the 'case is rather a difficult one. 
Mr. llamsingh.-..It has got its own factory. 
PreBident.-They have not got it; they make only a few hundred tons 

of sulphuric acid. Do you consider that this market that there is in India 
is a sufficiently big market for a big trust to operate here? 

Mr. Gupta.-It may not be very big, but they don't want to lose it 
because they find in India a potential market. -

President.-So far as the present market is concerned, it won't affect 
them very much? -

Mr. Gupta.-No, but they want to retain it for potential development. 
Dr. Matthai ...... As things stand at present the Imperial Chemical Indus. 

_ tries do not deal with any _ of the other things except copperas, do theyP 
Mr. Gupta.-They make zinc chloride, soda sulphide, alumina sulphate, 

epsom. 
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Dr. Matthai.-I' take it that most of these heavy chemicals, where the1 
~re imported, are imported from Germanyi' 

Mr. Gupta.-Soda sulphide comes from England; alumina sulphate aOO 
comes from England. 

Dr. Matthai.-But the bulk of it comes from Germanyi' 
Mr. Gu,pta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Epsom salt comes entirely from Germany? 
Mr. Gupta.-Mostly. ' 
President.-Then there is the question of these alkalies. 
Mr. Ramsingh . ....:...We have not mentioned them as 'we are not making any. 
President.-But in any question of the examination of heavy chemicals 

should not they be' taken into account as regards the possibility of their 
manufacture? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-But considering that very few people in India manufacture 

it, it does not seem to have proved very attractive. 
Mr. Gupta.-One Company is 'being started in Kathiawad. It is State 

managed. 
President.-Are they going to make synthetic ammonia? 
Mr. Gupta.-No; salt, carbon diaoxide and ammonium chloride are'their-

raw materials. -, 
President.-Have they got sufficient fuel for the purpose? 
Mr. Gupta.-They depend on coal. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the difficulty about zinc chloride? YOll. are the 

only people who were making it. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes; we are the only manufacturers; we could not make 

it competitively so we had to stop it; First of all our sulphuric acid costs 
high so our hydrochloric acid costs is necessarily high. At the pr8Sent price 
of hydrochloric acid it does not pay us to manufacture it. There is of course 
some technical difficulty also in making the purer quality. That we have
overcome but we could not make it competitive. 

Freights .. 
President.-Questions 39, 40 and 53 are really connected together as 

.-egards freight. As regards freight on ,raw materials, really speaking there' 
is very little just now that you have to bring from a long distance except 
bauxite and magnesite. 

Mr. Gupta.-Bones too. 
o Dr. Matthai.-You get special rates on bones? 
Mr. Gupta.-No, class rate only. 
President.-As regards the finished.products do you get special rates? 
Mr. Gupta.-We get lower rate on fertilisers. 
President.-Is it lower than on any other commodityP 
Mr. Gupta.-From Bombay to Ambarnath it works out to Rs. 3-14-0 per 

ton against the first class rate of Rs. 4-2-0. A special rate has been given to 
nitrate of soda, fertilisers, sulphate of ammonia for wagon loads. 

President.-Take a distance of 1,000 miles; take Delhi for instance. 
What difference would it makeP 0 How many rupees would it cost you if 
you were charged the ordinary rate to send 1 ton of fertiliser P 

Mr. Gttpta.-About 40 to 45 rupees (as per ordinary rate). 
President.-You have not given us any rates for fertilisers. 
Mr. Gupta;-From Bombay to Ambarnath the rate is Rs. 1-7-0 on fertili

sers---nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, etc. This is for quantities noil 
less than a wagon load. 

• 
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PreBident.-What I wish to understand .is ih what way the freights 
ought to be reduced. As I explained to you this morning, it depends on 
two things. The first as regards distance and the second as regards quan
tity. A wagon load will of course always be cheaper than a smaller load. 
We must try and calculate the amount of reduction that you ought to get, 
but what unit are we going to take and what distance. 

Dr. Matthai.~For practical purposes would it do if you got from Ambar
nath the same freight as from Bombay to the upcountry markets? 

. Mr. Gupta.-That won'.t be sufficient. 
PreBident.-Unless we are able to say that this is what this commodity 

can bear and· no more if it is' to be protected, the railways will ilot be in a 
position to say whether they can or cannot do it. What unit should we 
take and what distance? If you are really serious about it you must come 
forward with a concrete proposal. It is no. use saying that these freights are 
very high. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Supposing we say from Ambarnath up to a distance of 
500 or 600 miles. 

President.-What about the unit? They say" We will give you a wagon 
load". It won't be any good to you. 700 miles would be the mean 'distance 
between Calcutta and Bombay, but it is the question of the unit that pre
sents some difficulty. 

Mr. Gupta.-We shall think over this and give you a concrete proposal 
tD-morrow. 

PreBident.-1t would be better if the two Companies (the Dharamsi 
1I0rarji Chemical CO~Jlany and the· Eastern Chemical Company) cO!lsulted 
together and came With a concrete proposal.' . 

Mr. Ramsingh.-We will do that. . 
Dr. Matthai.~These rates that you give here in answer to question 54 

are per maund rate. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is 25 maunds to a ton. 
Mr. Gupta.-27 maunds to a ton. The railways take 27'2 maunds as 

being equal to a ton. 
PreBident.-In answer to question 40 you say: "No; oil the contrary 

the importers are at an advantage inasmuch as they have to pay lower 
freights to a .number of upcountry .markets, though the mileage between 
Bombay and those stations is greater than Ambarnath and those stations". 

Mr. RamBingh.-PleBae see our answer to question 54. 
PreBident.-The policy of the railways all along has been this. From 

.the ports you get complete wagon loads as raw materials have to be 'brought 
to the ports which always take more wagons. Therefore it pays them to 
have lower rates from tlie ports to the interior. That is the case of the 
railways as far as I remember. It is not.so fixed with a view to giving. 
any favourable treatment to anybody. 

Mr. Bamsinyh;-Quite . 
. PreBident.--Our raw materials is exported in bulk which is larger in 

proportion to the weight and ·therefore they have to put more wagons at 
th~ ports. Instead of sending them empty to other places, they say "we 
give these people a lower rate n. That, as far as I know, is the case for 
the railways and it does seem to me there is something in it. It is quite 
a different proposition if they have got to send an empty wagon from the 
port to Ambarnath. I 

Mr. G1lpta.-They send wagons to Ambarnath fro!D Karjat or Kalyan. 

President.-The whole point is this. At the ports more wagons accu
mulate, beca1lll6 they bring all their' raw materials which. they actually re
quire for export. It is for that reason freights from the ports to upcountry 
are lower than to the ports. 
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Mr. G'Upta.-Take it from the other point of view. If the goods must 
be disposed of they will have to go to the port. At that time it is impera
tively necessary that people would therefore have to pay whatever rate 
railways fix. 

President.-The outgoing traffic, so far as the railways are concerned, 
requires more wagons, because it is bulkier, whereas the imports are manu
factured goods. TherefGre there is always more freight available from the 
ports to the interior than from the interiGr to the ports. That is the case 
fGr railways. It is for that' reason that you always find when you want. to 
send anything from the ports to the interior, the freights are 10wer.·That 
would be the explanation from the Railway Administration's PGint of view. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Now you suggest that distinction ought to be abolished, 

because obviously the foreign manufacturer gets in that way a preference 
against the Indian manufacturer because Gf the policy of the railway. That 
would nGt make so very much difference as you think, because the figures 
you have given dG not suggest a very big difference. 

Mr. Ramsingk.-It makes a difference of Rs. 6 to Rs. 7 per ton on an 
averag~. 

President.-Take the factories situated in Bombay and Calcutta where 
they are benefited compared to you, is that not sol' 

Mr. Ramsingk.-Yes. That is why we say that a uniform treatment 
should be given. . 

President.-What is your suggestiGn as regards uniform treatment.1' 
Mr. Ramsingk.-The rates available frGm the .ports shGuld be made 

available from Ambarnath. . 
President .-What it comes to' is this. If the distance' is just the same 

or smaller, yOU pay the same rates as the people at the ports do. 
Mr. Ramsingk.-In fact railway wagGUS from Great Indian Peninsula 

gG from Kalyan and we should be getting better rates. 
,President.-Why should they go frGm KalyanI' 
Mr. Ramsingk.-On the Great Indian Peninsula Section all wagons go 

"ia Kalyan. 
President.-They must go from Kalyan, because really it is the junction. 

How do you know which wagon you will get P 
Mr. Ramsingk.-They distribute us from Kalyan. • 
President.-That is a distribution centre and they have got to bring 

them to you. If yaur wGr'ke were in Bombay, they WGuid give you wagons 
from Bombay itself.. At present they have to take wagons from the port 
to Kalyan and then distribute.' . 

Mr. Gupta.-Bo far as we know' there are always wagons at Kalyan. 

Foreign f'IIMlut •• · 

President.-You talk of the foreign markets in .answer to question 41. 
'So far as Afghanistan is concerned and countries like that which are far 
away frGm the ports, you may be able to send something, but as regards 
·Persia, Africa and those places' which are nearer Europe, do you seriously 
think that you can export your chemicals to those parts. 

Mr. Gupta.-From Bombay to South Africa we can export. 
President.-You say the Mysore Iron Works and Tata Iron Works have 

already established an export market in foreign countries. Simply because 
they cannot find a market here, they send the stuff tG foreign countries and 
it· is not a' profitable proposition. . 

Mr. Ramsingk.-We had enquiries from Afghanistan and from South 
Africa for superphosphates. We have sent some samples to South AfricR. 

President.-As regards your bone superphosphate, I can understand, but 
we are dealing here with· chemicals. Is there really any 'field for export? 
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Mr. Gupta.-In fact we have sent some consignments of copper sull,hate 
t-l) Rangoon when our prices were comparatively low. 

President.-Did you make any money "out of it? 

Mr. Gupta.-We never lost anyth\ng. 

President.-In that way you may be able to do business. 
Mr. Gupta.-But it brought. our costs down. 
President.-Thewhole point is, can you profitably export chemicals te>

countries outside India P 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, things like alumina sulphate, alum, etc. We have a 

reserv41 of bone phosphate. We can surely supply Burma, Java, and 
places like that. . 

President.-'-That is as regards alum. 
Mr. Gupta.-Take the case of epsom salt. Business will be" possible if 

magnesite is obtained at a comparatively low price, and sulphuric acid 
made cheaper. 

President.-Considering that epsom salt is coming as a bye-product, I 
don't think you can export epsom salt to any country where ~rman epsom 
salt goes. Epsom" salt is· sent out here. simply because it is a bye-product. 
Alum, I do not know, because your bauxite is here. But as regards other 
chemicals, you could not export. In order to be able to do that, you must 
have some decisive advantage as regards some of the taw materials or as 
regards freight. As regards freight" you have no very decisive advantage 
over any other country as far as one can see. As regards raw material, you 
have got bauxite, but as I said that won't help you. On bauxite you 
cannot really build II big export industry. The whole point is this. Gov
ernment have up till now agreed to no export duty. on these raw materials, 
but if you can afford to buy these bones which are exported to foreign 
countties and then you can convert them into bone superphosphates, then 
it may be possible for you to export that, but not otherwise. Then you 
have got an advantage as regards the principal raw material provided you 
are able to pay at least the export price of the raw material, is not tliat soP 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
PreBident.-It is only in that case you can really say that you may have 

an export market lis regards bone superphosphate. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you have an export duty on bones, then you will cer

tainly be in a position of advantage so far as your nearer markets are 
concerned. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Wbo collects the~e bones? Is there a regular market? 
Mr. Gupta.-There is a regular bone ma~ket." Thana is a big market. 

It is collected in different centres by small poor people who go round the 
villages. The agents of these Companies pay about As. 2 per basket. The 
bones are collected at one station and then sent to the market. 

PreBident.-Are they crushed before they are exportedP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes;" most of them are crushed. 
President.-Acetate of lime has got to be exported, because there is no 

market here. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is not exactly so. The freight on acetate was Rs. 160 

Bnd the price of the material was Rs. 130. When it arrived at Ambarnath, 
it was Rs. 270 per ton of lime acetate. We can make acetic acid, but the 
problem is of freight from Mysore to Ambarnath. 

President.-That is why they are exporting. 
Mr. Gupta.-We can use it ourselves if the freight is made lower. 
PreBident.-There is very little demand for acetate of lime. 
Mr. Gupta.-For acetate of lime there is no demand. 
PreBident.-About 100,000 tons of bones are exported, 
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Mr. Gupta.-Yes., 
Dr. Matthai.-On the magnesite that you get from Mysore they chari_ 

you something less than the ordinary rate. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes., 
Dr. Matthai.-If they charge you the ordinary rate, what would be the 

freight? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 38 or so per ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-At prsent what do you pay? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 26 per ton. 
President.-What freight on magnesite would enable you to competeP 
Mr. Gupta.-Not more than Rs. 6 or 7. 
Dr. Matthai.-At present you pay Rs. 26 freight on magnesite. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking half a ton of magnesite per ton of Epsom, you pay 

Rs. 14. Supposing the whole of that freight is removed and you get it free, 
at the present price of Epsom you won't be able til compete. 

Mr. Gupta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-You don't give the freights on Epsom salt from Bombay 

and Ambarnath. Have you got the figures? 
Mr. Gupta.-It is the fourth class rate. 
Dr. Matthai.-What would be the rateP 
Mr. Gupta.-It will be about Rs. 5 per ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-What would bo the difference between Bombay and Ambar-

nath on Epson in railway freight? 
Mr. G'upta.-There we find no preference, the rates bein~ the same. 
Dr. Matthai.-There is no ground on which you can ask for a concession. 
Mr. Gupta.-No, not on Epsom. 
Dr. Matthai.':"'As a matter of fact I don't think anything would help you 

except a high duty. 
Mr. Gupta.-It comes to that. 
Dr. Matthai.-There is no other way out of it. 
Mr. Gupta.-It will help" us if we get" something on 'acid, the amount of 

acid used being a big item. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Half is sulphuric acid and half magnesite. , 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. If we can reduce the cost of sulphuric acid it will help 

us. The magnesite going out of the country is used for other purposes, not 
for the manufacture of Epsom. There the;y get an advantage. They get 
from India the raw material which we cannot use. All the Indian magnesite 
goes for steel furnace lining and refractories. 

Dr. Matthai.-Don't you get any bye-product out of the manufacture of 
Epsom? 

Mr. Gupta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Government purchases largely from you? 
Mr. Gupta.-These are purchases made by Government andot.her publio 

bodies from liS. 

Dr. Matthai.-:I suppose iron sulphate is in a sense a bye-product. in 
European countries. In the pickling process in sheets and wires where they 
use sulphuric acid for cleaning, the solution left would give them iron sul
phate, would it not? 

Mr. Gupta.-Only if it has enough iron and not otherwise. 
Dr. Matthai.-Then it has to be treated considerably. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, with iron scraps. 
Dr. Matthai.-On your figures you are making a considerable margin in 

ropperas. 
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Mr. Gupta.-There is overhead charge on it. 
Dr. Matthai.-Even if you add your overhead charges, there is a. margin. 
Mr. Gupta.-The current price is Rs. 60. 
Dr. Matthai.-on page 13 of your replies you give the average reali$ed 

prices for the past five years. You give the market price as somewhere about 
Its. 82. . 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Last year we sold it at Rs. 65. 
Dr. Matthai.-But your actual cost in 1926-27 is Rs. 31 less than that. 
Mr. Gupta.-We have not added head dffice and other charges. 
Dr. Matthai.-Rs. 52 inclusive packing and. selling charges. Only it doell 

not include depreciation. 
Mr. Gupta.-Nor the head dffice charges. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you add a reasonable sum for depreciation and head 

office charges, it is not likely to amount to Rs. 30. At present over the works 
cost you have a margin of Rs. 30. 

Mr. Gupta.-You have to add the freight from Ambarnath to Bombay; 
then you have to add the agents' commission. 

Dr. Matthai.-Even then, it won't come to Rs. 30. The fact is that the 
Indian production is very nearly equal to the Indian demand with the result 
that you are able to make both ends meet. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-You say that competition comes from England, Germany and 

Japan. What does Japan send P 
Mr. Gupta.-Boda sulphide. 
President.-That' is very negligible. 
Mr. Gupta.-Not very negligible. 
President.-In answer to question 46, you have not given us c.i.f. prices 

for acids. .. 
Mr. Gupta.-For commercial acids if you want prices we can give them 

to you. 
President.-We would certainly like to have the prices of.all acids. 
Mr. Gupta.-Eastern Chemicals have given these prices to you in their 

Jepresentation (see page 23). 
President.-These prices that you havo given are only c.i.f. prices. The 

Eastern Chemicals have also given landing charges. We must I think· add 
the usual trading charges, viz., the importer's commission whatever 'it is, 
godown charges, cartage from the wharf to the godown; etc. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The c.i.f. price Bombay includes the agent's com-
mission. 

President.-Then, that is paid by the exporter. 
Mr. Sinclair.-These are the prices at which firms indent. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you add to the c.i.f. the duty and the landing charge. 

you get the price at which it can be had from the importer. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Presidentr-That includes the godown charge. 
Mr. Smith.Wright.-Yes. These prices are lower than bazar prices. 
President.-You have given us bazar prices, haven't yellll' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Not the bazar prices, but the indent prices-the 

prices which the importers themselves buy at. 
President.-Is the difference due to the fact that these people buy from 

either the German Trust or the other Trust P . . 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-These prices are prices qnoted by the German Trust 

agents in Bombay. What the agents themselves buy at we do not know and 
they have to carry stocks. 



President.-It is really a direct sale by the manufacturer. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, to the dealers out here. 
Pre,ident.-Wlio are the agents of the German Trust. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Messrs. Havero Trading Company. 
President.-There are Brunner Monds. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Their head office is in Calcutta I think. 
Mr. Smith-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
President.-Does the German Trust deal always direct with the bazar!' 

They have eliminated so to say the local commission agent. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Either they deal direct or import and sell. 
President.-They have eliminated commission agents. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, they deal direct with the bazar. They have their 

own organisation-a fairly big organisation. It is the same organisation which 
handles aniline dyes. 

President.-Now let us take your realised prices. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking the prices which you realised, on each product you 

got more or less the price of the imported article, did you not? 
. Mr. Gupta.-Jn some cases, as in the case of alum, it was below the foreign 
price. 

President.-But on sulphpuric acid you realised a higher price. 'fhe prico 
is given as £11. 

Mr. Gupta.--Ours is the average price including battery acids. 
Mr. Ramsingh.--Our acid is better than the German acid. 
President.-Do they come out in steel drums? 
Mr. Gupta."'-Yes. 
President.-As regards these drums, do you sell these drums to the con-

sumer when you sell your acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-We don't sell in drums; we sell in jars. 
President.-Are the containers returned to youP 
Mr. Gupta.-In many cases they are returned: in some cases they are 

bought outright. 
Dr. Matthai".-Generally when you state your costs under packing you 

assume that the jars will be returned? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. The price of a jar is about Rs. 3-8-0 each. 
President.-In the case o( the foreign manufacturer the empties are not 

returned so that if we were to compare the two, what allowance should we 
make? 

Mr. Gupta.-You must make an allowance for the cost of the drum. 

Ex-u'orks costs for comparison. 
President.-In making a comparison between the prices we must either 

eliminate the container altogether in both cases, but we cannot do that in 
the case of the imported article, or we must take the cost of the container 
into account. We must bring the two into line in order to compare the prices. 
What we could do is this. We will take the price of the foreign importer 
of the drum in his country and in your case we will take the price ot the jar 
and supposing you are able to use it four times or five times, we will calculate 
how much you ought to charge in your costs for the containers and add that 
to the bulk price. That is the only way, I think, in which we can compare. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-In our own case we have given naked price, that is 
without container. A fair comparison would be to take that price. 

President.-That would nbt give you a fair comparison. By the time it 
.reaches the consumer you add Rs. 100 and in the case of the German stuff 
perhaps Rs. 640: It won't be a good ('()mparison. After all it does not matter 



at what price you are able to deliver it naked ez-works. The point is at what 
price the consumer is going to get the two articles. 

Dr. Matthai.-IJ! what kind of, cases do you pack saltsP 
Mr. Qupta.-We pack in gunny bags and woOden caseS. 
President.-What do the importers pack them inP 
Mr. Qupta.-In wooden casks generally. 
President.~Immediatelywe are not concerned so much with salts but if 

we were to take B long view' and oonsider whether the industry would be able 
to do without protection at some future date, then we must find out how 
your selling price in containers compares with the imported article in cor
responding containers or other containers in which the foreign article is 
imported. Would you be able to give us some idea as to what the containers 
cost per ton in your case P 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, we can. 
heaident . ....:.If yom jars are returned to you and you can use them over 

and over again, what you should do is to calculate the life of the container. 
Supposing you are able to use it five times, you take the price of the con
tainer once and the freight five times and divide the total by five, and that 
is your cost. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-It varies very considerably. 
President.-You must keep your account in some way ~hich gives you an 

idea of what the jars cost you. Take the average life of a container and on 
to that add freight. 

Mr. Sharpe.-That is variable too, and varies within certain iimits. Some 
travel between Bombay and our works, while' some go possibly as far as 
Cawnpore. 

Preaident.-You must give us some idea of what that means on an average, 
that is to say, 83:-works packed. Then you will do the same as regards 
individual products. 

Mr. Bam&ingh.-We will do that. 
P1'eaident.-Tbe bulk of your goods is sold ez-works, aren't they P 
Mr. Gupta.-For up-country ez-works, but for Bombay at customer's 

godown. . 
P1'eaident.-I think the best thing to do would be to take the Bombay 

priee e2l-godOWD as a fair comparison between your price and the foreign 
price. 

-Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Pt-eaident.-That would be the fairest Comparison I think. You . would 

show your naked price plu8 other charges. 
Mr. Gupfa.-Yes. 



mE DHARAMSI MORAR,JI CHEMICAL COMPANY, UMITED 
BOMBAY. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. RAMSINCH DONGARSINCH and L 
GUPTA recorded at Bombay on Tuesday, the 6th November, 1928. 

Trusta. 

President.-We would like a little more detailed information about these 
trusts that -you are talking about in answer to question 48. Can you refer 
0U8 t~ any published documents P 

Mr. Gupta.-We have taken this from the Chemical Age Journals. I have 
'got all the papers. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean you have extracted it from a number of 
journals? 

Mr. Gu-pla.-Yes. 
President.-It is very important for us to know what their organisation is, 

how they operate, what is their share capital and what the reserves are, etc. 
MT. Gupta.-These extracts are taken from those journals. 
PTesident.-Will you kindly let us have themP 
Mr. Gupta.-We have brought them. I have already told the Secretary 

to take charge of them. 
President.-Was there a prospectus issued when this Imperial Chemical! 

was started P 
Mr. Gu-pta.-Yes, they did issue. , 
President.-We should like to ge~ a copy of that. 
MT. Gupfa.-Yes, we shall try to get one. 
President.-They have been ,operating only over a year. Has there been 

an annual meetingP 
Mr. Gupta.-Last year there was a meeting. 
President.-We would like to have a copy of the Chairman's speech and 

the balanoe sheet. 
MT. Gupla.-Yes, we shall try to get it. 
Dr. Matthai.-I saw in some papers that they have declared an interim 

dividend of 10 per cent. That might have been recent. 
Mr. Gupta,-I should think so. 
MT. Ramsingh.-We shan send a cable to England and get them. 
President.-If you ask their office here, they may be able to give you a 

copy. 
MT. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-Is there free competition between these two trusts or is there 

an understanding between them alsoP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-They are coming to an understanding. 
Mr. Gupfa.-As regards fertiliser there is a sort of understanding. 
President.-That is the I. G. F. specialise in fertilisers. 
Mf'. Gupla.-The selling agency for some of the I. G. F. fertilisers in 

India is handed over to the Imperial Chemicals. 
President.-You must be quite accurate about your statement on thE-lIE! 

points.-Are you sure about thatP 
Mr. Gupfa.-That much I know. Further arrangements I do not know 

of. I heard it from the General Manager of The Nitram Ltd., one of the 
subsidiaries of the Imperial Chemicals. 
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President.-Are they willing to sell your fertilisers also!' 
Mr. Gupta.-We have made no such proposal, nor do we intend to enquire 

into it.' , ' 
President.-They might be able to oblige you also. 
Dr. Matthai.-The sales Director of the Imperial Chemicals is coming on 

6 visit to India this cold weather. 
Mr. Gupta.-Generally once a year one of the Directors use to come. 
Dr. Matthai.-l understand Mr. Nicholson, a Director of the Imperial 

<lhemicals is coming. ' 
Mr. Gupta.~We have f!,ot heard about it. 
President.-I think it would be possible for you to get as much informa

tion as you can about these two trusts. 
Dr. Matthai.-Ia there any understanding between you and Brunner Mond 

with regard to a'ny of your products ~ . , 
Mr. Ramsingh.-None at all. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have there been any negotiations? 
Mr. Bamsingh.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have any arrangements ever been proposedi' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No. I have got some papers here (handed in). 
Dr. Matthai.-What papers are they? 
Mr: Gupta.-They are abou:t different trusts in the Chemical industry. 
Dr. Matthai.-Will you kindly make a few copies and send them to us? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-As regards dumping, 'first of all you'say that'it cannot be 

..proved whether they are selling below cost price. Of' course, nobody can 
.prove it, but that is not so important. ,It is very di.ffi.cult to say in a busi
ness which has so many different branches whether a particular commodity 
is sold below cost or whether it is not. If it is a single commodity, one can 
easily get an approximate idea. Bu1; if you are able to establish that chemi
cals are exported to India at a lower rate than they are sold in the country 
of origin, that may be of some assistance. 

Mr. Ramsing1i..-We have tried to prove that in our answer to question 4lJ. 
President.-These tables that you have given h4!re certainly do seem to 

iluggest that dumping in that sense is taking place. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as these truSts are concerned, 1.t ma'y be said that 

since the formation of the trust, the tendency has been rather to stiffen 
prices. Since 1921 on account of overproduction, as a result of the war plants 
being turned to peace production, there was enormous overproduction and 
therefore prices came tumbling down. But since 1925-26 in a considerable 
number of the products the result has been a slight stiffening in prices. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-They are in a position to control prices. ' 
Dr. Matthai.--Obviously the formation of the trust means that they make 

some kind of arrangement by which they would prevent this tendency to a 
fall in prices. Take some of these articles like alumina sulphate. In 1925-26 
the 'price was Rs. 75 and in 1926-27 the price went up. Similarly copper 
.sulphate has slightly gone up, ,so that to that extent the formation of the 
trust might be a circumstance in your favour. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-But they can bring it down any moment. I can give you 
'an instance as regards the question of alum. As soon as we started our 
factory, ,they brought down the prices. When we stopped our plant their • 
prices went up. When we started manufacturing alum, the price was Rs. 225. 
'Then it came ,down to Rs. 120 and we tried to sell it at Rs. 120. As SOOIl as 
we stopped producing alum, the price went up to Rs. 150 or about. 

President.-You cannot place too much of an argument merely on the 
reduction of prices for tbis reason that if the trust is operating as a siade 
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unit, they are able ot.o bring down not only the cost of production, but; the 
cost of distribution which is a very heavy item. You cannot apply entirely 
the case of dumping on the ground that their prices have come down, is not 
that so P They say they have organised themselves into a big trust, becau8& 
it has this advantage that they can produce articles on a large scale. That 
in itself will bring down prices. They also say that they have a combined 
sales organisation and they are able to bring down the selling price. These
two arguments have to be considered, to the extent Ito which these trusts 
operate in those directions, you cannot say that their bringing down prices is 
evidence of dumping necessarily. -

Mr. Gupta.-But they are controlling prices in different countries. III; 
England there is one price and in India there- is another price. ' 

President.-Your -next argument is that since -there is a reduction of 40, 
to 50 per cent. in the price of some of the articles, that is evidence of 
dumping. I am trying to suggest to you that it is not evidence of dumping 
by itself. 

Dr. Matthai.-When· they reduce their price in that 'way, they are not 
doing it with the deliberate object of driving you out of the market, but it is 
because larger scales will enable them to have a larger output and a more 
economic sales organisation. 

Mr. Gupta.-Their reduction of price in India must have some relation 
to their reduction of price in England. 

Dr. Matthai.-They have got their own home market. By reducing the 
prices in the home market, they are not increasing their market. If they 
want to increase their market, they must reduce their price in the export 
market. 

Mr. Bamsmoh.-That is called dumping. 
Dr. Matthai.-All that we suggest is that it is not dumping in the sen8&_ 

of war against you. It is dumping in the sense that they want to ensure the 
largest possible output and ensure an economical production, though the 
effect of it as far as you are concerned is the same. 

Mr. Gupta.-I will read to you the agreement of the Anglo-German 
glauber's salt producers: .. A report from Consul H. C. Claibourne at Frank
fort-on-the-main states that German and British producers of glauber's salt 
have concluded an agreement for three years, regulating prices and dividing 
markets. It is stated that important consumers of the glauber's salt produced 
by a number of large factories on the east coast of England are Swedish pulp 
mannufacturers, whose demand, due to Swedish industrial di.fficulties,'. has 
failed off heavily. German factories are said to be less affected than others 
and to have plenty of order on hand: Hence it is alleged that the agreement 
with the British producers was concluded in order to prevent disturbanoes 
in the world market. Unconsumed quantities will be· stored at common 
account thus enabling producers to hold prices at the usual level until the 
Scandinavian countries again appear as buyers of the normal amounts". 

Dr. Matthai.-You cite it as proof tb'at there is some agreement between 
Germany and England. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Prices are controlled and the market is divided. 

President.-They make no secret of that fact;. 
- Mr. Gupta.-No, bu~ it affects UB. 

President.-There is no idea in forming a trust if they don't control prices 
and control output at the same time. You have got to show that they are 
operating to your prejudice in order to destroy you. That is essential. If 
they are operating in commodities in which you are at present not interer..ed, 

• you cannot say that they are acting to your prejudice, can you P I am just 
asking for information. 

Dr. Matthai.-In that connection I want to draw your attention to the 
statement made to us by the Eastern Chemical Company, Limited. 'l'hey 
make a statement that as far as these heavy chemicals are conce1'Iled, it is 
ou1S ill respect of copperas that there has been. competition from the Imperia} 
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; Chemical Industries. The Imperial Chemical Industries apparently deals in 
the Indian market in sodium carbonate and ammonia sUlphate with which 
you are not concerned. Therefore it comes to this that as far as the main 
oompetition to which you are exposed is concerned, it comes really from the 
German trust, i.e., I. G. F. In copperas although there is competition from 
England, you are more or less safe. Practically you might say that the com
petition boils down to German competition. 

Mr. Gupta.-As I drew your attention, yesterday, the Imperial Chemical 
Industries manufacture or deal in quite a considerable quantity of alum, zinc 
<:hloride, soda sulphide, epsoms, etc. . 

Dr. Matthai.-I should like you to get a little more information about 
this. I have given you the statement made by the Eastern Chemical Com
pany, because it is rather different from the statement you made yestEjrday. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. _ 
President.-We will have to examine you again on some subsequent date. 

Before that I hope you will be able to give us all the information we want 
and come prepared on all these points. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.--Question 50 was: "Do you manufacture any chemicals which 

in competing countries are produced as by&,products?" The answer is 
.. No". Is it not true of epsom salts more or less? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yesterday Dr. Matthai drew my attention, to the fact that 
the German product has to go under so many processes before the product can 
be taken out and· as such compared to the process we adopj;, it seems we are 
(In a safer platform. 

Dr. Matthai.-Very probably the cost of the process that you have to 
perform must be very much less than the cost of their process in regard to 
1Itrassfurt deposits. 

Mr. Gupta.-Identically it:is about the same. Thl!y have got to do two or 
three crystallization. We may also have to do once or twice. 

President.-As regards epsom salts, you are far away from the principal 
raw material, magnesite. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is the only drawback; . 
President.-Bupposing there was even a reduction of freight and if sul

phuric acid was made cheaper; assuming both these things happened, in that 
case the industry located on the Madras side would certainly have a great 
pull over you, wouldn't it? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, it is quite possible. 
Mr. Bamsingh.~But the principal market is in Bombay. 
Pruident.-We are assuming that freights are made cheaper. What 

<:hance have you against Messrs. Parry and Company? We cannot say that 
the reduction of freights should be confined to the Bombay side. _ 

Mr. Gupta.-While we are payi~g freight on the raw material, they pay. 
freight on the finished products. 

President.-We assume that freight on both these things is reduced. 
Assuming that, do you stand any chance at all against the manufacturer in 
Madras? It doesn't seem to me to be a very economical proposition to manu
facture epsom salts on this side, because we must assume that if any facilities 
are given, they must be given to all Indian manufacturers. In that case are 
you prepared to give up epsom salts market entirely to the manufacture;s in 
Madras? That is what it comes to. 

Mr. Gupta.~I have not quite understood the point. The Madras Com
pany pay freight on the finished product and we pay freight on the raw· 
m"teriaI. 

President.-Yesterday we were suggesting a reduction of freight on both. 

Mr. Bamsingh.-In epsom salt there is water of crystallisation. They 
have to pay freight on water as well as the costly packing and the rate of 
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freight for epsom salt is quite different from the rate of freight on raw 
material. '. 

President.-We are assuming conditions under which the freight on the 
finished product is also reduced. 

Mr. Gupta.-In ~rder to get the Bombay market, they have to bring the 
finished product here and sell it. In order to manufacture it here, we have
to bring the raw material. So, both sides balance, as far as freight is 
concerned. 

President.-What advantage would you have in that caseP 
Mr. Gupta.-At any rate we will have no disadvantage. 
President.-We will have to assume that the sulphuric acid is also made 

cheaper for all, and that the rate of freight both on the raw. material and on 
the finished product is reduced. Though the freight on the finished product 
may be a little higher than the freight on the raw material, yet an industry 
which is situated in the neighbourhood of raw materials is better situated 
than yourselves, other things being equal. Is not that so P 

Mr. Gupta.-But the main market is Bombay. The supply has to come 
from the source of raw materials to the market in Bombay. The difference 
between us will be this. We are bringing the raw material and paying the 
freight on that, whereas they are bringing the finished material and paying 
freight on that. But as Mr. Ramsingh Dongarsingh has said in Epsom salt 
half is water and half is salt and so comparatively they will be paying more 
freight. 

Pre8ident."""'On the other hand some of the raw material which YOll import. 
must be wasted in the process of manufacture. 

Mr. Gupta.-Four to five per cent. is almost the maximum loss. We get 
it at the bulk rate. If we get in wagons, we can even bring more quantity 
in one wagon. Further the freight on the finished product will be more than. 
the freight on the raw material. It is more or less a question of the market. 
In that case, we are better situated than the Madras people. 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the main market for EpsomP 
Mr. Gupta.-The Bombay market for the Textile Industry. 
Dr. Matthai.-I find in the South they use it for weighing skins. 
Mr. Gupta.-Not much goes to that. 
Dr. Matthai.-The most popular use for Epsom is to give false weight. 
Mr. Gupta.-Epsom is used for medical purposes also. 

Dr. Matthai.-As regards some of the items which you say should be added' 
to the c.i.f., on page 17, I take it your point is this. You take the c.Lf. 
price and to that you add Customs duties and landing charges and various 
other trading charges. It was pointed out yesterday that in the way in. 
which the business in chemicals is done, items (3), (4) and (5) do not enter 
and you get the market price by add:ng to the c.i.f. only Customs duties and 
the landing charges. Therefore you ought to make reductions from your 
figures of items (3), (4) and (5). That would bring it much nearer the current 
market price. 

Mr. Gupta.-These salts are sold by the Bombay merchants who contror 
the market. In the case of acids the middleman's profit is eliminated, but 
in this case the middleman's profit is there and not eliminated. These people 
m~st take it from the docks to godowns. That is why we cannot eliminate. 
these charges in the case of salts. 

Dr. Matthai.-We tried to work out the market prices from the c.i.f. 
prices. Market prices are the c.i.f. prices plus duty and landing charges •. 
If you add the three, you get more or less these prices. Here you have taken. 
other items such as (3), (4) and (5). All that I am pointing out is that in 
order to ~ake the comparison fair you have to deduct from your 1st column 
figures, the figures uI,lder items (3), (4) and (5). You might look into this. 
point again. I don't want an answer s~raightaway. 
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Mr. Gupta.-We will look into it and let you know. 
, President.-In reply to question 53, you have given freights on chemicals. 
Bow do you get these freights? 

Mr. Gupta.-We got these freights from the steamship companies and from. 
London. 

President.--Could we assume that these are the freights which these big: 
Trusts pay? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-They are Conference freights and may be taken as· 
reasonably correct. 

Dr. Matthai.--Can you not get the latest freights from the Unitedl 
Kingdom? 

Mr. Gupta.-I have got them. 
Dr. Matthai.-'-Then, yOU might send· them on to us later. 
Mr. Gu.pta.-Yes. 
President.-Is it not a fact that the Imperial Chemical Industries control 

some works outside Great Britain? 
Mr. Gupta.-yea, they do. They control a factory in Canada. 
President.-Are there any works in Europe which they control? 
Mr. Gupta.-No. . 
Dr. Matthai.-These freights that you give from Rotterdam aroe really OD< 

tons of 2,240 Ibs. approximately? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, per ton of 1,015 kilos. 
Dr. Matthai.-one kilo is roughly equal to about 2·2 Ibs. 
Mr. Gupta.-Ye!l'. 
Dr. Mafthai.-on this question of railway freights again, the difference

between Ambarnath and Bombay is a handicap that only applies to you an,d. 
not to the Eastern Chemicals. The latter are located in Bombay and so this 
difference in freight does not ·affect them. Therefore when you ask for a con
cession in that respect you are asking for a concession which entirely arises. 
out of the fact that you are located unfavourably. 

Mr. Gupta.-We do~'t dem~nd any concession. We only want the same
freight to be applied to Bombay as well as to Ambarnath. In spite of the 
longer distance, the freights from Bombay are lower than those from Ambar-
nath. . 

Dr. Matthai.-My point is simply this. Supposing the railway authorities 
say that they are put to a great deal of inconvenience and consequently it 
would be necessary to charge a higher freight from Ambarnath, since only 
one unit is concerned in this industry,· it would not be quite so easy to make 
out a case for you. 

President.-I wish to know what proportion of your various- products'you, 
sell outside Bombay-and that is on this question of freights. I want t(). 
know how much of your production is affected by freights? 

Mr. Gupta.-We will send you the informatipn later. 
Preside~t.-Will the Eastern Chemicals do the same? 
Mr. 8mith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You have not given us the freights on acids at all in t1!ese

replies. 
Mr. Gupta.-We have ·not. It is only a question of comparison. 

President.-It is more than that. If the freights are to be reduced on 
finished products, obviously the acids are to be included. 

Mr. Gupta.-We are working on those figures and we will let you have
them as soon as they are ready .. 

President.-Take tlie case of sulphuric acid for instance. Your case is. 
that the cost of sulphuric acid can be brought down only if the production is 
on a large scale. That being so, it must follow that the manufacture of. 
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II1llphuric acid should be confined to certain points. But there are other uses 
of sulphuric acid all over the country. Some may be interested in fertilisers 
and it would be necessl\ry for them, if they were to get cheap sUlphuric acid, 
to get it from the main works. It is for that reason that I am asking you 
what the freights are on the acids and how much do you expect to sell in the 
up-country markets. I take it that 80 far as Bombay is concerned, at pre
sent you have practically got all the market you can get. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, as regards acids. 
President.-As regards up-country markets we cannot tell. 
Mr. Gupta.-No. 
President.-Probably they do without acids or they use very little. 
Mr. Gupta.-Qur experience is that we can go half way between Bombay 

and Calcutta, the other half being covered by the Calcutta people. We find 
we cannot go beyond N agpur on this side and Agra on the other. 

President.-What about Lahore? 
Mr. Gupta.-We don't go so far as Lahore. Lahore I thlnk is supplied 

by Messrs. D. Waldie. and Company from Cawnpore because they are better 
situated so far as Lahore is concerned. 

President.-Are you able to express any opinion as to whether if sulphuric 
acid is made cheaper in the ~ountry, the bones which are exported now to the 
extent of 100,000 tons would be used more and more as fertilisers in this 
country? 

Mr. Gupta.-That is the case in every other country. They make super-. 
phosphates. 

President.-Do you expect that there would be the same tendency in 
India? 

Mr. Gupta.-We do expect the same tendency, if not now, at least after 
some years. 

President.-That is to say, where bonemeal is available. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say, sulphuric acid will be taken to those centres 

where bones are available. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, to places where collection takes place. 

Market lor bonemeal. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking, for example, the Bombay area, which do you COB-

sider the market for bonemeal P 
Mr. Gupta.-Near Raichur. 
President.-Is there a bone market? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, there is. It is a very big market. 
President.-Is it the place from which they export bones? 
Mr. Gupta.-The bolies come to Bombay for being crushed ana exported. 

There are (;ertain mills in Bijapore, Akola and other places. • 
President.-Are there bone mills? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

- President.-Can the bones be used without treatment? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Does the raiyat use it at all in that way? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Sometimes he uses bones in pieces and sometimes also 

after being crushed. He finds that it gives better results. But we think that 
if he uses superphosphate he will find it still better. 

President.-He has to be educated. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. • 
President.-What percentage of sulphuric acid do you require in the bone-

meal for making super-phosphates? _ 
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Mr. Gupta.-About half, say. 

Pre&ident.-Which are the main ports of shipment forbonemeal? 
Mr. Gupta.-Bombay and Calcutta. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking your own case, supposing you had a factory for 

making bone super-phosphates at Raichur, as far as the cost of distribution in 
your market is concerned, it would be less if you distributed from Raichur 
than if you distributed super-phosphates from Bombay, because it is more 
central to your market, is it notP 

Mr. Gupta.-That is right. 
Dr. Matthai.-There is this difference between rock phosphates and bones 

that rock phosphates are more bulky than the super-phosphates that you get 
out of it. Therefore it would have to carry a higher railway freight. Sup
posing you have got a place which is the main market for rock phosphates it 
would be more advantageous for you to have your factory located there to 
make super-phosphates. 

MT. Gupta.-Provided these people used rock phosphates. In the East 
Coast of the United States of America all the super.phosJ>hate ·is made at 
Baltimore and the rock comes all the way from Florlda.-:-qUlte a big distance, 
nearly 600 or 700 miles. They manufacture 75 per cent:' of the. requirements 
of the United States eastern section of the north-east at Baltimore. The 
acid is made there in bulk, sulphur is brought from Texas, super-phosphate is 
mad!! there and is distributed up to a distance of 600 to 800 miles. There are 
good waterways and railway facilities. 

Prerident.-So far as the bones are concerned according to the trade 
figures Sind is the largest exporter-42,OOO tons in 1926-27 out of a total of 
100,000 tons, Bengal 40,000, Madras 7,000 and Bombay about 8,000 tons. In 
Sind they don't manufacture any sulphuric acid at present, do theyP 

Mr. ~ta.-There is a very small works there. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose it means all the bones collected in the United 

Provinces and the Punjab P 
Mr. Ramringh.-From the United Provinces and the Punjab, I suppose, 

all the bones come to Sind .for shipment. 
President.-They consume the largest quantity of meat I 
Mr. Gupta.-It is not always slaughter-house bones; most of the bones 

that are collected in these centres are jungle bones. . 
President.-Supposing bone super-phosphates were manufpctured in India 

it is impossible to say which would be the best centre at present assuming 
that sulphuric acid was cheap. 

Mr. Gupta.-We have to look to the central place for production and the 
centre of supply. It does not look as if we are able to get both facilities at 
present. 

Dr. Matthai.-As far as you are concerned the market for bone super
phosphates is an internal market, isn't that soP For 3n internal market 
Bombay is a bad centre of distribution. It is much better to have a central 
place like Raichur. 

Mr. Gupta.-At present our bone tuper-phosphate goes to Poona and 
near about places. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is because you are producing so little. Assuming Y01l 
are producing larger quantities your market will have to be found more and 
more in the interior of the country . 
. Mr. Gupta.-Within two to three hundred miles because the majority of 

the consumers will be cotton growers, gro~nd nut growers, horticulturists and 
so forth. . 

President.~We understand in Madras they are using these for rice too. 

Mr. Bamsingh.-We are also trying to encourage its use for the same 
purpose. 
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CapitaZ costs. 

Preaid6nt.-As regards your answer to question 55, one great disadvantage 
that you have is in respect of the cost of your plant and machineriEllo. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, it invariably costs us more. 

President.-But I don't see that the investment on plant and machinery 
is· very large, not like the steel industry where it means crores of rupees. 
Your machinery cost. you Rs. 9 lakhs and now you say it would be about 
Rs. 5 lakhs so that the disadvantage is not so very great. 

Mr. Gupta.-Compared with the present position of our plant but if we 
have to increase the capacity the ratio of about 25 to 30 per cent. will always 
.-emain. 

Preaident.-You say most" of these" disadvantages are permanent except 
as regards freight. " 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, as compared to other manufactures. 
President.-If they are permanent they are arguments against protection, 

l1ren't theyP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-'-We would call it semi-permanent until India makes its 

Gwn machinery. 
President.-Is the chemical machinery very intricate I' 
Mr. Gupta.-It is very easy to manufacture. We have tried to get made 

80me of these. We got nitre pot castings made here. Formerly these nsed 
to come from England. The trouble is people here do not keep these in 
stock as there is no demand and when we go to them they quote a very high 
price as they know that the requirement is urgent. 

Dr. Matthai.-I suppose more than half the cost of machinery or about 
60 per cent. goes to the sulphuric acid plantP 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Preaident.-As regards internal competition you have got an arrangement 

with. the Eastern Chemical Company P 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, as regards the sale of "commercial acids. 
President.-They market all your products, don't they? 
Mr. Ramaingh.--Only acids. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are not their managing agents your selling agents? 
Mr. Ramsingh.--Only in respec~ of acids."" 
President.-Please read their answer to question 58 and say whether you 

agree to the statement made by themP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-We are in substantial agreement with their statement. 
President.-As regards equipment, your plant was purchased in 1919-20, 

but since then there have been improvement in the processesI' 
Mr. Gupta.-Not much in the heavy chemicals neither in the chamber 

process of sulphuric acid manufacture. 
Preaident.-The Tata plant is later than yoursI' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, it is exactly" similar to ours though recent and is of the 

-same make. 
President.-What is their capacityI' 
Mr. Gupta.-The same as ours, 8,000 tons. As we have explained, small 

-changes have taken place of which we are taking notice and we want to 
improve. But this does not apply to acids. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you use steam or water sprayP 
Mr. Gupta.-Water spray. 
Dr. Matthai.-You say your total outlay is Rs. 39 lakhs. That incl~des 

-your debenture loan, I take it P 
Mr. Gupta.-No. It includes borrowing but not debenture loans. We 

borrow on deposits. 
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PrtsiiJent.-In your aBswer to question 6tI we can o"ly Bee Rs. 23 laldl.O 
and here you say that the total outlay is Rs. 39 lakhs. The works have cost 
you Rs. 39 lakhs including losses incurred by you, that is to say, actual I_ 
on the works costs? 

Mr. Gupta.-That is so. 
President.-That ia to say, you sold below' YOllr works cost. Do you 

include interest on, loans P 
Mr. Gupta.-Itincludes all expenses. 
Pruident.-Qr, in other words, it includes what may be called out of 

pocket, ia that right? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-That is to say, it includes what may be called your actual out 

of pocket expenses, is that right? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-You are not entitled to a returnoB that. 
Mr. Bamsingk.-No. 
Presideflt.-First of all shall we take your present book value given in 

answer to question 661' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes: 
President.-That ia really your investment. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-Plus whatever working capital you may require. 
Mr. Ramsiflgk . ....,.Yes. 
President.-The replacement value is very much smaller owing to the drop 

in prices. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Presideflt.-You bought these plants at a time when prices were very high. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. If we are 'to construct a similar plant now, we shall 

,have to spend-about 60 per cent. of the value we have spent. 
Dr. Mattkai.-If you take the. buildings at 60 per cent. and the plant at 

00 per cent., the present replacement value on your plant would be about 
RH. 14 lakhs. .-

Mr. Hamsingk,-Yes. 
President.-That would be a fair valuation in calculating your profit, etc. 
Mr. llamsingh.-Yes. ' 
President.-Have you had your plant revalued at any time or ia this 

merely a guess I' 
Mr. Gupta.-It ia Dot a guess. 
President.-Have you made any recent enquiries about this plant in 

Europe? 
Mr. Gupta . ...,....Yes, I have made enquiries of a similar plant we have. 
President.-Would it not be better to write it offl' 
Mr. Ramsingk.-:We' are thinking of doing it. 
Preaident.-We can calculate the depreciation on the present reduced block 

..-alue and the return on the cY'ital. That would give you a reasonable 
"turn on your investment. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-The building practically costs more than the plant which is 

t'a ther a sort of luxury. 
Mr. Ramringh.-The plan was drawn up by an up-to-date English firm. 
President.-All i wiah to suggest ia that it does seem to me that you have 

apent: a large sum of money, i.e., 25 per cent. more on the building than on' 
the plant. , 

Mr. Ramaingh.-We engaged the best ~ngineel'8 available in England. 



President.-I have no doubt that you took very good advice, but it does 
Beem to me that you'do Dot require a building of that kind to house the 
plant. That is the impression it created on me at the time I visited your 
factory. Supposing you were to build a similar plant, would you house it 
in a similar building like that or would you have a cheaper building? 

Mr. llamsingh.-I can't say . 
. Dr. Matthai.-ID ans~er to question 75 you say: "The additional capital 

required to carry out replacement and extensions would be about Bs. 3 lakhs. 
If .you spend Rs. 3 lakhs more, what increase in output would you expectP 
Does it mean in order to' work up to your capacity of 8,000 tons, you need 
Re. 8 lakhs more or by spending Bs. 3 lakhs more, are you going to get aD 
increase over your estimated capacity P 

Mr. Gupta.-This is mainly for carrying out the survey which we have 
already mentioned to you. From the present capital we are unable to meet 
the working capital. 

Dr. Matthai.-I am thinking of your answer to question 75. Obvionsly 
that is not working capital. 

Mr. Gupta.-No. That is for the full capacity production. 

Dr. Matthai.-Therefore by spending Rs. 3 lakh~ you would absolutely 
ensure the total capacity you estimate. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-In answer to question 70, you have given the subscribed 

capital as Rs. 40,00,000 and the paid-up capital as Rs. 31'7 lakhs. Has 
somebody not paid yet P 

Mr. llamsingh.-No. 
President.-Have you taken any steps to recover the amountP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-Do you expect to' recover P 
Mr. Ramsingh.-We are recovering every day. We cannot expect the 

whole amount. Many people have become insolvent. It is not possible to 
recover the whole amount. 

President.-How much of it do you expect to recoverP 
Mr. Bam.rtngh.-Rs. 1 lakh. 
President.-Rs. 1 lakh out of Rs. 9 lakhs. 
Mr. llamsingh.-Yes. 
President.-So that your real capital is only Re. 31 lakhs. 
Mr. llam.singh.-Bs. 33 lakhs. 

President.-In answer to question 85, you say you have borrowed Rs. 6) 
lllkhs and out of which you use Rs. 81 lakhs for working capital. 

Mr. Bamsingh.-Yes. 
President.-And the rest on the plant. 
Mr. llamsingh.-Yes. 
Presldent.-Then I take it that your losses have come out of the subscribed 

capital. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-Yes. 
President.-The subscribed capital is Re. '33 lakhs. Your assets are about 

Re. 23 lakhs. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-Yes. 
President.-I am asking you generally at the present moment what is the 

position. Are you making both ends meet or are you still stiJering a loss? 
Mr. Gupta.-We cannot make both ends meet, so we liave to stop manu-

facturing saltsl . 
President.-Is there any loss incurred in respect of those articles that you 

produce, e.g~, acids and super-phosphates? . 



Mf'. Oupfa.-No. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-On the whole there is some loss. . 
Prerident.-On the whole you don't make any depreciation or you don't 

get any return on your investment. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-We are also out of pocket. 
Pruidllnt.-Are you out of pocket now on the business? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.~Practically on aIr-the salts that you are making except 

eopperas you are out of pocket. 
Mr. Oupfa.-Yes. 
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Overhead charge •• 
President.-This is the way in which we divide our overhead charges. 

First as regards depreciation in all our enquiries we have calculated depre
ciation on the whole of the replacement value at 61 per cent. and we hav& 
found that a serviceable figure. We don't count so much on land, 80 much 
on buildings and so much on some parts of the machinery, but we calculat& 
at the rate of 61 per cent. on the replacement value of the whole block. 

Mr. Sinclair.-In the case of a chemical work, it is rather- on the low side. 
President.-We have always been told that but we have always found that 

if we calculate at the rate of 61 per cent. on the whole' of the block valu& 
including the land, buildings and everything, it is not a lower percentage. 

Mr. Sinclair.-I agree as far as the general industries are concerned, but, 
not in the case of Chemical Industries when high corrosion takes place. 

President.-On the other hand on buildings you get 21 per cent. 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is true. 
President.-Instead of that you get 61 per cent. on buildings and on land 

also. On that basis we have experimented on all the industritls and w& 
have found that 61 per cent. is on the liberal side. 

Mr. Smith-Wri!1ht.-We have been on existence for 14 years. What do. 
JOu mean .. replacement value on your block" P 

President.-We take a sort of imaginary plant which will be constructed' 
to-day of the same capacity and we make an estimate as to what that would. 
cost. Then we calculate depreciation on that. Your plant may cost you 
Rs. 5 lakhs and if we think that the replacement value of the plant is Rs. 15 
lakhs" we calculate on Rs. 15 lakhs. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-For the purpose of costing. 
President.-Take the Steel industry where we allowed 61 pel' cent. Ther& 

was tremendous wear and tear on some of the plants, but on the whole we
found that it was rather on the liberal side. 

Dr. Matthai.-If the general rate of depreciation on machinery were. 71 
per cent., what is the rate of deprecillltion you would suggest for a chemical' 
plantP 

Mr. Sinclair.-'-I would suggest about 10 lIer cent. .~ 

President.-If you suggest 10 per cent., you will have to take a smaller-
rate on the building. 

Mr. Sinclair.-I quite agree. 
President.-It very much simplifies the thing. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
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President.-Then as regards interest on working capital, we calculate at 
the rate of 1i per cent. That is also, considering the present rate of inter.est, 
on a liberal scale. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Too high in our own case. 
P7'lfsident.-We generally take a sort of an average. In respect of head office 

expenses, establishment and other charges, it is always a very dillicult matter. 
We take each industry by itself. Whatever the agents" agreement maY be 
with the Company, we don't take that into account. We generally fix what 
we considered as reasonable. I want to know generally what you consider a 
reasonable charge for head office, establishment and agents' commission. We 
generally take it as so much a month. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is what we do in our own case. 
President.-What do you think would be reasonable? 
:411'. Smith-Wright.-Rs. 3,000 a month. 
l'·resident.-Is your' arrangement about the same? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, about Rs. 3,000 a month. 
President.-That is as regards the head dffice charges. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
I'resident.-As regards the ag\lnts' commission, how does that work out? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-There is a fixed commission. 
President.-What do you consider a reasonable charge? We calculate like 

this. Supposing' we allow al0 per cent. return on the investment as a sort 
()f profit, we add a certain percentage as agents' commission. 

Mr. Ramsingh;;-In our case it is 10 per cent. on the profit. 
President.-Nett or gross? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Nett. 
President.-After allowing for depreciation and everything. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-That you consider would be reasonable. 
Mr. Ramsi~gh.-Yes. • 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-This is agents' commission as opposed. to· the selling 

commission. 
President.-The selling commission goes' into the cost. 
Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-In that case, 10 per cent. on the nett profit would be 

reasonable. 
President.'-We shall consider that. But that is your proposal, is it not? 
Mr. Smith-H'right.-Yes. 
President.-As regards the sales organisation, I take it that in this in

dustry business is done more or less direct by you. You don't employ com
miBtlion agents and brokers, do' you P 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We usually employ sub-agents in up-country districts 
and give them a discount. . 

President.-What is the usual discount given to them? 
Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-In the case of up-country,' we generally allow them 

~ per cent. of the usual price. . 
President.-Is that your practice too? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes, about that. 

President.-I at.n asking for inform.ation as 'to what your up-country sales 
a~e, because we wJ11 ~av:e to spread It over all your sales. Supposing you 
give 5 per cent. combllsslon on your up-country sales and if your up-country 
sales are half of your. production, it comes to 2t per cent. on the whole 
production. ' 

Mr. Rams{ngh.-Yes; 
President.-Will you give us your figures? 
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Mr. Ramsiflgh.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-As regards the overhead charges that' are mentioned none of 

them naturally go into the cost account. 
Mr. Smith-Wrigh~.-They do. 
Prerident.-As regards the method of calculation, I shall come to that; 

later on. We separate the works costs which are costs actually incurred at 
the works. Ordinarily they include all packing charges and sometimes the 
brokers' and sub-agents' commission. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have not included any commission in our works. 
costs. 

President.-Nor do we as a matter of fact. But you must be quite clear 
that the charges are included somewhere and we must be told where. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The figures given for acids on page 40 of our repre
sentation include all overheads. 

President.-Do you use the word" overhead" in the sense in which we 
use it? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, except depreciation and selling commission. 
President.-Profit on investment you don't include either. 
Mr. Smith-W,·ight.-No. 
Dr. Matthai . ...:..You have included packing. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, and other charges like managing agents' com

mission, interest on working capital, establishment charges, etc. 
Dr. Matthai.-In order to get a fair selling price, to this we have to add 

depreciation, Selling commission and the profit on investment. . 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-The statement in which you give your wor1rs costs does not 

include packing. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-No. 
President.-As regards the allocation of these charges, of course, there are 

various ways of allocating them. Would it be fair to allocate these charges 
in proportion to the works cost? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is the fairest way. If they are allocated on 
the time basis, it will not be fair. 

Prllsidllnt.-Some people allocate on the basis of raw materials and lab01!!' 
and some people merely on the basis of labour. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We allocate these charges on the unit cost per ton at 
the works. 

President.-Of each product? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You have got to allocate your general supervision charges •. 

power and fuel. 
Mr. Gupta.-Power and fuel are a direct charge. 
Dr. Matthai.-What you actually do with regard to your allocation is 

that you base it on a proportion which is made up of your monthly output 
and your realised prices of each product. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is all right as a working formula. But our concern is to 

ftnd a fair selling price for each product. For that supposing we take an 
allocation based 'on the realised price in the market, we are begging the 
question. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We can only estimate on the works cost "'hat woqld 
be a fair profit to make. 

President.-The works cost, is it free of allocation? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We use so much direct labour, we use so much water 

and so on. These are directly charged. . 
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President.-Is that the same in your case? 
Mr. Gupta.-;-Yes. 
President.-Except general supervision? 
Mr. Smith-Wright . ..:....Except head office and supervision of the works. 
President.-Bupervision of the works lias to be allocated. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is included in the wages bill. 
President.-How do you allocate the cost of the chemist? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-I have made a mistake in the use of " supervision of 

the works". The cost of the senior staff, 'Viz., works manager, chemist and 
full time assistants comes under overhead. The works cost only includes 
wages of the casual labour employed on the various plants, so that it does 
Dot really include supervision. 

Dr. Matthai.-What you do is this. Take power and fuel and establish
ment and depreciation. All these three you divide am(mg the various products 
according to a particular proportion. -

Mr. Gupta.-We have allocated in this form. The works have consumed, 
say, 10,000 units and- produced so many tons of all prodUcts. We divide tn'3 
amount of power consumed by the amount of production and say that per 
ton the consumption of power is so much and allot accordingly. 

President.-That would not be correct. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That would not be accurate. 
President.-The simplest way is to take the -direct expenditure 8S the 

basis, that is to say, raw materials and labour. That ought to give you a 
fairly good allocation. 

Dr. Matthai.-That you can directly estimate for each pToduct. 
Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-What would you do with fuel? 
President.-You allocate fuel in the same proportion. 
Mr. Sinclair.-But fuel itself is as much a raw material as sulphur. 
President.-If we include fuel, water, direct labour and raw materials? 
Mr. Smith-Wril1ht.-That would be all right. ' 
President.-And then divide it by the total tonnage to arrive at the pro-

portion of the overhead? -
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes.· 
Pruident.-Take a concrete case. If-we took sulphuric acid, it would be 

as follows: - . 

Rs. 
Sulphur 100 
Labour 50 
Water 10 
Fuel 10 

TOTAL 170 

President.-We will have to take the whole quantity manufactured. 
Supposing there are 100 units, one unit comes to 1'7. 

Mr. Ou,pta.-:-We must divide the total cost on a month's production by 
the tonnage. 

President.-You do that in each case? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Then you add these different units together and you get 1'7. 

1'hen you have got to allocate the other charges. Then you get the total of 
the other charges-l'7 for sulphur, epsom salt, say, '3. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We don't allocate the other charges according to the 
cost. If sulphur l"Osts 1'7 and Epsom half of that,- we don't allocate twice as 
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much to sulphur as' we do to Epsom necessarily .. We do not do in that 
ratio, because we do not realize on one product what ·'we realize on the othEll·. 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing we fixed a fa.ir selling price for each product by 
taking into account the price in the market and b:ed the duties accordingly. 
If these Trusts alter the prices in the market next year the duties are 
completely upset. -

Mr. Smith-Wright.-'-If it is a question of arriving at a scale of duti8S we 
have one suggestion to make and that .js, a.fter taking evidence from all the 
factories you will find out what the costs are to them on each product and 
you can then ascertain what the average costs are at present of each 
product. 

President.-How are we to find out the costs because we do not know 
how they are allocated. You may follow one system while the others may 
follow different systems. They may be all right or they may be all wrong 
and we can never arrive at accurate results. 

Mr. Smith-Wright,-':'If you can find out more or less wli:at is the fair cost 
you can fix a fair selling price; 

President.-I think we have got to apply some rule of thumb and the best 
thing we can do is to take them in· the proportion I have just mentioned
B.ulphur 1'7, Epsom '3, and so on. Somehow we have got to determine whab 
would be the fair selling price. What we usually do is this. Supposing Your 
capacity is 8,000 tons, but your average production is, say, 1,000 tons a year 
allowing for the shut down period. We say this 8,000 tons is the figure that 
you can obtain in, say, 10 years. What we generally do is, we take some 
intermediate figure which we consider as average production for the whole' of 
that period. For instance, if your production is 1,000 tons only it is absurd 
ihat 1,000 tons should bear all the total overhead charges, we say let us take 
4,000 or 4,000 tons as an average for the period if we are granting protection. 
Then· we say for this period- we will calculate snch and such production. We 
have tried to make an estimate of the average production for a particular 
period. Take the case of the Steel Company for instance. When we were 
reporting they were producing 31lakhs of tons. We estimated that in seven 
years they would produce 600,000 tons. According to our calculations we 
came to the conclusion that if we took 500,000 that would give them for that 
period sufficient profit. 

Mr. Sinclair.-That was assuming an increase in the market. The chemi
cal market has been more or less stationary. 

President.-We have got to take some average and we are trying to get 
liS reasonable an average as we can. That allows for shut down and every
thing else. 

Mr. Sinclair.-That is fair I think. 
President.-Under overhead we also include interest on working capital. 

It is very difficult to ascertain in what the working capital is. We take it 
on so many months production. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is works cost on so many months production. 

President.-In the Steel Industry we took 41 months I think. In your 
case what do you suggest the period of turnover P 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I think in our statement we have stated three months 
as the average but in the cas~ of big jobs we have to wait for a longer time. 

Dr. Matthai.-Taking works cost on your full capacity It is roughly 6 
months' turnover P 

Mr. Gupta.-We have put 8 months. 
President.-In the case of sulphur you have probably to store it •. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. . 
Preside·nt.-We are going to include jars and other things in the works 

cost so that if we take 4 to 6 months whichever you think reasonable, that 
would be a fair way of arriving at the working capital, would it not? 
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Mr. Bmith-Wright.-yes. 
Pr6lident.-In these calculati~ns can :you suggest any metho~ of arriving 

at the cost separately of each Item. Can you suggest a typical product 
which we can-takei' 

Mr. Bmith-Wright.--Bulphuric acid would give you the key practically to 
the whole thing.. It represents the greatest sale. 

Dr. Matthai . ...:...you are fixing the measure of protection on sulphuric acid. 
The import price is much above your cost. 

Mr.·Bmith-Wright.-Actually it is less. 
-Dr. Matthai.--Bupposing in fixing the measure 'of protection we took your 

cost o_f sulphuric acid and the present import price in Bombay and toC?k the
difference between the two and said that difference would apply to the' other 
chemical products that you manufacture, would it be proper? 

Mr. Bmith-Wright...--No. 
Pres'ident.--on ;Epsom salts you want a good deal more protection. That. 

is not a typical product. 
Mr. Binith-Wright.-No. 
President.-Now let us come to the general issues (question 98). I may tell 

you that this Board never recommends prohibition of imports at all. If we
are satisfied that an industry has made out a case for protection we go on to 
consider what the protection should be. It' is no use suggesting that imports 
should be prohibited. There are two or three things. First as regards the
measure of protection, we do not propose to make any departure from our 
usual method unless you can show us some unusual grounds. Our method is 
simply this: if we are satisfied ·that protection should be granted we recom
mend an adequate measure of protection. That would depend on the differ
ence between the fair selling price and the import price. Protection may not 
take the form of a high duty necessarily: it may take other forms. Yesterday 
I explained to you that there are two other ways. One is the question of 
freight. On that point we should .want more information than you have· 
given us. The second is the question of a bounty. That also requires very 
careful consideration. But we must be satisfied that if protection is given 
the industry would develop. Supposing a bounty on sulphuric acid was given. 
you must show that it would lead to more production and to the expansion 
of other industries which depend .on sulphuric acid. We would like to be 
advised in what direction the expansion of the use' of sulphuric acid is 
possible. . 

Mr. Gupta.-The textile industry is a big consumer. Both industries are
nnked together. If the textile industry expands our sulphuric acid industry 
will expand also. . 

Dr. Matthai.-If you had a bounty on sulphuric acid and to that extent 
the cost of your sulpuric acid was reduced, then you could make ·salts out of 
SUlphuric acid cheaply P 

Mr. Bmith-Wright.-The chief way in which cheap sulphuric .acid will 
help UB to expand would be the manufacture of Epsom salt . 
. ' Dr. Matthai.-If the textile industry develops you would get a bigger 
market; Taki~g the market as it is now, s.upposing you are not able to get. 
the whole ot It because yo~r c0.sts are hlgher than the import price, if 
we gave a bounty ~n sulphurlc acld to that extent you can bring down your 
costs so that you wlll be able to get a larger share of the existing market is 
that right? ' 

President.-We must get an idea of the burden that the bounty would 
throw upon the general tax-payer. That is to say, you must give us a.n idea 
of the quantity of sulphuric acid which would earn the bounty. .' 

Mr. Bmitk-Wrigkt.-;-AB you suggested yesterday, you could fix a minimum. 
Tbat would be only falr. 
. President.-Inany case a .cert~in quantity of sulphuric acid will besoldl 
In the COUl'ltry and as such that wlll have to be- excluded •. 
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Mr. Smith-Wrigkt ..... yes. 
President.-Therefore the bounty will only cover that trulphuric acid which 

will be required for developing other industries. 
Mr. Smith-Wright:-For manufacturing all other products. But the diffi

culty we are faced with is that even a bounty on sulphuric acid is not going 
to help us unless we can market epsom salt profitably. Because epsom is the 
most important salt which we ma.ke with the exception of fertiliser which we 
have dealt with already fairly fully. Of a.ll the salts the important one is the 
epsom for which there is a very large market in India. As I have explained, 
there is dilfficulty in regard to getting supplies of magnesite and other things. 

President.-As I was telling you yesterday, we cannot encourage the 
&rowth of mushroom sulphuric acid plants. 

1;[r. Smith-Wright.-No. 
President.-What do you suggest would be the limit? 
Mr~ Gupta.-I don't think you have anything much to fear on the score 

of the growth of sma.1I plants, because the sulphuric acid pla.nt is very ex
pensive for anyone to start it in a small way. There are, of course, small 
plants-nearly ha.lf a dozen in the Punjab. 

Dr. Matthai.-Because the railway freight on sulphuric acid is so high 
that you can have a small local plant catering for a small market. 

Mr. Gupta.-Tha.t ,is true. 
Prerident.-What do you. consider should be the limitP 
Mr. Gl£pta.-At lea.st 1,000 tons a year. 
Dr. Matthai.-1,OOO· tons would not be considered a reasonable llConomic 

unit for sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.---certainly not, but it is the very minimum. 
President.-on the first 1,000 tons nobody would get a bounty. 
Mr. Gl£pta. __ The other acids and salts won't get any beneSt if you make 

the margin as high a.s 1,000 tons and ther~ won't be any improvement on 
the present situation. 

President.-It becomes very difficult to work it. You must say the first 
50Q tons or 1,000 tons in every case are excluded. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-If you confine the bounty to sulphuric acid which is 
only used for the purpose of making other products, you exclude a.1s0 pure 
acids sold as such. 

Pre,ident.-Each work must sell a certain quantity of sulphuric acid as 
such and that must be excluded. Another thing is, as I said, the limit must 
be such that it doesn't encourage the growth of very small plants. These 
are two things to be kept in view. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.~If you are going to grant a bounty on the sulphuric 
acid that is used in other things, there will be no incentive to any man to 
start a sulphuric acid plant. 

Prerident.-It requires such a lot of supervision that the scheme is not 
workable. The best thing is to see that no man is entitled to a bounty 
unless his production exceeds a certain quantity in a year and in that case 
the bounty will have to be higher. • 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-In administration you would not actually exclude 
acid sold a.s such and you would fix a minimum limit and say that that is the 
amount which is allowed to be sold outside. 

President.-on the first 500 or 1,000 tons, he gets nothing. After that 
he gets a bounty whether it is made to be used in other products or sold as 
pure acid. 

Mr. Smith-Wright ........ Yes. . 
P,·uident.-Remember, I hnve not made up my mind yet. The whole 

thing is merely a discussion aDd I am asking you whether it would not be a. 
way of doing it. Yesterday I WllS telling you about the coke ovens plant and 
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pig iron plant where they are manufacturing aulphate of ammonia and selling 
it throngJt a Syndicate. We DUll' lIave to, exclude them entirely_ These 81'& 
points we have got to consider.'" . 

Mr. Smitla-WrigAt.-You wiU have to exclude the iron. and steel industry 
altegether. Excluding them yoo:t mal' fix it at 36(t tons per annum or a ton a 
day, instead of as I said previolJSly at 1,000 tons., 

,Pruident.-Would it prevent the erection of BlDall plantsP I think 
aulphuric acid is also used for batteries which are not really industrial. 

Mr. Gupta.-roo toBS cent. per cent. acid woUld he fair. 
J>nsideat.-Tbat is equal to liOO toDB of ehamber acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-About (5() tons. ' 
Pruide"'.~Do Y01l think that it would be sufficieut to exclude the small 

plantsP 
Mr, Gupt-a.-Yflf!. 
Preftdent.-We will consider that. It is of. very great importance. 
Mr. Gupta.--Bmall plants- must be excluded, otherwise aa Dr. Matthai 

said, small plants might he started. 

Dr . .llattllai.-Please think it over and let us have your reply. 
Mr. BamnngA.-Yes, we will think it over and let you bow. 
Mr. Smitl-Wriglt.-The thing that we want to market is epsom salt. 
J>nsident.-In the case of fertilisers you will have to give us some idea. 

If we recommend a bounty on fertilisers, we have got to sal' that the bounty 
shall be paid on the production of so many thousand tons a year and for 81. 
many years. You must give 1Il! an idea aa to' what your opinion is likely to 
be about the expansion of the market for sulphuric acid and its products. 

Mr. ilamnngh.~What period do you consider reasonable!' 
PrerideR-t.-It is for you 10 suggest. 
Dr. Me&tthai.-U you suggest a particular period during which th& 

scheme should be in fol'Cle, we must know what is the maximum burd6ll that 
may be ,imposed during that period upon the exchequer as a result of the 
bounty acheme. You cannot lay an indeterminate charge on the tax-payer. 

Mr. Ramringll.-No. 
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0o," •. 
President.-We now propose to go into the queStion of costs. First of an 

"lIVe shall deal with sulphuric acid. You manufacture two classes of sulphuric 
.acid don't you? 

Mr. Gupta.-onej it is chamber acid and that chamber acid is concentrated 
for selling. 

President.-In what form do you sell sulphuric acid as such? 
Mr. Gupta.-Concentrated sulphurio acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-You sell also a I'mall quantity of battery acid? 
M1'. Gupta.-Yes, but it is concentrated also. 
Pre3ident.-Is it what is known as concentrated oil of vitriol? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. But in the process of manufacturing this acid and the 

\}attery acid there is no difference. ;In the case of better concentration 
veater precaution is taken. 

President.-Is this chamber acid taken on a cent. lIer cent. basisP 
Mr. Gupta.-We have costed this on a cent. per cent. basis. 
President.-There is another class of acid which is called ordinary commer· 

eial acid? . 
Mr. Gupta.-That may be in the form of concentrated acid too because 

generally in order to make some saving in freight everybody sends it in con
eentrated form which the customer demands. .Chamber acid which is 64 per 
()8nt. we concentrate and bring it down to 95 per cent. 

D1'. Matthai.-For the purpose of determining the price of your sulphuric 
acid we might take the oil of vitriol as the basis i' 

M1'. GuptCJ.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-When you talk of your capacity as 8,000 tous, what acid are 

..vou referring to? 
Mr. GuptCJ.-Chamber acid on cent. per cent. basis. 
President.-l want to know the equivalent of chamber acid in terms of this 

oil of vitriol. 
M1'. GuptCJ.-7,600 tous. 
President.-In the subsequent processes of manufacture I take it that YOll 

use chamber acid but you cost on the basis of 100 per cent. when you use sul • 
.,hurio acid for other productsi' 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. We take it directly from the chamber and put it on to 
-the other articles. 

President.-How much do you sell as oil of vitriol and 1!ow much do you 
·u~e up for your other manufactures? 

I1-1r. Gupta.-We will give you detailed figures. 

Dr. lIJatthai.-There is just one point that I would like to be cleared up. 
In the statement that you sent to the Government of India in 1925 you gave 
,a statement of costs of these various products. That was in August 1925. I 
expect, therefore, that the costs you showed there were your costs in 1924-25. 
Am I right? 

Mr. Gupta.-No. That was an estimate of what we were going to make 
in the future. 

Dr. MaUhai.-What you estimated to be your possible output in the near 
iuture? • 
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Mr. Gupta.-Exactly. Except in the case of raw materials the figures 
,won't tally. 

!ft. Matthai.-On what kind of. basis did you make that estimate? Sup
'posmg one asked you what was gomg to be your probable output in the near 
future would you take these figures or your full capaoity figures? 

Mr. Gupta.-I can't answer that off-hand. We win give you a fuller 
.statement. 

President.-As regards the price of sulphur in your answer to question 76 
(Form No. II) it has varied very considerably since 1924-25. In 1924-25 your 
average price was Rs. 158; it came down to Rs. 105 in the following year and 
jt rose again to Rs. 116 in 1926-27. What was the reason? 

Mr. Gupta.-We bought this sulphur in huge quantities in 1922 and then 
the price &uddenly wEmt down. 

President.-Is it what is known as rock sulphur? 
Mr. Gup(.I.-Y"". This sulphUr that we bought at that time bore a duty • 

.subsequently the duty was removed, so we wrote off an equivalent amount. 
President . .....,.That duty .was removed in 1924-25? 
Mr. {}upta.-Yes .. 
President.-But there has. again been a rise since 1925-26? 
Mr. {}upta.-This stock was being used up and when we found that the 

,duty had been removed we wrote off the amount and said our cost of sulphur 
was so much. 

President.-What was the actual price at the time? 
.Mr. {}upta.-Rs. 158.-
President.-What is the present price? 
Mr. {}upta.-$33 to 35, that is about Rs. 100. 
President.-To that you have to add how much? 
Mr. {}upta.-Port charges and freight to Ambarnath-Rs. 7-12-0 altogether. 
President.-I·take it that the drop in the price of sulphur would hffec1; 

the world price of all chemicals with which we are dealing. 
Mr. Gupta.-It depends on the demand for the articles also. 
President.-Quite true, but if the drop in the price of sulphur persists it 

Blust affect the price of the products? 
Mr. Gupta.-It must bear some relation. 
Dr. Matthai.-Has there been a general fall in all countries or has it 

.affected the Indian market only? 
Mr. {}upta.-Since 1925 it is almost general but the variation will be very 

.slight, about Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 per cent. 
Pr·esident.-According to quotations given in the Chemical Trade Journal 

the price of sulphur doesn't seem to be any lower in Great Britain than here. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is for rubber chemicals. 
President.-I want to know whether I can find the price of sulphur in 

these journals. . . . 
Mr. Smith Wright.-I have cabted home for the latest prices. Sicilian: 

sulphur c.i.f. United Kingdom is $25 loose or in bulk. Packed in a single bag 
j t costs $23. 

President.-How do they take it generally? 
Mr. Smith Wright.-That would depend on whether they want to rase!! it 

io some one else or import it for their own works. The price of AmerlcaJl 
sU!!lhur, 991 per cent. is $26 to $28. 

President.-That is about £6. 
Mr. Smith W·ri!1ht.":"Yes. The price of sulphuric concentrated acid in 

England is E.5 a ton. . 
President.-Is it in bulk or naked? 

HVYCHMLIND VOLII 
D 
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Mr. 8inclair.-£5 per ton naked. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is arsenicated acid from pyrites. That won't compare' 

with the pure sulphur acid. 
President.-Let me understand this term, Sulphur fi,)wers, Sicily. Is that

the purest form of sulphur P 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-The price of it is given as £12-10-0. 

'Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
PreBident.-:-What is this sulphuric acid 168° T .W. P 
Mr. Gupta.-That is 1'84 sp. gravity acid which we are selling. 
Pre"ident.-What is .T. W.P 

. Mr. Gupta.-Twaddle. 
Prerident.-That is £6-5-0 per ton. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is fair, because acids made from brimstone alWAYS 00II, 

• pound more. 
Dr. Matthai.-The cost that you give here for c. v.O. is comparable with 

£6-5-0. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, about. 
Prerident.-There is sulphuric acid 144° T. W. That is also £6-5-0. What. 

ill the difference between 168° and 144° P 
Mr. Gupta.-144° is a lower percentage acid. 
Prerident.-They sell it at the same price. 
Mr. Gupta.-Because they have to make up for the freight. In thO! CaBlJ 

of 144° you send about 20 per cent. more water. 
Prerident.-Can we say that this 168° ought to compare with yoursP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Then there is sulphuric acid free from arsenic which is £4 fOl! 

144 T. W. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is 75 per cent. It will be at least proportionate to thatr 
I'residcnt.-If you are to convert that, that acid will be sold as such. 
y",. G-upta.-Not 144°. 
Prerident.-But 168°. 
Mr. Gupta.-Both are sold as such. 
President.-If we want to reduce it to the chamber acid, what should wa 

do? 
Mr. Gupta.-There are so many considerations. In the Chamber' acid. 

there is no concentration charge. 
President.-Will this be packed or will this be in bulkP 
Mr. G-upta.-This may be in tank wagons. 
President.-I wish to know what it is. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is e:l:-works per ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is really naked acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is yours dearsenicatedP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. It is not treated for dearsenication. 
Pn'ident.-Would it be a pound more than 168° acidP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-For industrial purposes is it necessary to use Buch pure sul

phurio acid P 
Mr. Gttpta.-For magnesium sulphate and things like that which goes to> 

the medical people, pure acid will be necessary. 
Pre,jdent.-I am not dealing with drugs. 
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Mr. Gupt~.-:Wh~n epsom is made, it is made in the ordinary way and 
1.hen c:rystallisa~o~ 18 effected. If arsenic is there, you cannot make epsom 
free from arsemc In the same process of manufacture. 

~m-t.-Take your. fertilisers or other salts, for instance, glauber's. 
'fha~ 18 onlr used for special purposes, but not in glauber's salt which is used 
for lD;dustrial purposes. In that .... hat kind of acid .... ill they use? 

Mr. Gupfa.-Take the case of alum. We cannot use arsenated acid 
because it goes for water purification. ' 

Pruid_t.-For fertilisers? 
Mr. Gupfa.-U can be used, but not always. 
Presidmf.-What I wish to know is .... hat sort of acid is used for the manu-

facture of theseP . 

Mr. Gupfa.-It depends on the situation and on the position of the works. 
Many use dearsenicated acid and many use brimstone acid for fertiliser manu
facture. 

Presidenf.-If the difference is 20 shilling that is a substantial difference. 
Mr. Gupfa.-It depends on the user and for .... hat purpose he. is going to 

me the acid. 
Mr. RamringA.-For the purpose of pickling iron, this arsenicated acid 

will do. 
Presidenf.-W"hat I want to know is this: take your products. 
Mr. RamringA.-It won't do for us. 
Pre.ridmf.-For any of them. 
Mr. RamringA.-Not for any of them. 
Pre.ridenf.-Then do you suggest that the foreign manufacturer uses the 

.same class of acid P 
Mr. RamringA.-Yes. 
Dr. MattAai.-:-You .... ere telling us the other day that as far as your epsom 

is concerned, it is supposed to be superior to imported epsom. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, the Commercial quality is. 
Dr. Mafthai.-Part of the reason might be that sulphuric acid that is 

med in the epsom in these exporting conntries is arsenicated pyritic sulphuric 
.acid. 

Mr. Gupta.-It is made from natural salts. Those salts contain all kinds 
m chlorides and sulphates besides epsom salt. If you examine the S&nlples 
from the basaar, they will contain more chloride than our epsom. 

Presidenf.-The point arises in this way. If they can use this cheaper 
4uality of sulphuric acid for the production of these various chemicala and if 
'yOU have to use better quality of sulphuric acid, then your cost will'oo more 
than theirs. 

Mr. Sindair.-In textiles and in soda .... aters, they do not use arsenic acid. 
Ii; would not pay for us to buy pyrites and dearsenicate it. 

Prssidenf.-What I am suggesting is that if they can use in these ~arioua 
dtemicals this sulphuric acid which .... ould cost them a pound less and If you 
Dve always got to use suptll'ior sulphuric acid, to that extent you are at a 
iisadvantage and you won't get any benefit in the price of the chemicals. 

Mr. BamringA.-They cannot send ch~cals with arsenic. 
Pre.ridenf.-I don't see that they do. 
Dr. MaftAai.-You are making a statement definitely that as fllZ' as tha 

imported salts are concerned, they are all made out of pure sulphuric acid. 
Mr. BamsingA.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-They would be using pure sulphuric acid for these salts. 
lIr. Bamringh.-Yes. 

. Preaidenf.-You ought to get their stuff, get it analysed and say that this 
.. pun BUlphurio acid. 

D2 
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Mr. Sinclair.-They can use arsenic acid for making nitric acid for making 
hydrochloric acid arid many other things. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-We are more concerned with salts. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We need pure acid for salts. 
President.-Could you use cheaper acid for fertilisers? 
Mr. Gltpfa.-Yes, cheaper acid would do. 
l'resident.- If you use too much arsenic, it may kill the plant. 
Mr. Ram8ingh.-I can make a definite statement that ammonia sulphate 

ill not accepted if it contains arsenic acid. 
President.-The consumer doesn''; take a thing, if he thinks that it con

tains some very harmful element in it. I am not concerned with it if it is 
purely prejudice. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-It is not prejudice, because it is poisonous. I have read 
somewhere that if fertilisers contai'"J arsenic, they also bring the arsenic in 
the crops and it is injurious. 

President.-I have also read about that. The whole point is whether in 
these fertilisers that compete against you they can use thiS cheaper sulphuric
acid or whether they do not. I am talking of fertilisers which are actually in 
the market in competition agaiust you. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-No. 
President.-Have you got any ground for being so emphatic? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-That is what I have seen. 
President.-I have also read tha' arsenic will kill everything .. If it is in 

fertilisers, it will kill the plant. That is also my theory. In the actual fer
tilisers which are used in the market, can the inferior sulphuric acid be used 
or not. Thai is what I want to know. 

Mr. Gupta.-In rock phosphates they use any kind. It depends on the
position of the works. 

President.-H you save lOs. a ton on .half a ton of sulphuric acid, the man 
starts with an initial advantage of Rs. 6 or Rs.- 7. I really wish to know 
whether he will do so. 

Mr. Gupta.-As far as superphosphate is eoncerned, I have seen quite .. 
number of works in the States-3 or 4 dozens I believe where they use any 
kmd of acid. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is so far as super phosphate is concerned. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What about the sulphate of ammonia? 
Mr. Gupta.-There is a tendency to use brimstone acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you speaking of the States? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, and-even in England it is the same. 
Dr. Matthai.-We get most of our sulphate of ammonia from England. 
Mr. Gupta.-Mostly from England and from Germany. 
-Dr. Matthai.-What do they use there? 
Mr. Gupta.-As far as I have seen, I ,regret to say that some use eveD 

arsenated acid. 
P~esident.-May I put it the other way? At any rate, ~s regards certain 

of these chemicals in which sulphut"ic acid is used the Ind~an manufacturer 
must be relatively at a disadvantage compared to the foreign ~an~actu:er 
ot these chemicals because the foreign manufacturer can use the mferlOr kmd' 
01 sulphurio acid. III that correct? 

Mr. IJupta.-Absoiutely correct. 
Prrc.:drnt.-A .. to what thRt ma~' amount to it.is di.ffic.ult to.judg-e. but 

there is that factor that in eertain grades of chel!llcals. It 18 p.osslble f?r the 
foreign manufacturer t{) use this cheaper sulphuriC aCld particularly In the 
ease of super phosphate. 
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Mr. Gupf<J.-Yes. 

Dr. MattAai.-To that extent your article beeQmes really superior. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

President.-Would it necessarily fetch you a higher price in this country? 

.. Afr. Gupfa.-We. have very little· experience about the bulk sale of fer
tilisers but nec~arily as. you say there is that likelihood that if a thing is 
fr-:e from ~rsem.c, the ralyat would like to pay more if he understands the 
pomt. It IS qUIte natural for anyhody . 

. President.-We are concerned ..... ith. the In~an .consumer. Does he reall;, 
like to pay you more? Or from his pOint of VIew, IS it very mnch the same? 

Mr. Gupta.-;-The Indian consumer ~equires any I.-ind of product. It is 
for us to tell him that he must use thIS and not the other which contains 
arsenic. . 

Dr. lofafthai.-As far as larger bu~ers like planters and s~ on Bore con
earned, they know what they are buymg and there the questIon of qualit) 
would apply in your favour. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, they do understand these things. 
Dr. MattAai.-A.t present, they are the people who buy in bulk from you 
Mr. Gupf6.-Yes.· 

Pr~$id"nf.-In the "C"nitoo States. is it not a fact that they have to under
take drastic legislation to prevent this sort of fraud on the consumer? 

Mr. Gupfa.-Yes. The manufacturers have to attach a certificate guaran
teeing the analysis on each hag they sell. 

President.-of course, the consumer would know. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Government also have inspectors .... ho go to any con

llUlIler's point and take the sample and analyse It. H it doeS not tally with 
the certificate attached to the hag, the manufacturer is liable for prosecution 

President.-In these costs, really there are three fairly big items. The 
first is the cb>t of sulphur. What is the percentage of sulphur that you 
require? Does it vary between 30 and 36 per cent.? Is that about right? 

Mr. Gupf6.-Yes. 
Presidcnf.-Is it aceording to the European practice or is there more .... ast

age here? 
Mr. Gupfa.-Tbe actual plant efficiency is 95 or 96 per cent. For hand

ling we make some allowance for losses and so it practically works out at 93 
or 94 per cent. 

Pruident.-Do you mean on an average? 
Mr. Gupfa.-From each ton of sulphur we must get 3 tons of sulphuric 

acid cent. per cent. if we calculate. But our average is only 93 or 94 pe~ 
cent. because .... e allow for some IOl'S in handling and loss due to leakage, etc. 
But if the actual plant efficiency is taken into account, it may be 95 to 96 
per cent. When we take stock at the end of the year, there is a small per. 
centage of loss. 

Dr. Mottltai.-Your consumption of sulphur haa more or less remained the 
same. 

Mr. Gupl~.-Yes. 
Presidtnt.-l can tell you this much. America may be very well advanced 

In matters of manufacture and so on but American costs are not necessaril, 
low. As regards the eimSnmption of material and so on, we can take the 
American percentages but as regards the ~ta1 cost if we were to follow the 
American cost 1 don't think we would arnve at very correet results. 

Mr. Gupta.-No. But you can take the English figures if you like. 
Pruid~nt.-That is the trouble about American costs. As a matt,:r of fact 

they are not really in competition against ~be re~t. of the world m man~ 
things and so their costs cannot be taken as competitive. There may be a lot 
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Df internal competition but so far as the outside world is concerned tliey are 
unable to compete. I .simply go by the export figures. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you got any figures of American consumption of sul
phur per ton of SUlphuric acid? 

Mr. Gupta.-It cannot be more than 'i5 ton. Taking up the actual 
efficiency of every plant, 'it works out to 95 or 96 per cent. 

President.-What is the percentage of nitre required? 
Mr. Gupta.-In India we require about 4 per ,cent. because we stop now 

and then. If the plant is worked continuously it may be brought down to 2 
or 3 per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-You have steadily improved in the consumption of nitre 
soda. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. In'the first two or three years, men have to be trained. 
Dr. Matthai.-The only other respect in which the cost has improved is 

the drop in the price of sulphuric acid, which is on account of the abolition of 
the duty on sulphur. 

Mr'. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-This charge on labour that you have given, is it the actual 

charge? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-That I take it is all direct labour. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-By direct labour you mean the people who are actually hand-

ling the plant. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-It excludes all supervision. 
Mr.' Gupta.-Yes, it does. 
Presi,dent.-That may be taken as an accurate figure. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-As regards power and fuelP 
Mr. Gupta.-That is actual. 
President.~Do you keep a separate account for each department? 
Mr. Gupfa.-Yes, fuel account is kept separate because we cannot work 

always all the plants. . 
President.-If your power plant is sufficiently large to supply you with 

power for all the products and if you are shutting down part of the ,plant, 
your cost will naturally be high. 

Mr. Gupta.-Our power is not generated in the works; it is brought from 
outside. 

President.-That is as regards electric power. But you use a lot of steam 
also. 

Mr. Gltpta.-That is the actual cost. 
President.-Does each -department make its own steam? 
Mr. Gupta.-No. 
President.-That is what I mean. Then, there must be some allocation 
Mr. Gupta.-This is how we do. To-day we work the chamber plant. yve 

work the boiler plant for the chamber plant only. We know the productlon 
of both the chamber plant and the power plant, and we say that the cost per 
ton is so much. 

Dr. Matthai.-What happens if the chamber plant and two other salt 
plants work P 

Mr. Gupta.-As regards the chamber plant, we know from ?ur previous 
experience the consumption of the chamber plant. Bv deductmg the con
sumption of the chamber plant from the total power p:~uced, we say t~at the 
balance is consumed by the salt plants, and we allot It In that proportlon. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Having had the advantage of working under capacity all 
these years, you have actually found out the consumption of each plant. 

Mr. G'Upta.-Yes, without putting the steam meter for each plant. 
President.-When you use a large plant in India for the production 011 

steam for a small prodUction, the costs very often are not very accurate. 
Mr. Gupta.-The cost of steam is more. . 
President.-li you are to put out the boiler every day and re-light it for 

the production of steam. for one plant, it stands to reason that the cost of 
steam will be more than if you are running the boiler the whole time. 

Mr. Gupta.-Actually it is more. 
PTesident.-It must have happened in these costs. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-The correct way of doing it will be this. If you can at any 

time work all your plants simultaneously to their full capacity or anything: 
like it, then you are in a position to say that your costs of power and fuel 
will be 80 much and then those will be accurate. Further you will also know
that when you are not working to your full capacity you are losing so much. 

Mr. Gupta.-That way we have tried. 

Mr. Bamsingh.-Once we worked all the plants simultaneously to see how 
much steam they would consume and we found the difference to be about 6 or 
'I per cent. 

President.-Do you have separate meters for different parts when you use 
electricity or what do you haveP 

Mr. Gupta.-We have got separate motors. for crushing, etc. 
President.-Let me see what sorb of power plant you have. You have an 

oil engin_I think it is Diesel-which you use ordinarily for generating elec
tricity and for producing steam you have got a boiler. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Does it work any other machinery besides giving you steamP 
Mr. Gupta.-We have also got a steam engine. 
President.-What is it used forP 
Mr. Gupta.--Sometimes we close the power plant at night and we work tha 

steam engine. 
President.-Instead rof the electric power, you use steam power. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Why, what is the ideaP 
Mr. Gupta.-Electric power is not available to us all the 24 hours. 

President.-You are following the reverse of what most people would do. 
Your steam will naturally become expensive if you are turning on steam at 
night. 

Mr. Bamringh.-We were buying our ·power frolll the Woollen Mills which 
worked only in the day, and when we wanted power to work our plant in the 
night, we had to use steam. 

President.-That is not very good business. 
Mr. Bamringh.-The power required ~ll b~ very small and that too only 

occasionally required. Further we reqwre steam anyhow for our process 
purposes. 

PrerilleAt.-Do you have to work day and night for some of your processesi' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, always we have to work day and night for practically aU 

the main processes. 
Dr. Matthai.-At present are yoU working entirely on steamP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-You claim that your figure for power and fuel is reasonably 

accurate being based on actual experience. 
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Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-What about the other item laboUr!' 
Mr. Gupta.-That. is also actual. 
President.-Have you taken the actual number of men employedi' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. There is a separate muster roll for each plant. 
Pr8sident.-To handle the material, to look after the plant and to handle 

the finished productP . 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-For the purpose of allocation, we can take these three items, 

viz., raw materials, labour and power and fuel. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Water was mentioned yesterday. But I don't see a separate 

column for water in this statement. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is so little. 
President.-Under what head have you included itp 
Mr. Gupta.-We have added it to power and fuel. 
Dr. Matthai.~That also can be directly estimated. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, we have a meter. 
President.-When does your year· end I' 
Mr. Gupta.-In December. 
President.-You will be able to supply us this year's' costsi' 
Mr. ·Gupta.-Yes, we can. 
Dr. Matthai.-In this 1925 statement of yours, power, water and light in 

chamber acid you have taken on a basis of 30 per cent. 
Mr. Gupta.-We made an assumption. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is since then that you have been able to get accurate datal' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Since then we found out the difficulties of putting 

power, light and water on the same basis. 
President.-These three items exhaust the direct chargesI' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-There are two very big items, repairs and renewalS and gene-

I'al supervision charges. • 

Mr. Gupta.-Repairs and renewals are actuals. The engineer keeps separ
ate muster for all these. Workshop charges go to general supervision: works 
office charges, chemists charges, works managers charges, laboratory charges 
all go under general supervision. 

President.-Repairs and renewalsP 

Mr. G'upta.-That is actual charge. The engineer allocates every month. 
The storekeeper issues, say, so much material for each plant. The material 
issued every month is valul!d. There cannot be any mistake. The plant man 
goes with the chamber chemists issue note. That is a direct charge. There 
cannot be any mistake. The engineer has only to allocate the small number 
of labourers directly put on the plant, so that as far as we can see it is almost 
accurate. 

!'T(lsidcnt.-How many chambers have you got on your plantp 

Mr. 'blPta.-Four. We use generally three, now we are only using two. 

President.-That charge of 6'60 for repairs and renewals runs right through 
the plant. Take the chamber acid and the sulphuric acid; it is 6'6 in both 
cases. If it was the actual figure for each department it won't be the same. 

Mr. Gupta.-It is almost the same. 

Dr. ]Iatthai.-Take everyone of youI' costs; take zinc chloride for instance: 
it is 6'6, 
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Mr. Gup!a.-I am afraid I am mistaken there. We. have put it on the 
_ tonnage basIS. We have put it like tins: so much total was spent and we put 

per ton so much. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you take chamber acid and sulphuric acid and your salts 

a~d something else wkich requires a different process and you add it four 
times over, that cannot be a very accurate method of arriving at the costs? 

Mr. Gupta.-We have put the total expenditure and divided it by the total 
tonnage. • 

Prerident.-What total tonnage did you take to start with? 
Mr. Gupta.-Total tonnage of all our production. 
Prerident.-Did you include chamber acid twice over? 
Mr. Gupta.-No, we didn't. 
Dr. Matthai.-What was your total tonnage iii. 1926-271' 
Mr. Gupta.--3,500 tons. 
Prerident.-Is this Rs. 25,000 for repairs and renewals actual from your 

books? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Prerident.-This statement. that you give-reconciliation of block account, 

you say plant and machinery amount to Rs. 5,90,000. Does that refer to the 
sulphuric acid plant? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. General supervislon is also taken silniIarly. 
Prerident.-The figures are not uniform in that case. They may vary 

from product to product. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is in proportion to the production. 
President.---General services and supervision charges Rs. 25,000. There 

your allocation is different. 
Mr. Gupla.-We have taken the actual works costs and allocated the gen& 

I'al supervision charges on each product on works costs. 
Prerident.-That is to say, you have takiln all other costs? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, excluding general supervision charges. 
Prllrident.-You have taken the works costs and divided the whole of your 

costs under general supervision according to the works cost and in proportioll 
to the productionP 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Prerident.-I see in rents and taxes you have also taken a ·uniform rate a& 

you have done in the case of repairs and renewals. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, we have taken the total tonnage basis. 

Prerident.-That also is not an accurate method, is itt> The thing to dO' 
is to take the three item&-raw material, labour and power and fuel which 
a.e direct charges. Then take the total expenditure under these different 
heads. Then take the total cost and in proportion to the total works cost 
incurred under any particular head allocate these other· charges. 

M1'. Bamsingh.-If you want actual figures we have got records of the 
actual money spent. 

Prerident.-You can give me the total but after all it is a question of 
allocallion. We must get your totalOOllts under these three different heads. 

Mr. Gupta.-We will let you have them. 

z)... Matthai.-You have given the costs in Form II in answer to questi:ln 
No. 76. They do not include depreciation neither on plant nor on buildings. 

Mr. Gupfa.-No. 
Prerident.-W. will take each item separately as regards the cost and full 

capacity production. Now let us take the raw materials first. You hav& 
taken there the rate of sulphur at RB. 120. In the last year's costs the figure 
is RB. U6. But in the cost per ton in the first case it is RH. 40·9- and in tl.e 
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future estimate Rs. 36'48: There is a difference of Rs. 4'5. How do you 
-expect that? 

Mr. Gupta.-When the plant 'works full capacity. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact in your costs on full capacity, the only 

Teduuctions that you allow for are under the general-services and repairs and 
renewals. 

Mr. G'Upta.-And labour also. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-I am sorry another mistake has crept in rents, taxes, 

iinsurance, etc. It ought to be Rs. 1,760 and the cost per ton comes to '22. 
President.-A11 these figures require very much revision, I am afraid. On 

what basis have you made the estimate of the cost of labour? You say the 
labour which cost you Rs. 2,500 on 1,000 tons would cost you Rs. 5,000 when 
your production goes up to 8,000 tons. 

Mr. Gupta.-When the whole plant works to full capacity, the labour will 
have a uniform rate. We are going to work 300 days and per day the labour 
is so much and per ton it will be so much. ' 

l'resldent.-How do you say twice as many men? You are going to have 8 
times the production. ' 

Mr. Gupta.-Even to make that 1,400 tons, we have got to repair the 
plant. Actually we only work 6 months and even with a small tonnage. If 
we shut down the plant and if we want to work it again, 14 days are required 
to start the plant. The labour is already there for 6 months, so we have 
merely totalled the labour twice. 

President.-It may take you a long time before you reach full production. 
Mr. Gupla ...... Exactly. 
President.-In making an esimate, what should be taken into account? 
Mr. G'Upta.-We must consider in 5 or 10 years what is going to be the 

·vroduction. 
President.-In the meanwhile what allowance are· we to make? 
Mr. Gupta.-That has to be decided. 
Dr. Matthai.-The problem will be this. Supposing we gave you sufficient 

protection to enable you to sell at current market prices and make a reason
able profit, if that happens, what part of the Bombay market accessible to 
you would you capture during the five or ten years. You have estimated that 
,you are going to make 8,000 tons. , • 

Mr. G'Upta."'"'-We have given the answer according to the question. We 
have not considered that in 10 years how much we will be able to make. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you get a reasonable measure of protection, what is the 
extent of the market that you are likely to get in the near future. That is 
roughly the sort of estimate that we want. 

Mr. G'Upta.-We will have to think it over and will let you have the figure 
later. ' 

President.-The point is in how many years do you expect that your plant 
will work to full capacity. That is essential. Then having got the number 
of years you say in the first year it would be so much in the second year it 
would be so much more, in the third year so much more and so on. 

JUr. G'Upta.-It will be on a progressive scale. 
President.-Yes and then we can say that such and such would be the 

lIverage production per year without necessarily taking the arithmetical aver
'i'lge, because we know that things do not in the world follow arithmetic very 
much. It might be a very different figure from the average figure, but we 
must get some idea from you as to how many years do you think you would 
require to get to the full capacity. You must take other manufacturers into 
:Consideration also in making your estimate. If you had the field to yourself, 
th~ll you can say: .. There is nobody else to compete with us. We can in
crt>uStl our production and work to full capacity. In a case like this you 
(,lInnot do that. ·This estimate as regards the future is based entirely on a 
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hypothetical figure which is subject to modification. Really you have applied 
arithmetical calculations to arrive at those results. 

:rhis power and fuel also I don't understand. You simply multiply it by 
8 tImes. 

Dr. Matthai.-You took it as a direct charge and multiplied it 8 times . 
. Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

• President.-As regards Repairs and Renewals you have allocated the samlJ 
amount. 

Dr. Matthai.-The same amount is divided among a larger tonnage. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-In the case of sUlphuric acid plant, the more sulphuric acid 

you produce, the wear and tear would be greater. 
Mr. Gupta.-But the repairs would be less. Of course this is hypothetical 

mora or less. 
President.-You say that it is not going to cost you any more even if you 

have 8 times the production you have at present. It would be very unusual 
if it happened in your case. Just now it stands to reason that there will be 
more wear and tear, more repairs and renewals required in the case of YOUl' 
SUlphuric acid plant if you get 8,000 tons instead of 1,000, but you have not 
made any allowance for it. 

Mr. Gupta.-I should think the repairs would be less. 
President.-The repairs may be less per ton, but the aggregate' amount 

has been increased only by 600 for the additional 7,000 tons. It does seem 
to me a little too optimistic. You must give us an estimate which we must 
consider as fairly accurate. You are at liberty to say that your estimate is. 
correct, but I am just pointing out to you that it seems rather doubtful if 
your production went up by 8 times; there would be no expenditure on repairs 
and renewals. 

Mr. Gupta.-When the plant works to full capacity, there is no chance 
for repairs except when there is an accident. This is all a hypothesis. WI; 
think that repairs and renewals will not be any more than what it is. 

Dr. Matthai.-Take the lead chambers. 
Mr. Gupta.-Depreciation will be more. 
Prerident.-Why should the depredation be more on the plant? 
Mr. Gupta.-Depreciation will be a direct charge. Labour spent on that 

will be actually less, because the plant will work continuously. There is nO' 
shutting down and for repairing sprays or pumps or some crack here and there 
it will not be much more than what it is now. 

Pr(.~iclc"t.-If you use your motor car for 1,000 miles and the same car for 
8,000 miles, there will be some difference in the cost. I am not talking of 
the pein'ol, but of the wear and tear. Would it not be so? Why should it be
different in the case of any plant? 

Mr. Ramsingh.-At present repair charges are more, because we have got 
to shut down the plant now and then. Whenever we shut down the pIan'_ 
repairs are more. 

Pre8ident.-If you shut down the plant, repairs are more. 

Mr. Ram8ingh.-Because they get rusty. 
President.-I am just warning you that it is no use giving me an estimate

which really cannot be supported reasonably. Mr. Sharpe, what is your 
opinion on this pointP 

Mr. Smith-Wright.~ertainly in the aggregate, repairs must come to 
more. Working on an enormously increased production, the cost per 'ton 
would naturally be reduced and the savings on repairs would be affected. On. 
the whole the aggregate bill at the end of the year must naturally be much' 
greater. That is my opinion. 

Mr. Sharpe.-I.don't think the analogy of a motor car is a happy olle. 
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President.-If the car runs 8,000 miles, there will be more wear and tear 
thaI!. the car when it runs 1,000 miles. Obviously the life of the car is limited. 

Mr. Sha,rpe.-We sa~ we pro~uce 2,000 ton,s and we have got to produce 
8,000 tons In the same time. It IS not a question of life there. It is a ques
tion of the pressure in which they are working. 

President.-The plant instead of working 8 hours a day works 24 hours a 
day. '. 

Mr. Sharpe.-It is working 24 hours irrespective of the quantity. 
President.-In the same way if you run your motor car for 24 hours the 

wear will be much more. ' 
111'. Wriyht.-When a plant is run continuously, it doesn't cost relatively 

more, but when it is shut corrosion takes place more rapidly and consequently 
repairs and renewals ·are more. But I do admit that when the production 
goes up by nearly 8 times, in the aggregate your bill must be bigger. 

President.-That is the point. If you admit that it must be more, how 
much it would beP 

Mr. Gupta.-I beg to differ. I don't think anybody would accept that the 
repairs on a chamber plant working to full capacity will be more than shutting 
down now and then. 

President.-You take the risk if you make an under-estimate. 
Mr. Ilamsingh.-on thinking it over, if we think that it is necessary to 

revise the figure, we shall inform you later. 
President.-That does not help me very much. It is not merely a question 

of changing the figure. It is a matter of thinking out as to what actually 
happens. I have never come across a case like this. Of course applicants 
sometimes have put forward figures like this but in my experience this is the 
first time in which I come across a statement that when the production goes 
up 8 times, the total aggregate bill for repairs and renewals will be the same. 
I am prepared to admit that the charge must come down per ton but here the 
total amount remains the same. 

Mr. Sinclair.-The point they (Messrs. Dharamsay, Morarji Chemical Com
pany) are making is that when a plant is shutdown in a chemical fact~ry, 
depreciation is much higher. 

President.-The damage arising from dis-use may be much greater. 
Mr. Sinclair.-If a plant in a chemical factory is worked even at an exces. 

sive rate continuously, there will be no repairs and renewals. But when once 
you shut down, corrosion takes place and the bill for repaint and reneyals 
becomes heavy. If a plant is worked for, say, 9 months in a year the repair 
bill would be considerably less than it would be if it were shut down in the 
middle. It is one of the contradictions in chemical plants as compared with 
other plants. 

President.-I am prepared to make allowance for all that. There is also 
this point to be considered. I take it that in this plant as in any other, as 
the plant gets older and older the cost of repairs and rene,!als will.be heavier 
and heavier. You have got to make allowance for two thmgs. First of all, 
increased production may result in increased aggregate cost. Then, every 
year that you add to the age of the plant, means more repairs and renewals 
ordinarily. If you say that your industry is an exception to that, I have 
nothing to Bay. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Depreciation will be increasing year after year. 
Presiden.t.-I am not talking of depreciation but of patching up and look-

ing after the plant. . 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is true. 
President.-As you say depreciation also must increase as the plant ge? 

older. For thai you have not made any allowance .. No o!,-e can say wha~ It 
would cost. Should we not take that into account In makIng a future estIm
&te. That is what I am asking you. The whole point is this. Supposin~ the 
.life of your plant is 20 years-we will put it that way then you set asIde 5 
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per cent. for de~recia~ion. Before you are in a position to scrap the whole 
Jllant and renew It, IS .It not a ~act that every year as the plant is used assum. 
~ng that the productIon remaIns the same for the time being repairs and 
renewals would probably increase P , 

~r. Gupta.-If it i.s not a question of full production, surely the cost of 
repaIrS and renewals WIll be more-I agree. The question is how many times 
.we are going to shut down. Shutting down causes the greatest amount of 
loss in the case of chemical plants. 

President.-'-That we have already considered. The point that now remains 
to be considered is this.' Not having reached your full production 'supposing 
your. production increases in a certain proportion till you reach yo111;' full pro 
ductlOn, as you are doing that, does not the plant require more attention 
because' of the ordinary use? 

Mr. Gupta.-If the plant is old, surely it would require more attention. 
President.-Your plant is middle aged. I would like you to revise your 

~stimate and tell me what you really think. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes, we will do so. 
President.-As regards general services and supervision, they come down 

from 6'62 to '93, the aggregate more or less remaining the same. At present 
ihese charges include the cost of a chemist, local management and what elseP 

Mr. Gupta.-And laboratory charges. 
President.-You don't anticipate any,increase in those charges. 
,Mr. Gupta.-No. 
President.-That is possible. Actually your aggregate costs have come 

down in your future estimates. ' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, because we have made allowance for greater production 

in other products which we have not shown. 
President.-This aggregate as I say must be altered. We are taking the 

total for ,the year as Rs: 2,400 in round figures. Have you taken the same 
1igure as regards the future? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-As regards rent and taxes also you have taken the same figure. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Is there a ground rent to be paid? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. We have to pay ground rent, municipal taxes and in 

6urance for the plant. 
President.-It does not seem to,be a very large sum. 

Mr. Gupta.-It is not. 
President.-Are you within the municipal limits? 

Mr. Gupta.-We are within the notified,area. 
D1'. Matthai.--Co~paring your 1924-25 charges with your 1925-26, I find 

that general services and supervision have incr~ased from Rs. 7 ,086-3-10 ~o 
Rs 10404-6-5 and repairs and renewals have Increased from Rs. 7,448 In 
1924-25 to Rs. 11,951 in 1925-26 because your output has increased from 1,064 
to 1,406 tons. That principle would apply to full capacity, would it not? 

'Mr. Gupta.-There was very little difference because the number of days 
'worked was about the same. 

President.-That does not explain. What my colleague has been telling 
you is this. When you were producing 1,064 tons, your total.charges for 
repairs and renewals were about Rs. 7,400 but when your productIOn went up 
to 1,400 tons, your repairs and renewals also went up to as much as nearl1 
Rs. 12,000. 

Mr. Gupta.-In that way we have allowed for a proportionate increah" in 
-our charges. 
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. President.-But you have not allowed in the aggregate amount. FurtheF 
as you came down in your production to 1,185 tons in 1926-27, your repairs
and renewals also came down. 

Mr. Gupta.-That was becaUse we had to shut down. 
President.-This disposes of the Chamber Acid for the time being. All. 

these figures ·will have to be worked out again. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-It would help us very much if you would now make the allo

cations as, regards repairs and renewals, general services and supervision,. 
rents, etc., in the way in which we suggested yesterday. You take the total 
costs of raw materials, labour, power and fuel and you allocate for each pro-· 
duct the charges in the proportion in which the costs incurred in each parti';" 
cular product bear to the total costs. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-That is to say in the same way more or less as you have done· 

in the general service and supervision charges. It is simply a lot of arith
metic. You must give us these revised figures. We would like to have these
not later than Monday or Tuesday. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-We will now go on to concentrated sulphuric acid. There is' 

a drop in the works costs from about Rs. 151 to Rs. 135. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is due to the price of sulphur. 
Dr. Matthai.-And to some extent reduced consumptioni' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Jlr. Matthai.-Here also do you claim that power and fuel and labour are-

actualsi' . 
lIfr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Curiously enough you have got the same figure of 2,500 as· 

you have got in the other for labour. 
Mr. Gupta.--8ame number of men worked for the same period. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Last year it used to be 2,500 and it came down to 2,000; is

that correct i' 
Mr. Gupta.-That is so. " 
Pre3ident.-Plea.se explain to me why in this process the charge for fuel is· 

very much largeri' What does this process of concentration involve chieflyi' 
Mr. Gupta.-Evaporation of water from the acid. 
Pre3ident.-You say the loss would be about 10 per cent. i' 
President.-Is that in accordance with the foreign practicei' 90 per cent. is-

considered good i' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Is that what you actually geti' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-Why do you call it 95 per cent. i' 
M". Gupta.---95 per cent. H.SO. as such is SUlphuric acid with 5 per cent. 

dXCess wattir in it. Then there is some residual matter also. 
President.-It is sold in the market according to the percentage of acid it-

contains? 
Mr. Chtpta.-Yes. We sell it on the 95 per cent. basis. 
President.-Why do you call the chamber acid 100 per cent.i' 
Mr. Gupta.-Beeause on that basis checking becomes very easy. 
Pr83ident.-1t is not 100 per cent. i' 
Mr. Gupta.-No. It is not 100 per cent. acid; it is 64 per cent . 

... President.-You simply convert that into 100 per cent. by arithmetical' 
c'alculation? . That 100 per cent. is used in a very difJerllnt sense there. 
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MT. Gupta.-Yes. 
I'Terident.-That 100 per cent. is merely theoretical? 
JJ:T. Gupta.-Yes. 
PTesident.-But the ordinary strength of the chamber acid is 64 to 65 per 

'Cent.? 
MT. Gupta.-Yes. 
PTesident.-And the battery acid, what is it supposed to be? 
MT. 0'pta.-In the battery: acid 1'275 sp. gr. acid is used, but we supply 

the parties 1'84 sp. gr., t.hat IS 95 per cent. and they mix it with distilled 
water, before use. 

PTerident.-What is the specific gravity of 100 per cent. chamber acid? 
MT. Gupta.-95 per cent. is 1'84; the specific gravity of 100 per cent • 

.chamber acid is about 1'82. 
PTesident.-That is the purest? 
MT. Gupta.-You can even go up to 120 per cent. 
PT6sident.-In 1925-26 your production was 776 tons and charges for power 

and fuel came to 12'2. It came down to 8'64 in 1926-27 though the production 
was less. What was it due to? . 

MT. Gupta.-Use of bad coal, bad oil or too much shutting down. Each 
time we re-heat the furnace it requires more fuel. During the year under 
review we were using oil the price of which was reduced. 

PTesident.-Has it gone up again? 
MT. Gupta.-It is about Rs. 39 now. 
PT6sident.-Is that "ea:-main ocean installation P 
.MT. Gupta.-It depends also on the quantity we buy. 
PTerident.-May I take it that you manufactured in that year 1,185 tons 

1If chamber acid of which you used up 760 tons for making strong acid, 425 
tons was used for the other products and that 681 tons was what you sold as 
suchi' 

MT. Gupta.-Yes. Strong acid we have used for the manufacture of copper 
sulphate. 

PTesident.-Roughly speaking this is right? 
MT. Gupta.-Yes. . 
PT6sident.-In the selling organization you have shown a charge of 

Rs, 60,000. There is a uniform charge of Rs. 60,000 there. How do you cal
culate that? 

MT. Gupta.-This include Godown charges in Bombay, head office sales 
manager, his assistant, his office, his travelling allowance, lorry charges and 
so on. 

PT6sid6nt.-Does it include agent's commission? 
MT. (}u,pta.-No. These are the direct charges incurred for selling the 

products. 
PTesident.-Does it include anybody's commission? 
MT. Gupta.-No. 
PTesidint.-What I want to know is, as regards the future also you have 

put down the same fi,.,aures. Why should it be so much per ton? 
M'1. Gupta.-We think it won't increase. 
PTesident.-Is that a fixed charge or what is it? 
MT. (}u,pta.-Yes, for each material per ton. 
]h. Matthai.-It is calculated at so much per toni' 
MT. Gupta.-Yes, total tonnage produced so much, total expenditure so 

much per ton proportionate to the cost of the prodUct. 
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Pr~si~ent.-Yo~r present selling charges are Rs. 60,000 and you have anG'
cated l~ ~n proportIOn to the tonnage in the same way as in the case of general 
supervIsion charges. ' 

Mr. Gupta.-Acc,ording to the cost price. 
President.-Then when you have reached full production and you make the 

same charge per ton, the costs having come down. ' 
Mr. Gupta.-We will have to make some allowance. We are not able t()-

arrive at what the actual figure will be. . 
·President.-If you say the allocation was made in proportion to the works 

cost then in making your estimate as regards the future you should have-
made some allowance and not taken the same figure. ' 

Mr. Gupfa.-Yes, we should make some allowance in arriving at the-
future cost. ' 

President:-It is the highest figure in the costs and if that figure is written 
off these figures that you have given us become of very :little assistance, and' 
your whole estimate as regards the future is completely thrown out because
you have retained the same figure. I think you have done the same thing as' 
regards the packing charges. Give me details as regards the selling organiza
tion, how you arrived at this figure of Rs. 60,000. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is the charge we incurred for the sales. 
President.-I want the exact figures. 
Dr. lI[atthai.-Does the sales organisa1:ion cover your Head Office expensesP' 
Mr. Gupta.-No, only the Sales Manager's Department. 
Dr. Matthai.-The Sales Manager's Department charges the transport 

from Ambernath to, Bombay. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-It also includes godown charges, and lorry charges. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, distribution charges. We supply the goods at the mills-

in our lcrries 
Dr. Matth~i.-Everything except the trader's commission. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. . 
President.-Your sub-agents' commission is not included in this. 
Mr. Gupta.-No. 
President.-Is that included afterwards? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Do you sell your products ex-godownBombayP 
lIlr. Gupta.~Free delivery to the customers' godown. 
President.-I would like to have details as regards this because it involveS' 

a very heavy item in the selling price. 
lI[r. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-The whole thing is this method of allocation will not apply to' 

aeida in the same way as it will to salts. I don't suppose you put the acidlt 
in the' godown here. You sell only a very small quantity. 

lIlr. Gupta.-Major porti~ is acid. 
President.-You keep it ready packed in containers at the godowns. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
P1·esident.-That. would apply to the whole of your production except the

chamber acid which you use up in manufacture. 
Mr. Gupta.-The upcountry despatches are always made direct from the

works. 
President.-I think we have asked for these figures. 
Mr. Gupta.-We are preparing a statement showing the total despatcheS' 

from Ambernath and total despatches from Ambernath to ... t)().own for distri
bution in Bombay. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Where you sell up country, charges f.o.r. Ambernath would' 
not include more than half the seIling charges. It would include charges you' 
incur on your Sales Manager's Department, but it would not include the trans
port charges to. Bombay or .the godown charges here or the distribution, is
that right? 

Mr. G'Upta.-Yes. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have worked out the amount of sulphuric ac.id 

sold upcountry and in Bombay. Do you wa~t for other products as well? 
Prssidsnt.-Yes. 
Prssident.-Packing charges are given as Rs. l(). How do you arrive air 

those charges? 
Mr. Gupta.-Actual labour charge .and the packing material like straw, 

saw dust and things like that per ton. It is without containers. These are
direct charges for making 25 cases per ton. 

Prssident.-Does this include the co~t ~f wooden cases? 
Mr. G'Upta.~No. 
Dr. Matthai.-By containers you mean carboys or jars. 
Mr. G'Upta.-Yes. 
D,·. Matthai.-It is simply the labour for packing and the subsidiary mate

rials, so that to get at your packing charges we have to include some charge
on the container.< 

Mr. (h,pta.-Yes and the cost of packing case. 
Prssident.'--:Those prices that we saw this morning in the papers are prices-

Bill-works in bulk. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
PrBsident.-They correspond to this except that there is no packing. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. . 
President.-The sulphuric acid that you sell is in small quantities. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes in jars, one case or several cases. 
PrBsident.-In one case how many jars do you put? 
Mr. G'Upta.-2 jars. One jar contains 41 Ibs. 
President.-It is really in very small lots. Does anyone buy in bulk? 
Mr. Gupta.-The railway people buy in bulk and also the Government' 

arsenal at Kirkee. The mills buy half a ton< or so at a time. 
PrBsident.-How do you supply? 
Mr. Gupta.-We supply with the containers; jars of 411bs. or carboys of' 

90 Ibs. 
Dr. Matthai.-Whatever quantity is sold, it is always sold in the container 

of either 41 lbs. or 90 Ibs. 
Mr. G'Upta.-Yes. 
President.-'-What is the largest container in which you can < supply? 
.Mr. Gupta.-Tho custom generally in India is to supply in c~boys or jars.

PrBsident.-8upposing an upcountry man wanted to go in for large quaIl--' 
tities for making phosphates, how can he get his supplies? 

Mr. G'Upta.-He can take them in tank wagons. 
Prssident.-Are ·tank wagons available for sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-It can be bought at any time. 
PrBsident.-What would be the way by which you would supply to himP
Mr. Gupta.-He can get a tank wagon and take it. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Or in drums. 
President.-{Jan he get a wagon? 
Mr . . Ramsingh.-Yes. 
PrBsident.-I mean a tank wagon. 
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Mr. Gupta.-Yes, it is just like an oil wagon. 
President.-You can't buy it from outside. 
Mr. Gupta.-It has to be put on the railway by thehuyer or by the rail

"Way people. 

PrB8idBnt.-By a tank wagon, you mean it is a tank which has to be fitted 
0!l to the wheels. You. pour the acid into it and when you get to the other 
:SIde, you have to take It out. . : 

Mr. Gupta.-You can put a pipe and take the acid out. 
President.-I want to know the practice in India. 
Mr. Gupta.-In India there is no tank wagon supply. 
President.-Do these railway people allow these private tank wagonsI' 
Mr. Gupta.-I don't know. 
Mr. Bamsingk.-We were supplying sulphurio acid to Tatas' Works ia 

.dr~ before. At that time we contemplated to have tank wagons and tho 
railway Company agreed to supply us tank wagons and to charge for it. 

President.-If they don't have small plants for manufacturing sulphuric 
acid, they will have to have some arrangement by which the acid can be IlUp
'plied in bulk. 

Mr. Gupta.-:Tatas have their tank wagons. 
President.-Tatas don't sell much of their sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-What I say is that there is no difficulty of getting tank 

wagons. 
President.-I am simply asking you how you would distribute your Illl

phuric acid if y01l. were to manufacture on a ll!orge scale. 
Mr. Gupta.-The most economical way is to send acid in tank wagons. 
Dr. Mattkai.-You mean Tatas have tank wagons for handling within the 

~orks. . 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-How does the imported sulphurio acid come inl' 
Mr. Gupta.-In steel drums. 
Dr: Mattkai.-Are they 40 to 60 gallons!' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-If we are trying to get the price of your acid at Bombay, 

then we have got to include this Rs. 10 which is simply the labour involved 
jn packing and subsidiary materials. We have to add an item corresponding 
to carriage of jars first to Bombay from your place and then from Bombay up
.country. 

President.-Why should you charge Rs. 10 if you use drums!' 
Mr. Gupta.-In that case there will be no packing charge. 
President.-So far as sulphuric acid as such is concerned you are able to 

.compete against the imported article, because they have to pay freight, pack
ing charges, cost of containers and various other things. Really speaking 
.the question of containers and packing charges does not arise as regards that. 
The question will arise only as regards supplies in bulk hereafter if there is 
a development of the subsidiary industries which have to depend upon sul
phuria acid. 

Therefore to make a comparison between your fair selling price 
.and the price in foreign countries, we need only take the price of the naked 
.acid, that is to say ex-works in bulk for industrial purposes, wouldn't that be 
sol' 

Mr. Gupta.-That is a fair comparison. 
Pre.,ident.-The point we have to consider is that supposi;ng ~rotection 

was gin'lI in some form or other to the manufacturer of sulphuriC aCId, would 
·the othel" industries be able to get sulphuric acid at about the same price as 
:'in Europe and other countries for industrial purposes, that is to say in bulk. 
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Mr. Gupta.-When that occasion arises, they will get it at a fair pri~e. 
Pr6sident.-What I want to know is would that be a fair way of-

comparison? 
Mr. Gupta.-I should think so. 
President.-Is it not the case that people who manufacture these other 

products also manufacture their sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-In the case of chemical works, it' is a fact. 
President.-We have to find out, supposing they manufacture their own

chemicals, at what figure we should take your future cost of sulphuric acid:' 
that you use for your other products. The whole point is this. Sulphurio 
acid must be made cheap if other industries are to be established. How can· 
it be made as cheaply here as in the competing countries. If protection is 
granted, you cannot get it for all times. You must be able to show that the
price of sulphuric acid would come down to such a level that you would not 
require any further assistance. For that purpose it is necessary for us to 
make an estimate which would enable us :to see how your future costs would' 
compare with the price of the imported article and I am asking you what
would be the best way of doing it. We cannot take £6-5-0 or. whatever the
price is because that is the price for practical purposes for people requiring 
small quantities of sulphuric acid. It d~ not mean that that is the cosil' 
to the manufacturer of these various products in which sulphuric acid is used. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-In England I have sElen how they sell acid for the manu:..
facture of chemicals. Their practice is to base it on the sulphur price plus 
cost of manufacture plus 10 per cent. profit. 

President.-How do they calculate? Have you got figures? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No, but that is the practice. Supposing their cost ot

chamber acid is Rs. 55 they will add 10 per cent. on it and if the sulphur price 
goes,up or down, they will charge more or less accordingly. 

President.-8upposing we accept the estimate of yours as correct, we don't 
get a figure which is near enough to the foreign manufacturer's figure. Yom:' 
estimate is Rs. 135 including packing and selling organisation. Even if I cut
out the selling organisation and the packing to reduce it to bulk, we get about" 
Rs. 95. Is it not? 

Mr. G-upta.-Yes. 
President.-But the price of £6-5-0 is equal to about Rs. 83 and there is It' 

difference of Rs. 12 which would be accounted for by the difference in the price
of sulphur, as you pay about Rs. 12 more per ton of sulphuric acid. 

Mr. G'II.pta.-Yes. 
President.-You pay Rs. 107 and they pay £6-5-0 roughly. You have still' 

to add the overhead charges, depreciation and return on capital so that Y01ll" 

sulphuric acid even making allowance for the fact that you have to pay more 
for your sulphur would be dearer. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is on the present output. 
Pr6sident.-It also assumes that the selling price of £6-5-0 is the cdlt of:' 

the manufacturer which is far from being the case. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would you be able to give us information about the supply

of sulphurio acid to the manufacture of other chemicals? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-I will try and find it. 
President.-You said this morning that the arsenic free sulphuric aciet: 

might cost £1 more. If that is added the figure may correspond approxi
mately. It is impossible to say how they would charge the other departmeQts 
for sulphuric acid in the process of manufacture. You would have to charge-
the other departments at least Rs. 95 if your estimate is taken as correct. 

Mr. G-upfa.-Which other departments? 
Pr6sident.-Glauber's salt, Epsom salt, etc. 
Mr. Gupta.-We supply the acid direct to the departments. In that casar 

the concentration charges are saved. 
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Dr. Matthai.-If you take copperas for example you use only chamber acid 
.and charge Rs. 64. 

Mr. G-upta.-Yes, for cent. per. cent. acid. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Where do you use concentrated acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-Qn copper sulphate and we charge there with the cost of con

.centration. For use in every other chemical department we supply chamber 

.acid and charge on the cent per cent. basis. 
President.-We have got no evidence as to the chamber acid. 
Mr. Gt'pta.-They base it on cent. per cent. calculation. 
Pre8ident.-~n what? 
Mr. Gupta.-'-Per ton of sulphur coming. 
Dr. Matthai.-There is no quotation for that. 
:nIT. Gupta.-No. 
President.-It is impossible for us to know how your chamber acid which 

:you use for other products compar~s with the chamber acid used by others as 
.regards the cost and we have no figures to compare. As regards containers 
what figures are we to take? 

Mr. Gupta.-Any reasonable figure you can take. We consider that a con
,tainer will come back as many. as 8 times. The price of a container is 
Re. 3-8-0. For all practical purposes, one-eighth should be debited for con
,tainers. 

Dr. Matthai.-It costs Rs. 3-8-0. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, that is the cost per jar. Fifty jars roughly make a ton, 

and the cost of fifty jars is Rs. 175. One-eighth of Rs. 175 would be a fair 
.charge: at least that is our opinion. 

Dr. Matthai.-You charge Rs. 23 in the table for the year 1925. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. . 
President.-If you use it 8 times, the freight on the way out should have 

-to be included. The jars will have to come back eight times empty. Should 
·you not add the freight 'on jars eight times? 

M·r. Smith-Wriyht.-We generally endeavour to sell the containers out
~ight to our customers. We make them pay not only for the acid but also 
;for the containers. In a few cases of course we allow them to return the jars 
to us. But we don't bring those jars at our expense. If they come back, 
they come at the expense of our customers. ' 

President.-You are in the same position as the foreign importer if you 
tleU the containers. 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-Except in the matter of freight. There we are at a 
disadvantage. 

President.-I am, talking of the container. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We sell it outright if we can .. 
President.-Your container would be more expensive than the container 

.of the other man. 
MI'. Smith-lVright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you have a standnig clistomer, why should he 

.buy every time his container? '. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Need not, but he will have to pay for the carrlnge 

'back of these jars. 
President.-What happens is this. If you send sulphuric acid ~ some out

station you send it to some partiCUlar place and the man there will probably 
.distrib~te it in some small lots. Therefore it is not always easy for the con
·tainers to be returned. 

Mr. Smith-lVright.-Originally we used to sell the acid in jnrs on lonn. 
"But then the trouble was that they did not come bac~ and then we had 
.difficulty in realising the money from our customers. 8lDce then, .we have 
,made it a rule to make the purchaser of the acid buy also the con'talDer. 
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Dr. Matthai.-The bulk of your sales is done on the basis of the container 
being bought outright by your customers. 

Mr. 8mith Wright.-I should think half and half: half we sell and half we 
loan. 

Pre3ident.-H<,lw is sulphuric acid distributed on a small scale in England? 
Mr. Gupta.-In 5 gallon or 10 gallon drums or carboys. 
President.-You don't make carboys here? 
Mr. Gupta.-They are being made here in India. 
President.-How do they compare in priceI' 
Mr. 8inclair.-They are dearer. 
Mr. Gupta.-There is a works at Talegaon. We tried the Talegaon people 

and their price compared favourably with the price of the foreign article and 
they gave us an understanding that if we used their carboys in larger number 
thllY would reduce the price. 

President.-Will you give us some figure, Mr. Smith-Wright, which we 
can add to the other charges to get the price of the packed sulphuric acid I' 

Mr. 8mitJ.-Wright.-1 have got the prices worked out for our sulphuric 
.acid packed per ton. I have got it worked out in jars or cases per ton. 
Packed in jars in cases e:J:-works f.o.r. Bombay it comes to Rs. 441-12-0. The 
3Ctua\ cost of jars in packing cases comes to Rs. 230 per ton. 

President.-I take it the imported sulphuric acid comes in drums only? 
Mr. 8mith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-'-If you were to use drums, would you give us an alternative 

figure? 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-We cannot get the drums here. We have cabled home 

to find out what the price of these drums are. We cannot get them here and 
even if we get them they are very expensive. 

Mr. Gupta.-We got a price of 25 shillings c.i.f. 
President.-We understood they cost about Rs. 15. Is there no way of 

making the drums here? 
Mr. Binclair.-It won't pay us if we started a factory here. There are 

many second-hand drums in India and second-hand drums can always be pur
chased in India. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-We lost about Rs. 25,000 in this drum business. I gave 
contracts to people out here for drums for supplying acid to the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company. By the time the acid reached Jamshedpur there was a loss 
of 25 to 30 per cent. in acids. 

President.-Try to give us figures for drums, jars and carboys if you can. 
Mr. Bmilh-Wright.-We will. 
President.-Now let us go on to nitric acid. This nitrate of soda is all 

imported from Chili, is it not? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. ' 
President.-What is the price of nitrate of soda in Europe o.i.f. United 

Kingdom port P Are they given in the journals you have lent us P 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-F.o.r. Liverpool £10-2-0. What is your priceI' 
Mr. Gupta.-The present rate c.i.f. is higher. We got it at £12. 
President.-You have got Re. 200 here in this statement, 
Mr. Gupta.-Because there is a loss in wastage. There is a reduction of 

about 10 per cent. on' storage. 
President.-What is the actual price that you pay? 
Mr. Gupta.-£12. 
President.-£12 plus what chargesI' 
Mr. Gupta.-We have to ~dd Rs. 4-5-6 plus the loss of 10 per'cent. 
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Pre3ident.-The other manufacturer may also have to incur that loss of I() 
per cent.P 

Mr. Gupta.-They may not because they don't have to carry over such a 
long distance as we have to. 

Pre3ident.-Let us take nitrio acid statement. Here also you are at a dis
advantage of about £2 a ton in the price of nitrate of soda. It means one tou 
of nitrio acid pZus the difference in the sulphurio' acid. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. . 
Pre3ident.-What is the price of nitric acid 80° T. W. thereP 
Mr. Gupta.-£2I ez-works. 
Pre3ident.-That is about Rs. 280. There it is a very big difference. Is 

it that this may be made by the synthetic process P 
Mr. Gupta.-The price is governed by both ways. 
Pre3ident.-You give here Rs. 409 not taking into account any selling 

organisation or packing charges. That is a very big difference. 
Mr. Gupta.-Because the production is only 46 tons. 
President.-Are these labour figures actualsP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes up to power and fuel. General service and supervision 

charges, we have shown proportionately. Repairs ·and renewals and rents, 
taxes, insurance, etc., have to be revised. 

Dr. Matthai.-If it is possible in the C&i!I!I of iJnported nitrio acid to have 
the drums returned, you would be in a position of disadvantage. . 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is so in the case of nitric acid. It is easier in the 

case of imported nitrio acid to have the drums returnable •. 
M1'. SincZair.-Because it is an aluminium drum, it is '" valuable container. 

You would have a sale here for the sake of the metal. 
Dr. Matthai.-So that you are really in a position of disadvantage as com

pared with the other acids. 
Mr. SincZair.-That is true. 
Pre3ident.-We don't know how much nitrio acid this country can absorb. 

Fpr what purposes do you use nitric acid? 
Mr. Gupta.-For gold refining, cleaning and in tlle manufacture of 

explosives. 
Pre3ident.-There is not much field for expansion there so far as you are 

concerned. 
Mr. G'Upta.-No. 
Pre3ident.-Is there any prospect of your being able to manufacture 6()() 

tons of nitrio aoid P 
M1'. Gupta.-No, till artificial eilk is made in this country. 
Pre3ident.-How can you then make an estimate as regardS the futureP 

What figure do you expect us to take P 
Mr. Ramsinoh.-Take the average of the last three years' consumption. 
President.-That would not reduce your cost very much. 
Dr. Matthai.-You can leave out the explosives, because the Military 

Department make their own nitrio acid. What is left is simply gold refining. 
M1'. Gupta.-We supply nitrio aoid to Kirkee. . 
Dr. Matthai.-What is their annual demandP 
M1'. Gupta.-15 tons. 
President.-That is not very much. Can it be used for aay other purposeP 
M1'. Gupta.-It oan be used in artificial silk industry. 
President.-We have not got any artificial silk industry. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No. We had some correspondence with the Mint whether 

silver and gold refining were to be undertaken by the Government of India. 
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PresideRt.-At present the mint consumes about 200 tons. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-They don't consume anything at present. 
President.-Mr. Smith-Wright, what is this particular case that you 

reported to nsi' 

Mr. Bmith-Wright.-When their new plant is completed, they will take 
200 tons a year. 

President.-From January next they may take 200 tons a year. 
Mr. Binclair.-Yes, plu3 the market demand. Possibly about 300 tons in

cluding the acid sold outside. 
President.-Really speaking there is no nitric acid imported except in this 

one particular instance. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-20 or :iO drums are coming in at a time. 
Dr. Matthai.-The imports are increasing at your expense. 
Mr. Bmith-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-It doesn't mean that the market is increasing. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-No. 
President.-That part of the business doesn't seem to be very ~romising 

au far as this country is concerned, is not that soP The market is so small. 
Mr. Bmith-Wrigkt.-The market is not large, but it helps in the off take 

of chamber acid. We have got to find an outlet. 
President.-Your chamber acid is very little. 
Mr. Bmitk-Wrigkt.-It won't be very much. Hydrochloric acid has not a 

very extensive market. If we don't have these outlets for our sulphurlo acid, 
the cost of our sulphuric acid will go up. Even if we sell 50 tons of our pro
ducts here, it is of some help to us. 

President.-If you have to depend on these acids, you won't be able to do 
much. You cannot build sulphuric acid industry on the production of nitrio 
acid and hydrochloric acid. There is not enough scope in that direction. 

Mr. Binclair.-Assuming that this mint contract didn't come off in "India 
they ought to take additional sulphuric acid. Including the bazaar trade it 
would be about 400 tons, 95 per _ cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-In terms of sulphuric acidi' 
Mr. Binclair.-Yes, it is about 10 per cent. of the total requirements of 

the Presidency. 
President.-Do you use any nitric acid in the production of fertilisersP 
Mr. Gupta.-No. 
President.-It is always sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-In superphosphates no nitrio acid is used. 
President.-You don't make any other fertiliser except phosphates. 
Mr. Gupta.-Not for the present. 
President.-Altogether the total import of nitric acid is 4,75 cwts. up to 

March, 80 that it is really negligible. _ 
Mr. Binclair.-It is increasing. It is about 20 tons. 
Frel'ident.-Of which 75 per cent. goes to Burma and it is not your market 

at all, so that the whole of India requires 5 tons of nitric acid. What did you 
say was the c.i.f. price of nitric acidP 

Mr. Bmit1l--Wright.-As. 2-3 per lb. of 100 per cent. acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is it per toni' 
Mr. Bmitk-Wrigkt.-About RB. 315. That is 100 per cent. acid, duty paid 

everything. That is the price quoted delivery into the mint, the drum being 
returnable. 

President.-It barely covers the cost of your raw materials. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-Quite. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is all synthetic nitric acid. 
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President.-Is nitrio acid used for any of these nitrogenous fertilisers? 
Mr. Gupta.-Not direotly as such. 
Pr6siJent.-Whe~ it is manufactured by the synthetic process? 
M'f., Gupta.-It can be converted into nitrate of soda and nitrate of 

ammOn!Il, 
President,-Therefore synthetic nitrio aoid may be so much cheaper,. 

because they are able to produce enormous bulk of fertilisers. 
M'f,' Gupta.-Yes, 
Dr. Mafthai.-I suppose this is practically the first time that there has, 

been so much demand for nitrio acid. . 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-:-Yes. They have not worried themselves to come into

the market, as the market is a small one. 
President.-In this case will you please give us the additional charges for' 

packing, jars, etc. P 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Hydrochlorio acid, you manufactured only 60 tons last year 

and your full capacity is 900 tons. 
Mr. ·Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the demand for hydrochlorio acidP 
Mr. G~pta.-Our idea is to use all of it on zino chloride, but we can't oom· 

pete at present in that produot., . 
Dr. Matthai.-For what they use hydroohlorio aoid? 
Mr. Gupta.-For dye works and for chrome tanning. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you expect to go up to 900 tons? 
Mr. Gupta.-We want to oonsume it in making zino chloride. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there a big demand for zino ohloridei' 
Mr. Gupta.-About 1,200 tons. Out of that, 80 to 90 per cent. of the

market is in Bombay. We were making in small quantiti..lS, but we found it 
quite impossible to manufacture at present costs. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Messrs. Brunner Mond and Company are selling :rinc 
ohloride. I wanted zinc chloride for our mills and I jmt asked for quotation' 
in the ordinary course. (Handed in a letter showing the prices of zino chlo-
ride and epsom salt.) 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the price of zino chloride thereP 
M'f. Gupta.-Rs. 15-2-0 per cwt. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is about Rs. 310 per t{)n. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes.· 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact in 1927 the price was Rs. 363. 
M'f. Gupta.-Yes, but now it has gone down. The price is so low now that 

it is impossible to manufacture and sell in competition against the foreign 
product. 

Prllsident.-If you cannot sell zinc chloride you cannot increase the output 
of hydro-chloric acid. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is true. Zinc chloride' is required only in the Bombay 
Presidency. 

Prllsident.-The difficulty is owing to the zinc, is it noti' 
Mr. Gupta.-That problem we have solved, because we can get the residue 

from Tata's cheaper than the market price for zinc. 
Prllsident.-Then, what is the trouble!, 
M'f. Gupta.-The trouble is the price of hydro-chlorio acid. 
Prllsident.-Your cost of hydro-chloric acid is so enormous because your 

output is so small. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, that is true. 
M'f. Ramsingh.-Further, "inc chloride is being sold now at low rates. 
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President.-If this estimate that you: have given here is correct in respect 
.of hydro..chloric acid, it is only Rs. 91 • • . . • 

MT. Gupta.-That is without other charges. 
President.-If you USe it for making zinc chloride you don't want selling 

,charges and packing. . 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No. 
Mr. Gupta.-Even then something more has to be added. 
PTesident.-I, am giving you your own figures. 
Dr. Matthai.-At the works,. it will be Rs. 105 which is tl:te actual cost. 
President.-That Rs. 105 would be reduced to Rs. 91 when you make full' 

production; , , 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-How much has zinc scrap come down to? You have taken it 

..at how much per ton? 
Mr. Gupta.-At Rs. 150 per ton, whereas the market price of zinc is about 

Jts.45O. 
President.-Can you get sufficient quantities from Tata's? 
MT. Gupta.-PracticallY we had to drop the idea because of other difficul

',ties. We did not go into it further. 
President.-If you ha~e this big market and if you can make larger quan

-iities of hydro-chloric acid, then the price of Rs. 300 is not very much lower 
1;han yours. What is it that prevents you from doing it? . 

Mr. Gupta.-To make it. at Rs. 300 would take us some time. Further our 
·cost of hydro-chloric acid is more because our cost of sulphuric acid is more. 
'1'0 make 900 tons of hydro-chloric acid we rllquire about the same quantity of 

.sulphuric acid-900 to 1,000 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-Lookinlif at 'the' consumption figure of otil,er works besides 

Bombay I find that in the manufacture of hydro-chloric acid your consumJltion 
,of both salt and sulphuric acid is rather high. 

Mr. Gupta.':"-That is because we have very small production whereas the 
·capacity of the plant is very much more. 

Dr. Matthai.-Working at full capacity what do you think would be your 
.consumption? 

Mr. Gupta.-I cannot say off-hand. 
Dr. Matthai.":'-Your consumption of salt and sulphuric 'acid 'per ton of 

'hydro-chloric acid is 1·1 and 1 tons whereas'I have seen figures as low as ·6 
'.and ·7. 

Mr. Gupta.-Those may be small plants. 
Dr. Matthai.-That might make a considerable difference. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-8upposing you are making zino chloride up to, your ,full 

..capacity, could you get 150 tons bf scrap? 
Mr. Gupfa.-Yes. 
President.-There is no difficulty about that? 
Mr. Gupta.-We are going to buy the residue from Tata's. 
President.-Is it dross or scrap? 
Mr. Gupta.-Either dross or galvaniser's residue. 
·President.-Do you get dross in the liquid form or what? 
Mr. Gupta.-Melted, semi-melted or solid. Really speaking if we can con

sume ,that amount of sulphuric acid for manufacture, zinc chloride will 
'become a posRibility then aud not otherWise. 

'President.-What is the price of hydro-chloric acid now? 

Mr. GUQta.-Last year we realised Rs, 289. 

:President.-What is the import price? 
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Mr. Oupta.-Very little is imported. 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as actual realisations are concerned on all the three

acids you have done well. Taking your sulphuric acid, your cost is Rs 13& 
al\d realised price is Rs. 224. • 

Mr. G'Upta.-To our cost we have not added our head office charges. 
~. M~tthai.-There is s~ill a considerable margin. !n the case of hyro

chlorlo aCId your works cost 18 Rs. 172 whereas your realised price is Rs. 239. 
As regards nitric acid, your cost is Rs. 470 and your realised price is Rs. 595. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, last year we did well on all the three acids. The 
difficulty is that we can only make acids and nothing else. Here is a market 
for fIlino chloride, which we cannot cater for. There is also a considerable
market for alum to the' extent of 4,000 tons and alumina sulphate to the 
extent of 4,000 tons. It all depends on the quantity of sulphurio acid we can 
produce. It is always a sulphurio acid problem. 

Dr. Matthai.-I am not quite able to understand your point. Your most-
important salt is alumina sulphate, is it noti' 

Mr. G'I£pta.-Yes. 
Dr Matthai.-Your largest capacity is in respect of alumina sulphate. 
Mr. G'Upta.-That alumina sulphate goes towards the manufacture of alum~ 
Dr. Matthai.-As regards alumina sulphate as such, I don't see why YOl1 

should not be able to get a bigger share of the market because your costs com
pare very. well with the market price. 

Mr. G'Upta.-The difficulty is this. We manufacture only for water' works. 
We cannot go beyond a certain limit. Beyond that, other people supply. 
The Bengal Chemical Works make alumina ferric. Messrs. D. Waldie ana. 

, Company also manufacture alumina ferric. 
Dr. Ma,tthai.-What kind of estimate do you make for BombayP 
Mr. G'I£pta . .!-As far as our product is concerned, it ~nly goes to wateF 

works. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the total market that there is for alumina ferrio' 

for a works situated like yours in Bombay leaving out Bengal and other, 
provincesP 

Mr. Oupta.-200 to 300 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is surely more than that. 
Mr. G'I£pta.-That is for pure alumina sulphate. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have not manufactured alumina sulphate. 
Mr. G'Upta.-No. We have only made trials. 
President.-Alumina sulphate you have not gone into at all. 
Mf'. Oupta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Take the alumina ferrio. What do you estimate the market-

for alumina ferric' in Bombay P 
Mf'. Oupta.-200 to 300 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-What did you make last yearP 
Mf'. Gupta.-65 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-You made only 65 tons. 
Mr. G'Upta.-Yes, for that purpose. 
Dr. Matthai.-You got only ·one:.fifth of the market roughly. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Your cost on that is Rs. 78, and the current market price

is Rs. 100. Therefore at any rate you would be able to get all your works. 
cost on alumina ferric. 

Mr. G'I£pta.-But we have not added other charges to our cost. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much does that come toP 
Mf'. G'I£pta.-We have given you the proportion. 
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Dr. Mattllai.-Take the same proportion. 
Mr. Gupta.-Re. 6-agents commission and head office charges. Then 

there is packing. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much is that? 
Mr. Gu,pta.-Per ton it comes to about Re. 10. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there anything else? 
Mr. Gupta.-There is freight. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much is that? 
Mr. Gupta.-8ay Rs. 5. 
Dr. Matthai.-All that comes to Re. 99. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You can cover your works costs and realise part of the over

heads if you can increase your production to the extent of 300 tons. This is 
.one of the few salts in which you can get a surplus over your works cost. 

Mr. Gupta.-Our idea is to make more alum where the market is more or 
~ess easy to get and we can make it easily. 

Pre8ident.-Why is it called ferric? Is there any iron in it? 
Mr. Gupta.-There ~ a small percentage of iron. 
Pre&ident.-Does that come from bauxite? 
Mr. Gupta.-):es. 
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mE EASTERN CHEMICAL COMPANY. LIMITED. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. W. S. SINCLAIR. E. G. SMITH"WRIGHT 
and H. SHARPE. recorded at Bombay, on Thursday, the 

15th November, 1928. 

P,'eliminary. 

President.-Mr. Smith-Wright, what position do you hold in the Eastern
Chemical Company P 

Mr. Sm.ith-lVright.-I "m representing the Managing Agents, Messrs. E. 
D. Sassoon and Company, Mr, Sinclair' is the Works Manager, and Mr. Sharpe' 
is the Chief Chemist. 

Dr. MaUhai.-Have you been the Chief Chemist since the beginning? 
Mr. Sha·rpe.-Since 1919. 
PI'esident.-This Company is a sterling company and is registered in 

England, is it not P 
Mr. Smith-lVright.-Yes. 
President.-It was registered in 1913? 
Mr. Smith-lVright.-Yes. 
President.-Is it entirely an English Company? How did it come to' 

start business in India in chemicals? 
Mr. Smith-lrright.-I d9 not know very much about the early days, but 

I take it that the directors saw that there was a finld for manufacturing 
chemicllJ.s in -India. 

President.-Are your directors interested in any other chemical works? 
Mr. Sinc1ai·r.-I think Sir Thomas 'Hollllnd and the Government had some

thing to do with the starting of this company. They considered that .there-· 
would be a field here for the manufacture of Chemicals. Mr. Morris was the 
first to come out and got Government assistance in connection with the
selection a nd lease of land for the fact-ory. 

P·resident.-What are the British companies in which your directors are 
interested? 

Mr. Sinclair.-Mr. Petro, the Chairmal), is a Financier, and interested' in· 
several commercial enterprises, Mr. Morris has his own company of Chemical 
manufacturers; Mr. Stanley Smith is on the Board of the Chemical and
Metallurgical Corporation and is the Principal of Messrs. Stanley Smith' 
& Co.; Mr. Smythe is a director in Messrs. R. W. Greef & Co.; Ltd., Mr. Syme 
is a Partner in Messrs. Bullock Brothers of Rangoon. 

President.-It is very curious that Bullock Brothers had something to' 
do with this? 

llr. Sindait'.-There was nobody with sufficient experience of Indian 
conditions to start a Company and owing to their experience they were 
approached in the beginning. I understand that they were also approached 
for financial assistance. 

Dr: Matthai.-There is no director resident in India? 
Mr. Sinclair.-No. 
Presidellt,-8upposing we decided to give a bounty, you would be debarred' 

from getting anything. 
Mr. Smith-W'right.-The company could be ·re-registered in India as an 

Indian concern. 
President.-·-'fhat won't suffice. It should be more or less of Indian

character: there should be a certain Dumber of Indian dil'ectors, a certain 
p~oportion of shareholders, and they may insist upon the head office being_ 
in India. I don't know what conditions they might impose but certainly-



they have so far insisted upon a rupee company, registered in India, with
a reasonable number of Indian directors, and with provision for training o~ 
Indian apprentices. They may also insist that the directors must be resident 
in India. 

Mr. Sinclair.-When this company was started it was impossible for. 
anybody with the requisite knowledge in India to start a company. 

Pre&ident.-The tax-payer has to pay the piper and he has a right to 
call the tune, and he might impose such conditions as he thought reasonable .. 
We are considering conditions under which a business is given protection. 

M-r. Sinclair.-Then there was the difficulty about raising capital in India. 
Nobody would have subscribed money for the manufacture of chemicals with
out previous experience. 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-Supposing we could not raise further money in India, 
would it be sufficient for tis to turn it into an Indian company. registered 
in India? 

President.-It would be for the Government to consider whether they' 
should impose certain conditions or not. We are bound more' or less by what. 
has been done before. Take the case of the steel industry for instance: 
they certainly did impose those conditions. 

Mr. Sinclair.-In 1921, this question was discussed when one of the direc
tors was here, but the matter was dropped then owing to the conditions Of 
industry. 

President.-I am simply suggesting to you that if this scheme of bounties· 
is accepted, so far as we are concerned, we must exclude you in our recom
mendations since it is a sterling company. As to what further conditions· 
the Government of India and the legislature may impose I cannot say. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Then there does not seem to be any point in going much, 
further, does there? 

President.-You have not got the bounty yet! I am just trying to point: 
out til you that if we did recommend a bounty we should have to exclude 
you as you stand at present. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Then our hope of salvation lies in re-construction I 
President.-The same thing applies to one other company in India and we' 

told them the same thing. As things go, that condition seems to be a very 
reasonable one. ' . 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-Except for the fact that this company has a sterling; 
capital it is to all intents and purposes Indian. . 

President.-Sterling capital means that the control is outside and the' 
Indian consumer has no chance of sharing in the company's profits. The
ordinary tax-payer may say "I would like to put my ten rupees in the
business, but it is registered in England: I have no control in it and I can't 
put my money in it". . 

Dr. Matthai.-The policy that the Tariff Board has followed in this matter' 
you will find in the report 'of the Fiscal Commission. 

President.-With regard to bounties on wagons we have insisted upon' 
taat. In the case of the match industry we have more or less followed the 
same line of argument, but, as my colleague has pointed out, it is really the
Fiscal Commission's report which discusses that. 

The Company', products. 

lJr. lIlatthai.-This list of products that you give in answer to questioll' 
3, they have all been manufactured at one time or another in your works, or 
are they simply products which you can manufacture? 

lIlr. Smith-Wrioht.-All have been manufactured and most of themar~ 
manufactured now. 

Dr. lIlatthai.-The salts that we are concerned with in 'our terms of refer~ 
ence are--Magnesium sulphate, ferrous sulphate, potash alum, aluminium. 
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llulphate, sodium sulphide, zinc chloride, copper sulphate and Glauber's salt--. 
'you don't produce any of these, do you? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-No, with the exception of Ferrous Sulphate because 
we cannot produce these at competitive rates. We make a little Glauber's 
.Salt but have discontinued the manufacture of Magnesium Sulphate. 

President.-Washing soda also you are not producing now? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. It is mentioned in the list. 
President.-Washing soda is sodium carbonate? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-How is it different from sodium bi-carbonate? 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is rather an awkward question to a layman. One con

,tains half the equivalent of sodium that the other does. 
President.-It is sodiUm carbonate which is used largely in industries? 
Mr. Sharpe.-8odium carbonate is used where an alkali is needed, to a 

:great extent in the Mill industry, and Sodium bi-carbonate where CO. is 
required, chiefly for the manufacture of mineral waters. 

Dr. Matthai.-I take it that most of the sodium carbonate which is im-
,ported into India comes in the form of soda ash? 

Mr. Sharpe.-That is so. 
Dr. Matthai.-'-The bulk of that soda ash comes from England? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-They produce it there by the ammonia-soda process? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-I find that very considerable quantities are also coming 

from Africa. 
Mr. Sinclair.-These were imported by the Magadi Soda Works before 

Brunner Mond took over the latter. 
President.-What is the principal raw material in this? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Common salt. 
President.-And ammonia? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-How do you get the ammonia? 
Mr. Sharp e.-That is the dilfliculty here. No one is making ammonia. 
President . .,....ln the ammonia plant do they employ the synthetic process? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Most of the ammonia comes from the gas works. 
President.-What would you do? There are not many gas works here. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is the dilfliculty. 
President.-Ammonia can be produced by the synthetic process, can it 

flotP 
Costs 0/ power. 

Mr. Sharp e.-Yes, but there is the question of high cost of power. 
President.-If anybody produces electricity in the coalfields with cheap 

i)oal, would it really be more expensive than the cost of electricity in Europe i' 
Mr. Sinclair.-What about its transmission? 
President.-That does not seem to be an insuperable difficulty now when 

they are manufacturing electricity on a very large scale in the coalfields. I 
think there is a lot of loose talk about electricity being dearer in India. 
Nobody has attempted to work out what it would cost in India if it were 
manufactured on a really large scale. 

Mr. oSharpe.-That is being done now. 
l't'esident.-Not out of coall' 
Mr. Sharpe.-The Great Indian Peninsula Railway are actually doing it. 
President.-They are doing it at Kalyan, not in the coalfields. 
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Mr. Sharpe.-I agree with you there. 
President.-You can get second class conI nt Rs. 3 to Rs. 4-8 and first 

class at Rs. 5 or Rs. 5-8 at the pitsmouth. We are talking of electricity being 
very dear but it is dearer in England. 

Mr. Shar.pe.-It is half a penny per unit in England. 
President.-That is what they want it to be when the super power stations 

are finished. It may be the cost in some places where it has been produced. 
on a large scale but in England electricity is not cheap. If it was cheap they 
would not undertake all the~e big works they are doing now. It does seem 
to me that there is much eltaggeration in this idea that you cannot have any 
synthetic process in the country because electricity is dear. It could be made 
cheap and I should say very cheap. 

Mr. Sinclair.-It looks suspicious that there should be no one of sufficient 
anterprise here to make it cheaply. 

President.-That is the point. Where you have the cheapest coal, onl!" 
would imagine that if it was used properly you would be able to get powe~ 
as cheap as anywhere in the world. Hydro-electric work has this disadvant
age that transmission is very costly and construction is' not so very cheap; 
of course where there is no coal a hydro-electric scheme is the only alter
native, but in a country where you don't know really what to do with the coal, 
electricity should be very cheap. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I certainly agree that cheap power could be made 
in India. 

Dr. Matthai.-You say unless electricity is cheap you cannot attempt this' 
synthetic process. To what enent do you want electricity to be cheaper 
than it is now in order to make it possible for you to consider this scheme 
of manufacture by' the syntheiiic process? . . .. 

Mr. Sharpe.-It is now '725 anna per unit. We should want it at not 
more than half this rate. 

Presidenl.-It is supplied at that rate in Calcutta. 
Mr. Sharpe.-·725 is Tata's rate. 
President.-Tata's rate is based on a different thing. That is based 011 

the price of coal in Bombay. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing it came down to 3 pies a unit would it be a 

feasible proposition P 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You were speaking the other day of a plant somewhere near 

Bombay for the manufacture of alkalies. . 
Mr. Sharpe.-I understood it was' their intention to make alkalies. From 

what I could make out they were going to generate electricity and use .. , 
turbo-generators for this purpose supplied with steam from very efficient 
water-tube boilers. 

President.-They hJ've got no coal. 

Mr. Sharpe.-They could possibly get coal at a cheap rate via Port Okha, 
President.-They must bring coal either from ,Bengal or from South 

Africa. Even the South African coal is not cheaper than the coal that you 
get from the Calcutta side at the mines. 

Mr. Sharpe.-It is superior. 
President.-That is just now in dispute. At the pitsmouth Indian coal 

is not inferior. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have tried South African coal. We now get a fairly 

good coal at a reasonable rate from th~ C. P. ,We have tried milting South 
African and Pench, but found after tr18l that It was cheaper to use an un
milted Pench. 

President.-Jhari .. coal and some other coal will compare with the South 
African coal only it is not so hardy. In transhipment it suffers more .• 
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Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have very little detailed information about the 
;'proposed Company. All we have had is a letter from the Company asking 
us to give them some .information as to how we run our works. 

Manufacture of alkaZies. 

Dr. Matthai.-You will admit that as one of the leading manufacturers 01 
chemicals in India, unless the Indian Chemical industry is going to tackle 
.alkalies, its future is really never assured. The bulk of the chemical products 
imported into India are sodium carbonate and its allied products, the value 
of which is about a crore of rupees. Now the whole of that is outside the 
sphere of Indian Chemical manufacturers. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Is it ever possible that without having very heavy 
.protection any Indian Company can. compete with the Imperial Chemical 
Industries ? 

President.-How can you expect any protection when you are badly 
.located? No one has investigated what the costs are going to be. It is no 
use asking for protection unless you attain a certain degree of edficiency and 
unless you promise to be more efficient than you are. As Dr. Matthai has 
.put it, the chemical industry's future can never be assured unless it tackles 
.alkalies. . 

Mr.Smith-Wright.-At present we can't make them. 
Dr. Matthai.-Unless you tackle what at present is the most valuable of 

·the chemical products imported into India, your future would not be 'assured. 
I want to put to you a concrete proposition. Supposing the Tariff Board 
.recommended and the Government decided to put a duty of 25 or 30 per cent. 
instelld of the present duty of 15 per cent. under present conditions would 
.you consider the question of makiBg alkalies in India? 

Mr. Sinclair.-We are up against the proposition of Imperial Chemical 
Industries. It is a question of raising capital for putting up a plant which 
<would have to be on a very large scale. ,After all, the Company has got to 
look after the shareholders' interests and it is questionable if anybody would 
put his money, into such a scheme. He would say" You have the Imperial 
Chemical Industries. They have tremendous resources. How are you going 
to compete with them? They can give it away for a couple of years almost 
for nothing". 

President.-We will assume for the sake of argument that Government is 
,willing to protect you against that sort of unfair competition. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Then we could probably get the necessary capital. 
President.-The whole point is this just now. We have got the power 

.on the Bengal side. The market at present also is very largely on that side. 
Bengal has got no salt. 'You have got the salt, but you have got neither the 
market nor the cool. The odds are therefore that if the business was really 
.started, it would be on the Bengal side. 

Mr. Sinc1air.-Although the Magadi Soda Company hlld a place in Calcutta 
before Brunner Mond took them over, they could not make it pay, even with 
their soda as a natural deposit costing' them practically next to nothing. 

Dr. 1IIatthai.-You said that if sufficient protection was granted, the ques
tion might be considered. What is your idea of sufficient protection talking 
quite off hand? 

Mr. Smith-lVright.-1 don't think merely doubling the existing duty 
would be sufficient, not if the people at home were seriously bent on retaining 
the market. 

Dr. Matthai.-The point is this. Since nobody in India has any experi • 
.ence in the manufacture of sodium carbonate, it is impossible for us to say 
what is the amount of protection needed, because we have no idea of your 
.possible costs. The suggestion I am making to you for purposes of argument 
4s that supposing we raised this duty from 15 per cent. to 80 pe~ cent. that 
'Would give you a little more incentive than you have now. Supposmg an effort 
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'W88 made' by a leading chemical manufacturer to make sodium carbonate 
and then we got a tentative idea of the costs that would be incurred in an 
Indian factory, it might be possible on the basis of that to propose a definite 
BOheme of protection later if it was necessary, but at present we are entirely 
-in the dark 88 to what the costs might be and you cannot propose a very high 
.rate of duty .on. what might after all be a hypothetical figure. 

PreBident.-Is it from the synthetic process that you get sodium carbonate? 
Mr. Sharpe.-The ammonia may be made from the atmosphere and from 

!hydrolysis of water. 
President.-Then there would be no question of any raw materials not 

!being available here. ' 
Mr. Sharpe.-They are all available here. 
fre,ident.-You have gC?t salt and you have got the power. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Salt; yes, but not power • 
. President.-You have got the market. 
Mr. Sinclair.-The market is the only definite thing. 
President.-It is there, but you have not the enterprise. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have not got the capital. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It is all a question of capital. I think it would be 

-possible to raise the capital if some one could pioneer a scheme which showed 
-that profits were possible. 

President . .,-Nobody has seriousJy worked out the thing. I don't see what 
.advantage the foreign countries have over you in this respect. 

Mr. Sillclair.-They have ~ot years of ,experience behind them. 

President.-Experience has to be paid for. I, want to know what advant
.age the foreign countries have over you. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The Imperial Chemical Industries control over 40 fac
tories. 

Prerident.-Quite true. It does not necessarily cheapen the cost. We 
,understand that point, because'the cost of distribution and other things are 
'very much smaller. We would admit that, but leaving that special feature 
-out, what advantage have they over the Indi~n manufacturer? \ 

Mr. Sinclair.-They have a world-wide, market. If a plant'is put up, it 
-will have to be in competition· with the Imperial Chemical. Industries. The 
plant will have to be on a very big scale producing more than the require
.ments of India. Moreover it would have to be an exporting concern, hecause 
a factory large' enough to take care of the Indian market alone could' not 

,produce at competitive rates. ' 

President.-There is a limit to the size of the plant? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-You must have the smallest economic unit; 
Mr. Sinclair.-Is that going to be large enough to compete agairist ~hese 

·other people who can sell at comparatively cheap rates? After all the Indian 
market, big 88 it is, is only a small amount of ·their production compared 
'With the total production. Is this economic unit going to be su:1ficiently largel 

-to (:ompete with them P 
President.-That is for you to consider. 
Dr. Matthai.-That difficuity would apply also in the case ,~f SOIllll of these, 

-other articles. For instance take epsom salt. 
President.-It will apply to everything. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Thaiis true. 
Dr. Matthai.-You are definitely asking for protection in the nase of epsom 

_It. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 

:IIVYCHMLIND VOLII E 
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Mr. Smith-Wrigh't.-Our policy is to ask for protection f<1r articles that 
we are making or have made and not on articles that we could make. 

Dr. Matthai.-'l'he point we are suggesting is simply this. If the biggest 
market iJl the country is for this particular product which you have not; 
attempted at all, we should like to know clearly the position with regard to 
that. 

Mr. ~mith-Wrig1it.-We have mentioned in our replies that for the nianu
facture of caustic soda we have a plant and we have actually made causti~ 
soda. ' 

President.-What process do'you employ? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We don't· make it now'. 
Mr. Sinclair.-It was only a war-time measure. 
President.-{)austic soda is being made to a certain extent by the Paper 

Mills in Calcutta for their own use. " 
Mr. Sharpe.-They just make it for their own requirements and not for 

outside sale. They make it in a dilute solution. If they had to concentrate 
that solution and make solid caustic soda the cost would become prohibitive. 
One of their raw materials is imported soda. 

Pre8ident.-1 don't think they use imported sods. They make it out of 
chlorine. . 

Mr. Sharpe.-Possibly. 
President.-In the electrolytic proces.q they use common salt' 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, a brine solution electrolytically decomposed, with caustict 

soda as the main product and chlorine as the by-product. . . 
President.-Here is this paper Company where every part of the plant is 

obsolete except this one and they find it rather cheap to 'manufacture their 
own caustic soda. 

Dr. Matthai.-You don't make any fertilisers? 
Mr. Sinclair.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have not attempted itP 
Mr. Sinclair.-When I was in England in 1923, I went inti> the question 

thel) with the idea of starting the manufacture of fertilisers. I can let you 
have the quotations and the position then waa that unless we were operating 
on a scale of 50 tons a day, there waa no chance. Even people operating OD 

that scale were only just able to keep their heads above water. 
Dr. Matthai.-50 tons of what' 
l~lr. Sinclair.-Superphosphates. I have got all these quotations and r 

can let you have them. . 
I also went into the question of acetic acid. That aidn't offer any field. 

When we had paid freight on raw materials our manufactured cost came to 
about As. 7 per lb. while the bazaar price was then As. 7. 

Dr. Matfhai.-Do you mean the freight on lime acetate? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. Our production cost waa going to come out at As. 7, 

but the selling price in India waa As. 7, so it was a pretty hopeless proposi
tion. I also went into the question of using concentr"tes by the Elmore 
process, but owing to the large capital expenditure and the amount of re
search th"t would have been necessary the propos"l waa temporarily turned 
down, although we will have it in mind for future consideration. . 

Pre,ident.-In these different products that you have giyen, is sulphuric
acid used in all of tltem or most of them P 

Mr. Sharp •• -In Nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, epsoms, green copper .. 
and turkey red oiL ' 

Preaident.-What is this Turkey red oilP Is it used in the Textile 
industry? 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-Is it used for bleaching or whatP 
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Mr. Sharpe.-It is used for linishing. It is used more in alizarine dyeing. 
President.-You simply treat castor oil with Sulphuric Acid? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-What is killed spirit? 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is a solution _of ainc chloride. 
President.-In SUlphuric acid? 
Mr. Sharpe.-No-in hydrochloric acid. 
Mr. Situ:lair.-It is liquid zinc chloride. 
President.-This salt cake is the by-product of hydrochloric acid? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-In other countries hydrochloric, acid is a by-product from the 

1IBit cake? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, because there is a market for the latter. 
Pre&idem.-WIiat is this salt cake used for chiefly? 
Mr. Sharpe.-In glass manufacture and in the Leflanc process. The glass 

manufacturers absorb a tremendous quantity. 
Prendent.-There are some glass manufacturers here. 
Mr. Sharpe.-But they won't use sodium sulphate. 
President.-What action has this salt cake in the manufacture of glass? 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is used as a flux in fusing the sand. 
President.-What do they use then here? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Soda ash. 
President.-Is it cheaper? What is it due to? 
Mr. Sharpe.-They prefer it. 
President.-I should not have thought that soda ash was cheaper than 

1IBit cake. There is Ii glass industry in the country? 
Mr. Sinclair.-There was one at Matunga and one at Kurla, but they 

.all seem to have been shut down. 
-Prendent.-Did the Japanese have a glass factory? 
Mr. Sinclair.--Bome of the Indian factories had Japanese foreman. There 

u a Company operating at Ogale. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Another outlet for salt cake is sodium sulphide. 
Prendent.-That you don't manufacture. 
Mr. Sharpe.-No. 
Prendent.-Then these germicides, do they contain sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Sharpe.-None of these contain sulphuric acid. 
-Mr. Sinelair.-There is a point, here. We are making these germicides 

1Iecause there is no dumping. Even in spite of keen competition, we can 
manufacture germicides and work at a pronto There is little chance of 
~reosote ever being dumped. 

President.-Where do you get creosote from? 
Mr. Sinclair.-We are importing English creosote. 
President.-What are the names of your brands? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-There are about 11 brands-

Pheneccol, black. 
Pheneoool, white (Admiralty type). 
~un Brand, black. 
Sun Brand, white (Admiralty type). 
Purrecol. 
Gold Mohur. 
Eastern's Lysol. 
Creseccol. 



Rajeccol. 
Raneccol. 
Pinodo. 
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Sun Bra~d disinfecting powders. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you try Mysore creosoteP 
Mr. Sharp~.-It is a wood creosote. 
Dr. Matthai.-You talk of some wood preservatives. 1_ was wondering; 

whether you were making good creosote. 
Mr. Sharpe.~These were not creosote, but mineral salts. 
President.-What is this' Killed Spirit' P 
Mr. Sharp~.-Itis zinc chloride. 
President.-Is it made out of zinc and hydrochloric acidi' 
M1". ShlJ,rpe.-Yes. 
President.-What is this' Tree Killer " 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is a sort of poison. As a matter of fact, it is an arsenite. 
President.-What is the idea of killing treesi' 
Mr. Sharpe.-This is not a product which we manufacture and hold in 

stock. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have been asked-by private landowners to supply

them with th:, in order to kill the pipal tree which grows in buildings. 
President.-As regards these paints and other things, what is the vrinci--

pal chemical that you useP . 
Mr. Sharpe.-Creosote-that is, creosote residue mixed with pitch whic~ 

is entirely for the protection of iron. 
President.-These are almost side linesi' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Y~, the biggest line being disinfectants. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Another hope is the printing ink. 
President.-What about the Booghly Ink Company's product? 
Mr. Sinclair.-I notice in the Tariff Board's report on Printer's Ink a. 

statement to the effect, that the Manager of The Times of India was not satis
fied with some of the consignments of the Booghly Ink Company, but we have
got a fine chit from The Times of India. 

Pre~ident.-The whole J'oint about printing ink is that you have not got 
a big enough market. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Thal; IS why we have now brought out a plant capable
of producing jobbing ink and lithographic ink also. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We -are makine: every endeavour to make ourselves a self
anpporting company by going in for things which have a chance of paying. 

President.-Your capacity compared to your actual production is vel'1' 
much bigger. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Your plant must have become'very out of date. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-In what wayi' 

President.-Not exactly out of date, but worn out being not used. 
Mr. Skarpe.-It would- be more likely to be worn out if we worked it under 

high pressure. The maximum production of the plant is 5,400 tons, but as
we have said, the economic unit of working is only half of that, i.e., 2,700-
tons. That is economic from all points of view-from the point of view of 
cost of production, water, power, plant,: etc. If we were to work the plant:. 
to its maximum capacity, i.e., 5,400 tons, then naturally the depreciation 
costs would go up. -

PrBBident.-But I understood you to say t.be other day that if ;you die! 
Dot use the plant continuously, if. was likely to deteriorate. ) 
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Mr. 8harpll.-It is more likely to deteriorate rapidly over the economio 
than under the economic unit. 

PrIl3idllnt.-When we were on the question of depreciation I was trying 
to point out that depreciation and repairs and replacements were very high 
and I was told that that was· due to the fact that the plant was not workina 
the whole time and that part of the time it had to be shut down. 

Mr.· 8ha7pfl.-If it was entirely shut down, depreciation would be more. 
Prllsidllnt.-Your capacity is 5,400 tons and at present you are manufac-

turing only 1,200 tons. . 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It is only during the last two years that we have had 

these considerable "shut down" periods. Previously we were able to keep 
tho plant going all the year round, so that it cannot be said that our plant 
has deteriorated considerably on account of "shut down" periods. 

Prlllident.-The capacity is 5,400 tons and you manufacture about 1,500 
tons. 

Mr. Sharpe.-We are manufacturing about 1,400 tons. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-I would not say that the plant had deteriorated and 

the fresh valuation that we have made goes to support that. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Our plant has been well maintained and. we have done all 

that is possible during the periods in which it has been shut down to keep it 
in an efficient condition. 

Prllside1lt.~Now really speaking you depend on sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, and without that it is impossible to continue. 
Dr. Matthai.-You give your capacity of the ch~ber acid on what basis? 
M.,.. Sha.,.pe.-95 per cent. basis. 
President.-As regards magnesite referred to in answer to question 7: IS 

magnesite used for any purpose other than the manufacture of Epsom salt? 
Mr. Sharpe;-It is used in the manufacture of refractory bricks and 

cement. 
President.-Is it used in the manufacture of cement als02 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes, for. a particular kind of cement. 
Prelident.-Do they make any magnesite bricks in Salem? 
Mr. Sharpe.-They calcine the magnesite and then export it. The \Veight 

is reduced in that way. 
President.-The carbon dioxide is wasted? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Presumably. 
Mr. Sinclair.-COllecting it is rather a costly business. They did try it 

out here at one time before the Sirder Gas Company was stal-ted. Colonel 
Pennington started that and seeing that it was not a paying prop~ition gave 
it up and went in for coke. 

President.-Is there any use for carbon dioxide? 
Mr. Sinclgir.-Yes, for soda-water manufacture. 
Pre.ident.-That.does not absorb a large quantity. 
Mr. 8inelair.-1t is a tremendous business. 

ImfJQrl;. through Kathiawar. 

President.-In· your answer to question 7 (c), you refer to the competi
tion from the Kathiawar ports as being on a large scale, but the figures that 
we have in our possession really do not suggest tkat the imports are on a 
very big scale, which need cause any apprehension. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The Customs Returns do not show imports through 
the Kathiawar ports separately. 

President.-But I think they are supposed to furnish information to the 
Collectors of Customs. You will find that they are ordinarily included in 
the Customs Returns. 
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Mr. Smith-Wright:-I have definite info~ation from the members of the 
acid selling syndicate, Bombay, from which it appears that a considerable 
.quantityof acid is coming in here from the Bhavnagar Chemical Works. 

President.-They 'do import but they are a very small works. The point 
:is whether the quantities are sufficiently large to cause any real apprehen
sion. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, in this way. If you impose duties on acids 
coming into the country, there would be a tendency for more and more to 
come into India through Kathiawar ports. . 

/,resident.-You cannot fix the duty in such a way that any industry is 
.able to capture the whole market. That is not done. . 

Mr. S1Ilith-Wright.-:-1 am not asking for a monopoly. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it your point that the sulphuric acid imported at the" 

port of Okha goes into the Bombay and Ahmedabad markets at a lower rate 
of freight than you would have to pay from Bombay P But I take it that the 
landed price at Okha is more or less the same. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-There mllJ be no Customs duty or less .Customs duty. 
President.-Do you mean to suggest that there is smuggling? If that is 

so, then in the case of acids of high value it would make an enormous differ-
ence. • 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-The Indian States' case is that when protection is given to 

any industry in India some burden is thrown 'On them too, and that therefore 
they are also entitled w benefit by any duty, protective or .revenue. You 

. cannot treat them as if they were foreign manufacturers. So long as they 
are subject to more or less the same fiscal system as we are, they are entitled 
to make use of it in the same way as we are and therefore British India 
cannot impose on them any different terms. Each State is entitled to protect 
itself in such a way as it can. If you are so situated that you are at a 
geographical disadvantage compared to them, how can you deprive them of 
that advantage which they naturally possess? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-It is an argument in favour of a bounty as against 
duty, because the duty might be minimised to a large extent by acids coming 
through Kathiawar. 

In .. Matthai.-Are you suggesting that these imports coming into Okha 
really depress prices in the Bombay market P 

M·,.. Smith-Wright.--They do have that effect. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do they have a perceptible effect on the market? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-There is one dealer-Sorabji Pestonji-who is the 

biggest importer in Bombay from Bhavnagar. After all. even if he only 
gets 15 to 20 drums at a time, it would certainly affect prices. 

President.-It does seem to me that they must pay more or less the same 
freight to Bhavnagar as to Bombay and if they are exporting from there to 
Bombay, how do you account for that? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I can only say that the duty might be considerably 
lower. Merchants have to pay 15 per cent. duty' and Rs. 3 as port dues 
here. If the duty was about half there, it would make a big difference. 

Dr. Matthai.-The duty would make a difference. 
President.-That is not competition. So far as British India is con

Cerned, it is really smuggling. That is what it comes to at first sight. 
Mr. Smith-Wri.ght.-The port is open. So, it comes to Okha first and 

then it comes to Bombay. 
President.-We went into the question of smuggling when we enquired into 

the Match Industry. They have now re-opened the Customs barrier which 
is intended to prevent that sort of business. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I will put it this way. The Bhavnagar people are 
only importil'ig the acids. Why should it pay them tr import acids for the 
benefit of a customer in Bombay and rail them all the way to Bombay P 
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Prerident.-That is smuggling pure and simple . 
.u1'. Smith-Wright.-on the face of it, it appears to be so. 
P1'esident.-That is. what it is. If that is the case,. the Customs autho-

rities ought to, be more vigilant. That is all one can say. There were com
plaints made in the Match Industry. At that time they had removed the 
Customs barrier. Now they have reimposed it since 1927 and we have been 
told that sort of smuggling has more or less stopped. Is this very recent? 

Mr. Smith-Wrighl.-It was only yesterda]: that another consignment came. 
President.-If I were- you, I would certainly inform the Collector of Cus

toms about it and it'is his business to look into it. You must draw his 
attention to it stating the facts as you know them. I am sure he would be 
Vlry glad to get this information. 

Quality of local manufactures. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you say that your sulphuric acid compares ;favour

ably with the imported acid, partly it is question of corrosion and partly it 
is due to the fact t~at you are manufactunng your acid out of sulphur and 
not pyrites? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Customers would definitely specify that it should' be mad" 

from sulphur or from pyrites in the case of the imported article. 
·Dr. Matthai.-In question 8 (b) where you make 'a statement that the 

imported article fetches a slightly higher price, you don't'give your realized 
prices, so that 'I cannot make out how far this statement is correc~. But 
looking into the figures given to us by the Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Com
pany I don't think this statement is borne out. Apparently the Indian 
article fetches more or less the same price as the imported article except in 
very rare cases? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-There I am speaking generally. I think you will find 
throughout that the price of copperas is always higher. 

Dr. Matthai.-As far as salts are concerned, there is a slight prejudice 
against you though you say in answer to question 8 (d) "We are glad to say 
that there is no prejudice of any kind against oui' products". 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I have explained my reasons in 8 (c), that the bazar 
dealer is never prepared to pay quite so much -for Indian made goods as for 
those imported from abroad. 

Dr. Matthai.-on your acids which seem to be superior you get the same 
price? ' 

Mr. Smi,th-Wright.-We may even get .a'litile more. 
Dr. Matthai.-on the salts you dqn't quite make so much as the imported 

article, so there must be a certain amount of prejudice? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-For acids we get a slightly better price as our acids 

are definitely superior; in salts we are just as good but as we have no 
luperiority,these do·not fetch the same price. 

Dr. Matthai.-The market does not· recognize that, that is what it comes 
to. . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Tbat is the trouble! 
Prerident.-These figures that you have given in answer to question 14 

about the relative quantities of raw. materials, are they theoretical figures 
or are they actual? J see that 61 cwts. of sulphur is a»out 30'77 per cent. 
That is a theoretical percentage. Have you attained that? 

Mr. Sharpe.-These are round fignres. When I worked it out 30-77 gave 
• figure near 61 ewt. 

Prerident.-Have you attained that figure of 30'77 in il.ctual practice? 
Mr. Sharpe.-We give the actual figures from our records. 
Mr. Sindair.-Here is the statement. 6i cwt. is slightly more than is 

required for 95 per cent. acid. 
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President.-I find some difficulty about your hydrochloric acid figures. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is because our hydrochloric acid is 100 per cent. the 

same with nitric acid,' so that you will find that our figures and Dharamsi's 
will agree if calculated on the same basis. 

l>resident.-In Epsom salt you have B cwts. of magnesite and B1 cn. 
of sulphuric acid. What is the balance? 

Mr. Sharpe.-Water. ' 
President.-That would be about 20 per cent. water? 
Mr. Sharpe.-A little less than that. 
Prerident.-In copperas you have 5 cwts. of iron 8crap and B cn. 

sulphuric acid; what is the balance? 
Mr. Sharpe.-There also water. 
President.-In the Turkey Red Oil also the remainder would be water? 
'Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. That is sold on the basis of 50 per cent. 

Sulphur. 
President.-Take this price of sulphur. You have given $33'20per ton 

c.i.f. You get it from America? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We get ,a dollar price quoted to us. 
Prerident.-How many rupees is iV 

'Mr. Sinclair.-About Rs. 93. " 
President.-That gives a price of Rs. 101 delivered at the works?' 
Mr. Sinclair.-:-Yes. 
President.-I saw in some of the representations that it ~s put at about 

Rs. lOSP 
lIf1'. Sinclair.-If you take the bags into account and then take the loss in 

transit it would be as much. 
President.-Tata Iron and Steel Company mentioned it as Rs. 98-8-0 at 

the works. That figure is certainly very much lower than you have given. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-The price is moving up and down. It has just come 

down again. It is fluctuating. It may fluctuate 10 shillings either way. 
Then: they get it in' much bigger quantities than we do.' ' 

Mr. Sinclair.-They may buy forward for the, whole year's contract. 
President.-We may take Rs. 100 as tlte average. 'j , 

Mr. Sinclair.-This would take the loss into account. This of course the 
buyer has to bear. 

President.-You have £6/7 here and I see that the English price is £6/5 
so that really there does not seem to be much in your argument that the 
price there is lower because they hav~ got pYrites. 

Mr. Sinclair.-The freight from Sicily would be not very diHerent to 
India from what it is to England. 

President.-The difference is 15 shillings which is equal to a difference of 
5 shillings per ton on sulphuric acid. That is your disadvantage. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, compared with the English manufacturer. 
President.-We do not know what the prices are in Germany, but there 

could not possibly be much difference hecause in that case they might take 
':Iulphur from Germany to, England. So that the 'whole thing is that your 
disadvantage comes to 5 shillings on one ton of sulphuric acid., 

Mr. Smitk-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-For nitrate of soda the British price is £10/2, but the con .. 

sumption of nitrate of soda .is so small-it is only 20 lbs.-that per ton of 
sulphuric acid it would mean a very small quantity. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. . . 
President.-8o you start witp that disadvantage rt'ally. They sell sulphuric 

acid in England at £3/2. We are now talking of the chamber acid. . 
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Mr. Sha,·pe.-Then you must oompare free from arsenic at £4. 
President.-The whole point is that the other acid must· be used for indus

trial purposes and theref<!re really speaking you should not compare ~t with' 
the better quality unless you get the price of that superior qualit;r which, 
you don't. If this chemical industry were to be established in the country, 
really the kind of figure that would make it possible would be £2/2 and not 
£4. 

Mr. Sharpe:--That is so. 
M.,. Binclai.,.-We have got to work down to that cheap basis. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-With this price there is a very small margin between 

raw materials and the finished product. 
President.-I am talking of the establishment of the chemical industry. 

You will not then sell sulphuric acid as such but most of it will be sold for 
the manufacture of other products. Then the question will be, to what level 
could the price of the chamber acid be reduced in order that other industries 
may establish themselves? Should we take this figure of £3/2? It is quite 
possible they may be charging subsidiary industries £3/10 and selling it at 
£3/2 but the safer figure would be £3/2, would it not? 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. . 
President.-How are you going to get down to £3/2 at the works, tha1 

is the point. It doesn't appear to me that if about 5 shillings is the disad. 
vantage that you have in the principal raw material, your sulphuric acid 
should cost you more than theirs. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.~I don't think in actual manufacturing costs, you 
will discover it in that way. We have not got the demand for the .output. 
They are forced to sell their acid. They have got a certain quantity of acid 
which has got to be disposed of and it is quite possible they sell even below 
cost as they are making their profit on the secondary by-products. 

President.-It is quite possible that the sulphuric acid made from pyrites 
is £1 cheaper. 

Mr .. Smith-Wright:-It would be cheaper. 
President.-Would it be as much as a £1? 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is possible. 
President.-If we take the raw material-sulphur-at £6-5-0 and sodium 

nitrate, 96 per cent., at £10-2-0, will that be correct? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. ' , 
President.-It comes to ·48 shillings. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Presid.ent.-That seems reasonable enough in that case. If it is £4 there 

is a big margin. You cannot say that they are throwing away sulphuria 
acid for the price. 

Mr. Sharp e.-They caI!not be .making very much on sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-They have to', add overheads and labour. 
President.-There is a fair amount j;here. That is not a small amOUI!t,. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It leaves £1-12-0. 
President.-In the Steel Company the cost above material is oIlly Re. 8 

a ton. I do not know what percentage of acid it is. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Sulphuric acid? 
President.-Yes. That is the works cost. That of course doesn't. include 

depreciation and profit. What I am trying to suggest is that there is a. 
margin of £1-12-0. 

Mr. Smith-W:right.~ur labour is 37 per cent. Take it even at 23 per 
cent. for more efficient labour. . 

President.-I am not concerned with percentage. I am talking in rupees;. 
It is only about B.s. 8. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Is that the total cost? 
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Presjdent.-That is the total cost above materials. You have got to ad:} 
depreciation and profit to that. 

Mr: Smith-Wriuht.'-If you take 12. shillings that leaves £1 to cover over· 
head and depreciation. That is not very much. 

President.-The price doesn't seem to be unreasonable compared to the 
cost already !lttained in this country. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your point might be substanti~ted to this extent that 
there is a margin of £1. As the President pointed out that represents the 
surplus over materials, but it doesn't include depreciation or any of the other 
overheads. 

Mr. Sinclair.-They can't be selling at much of a profit. 
Dr. Matthai.-Therefore they are not selling at a profit. 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is what I say. 
President.-That is possible. In calculating the costs of the subsidiary 

products, I don't think we should be justified in taking a higher figure than 
ibis or that. If the other products are to compete, you must produce sulphuric 
acid at about that figure. 

Mr. Sharpe.-I don't think there is any 'jiIstification for doing anything 
else. 

President.-The whole question arises as to how to bring down the costs 
to that levet 

In answer to question 17, you say that it is not possible to make nitrate 
of soda, because electric power is not cheap. We don't want to go into that 
question again: 

Dr. Matthai.-On,this question of salt, the price that you give is Rs. 1-10.0 
per maund. That works out to Rs. 44 a ton, does it notP 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-Yes. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company have gi\"t1JJ 

us a figure of Rs. 22 for salt landed at their works. What is the difference 
due toP 

Mr. Sinclair.-Refund of duty has to be deducted from this price. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you made allowance for thatP 
M,·. Sinclai1·.-For this we have to take Re. 1-3-0 which we recover. Onl 

price actually comes to about Rs. 17 a ton, • 
, D,', Matthai.-It will be more or less Rs. 18. 

Mr.Sinclair.-Yes. The actual figures with duty are Rs. 98 for 120 maulids 
and without the duty it is Rs. 48-12-0. That is our present contract rate, 

President.-Rs. ~-12-0 a ton. 
Mr, Sinclair.-For 120 maunds. 
President.-In answer to questioJl 21 you say "nitric acid could not be 

made with Indian potash ". 
Mr. Sinclair.-We .have given costs as regards that in Statement 2A that 

we have sent you to-day. I have got some relative costs which should have 
been added to this Statement 2A. (Handed in.) 

President.-Rs. 100 would be the extra cost. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-What about the potash that you get from itP 
Mr. Sharpe.-If you can get a market for potash, then you can credit sale

proceeds to the nitric acid plant. 
President.'-It is a fertiliser. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It contains 30 to 35 per cent. sulphuric acid. It is an acid 

potassium sulphate. 
President.-Potassium nitrate would be used in the manufacture of nitric 

acid. Then there would be potash cake left. 
Mr. Sha.rpe.-Yes. 
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President.-Has it no marketable value? 
,Mr. Sharpe.-Not as such. We have tried experiments, using it for the 

manufacture of alum. ," 
President.-What does the potassium nitrate contain? 
Mr. Sharpe.~KNO.-po1jassium, nitrogen and oxygen. The action of 

sulphuric acid on potassium nitrate gives nitric acid and potassium bisulphate. 
The lal.ter contains about 30 to 35 per cent. free sulphuric acid and 60 to 65. 
per -cent. potassium sulphate. The presence of 30 per cent. 'free acid in it 
prevents it from being used as a fertiliser. During the war thousands, of 
tons of nitre cake were dumped into the sea. 

Prerident.~ari't you extract acid out of it? 
Mr. Sharpe.-That has been the great bug bear of chemical manufactur-. 

ers. You cannot get your full value out of bisulphate. 
President.-But then a lot of this potassium nitrate is exported. What 

do they do with it then? 
Mr. Sharpe.-I don't think they use it for the manufacture of nitric acid. 
Prerident.-It must have some use, because it is exported. 
Mr. Sinelair.-It is probably used in the manufacture of gunpowder. 
Pre8ident.~ould it be used for fertilisers? 
Mr. Sinclair.-That I can't say. 
Prerident.-Do you know, Mr. Gupta, whether fertilisers can be made out 

of this potassium nitrate? 
Mr. Gupta.-It can be used in the manufacture of fertilisers and also in 

the manufacture of potash alum in both of which we are interested. In the 
case of manufacture of superphosphate, potash bisulphate can be mixed with 
sulphuric acid and reacted with bones or rock phosphate. Then soda bisul
phate will be utilised and more Or less a compound fertiliser will be obtaincd 
containing both potash and phosphate. 

Prerident.~Really speaking then so far as sulphuric 'acid is concerned" 
nitrate of soda required is so little that you don't want this potash nitrate. 

Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-We have mentioned that there. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you made !lnyenquiries about the sulphur content of 

Indian pyrites? 
Mr. Sharpe.-I find from my office records that analysis has been made, 

of samples of Indian pyrites, but then we have never been able to find sutfli.
cient quantities. We have never had anybody offering it to us. 

Dr. Matthai.-In the 'pyrites 'which you have' examined, how' much of 
sulphur was there? 

Mr. Sharpe.-35 to 40 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-40 per cent. of sulphur is quite good enough. Generally it 

has got about 45 per, cent. 
'Mr. Sharpe.-Yes, on an average. 
President.-They have ,used down to 35 per cent.? 
Mr. ShQ,rpe.-:-Yes. 
President.-We don't know what quantities of pyrites exist in India. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is curions that the geological survey gives very little 

information on that. 
President.-We have written to them, but we have not yet heard. 

Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-On the question as to what we do to assist our labour, 
I forgot to mention that we give free medical attendance and we have a' 
provident fund scheme. 

President.-For ordinary labour? 
Mr. Smith-WriOht.-Yes. 
Prs8ident.,....The labour question is not really a very lICute one in this 

industry. 
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Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is true. 
Dr. Malthai.-Have you ever been able to take advantage of the railway 

ooncessions on acids? . .;, 
Mr. Sinclair.-Oh, yes. We have put in a statement on that. 
Dr. Matthai.-In your reply to question 18 (b) about Epsom· salts you 

say "The ease with which foreign manufacturers have entirely captured the 
market for Epsom salts can be largely traced, in our opinion, to the high 
transport charges on magnesite". But that is really a very small factor. 

Mr. Sharpe,,-No, it is not. 
]Jr. Matthai.-You give your works cost as Rs. 120 for Epsom whereas the 

market price is Rs. 65. Straightaway there is a difference of about Rs. 60. 
Now the freight on magnesite per ton of Epsom would be about Re. 16, so 
that even if you were to get the whole thing free, even if the transport were 
entirely free, you would still have a difference of Rs. 50. Thus it will be seen 
that t4e transport charge on magnesite is really relatively a small factor and 
that the diJffi.culty about Epsom is entirely different. 

'Mr. Sharpe.-We have under consideration an idea of not charging any 
overheads to the chamber acid because we do not want to sell it as such. We 
ar" thinking of charging only the acid cost without overheads to the other 
plants and allocating the overhead to the finished products. If we do that, 
it would cheapen the cosb of Epsom salt. 

Dr. Ma€thai.-;-If you cut overheads out of chamber acid, by how much 
would you bring down your cost? . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The ch~mber acid would then cost about Re. 49 instead 
of Rs. 92 as shewn in Form II. 

Mr. Sinclair.-I went into the question of freight on Epsom and I found 
that it came to about Rs. 3-9-4 per cwt. from Madras to Bombay. 

Dr. Matthai.-On this question of your total disbursement of wages I find 
that in 1927-28 on your output it was nearly Rs. 51,000. That is your total 
wage bill? 

Mr. Smith-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-I was comparing your figure with the disbursement figure 

of the other company and I found that their bill came to about Rs. 35,000 or 
Rs. 36,000 during the same period. On the face of it, without looking into 
the details, it does strike one that you are probably spending very much more 
on labour. They make all the products that you make. They have a larger 
variety of products than you have, and their total output during this period 
is not very much less than yours and yet your total wage bill is at least 20 
per cent. higher. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I don't think that you have got our total output. You 
have not included our disinfectants. 

Dr. Matthai.-You don't have fertilisers which they have. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Their output of fertilisers is not so much as our 

disinfectants. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you included your disinfectants in your answer to 

question 6. Taking 1927-28, what further figure would you add? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Taking everything our total production would be about 

~,466 tons. ' • 
Mr. Sinclair.-Here is a statement (handed in) which will give the in-

formation you want. • . 
Dr. Matthai.-With reference to your reply to question 32, I understand 

that you are using steam for your chamber process. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is so. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is supposed to be rather an ancient method. 
Mr. Sharpe.-No, it is still used. 
Dr. Matthai.-I gather from text-books that jets of steam are not used 

but it is almost entirely water spray thBit is used now. 
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:Mr. Bkarpe.-We had sprays but we never found them successful. 
Dr. Matthai.-Mr. Gupta, what is your method? 
M.,. Gupta.-We use.sprays. ' 
"»T. Mattkai.-If you use steam, it makes the cost higher. 
Mr. Binclair.-The actual steam used in the chamber 'plant is not very 

much.. Further we have to generate steam any way for other products. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Did you actually try it? 
Mr. Bharpe.-We tried it but we did not find it successful. 
Mr. Binclair.-If I were designing a chamber plant for India I would still 

.. tick to steam if we were making other by-products. 
Dr. Mattkai.-'-Whatis the difference between India and other countries? 
Mr. Binclair.-If we generate steam, there is always a little that can be 

~pared. 

Mr. Bharpe.-The boilers work more efficiently with a better off-take. ' 

COBts. 
President.-In dealing with your costs, what I propose to do is this. You 

'have not reached your full production at all. These are only estimates. 
'Therefore I propose to take up the cost of the Tata Iron and Steel Company 
'as regards the future. They have been working this plant for the last five 
-or six years and they are now producing about 15,000 tons of chamber acid. 
-If we were to take a plant of ,reasonable efficiency-I don't admit that the 
'Tata Iron and Steel Company's plant represents ideal efficiency but any how 
,they ,have obtained results which are not obtained by either of you-don't 
you think that it would be reasonable for us to assume that you would attain 
the same amount of ~ciency as Tata's if you worked to your full capacit~ 

Mr. Binclair.-We have 92'44 per cent. efficiency. 
President.-I don't judge efficiency by any other standard than that ,of 

1lOSts. 
Dr. Mattkai.-The case that we have got to make is: your Works were 

-set up in 1914 and since then there has not been very much renovation of 
plant. The Chemical Industry has improved a tremendous lot since the war 
.and therefore one would say that' your plant is probably out of date. 

Mr. Bkarpe.-It is not. 
"»T. Matthai.-Itis a'matter on which we have to take expert opinion 1 

.am just giving you the sort of first impression one would form. 
Pre8ident.-It is a pre-war' plant, is it noti> 
Mr. Binclair.-Yes. . 
President.-Many things have happened since the war: 
Mr. Binclair.-Yes. 
President.-Plants have undergone changes in all industries and' so haa 

,the chemical plant. 
Mr. Binclair.-Yes. 
President.-It may be that the principle is the same. But it works in a 

·different way. 
Mr. Binclair.-I went into the question of a contact Sulphuric plant when 

I was at home, but I found tbat the capital expenditure would be much too 
high. If we were to replace our existing plant by " contact plant, it would 
-only fetch us its scrap value. That is the position. We welcome any sugges
tion. We are always willing to go in for any products which can be manu
factured with a reasonable degree of safety and chance of success. 

President.-I am just trying to draw your attention to the point that we 
have got actual experien~ of production of slflphuric acid on a fairly lar~e 
scale I believe the IndIan Iron and Steel Company have got a sulphurIc 
1ICid 'plant but we have not got their costs, but the costs of the Tata Iron 
and Steel Company are public property now, and as I ,said, even '\he Steel 
Company's plant is not in lill rl'snects the mOlitefficient. 
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Mr. Smith-Wright.-Do you wish us to take their cost as the basis? 
President.-Very largely. It is the largest plant at present in India. W& 

may be able to give you their more recent costs; \fe have got their latest> 
costs but we are not at liberty to make them public without their permission, 
but I may tell you that there is not very much variation. As regards ques
tion 42, you don't answer this question" Were the prices received by you 
during the war, the current prices prevailing at the time in India" & YO\! 
certainly ought to know that? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We were not managing agents at that time and we. 
have not got any records. Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company were the-
managing agents then. • 

President.-It. is rather important in this sense that as a war material it 
is, of national importance. ' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-When you say current prices what prices do you mean I'" 
. President.-I mean world prices. 
Dr. Matthai.-These ·figures that you give, do they include your sales to 

Government? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-As regards foreign competition, we have been in communica

tion with this German Company and w~ do not know whether they will giV& 
evidence or not, but they want some further information from us as to the 
points on which we would examine them. The points on which we propos& 
to examine them are mainly the position of the Trust. Have you got Dny 
reports of the Imperial Chemicals or the I. G. F. P 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I'have got a copy of a report of the first meeting of 
the I. G. and some notes on their selling organization' (handed in). 

l)r; Matthai.-With r.egard to this statement that you make that Germany 
itself may be regarded for all intents and purposes as the competing country, 
looking at the trade figures I find that it is true as far ,as the salts in whjich 
you are,interested are concerned. As far as magnesium chloride is concerned 
the main competition is from Germany, but as regards the other salts practi
cally the chief competing country is England. 

M1·. Smith-Wright.---:The Imperial Chemicals are by far the biggest 
exporters. 

,Dr. Matthai.-So that looking at the articles included in our terms of" 
reference we must include both the I. G. F. and the I. C. I. jI 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. While on the subject of foreign competition, 
you will remember the President asked whether we could establish that the 
'prices at which they sold these salts in India were lower than at home .. We 
can establish the fact that alkalies which we do .not manufacture anj which 
can be sold here at a legitimate price, are being sold at this higher price. 
We are not making them and they don't bother to cut their prices down. 

President.-As regards Germany they have a strong argument that having 
got to pay these reparations, in their own country they must sell all their 
commodities at a higher price than abroad. They must make their own 
nationals pay as far as possible, and, secondly, they must get enough money 
to be able to pay the reparations. Therefore in their case you cannot 
necessarily say that they are dumping in the ordinary sense becau'Se they have 
got to find money from their surplus production, On the one hand they 
make their own people pay a higher price and on the other, in order to get 
~eir surplus production sold, they have got to sell it at a lower rate. That 
does not apply to the Imperial Chemicals. The position of Germany in that 
respect differs'tQ some extent, if you look at it from that point of view. 

Mr. Sinclair.-They are taking this money from us really; that is how we 
look at itl 

President.-As regards nitric acid (question 48 (c» if we wrote to the • 
mint should we be a.ble to get the correct information P 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
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PreBidellt.-These figures may be accepted as correct now? 

. Mr . . 8mith-Wriuht.-,--Perfectly, ColonelStace gave us permission to men-
tion ,thIS to you. . . 

Pt:e,ident.-Really it works out at a very big figure.. It is Rs. 315 and 
the plice in England is £21. Then there is 15 per cent. duty on it. It dQ88 
seem io me to be some special price. 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-They. say they may require it for the next ten years 
Gr more and their idea probably is that if they can secure the order they 
would kill the Indian manufaCturer and then sell in the Indian market" at 
their own price. 

Dr. Matthai.-As regards these prices that you give in answer to question 
46, I take it that if you add the three items against each product you got 
the· price at which the dealer gets the aricle from the importer? 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-Yes. 
Dr. Malthai.-It is very important from our point of view, in fixing the 

measure of protection we have to take the current prices and get correct 
estimates. But the totals I get from your figures ·are entirely different from 
',he current market prices that Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji have given us and 
I want to be in a position to reconcile the two. Take for example copperas. 
Your total is Rs. 69'9 j the current price that they give us is Rs. 82. There 
is a difference between the estimate of current prices of about Rs. 13. 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-These are not really market prices. These are merely 
the prices which an indentor gets. He.will have to add his profit on to them • 

. President.-These are the wholesale import pricesi' 
Dr. Matthai.-How much has to be added in order to get the market 

p-ice? 
Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-That is difficult to say. Some of these people work 

practically for no profit. Some importers sell on their own account retail; 
Gthers sell to other smaller dealers in which case that dealer has to make 
his o.wn profit too. . 

Dr. Matthai.-It is of importance for us to know precisely what to add to 
these figures. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We had a case yesterday. Messrs. Brunner Mond's price 
for bleaching powder waS Rs. 175 a ton. They had no stock, whereas some of 
the merchants in the bazar had stocks and yesterday their price was Rs. 210 
because Brunner Mond were out of stock, while they had bought from them, 
i.e., Brunner Mond at Rs. 175 a ton. It may possibly be Rs. 240 this even
ing ! It may be difficult to reconcile the two prices. 

Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact I find that even your c,i.f. prices of 
acids are lower than any I have received. 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-I may explain perhaps that they are not very recent. 
It is rather difficult to get hold of these figures. 

Dr. Matthai.-Can you give us more recent figures? . 
Mr. Smith-WriUht.-It is not very easy to get hold of them. 
President.-I think we can 'get them from Messrs. Brunner Mond ana 

<lompany or the Havero Trading Company, Limited. 
Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-Yes, you might ask them. 
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THE EASTERN CHEMICAL COMPANY, UMITED. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. W. S. SINCLAm, E. C. SMI11I.WRIGHT 
and H. SHARPE, recorded at Bombay on Friday, the 16th. 

November, 1928. 

President.-In answer to question 38, you refer us to some article written. 
by Sir Thomas Holland in the Geological Survey of India, Volume XLVI. 
Have you got thatP 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-I haven't got that now. We quoted that in our ori~ 
ginal preliminary statement at some length and I merely referred to it in 
my reply. 

President.-I suppose he refers there to the export of bones and things. 
like that. 

Mr. Sinclair.-I gather he is pointing out that the material that might be
'Used for fertilizers is shipped to other countries and brought back as fertilisers. 

President.-What is this 20 millions sterling he is referring toP Is thatl 
the imported value of fertilisers P 

Mr. Sinclair.-I don't know whether he is referring to other chemicalS; 
also, but I should imagine that he is referring to fertilisers only. 90,000 tons 
of bones are exported. 

President.-In answer to question 47, you say" In Bombay the sale of 
our nitric, sulphuric and hydrochloric acids is in the hands of a syndicate
composed of· 4 Indian merchants." What merchants are theyP 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-They are local merchants. . 
President.-Are they your sub-agentsP 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It was agreed about a year or a year and a half ago, 

I think, that we would not sell acids in the market to the local dealers, and! 
would only sell to the mills, Government, public bodies and railways. This 
syndicate composed of 4 principal dealers looks after the sale of all acids to. 
local dealers. 

Presiden.t.-Do they do it on commission? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We fix the wholesale price to them and we fix the re.

tail price at which they should sell again. Each paid us a security deposit: 
in the beginning. 

President.-They take the difference between the wholesale price and the· 
retail price. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. Every month they divide the profit among' the-
four in equal shares irrespective of the business each does. 

President.-What does it meanP 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It is very much. simpler for us. 
President.-How much does it mean in the distribution charges? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It doesn't cost anything in the way of distributiolt 

charges. The wholesale price at which we sell to them is higher than thll' 
price which we charge to the mills and other people. 

President.-What margin do you giveP 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-As. 4 a gallon on Sulphuric. 
President.-Do they sell all of any acidsP 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-All the three acids---Bulphuric, nitric and hydrochlorlo; 
President.-What percentage would it come to on the whole valDA iii t.Iae. 

acids? Would it be 2 per cent. on their sales? 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the margin that is allowed under your arrangement. 

hetweell wholesale and retail prices? 
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ir. Smith-Wright.-It remains at As. 4 for sulphuric acid. If it is ex
pressed in percentages, it will depend on the price which is fluctuating. 

Pfesident.-You know the volume of business done there. You may say
Rs. 2 !akhs. On that they get As. 4 a gallon. How much does it work out. 
to? Will you please work it out and let us have it? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say when market conditions change and you 

have got to fix a different retail price, then you change your wholesale price
correspondingly, but there is always a difference of As. 4. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We used to give them more, but owing to competitioll' 
we have had to reduce the retail price. We cannot reduce it still further. 
Actually out of that As. 4 they give back As. 2 as -a security deposit on which-, 
we pay interest. They get only As. 2. 

President.-I take it that As. 2 belong to them. 
Mr. Smith-WrigM.-Yes. We are paying interest on it and it is a sort of' 

security against future business. 
Dr. Matthai.-If' you gave us for two or three years the actual retaif 

prices that you fixed in arrangement with these people that would lie more' 
or less the market prices in Bombay? 

1Jlr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. That would be the market retail price. At the· 
present moment it would be Rs. 2 to·Rs. 2-2-0. 

Dr. Matthai.--Could you give us a statement showing the prices fixed! 
under your system both wholesale and retail? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, during the period of the agreement. Actually 
in a rough and ready method we can more or less say what percentage it: 
represents. Each member of the Syndicate was making Rs. 1,000 a month. 

Mr. Sinclair.-They are making at least 14 per cent. That is only on
sulphuric acid. They are· better off than we are. 

President.-That is precisely what I want to know. How many mills are· 
controlled by Messrs. E. D. Sassoon and Company? 

Mr. Smit~WrigM.-12 mills including one woollen mill. 
President.-InBombay there are about 90 or 100 mills? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-About 100 mills. 
President.-Do they take your sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-And the other products? 
Mr, Smith-WrigM.-They can't take our 'epsom salt, because. the price

is too high. They take a small quantity of washing soda occasionally. Our' 
Dye Works make their own Turkey red oil. Of course the bulk of the Mill' 
requirements is alkalies. 

Dr. Matthai.-So far as the' salts are concerned, does the Syndicate· 
arrangement apply? . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-No, it only applies to acids. 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as other products are concerned, you deal directly? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. As a matter of fact we have just got tlie dealers· 
in the bazaar to form a Copperas Syndicate. There are 9 merchants who 
have formed themselves into a copperas syndicate under which they have 
agreed not to deal in imported copperas, 

Dr. Matthai.-That doesn't affect your sales to mills direct? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-No. In acids also we are free tcfdeal with thll mills. 
Dr. Matthai.-I am speaking of copperas. Your sales outside the mills· 

will be done through this Syndicate. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-The sale of copperas will also be done by the Syndi

cate. It practically embraces all the dealers, ~ec!,use copperl!B dealen are' 
situated in Vadgadi. These 9 people are the prlDClpal dealers lD copperas. 
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Dr. Matthai.-When you give us a statement of retail priceS, could you 
~lso give us a statement of prices at which your acids, copperas, glauber's 
~nd epsom salts have been sold to the mills, because all your sales ha"e been 
·to the mills? . 

Mr. 8mith-lVrigM.-Copperas is not generally sold to the mills. 
Dr. Matthai.-You might give us copperas prices differently. 

Freights. 

l~resident.-The freight figures that you have given in answer to ques
'tion 54 are rather interesting. I don't underst.and why there is this varia
'tion. Is this railway run by the State P 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-It does appear as if on the outward traffic from the port to 

·the interior, there is a lower freight rate apparently, but what I can't under
.stalld is from Bombay to Vartej, that traffic must run on the same system 
part of the way, that is <t.o say on the British railways. How is it arranged P 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The freight on the G. I. ·P., I suppose, accounts for 
the difference, and also the railway may charge them higher for the on-carry
ing traffic that passes over their line. 

President.-If the reductions in fr~ights are allowed, the freights from 
'the ports to the interior would be lower. They apparently make a distinction 
between the commodities made in British India and the imported commodity: 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Possibly. These are comparisons of the maximum 
'rates all the way through. The rates that they quoted when we wrote were 
'quoted on the maximum basis. If we were to take the concessional rates, which 
we have given in a separate statement, then the concessional rate on the 

·G. I. P. is higher than the maximum rate from Okha to Petlad, etc .• 
President.-Does the concessional rate apply to wagon loads? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-This is for what? 
Mr. Sinclair.-For small lots. If we compared it with the concessional 

'rate, a similar difference would be seen. 
President.-We have to ask the railway authorities when they come here 

:bow: this is done. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, what arrangements they have for on-carrying 

·traffic over the other line. 
Dr. Matthai.-"-To what period do these sea freight rates relate? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We got them by telegram during the course of 

making out our replies in September. 
Dr. Matthai.-Take for example the acids. The freight is 100 sh. per ton. 

I add 10 per cent. to that and I get Re. 110. Then I take 5 per cent. off ._ 
and deduct from that 10 per cent. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I think they take Re. 100 plusRe. 10 which comes 
to Re. 110. Then they take 5 per cent. of Re. 100 and then they take 10 
.per cent. of Re. 100. They base it. all on the original Re. 100. 

President:-In answer to question 55 (h), you only mention silica ware. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Lead is another very big import. 
Pre,ident.-What I want to know is the total quantities that you would 

'require per year. J understand lead is the most important. 
Mr. Smith-Wright . ...,-yes. . 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have got a large stock which was purchased five years 

ago' and we are still working on that. We have not imported any lead for 
·the last five yearll. 

President.-Was lead free then? 
Mr. Sinclair.-No. We had to pay 15 per cent. duty. 
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President.-8till you ought to be able to say this is what you approxi:
D;lately pay. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We can find out exactly what we have paid on' all our 
stores. We have complete records of these. 

President.-You must tell us what it comes to per year. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-yes. 
President.-Do you have to pay duty. on carboys P 
Mr. Sharpe.---Carboys are made in,lndia. 
President.-Qn jars you pay 15 per cent? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Lead is the principal thing. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, but silica ware is imported ill fair quantities. 
President.-For what purpose is it usedP 
Mr. Sinclair.-For SUlphuric acid concentration. 
President.-Now there is no duty on machinery. 
Mr. Sinclair.-I think that there is 'a duty of 21 per cent. 'or sO on 

machinery. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-I think that we have to pay duty on parts. 
President.-:-You have to pay duty on parts which cannot be identified. 

The idea is that machinery has been exempted from taxation subject to
certain exceptions, but the principle has been recognised. As regards this 
arrangement about internal competition: your scheme I understand applies. 
to acids only at present? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.~yes, except that we have a working' arrangement. 
with regard to copperas as regards price. 

President.-Do they also manufacture copperasi' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We bOth do. In order to stabilise the price, we

have agreed not to sell below a certain • price. That is, just to' keep th& 
market up. 

President:'-What is the advantage in lY>thof you manufacturing cop
peras? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have to make it to find additional off-take for 
the sulphuric acid. At the same time it must be admitted that 'there is. 
not a very big market for both of us to sell in. 

President.-Then, it is all the more reason' why the available market. 
should not be split up into two. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-How is that to be arrangedPDo you mean that. 
one should not manufacture it at all? We have not got many other outlets 
for our sulphuric acid if we do not make copperas. If ,we do not make' 
copperas, then the price of sulphuric acid will become higher. 

Dr. Matthai.-On the acids you have a system of allocation betweeD 
the two firms? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Qn a fixed quota basis. 
Dr. Matthai.-What are the present proportions? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We get 60 per cent. and they get 40 per cent. of 

sulphuric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-Qf the Bombay city market? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Everywhere. 
President.-I should have thought that if there was going to, be any 

arrangement at all, sulphuric acid would be manufactured in one place aDd 
the other things.in the other or, all things would be manufactured in, one
place, the other being shut down entirely. Take the capacity of Dharamsi 
Morarji's works. It can supply -ilVerything. There is no occasion at aU 
for your works to he going. Looking at it, from the common sense point of 
view it does strike me that there is one works too many. 
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. Mr. Sinclair.-We; however, were the pioneers. 
President.-I am not suggesting anything. I simply say this that you 

:are carrying on business in a way which must increase your costs. 
Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-Quite true. , 
President.-At present, ·taking the requirements of Bombay as they are, 

I can see no room at all for two works manufacturing the same products. 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht~-We are trying to come to an understanding. We 
.tJoth realise that there is not a sufficient field. When there was no room 
lor another factory, they should not have started. 

President.-You must remember that at that time expectations were 
high all over the world.. Apart from any national assistance it does seem 
'to me that you can bring down your costs. You are producing about 1,000 
·tons of sulphuric acid on an average and they are also producing the same 
quantity. There is apparently some unnecessary waste of plant, material 
ilupervision and everything. 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-I agree. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a • matter of fact looking at your estimate for the 

tlresent markets in Bombay and Sind, the total capacity of sulphuric acid 
will be exactly your capacity? 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-Yes, that is what we have found out. 

Pr6sident.-But if the market expands it is much better to utilise the 
bigger plant. 

Mr. Sinclair-.-It would be very difficult to capture the whole market. 

President.-I am not disputing that there may be some room for two 
plants working at the same time. If you have got :two plants and you 
·cannot scrap them, you will start working with the smaller plant and' get 
full output and when you feel that your market has become bigger, you may 
use the bigger plant. When the market has become still bigger you can 
have both the plants working. There must be some c()-()rdination between 
the two. I am not suggesting that you should combine and raise prices
not a bit. I am suggesting that you should combine and bring down your 
.prices. 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-Apart from the question of size, our factory is 
:better situated. 

Pre8ident.-1 am not suggesting anything. What I mean to say is that 
obviously there are conditions here .which really do increase the costs of 
both. 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-It is a very uneconomic proposition to my 'mind. 
Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-That is true. 
Preiident.-It is really uneconomic that two works should really go on 

when even one could not work to its full capacity. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We are t1'1ing to find a remedy for that., 

. Mr. Smith-Wriaht.--1t was realised that the pooling arrangement was 
the best arrangement that could be made at the time, but that it must" 
necessarily be of a temporary nature only. 

Presid6nt.-That is all right as far as sales are concerned. It should 
also extend to manufacture. 

Mr. Smith-Wriah.t.-The only difficulty is to arri~e at a basis which 
'Would satisfy the sharehoIaers of both the Eastern Chemical Company and 
Dharamsi Morarji & Co. 

President.-In other parts of the world they have combined 4,000 subsi-
~iary companies. . 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-On the face of it, it is very simple but we have not 
found it quite as simple as that. . 
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President.-There is not really much in it. In two hours it should be 
possible to find a solution satisfactory to both. You have also got an 
arrangement with the Baroda people? 

Mr~ Smitk-Wrigkt . .,.-Yesj it is a very small plant they have. 
President.-They manufacture about 140 -toilS of sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
President.-Ypu see, there is the danger that the grant of a bounty on 

the production of sulphuric acid might lead to th& erection of such limall 
.plants. You may find sulphuric acid plants springing up like match fac
tories. I suppose that a sulphuric acid plant would not cost much more 
than a match plant if it is to produce only 100 tons of sulphuric acid •• 

Mr. Sinclair.-A little more . 
.President.-Not very much more. 
Dr. Mattkai.-:You do all the selling of acids on behalf of the two? 
Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-8o that you see that the allocation is observed? 
Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Do you also arrange that copperas are_sold at the stand· 

ard price? . 
Mr. Bmitk-Wrigkt.-There is no quota arranged in respect of copperas. 

:We get whatever business we can. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Only the maximum price is fixed. 
Mr. Bmitk-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-,-How far below the import price it is to be, is fixed by 

mntual arrangement? 
Mr. Bmitk-Wrigkt.-The difficulty was this. .As we were both manu

facturing copperas we were trying to find an outlet by underselling each 
other and in that way we lost much more than was necessary. By fixing 
the price together as at present, we stop cutting each other's prices uq
necessarily. 

President.-Is not the plant of Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji & Co. more 
Ynodern than yours? 

Mr. Binclair.-I would not say that. I don't think that there are any 
more modern principles in their plant. 

President.-In the case of a motor car, the main principle has not been 
altered and yet a 15 years old car is very different from that of to-day 
.even though there is no fundamental change in the principle. 

Mr. Binclair.-We think that we have got a higher efficiency. 
President.-That may not he altogether due to the merit of the plant.· 

I do not know but it strikes me that your plaut is not so modern p.s theirs. 
Mr. Sinclair.-A chemical plant never looks so smart as an engineering 

plant. . 
President.-That would not affect the cost very much. 
Mr. Binclair.-No. 
President.-The layout and equipment would. 
Mr. Binclair.-I do not know, but I may say this. If I were designing 

~ plant for India now, there would not be many changes except for the 
circulation of acid where I would substitute pumps for air lifts. There 
again it is a question of capital. 

Prcsident.-Is your plant working in all departments? 
Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.-Yes, with the exception of Epsoms. 
Dr. Mattkai.-This. arrangement that you have by which you specialise 

in some products and they specialise in others, that· does not really work? 
Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.-It was the best mutual compromise that we ~uld 

make at the time of the pooling arrangement. They should concentrate on 
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fertilisers, alum and one 'or two other things and we should concentrate 00 

disinfectants and other things. 
Dr. Matthai.-So far as Epsom and Copperas are concerned? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-In Epsoms we realise that we cannot make money. 

The position regarding copperas we have already explained. 
President.-Have you ever considered the question of working . one 

plant? 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-We have. 
Presiilent.-And shutting down the other whichever one deserves to be 

shut downP 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-'fhat is what we are trying to see. The ideal arrange

ment would seem to be that we should make acids, being more favourably 
situated, and that they should concentrate on making fertilisers and one 
or two things on which they have made experiments and also zinc chloride. 
We would arrange to supply them with acids at a low enough cost to make 
fertiliser&-at least as economically as they are doing at present.' 

Presidflnt.-That means that parts of both the plants should be closed 
down apart from the question of keeping it going. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-It would really come to their acid plant being shut 
down. 

President.-The acid plant is the one on which they have spent more 
money. 

Dr. Matthai.-Would thi:s arrangement that you mentioned now mean 
that you would keep your plant working more or less as it is now and that 
they would shut down a considerable part of their plant? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-They would shut down their acid plant. But they 
would get their acid cheaper from us for making fertilisers and other 
things. 

Dr. Matthai.-You would make all acids, copperas and Epsom, if it was 
possible and also you would make all your disinfectants. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-What would happen if a bounty was recommended and you 

were left out? 

Mr. Sinclair.-I don't think that It would take us many months to mee1>
the conditions recommended by the Fiscal Commission. As we pointed out 
in our representations to you, we were the pioneers in the Chemical Industry. 
If any bounty was recommended, it would not be fair to leave us out. 

Preside1J.t~-That is the attitude of the legi!:llature and the Government. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-It would be only a case of time before we met those 
conditions. 

Prflsidflnt.-I think that it is now the accepted principle. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We are perfectly ready to turn ourselves into a 

rupee company or anything else that may be required. 

Presidflnt.-Is there any chance of any further development as regards 
this co-ordinationP 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-At the moment, I am waiting for a move from the 
other side. , 

Presidflnt.-The other side is not very far from you. 

Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-But I am finding it difficult to obtain a definite 
reply. The whole matter was threshed out months ago. 

President.-It is for you to consider that. This Board has got to look 
at one thing whatever it does, that every industry that gets assistance is 
first of all ;easonably equipped and that it does not adopt any method 
which will unnecessarily increase costs. 

Mr. Sinc!air.-We are trying to put our house in order. 
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Mr. l;;m'th-W'right.-We had hoped to have this matter finalised before 
this enquiry started. 

Dr. Matthai.-I don't know if you, have seen the estimate sent to us 
by Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company about the probable in
'Crease of the demand in the market within five or ten years. You have 
not given us a statement on those lines and I would like you to look at it 
and give your judgment on it. The estimate that you give is of the present 
market in Bombay, and Sind; the imports into Bombay and Sind and the, 
,production of the two companies. That gives the market on the western 
1Iide of India. That is ,the present market. Supposing we agreed to protect. 
the ,industry and protection is fixed for a period of five or seven or, say, 
teD years, we ought to get some idea of the probable inl,lI"ease in the market 
within the next few years. 

Mr. Smith-WTight.-We do not expect a very great increase over the 
,figures we have given. To judge by the manner in which the chemical 
demand has increased in the past there is not likely to be a large increase. 

Dr. Matthai.-I suppose the only line in which you ,expect a big' in-
-crease is in regard to fertilisers? 

Mr. ·Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That' of course is an uncertain proposition P 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You have not given the prices of the bones that Y9}l buy? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 68 to 70 per ton delivered at the works. 
President.-I find that in Liverpool Indian-bone meal is sold at £8 to 

£9 per ton. That is crushed, I take it? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. The freight would be about 20 to 25 shillings. 
President.-for crushing and .other things? 
Mr. Gupta.-The crushing charges are not heavy. 
President.-Are bone superphosphates imported? 
Mr. Gupta.-No. Some rock phosphates have been imported. They use 

:bone for other purposes ,also in other countries. 
President.-The whole point is this; that your principal raw material is 

at present available in the country but will it be able to compete against 
'Chemical superphosphates? ' 

Mr. Gupta.-Provided sufficient facilities are given for the transport of 
bones and sulphuric acid is made cheaper, there will be no difficulty. 

President.-That requires careful working out. It has got to sell in 
,competition 'against chemical fertilisers. 

Mr. Gupta.-Rock superphosphates. 
President.-So that until we know really what the cost will be, it is not 

easy to judge what the expansion of the industry might be, in terms of 
~ulphuric acid of course. Until we really get some idea of the' price at 
which you can sell in competitiop. this bone superphosphate against imported 
,1Iuperphosphate, -it is very difficult for us even to hazard an estimate of 
what the future market might be. 

'Mr. Gupta.-Even if'the situation arises that rock superphosphates are 
used in 'India, it is not difficult for us to get it. The main source is South 
Africa and the South Seas. Everybody gets it from there and it won't 
be difficult for us to get it from the same source and at the same rate., 

President.-Your freights are not favourable. 
Mr. Gupta.-I can give you actual quotations. They want to exploit 

the importation of rock superphosphates to India and the price quoted for 
India is cheaper than for other countries. 

Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact what might happen is that people who 
import' ammonium sulphate into this country might be prepared to take 
local 8uperphosphates provided the local superphosphate can be had at a 
price which would compare favourably with the imported article. 
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Mr. Gupta.-The sulphate of ammonia people are buying our superphoe
phate. 

Dr. Matthai.-I believe they would do that if prices were favourable. 
Mr. Gupta.-8 per cent. nitrogen in the soluble portion of the super

phosphate is a' great advantage. Bone superphosphate is soluble in water
whereas rock superphosphate takes a long time to dissolve in the soil. 

President.-Do this federation of sulphate of ammonia when they sen 
here, also supply bone superphosphate? 

Mr. ·Oupta.-No. They don't deal in bone superphosphates. 
Dr. Matthai.-Messrs. Brunner Mond .& Co. deal in superphosphatesP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, but not bone superphosphate. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there any kind of superphosphate imported by MeSsrs.. 

Brunner Mond? . 
Mr. Gupta.-They don't import. The users of ammonium sulphate some

times do. 
Dr. Matthai.-I thought there was some rock phosphate imported into. 

India by a combine? 
Mr. Gupta.-I don't think so. 
Dr. Matthai.-Where does this come from? 
Mr. Gupta.-From Belgium and the Continent where it is made cheaper

than in. England. 
Dr. Matthai.-I find that the Royal Dutch Shell Company is going t() 

start a fertilising works in Holland in competition against Belgium. 
Mr. Gupta.-Their rock can be brought direct from the African mines 

and Holland is very well situated for that sort of work. . . 
Pr8sident.-In answer to question 59 (b) you say" As a rough approxi

mation we would place the figure in each case at half the figure given in 
our reply to question No.5". Your unit is already not too big and 1'011 
want to halve it? 

Economic unit. 
Mr. Sharpe.-You asked for an economic unit. 
President.-By economic unit we mean a unit which will keep down 

costs. 
Mr. Sharpe.-8,000 tons is a more· or less economic unit of working. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take it what you mean is this. Supposing you were 

increasing your output, when you increase it to 8,000 tons your overhead 
comes downP 

Mr. SharpB.--Considerably. 
Dr. Matthai.-But at the same time subjecting your plant to more wear

and tear? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Not very much more in actual practice. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you increase from 1,000 to 1,500 you save in OVel'

head and there is no increased expenditure on depreciation. When you· 
pass on to 2,500 tons, you save in overhead, but from that point depre
ciation will be considerably more and therefore the saving in overhead will' 
be offset by the increase in depreciation. 

Mr. Sinclair.-=Not until you pass the 4,ooo-ton limit. 
Dr. Matthai.-If that is so, then 4,000 tons is your economic unit. 
Mr. Sinclair.-2,500 to 4,000 tons we would call the economic limit. 
President.-At what stage would it pay you to have an additional unit 

rather than increase the capacity of the UIlit that you may be working for' 
the time beingPTake the match industry. Let us put it this way, that: 
a capacity of 10,000 gross per day is about the limit of the unit. Then they 
would rather have two factories than go on increasing the capacity' of that. 
unit. The superior establishment cannot cope with a unit that is unwieldy •. 
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"l'hat is the idea I have in my mind. You may have a factory producing 
5 000 gross a lhLy but it is not as economic as the other because head office 
charges, local supervision, sales organization charges and so on' would be 
just the same for 5,000 or 10,000 gross per day. Beyond '10,000 you would 
require a separate ,organization. 

Mr. Smitk-Wright.-Mr. Sharpe gave the smallest economic unit. 
Pruident.-By smallest economic unit we mean a unit which if worked 

Ito full capacity would give the best result. 
Mr. Sinelair.-If we were fortunate enough to get up to 4,000 tons a 

,.ear, it would be easy enough to get that from our present plant by the 
.addition of an extra Qua-Lussac tower. ' 

Pre8ident.-You must get the maximum service from all parts of the 
plant. _ 

, Mf'. SkarpB.-If we make 1,000 tons a year no part of it is shut down; 
if we make 4,000 tons the Bame plant will be used, the only question will be 
more gas pressure. It will be four times as much, but we don't shut down 
any part of it. 

Pf'esident.-Therefore I say if you manufacture 4,000 tons from the Bame 
plant, it would be cheaper than when you manufacture 1,000 tons, but if 
lOU exceeded 4,000 tons then the question arises whether it would be cheaper 
to produce more than 4,000 tons from the same- plant or to have another 
plant. ' 

Mr. Skarpe.-Possibly we will have to have another tower, but we have 
Dot had any experience of that. 

Dr. Mattkai.-You would have another plant if you exceeded 4,000 tons? 
Mr. Skarpe.-In the modern apparatus that has been coming inta use 

within the last two or three years, the only way in which the chamber 
system has been modified is the, question of speeding up production. The 
chamber plant that exists to-day is exactly the same. Probably the only 
thing that has been altered, is the speeding up of the formation of the 
acid. That could always be done at very little expense. -

President.-We are just trying to explain to you what we_ mean by 
economic unit. 

Mr. SlItitk-Wrigkt.-I would say between 2,400 and 4,000 tons. 
President.-The whole trouble arises in this way. You ,are making differ

ent products. The difficulty is that a plant is very seldom well-balanced. 
You may require 1,500 tons of sulphuric acid, and your plant is capable of 
producing' 4,000 tons., ,You may require a plant to manufacture 2,000 toni; 
of Epsom salt and you can make only 1,000 tons. It is that which makes 
110 plant uneconomic-it is the want of balance' between the different pro-
ducts. ' 

Mr. Sinelair.-It is very difficult to estimate. You deSign a plant for 
Epsoms, to cope with the demand of the whole market, and then you' find 
you' have not captured the market for your product to the extent of your 
plant. 

PreBident.-I think the simplest thing for us to s'ee is as regards sul· 
phuric acid-what is the economic unit? 

Mr. Bmif.k-Wrigkt.-That is the keynote to the others. 
PreBident.-We sh,!,ll take your capital account. In answer to question 

iiS, you say: ," The amount set aside for depreciation hitherto exceeds the 
amount which should be necess8.ry, according to the valuation, by 
Rs. 45,031-9-6": What is the meaning of that? First of all please tell 
me whether Messrs. Gilbert Lodge & Co. are chemical ,engineers P 

Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.-They are a' recognised firm of land valuers, estate 
agents, etc 

President.-You require a very different kind ~f expert to revalue' your 
plant. What I wanted was, what would' be the' replacement value of a 
plant like that to-day-if you were to build one.' " . 
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Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is what they have given. 
Pre3idellt.-They are ordinary surveyors. 
Mr. Smith-1Vrioht.-Tbey have only given the replacement costs. They 

have measured everything. 
President.-How can they measure? How ean they say whether a plant 

is modern or not? ' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-As far as the plant itself is concerned, they have 

got estimates for what that plant now costs at home. In the case of 
machinery they can also get quotations. 

-Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean to say that this Rs. 12 lakhs is given as 
the replacement cost of buildings and plant? 

'Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you think you can now erect a modern chemical plant 

to-day with your capacity, producing the same kind of articles, and housed 
in the same way, at Rs. 121akhs? . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, exactly the same plant. 
Dr. Matthai.-Not the same plant, but a moClern up to date plant; 

having the same capacity as yours? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It doesn't allow for different kinds of plant. 
President.-Supposing the plant itself is out of date, what is the good 

of getting another out of date plant and say that it would cost you about 
the same? 

Mr. Sinclair.-We don't admit that our plant is out of date: 

President.-What'we want to know is really the cost of a plant produc
ing the same quantity as yours. 

Mr. Sinclair.-A valuer can only tell you what that plant as it' ill would 
cost to replace. That is the only basis on which you can work. 

President.-Your plant may be 100 years old. 
Dr. Matthtii.-The point which is not concluded by this estimate is, is 

there a modern plant of smaller value that you could get which would do 
the same work? 

Mr. Sharpe.-No, I don't think so. 

Mr. Sinclair.-The valuers measured up every square foot of land and 
material in the works,' allowing so much for materials and 80 much for 
labour. As regards the Chamber acid plant "'hich' is the biggest item, 
valuers can get within 21 per cent. whether they know anything at all about 
a chemical plant or not. As regards buildings they took into account all 
the bricks, the depth of the foundations and everything else. 

President.-Why should you have the same sort of building? 
Mr. Sharpe.-We must have the same building in the tropics, 
President.-The value of the building will depend very much upon the 

layout of the plant. But what often happens is that a manufacturer gets 
a building erected for some other purpose and then tries to fit his plant 
into it. 

Mr. Smi'th-Wright.-In our own case we have got the cheapest building 
Buitable for the purpose. 

,President.-I am talking of the estimate by a Surveyor. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That doesn't fan within his range. It is a matter. 

for shareholders. • 
President.-Supposing your plant was in this building and you brought 

a Surveyor to value this building. He will say that it is a very fine 
building and it is worth the money that was spent on it. The whole point 
ia whether this plant should be put in the same building. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is outside his range. 
President.-An estimate of this kind is not what we want. 
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Mr. Sinc/air.-We would have to redesign the whole plant and get an 
estimate for a different plant, although we don't think we would altel' it 
very much.-

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you were going to start another works having 
the same capacity and making the same products, would you spend Rs. 12 
lakha in order to get the works set up? . 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-We,would not spend any less. In our case it might 
have cost more to sink' foundations, but on the other hand, I think if- we 
could have gone nearer Bombay, we would have had to pay more for the 
land. 

President.-The trouble is tha,t recently tliere has been no plant ereoted 
in the country. . 

Mr. Sharpe.-That is so. 
President.-I suppose Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji's is the most recent, 

but I do not know whether they specially built that building. It seemed 
to me that it is a very good building. I do not know whether it was re
quired. As I say we very recently saw a plant honsed in a building which 
was never intended at all for it. My point is if a man wanted to start a 
new works in this country, what would the building and the equipment 
cost? 

Mr. Sinclair.-I should say it would cost him the figure we have given 
bere. 

President.-You say that it is the present valuation. Have you any 
reason to think that if you were rebuilding a factory, it would cost you so 
muoh. 

Mr. Binclair.-Yes. 
President.-You have not stated that. 
Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-We thought our answer would give you that im

pression. 
President.-I have just given you my reasons. 
Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-We should perhaps have gone ~n to state that al

though these figures apply to our plant, in our opinion a plant having the 
lame capacity could not be erected for less, 

President.-You would have to make enquiries whether somebody has 
built a recent plant, but I think it might be possible for you to get us 
an estimate of the cost of a new sulphuric acid plant and we don't wish 
to trouble you about the buildings. . 

Mr. Smitll-Wriaht.-We could get the cost of erecting a modern chamber 
acid plant, or say, an Epsom Salt plant, having the same capacity as oura, 
from home, but it would take time. 

Dr. Matthai.-How long would it take you to give the information'P 
Mr. Sinelair.-If the manufacturers find that we are not serious in 

'lJlakiilg the enquiry, they may not give us a genuine quotation. 

Dr. Matthai.-Could you give us an estimate on those lines. some time 
about January P 

Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-We will try and get it, but it will have to be 
realised that the people at home will not be able to tell you the cost of erec
tion in India. As regards buildinlts, we will have to take the figures given 
by Messrs •. Gilbert-Lodge & Co. 

'President,-You are at liberty to accept anybody's valuation. We don't 
pledge ourselves to accept it unless we are satisfied that it is what iii' should 
be. 

Mr. ,~mith-Wrioht.-J am just pointing out that if we got this estimate, 
w .. would have to take oortain of these figures as being correct. They have 
gone into the question of the site and foundations, what it would I'ost to 
put in those foundations, etc, These were all detailed figures. 
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President.-We are not concerned really with the valuation of your 
present building. • What I want is an' estimate of what a man whose factory 
is suitably located as regards raw materials and· so on would expect to 
spend. For special reasons you may spend 5 times the amount of money 
which would be justified. 

Mr. Sinclair.-It is a big job. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would it be so difficult to give us an estimate of the 

maehinery and plant, leaving alone the building and erection charges P 

Mr. SmHh-Wright.-We will try and get the i!ost of the plant and 
machinery. 

Dr. Matthai.-We want an estimate of. a modern chemical plant having 
your capacity and producing the same kind of products as you do. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. You were asking us how we have arrived d 
this surPlus of Ra. 45,000. I have taken the total of (c), (d) and (e) and 
subtracted from· tJaat the reserve which I have given as Ra.3,83,359-15-8.. 
That comes to B.a. 11 lakhs odd as against this figure of B.a. 12 lakhs. 
There is a difference of Ra. 45,000 between the two. It means that we have 
on our liability side a depreciation reserve sufficient to write off the requisite 
amount. 

President.-You have not answered question 78 at all as regards the 
figure costs. That is the more important statement. It is a hypothetical 
question, but without an answer to that, no proposals can be made. 

Mr. Sinclair.--Our answer would also be hypothetical. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-In answering the previous question perhaps we should 

have added that the works costs were increased owing to the works being 
shut down for periods totalling at least three months. There would be a 
saving of about 20 per cent. if a full output had been obtained. 

President.-That would not lead to 20 per cent. saving. That is not aD 
answer. What would be the reduction in costs if you were working to full 
capacity? We say to-day this particular ar~icle is being imported into the 
country at Rs. 105, but at present it is being manufactured at B.a. 145. 
Then if you were not able to show that at some future date you would be 
able to manufacture it at Rs. 105, then we say that this industry woule! 
never be able to do without protection and therefore we cannot make any 
recommendation. You have got to show that you are in need of temporary 
assistance which arises owing to lack of experience or some other cause. 
If protection is given to you say for 5, io or 15 years or for any. reasonable 
period, you must say that your costs would come down and that you would 
be able to sell in competition with the rest of the world. <. Unless we have 
that figure, we should say that this industry will never be able to do without 
protection and there is an end of it. If is for that purpose tbat we really 
want those figures. If your cost for chamber acid remains at Ra. 94 and 
the e-hamber acid is imported into the country at Rs. 80, then there ia no. 
Cl!ose at all for protection. 

Dr. Matthai.-If the cause of these low prices are going to be penna-
nent, and if your costs are also permanent, there is an end of it. • 

President.-We have got to look at the present costs and then at the 
future costs. Then we say in course of time their costs will come dowB 
in such and such a way. That will bring down the fair selling price more 
or less to the level of the import price, and we say "·All right, we give them 
time". So that you have got to take the same table (the same form) and 
make your estimate which has got to be justified. You have got to givlt 
reasons why you think so. If you simply say 5, 10 or. 30 per cent., but 
,you cannot tell us why you think that it will come down by that figure, we 
will find it very difficult to support it. 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you make an estimate of tll'e possible market 
that you can get during the next few years--say 5 or 10 years-then you 
can say that if you increase' your production to that extent, your costs. 
would be so much. 
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Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have made the estimate of the ·market. 
Dr. Matthai.-All the figures that you give are on YDur present output. 
Mr. Sharpe.-We have given you wha~ market we hope to get. 'Wa 

have alsO' worked out our costs on that .basis and shown the reductioJIII. 
possible in Dur costs. . 

Mr. Smith-W'Mght.~We do nDt anticipate that there will be.·a bigge!? 
off-take than that.· 

Pre8ident.~There are really speaking three estimates. The first is the
actual cost. 

Mr. Sinclair.-TlIat we have given. 
President.-Then, the next thing is the maximum Dutput' cost, and then 

there is the intermediate stage. You say that you cannot attain maximuDP 
production but that the utmost that you can do is 4,000 to~s or SO', 

Dr. Matthai.-In your case the estimate that you have given of the-
market on this· side of India happens too be your full ·capacity. 

Mr. Sharpe.-That is purely a cQinCidence. 
Dr. Matthai.-'l'hat is to'· say if ·the other plant is not working. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We cannot gO' on· any other hypothesis. That is the

only way in which we can. work it out. 
President.~That would be precisely one of the arguments I was using 

earlier in the day. If instead of one plant there are two, you have got 
to pay for it. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We work Dn the assumption that we can go up to-
our capacity. . 

President.-Supposing we take your full capacity, we have to estimate
how many years you would take to work up to full capacity. Then, we
have to find some average figure for the period. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you suggest a particular period during which under 
favourable conditions YDU would obtain the full market, then the question 
of average b,!comes an arithmetical calculation. 

Mr. Slnc!air.~What YDU want is: tlupposing some form of protection. 
ls given, how long is it- going to take us to get the whole market. 

President.-Further the figures that you have given should be made
comparable with those given by Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji. & Co. Have yoU'. 
seen their figures i' _. .. . 

Mr. Smith-WTight.-No. 
PT6.i:lent.-There ·is an enormous difference between the two. But 

their figt.o .. es are comparable with those of the Tata Iron and Steel Company. 
As I said to you earlier we do not consider that the Ta1ia Iron and Steel 
Company's costs are the lowest that can be attained. Supposing we accepted, 
Dharamsi's figure as correct, there is a difference of about R~. 36 a ton in· 
the Chamber acid. The best thing would be for· both of you to put your· 
heads together and give us comparable figures. I can tell you that sup
posing we want to make any recommendation, we do not necessarily take
the costs of the most efficient wDrks but we must take what we consider to be 
the costs of a plant of reasonable efficiency. It would save us a lot of time
if you sat together and reconciled the figures as regards direct charges ana 
then made the allocations in the way we suggested the other day. 

MT. Smith-Wright.-I should like to explain our difficulty in this con
nection. ·Prior to March 1928, our costing system was not such as would' 
enable us to separate works costs from overhead in the way in which yoU' 
want them. 

PT6sident.-Then give us your present figures and the future estimate. 
on those lines. What we want to do is to compare the costs oithe tw~ 
works. Both statements will have to be made on the same basis. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Ours will be since March 1928 to October. 



Dr. Matthai."-7.A.s zoegards your answer to qlJ.estion 81, supposing we ulti
mately decidpd'to give the wholEt protection in the shape of a bounty of so 
much per ton of sulphuric acid you made, would it make any difference on 
what basis we alloc,ate P Supposing our conclusion was. this, that acids as 
auch did not require protection lind that protection lFas required by the 
aecondary products, and the difference between the price of the salts and 
the 'cost of manufacture. would be the measure of the bounty and the bounty , 
would be distributed on the basis of the sulphuric acid tonnage, does it 
make any difference on what basis we allocate because in the 'end we comp. 
to the same thing P . 

hr. Sharpe.-The quantity would vary with each product . 
. President.-First of all you have got to determine the measure of prO-: 

taction.' -
Mr.. Smitk-Wright.-I ought perhaps to explain that under this s~tem 

of allocation given in answer to question 81 we are trying the experiment 
of allocating no overheads to chamber acid. We take merely the raW' cost 
of materials, power' and fuel, not even our 'works salaries, not even super
.vision and so on. That means that other products get the benefit of very 
-cheap acid. ' ' 

President.-In the end it will come to the same thing. When you take ~ 
the total works cost it will be the same in the final allocation. • 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have h~n endeavouring to work oui to what 
~xtent a hounty would he necessary to make, under our present costs, all 
other products saleable. , 

, President.-After getting the costs on this footing we may hay~ 'to recast 
them in this way. We may take chamber acid with all its charges into each 
of the products. That would be the way for getting the fair selling price 
for that product. Otherwise some product may use less sulphuric acid than 
.another and so !)n and in that case we might get some absurd result. 

Dr. Matthai.-The other Company will do the same to help th'l dis
'('ussion. 
. Mr. Gupta.--,-Yes, we will. 

President.-Are those figures given in Statement 2A very'recent? 
Mr. Sharp e.-They are. taken from the same cost sheets in the original 

statements where we left out four items. 
President.-Do you mean to say that' they require revision P 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. We are going to make these figures comparable 

with those of Dharmasi Morarji's. • 
President.-As regards Statement D taking round figures, really irds 

of your output is practically sold in Bombay. 
Mr. ,Smith-Wright.-Yes, although a large proportion of that is sent up. 

1lountry. The Syndicate sell a lot up-country. 
Mr. Sinclair.--'-The up-country sales on the statement· are direct up. 

1l0untry despatches sent from the factory. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take it the Syndicate through whom you are selling sell 

in the Bombay city P . 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-I should think at least 50 per cent. of their sal6IJ 

.are made to various places up.country. 
Mr. Sinclair.-A lot goes to Poona. 
Dr. Matthai.-For what? 
Mr. Sinclair.-:-Mineral water manufactUN from ~od. bicarbonate and 

llulphuric acid. 
Railway freights. 

Prendeflt.-It is difficult to estimate what benefit you would get sup
posing we made recommendations to reduce the freight. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We can try and find out from the Syndicate how much 
of their stuff goes up-country. 
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Mr. Smith-Wright.-W~··have maae prep08alsregarditlg". the reduction 
in freight on finished.goods £;enerally . 
• President.-That we will deal with sepaltately. 

Dr. Matthai.-Oa this particular point that you are 'raising, supposing 
there was a reduction in the package rate, then the amount of' benefit that 
you ~ould 'get as .compared with .the import~ in. the aggregate. would 
depend on'the proportion 'of distribution between up-country and Bombay. 

Mr.\Sm:ith-Wright . .,-We will no~ be paying the acid rate on~hecon
tainers. If you reduce the freight on copperas and epsom, the ImpO!teJ: 
also has the 'same benefit. , 

Dr. Matthai.-This proportion between JJombay and. up-country may-
vary, entirely when your output increases.' '. 

Mr. Sinclair :-Tlsat is so, eSpeciaJly if' you take Sind into .account. . Of 
~ourse it would affect the whole question 'again.' I havll detailed figures' for
the -Sind area. 

Dr. Matthai.-For the Sind 'area you have;the import. figures. 
')Ir Sinclair."--Yes. You can have a look at these. figures. (Handed in.} 
D/ Matthai.-Supposing it was necessary' for us to assume ~ certain 

pl'Oportion of sales between' Bombay and up-country, that proportion may
not .hold WlOO at all where the output instead of 1,000 tons of Bulphuric
acid may be 4,000 tons. Over 50 per cent. may go up-country. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. I should say that the up-country acid sales would 11j0-
up very considerably,. This is a· market we are' not tou.ching at all. Sales 
there will all have to. be added. . 

Mr. Smith-Wright:"":"'Epsom salt may go up in Bombay and also Glauber'lI-
salt. . '. 

Prerident.-Really speaking there is no means of' judging how much. you 
would beoofit by the reduction in freight, because so much would depend 
on distance and so much 'Would depend on quantities, . . . 

Mr. SinclaiT.-I think we are satisfie.d as regards freight, except on the
question of package rates and the acid rates. if we had some adjustment. 
made there, at least we would be on a competitive basis. 

President.-I am referring' merely to the sales' just now. 
Dr. Matthai.-If we could arrange for a CODcessional rate of railway- , 

freight for Indian chemicals as different from imported chemicals, then of 
course the ordinary question of freight would become one of considerable
importance. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I think it would be almost impossible in actual ad
ministration to work this, because the local dealers are the people here who
send these things up-country. We ourselves don't send very much. We
only send a certain amount direct. A good deal of the stuff sold, in Bom
bay also goes up-country. Take the case of epsom salt. How are the· 
Railway authorities going to differentiate? 

President.-You will have to change your system if you want to get the
benefit. If they have got to go ez-works, how can the railways do anythingi'. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We do know of actual cases where nitric acid is sent as' 
sulphuric acid at a. cheaper rate. A corruption like this is very difficult to
detect. I am afraId that would come in .. We have to consider things as 
they are. . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-With regard to freight 'We have to consider whether
it would be feaaible to apply some sort of .concession to Indian made goods. 
only. It could only apply to .despatches. from our factory. The man who
sends the goods up-country from Bombay could not get the benefit of the 
concessional rate. In that case he 'will not be .able to compete 'With the
imported article. 

Prerident.-He can take the goods ez,o'Works. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-They don't always like to disclose the names of their

euatomers. They like to have the business themselvell. 
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President.-Then they wQn't get the benefit. If he wantS a certain 
lbene~t, he has to inc~r certain obligations. . If .he doesn't want the benefit, 
;he wlll have to sell direct. We cannot provide against cases of dishonesty. 

Mr. Sinclair.-That is true. 
President.-That is all the railway administration can do. 
M,!" ~mith-~rigkt.-It would be difficult for us to derive the full benefit 

.even If It was given. 
President.-This estimate that you have given in E is actually based on 

rthe total figures plus the imports. . 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking the i'mports into Bombay and Sind? 
Mr. Sinelair.-Yes, for the years stated below in the fooinote. 
Pre8ident.-That is concentrated, I take it. 
Mr. Sinelair.-It is all on 95 per cent. basis. 
Dr. Matthai.-For your present purpose it will be unnecessary to take 

... ulph~te of ammonia into account. That will never be needed on the Bom
<bay Side. You have got to confine yourselves to superphosphates. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-I am thinking that if you don't have separate figures for 

'111;lperphosphates, we must ask the Collectors of Customs whether they oould 
:glve us figures. 

President.-You manufacture about 200 tons. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Messrs. Parry & Co. will be able to give you more 

:informatio,. . 
President.-They are only interested in Southern India. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Messrs. Parry & Co. are not applicants. Even if they give 

!.us, we cannot use them. What is the average price you realise:P 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 110 to Rs. 115. 
President.-What is. the price for sulphate of ammonia? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 160. 
President.-There are 10 classes of freights. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-They have got these 10 classes as well as the telescopicratesP 

. Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. ..' . 
Dr. Matthai.-Whenyou get concession rate on wagon load both in the 

.case of sulphuric acid and' other acids, the minimum rate is the fourth class 
-rate although the' ordinary rate for sulphuric acid is 6th and the other two 
'aci~ are 9th. When it comes to concasion rate, it is all the same. 

Mr. SinclaiT.-Yes. It has a decided advantage. It took us a long 
·time to get permission to load two tiers in a wagon. This is a tremendous 
.saving to up-country customers. The Uailway Company only allowed one 
·tier formerly and it took us about a year to get permission to load two tiers. 

Dr. Matthai.-How do youdoitP 
Mr. Sinolair.-The bot.tom tier in fiat.topped cases and the second tier 

.in dog.kennel cases. ! 
Dr. Matthai.-Can. you convey in the same wagon load; sulphuric and 

tbydrochloric acid P 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have done so. 
Dr. Matthai.-On that you will get .the minimum rate. 
lIlr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-As regards Table F, are these rates per maund? 

. Mr. SincZair.-Yes, per maund of 82'29 lbs., that is, if you send anything 
!less than a wagon load. ' 
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President.-I suppose that both Bombay, Baroda and Central India and 
Great Indian Peninsula ton miles would work out to be the s~e. 

Mr. Simlair.---Bomewhere about the same except that there .ill !lOme' 

difference in the minimum rate. The Great Indian Peninsula ~Uway's 
minimum is 150 maunds whereas the other people's is 200 maunds. 
, Dr. Matthai.~200 maunds, on their metre gauge? 

Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
President.-I am talking of the smaller packages. 
Mr. Simlair.-They are practically the same on the mileage liasis. The 

difference comes only when empties are returned. The Bombay, Baroda 
and Central India Railway charge rates according to class I whereas the 
other people charge 4th class rates. It is a hardship to our cw;tomers 
returning empty jars, and we can never understand why there is this 
difference. Both the systems worlt according to the same standard, regql.
tiona which are supposed to be the same. Yet the Bombay, ~aroda 'and 
Central India will allow.empties to !lome ,under class 1 whereas the Great 
Indian Peninsula insist on empties coming under class 4. There is a big 
difference in freight. We cannot ,make much fuss about it because the 
Bombay, Baroda and Central Inllia may put up the freight. It puts ns in a 
cleft stick Teally. 

President.-The rates being telescopic, what is the average distance we 
ehould take? 

Mr. Sinclair.-'-I should'say Ahmedabad or Nagpur. Nagpur we regard 
as our economic distance •. That is about the limit of 9ur !lompetaf;ive 
market. If we get beyond that, Cawnpore ,would come, in. Frolll the 
Gther side. Madras also would come in. ' 

Pt'eBident.-The telescopic rates become effective only after about 300 
miles. . 

Mr. 8inelair.-The concession rates are effective for any distance provided 
it is a wagon load. 

PresidBnt.-That is not so. Take the two pllU!8S you have mentioned. 
Ahmedabad is about 310 miles whereas Nagpur is about 700 miles. 

Mr. Sinelair.-We have not got much experience of the telescopic rates. 
PreBident.-Has each railway got its ~n schedule? 
Mr. Smith.-Wright.-The ltailway Board have standardised these parti~ 

c:ular rates for particular classes' of goods. 
Pre8ident.-In what book do they give all these rates? 
Mr. Smith.-JVright.-It is a Railway Board publication. 
President.-I want to ltnow holY they classify these goods. 
Mt'. Smith.-Wright.-That is done by the Railway Board. ' 
Pt'eBident.-These classifications are really based on several considera-

tions, "iz., the class of consumers, value of goods, handling, quantity, etc. 

Mr. Smith.-Wt'ight.-It is really difficult to say on what principles they 
are based. For instance they have put Green Copperas under class 1 and 
Epsom Salt under class 4. There seems to be no system except that you 
find that dangerous goods are in the highest class. ' 

Dr .. Matthai.-Ordinarily the goods are classified in the same way by all 
the railways. • ' 

Mr. Smith.-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-The goods coming under different classes and ~he rates 

applicable to those classes are all standardised? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 

PreBident.-Oi course, in some of the Dominions they have a differeD~ 
c:lassification. It depends on the importance of the ~rticle. 

Mr. Gupla.-Yes. 
HVYCHlILiND VOLII 
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President.-There it is one of the functions of the railways to encourage 
industries and their consideration is altogether different. Sometimes you 
find that the f~ight on luxuries-clothing for instance-in South Africa is 
the heaviest, whereas the freight on lime and some others like that, for 
which you can find no explanation, is very low. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We cannot explain why the Railways here have put. 
Epsom Salt under class 4, and Green Copperas under class 1. 

President.-They frankly say that they do not follow any system. Their 
idea is to put on each commodity as much tariff as it can, bear. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Tha~ is much more likely. 
Mr. SincZair.-I would say that they put as much tariff as they can get: 
President.-They say that they charge as much as each commodity can 

bear. They must of course take into consideration the distance in any 
case. As regards these percentages of weights, nett and gross, supposing 
they charge you on the net weight!' The whole point is this. The railways 
do not charge you by measurement, do they P 

Mr. Sinclair.-No, they charge by weight. 
President.-If you send a wagon load? 
tIIr. SinclaiT.-That is also charged by weight. 
President.-What is the capacity of a wagon? 
Mr. Sinclair.-If we get a double tier wagon it will be over 300 maunds 

and if we get a single tier wagon, it will be about 150 maunds. 
President.-What I am suggesting to you is this. SuppoSing the full 

capacity is 300 maunds and that you have got 300 maunds of sulphurio 
acid, that means they have to give you two wagons. That would be the 
result. Instead of one wagon, they have to give you 2 wagons, whereas 
they will charge you for only one wagon full load. 

Mr. SincZair.-They always charge per wagon. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-They will charge us in that case for two wagons. 
Mr. SharpfJ.-At present we have to pay at the acid rate on the full 

wagon. 
President.-What do you mean by the package ratel' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We say th~t the container should be charged at the 

lowest class rate and not at the acid rate. They take the whole thing and 
weigh it, and they charge us for the whole lot at the acid rate. If we 
were sending 100 tons of nitric acid, we would be paying freight on 192 
tons or so at the acid rate. . . 

Dr. Matthai.-If that concession is granted, taking for instance sul
phlJ.ric acid, while the importer will benefit to the extent of 12 per cent. 
of the total you would benefit to the extent of 28 to 30 per cent. P 

Mr. Sinclair.-That is so. 
President.-Supposing they charged you the ordinary rate under what 

class would it comeI' 
Mr. Stnith-Wright.-It should be the lowest class, we should say in 

Class I, lUI in the case of the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway. 
What we want is that the freight charged should be at the package rate 
ill. the lowest possible class and that we should pay the acid rate on th~ 
not weight of acid railed. At present the rate of freight applica.ble to 
acids is charged on the full weight of the consignment including the con-
tainfll'l'l. ' 

President.-Have you represented this to the CompanyP 
Mr. Sinclair.-?dany times. 
Mr. Sm.ith-WrigAt.-As a matter of fact lUI·soon lUI we put up this 

application, the Great Indian Peninsula Railway sent a rep~sentative round 
to enquire what were our complaints and we explained the position abou~ 
the containers, and said that we were only IUIking for fair treatment. He 
said the Company would look into the matter. 
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Presiden~.-We have asked them to give evidence' and we hope to find 
out what the exact position is. 

Dr. Matthai.-How is nitric acid imported? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-In aluminium drums with steel crates. 
Dr. Matthai.-What capacity? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-'-60 gallons. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would that weigh more than a steel drum? 
Mr. Sharpe.-:-I should say it would be less. . . 
Dr. Matthai.-If it is less you wquld benefit more? 
Mr.Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-The question does not really arise in connection with foreign 

oompetition because not much is sent from the .ports to the, interior. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.,.,....That is so. 
President.-It is not going to affect the question very much as .regards 

f~reign oompetition .. It is a·very small .quantity at present. The ·whole 
point is whether the cost. of sulphuric acid to· the consumers .should be 
reduced or not, apart from the question of competition. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Of course this advantage would be passed on directly to 
the consumer because he pays the freight. 

President.-I suppose they may have something to say about it,' but one 
does not see any reason why the containers 'should be charged at the same 
rate as explosives, or dangerous goods. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We always regard that as unjust. We don't care 80 much 
about the acid classification as about the question· of containers. We should 
be content to have the same rate on acids if they give way on the. question 
of containers. 

Presidsnt.-Itwould mean on an average a difference'of 50 per cent. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, but it is more than 50 per cent. because most 

of the acid is sent in jars and not in' carboys. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Our contention is that we are not asking for anything at 

all except bare justice. 
President.-But you don't know what is'. the lowest rate? 
Mr. Sinclair.-We would naturally put it under Class I 'which the Bom

bay, Baroda and Central India Railway allow for the empty, oontainers. 
The Great Indian Peninsula Railway put it under Class IV, and at owner's 
risk under Class VI. 

President.-There is a . lot of difference between Class.1V and Class IX. 
Class IX is just about double and that. is the rate they charge you just now P 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-On the outward journey, yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you get these wagon rates on saIt P 
Mr. Smitk-Wright.-We have never had occa~ion to send wagon loads ot 

BaIt I . 
President.-You say that it would not be feasible to have two ~ates, one 

for the Indian manufacturer and the other for the foreigner? ' 
Mr. Smitk-Wrigh.t.-'-Idon't say that necessarily' it would not be feasible; 

what I say is that it would be rather difficult to administer and owing to 
that we might really lose some of the benefit of it. 

President.-There are administrative difficulties in anything! 
Mr. Smitk-Wright.-It would not be so difficult in the case 'of acids. be

cause it would not be a case of packing in bags and it could at once be 
seen whether it was acid made here or imported,unless it was taken into 
jars out of drums in Bombay and redistributed. 

President.~Does that often happen P 

Mr. Smitk-Wright.-It has happened occasionally. Dealers distribute 
them. In things like Epsom salt or Glauber's we simply pack in bags and 

F2 
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r don't see how' any railway taking the goods are to know whether the 
goods are made in the country or imported unless you insist upon its being 
railed from the factory. If we do that many of our bazar dealers ,may not 
care to effect sales for despatch from the works. 

President.-:What would happen is they would get higher freight rates. 
Mr. Smitk-lVrigkt.-Then they won't be. able .to compete with the im-

ported article. . . 
President.-Then somebody else will. You will make arrangements t& 

take full benefit of this concession. 
Mr. Sinclair.-What is to prevent the Eastern Chemical Company from 

importing these salts to their works and thus getting the benefit of tliese-
ratesll . 

President.-That would be going too far. 
Mr. Sinclair.-With our Company it is all right but this might happen. 
President.-Things do happen as regards the, customs \there very few 

people have any conscience I But taking a reasonable view of it the Customs: 
authorities wouldn't say that you are going to import sulphuric acid and 
then claim a refund. There is not very much margin ·left. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Thereagain in doing that, how are you going to differen
tiate between the products that we· are now making and those we may bac 
able to make at a later date P Take something we are not making now: 
you don't give any concession rate on that, but later if we erect a plant or
someone else starts making it, what will happen then? 

President.-We don't provide foreviIs which may arise hereafter. In 
that way nothing can be done at all. We take steps when occasion arises 
and we don't take steps before they are· due. The· whole thing, under 
given conditions as they exist to-day, is, something be done or not? 
If your view is that it can't be done, I have nothing .to say. 

Mr. Sinchiir.-We would rather pin. our faith on something more tan-
gible. -

President .. -Expel·ience teaches us to take however little we get and 
then ask for more. 

Epsom Salts. 
Preaident.-'-As regards railway freight, could you really suggest Rs. 1 

per ton on magnesite? 
Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.-I don't think so. In 'fact I mentioned 'this to the-

railways. ) , 
Mr. Sinclair.-In any case the tonnage is not so very great during the

course of the year. Even if we got full production and made· all the
Epsom that is used we should not require more than a few hundred tons. 
of magnesite. 

President.-In that case if there is a special freight it might benefit 'the 
people on the Madras side where they make sulphuric acid. The distance 
is about 70 miles. 

Mr. Sinclair.-The freight on Epsom is about Rs. 3-9-3 from Madras to 
Bombay and the selling price is Rs. 2-12-0. You haye got to pay Rs. 3-9-3 
for freight alone. . 

President.-The whole point is that it would be cheaper. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, to bring 'the magnesite to the acid rather than take 

the acid to .the magnesite. 
P1'esident.-Acid is not taken to the magnesite. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It would be cheaper to bring the raw material here 

and turn it into Epsom. 
Mr. Sinclair.-It would be cheaper to bring the magnesite from Salem 

to the acid at Madras than to take the acid to the magnesite and there 
lnish the product. . 
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President.-From Ranipet where they manufacture acid to Salem: is only 
70 miles. (No, 139 miles, ? C. C. note.) 

Mr. Sinclair.-The present freight is Rs. 3-9-8 per cwt. 
President.--'-Supposing they have got the same freight for Epsom as for 

magnesite now. 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is an assumption:. 
President.-Rs. 28 one can understand for this long distance for Epsom 

Salts as well as magnesite. but Re. 7 one ean't, and that is what you want. 
Mr. Sinclair.~Epsom comes under Class IV. 
President.-Supposing it was reduced to the same rate as for magnesite 

'they stand a better chance. . 
Mr. Smitk-Wright.-If you reduce it right down to Rs. 7 a ton on 

magnesite. .' . 
Pre.ndent.-Even with Rs. 7 .a ton you cannot do. 
Mr. Smitk-Wright.-The business wili 'not be attractive for the rail~ay 

company if it was Rs. 7 on magnesite. . 
President.-Reducing freight from Rs. 28 to B.s. 7 is not the same thing 

as reducing from Rs. 60 to Rs. 28. There is 75 per cent. reduction there 
and Rs. 7 for all this distance may' not be very economical whereaS Rs~ 28 
may be fI,Jr Epsom. That is Re. 1 per cwt. . , 

Mr. Sinclair.-':'That .does 'not leave a big'margin if the selling· price ill 
Re. 2-12-0.." . . 

President.-i am looking at it from the railway's point of view. They 
may say Rs. 7 may easily pay them on a ton mile basis but they' may not 
be able to dispute that even at Rs. 20 they may be making something. I 
am discussing the question' of railway freights whether it would pay a man, 
but to suggest to; the railway company that the freight should be ·reduced 
from Rs. 28 to Rs. 7 is a very difficult proposition because Rs. 7 on the 
face of it might appear uneconomic to them whereas Rs. 25,. Re. 20 or even 
Re. 15 for a packed article may not be so when the finished product. can 
bear more than the raw material in proportion to the price. 

Mr. Sinclair.-It comes to about 33 per cent. of your total selling price 
on freight alone. That is a lot. 

D-r. Matthai.-The selling price. of Epsom is sOmewhere about B.s. 65' 
and the freight on magnesite that you pay is Rs. 28 per ton? 

Mr. Bmitk-Wright.-Yes. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say per ton of Epsom it would be Rs. 14. 
M'f. Smith-Wright.-Yes, approximately. 
President.-How is it imported? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-In 2-cwt. bags. 
President.-What does the bag cost. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-8 annas, that is 4 annas per cwt. 
President.-I take it that the price of Re. 65 is the wholesale pricei' 
Mr. Bmitk-Wright.-That is the price at which the local merchants wiD 

sell to the Bombay mills. 
D-r. Mattkai.-If the price of Epsom is going to remain at about that 

limit, is there any scope to the Indian industry for making it? 
Mr. Binclair.~Yes, if you put a' sufficient bounty on sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Smitk-Wright.-A bounty on sulphuric acid will do much more good 

than concessional freight on magnesite.' ' 
Dr. Matthai.-That must be a sufficiently generous bounty! 
President.-You say that the rate is Rs. 3-9-8 from Madras. What clasa 

is it? 
Mr. Sinclair.-C1ass IV. 
Prt8ident.-The distance from Bombay to- Madras is 800 miles? 
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Mr. 8inclair.-Yes. 
President.-What was the pre-war price of epsom salt? 

Mr. (}upta.""7""R\I. 4-12-0. ,(Statement handed in.) 

Dr. Matthai.-In 1918 the price was Rs. 2-14-0. It is about the same 
price as now, if you don't take into, account the di,fference in general, 'Price 
levels. ' . 

Mr. Binclair.-Yes. Really it should be somewhere about 40 per cent. 
higher. 
• President.-Where do you get this fromP 

Mr. Gupta.!..-From Morarji Mills and Sholapur Mill. 
President.-In 1913 it was Rs. 2-14-0 and in 1914 the price went up to 

Rs. 4-12-0. 
Mr. Binc!air.-It is a very funny market. It goes up and down in the 

course of a day. 
Mr. (}upta.-Here are actual dates (handed in). 
,Dr.' Matthai.-What do you mean by 1918-1H 
Mr. Gupta.-They have actually given the dates. 
Dr. Matthai.-Immediately after the outbreak of the war, it went up 

to Rs. 4-12-0. In February it was Rs. 2-6-0 and in October Rs. 8-8-0. 
Therefore it is really after the war the price went up to Rs. 4-12-0. 

President.-You, have, not manufactured any epsom salt for some time. 
Mr. Gupta.-This year we have not manufactured, any. ,Last year we 

did. 
Pre3ident.-Really it is not the raw materials which form the bulk of the 

costs. We are getting away from -the point. The whole point arises as to 
whether really your other costs are not too high. 50 per cent. is raw 
materials, so that it may be that there is something to be looked into. 

Mr. Binc!air.-71 per cent. of t.he costs. 
President.-Not according to Dharamsi's figures. 
Mr. Binclair.-Ours is 70'91. 
President.-Your figures are altogether too high compared to theirs. 

Your figures are much higher, than any othe,r figures that we have got. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is very little use comparing the figures until they 'are 

made comparable. ' 
President.-H you take the sulphuric acid and magnesite of 8 cwts: each 

and compare with your final cost, they don't make 75 per cent. As I say, 
therll is something there which requires explanation. 

Mr. Binclai'r.-We take these three items as 100 per cent. in all. I am 
talking of 71 per cent . 

. Pr8sident.-1 am talking of the total cost. Take 8i cn of sulphuric 
acid and 81 cn, of magnl'site even at your works. Your total cost is 
Rs. 108. 

,Mr. Bmith-Wrioht.-Rs. 129. 
President.-Take your raw material, 8i cwts. 
Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-It comes to 54'S per cent. 
President.~f course you have tal!;en sulphurio )lcid at the figur~ at 

which we are now examining. • 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Jt is a big percentage. It all depends upon the 

~~ , . 
PreBident.-Take it in round figures-50 per cent. Supposing we allow 

50 per cent. for the raw materials, the other figure does seem to me to be 
very largely responsible for the very high costs. It may be because you are 
manufacturing very small quantities or due to something else. You will 
have to look for' your high costs in things other than the raw material. The 
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question of freight and other things arise only after you satisfy us that 
your other costs are not too high. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.~ 
Works ,labour 11 per cent, 
Power and fuel 11 .. 
Repairs ,... 9 ..' General services 9 .. 
Miscellaneous 4 

" as against 54, per cent. 

]h. Matthai.-What was your output of epsom in 1927-28? 
Mr. Sharpe:-45 tons. 
President.-What is' the rupee figure for the raw materials? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Rs. 70. 
President.-l am trying to suggest that this Rs. 59 above the cost of 

the material is a very high figure assuming that your raw material cost is 
correct and the stuff sells in the market at Rs. 65. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Our power is fairly a big item. 
President.-With Rs. 59 -above the cost of the material, you cannot ex

pect to compete against anybody. We shall go into it when we look at the 
eoets, 80 that it is no use emphasising the cost of the materials too much. 

Mr. Sinc/air.-There is a lot of difference. The raw materials may cost 
yon very little and your labour may he very high. It may be out of all 
proportion. Take a piece of jewellery where your labour is low compared 
with cost of material. 

President.-It comes to this then that this country cannot really manu
facture this stuff. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Our policy is that anything which shows any profit at 
all, after raw materials, power and direct labour have been paid, we reckon 
we can manufacture. 

Pre.rident.-I daresay that if you could secure such a high figure as would 
cover these costs, then you ought to produce this article-that is if epsom 
salt can bear Rs. 59 above the cost of the material. I am talking of the 
materials-magnesite and sulphuric acid. How much is'thati' 

Mr. Sinclair.-About Rs. 71 out of Rs. 129. 
Prerident.-The balance is Rs. 59. That does seem to me to be a very 

heavY figure whatever view you may take of it. 
President.-As regards the English prices that you have given in State

ment H, you must add other charges to compare them with the Bombay 
selling prices. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is our point. A reasonable amount has to be 
added on to the English prices for freight to Bombay. In every case, the 
Bombay selling price should be higher. . 

President.-You have given the rupee equivalents but you have not 
added anything for freight and other things. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have not added anything for freight, insurance, 
etc. We have only given the rupee equivalents of English prices taking 
exchange at 1&. 6d. to the rupee. In the case of alkalis, which we do not 
manufacture, there is a reasonable difference between the English prices 
and the Indian prices, whereas in tbe, case of other things which we do 
manufacture, they are sold at lower prices in India than in England, thus 
establishing the contention that there is dumping. 

]h. Matthai.-That simply shows that they know their business. 
Presidtlflt.-These prices are really higher than they should be. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-Because there is no competition from us or from 

anyone ehe. 
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President.-Can they sell like this-at .£6-2-6 in England and at Rs. 140 
in India? 

Mr. Sh(Irpll.-1f you look into the English Trade Commissioner's report, 
it will be seen that they take definite steps to prevent competition. The 
Imperial Chemical Industries say that they eliminate competition, but it is 
not said how they do it. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Directly any on~appears on lhe market, they bring 
their prices down. 

Dr. Matthai.-If we decided to give you protection for 10 years, the 
Imperial Chemical Industries might start their works in India. • 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-They might. They have works in other countries. 
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THE EASTERN CHEMICAL COMPANY, UMlttD, AND MESSRS. 
DHARAMSI MORARJI CHEMICAL COMPANY, UM(JED. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. SMlTII-WRIGBT. SINCLAIR, SHARPE. L 
CUPTA, DONCARSINGH, RAM5INGB, recorded at Bomba, 

on Friday, the 21st December .1928. . 

Prod'UCtion of S'Ulphuric acid. 

President.-There is one point I wish to be cleared up before we proceed 
with the examination to.day and· that is as regards the quantity of sulphurict 
add manufactufi!<1 jn India. 1 think your estimate is about 23,OOC tons 
all told? 

Mr. Sharpe.-That would be including Tata's. 
Prerident.-Whatwould b6 the quantity excluding the suiphate of 

ammonia people P 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That possibly includes sulphate of ammonia. 
President.-On. the question of bounties I think you say the total is; 

22,000. tons. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Including sulphate of ammonia . 

. President.;-But the· amount of sulphur imported is 50,000 tons, a very 
WIde dIvergence. 

Mr. Ramsinuh.-A lot of sulphur is used in. ~e works and other things. 
President.~The sulphate of ammonia manufactured in the .country is I;'T 

thousand tons, which represent 8,000 tons of chamber acid P 
Mr. Sinclair.-A lot of sulphur is used ior sugar refining and fireworkS' 

manufacture. We do a faiTIY' big business in raw sulphur which we do not 
tum into sulphurilJacid. 

Dr. Matthai.-Bow do you get your estimate of 22,000 tons? 
Mr. Bmith-Wriuht.-The Tata Iron and Steel. Company and other steel 

companies manufacture the bulk of it and 5,000 to 6,000 is all that we 
chemical industries manufacture. 

Dr. Matthai.~Theli .. what happens to· all this sulphur? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Much of it goes to sugar refineries, gun powder, fite works 

and other industries, such as fungicides, etc. 
PreBident.-Not much fot gun powderliecause for cordite nt' Aravatlkad1l' 

they use only about 1,000 tons of sulphuTic acid. This. is- the- largest quantity-
they have pToduced.,· .. 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-I don't think there will be much more than 20,000' 
'tons elcchl.ding Tata's. 8,000 tons of sulphate of ammonia and then take' 
our own production and that of Dharamsi's and an approximate' estimate 
of Messrs. D. Waldie's and Parry's and I think if you add these np, the total 
will come to about 15,000 tons a year excluding Tata's. 

President.~To-day we are going into the question of costs a little more 
fully and we propose to take the sulphuric acid first, really speaking the 
price at which other industries can afford to use sulphuric acid and the 
price at which you can afford to sell it for that purpose. That is the point 
we wish to ascertain and we shall take the fair selling price at the works, 
of sulphuric acid naked. The idea is at present at any rate, that sulphuric
acid should be manufactured in the same place as the other products, 
because the total market in this part of India does not exceed 7,000 tons of 
sulphuric acid all told. That is about the present figure. I have taken 
the imports I have taken your production and the total of the two together 
is about 7,000 tons, and therefore it is quite obvious that really speaking 
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there is not any room for more than one works representing a fairly economic 
unit and it is on that footing that we proceed to examine the costs. Before 
we consider any question of protection we must be satisfied that the business 
is not done on an uneconomic scale.. We shall assume for ·the sake'of this . 
investigation-we have not made up our minds about itr-that the' total 
amount of sulphuric acid which. ought to be manufactured in this part of 
India is' within 7,000 tons to .be made at one factory, where also 'other pro
ducts are manufactured. That does 'not- necessarilY mean that you do all 
these in the same premises:" it is the question of extra freight, extra over
head and so on which should not come in to burden the final cost of produc
tion. You can manufacture in five different places provided you do not 
claim separate overheads and so on. 

Mr. Sm4,tk-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
'President.-Or incur an abnormal amount of freight for the transport 

of sulphuric acid or the other products, because it does seem to me that 
about 8,000 tons is about the smallest economic unit that would pay. 

Mr .. Sinclair.-I don't think there is a market for that yet. 
President.-I don't say that there is a market for that just now but I 

say that would be about the unit which you ought to aim at in order to get 
good results. I am not suggesting for a moment that there is that output 
yet. We shall have to take an intermediate figure between 8,000 and 2,000: 
it may be 4,000 or 5,000 tons. Eventually, supposing the industry is estab
lished in the country, the unit should not be less than 8,000 tons. I think 
you will agree with me that that is not a high figure to take? 

Mi'. Sinclair.-No, eventually. 
President.-As to what figure we should take during the interval is a 

matter for consideration. You have got three or four different sets of 
costs. I propose to convert these figures into 100 per cent. chamber acid in 
every case. 

Costs 01 sulphuric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-The figures of the Eastern Chemical Company are based 

on 95 per cent. are they not P 
President.-]<'or purposes of calculation it would be simpler to take at 

100 per cent. 
Dr. Mqttkai.-Simply for purposes of calculation if we take chamber acid, 

which is 65 per cent., on the basis of 100 per cent. that. would be more 
convenient. 

Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-If the main point is to get the cost of the various COm

panies on the same oomparable basis, don't you think it would be more 
oonvenient to take the cliambr lcid in every case at 100 per cent. 

Mr. Sine/air.-Yes. 
President.-It Is an arbitral'lJ proportlon that we are taking. It'does not 

,represent the additional cost of plant for its manufarture. 
Mr. Sinelair.-No. 
President.-We want to compare your fair selling prices with the Brit·ish 

selling prices. The British selling price is £3-2-0. That is for 140 Tw. 
That is 77 per cent. 

Mr. Sinclatir.-Yes. 

President_Therefore ,re will have to convert it into 100 per cent. in 
the Bame way. 

Mr. Smith-lVright.-That will be right. 

President.-That is concentrated. 

Mr. Skarpe.-Yes. It is fairly easy to take it at 95 for purposes c,f com
parison. 
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Dr. MattAai.-Then again there is this di1li.culty. When you speak of 
Chamber acid 65 per ~nt. and converting it into 100, there is no question 
of concentration, whereas if you are taking 77 per cent., it means not merely 
the chamber acid, but it means also the additional cost of concentrating 
the chamber acid. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, but We kave not included anything for the cost 
of concentration. 

Dr. MattAai.-You have taken 95 per cent. If you are taking it on a 
theoretical basis, why not take 100 per ceut. 

Mr. Sinclair.-This would mean a tremendous amount of Book-keepilig. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That would be quite all right ~ far as this enquiry 

is concerned. 
Prerident.-To get the corresponding price of the British sUlphuric acid, 

we should convert 77 per cent. into 100 and it wO)lld give us the same 
result. 

Mr. Sinclair.-I think so. 
Pruident.-There is a certain amount of concentration in that from 65 

per' cent. to 77 per cent. . 
Mr. Sha111e.-There is DO extra concentration. A fair amount of acid is 

withdrawn from the Chamber at 1«° Tw. 
Dr. MattAai.-Without any further cost? 
Mr. SAarpe.-Yes. 
Prerident.-We have got several sets of costs. We lIave got the Tata 

Iron and Steel Company's costs on a 65 per cent. basis. 
Mr. Sinelmr.-It is 68'3 per cent. 
Dr. MattAai.-You have worked it up from sulphur. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, from the yield. They give the tons produced per ton 

of Sulphur. Therefore it struck me that their figure could not be for 95 
per cent. acid. " 

Dr. Matthai.-It is just possible that a certain amount of sulphur may 
be wasted. 

Mr. SAarpe.-They don't mention what strength it is. 
Prerident.-They claim it to be 65 per cent. 
Mr. Sifl~lair.-Theoretically it should be 68 per cent. We are giving 

a practical efficiency. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have taken it at 68 and compared it with 95 

per cent. You asked us to work it out on 4,000 tons. Therefore we have 
taken it at 68 per cent. instead of 65 and brought it up to 95. instead of 100 
per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-Taking that as 65 per cent. and raising it to 100 per cent. 
it comes to 95 per cent. yield .. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.;.-It makes a better comparison. 
Prerident.-Let us agree that we convert everything into 100 per cent. 

and we take ~ata's at 65 per cent. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Prerident.-We wiU convert yours into 100 per cent. 

Dr. MattAai.-Which year did you take for Tatas? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have taken 1925-26 which is their best year. 

Prerident.-It is merely a matter of calculation. Let us agree first as 
regards the main principles. 

You must" not run away with the impression that Tata's costs are entirely 
to be aimed at by you, because I think if you read our report you will find 
that we don't consider Tata's costs as low as they ought to he considering 

the output. 
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Mr. Smith-W,·ight . .,....They don't really compare favourably with our own 
eatimatedcosts Oil less than half their production. 

l'resident.-We have stated in our first report that their labour charges 
are far too high and secondly owing to the system of allocation, the costs 
are allocated in a way which mayor may not enable them to get the right 
results. But so far as the materials are concerned, probably their costs 
would be re'iable, because they do business on a larger scale than you do. 
In your case most oi the • labour and other charges are direct. ' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is true. 

President.-In their case they are direct charges, but there are a lot of 
men employed who may be doing other work. 

Mr. Smith-Wriqht.-In ,their case as far as we can see they make no 
:allowance for fuel. , .. 

P·resident.-I think that is not ~rong. I don't think much fuel is used 
in the manufacture of Chamber acid. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We require fuel when we manufacture. 
blr. Smith-Wright.-Even when we make 5,400 tons, we reckon the cost 

of fuel at Rs. 5 per ton, 
President.-Let us go into that presently. Tata's sulphur on a 100 per 

cent. basis would come to 37'57 (P) The Eastern Chemicals is Rs. 31'88 
on a 100 per cent. basis and Dharamsi's is Rs. 41'60. They are very differ
ent figures. I can understand the difference between the Tata Iron and 
~teel Uompany and Dharamsi's, because their purchases would be on a much 
smaller scale, but I don't see how your sulphur comes to Rs. 31'88, 

Mr. Gupta, you take it at Rs. 116. 
M,'. Gupta.-Yes, but it has gone down 'this year to Rs. 105. 
[Jr. Matthai - This you hll\"e based at Rs. l16. YOUt·costs for 1926-27 

.nd your revised estimates are both based on Rs. 116. At present you bay 
it is Rs. 105. 

M'r. Gl£pta . .,....Yes. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-When we are comparing with Dharamsi's. ,ve find 

thai their costs are higher than ours. 
President.-Tata's cost is Rs. 98-6-0, but apparently they use more sulphu~ 

than any of you do. 
11lr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Prssident . .,-At present Tata's sulphur is Rs. 104 which is precisely yours. 

What do you pay as freight from Bombay to Ambernath? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 4-2-0. 
President.-They pay Rs. 10-13-0. 
Dr. Matthm.-Probably they get a lower c.i.f. price because of the larger 

purchases. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Only a fortnight ago it was Rs. 92 c.i.f. 
President.-What I don't understand in your revised estimate is that 

you give the cost of sulphur per ton' of sulphuric acid as Rs. 41'6. 
Mr. Gupta.-We don't know what is going to be the price hereafter. 
President.-What price have you takenP 
llIr. Gupta.-We have taken Rs. 116. 
Pr88iden.t.-We must assume that prices will remain what they are. 

We are not making any estimate just now as regards what is going to 
happen in future. 

Dr. Matthai.-We can take' Rs. 105 which is the latest price we have. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Rs. 105 is a good B,·erllge. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. I think it is a very fair average. 
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PresidP.nt.-·Tatas use 566 Ibs. of sulphur per ton .for 65 per cent. That 
is equa.lto abp,ut. 850 lbs. fOF 100 pll)" cent. That is a higher figure than 
yours, . 

Mr . • ~inclair.-We al'e working on the same basis. 'fheir efficiency must 
be much lower than ours. They are getting 95 per cent. efficiency on 98 
per cent. sulpllUr. I have' credited them with 68'3 per cent. acid whereas 
-they only get 65 per cent. acid, so that their efficiency must be very low. 

President.-Dharamsi's use 770 Ibs. 
M,'. (}upta.."'-As. against 850 Ibs. 
President.-Yours I have not been able to find. 
Mr. Sinelair.-763 Ibs. " 
President.-That is very much like Dharamsi's. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, .we have given it in our Statement L. 
Dr. Matthai.~Tha·t is very close to the theoretical figure. 
Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
President.-8laaU we take 770 lbr.. in making our .calculati.on? 
Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
JJr. Matthai~-Do you agree to that, Mr. Gupta? 
Mr. (}upta.-Yes. 
Mr. Smith-W1-ight.-That is per ton of 100 per cent. 
President.-Can we take sulphur at Rs. 105 for purposes of calculation? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.~Yes, delivered at the works. 
President.-How much does that come to? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Rs. 38·t 
President.-This figure ofR.s. 30-48, how is that arrived at? 

.Mr. Sincla.ir.~That is on 95 per cent . 

. President.-What price have you taken for sulphur? 
Mr. Sinelair.-Rs. 95 delivered at the works. . 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-These are all worked on the last quarter's costs. 
President.-That would be about right because Tata's c.i.f. price was 

,its. 32. . . . 

Dr. Matthai.-They don't pay any freight. 
President.-Even at Rs. 95 taking it at 770.1bs. would you get Rs, 3O? 

'You cannot work it 80 low as that,can you? . 
Dr. Matthai.-I think that that would be roughly all right. If we take 

Re. 95 as being the price of sulphur delivered at the works, and if we take 
770 Ibs., we get somewhere about Rs. 32. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Mr. Sincltfir .-The figure that we have given in our sulphuric acid table 

is from our actual costs. 
Presidem.-We have received some information from the GeologicalSur

·vey of India about gypsum. Do you know the process by which they. get 
·sulphuric .acid out of gypsum? 

Mr. Sharpe.-I don't know the exact process, but I think that if you 
refer to the last year's Times Supplement which we gave you, you will find 
that the process is dying out. 

Dr. Matthai.-In the new Times Supplement which I received this morn-
ing It is said tbat the process is beginningt~ thrive. 

President . ..,..-You do Dot know anything about the process? 
Mr. Sharpe.-If you want I can find it out for you. 

Prt!,ident.-I think that- it is chie1l.y done in Germany. Is· there any 
;t)ook fairly recent which describes the process? 

Mr. Sharpe.-I do not know of any book which. describes. U. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Mr. Gupta, have you any information about that? 
Mr. Gupta.-It is worked by the Nitrogen Syndicate in Germany. 
Dr. Matthai.-We were referred to Volume XXIV, No.9, of the Chemical 

and Metallurgical Engineering. 
President.~an gyp~um be a substit~te for sulphur, that. is the point. 
Mr. Gupta..-It elm be. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is a possible substitute which has been used. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is being done is that it is being used at the spelter 

works in England. Can you let UB have a copy of the Chemical and Metal
lurgical Engineering, Volume 24, No. IX? 

Mr. Gupta.-We will try to get a copy for you. 
President.-This information is very important from the point of vieW' 

of this enquiry and we shall be glad to havQ any information we can on the 
point. ' 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-For purposes of calculation we will take Rs. 105 and 77() 

Ibs. P 
Mr: Gupta.-That would be right. 
President.-:-The next raw material is the nitrate of soda. How many 

pounds do you require of this P 
Mr. Gupta.-20 to 22 lbs. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-2·083 per cent., that is on 95 per cent. apid. That 

is the figure we give in Statement L. 
President.-Per one ton of sulphuric acid how much is that, that is what 

I want to know. 
Mr. Gupta.-lf it is continuous working 2 per cent. is all right. 
President.-We are taking continuous working. 
Mr. Gupta.-Then we can safely take 21 per cent. on the sulphur burnt. 

President.-21 per cent. of 770 Ibs., that .would be 20 Ibs. That would 
represent good practice, would it not P 

Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
President.-As regards the price, what price do you take for nitrate of 

sodaP : 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 180 delivered at the works inCluding losses •. 
President.-That is equal to how much P ... 
Mr. Bamsingh.-1·6. 

'. 

President.-Some of you also use a certain quantity of sulphuric &.lid 
with it. Parry's use nitric acid. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Nitrate of soda has to. be decomposed into nitric acid. 
President.-But you don't show it in your costs. 
Mr. Sharpe.-No, because it is not recovered. It is' taken out· of the 

yield. 
President.-But then it might add to the costs. Parry's use a certain 

quantity of nitric acid. They also use sulphuric acid: they also use nitrate 
of soda. 

Mr. Gupta.-We use nitric acid also but it is converted into nitrate 'of 
soda. 

Mr. Sharpe.-When we make our calculations of the amount of acid that 
has been used with the nitrate of soda, the loss is debited to the plant. 

President.-Is it shown under any headingp 

Dr. Matthai.-In your case it would mean a corresponding reduction in 
the production of sulphuric acid. 

President.-We are taking 100 per cent. acid. 
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Mr. Smith-Wriaht.-If you agree· with 93 per cent. efficiency, that will, 
we inaintain, cover the amount of acid used for nitrate of soda. 

PreBident.-You will add 7 per cent. wastage, won't youP 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing we took it at 95 per cent. P 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-You are reckoning so much sUlphur per ton of 

.• ulphuric acid as we are doing now on the assumption that we are getting 
95 per cent. efficiency. If you are going to take sulphuric acid separately 
'it will have to be worked on a lower efficiency than 95 per cent. ' 

Prendent.-lf we are taking it on 100 per cent. basis, we have got to 
~nter in your case the charge against sulphuric acid. 

Mr: Smith-Wriaht.-We are only reducing it to 109 per cent. strength. 
But we are assuming that we are working on 100 per cent. efficiency. 

PreBident.-Then it is 93 per cent. efficiency. 
Mr. Smith-Wriakt.-Yel. That covers the loss of this acid. 
PrflBident.-Then we have again to convert it into 100 per cent. efficlency 

to get the correct costs. 
Mr. Smi'th-Wriakt.-You cannot take it at 100 per cent. efficiency. 
Dr. Matthai.-We have taken 770 Ibs. of sulphur: that'is an absolutely 

theoretical figure. ' 
Mr. G1/,pta.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is 93 per cent. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-U we take 770 Ibs. it is not necessary' to make any charge 

for the sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is quite right. 
PreBident.-These figures have to be corrected. You have got a certain 

amount of sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-Our efficiency has varied. 
PreBident.-Now if we take 770 Ibs.? 
Mr. Gupta.-We have to give up the sulphuric acid. 
PreBident.--That is what I mean. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is only '4 in their case. 
President.-That gives the COIItof the materials as Rs. 37·7. 
Mr. Smith-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
President.-Now we go on to labour. These labour charges are I take 

it actual direct labour charges. 
Mr. Skarpe.-They are actual. 
PreBident.-In your case, it will come to Rs. 2'2 or Rs. 2'1. Is that 

about l'ightP 
Mr. Sharpfl.-Yes. 
PreBident.-Now let us see how much'it will be if the output goes up to 

4,000 or 5,000 tonsP " 
, Mr. Skarpe.-Labour will come down to 8 annas 11 pies on a produc-

tion of 5,000 tdns. 
President.-Dharamsi's estimate is I think based on 4,000 tons. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

Mr. Smith-Wriah~.-What figure do they give? 

Mr. Gupta.-We give 12 annas. 

President.-Do you think that there may be a reduction in the p~ic. of 
sulphur if you manufacture more? 

Mr. Smitk-Wriaht.-I doubt it. 
President.-They get Rs. 88 c.Lf. Does this refer to sulphurP 
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Mr. Sinclair.-They may be getting a lower grade of sulphur. I don't 
think it would make a £1;reat deal of difference. 

President.-This question of fuel is important. Tatas do not show any 
1uel a't all. 

Mr. 8inclair.-It may be included in the service costs. 
President.-Probabl:v they have pumps driven by electricity, but you 'uBe' 

llteam spray. . 
Mr. Binclair.-Yes. 
President.-It is fat that reason thai your fuel charges are high. 

Dharamsi's present cost is Rs. 1'45. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Idon't see how they get that figure. They spend much 

more on fuel than we do per. year. Here are the actual figures (handed in). 
President.-Let us be quite clear about it. The only place where Yair 

require fuel is pumping and in the chambers· but when there is a con
tinuous manufacture, you cannot have any initial charges. It is only 
because your production is interrupted that you must use a certain quantity" 
of fuel before you get on to sulphur. There is always a ·certain loss. 
that you have to account for when you cease working, but when you have a 
continuous manufacture, then you require a small quantity of fuel at the-
beginning for pumping which is almost negligible. . 

Mr. Sinclair.-When you are lighting up boilers, you always require a 
certain amount of extra fuel. . 

Dr. Matthai.-Dharamsi's figure is 1'45 as against your 12'5. 'But I 
think we have to add their extras 5'6. Even if you add 5'6, this difference
of Re. 6 remains. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-They are not turning out the large ·quantities that. 
we are turning out. 

President.-We have got to add fuel charges for pumping. 
Mr. Sinclair.-It is all right when we make copperas or glauber's salv~ 

Bpare steam goes to the sulphate plant. Very little is taken for the chamber· 
plant. 

President.-We are assuming now that the whole thing is going to be 
manufactured simultaneously. In that case what do you think is a fair 
charge for fuel? 

Mr. Smitll-Wright.~Between Rs. 5 and Rs. 6. 
lJr. Matthai.-Supposing you did not have this steam business, what: 

difference would that make P You would still have to get the water up ~ 
would pumping cost you as high as that? 

Mr. Smith-lflright.-Not quite so high. 
Dr. Matthai.~What difference would it make if you had water spray? 
Mr. Smith-Wrgiht.-I don't think it would make a great deal of differ-

ence, because you have got to have good water. In this fuel I have included 
water. 

Mr. Gupta.-Per ton of lM!id made in chamber 65 per cent. is acid and 
33 or 84 per cent. is water, but generally this 84 to 40· per cent. of ste~m· 
or water we require is included in the amount of power spent. That accounts 
for the difference. We pay for 1,000 gallons of water only 4 annBS and on-
40 per cent. of a ton it. comes to about an anna and odd. Tbat is the amount 
of water used to-day. Now consider what charges will be incurred to pro
duce an equivalent amount of steam. 

President.-They give 2d. for fuel. (In England.)-
Mr. Binclair.-What we have done here is we have assumed that there are

na plants working at all, except the chamber plant. 
President.-But if you had a properly equipped plant and if you were 

working continuously and there was no interruption of any kind then it 
does seem to me that Dharamsi's figure of 1'45, which is their actual cost, i, 
Dot very low. 'I'hey have given that for ·continuous working. 
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Mr. Siftc/air.-We will taka fuel and water together 88 Rs. 1-3-0, that ill' 
Hi. 

Pre'ident.-Would you tell me what you act.ually spent last year on main-
tenanoe and repairs, teneral services and rent? 

Mr. Gupta.-We have supplied' that under each head. 
President.-We want the total. 
Mr. SmitA-Wright.-We did not ·take our last year's expenditure. W .. 

took the curreut cost sheetB for the pr86ent quarter when we are making' 
all products and there was nothing shut down and we copied the total amount; 
of mamtenanoe for all those plantB and then re-allocated them in the waj' 
you wanted. 

President.-Will you let me have the figures on which you arrived at the 
~t.B? . 

Dr. Matthai.~When you estimated for ali Output of 4,000 tons you esti
mated for an increase in these aggregate figures, did you not P 

Mr. Uupta.-Repairs Bnd renewals, that was an approximation only. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you take the same figure for 4,000 tons as you did 

for 1926-27? . . 

Mr. Gupta.-I"or 4,000 tons we have taken Rs. 10,000; for 1,185 tons wa' 
Ilava taken quite a lot, 88 much as Rs. 5,000. 

Presidenf.-Will you please giva us the actual production on 1rhich you 
have taken it? 

Mr. Gupta.-"-Yes. 
PrPident.-And then 88y on what footing you have made your estimates· 

.. regards the future P 
Mr. Gupfa.-We will let you have the figure. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-I will have to look into the cost sheets aud take the· 

ligures. 
Prerident.-The idea is first of all to get tha total axpenditUl'8 on the· 

plant. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-You mean the total amount spent on stores issued 

for the last five years? 
Preridflnt.--80 long as you give us the figures on' which you have actually 

worked these out, it will serve our purpose. . 
Mr. Simlair.-We will extract the figures for- this particular plaut and 

send the figures to you. 
Preridet&t.-We have got your actual figures here but we have got to 

make an estimate 88 regards the future when your output reaches 4,000 to 
11,000 tons and we waut to know what figUl'8S you have taken for this pnr
poee. 

Mr. Gupta.-We have given the figures in answer to question 76. of your 
questionnaire. 

Prf!siM.nt.-Yon have given us an answer to question 76 in Form I,. 
Mr. timlth-Wright, have you notP 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have. 
Pnsident.-Are the answers you have given in Jo'orm I correct? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Does that include the production of every article? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Pre.ritUnt.--{Jan we acoept these figures as more or lese correct.? 
Mr. Smith-Wrigkt.-'-Yes. Wa have wor-ked it. out at Re. 30 • day for 

4,000 tons and at B.s. 35 a day on 5,400 tons. 
President.-The total amount of expenditure given in Form I, under 

Ordinary current repairs, etc., General Services, 8u~ervision and I~I office
cllarges and miscellaneous comes to Re. 50,000. It IS not a very bIg Bum: 
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Mr. Sinclair.-NC1. 
President.-Even if the allocation is arbitrary, T don't think it would 

make very great difference. 
Mr. Sinclair.-No. I don't think you would be far wrong if you take 

these figures. 'l'hey have given Rs. 2'5. We have given Rs. 2-4-0. 
President.-I want the figures on which you obtained those results. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-To get those figures I have taken the latest costs of 

what we spent on maintenance and repairs. 
President.-You have worked it out on a day basis. I am trying to see 

.how you have worked it out in July / September costing. I take it that you 
took your actual cost under repairs and renewals and worked it out to 
J.I.s. 30 a day. 

Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-On the July/September figures we had already alIa
-cated for maintenance and repairs so much for each product. You wanted 
them to be allocated on a different system. We took out those figures, totalled 
them and reallocated them in the way you wanted. We estimated Rs. 35 a 
day if we were to produce 5,400 tons. 

President.-How did you .arrive at the estimate of Rs. 35 a day? 
Mr. Sinclair.-It is a hypothetical figure. Rs. 11,000 would cover depre-

'Ciation-on all our chamber plant.' .. 
·President.-Maintenance and repairs would come to Rs. 2'5. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-General Services and rent are Rs. 2'9 .. , Messrs. Dharamsi 

Morarji Chemical Company make a separate entry under rent and taxes and 
110 on. That is '4. The total comes to Rs. 2'9. In round figures may we 
take it as Rs. 3. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 

President.-

Sulphur 
Labour 
J!'uel and power 
Repairs and renewals 
General services and rent 

Re. 45'57 are your works cost . 
. Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

• y ,~ " 

TOTAl; 

Rs. 
3H 

'87 
1'5 
2'5 
3 

Pre.tident.-The cost above material is Rs. 7'87. That is not a bad figure. 
Mr. Smith~Wright.-That .is about what we estimated. . ' 
President.-Then we will take the other charges. We have got to arrive 

*t the replacement value. We don't go by the actual block value. 
Dharamsis have spent on the sulphuric acid plant about Rs. 6 lakhs. The 
whole factory is about Rs. 11 lakhs. 

Mr. Gupta.-That would be about right. 
l're8ident.~The point is how much should we allow for the sulphurio 

acid plant. Tatas give the value of their plant at Rs. 12lakhs. We always 
-(lut it down to 60 per, cent. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-They have many more Chambers. 

President.-They have four chambers, but we don't accept that. 
Mr. Smith-Wright~-We would say that the fair amount would be Rs. 3 

lakhs on plant and Rs. 81 lakhs on the building. 
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Presidllfl,t.-Supposing we said in your case taking the sulphuric acid 
plant and building, that the present" replacement cost would be somewher& 
about Rs. 6 lakhs, would that be, right? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Depreciation at 61 per cent. would be about Re. 31,250 or 

Rs.31·25. • 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, for 4,000 tons. 
President.,.,... 

Depreciation at 61 per cent. on 5,00,000 
Interest on working capital on .one lakh at 7i 

per cent. 
Head Office and' Agent's commission 
Profi,t on block at '10 per cent. 

i.e., ,per ton 

TOTAL 

Rs. 
81,250 

7,500 
25,000 
50,000 

113,750 

28'43 

If you divide that by 4,000 tons, that gives you Rs. 28. If we add to this 
Re. 45·57 which is the works cost it comes to Re. 73'57 or Re. 74. Of cOUl'lle 
if you were to sell it to an outsider, it would be more than that, but if you 
are going to use it, for your other 'products, this is the price at which you 
would charge the other products. ' : 

Mr.Smith-Wright.-Surely iii. charging it to, other products, you have 
to take out 10 per cent", bec!'-use yo~ have to make profit on this. 

President.-That is the average we are'taking. If you take it ,on ,.n 
8,000 ton basis, the overhead will come- down by Re. 14. The variable items. 
would then be depreciation and profit. -The' items that would 'come down 1n, 

.exact proportion would be depreciation, and profit on 8,000 tons. The work .. 
ing capital per ton would remain more' or less the same. Head, Office ex
penses also would remain the same. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-There would'be bigger staff and so on. 
President.-What is the Agent's CommissionP 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-If you sell 3,000 tons out of that the Agents are· 

expected to· provide the necessary staff and so on. If we push up to 8,()()() 
tons, they would require a considerable addition to their staff. -

Mr. Ramsingh.-In 'our case our agents' charges come to 10 per cent. on 
the profits. 

President.-However that is a small matter, The main difference would: 
be in depreciation and profit. It would come down by about Re. ,10. It 
would bring down the total to Rs. 64. ' 

Mr. Gupta~-About that. 
President.-How does it compare with,the BritishpriceP I have taken 

£3-2-0 for 77' per cent. Converting it at Is. 6d., it comes to Rs. 54,' so that 
there will bea difference of about Rs. 10 bewteen your selling price a,nd' 
theirs. It is quite possible that they work on less profit and probably your 
sulphur may be costing a little more than theirs. . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Probably the plant in India would cost a little lp.or& 
because of the·duty and also on account of higher erection cost. ' 

President.-These might account for the difference. 

Mr. Sinc~ir;-This is a 'very fair comparison. 
President.-This difference must remain. It ,is a constant difference, is 

it not? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
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Cost of other chemicals. 
President.-Theo we have got to work out the cost of the other articles 

as far as possible. We will have to take Rs. 74 as the figure for sulphuric 
acid. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, for the Chamber acid .. 
President.-Before we go on to other product!!, we have got to· consider 

one more imp·ortant point, namely what production should we take? 
Mr. Smith-Wri.ght.-We should take the highest market figure. 
President.--I think that that would be the figure we should take. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, I should think so, because they have been 

pretty carefully prepared. 
Dr. Matthai.-There are some inaccuracies in your figures. You give for 

example a figure of 2,819 tons for epsom. I think that· Bombay· will not 
give you so high a figure. I have taken the average for the last five years 
which comes to about 2,000 tons (Bombay and Sind 1,600 tons and the average 
local produ(ltion 400 tons). You have given 2,819 ions which I find is the 
total import figure for the whole of India. 

President.-Last year's figure was 47,300 cwts. We shall take that in· 
.round figures as about 2,500 tons !lnd the local production has been under 
100 tons. 

M.,. Sinclair.-That is abou~ right. 
Dr. Matthai.-The only difference is that I took 5 years beginning with 

.1927-28 whereas you took it J>eginning wit4 }926-27. That makes the pjffer
ence. 

. On ihis question of alum yOu givll 2,631 tons. I find that nearly balf the 
imports are ill Karachi. The point that I )Vant to raise is this. Alum is 
produced also in places like Cawnpore and so on and therefore supposing 
we protected it, there is the difficulty that the Indian markets in those 
plaoes would be captured rather by Northern India factories, because they 
get their imports viii Karachi. They may not come to the Bombay factories. 
Bombay imports 1,300 tons and Sind 2,040, so I .don't think it is safe to 
take such a big figure as 2,631 for Bombay. 

Mr. Sinclair.--Our figures include Sind. 
Dr. Matthai.-I think perhaps the best thing to do would be to omit 

Bind, because as regards the other salts very little is imported into Sind 
and probably this alum would really be oaptured by other factories than the 
Bombay factories. .Soif you restrict yourselves to the imports ap.t& Bombay, 
vou will be safer. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have not included Bin,;: chloride, glauber's salt, etc. 

President.-Glauber's·salt is chiefly used in the textile industry, is it not? 
Mr. G'Upta.-Yes. 
President.-You ought to be able to get an approximate figure. Jt ~ust 

be uSlld along with other salts, epsom probably, is it not? 
:Mr. Gvpta.,.,....It is used for dyeing purposes and epsom is used for finish-

ing. Epsom is also used for me4ica~ purposes. , 
Mr. Smith~Wright.-Moreepsom is used than glauber's lIalt. 
President.:....-If we get tIle quantity of epsom salt and say one-third of 

that is ,glauber's salt, that would be the only thing to do, would it not? 
Mr. Smith-Wl'igll t.-;l' should say it is not more than 300 to 400 tons 

a year maximum. 
P'residenf.-Sulphuric acid as Buch does not enter into its manufacture, 

does itP , 
'Afr. {hpfa.-Nc.. 
Presiden't.-Then, there is this 'difficulty if you take sodium sulphide and 

glauber's salt, that in both these cases you have fialt cake. Sn~' ('like .ia a 
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by.product of_ hydrochloric: acid. Now, if you want to produce sodium suI. 
phide, if there is a total consumption of 4 2®, _you want .a corresponding 
..-mou'nt o~ hydrochloric .acid. 

Mr. -Gupta.-Yes. That is how we have worked that. 
j>resident.-How much salt;. cake do you get out of_hydrochlpric !1cidP 
Mr. Gupta.-Qne ton of hydrochloric acid would give one ton of salt cake. 

_Dr. Matthai.-You- ,probably have to 'look at it this way. You· are also 
producing zinc chloride. The total-.imports of that are 1,100 -tons ih 'Bombay. 
For that you want hydrochloric acid; in the production of that· :hydrochloric 
acid you get salt cake .which can be ,used for sodium ~ulph~de and .glautJer's 
salt. Therefore taking these three things, sodium sulphide, .zinc chlpride 
-and. glauber's salt, we take about' 1,000 tons of -hydrochloric.' acid which 
would mean 1,000 tons of sulphuric acid; so that- for the three _products 
-together you take an extra amoiInt of 1,000 tons of sulphuric acid. . 

Mr. Gupta.-l,OOO tons oJ hydr~hloric acid won't give 1,000 tons of zinc 
~hloride.· . 

President.-You want -about Ii? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
-President.-Your production of sulphuric acid is Bay about 1,200 tons of 

chamber acid· and 1,000 tons -of concentrated. Does it mean that so .much 
1:hamber acid was produced and 1,000 tons of concentrated or altogether 
1,200 tons· of chamber acid was produced?_ 

Mr. Sm~t1,,"Wright.-We produced.l,OOO :tOI1& concentrated acid from 1,200 
tons of chamber acid as 95 per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-Youproduced so plUch concentrated acid_put of thil\ cham-
ber acid? . . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-The same thing applies to you, Mr. Gupta? 
Mr. G-upta.-Yes, tpat is the total produ'!tion. 
President.-So that really speaking one p)lght to take 1,27 .• tQns for 

your chamber acid P . 
Mr. G-upta.-Yes. . 
President.-But the concentrated sulphuric acid is what you sell as such? 
Mr. G-upta.-Yes. 
President.-You have not manufactured any epsom salts for sometime, 

Mr. Smith-Wright? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Not since last year. 
President~-ABd you, Mr. Gupta? 
Mr. Gupta.-Last year we did not manufacture any. 

Oost 0/ epsom salts. 
President.-What about your cost of epsom salts; You have not given us 

-any costs in these revised statements. 
Mr. Smith-Wriuht.-No, because we have not made any. None of our 

1:OI!ts up to 1927 were so devised that we could separate them. Then again 
in preparing a hypothetical one we did not know what production to take so 
we did not work it out. . 

President.-As regards their production, it was 130 tons last year and 
you have assumed your future p.-oduction at 700 -tOBS; Mr. Gupta. 

Mr.(Ju,pta.~Yes. 
President.-We are not going to take 700; we must consider all Bombay 

118 a .single jlnit, nearly 2,000 tons. Last year it was 47,000 cwts. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you take the average including the local production, it 

would be about 2,000 toDSl 
Mr. Gu.pta.-2,000 tom would be all right. 
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President.-As regards magnesite it is about 8 cwts. per one ton. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes.· , 
President.-The ,cost of magnesite is given as Rs. 45 ~ ton delivered at 

the works. " 
Mr. 8mith-Wright.-Our last lot cost us Rs. 41 to Rs. 42 including loss 

in transit. " ". " 
President . ...:...I understood magnesite was sold at the mine head at Salem 

at about Rs. 8 a ton. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-But you give it as Rs. 15 at the mine head, Mr. GuptaP 
Mr. Gupta.-Perhaps the MY80re people calculate the shorter distance 

and raised their price accordingly. 
Pr6sident.-Wbat is the distance from Salem to Bombayp 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It is about 300 milesfrom Madras ••• 
Dr. Matthai.-I calculated the distance to Bombay as 970 miles. 
President.-It comes on three railway systems? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You don't get a telescopic rate at all really speakingP 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We do. 
President.-You do but it is split up into three sections. If you take 

the magnesite at Rs. 7-8-0 or Rs. 8 at Salem then the freight is Rs. 82' 
according to your figures. What is the Ireight exactly? .' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The actual freight is about Rs. 32. 
President.-So that on each ton of epsom salt the freight alone amounts 

to 2/5tbs of Rs. 32 or about Rs. 13. . 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-What class of freight is it? 
Mr. Smith.-Wright.-Class I, I believe: It is the minimum. 
President.-38 of a pie per mile. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Prerident.-Then your figure of Rs. 45 is rather high. 
Mr. Gupta.~We get delivery at .Ambernath at Rs. 42. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Our figure is Rs. 42 even allowing for losses. We 

may get our magnesite a little cheaper, because we have an "arrangemeni; 
with the Syndicate. . '.' . ' 

Mr. Ramsingh..-The Eastern Chemical have made an agreement with the 
Syndicate that they should not supply to anyone else in Bombay. 
. Prerident.-In any case we must take the lowest price at which anyone 
can get it. Rs. 8 at the mine head plus Rs. 32-8 would come to Rs, 48-8-0. 

Magnesite is .16 
Sulphurio acid 8 cwts. at Rs. 75 30 

Raw materials 46 

Labour is given as Rs. 4'62. Is that the actual figure? "' 
Mr. Gupta.-That is the direct charge. 
President.-You expect to reduce "it to Rs. 3'5. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, because we have not made full production. The plant 

can make more. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you are to produce 2,000 tons instead of 700. you have 

to allow more for labour. . 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, we must allow some amount for extra lllbour. 
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Dr. Matthai.-What do you consider reasonable? 
Mr. Gupta.-Re. 3. 
Prllsidllnt.-Power and fuel you have given Re. 6. Where will you use 

fuel? 
Mr. Gupta.--On Boiler plant for Steam Supply. 
President.-That is equal to about ird of a ton of coal. 

- Mr. Smith-Wright.-A little more than that. 
Dr. Matthai.-'--You don't contemplate any reduction-in power arid fuel. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
PTBsident.-Repairs and replacement you have given 6'10. Why are there 

such heavy repairs? 
Mr. Gupta.-It is due to the constant soldering of lead coils. The heavy 

repairs are also due to small production. When we increase the production, 
it won't be more than Re. 2-8-0. 

President.-We will take this Re. 2·5 which you have given in your esti-
mate. 

Mr. aupta.-It is a little lower. 
President.-Re. 10·50 have to be added. It comes to Re. 16. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you expect on the full production to bring it down from 

Re. 16 to Re. 2'51' At present it is actually Re. 16 including your non
working charges of Re. 10'50. By increasing your productio~ you expect to 
bring it down from Re. 16 to 2'5. -

Mr. Gupta.~That is theilssuinption. You can take it at Re.8. 
President.-What do you- cotlBider, Mr. Sinclair, would be a reasonable 

igul"l!? 
Mr. Binclair.-I consider that Re. 8 is the minimum. 
President.~neral supervision you have given -as -Rs: 5'93. That Comes 

down to Re. 2. Is that about right P 
Mr. Q-u.pta.~Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Re. 6 is on the present output. On 700 tons the esti. 

mate will come down to 1·5. 
Mr. Gupta.-When we turned out 400 tons, it was Re. 10. 
Mr. Ramringh.-That included experimental charges. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Your supervision charges are higher than theirs. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Possibly a little more. On some things we pay a 

little less, and on some thing they pay a little less. -
President.-We will take it at Re. 2. 
Mr. Binelair.-Yes. 
Presidsnt.-As regards rent you don't show any. 
Mr. Sin,lair.-No. 
President.-Dharamsi's include '5 and then there are extras Rs. 10·S. 

Raw materials
Maguesite . 
Sulphuric acid 

Coat abowe material_ 
Labour . 
Power and fuel 
Repairs, etc. 
Supervision 
Rents 

Total works cost 

Rs. 

16 
30 

(6 

3 
7-5 
2'6 
2'0 
·5 

61'6 
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Selling charges are Rs. 22'8 just now and they would come down to 
Rs. 2-8-0, but with an output of 2,000 tons, it will be still less. 

Mr. Gupta.-It would be very much less. 
Dr. Matthai;-As 'regards your statement showing the items of expendi

ture on selling organisation, .the aggregate in 1927 was Rs. 73,000. Out of 
that I find about Rs. 17,000 was for propaganda purposes for fertilisers. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That doesn't come into epsom or other salts. 
Mr. Gupta.-No., 
Dr. Matthai.-So th'at it is a smaller aggregate than Rs. 73,000 that y0110 

have taken into account. 
Dr. Matthai.-Selling charges also include freight. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Your selling charges won't amount to Rs. 12,000 on 2,()()()o 

.tons. I 

Mr. Gupta.-No. Half of that we can take. It comes to about Rs. 2-8-() 
a ton.. I 

Dr. Matthai.-When you speak of selling organisation, do you mean e2l-
godown in Bombay? 

MT. Gupta.-Delivery at the mills. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you inClude distribution charges? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What do you mean by distribution charges? 
Mr. Gupta.-Lorry charges from· the godown to the mills. 
Dr. Matthai.-We shall take it e:J:-godown. I think Rs. 4 would be suffi-

cient. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much do you allow for packing? 
Mr. Gupta.-As. 8 a bag. 10 bags to a ton. The price of bags- will vary 

between As. 8 and As. 10. , 
Dr. Matthai.-Actually as things stand at present Rs. 5 would be a fail' 

estimate. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-Rs. 61'5 is the total works cost. 

B.s. 
Works cost . 61-1) 
Selling charges 4'0 
Packing 5'0 

E:J:-godown 70'5 

Now we have got to estimate the plant. You have given the value of 
your plant and machinery as Rs. 15,000, but I find nothing for the buildings 
in this statement. Epsom plant requires what machineries. . 

Mr. Sharpe.-Hydro-extractors and compressors, Felter presses and' 
crushers. 

President.-What space would they cccupy? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is the biggest building we have got. B.s. 95,()()()o 

on present day valuation •. 
President.-For 2,000 tons? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is the cost of the building. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it the cost of epsom building? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is all our evaporators for soda crystals, epsom 

and glauber's, because they are interchangeable. The cost of the. building 
is Rs. 95,000. 
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Pruident.-What 'would be ·the cost of. ·the building for a capncity of 
2,000 to 2,500 tons? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-It would be about half. 
President.-About Rs. 50,000. 
Mr. Smit1k-Wright.-Yes. Then YOll have to ·take coolen; for which we 

'Would require about half a Jakh of rupees. Then, we require hydro-extrac
tors, presses, evaporators, settlers, dissolvers, etc. In all, it will come 
to about Rs. Ii lakhs. We need a lot of space. The buildings alone cost 
about Rs. 50,000. 

President.-What floor area do you require for this? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-The whole thing is 125' x 160', and we want about 

half that-that ill 125'·x 80'. . 
President.-That is about 10,000 sq. ft. 
Mr. Smith.-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-It comes to Rs. 5 per sq. ft. 
Mr. Smith.-Wright.-Yes. 
Mr. llamsingh.-I think that Rs. 2 per sq. ft. should suffice. 
President.-Rs. 5 per sq. ft. is rather high. It has only a single floor. 
Mr. Bmith.-Wright.-You must take into account the foundations also. 
President.-What is the first process in the manufacture of epsom? 
Mr. Smith.-Wright.-Crushing the magnesite. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We require a j!:rinding pl~nt for that. Will need two 

crushers used in stages. ' . 
. President.-Give me your full capacity for your 3,600 tons. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The cost of buildings is Rs. 95,931. 
Prllsident.-We wiJl" make it Rs. 11akh. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, and for machinery we require about Rs. 90,000. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is your total? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Rs. 1,90,000. 
President.-The machinery is about Rs. 90,000. 
Mr. Sinclait.::-Yes, excluding the boiler. 
President.-What does the boiler cost? 
Mr. Bamsin!7h.~Rs. 11,000. 
President.-The capitalisation cost comes to· about Rs. 50 per tOll; 

- Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Actually whether you were making 2,600 or 3,000 tons 

would it mak& much dUference to the kind of plant? 
Mr. Sinclair.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-It would be much the same kind j>f plant. 
Mr. Sinclair.-The plant; will be the same; only'the number of coolers 

will be less. 
President.-Supposing you wanted to construct a plant for 100 tcms only, 

could you take it in the same proportion? - -
Mr. Sinclair.-,No. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you spent Rs. 1,90,000 on plant and buildings, for. an 

output of 3,600 tons roughly let us say about Rs. Ii lakhs would be reqUired 
for 2,000. tons? 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. Your building size would be reduced and your coolers 
would be reduced, but the other items would remain practically the same. 

President.-The building would be smaller. . 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, and possibly the number of coolers would be less. 

PreSident.-We are only exploring the thing now. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Mr. Ramsingh, do you consider an· estimate of Re. 11 
lakhs excessive? . 

. M·T. Ramsingh.-I think that Rs. 1 lakh would be reasonable. 
President.-Who hlj.8 made this estimate? 
Mr._Sinclair.-Those are actual invoice costs. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-The buildings .are as per measurement. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We regard all crystals under one heading-soda crystals~ 

glauber~s or epsom salts. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you think that Rs, 1 lakh would be reasonable? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Re. 1,20,000 would be a fair figure to take. 
President.-61 per cent. on that would be Rs. 7,500. 
MT. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-The working capital would be Re. 70,000 taking the six 

months turnover. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-':'Yes. 
President.-The interest at 71 per cent. on that would be Rs. 5,250. 
MT. Smith-Wright~-Yes. 
President.~As regards head office charges and. other things, including 

the agents' commission, what figure did we take in the previous instanceP 
Dr. Matthai.-For sulphuric acid we took Rs. 25,000. 
MT. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-That is Rs. 25,000 on a turnover of Rs. 2lakhs j that is 8 per 

cent. If we take it on the same basis, that is 8 per cent. on a turnover of 
Rs. 1,40,000, it would be Rs. 11,200. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-As regards profit, if you take it at 10 per cent. on Rs. 1,20,000 

it would be Rs. 12,000. . 
Mr. S1nith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-If you divide the total (Rs' 35,950) by the total tonnage 

(2,000), it would come to roughly about Rs. 18 per ton. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
PTesident.-Tbat gives you a price of Rs. 70 plus Rs. 18=Rs. 88. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You are getting Rs. 6.5 as the current price!' 
nr. Gupta.-Rs. 65 to Rs. 70. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-'Ve expect at least Rs. 23 for protection. 
President.-Yes, but how are you going to show that you can do without 

protection eventually? We have made every· reduction possible. As regards 
the railway rate even if you take the lo-west rate, 1/10th of a pie, that 
means Rs. 13 instead of Rs. 32. But that would only give you about Rs. 9, 
It ill leaving you Rs. 14· short. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-As regards the costs of plant and building the estimateli 
are not quite correct as given by the Eastern Chemical Company. 

President.-Supposing we cut it down to a lakh of rupees. 
Mr. Ram..~ingh.-There are the automatic crystaUisers: they don't require 

much space and say if two machines are put and the crystals are formed 
there, and on that basis we calculated the price even below a lakh of rupees •. 

Mr. Sinclai.r.-I don't think they would be suitable for Bombay; 
Dr. 1IIatthai.-You cannot anticipate any increase in the output of 

epsom, can yOU P 
Mr. Sinclair.-No. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We are up against a very difficult problem in the case 

of epsom (hands in a letter from one of the directors of the Company in 
Englal'ld). 
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President.-That is the position at present; you are' shott by about; 
Re'. 23 per ton. 

Mr. Sinclair.-But there again the question of putting the profit on the 
chamber acid comes in. We are willing to sell epsom without profit, if, we 
recover all working costs. 

President.-The point ~ that if we are going to make any recommenda
tion the recommendation, should be adequate. Each product must pay on the 
whole.' , 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing on an output of 2,000 tons you still have got 
to make up Rs. 23, is there any stage in your development when you, would 
be able to dispense with protection or would epsom have to depend alwaya 
on a subsidy from the State P 

Pnsident.-Even if we give you a bounty, supposing it took that form 
. at present, can this difference be made good eventually when the bounty, is 
removed P That is the, point we a,re considering. How do you expect to 
get over that P 

Mr. Sinclair.-Epsom has been sold at as much as Rs. 6 per cwt. 
President.-The c.i.f. landed price is Re. 52 a ,ton. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-At present it pays a duty of 15 per cent. 
Dr:Matthai.-You can answer it this way.' Supposing you get a railway 

freight corresponding to 1/IOth of a pie that, would mean a reduction of 
B.s. 9. That brings down the margin to Rs. 14. You cannot anticipate an 
increase in the output of epsom but :you can increase your output of sul
phuric acid as industries .increase in this country, and when that happens 
your cost of chamber ,acid goes down, and, ~long ,that line you may possibly 
find that epsom salt stands on its own legs. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-By and J>y as we go on our depreciation and reserve 
~und will increase out, of the profits ...• 

Dr. Matthai.-You are suggesting a raid on the depreciation fundi 
President.-That won't do. ' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-'-cWe may .in time be able .to cut these rather' heavy inter-, 

est charges on working capital of 7 per cent., 
President.-That will give you very little. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-'-If we get a reduction in freight. 
President.-If you cut out the profit and got a reduction in freight that 

would only give you Re. 6. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.~We would be content to sell it without profit and 

get a profit on the chamber acid. ' 

Copperas. 
President.-We will now go on to copperas. The market for copperas is 

not a very big one. 
~ ·.Dr. Matthai.-You give 720 tons. I take the average of Bombay to be 

about 150 tons and the average of the local production of the two companies 
about 300 tons, that is altogether 450 tons. 

Mr. Bmith-Wright.-And the balance Sind. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have ourselves shipped a lot to Karachi and Baghdad. 
President.-At present copperas is not made anywhere in India except 

in: , Bombay. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Idon't think so. 
President.-Your production was 262 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking five years average if you exclude Sind I should 

put it at 500 to 600 tons? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Prllsident.-IroQ, scrap, Dharamsi's figure is Re. 10 per ton. DO' yOU 

require quarter of a ton? 
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Mr. Gupta.-Yes., 
Pre&ident.-You reljuire 5. cwts. at about Rs. 3 per ton" Mr. Smit~ 

Wright. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
P'resident.-Where do you' get it fromP 
'Mr:Sharpe.--'-In fact we 'don't buy'it at all. Merchants ask U8 to remove 

it from their comp~unds. We pay the lorry delivery' charges only. 
President.-You pay Rs., 10' per tonI', 
Mr. Gupta . ...,We have'to buy a certain quantity and' that is our rate. 
Presiden~;...;.-In the case of the Eastel'll' Chemicals .their charge for it is 

very little, but you have to pay for it. .. 
'Mr. Gupta.~We use sorne of our own also, but we have to buy a lot and 

for that' Rs;IQ is the rate delivered at the works. " 
President.-We must take some' figlire and Rs. 10' seenis to be the COlD

mercial value for it, and we cannot assume that everybody will· get it for 
nothing. ' . '. ' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-'-! quite agree. That comes to Rs, 2-8~ roughly, or 
2'5. 

, President.-Then let us take sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Gtipta.'-That is Rs. 30. 
President.~ cwts. at'Rs. 75, or Rs. 30'· in round figures. That gives you 

32·5 for the raw materials; You sayRs. 36 Mr. G'upta. That is just about 
that. Then your labour is R!I. 4-8-0', Mr. Smith-Wright whereas Dharamsi'a 
is 1'631' What do you do in the copperas. You simply put the scrap in the 
sulphuric acid, don't youI' 

Mr. Sinclair.-Scrap is put into dissolvers, sulphuric acid is added, they 
are steam heated, the liquor is settled, evaporated and crystallized. It is a 
very simple process. 

President.-Then why this Rs. 4-8-0 in your case and Rs. 1·63 in theirsP 
Dr . .lIfatthai.-What was your output in 1927-28 for which you ~ve these 

costsI' You have taken July to September 1928, haven't youP 
Mr. Sinc/air.-Our production last year was 224 tons. July and August 

were bad months and we did not make much copperas and probably the 
charges are excessive. , 

Dr. Matthai.-Dharamsi's was based on an output pi .215 tons., 
Mr. Sinclair.-July to September we did not .make much copperas and 

that perhaps accounts for the difference. 
President.-Then this figure of 1'5 they have given is reasonableP 
Mr. Smith-lVrioht.-Yes, on a market of 500 tons. 
President.-'-Powel' and fuel also differ, they give 5'75 pl'lU' this extra 

5'60'. That comes to Rs. 11 against your 19'15; that is nearly double. 
y". Sharpe.~That again is due to the suspension period. What we 

estimated before was on a basis of 2 tons a day., 
Dr. Matthai.-There is this difficulty. They estimate for the future 

Rs. 5'75 on a full output. 
Mr. Smith-lVright.-We reckoned Rs. 11 on 600 tons. 
Mr. SintliIir.-I am afraid there is a mistake there. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Fuel is one of those charges which will not go down. It is 

a direct charge. I don't think there is much chance of reducing the fuel. 
Dr. Matthai.-Jf you doubled your output, your fuel charges would' come-

down, 
Mr. Gupta .. -It will be between Rs. 6 and Rs. 11. 
President.-This extra that you have added is mostly fuel. 
M,. Gupta.-Yes. 
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President . .,--That B.s. 11 is about lth of a ton of coal. 
Mr: Binclair.-Yes.· . . • 
President.-It seems te be Ii high figure. 
Mr. Sinelair.-I don't think so. We have got dissolvers and evaporators. 

I should say that B.s. 11 is a ,!,ery fair figure. 
President.-We will have t~ consider later on whether it is, high oi',~ot. 

Fuel iA required for what? " ',' . ' 
Mr. Sinclair.-For dissolvirigand evaporati~g. 
President.-In the original estimate for' copperas under maintenance"and 

repairs you have given lts. 2'10. ,In ,the ,revised estimate you have' given 
B.s. 6 under maintenance and repairs. ,There again your, charges have gon. 
up by B.s. 3·3. Wby have you increased that? The Eaatern Chemicals 
have given B.s. 5 for maintenance and repairs." , 

Mr. Smith-Wnght . ...:..-Yes. There is ve~ 'little depreciation except on the 
~. , ,,'! 

President.~The,"coil depreciation ,we have got separately. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.--It isa question of stores and repairs; 
Pre8ident.-General supervision' is nearly' B.s. 13 to B.s., 14'. 
Mr. Smitli-Wrighl.-'-That is on asmall"productiori. 
President.-Dharanisi's give B.s. 6 under repairs and renewals. That is 

an increase over the actual figures. 
Dr. Matthai.-In your costs on, copperas you ,have not charged anything 

for packing and things of that kind. 
Mr. Sinclair.-It is just the naked cost. The type of packing varies. 

Some take it in bags and some in casks. If it is in bags it comes to Re. 5 
a ton and if it is in casks, it comes to almost l.ts. 15 a ton. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you added Rs. 5 on packing yours would be Rs. 69. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. ' 
President.-General ~upervision is nearly B.s. 14. This is rather high. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is on a small production. 
Dr. Matthai.-Wby did you estimate an increaSe;Mr. Gupta on an in

creaSed output P 
, Mr. Gupta.-It is not allocated as other charges. There could not be 
much increase. 

Dr. Matthai.-In all the other cases when. you, estimate an increase iii, the 
output, you generally estimate a reduction per ton, but in this particular 
case under repairs and renewals, it has gone up. Is there any special reasoD 
for this? 

Mr. Gupta.-No. . 
President.-We are not accepting these figures as correct. We' ha.e to 

consider every figure afterwards. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-They are allocated so much on tonnage and they havit 

not been charged in our original colits. 
Dr. Matthai.~They also have done similar to yours, but there IS a 

difference. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-In this particular qtiarterthe charges' were rather 

heavy. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-General supervision charges could also be explained by the 

difference in output. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.~Yoiiliad Ii very small outpui'H this patticulat quarter. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is quite true. Under the head maintenance and 

repairs we had very heavy repairs in this quarter. ,. 
Mr. 8harpe.-That is based 'on an output of 45 tons. 
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Pruident.-In the sulphurio acid plant we took 2'5 for general services. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-i think that is quite enough. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-There is a typographical mistake. It should be 500 in-

stead of 1,500. ' 
President.-How does that alter the figuresl' 
Mr. Gupta.-It comes to Rs. 2 instead of Re. 6. 
Pruident.-We will take Re. 2 under repairs and renewals. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is quite sufficient • 

. Presidllnt.-General supervision we took Re. 2'5 in the case of sulphuric 
acid plant. It should not be more here. ' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-The production of sulphuric acid is much bigger. 
,Prllsidllnt.-It is a good deal ,more. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.--4,OOO tons as against 500 tons. 
Mr. Gupta.-:-There is not much of supervision. Nobody is actually 

required. 
Dr. Matthai."'-on an output of 215 tons your figure for supervision is 

Re. 2'6 per ton. When the output incr~ases from 215 tons to 250 tons, you 
estimate Re. 8 per ton. How do you account for that P 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Because other products have gone up. 

President.-Re. 2'5 would be a reasonable figure. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-Let me see what the works costs are:-

Materials 

Cost above materials .' 
• 82'5 

17 

TorAL 49'5 

To that we have to add selling and packing charges. How dOM the foreign 
oopperas come P 

Mr. Sinclair.-In bags and casks. 
President.-How much do you sell in casks and how muchin bagsl' 

Mr. Sinclair.--80 per cent. in bags. 
President.-We will take Re. 5 for packing charge and selling charges as 

RB.2·5. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-It comes to Re. 57 ex-godown. Now let us take the plant. 

lour plant is Rs. 5,000 and building is Re. 5,000. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Our figure for plant is Rs. 15,000. We utilise the bottoms 

of the Chambers as a building. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you accept that.P 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Depreciation at ,61 per cent. on Rs. 15,000 would come to 

Re. 937. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Presidllnt.-The interest on working capital at 71 per cent. would be about 

Jts. 1,000. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
president.-The profit at the ~ate of io per cent., would be Rs. 1,500, and 

head office and other charges at the rate of 8 per cent. would come to 
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Rs. 2,240. Thus, the total comes to Rs. 5.677. If you divide this amount 
by the total tonnage (500), it comes to roughlyRs. 11 per ton. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-so, the fair selling price would be (Rs. 57 plus Rs. 11) Rs. 68, 

whereas you get Rs. 81. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-That is only recently we get'that price. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We are getting that on a very much smaller pr~ 

duction. 
Dr. Matthai.-Nothing has been imported last year. 
President.-The c.i.f. price which Messrs. Brunner Mond and Company 

gave us was £4-18-0 which is equal to roughly'Rs. 65. But I do' not know: 
how you got Rs. 81 when the c.i.f. price pl'U8 duty was onlyRs. 69-8-0. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is, only recently after,' the' formation of the Coppery: 
Syndicate, about four or five months ago. 

President.-How did you manage to get more than the c.i.f. price? 
Mr. Sinclair.-They buy from us 10 or 15 bags as they require. 
President.-On these 'figures there is no c!loB6 for protection. ' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, on the assumption that we make so many tons of acid. 
PTtsident.-That is true. This is when you' reach full' production and 

when you manufacture sulphurio acid to your oapacity. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-And 500 tons of copperas. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-If the Copperas Syndicate breaks, the' price will become 

lower. 
Dr. 'Matthai.-If the Syndicate breaks, I don't ,think that the Chemical 

industry will ever organise itself. 
M'r, Bamsingh.-The average price was about Rs. 60. 
D,. Matthai.-I find that according tQ the Trade Returns the average 

figure is Rs. 98. . 
M,. Gupta.-That inoludes copperas for medical purposes, where the price 

is evan Rs. 100 and more.' , 
I i I 

Potash alum. 
President.-Now let us take Potash Alum. 
Dr. Matthai.-You are not at all interested'in that. 
Mr. Binclair.-No. 
P,·esident.-You have never manufactured this at all. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-No. 
Preiident.-You have given us an estimate on a 'production of 1,500 tous' 

when the market is only 1,000 tons. 
D,. Matthai.-The average of the past five years is about 1,000 tons exclud

ing Sind and the local production is 300 tons. So, I think that 1,500 tons, 
is a fair figure to take. 

Mr. Gupta.-Why should you exolude SindP We are better situated to, 
supply that market. 

Dr. Matthai.-For supplying the markets in Northern India, I think 
that Messrs. D. Waldie and Company are' better situated at Cawnpore. 
They have a freight advantage over you. 

Hr. Gupta.-At Cawnpore they do' not .~anufa~ture Alum; at least that 
is my information. ,They make ,mostly SPl1'Its, ,acids and alcohols. I may 
be wrong, but that is my information. 

Dr. Matthai.-How wo~ld you compare with Caloutta with regard to the 
Upper India marketsP 

Mr. Gupta.-We have actually sold up to Cawnpore when the price h .. 
been favourable. 
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,Dr. Matthai.-In any case we ~ may take it that the' Punjab and the 
Unit .• d Provin~ will be divide. between you and CaloutU •. 

M,·. Gupta.-The distance from CaWnpore to OaICutta and frO"m Cawn
.pore to Bombay.,is .about the same,. if .anY"fAling~ it will be in favour of '" 
Bombay. . . • " 
-t,o&\):~tt/lai.-Ar~. you 's~gges~ing that we may take II. 'productton qf 

Mr. Gupta.-yea. 
Prerident ...... In this jo¢ UlIe bauxite first. 
M .. ; Gupta.-Yes. 
Prerident.-How much do you useP. 
Mr. Gupta.7"'For.l,600 toD.ll ·we have ~ 435 tons. In reply to question" 

tf, of the questionnalre 'we 8ay that we reqwre.·~ ton ofbau~te per toa of 
potash alum. We can take roughly the quantity of bauxite required as '3 
.of a ton. . 

Prerident.-WhaJ; is ~he price of bauxite? 
Mr. Gupta.-:-Rs. 23 per :to~ delivered I't the wor". 
President.-At the inine head how much is it? 

., Mr. Gupta . .-&. 7 per tan, anel the freight is & . .16: 
Prllsident.-The price of '3 of a ton of bauxite is about &:6'9. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Pr~ident.-What tabout sulphuric acid? 
MT. Gupta.-We require '38 ton at Rs. 75 per ton. 
Prt.~ident.-That is howmuchP 
MT. Gupta.-&. 28'5. 
l'Tuident.-Do you use potash sulphate alsoP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. . 
PTuident.-Is it imported? 
lIT. .Gupta.-For the present, it is imported. We require '23 . ton of 

potash sulphate. 
President.-What is the price. of potash sulphate? 
MT. Gupta.-Rs. 165 per ton. for '23 ton, it is I!obout &. 37'95. 
Presidcnt.-What is the total?' . 
!.lr. Gupta.-Rs. 73'35. 
Presidtnt.-Labour is Rs. 24'57 now. You cut it down to Rs. 10. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
r .. esident.-What is the process in this? 
MT. Gupta.-First the rock bauxite is ground; then the ground material 

u dissolved and then the solution is treated with potash sulphate. Next the 
first crystallisation takes place.' After the first crystallisation, they are wash
.eel and then they are again melted down and put into moulds. The mother 
liquor from the moulds comes back for fresh charge. Really speaking there· 
arc three steam oharges and handling charges also come to a lot. 

Prcsident.-This Rs. 24'57 was it your actual costP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, for the last year. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is on an output of 350 tons. 
Mr. Gllpta.--:-Yes. We dq not I!onticipate much difference in labour. 

President.-But you . have ~ut it down to Rs. 10 .. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. What I mean is that we d,on't anticipate any more 

increase in labour charges. 
Pre3ident.-That is to say, you would use practically your prlJSent labour. 

IIr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Preaident.-What is the total labour charge to-dayP 
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Mr. Gupta.-It was Iis .. -8,500lor potash alum last year and-we have 
.ractically nearly doubled it'and made iii. Rs. 15,000. .--! 

Pre~ident.-..:That comes to Rs. 10. 
,Mr. OufJta.~Yes. _ 

• j>re8idefl.t.-These men. are paid daily wages. 
Mr,. Gupta.-Yes; they are paid o~ t~ basis of daily wages, though they 

, &1'6 paid monthb'. . 
Pre,rident.":"'Your- power and fuel comes to Rs. 17'38P ..,,, 
Mr. Gupla.-Yes. 

-Dr. Mattkai.-Do you expect a reduction in that? For an output of 
1,500 tons ~ave- ;vou also estimated 17·38?· . 

Mr. GUf/ta.-We have kept that figure, but it may be a bit lower. 
President.-17·38 plm 14'00, that comes to nearly Rs. 32. 
Mr. Gupt",-17'38 is,the total charge per ton last year. 
Pf'esident.-But you have got extras? 
Mr. Gupta.-We ha'l'e added the extras. 

" Dr. Mattkai .... Non-worldng charges extra is 14: If you add that to 17'38. 
it comes to about Rs. 32; that giveS your total charge now. Can you reduce· 
it from Rs. 32 to Rs. 141' 

Mr. Gupta.-We can reduce it to Rs. 17. I think Rs. 18 would be rea~n
able. 

Prerident-Then let us take repairs and maintenance. You have brought 
it down from 9·02 to 5. That is an arbitrary figure. Let us take that. 
Then general. services and supervision. . 

-I!:r. Mattkai.-That ought to go down because we are taking an output 
of 2,{)(J(»tons. 

Mr. G.upta.-You can take it at Rs. 2. 
President.-Rent. That is '66, so that we get a figure of -35-66 above 

materials and the total' is Rs. 109'01. Then your selling organization. 
Mr. Gupta.:-That is 4. 
President.-Packing? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 5'-

*_ l''I'lilident.-That brings the total to Rs. 118'01 or let us say Rs. 120. Now 
Ilt- us take the plallt. The block value of your plant is Rs. 42,000 and you 
want;. to reduce it to Rs. 21,000, but nothing for the building. 

1.1r. o,';'pfa.-Rs. 20,000 for the building. It would be similar to the 
etorage shed. 

President.-And the plant? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 45,000. 
President.-What is the replacement value of the plant? 
Mr. Gupta.-75 per cent. of 45,000, that is Rs. 30,000. 
President . ...-:.For plant and building Rs: ·50,000? 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-What is your -block value? 

]'fr. Gupta.-Rs. 30,000 for the plant. 

Presid~nt.-An~ the building. 

Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 20,000. 
JJT. Matthai.-Your present capacity is 600 tons? 

.Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Rs. 50,000 for 600 tons. What do you say for 2,000 tonsP 
JJlr. Gupta.-About a lakh of rupees. 

HVYCHMLIND VOLII 
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. ,l'residen,t.-Depreciation comes to 6'25. Then interest on working capital 
on six months otttput, Rs. 1,20,000, ,lit 7i per cent., that is 9,000. Then head 
office and agent's commission 8 per cent. on the turnover of 240,000. 

Mr . . Gupta.-That is about 20,000. 
President.-ProfitP 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 10,000. 
President.-That is Rs. 22 plus 120, or Rs. 142 per ton. ~ What is the 

realized price P 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs., 7-4-0 per cwt. or Rs. 145 per ton. 

'Dr. Matthai.-'rhe trade return average is Rs. 135 for the past six 
months. " ' 

Mr. Smitk-Wright.-There are the selling charges, agents commission, 
godown charges, carrying charges to be added on to that. Then there is'the 
duty. 

Dr. Matthai.-I was trying to take' the duty free' price and 'see how 
much duty is required. We cannot take into account the duty at this stage, 
because we want to see how you stand as regards protection. 
. J>residenf.-For potash alum Messrs. Brunner Mond and, Company gives 
a price of £8-12-6 c.i.f. 

"Ir. Gupta.-Here is Brunner Mond's quotation (hands in a statement), 
President.-We want the c.i.f. price. 
Mr. Gupta.-The c.i.f. landed price without duty is Rs. 12(,._ 
President.-And you want Rs. 142 on your figures. 
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MESSRS. DHARAMSI MORARJI CHEMICAL COMPANY, UMITED. 
'AND THE EASTERN CHEMICAL COMPANY, LlMITED~ 

Continued on 22rd December, 1~28. 

Alumina sulphate. 
Prendent.-This morning we will take alumina sulphate'. 
Dr. ~atthai.-There is i?st a poi~~ about potash alum'. Alum is a thing 

about whICh we can make this supposItion that the total output may increase. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is used not merely for textiles, but for various ge.nf'l'al 

purposes. 
Mr. Gu,pta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-So that' it would, not be q,nreasonable to suppose' that ia 

. ()ourse of ten years if the industry were protected, it might get not merely 
the existing market on the Bombay side but something more than that. . 

Mr. Gupta.--;Yes. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-That would be a correct assumptin". 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. We expect a bigger market. 
President.-It is the same as alumina ferric. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.~Is it absolutely the same? 
Mr. Gupta.~There is a pure variety for dyeing purposes which we don't 

manufacture. All that we make can go to paper manufacturers and for 
water purification. 

Piesident.-Why do you call it alumina ferric? 
Mr~ ,G-upta.-Because it contains '5 iron oxide. 
D". Matthai.-May we take that alumina sulphate you manufacture' is 

alumina ferric? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-And on that basis we can consider the cost. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.~an we take all the imports of alumina sulphate as corre. 

sponding to your alumina ferric? 
Mr. Gupta.~No. 
Dr. Matthai.--Can we take all the imports of aluminlll'sulphate as CONe

sponding to your alumina ferric? 
Mr. Gupta.-It is very difficult to get at a correct figure except from 

the Municipalities and paper manufacturers. Paper manufacturers cqn
sume ahout half the quantity. 

President.-The municipalities use alum. 
Mr. Gupta.-They use alumina sulphate. 
President.-But also alum for filteration. 

'Mr. Gupta.-Some people use it but the bulk goes as alumina sulphate. 
'President.-That' is for removing the mechanical impurities. 
llr. Gupta.-Yes for removing mud and suspended' matter. 
President.-For that I think they generally use alum .. 
Mr. Gupta.-Big Municipalities use alumina sulphate. 
President.-Alum is used for what. 
Mr. Gupta.-More for dyeing. 
President.-There is no separate headinp; as al.u.minaferrio. 

• I 

G2 
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Dr •. Matthai.-There i!l only a general heading as alumina sulphate. 
Total Imports would come to 700 tons a year. That is taking the whole-of 
the alumina sulphate as alumina ferric. . 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.~How much of that corresponds to your alumina ferric I 

don't know. 1 should say the average for the last five years is about 500 ~ns 
in Bombay, 25 tons in Sind and local production about 160 tons. That i! 
what 1 get. Your figure was almost exactly correct. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-The difference between potash alum and alumina sulphate i, 

that you have potash sulphate in the alum. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-But the quantity used would be about the same '36 bauxite. 
Mr. Gupta.-A little lower. 0 0 

P"esident.-What is this alumina sulphate that is imported? 
Mr. Gupta.-It goes to other parts of the Bomliay Presidency, Nizam'. 

State and Mysore. In fact we supplied some to them, but they insisted on 
a whiter variety. 

president.-What is the difference between alumina sulphate and alumina 
ferric I' 

Mr. Gupta.-There is practically no iron in the former. 
Dr. Matthai.-What difference does that make in the actual use of itP 
Mr. Gupta.-It affects the dyeing process. 
Dr. Matthai.-You mean alumina ferric is not used for dyeing purposes, 

but it is used entirely for water purification purposes. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes and for sizing papers. 
President.-How much iron does it contain? 
Mr. Gupta.-About '5 per cent. 1 can give you the actual consumption. 

Hyderabad State 150 tons. Mysore about the same quantity. 0 These two 
Municipalities take between them 300 tons. Poona Municipality has been 
buying about 80 to 90 tons. Municipalities like Hubli, Nasik buy some quan
tity also. 

President.-What about Corporation here? 
Mr. Gupta.-They say that they get rain water and for that they don't; 

want it. 
President.-It is only where they use the river water, -that they use this. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, but the proposition is that it is not a difficult thing to 

manufacture alumina sulphate at all-I mean the purer variety. 

President.-Would you get rid of the iron!' 
_ Mr. Gupta.-By the caustic method. Instead of dissolving the bauxite 
first in sulphuric acid, it has first to be treated with soda ash in a furnace. 
Aluminate of soda is made first and that is converted into aluminium-hydro
oxide, this hydro-oxide is finally dissolved in sulphuric acid, alumina sulphate 
thus made gives a purer variety of product. 0- • 0 

President.-That would cost more. 
Mr. Gupta.-That fetches a better price-:-Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 more :than 

ferric. 
President.-The process would not cost more than that. 
Nt'. Gupta..-No; 
Pre!ident.-There is no difficulty in manufacturing. 
Mr. Gupta.--No. 0 

Puridsnt.-Then let. us take about 500 tons. 
Mr. Gupta.-We caon even make alumina sulphate buying the hydro-o:s:ide. 

but it won't pay at pr~ent. 
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fi dM'i; 8~arpe.-I~ you .have a copy of the" Chemical Trade Journal ", ~ou 
n t e. difference In ~rlce. between alumina ferric and alumina sulphate. 

Pruident.-!hat Will. give some indication of the cost of converting. 
Dr. M atth.aI.~The . difference is roughly about £2. 
Mr. Gupta.~Yes. 
Pre,ident.-In this also bauxite is the raw material. 
Mr. ~upta.-Yes, we have given the proportion, . 
Prerident.-It is about '3. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is more. It is '36. 
Prelident.-Let us see how the figures work out-

Bauxite '36 at Rs. 23 • 
Sulphuric acid' '47 at Rs. 75 

Labour 
Power and fuel 
Repairs and ~intenance 
General services 
Rents 

Rs. 
8'28 

35'25 

43'53 
10 
11 
3'50 

1 
'20 

25'70 

Packing 
Selling organization 

Works costs 69'23 
, 1'00 

2·50-

e:ll-godown 72'73 
or 73 

Prelident.-What about planti' 
Mr. Gupta.-Phmt is Rs. 5,000 and building is RB. 1,500. But pari of 

the same plant is used for potash alum. For dissolving alum in alumina 
ferric the same plant is used. 

President.-Is it worth' while calculating on that? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, when we are increasing the capacity; 
Dr. Matthai.-You are practically putting the whole thing on alum. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, except the moulds. 
Dr. Matthai.-What precisely is the figure for alum? 
Mr. Gupfa.-Rs. 5,000. 
President.-8hall we take 50 per cent. of that? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, then it will be Rs.· 2,500. 
Prelident.-What about buildings? 
Mr. Gupfa.-We have shewn that the book value is Rs. 1,500. 
l'resident.-It comes to Rs. 4,000; that is on an output of 200 tons. When 

you increase the output,.is there any increase in plant? 
Mr. Gupta.-Moulds will have to be increased. 
P.,.e~ident.-Therefore if we take RB. 5,000 for plant and buildings, it 

would be all right. 
Mr. Gupfa.-Yes. 
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President.-6i per cent. on that would be how much? 
Mr. Gupta.~Rs; 312:5. 
President--

Depreciation on 5,000 at lSi per cent. would be 
Interest on working capital at 7~ per cent. on 

R:!. 18,000 (72 x 250) 
Head office at 8 per cent. on· the turnover of 

Rs. 36,000 
Profit at the rate of 10 per cent. on Rs. 5,~ 

TOTAL 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

Rs. 
31250 

1,350'00 

2,880'00 
500'00 

5,042'50 

President.-If you divide the total by 500, it will come to about Rs. 10. 
Mr. Smitk-Wright.-That is about right. 
President.-Then the fair selling price will be Rs. 83 (lls. 73 plus Rs. 10). 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. • 
President.-What is the import pricei' 
Mr. Gupta.--This year's selling price· is Rs. 90. 
President.-What is the c.i.f. pricei' Mr. Smith-Wright, you gave us 

lome Briti~h· price. How much W8& that? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-£4-12-6. . 
PresidMlt.-You gave the market price for alumina sulphate 86 Rs. 100. 
Mr. Smitk-Wright.-That was for last year. 
President.-Not for last year but for 1928? 
Mr. Gupta.-That must be for 1927. For 1928 it would be Rs. 85 to 

Re. 90. Consequently we could not get any order. 
President.-We want to know what the c.i.f. price is. 
Mr. Gupta.-The c.i.f. price for alumina sulphate is £7-2-6-please see 

our answer to question 46. 
Pre.,ident.-Did you sell alumina ferric? 
Mr. GIl.pfa.-We sold a small quantity at Rs. 105. 
Mr. Smith-lvright.-The c.i.f. price was £6-2-0 for alumina sulphate. I 

think that if you took the c.i.f. price as £6 it would be reasonable (showed a 
~~. . . 

Pre.!idellt.-Who quoted this? 
Mr. Smith-lT'right.-One of the oldest works . 

• Preside·llt.-What is the British pricei' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-£4..12-6. 
Pr.e.!ident.-Whatwould be the freight? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-30 shillings. 
Mr. Sinc/air.-It would be reiuiOnable to take £6 as the c.U. for ferric 

quality. 
Mr. Gupta.-The consuni.ption of alumina ferric is most likely to increase. 
Dr. Matthai.-You ought to do quite well on it. 
Mr. ·Gupta.-If we make 500 tons surely we will make something out of 

it provided of course the cost of sulphuric acid is Rs. 75. 
. Pr"sident.-In most 'ot the producis you have a .freight advantage. The 
only disadvantage is freight on sulphur. 

Mr. Gupta.-Our difficulty lies in the ('ost of acid. 
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Pruident.-That is comparatively small. You have got a difference of 
R~. 7 betwee.n !our price of sulphuric acid and the British price of sUlphurio. 
aCid. In this 18 used only about half a ton of acid. 

Mr. G1£pta.-That is all true when we are in ~ position of making that 
lIluch quantity as you are assuming; but at present we are not. 

Copper sulpliate. 

President.-We are ,assuming that you will be in a position to make it. 
Now let U8 take popper Sulphate. What is thll lIlarket for copper ~ulpha4lP 

Mr. G1£pta.-About 250 tons ~n Bombay. 
President.-Whenever you have got to ~ scr/lp, it is an uncertain factor 

-I mean the pric,e of scrap ~s always an unc~rt.ain factor. . 
Mr. Gupfa.-It ~ea~ ~om,e relation t~ pure cOPI?~. 
President.-What is ~I!e price 9f pure cOl?per? 
Mr. G1£pta.-£63 c.i.f. 
President.-Where did you get that price fromP 
Mr. Gl£pta.-From the "Chemical Trade .,-ournal". 
Pre3ident.-If that is so, would .thescr/lp cpst you Rs. 8oo? 
Mr. Gupta.-It is goOd scrap. We sometimes buy it at as low a figure 

as Its. 700. But we have p~t in here a price wI!ich we llre lijmly to. PaY on 
an. average. 

Mr. Sinclair.---£64-3.-9 is the price given in th,e "Chemical Trade Jour-
nal " for copper ingots. It is a very variable llJ-arket. . 

Pres,dent.":"'-It is between £60 to 70: we don't know exactly what it is. 
Where do you get the copper fil~ngs fr~m? 

M1'. Smitk-Wriglit.-The Great Indian Peninsula Railway, or the B., B. 
& C. I. Railway. 

PrIMident.-How much COPPer scrap is required per ton? 
Mr. Smith-Wriglit.---{)·27. 
Pre·~ident.-What is the price that you have actually paid? 
Mr. G1£pta.-For one lot we paid Rs. 800. We find that the G. I. P, 

always gives us at Rs. 100 less than market price for scrap. 
P1'esident.-If )'ou were to manufacture 250 tons, you 'would require about 

SO tons of copper scrap. 
Mr. Bmith-Wriglit.-We would require 67·5 tons. 
President.-What price do you assume? 
Mr. Smith-Wrigkt.-Rs. 800. 
Alr. Sharpe.-The point is that the sulphurio acid used here is concen

trated. 

Jlectified piZ 01 vitriol. 

President.-,-Then we had better leave it over till we come to that. We 
will now take the concentrated sulphuric acid. That is R. 0: V.? 

Mr. Smitk-Wrigkt.---:-Yes. 
President.-This will be sold a8 such, I take it. 
Mr. Smith-Wrigkt.-Yes. 
DT. Matt~i.-Except the small quantity that you use for Cl'pper sul

phate? 
Mr. G1£pta.-Yes. 
Pruident.-Your full production is 700 tons. What is your actual pro-

duction, Mr. Smith-Wright? . 
M1'. 8mith-Wrigkf.-l,0l9 tons in 1927-28. The average is over a ~hous-

and tons. . 
Pre&ident.-Let us take 1,500 tons. We ·will proceed on that baSIS. 
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Mr. Smith-Wriyht.-Yes. 
President.-:In this process you take the chamber acid and pass it through 

the cascade. It is a very simple process. . 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes, it is quite a simple process. 

_ President,.-The main thing there I take it is sort of boiling. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is evaporation. 
President.-Distillation takes place to a certain extent, does it notl' 
Mr. Sinclair.-A little distillation takes place, which is collected by means 

of a scrupper, the scrupper acid recovered is dilute and used in process. 
President.-And the residue practically is pure sulphuric acid and that 

you again mix with the distillate? 
Mr. Sinclair.-The scrupper acid is dilute and gOes to ~ther processes. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-There is the extra cost of fuel and so on. 
President.-How much chamber acid do you want for thisP , 
Mr. Gupta.-We take an efficiency of 90 per cent. That would be 1'1 at 

RB.75. . 
Mr. Sha1'pe.-That is Rs. 82'5. 
President.-That is the only rat: material? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-Then you have the labour. What labour do you want in this? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Labour for filling containers and one man for firing. We 

need 6 men per day, i.e., 2 men per shift. 
President.-That is about how much? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Lllbour works out at Rs. 4-3-11 with our production. 

Taking a production of 1,500 tons it should be Rs. 3. 
President.-Power and fuel, how much would that come toP You will 

have continuous vroduction in this case. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Rs. 6'5 for power and fuel. 
President.-You have put down 14'69 Mr. Gupta? 
Mr. Gupta.-That is not for full production. We have put that after 

allowing for the non-working period. You can take 6'5 for continuous pro
duction. 

P~e8ident.-Repairs and renewals, you have put down Rs. 8. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-That is rather heavy. On my present working it is 

3 rupees and odd annas. We might take it at Rs. 5. 
Pre.rident.-Th~n general services "and supervision. What did we allow 

in the case of sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Smith-Wriu.ht.-You allowed Rs. 3 for that. 
President.-Rs. 3 including rents and taxes. This brings the total to 

exactly Rs. 100. But we have got to take the packing charges into account. 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is a variable. We have jars, carboys, etc. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It is'sold at the naked price. 
President.-If we were to compare it with imported sulphuric acid we 

must take the containers into account. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-You are then comparing drums with different sorts 

'of packing here. ~ 

President.-We have got to take two things which would be comparabie. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-I would suggest that you just take a little extra 
in what we call selling organization charges. 

Dr. Matthai.-Yo~ could give us your realized price for naked ez-works. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We calculate all our costs for the naked acid; we 
-1e not take into account containers. 
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1"ffMtlnt.-In any ease as regards the foreign sulphuric acid we wilJ 
take the price of the drums to the manufacturer and will allow for the second. 
hand value of the drums. 

Pruident.-Take the selling organisation. We have no selling organisation 
in the sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Gupfa.-In cascade we have. 
President.-You have got your actual selling organisation just now. 
Mr. Gupfa.-¥ou mean the Syndicate. 
President.-Yes. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is only a proportion of the off"take. 
President.-We must take some l}verage. What do you do just nowi'. 

How does it work out. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We as agents are responsible for selling the whole of 

it, and for anything we sell diiect to public bodies and so on we get -the 
nme selling commission of 4 per cent. 

President.-You know what it costs. We must allow the same thing. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-The price realised by the Syndicate includes not merely 

what you call selling organisation, but it includes also a certain amount of 
commission for the Syndicate. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-It also includes part of the cost of packing the container~ 

am I righti' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-YtlS. 
Dr. Matt1w.li.-In the case of the acid that you sell to the Syndicate yOQ 

have to tncur these p~ng charges. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Does it include the cost of the containeri' 
Mr. Gupta.-No, labour only. 
President.-Let us take RH. 10 for packing excluding containers. 
Mr. Smith-Wrighf.-'-Yes. 
President.-How much should we take .for selling organisationi' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-5 per cent. at least. 
President.-5 per cent. on Rs. 110 comes to Rs. 5,5. 
Let us take the overhead. Have you got the valuation of the planti" 
Mr. Sinclair;-For plant and huilding Rs. 1,00,000. 
Dr. Matthai.-That could be taken for a capacity of roughly 2,000 tons. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have two units having a capacity· of 1,500 tons. We 

need two units, hecause if one is shut down for any reason we need the other 
to maintain production. 

PTesident.-Plant and building Rs. 1,00,009. 

Depreciation at 61 per cent. on Rs: 1,00,000 
Working capital at 71 per cent. on RH. 87,625 
Head Office, etc., at 8 per cent. on the total 

turnover of Rs. 1,75,000 
Profit .. 

Rs. 
6,250 
6,572 

14,000 
10,000 

36,822+ by 1,500 tons~ 

Adding this Rs 24 to the RH. 115'5 that we previously arrived at it comes 
to Rs. 139'5 or' Rs. 140. The average realised price ·is Rs. 211-12-0. Out of 
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that you have got to deduct your commission of 5 per cent. and lis. 5 for 
delivery charges. It comes to Rs. 196'5. It is Rs. 56 -a. ton after covering 
all the profit. For copper sulphate we will take Rs. 115. You make a 
profit on the sulphuric acid. You make Re. 56 extra. . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yea. 

Copper lulpllate. 

Pre.4i~ent.-For copper sulphate we will h'avEl to take Rs. 100, plu. 
d~preclalton and profit. You don't want packing and the selling organisa
tion. 

)fr. Smith-Wright.-No. Rs. 125 would be about the right figure to take 
fol- sulphuric acid. . 

. Rs. 
President.--Copper scrap-'27 per ton atRs. 800 • 216 

. R. O. V. '87 at Rs. 125 108'75 . 

Total materials 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You use ~ome quantity of nitric acid. 
Mr. Gupta.-We use about half a per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-That might be omitted. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yee . 
. President.-Nitric acid would be Rs. 5·3. 
Dr. Matthai":"'What do you want this forP 
Mr. Gupta.-Just to start the reaction. 
President.-Including Rs. 5'3 it comes to Rs. 330'05. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What do you call leaching? 
Mr. Gupta.-It is simply dissolving in water and removing the ·solution. 

We take the dissolved stuff which is almost semi-solid and crystallise the 
liquor after dissolving. 

President.-You have not manufactured this, have you? 
Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-No. 
President.-We are taking a production of 250 tons. As regards labour, 

how many men do you require in this case P 
Mr. Gupta.~We require 4 men. 

o President.-Four men n <lay? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-That is for a production of 150 tODS. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-We are now taking a production of 250 tons. 
Mr. Gupta.-Instead of Rs. 8, it ought to be Rs. 10. 
President.-I must explain to you that we are not accepting these figures 

as correct. 
Dr. Matthai.-Why does your power and fuel go up? 
Mr. Gupta .. -It will go down now. We have explained to you that we 

'nnot let our process out. 
Dr. Matthoi.-For repairs and renewals, we might take Rs. 3'5. 
Mr: Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-As regards general services and supervision •. Rs. 7'8 is a verl 

big charge. . 
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productIon goes up to 250 tons. 

President.-It ,ought. to bear more no doubt .because it is so expensive. 
I think th&t it should be Jts~ Ii. . . 

Mr. GuptQ . ...,..."¥es. 
Preside'li.-AB ·lleglp"~s .rent aiso, .it should bear a proportionate sh",re. 
Mr. Gupi;Q,.-Yes, we may tl'-ke rent IjI.S Rs. l·S. . . 
P'I'esident.-What does the tlltal oost apovJl m~terial come to? 
Mr. Gupta.-About Rs. 30. . 
President.-What lI-bout the .sellingQr~nisllt~o~? 
Mr. Gupt(J.-Vie may ta)te Rs. 20:' 
Pre,ident.-As regards packing, how is it packed? Is it packed in gunny 

bags? . 
Mr. Gupta.---'Both in bags and casks. 
P'I'esident.~We l!light take that as Rs. 5. 
M'I'. Gupfa.-Yes. 
President.-That makes it Rs. 385'05 e:l-godQwn. 
Mr. Gupta.-Y6$. 
President.-What about pil~nt? 
Mr. GuptQ,.-Plant is Rs. 14,000. 
President.-6i per cent: on that is ,how muchp 
Mr. Gupta.-

Depreciation 
Interest on workiu.g capital at 7t per cent. on 

Rs . .48,125 
Head office charges at 8 per cent. 
Profit 

Rs. in thousand 
'S75 

3'609 
7'7 
1-4 

13·584 

Pruident.-If you divide that :by 250, it will cOPle to ",bout Rs. 55 ~r 
ton. 

¥r~ Gupta.-~6$. 
P'I'esident . .,.-The fair selling price .then is (Its. ·385 plus 55) Rs. 440. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
P'I'esident.-What is the c.i.f. prioel' 
Mr. Gupta.-£28-5-0 or roughly Rs. 375'6. 
President.-The duty at 15 per cent. COJ;lles to how much? 
Mr. Gupta.-Rs. 56. 
Presi4e~t.-Landing and other charges will be Rs. 5·5. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-The total comes to about Rs. 437. 
M'I'. Gupta.-'¥es. 
President.-And the average realised price is how muchP 

. Mr. Gupta.-:-About Rs. 420. 

Nitric and hydrochloric acid. 

P'I'esident.-Now let us take nitric and hydro-chloric acids. I may explaiD 
to you hQW I am gQing to deal with; hydro-ch~Qric acid .. We sha!l take these 
three salts alsQ glauber's salt, SQdIUm .sulpljIde and l!lInC ohiorlde. ~t ~ 
take the total p1arket for these three salts. What we want to see 18· t1l18 
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",hether if tllese salts were produced, you wobld produce sufficient hydro
chloric acid to get the salt cake. 
, Mr., Gupta.-In the manufacture of zinc chloride, we have to use a good 
quantity of hydrochloric acid-about 3 tons of 33 per cent. acid. 

President.-The market for zinc chloride is about 1,000 tons. So you 
want 3,000 tons of hydrochloric acid. It is a large quantity. You have not 
got the plant for it. At present the main argument urged against India is 
-that in the matter of sodium sulphide and zinc chloride, there is not enough 
'salt cake in the country and that you don't have hydrochloric acid. 

Mr. Sharpe.-To be economic we must make all the four. 
President.-All the four go together. We shall dispose of nitric ac.id 

iirst and then we shaH take hydrOchloric acid and then fertilisers. 
President.-Now let us take nitric' acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-In the first place are we speaking of the same kind of 

nitric acid? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-our costs 'are .on a 100 per cent. basis. 
Dr. Matthai.-And yours, Mr. GuptaP 
Mr. Gllpta.-on 70 per cent. 
Pre3ident.-Let us take nitric acid on 100 per' cent. basis. What is the 

demand for it? You produce about 100 tons, Mr. Smith-Wright? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have given the consumption as 243 tons exclud-

ing the mint contract which is tllree tinles the' Bombay contracts. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is this demand lIy the mint annual? 

'Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, we understand tllat it will be. 
PreMent.-What is the,normal consumption? 
Mr. Sharpe.-100 tons of 100 per cent. acid. 
PreMent.-Let us take 100 tons production and then let us take the 

400 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-What was your production in 1926-27P 
Mr. Sharpe.-Just over 80 tons.' . 
Dr. Matthai.-And Dharamsy's made 100 tons? 
Mr. Gupta.-100 reduced to 70 on 100 per cent. that will be 130 tons for 

total. Our actual production in 1926-27 was 76'7 tons. 
Presidentj-Eastern Chemical Company 80 tons, and' Dharamsi ltorarji 

Chemical Company, 70 tons. That is equal to 150 tons. Let us take 150 tons 
as the production. Then nitrate of soda, what is the amount per tonP 

Mr. Sinclair.-1·35 at RH. 180. 
Pre3ident .-Sulphuric acid P 
Mr. Smith.Wright.-i·6 at RH. 75 

Rs. 
243 

120 

363 

Prerident.-What is the process of manufacture of nitric acidl' 
Mr. Sinclair.-You take nitrate of soda, add sulphuric acid to it, heat 

it and the nitric acid comes, off as a gas which is condensed. It means 
v~ry careful working. It ~as to be handled very carefully. The process 
Bounds very simple but it is not quite so simple in operation. 

PrIl3idllnt.-Is there a syntlletic process for thisP 
Mr. Sinclair.-There is a synthetic process of getting nitrogen from the 

air. By the arc process, the nitrogen and oxygen of the air are combined 
to form oxides, which are converted to nitric acid. That is one method and 
then there is another one, the Haberlein. 

Mr. Sharpe.-We think the German acid DOW coming in is synthetic. 
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Dr. Matthai.-It is out of the questlon for us on an output of 150 tona. 
to think of a synthetic process. . 

Mr. Bha~e.-Yes. It is impossible to put up a plant for such small 
seale productIOn. 
. President.-As a matter of fsct we d~n'. require so much nitric acid at 
all in this country at present. 

Mr. Sharpe.-No. 
President.-Your labour is Rs. 28-14-0 and Dharamsi's 14'85 and their 

revised figure is Rs. 12. 
Dr. Matthai.-What -was your output during the period for which these 

.cost,! were framed P 
Mr. Sharpe.--80 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is practically the same output as Dharamsi's. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-Let us take their actual figure which is Rs. 14·85.' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-You can make it 22. 
President.-Your power and fuel is Rs. 29-8 against theirs Rs. 8·06. I 

think we must accept their figure and then make an addition for increased 
produlltion. At your figUre of Rs. 29-8-0 you use about -two tons of fuel. 

Mr. Sinclair.-It is not only for distillation. We have a vacuum pump 
which requires a lot of steam. 

President.-Don't you· expect any reduction I' 
Mr. Binclair.-A little. 
President.-There is such a lot of difference between. your figures and 

Dharamsi's. Anyhow in this nitric acid there is no competition apart from 
the German competition involved, is there II 

Mr. Binclair.--'I don't think there is. 
President.-We will put it at Rs. 25 and see how it works. Then repaira 

and maintenance. Yours is Rs. 45 against theirs Re. 6. I take it .in the 
nitric acid plant there must ~ intermittent working P 

Mr. Binclair.-Yes. . 
Dr. Matthai.-You estimate your total capacity of. nitric acid as 540 

tons I' 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, working two units in two shifts. 
Dr. Matthai.-But you don't use even oneIl 
Mr. Binclair.-We do only part of the. time. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact if you make 150 tons that would keep 

one unit continuously occupied .. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you increase your output from 100 tons to, 8ay, 

~OO tons how do you expect your repairs would come down from Rs. 32 
to Rs. 6. 

Mr. Sinclair.-l50 tons we can produce in 150 days. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you make your allocation in proportion to the raw 

materials there comes the trouble. 
Mr. Binclair.-That is simply to show how it is allocated. We told you 

that we would have to make adjustments. 
Mr. Bmith-Wright.-You can compare it with the English price naked. 
Dr. Matthai.-You don't get c.i.f. landed price for the naked. 
President.-You have given a figure of ~. 124 for general supervision, 

local office charges, etc. How did you get thls figure II Have you excluded 
'bead office charges, etc. II 

. Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, and all the works wages, c~emists' wages, rents, 
taxes and 80 on. That is allocated on a small productIOn. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Supposing we assume that you are going to produce besides 
epsoms and copperas, alum and alumina sulphate and all these other 
things ...... . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Then that would be all right, but we are not' pro-
ducing then., ' 

Dr. Matthai.-That is true, but we are proceeding on that basis 80 that 
you ought to reduce it. 

Mr. Smith-Wril1ht.-In that ,case it would be all right. 
Prelident.-Let us take it at Rs. 60. We are taking it only ,as a single 

unit.· ' 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes, but then you should allow for the e'xtra auper-

vision that is necessary. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji ,Cbemcial Company, Limited. 

make a reduction for nitre cake which apparently you don't. 
Mr. Jlamsingh.-I think that is a mistake. 
Mr. Sine/air.-In my opinion nitre (-ake should not be given any credit 

at all. 
Dr. Matthai.-The only way in which you can ·use nitre cake is that YOll 

can make sodium.. sulphide. 
Mr. Sharpe.-.We can make glauber's salt. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We don't credit anything for nitre cake or for salt cake. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-It is better to take it free. 
Dr. Matthai.-In any case we must not make any allowance for nitre 

cake, because i,f you are making sodium sulphide, you will really be using 
Bait cake and not nitre cake, ,beeause there will be far more salt cake available 
than nitre cake. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We should not make any allowance for nitre cake. 
. Dr. Matthai.-We have allowed Rs. 10' for packing in the case of sul

phuric acid Ilnd here it is Rs. 13. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Selling orgimisation would be Rs. 5'5. The total comes to 

.Re. 518'5 ex-godown. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Let us take plant and building. 

Depreciation at 61 per cent. on Rs" 45,000 
Interest on working capital at 71 per cent. 
Head Office at 8 per cent. 
Profit 

Rs. 
2,812 
2,885 
6,160 
4,500 

16,357 

If you divide it by 150, it will be' Rs. 109. Ex-godown will be B.s. 513·5. 
1f you add B.s. 109 being depreciat~on, !nteres.t, head office charges and 
profit, it comes to B.s. 622'5. The falrselhng price would be ~ .. 623 •. 

President.-How many gallons make one ton in the case of nitriC aCid? 
Mr. Smith-Wr:ioht.-We sell by the pound. 
Pruident.-:,Whllt would be the selling price!! 
Mr. Smith-WrigM.-For 100 per cent. acid it would be about Rs. 840. 
President.-How- much will be selling commission at 5 per cent? 
.\lr. Smith-Wright.-Rs. 42. 
Dr. Matthai.-Delivery charges would not be different. It would be only 

Re. 5 I think. 
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Mr. Smith-Wright.-It would be about Rs. 8. It comes to (514 pluli 109 
plus 50) Rs. 673. 

President.-The difference between Rs. 840 and Rs. -673 is Rs. i67j that 
is what would be left to you. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-What alterations per ton have you got to makll for the extra 

150 tons? 

Mr: Smith-Wright.--"l'he plant will be more or less the same. The raw 
materl';'ls won't vary; labour per ton will be the same; repairs and renewals 
-also will be the same. Only supervision will be about half. 

Dr. Matthai.-General supervisioll will come to B.s. 30; that is all'. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-Interest on working capital per ton will not go up, but will 

oome down. Depreciation and selling charges would be about half. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes and also profit will be halt. 
Dr. Matthai.-The point is that on that 150 tons they would be making 

Rs.315. -
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthal.-It would be about As. 2-3 pies pet lb: 
Mr. Smith--Wright.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is you lose about Rs. 370. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-It is an incurable difficulty. 
Mr. Smith-Wright . ....:.Yes, that is on 100 per cent. acid. 
President.-IncIuding containers. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Including returnable containers. 
President.-Then certainly it .cannot be this ordinary process anyhow, 

because it does not cover the materials. -
Mr. Sinclair.-It doesn't cover the cost of our raw materials. 
President.-It might iust cover them -because the freight might be less. 

-It must be synthetic. What is the price of nitric acid. 
Mr. Smith-Wrigkt.-For 65 per cent. acid the price is £21 and for loa per 

cent. acid £32·3 or about Rs. 430. 
President.-What will be the c.Lf.price? 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-£35 or Rs. 476. 
President.-You must add to that the duty of Rs. 71-4-0, landing chargeS 

Rs. 3 and Re. 5 for mukkadamage. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-Then it will be (Rs. 476 plus Rs. 71-4-0 plu3 Rs. 3 

plu8 Rs. 5) roughly Rs. 555. -
President.-If you got Rs. 655 it would not be so bad. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-But we find Rs. 673, is t;he price arrived at. 
President.-This would cover your ex-godown cost . 

• Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. 
President.-It would also cover your depreciation. 
Mr. Smith-Wrioht.-Yes. 
President.:-We do not know whether this is synthetic or not. Is there 

any difference between the synthetic and the other acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-No. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-In England they don't make nitric acid by the synthetic 

process. 
President.-Where is it stated tha~ this is. for En~lish. nit!ic acid .• This 

is only a market price. Nobody would buy It at thIS prIce If the price of 
synthetic acid is very much less. -
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Mr. Sindair.-The price of synthetic nitric acid will be regulated by the 
price of acid produced from nitrate of soda, and synthetic acid makers will 
try to get this price. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-My feeling is, that if these people secured the mint 
contract they may not be making much on it, but the effect of that, will 
be, that they will be throwing us out of the market. That will also affect 
the bazaar. We will not only lose the potential market to start with, but if 
these people go into the bazaar trade they may sell to the mint without any 
profit in order to eliminate us from the market, 'an'tl the bazaar people will 
then send their gold to be refined at the mint.' In 10 years we shall not be
selling any nitric acid at all. I don't think we can assume that we shaH 
always get our 150 tons. 

Dr. Matthai.-But a certain amount of refining must be done by the 
bazaar people themselves. ' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-But the market will possibly tend to diminish. 
Dr. Matthai.-The real point is that you are able-to dispose of the small 

quantity of 100 or 150 tons of nitric acid, because there is a certain amount of 
demand for urgent requirements. 

Mt. Smith-Wright.-There is a demand at present,but there is very much 
eompetition from imports. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-That urgent market is a small market that will remain to-
you. ' ' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-These people may carry stocks; in that case they may 
lupply the urgent demand. ' 

Prerident.-This price of Rs. 673 includes also profit on your sulphurio-
acid. ' 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. You can work it aown to ez-works cost; then. 
it will be Rs. 495. 

Prerident.-Price of Rs. 495 wi11leave you some profit OD sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Smith-Wrigh't.-Only Rs. 10. 
President.-It may be more than that. The whole point is this according. 

to these figures even if you get the market you apparently need protection. 
Rs. 555 is the English import price (c.i.f.) according to the figures that we
have now got. 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Yes. Even at Rs. 555 we could manufacture and sel} 
it with Bome profit on the acid. 

Dr. Matthai.-Is the statement about the mint quotation prefectly 
reliable? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-Positively reliable. I got it from Col. Stare himself_ 

H ydrochl?ric acid. 

Pre8ident.-We will now take up the hydrochloric acid group. I think 
we must first of all determine how much hydrochloric acid is required and. 
how much salt cake you get out of it and then how much of this sodium. 
sulphide you can make and how much zinc chloride from that. We will 
take first of all hydrochloric acid as such and then see about this salt cake. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your estimate of the local demand is 238 tons? 
Mr. Paranipe.-Yes. 
Pruident.-Imports are negligible, I think? 
Mr. Paranipe.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much have you manufactured on an average, Mr •. 

~mitb-WrightP 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-We have done as much as 70 tons of 100 per cent. 
Prnident.-We will take 50 tons fo~ you. and 20 for Dharamsf'l . 
... ~_ n._~..I.'1. TI'7_:_1.... v __ 
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Prerident.-That will give you how much salt cakei' 
Mr. 8mith-Wright.-175 tons. 
Prerident.-We will begin with zinc chloride. According to my figures

.inc chloride is 28,000 cwts. last year. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take the average to be 1,100 tons. Let us take it at"· 

1,000 tons . 
. M,.. 8harpe.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much hydrochloric acid is required for it? 
M,.. 8ha,.p •. -560 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the salt cake resulting from it? 
Mr. 8harpe.-l,400 tons. 
Pre8Uknt.-You want to make Glauber's salt. Glauber's salt uses no

hydrochloric acid and the sodium sulphide uses no hydrochloric acid P 
Mr. 8ha,.pe.-No. 
Presideflt.--So that the salt cake available for sodium sulphide anel 

Glauber's salt is 1,575 tons. The market for sodium sulphide is 1,400 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-For Glauber's salt what figure do you give of the average· 

consumption in BombayP . . 
M,.. ;Sha,.pe.-There are a number of small manufacturers who collect the

waste product from the mineral water ·machines and convert that into
Glauber's salt. 

Mr. 8mith-Wright.-We have sold as much as 200 tons. 
M,..Paro.nipe.-oura is about 90 tons. 
p,.erident.-WewiIl take it at 300 tons. 
M,.. 8ha,.pe.-Yes. 
Prerident.-8alt cake required for sodium sulphide is 1 ton pretty nearly1'-' 
Mr. Pamnjpe . .:....Yes. 
p,.erident.-It also requires nitre cake. 
Dr. Matthai.-You use either nitre cake or salt cake or both so betweeno 

these two you require lIomewhere about 25 tons for 12 tons. 
Mr.Pamnip~.~We should require.l·2 tons of salt cake for a ton of· 

sodium sulphide. 
Prerident.-That is 1,680 tons, and Glauber's salt, how much does that 

require? . 
Mr. 8ha,.pe.-That requires about half, 150 tons of salt cake. That. 

brings the total to 1,830 tons of salt cake. 
M,.. 8incr.ai,..-We hav&! got available 1,575 tons, for the remaining: 

balance we can use nitre cake. 
Piesident.-Nitre cake how much do you get per ton of nitric acid? 
Mr. 8inclai,..-About 2 tons per ton of 100 per cent. nitric acid produces. 
Pre8Uknt.-300 tons available: that just balances the thing if these figures. 

are correct. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-The figures are correct. 
President.-630 tons of hydrochloric acid, that is equal to how much

Bulphuric acid P 
M,.. Ramsing.-This is ~OO per cent. 
M,.. 8incZair.-1·75 of sulphuric acid 100 'per cent. per ton of hydrochloric-

100 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-DharamsyB give a differl!nt figure, l'OOP 
Mr. 8incZai,..-Their hydrochloric acid is based on iI3 per cen~. and the

sulphuric acid they have taken, is as far as I kn01!, probably.elth?r pure 
acid or chamber acid which has to be converted agalD, so that It will come-
to 1-75. 
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President.-That would mean another 1,000 tons of sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.--on these figures we ought to have the raw matel;ials for all 

these four products.' You have got to take the hydrochloric acid on the basis 
of 630 tons. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-And theirs is 900 tons on the basis of 33 per cent. 
Mr. PaT6njpe.-'-That is 300 tons of 100 per cent. acid. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Their plant at present is not satisfactory far commercial 

hydrochloric acid, that is for selling purposes. It is a salt cake plant. . 
President.-You can work one plant for commercial purposes and one plant 

for salt cake. -
Mr. Sharpe.-From the business point of view at present our hydrO-: 

chloric acid is preferred to that of Messrs. Dharamsys. When they are nsing 
hydrochloric acid for the manufacture of zinc chloride then that prejudice 
does not mattel'. 

President.-That is comparatively a small matter. We must proceed on 
the oasis of 600 tons. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-Salt per ton reqllired is 2·2 tons at Rs. 12. There is a point 

here. 
Mr. Paranjpe.-The Eastern Chemical Works get it directly from the 

BaIt wQrks. We pay railway freight from Thana to Ambarnath .. 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is the lowest grade we are buying. If we were going 

to make sodium sulphide we would requite cleaner salt so that Rs. 18 would 
be a fair figure. A low grade salt suffices. -

President.-We will take salt at 
Mr. Sharpe.-8alt 
President.-8ulphurlc acid 1'75· at Rs. 75 

Total raw materials 

Rs. 
18 

39'6 
. 131·85 

.17(}O85 

As regards labour yours is Rs. 75 as against Rs. 25 of DharaInsY's. 
Mr. Paranjpe.--ours is on the 33 per cent. basis. 
President.-That is near enough. But on 60Q tons basis what will it be? 

Would this plant for 600 tons of hydrochloric acid be too big? 
Mr. Sharpe.-No. . 
President.-8upposing there was one completq plant? 

_ Mr. Sharpe.--one complete absorptioll plant could deal. with 600 tons. 
President.-Would it not be too small a unit? 
Mr. Sharpe.-That would be about the unit for commercial hydrochloric 

acid. 
President.-Their capacity is 900 tons at 33 per cent. so that if we take 

Rs. 7,000 for labour and divide that by 300 on 100 per cent. basis that 
would be about right? 

Mr. Sharpe .. -Yes. 
Mr. Ramsinoh.-Roughly you can take it at Rs. 25. 
President.-For power and fuel DharaInsY's have given Rs. 43-12-7. What 

~ your capacity you said just now, Mr. Smith-Wright. 

Jilr. Smith-Wrioht.-We are turning out about 100 tons. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have no experience of their plant. Their plant differll 

from ours. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Rs. 75 is what they actually, incur. That will amount to 
Rs. ~5 fot'loo per cent. 

President.-What fuel is required. 
Mr. Shfl,rpe.~We willlool!; up the cost of power and fuel ,and le~ you know. 

That will give you the best English practice. ' 
Mr. Ramsingh.~For roasting we requ~e4 ,morllfuel. We ha'l'e toge:\> up 

to 900°0 to 1000°0. 
Dr. Matthai.-What do you require that heat for? 
Mr. Ra.msingh.-For .r(lasting. Wl1at they make is this. 'fhey get bi

sUlphate; In our case actIOn takes place in two places. First t)le prelil!li,nary 
where tlle temperature is 350° and then the bi-sulphate and salt are P1JShed 
in the roaster where ~ tempera.ture of 900 to ~oooo is require9 and the salt 
cake comes out. ' , 

President.-Rs. 55 is nearly the cost of 4 tons of coal. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Coal'will be an expensive itew undoubtedly. 
Mr. Smith-Wright.-In our case coal comes to only a tons. 
President.-We must get some idea of what it ought to be. 
Mr. Gupta.-I can give you the English cost of power and fuel for a 

similar plant. 
Dr. Matthai.-How does your practice compare with the En~lish 

practice? 
Mr. Gupta.-It will necessarily be more because we h!)'ve to raise the tem

perature every time we work up the fur,nace that takes ,about 5 to 7 toils 
of oil each time we start. 

Dr. 'Matthai.-If you have eS'timated Rs. 55 foraOO tons it Could 'probably 
be brought down to Rs. 45 when full production is attained. 

Mr. Gupta.-'Yes, thll fuel charge would go down. 
President.-We are taking 600 'tons at 100 per cent. That is equal'to 

about 6 times this production. ' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yov, Can take a reduction of 25 per cent. on'the fuel quite 

easily because we have not got to .shut down; 
Dr. ,Matthai.-Say Rs. 40 for 100 per cent.? 
Mr. Gupta.-No, it will be about twice as much. 
,lilT. Sharpe.~Hydrochloric acid is comparatively light compare9 with the 

raw materials. 
Pre,~ident.-Therll is nothing in thll process excllpt theBl! two things? 

Mr. Sharpe.-A ton of hydrochloric acid means n~arly 4 tons 'of raw 
materials, that is to say in heating 4 tons of raw materials we get only onll 
ton of hydrochloric acid. 

Mr. Gupta.-The amount of cllal iburntis considerable. 

President.-Then it is worse than steeU 

Mr. Gupta.-It is. 

President".-That is because I suppose you h/l-ve to use this coal in crude 
form. That is what it means. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-We use oil in all our furnaces. 

President.-You don't requjreas much heat as you do in steel making. 

Mr. Gupta.-In steel making blast furnace the .heat ;required is 7700 0. 
President.-It is merely a question of heating 4 tons of material and it 

does seem to me that this fuel is excessive. There is some defect in the 
way in which fuel is used. 

MT. ShaTpe.-'Might we take an arbitrary figure for the moment and 
;then look up the figures? 
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Pre8id~nt.-Yes. This is no~ anything li~e the. smelting of ore.r You will 
have to glve me some more eVldence on thlS before we accept this figure of 
Re. 100. • 

Mr. Gupta.-We will give you tne English practice in terms of coal. We 
will give you the maker's guarantee. . 

PreBident.-If you will give us those figures and give the quantity of 
coal required, that will be useful. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-Re. 100 means more than 6 tons of coal. 
Mr. Sinclair.~f tons. 
PreBident.-As regards repairs and maintenance you give Re. 3 for 33 

per cent. acid, Mr. Gupta. That comes to Re. 9 for 100 per cent. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you increase the output to 600 tons of 100 per 

cent., will that make any difference? 
Mr. Gupta.-Repairs will be higher. The furnace would have to be 

repaired twice or thrice in a year. 
President.-For nitric acid we took Re. 25. 
Mr. Sharpe.-This will be quite as much. It is more corrosive than nitric 

acid and we are dealing with higher temperatures. 
President.-We will take Re. 25. Dharamsy'll give for General Services 

and supervision 3'60. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is lo-B for 100 per .cent. 
Mr. Gupta.-The maximum capacity of the plap.t is 300 tons. We can't 

reduce it proportionately. 
PreBident.-In the SUlphuric acid really speaking we allowed for general 

services and supervision. It is only on the hydrochloric acid plant now and 
it should not be very much. 

Mr. Sinclarir.-It is going to be a very important item with a plant of 
this size. We can take a little off the supervision of the chambers and put 
it on this plant. . 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-We might take it at Re. 5. That should be a fair 
~ure. . 

PreBident.-We will have to treat it in the same way as chamber acid. 
What I mean is, we don't want packing and other things in this. In 
dealing with the products we will have to take the works cost plw tieprecia
tion as we did in the case of R. O. V. That gives you cost above materials 
Rs.155. 

Mr. GupttJ.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What about the credit· for salt cake? 

Mr. Sharpe.-We cannot do that until yoU: work lIack on the sodium 
sulphide and get the market price for sulphide. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is perfectly true. In any case you have to make an 
allowance for salt cake. The only question is, on what basis you should 
do it. 

Prelident.-Let us see how it works with no credit for salt cake at this 
stage. Have you got any estimate of the new plant? 

Mr. Smith-Wright.-No. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-We have got it. We have spent Re. 1,B7,000 on that 

plant. At that time the price of the plant was high . 
. Prelident.-The book value of the hydrochloric acid plant is Re. 1,51,000. 

60 per cent. of that is Rs. 90,000. You have got a separate building alsoP 

Mr. Gupfa.-Yes, that is .Rs. 86,000. 60 per cent. of that is Rs. 20,000. 
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President.-That gives you _Rs. 1,10,000. Is that a plant tor 300 tons 
production P 

M.,.. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-'1'ben you double the plant but not the building necessarily 

to produce ~ tons. You don't have to double everything? 
M.,.. Sharpe.-I should say as. 1,50,000 would be about right. 
Mr. Sinclair.-The absorption plant would be the same and just an ex

tension to the building would be all that is necessary for 600 tons. Will 
you allow 61 per cent. for this plant? 

President.-We always do it. We allow it Dn buildings, boilers and everT
thing. We allow 61 per cent. so that you will find it all right. So that 
we arrive at the following figures:-

Depreciation on plant and buildings at 61 per cent. 
1,50,000 

Interest on working capital at 7t per cent. on 1,00,000 . 
Head office charges, etc. 
Profit 

on 
Rs. 

9,375 
7,500 

16,000 
15,000 

47,875 

If you divide this by 000 it gives you Rs. 80. Adding this to the figure 
of Rs. 325'85 we previously arrived at, it comes to Rs. 405'85 or Rs. 405 
in round figures. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you are going to charge hydrochloric acid at Rs, 400 
zinc chloride would never come anywhere within measurable distance in 
priceP 

President.-8upposing we took sodium sulphide and Glauber's salt-we 
threw in simply the salt cake first of all-and supposing we got them a fair 
selling price of Rs. 20 for, say, Glauber's salt, but we found that it got Rs~ 50 
in the market, thisRs. 30 we credit to hydrochloric acid for the salt cake. 

Mr. Sharpe.-It comes to something less than Rs. 30. 
Mr. Oupta.-That is the only way it can be done anyhow. 
P.,.esidflnt.-I don't know what is the" price of salt cake. We charge 

nothing to sodium sulphide and the Glauber's salt for the salt cake and then 
we get the fair selling price based on that. Then we get the market price and 
this difference we hand over to the hydrochloric acid. In tliat way sino 
chloride would be benefited. 

Mr. Oupta.-That is quite correct. 
President.-We -will take Glauber's salt. You don't manufacture any P 
Mr. Sharpfl.-We do. We have not given the costs and we don't apply 

for protection on that. -
Presidflnt.-8tilI we ought to have the costs. At present what do you 

use for the manufacture of Glauber's saltl' 
Mr. Sharpe.-We use either salt cake or nitre cake. -We don't put any 

charge for either of these. 
President.-We want these other costs .. I suppose .you have got the costs 

here? 
Mr. Sharpfl.-I can give you a rough idea. 
President.-We will take 300 tons as the production for Glauber's salt. 

How much salt cake is required for this P 
Mr. Sinclair.-Half a ton per ton of Glauber's salt. 
President.-You have to use soda ash in "it? 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is for neutrali ... tioD and precipitating iroll. 
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PTe&ident.-That has to be imported!' 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. That is Ra. 7 a cwt. 
Preside·nt.-Do': much do you want of that!' 
Mr. Gu.pta.-32 tons for 400 tons, that is It cwt. to a ton, at Ra. 140 . 

ton. 
President.-That is 10'5. 
Mr. Gupta.-LabourP 
Mr. Gupta.-Labour is 4'13. 
President.-What did we allow in copperas? 
Mr. Gupta.-Ra: 1-8-0. These two are comparable. 
President.-We would put Ra. 2 here. Power and fuel how muchi' 
Mr. Gupta.-You can take it at Re. 5. 
President.-Repairs and renewals? 
Mr. Gupta.-l rupee per ton . 
. President .-General services and supervision i' 
.Mr. Gupta.-l·5. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have taken a lower output. 
Mr. Gupta.-Tben the char~~s will be more. 
President.-Let it be Ra. 2. Then what about rents and taxesi' 
Mr. Gupta.-They will come to '36. 
President.-We will leave it at that. 
Dr. Matthai.-8elling organizationi' 
Mr. Gupta.-That will be slightly higher now. You can take it at the 

/lame figure as in the case of epsom 2'5 an.!I Ra. 5 for packing. 
President.-8o that e.z:-godown it comes to 28'36. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-I should think there is not much depreciation in this plant. 
Mr.. Sinclair.-I should say about Rs. 15,000 for the cost of the plant. 
President.-

At 61 per cent. that is 
Working capital 42,000 at 71 per cent. 
Dead office, etc. 

Profit 

937'5 
~ - 315 

672 
1,500 

3,424'5 

If you divide it by 300 it gives you 11·4. Add to "this Ra. 28'36 we have 
previously arrived at and that gives you Ra. 39·76. That is exactly Ra. 40 
or Ra. 2 a cwt. What is the market price now i' 

Mr. Sin cla ir.-Rs. 2-10-0 per cwt. or Ra. 52-8-0 a ton. 
President.-Glauber's salt is £4: c.i.f., as given by Messrs. Brunner Mond 

and Company. Adding to that the duty; landin~ charges, etc., we .get a 
price of Ra. 66'45. 

Mr. Sinclair.-A mill contract was placed at Ra. 2-10-0 per cwt. 
President.-If we take Rs. 66, the price supplied by Messrs. Brunner 

'Alond and Company that gives you Ra. 26 for the salt cake. 
. We will now take sodium sulphide. We have taken the production of 

sodium sulphide at 1,400 tons. Wbat is the price of sodium sulphideI' 
Mr. Gu.pta.-The market price is Ra. 8 to 9 a cwt. 
Presiden.t.-You have got a cost of Rs. 810 here in your statementI' 
Mr. Bamsinl1h.-That was only an experiment. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Is yours 62 per cent.? 
Mr; Gupta-.-Yes, 
President.-i think you had better study Dharamsy'sfigures and tell us 

to-morrow about sQdium sulphide. ' .. 
Mr. Sharpe.-We have,no experience of making it. If they will tell us 

how much salt cake is necessary per ton and thEf coal we can work out ~he 
necessary figures. 

Pre8ident.~Messrs. Brunner Mond and Company told us that the smallest 
unit is 10,000 tons for sodium sulphide. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Mr. Paranjpe ,has worked in various British plants and 
also in two English plants and.he says their maximum production waS two 
tons a day. 

President.-Messrs .. Brunner Mond and Company are contemplating manu
facture on a large scale. 
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Sodium sulphide. 

President.-Have you been able to gather any light on this question of 
lodium sulphide? . 

Mr. Bam.singh.-(Hands in costs of production on a large scale). 

Mr. Gupta.-We have got figures from actual working exactly for a plant 
of 6 tons capacity a day. That is an American plant where I myself worked.' 
Here are the particulars (handed in). 

President.-When were you in America? 

Mr. Gupta.-Last year. I was there in. February last. I was on that 
plant for a fortnight and also on another big plant, ,nz., that of .the
Grasselli Chemical Company, who are one of the biggest manufacturers in 
the United States of America. They have now joined E. I. du Parks de
Nemours and make very many varieties of heavy chemicals. They do not. 
make more than.8 to 9 tons a day at one plant. 

President.-When you say II efficiency" in what sense do you use the-
term? 

Mr. Sharpe.-Efficiency of the plant. 

Pre8ident.~You mean the yield? 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, the actual yield as compared with the amount which
one could theoretically obtain. 

Dr. Maf.thai.-That is to say, if you are able to get, in the case of sul
phuric acid, one ton out of 33 per cent. sulphur, that is 100 per cent. 
efficiency P 

Mr. Sinelair.-It is about 97 per cent. 

President.-What is the formula for sodium sulphideP 

Mr. Gupta.-Na.S and that for salt cake Na.SO.. The (OJ oxygen goes. 
away. That is what we call reduction. Oxygen is taken up by the coal and: . 
forms carbon monoxide and dioxide. . . 

Presidl!nt.-This is no good. We want quantities of the various materials
used. 

Mr. Gupta.-We have given that, each c;harge consists of how much of 
the various materials. 

President.-8 per cent. ash, we don't know of any coal in India with that 
amount of ash. We shall have to make allowance for that. • 
. Preaident.-16 to 20 per cent. is considered good in India. That means. 

how much coal? 
. Mr. Gupta.-We have taken one ton instead of three-fourths. I have· 

further correspondence with the party which I can give you. These people
will be very pleased to give any information the Board wants. They are· 
manufacturing for the last 20 years. 

President • ...,...You get 40 to 46 per cent. of sodium sulphide out of this? 
Mr. Gupta.-66 to 67 per cent. is the efficiency. . 
President.-I don't understand what you have given here. 44 to 46 per 

cent. is Na.S. 
Mr. Gu,pta.-That is the melt which ia to be leached; or the sulphide

which comes out of the furnace. 
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President.~What happens in the leaching? 

Mr. Gupta.-lit the melt it is 44 to 46 per cent. Na.S. When we boil 
Gown in water the undecomposed coal is precipitated but the soda SUlphide 
remains in solution at that temperature. Then that is taken out. We 
get 62 to 54 when it is boiled down concentrated and cooled for solidifiQation 
and break into lumps. The melt is the raw soda sulphide taken out .of the 

. furnace. That is put in big iron tank containing water for dissolving as 
indicated . 

. Preside7lt.-What exactly do you mean by leaching? 

Mr. Gupta.-Putting in the dry mass from the furnace into water. That 
is what we call leaching, and .then taking out the soluble portion of the 
material from the solid. 

Presidenf.-If you have to use as much fuel as this it may be more econo
mical to manufacture this in Benga1. 

Mr. Gupta.-No doubt, but Bengal cannot use so much soda sulphide nor 
einc chloride. . 

President.-There ·is no reason why they should not take up the manufac
ture of these, if there is so much coal to be used at Rs. 15 a ton. It is 
obviously very high even according to the figures you give. 

Mr. Gupta.-But the market is here. 
Presidenf.-Five tons of coal would cost you much to transport. They 

also have a market there for zinc chloride. 

M7. Gupta.-Very little. Then what about salt? 
President.-On salt of course they will have to pay a certain amount of 

freight, but that is comparatively very small. 

Mr. GuJ?ta.-The freight on the finished product is quite a lot. 
Dr. Mattkai.-The market for soda sulphide is, apart from textiles, in 

rubber? 
Mr. Gupta.-8ome goes to the leather works and tanneries. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Messrs. Brunner Mond. & Co. told us that the increase in 

the demand for soda sulphide is due really to an increased demand from 
rubber plantations. 

President.-The whole point is this: where, having regard to the market 
and raw materials, a particular article ought to be manufactured.? I don't 
know what the market is as regards zinc chloride. 

Dr. Matthai.-l,200 tons practically the whole of which goes to Bombay. 
Therefore when you make zinc chloride here, you get the salt cake. . 

Mr. Gupta.-Exactly. The same is the case with alum. The bulk of it 
comes here. 4,000 is for the whole of India and 2,000 in Bombay . 

. Dr. Mattkai.-l,400 in Bombay, 1,000 in Sind and the reSt goes to the 
Punjab and other places. The moment we grant protection Messrs. D. 
;Waldie & Co. may think of manufacturing it at Cawnpore. 

Mr. Gupta.-We are not far off from Karachi than what theyare. 
Dr. Matthai.-In any case you won't get the whole of the market .. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is why we have taken only 2,000 tons. 

President.-Will you please supply the Board with a copy of this report 
of yours. I will examine you on these figures later. Nob~y has really 
produced this on a commercial scale. 

Mr. Gupta.-We will let you have it. Whim we use rotary f~nace f~el 
charges will come down. This is &so to be cons!dered. Our ?lant ~V111 require 
modification if we manufacture the whole requIrement of thIS presidency. 
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President.-Let us take soda sulphide. In this case we will take a produc-
tion of 1,400 tons and see how it works out. . 

Us. 
Salt cake 1'3 tons free. 
Coal dust t;>ne ton i2 
Labour 12 
Power and fuel 50 
Repairs and renewals 4 
Genera,l services, etc. 5 
Packing 15 
Selling' 2 

TOTAL 100 

What about the plant and building? 
M.r. Gu.pta.~Plant and building will cost Rs. It lakhs. 
Dr. Mathai.-What would be the figure in American currency? 
Mr. Gu.pta.-$27,000 for the furnace and equipment. In round figures 

f9r the plant it will be about $30,000. 
, Pre.~ident.-You have got to add freight and other charges. 

Mr. Gupta.-We have allowed for these, and the cost of the building will 
be Rs. 50,000. ' 

President.-

Depreciation at 61 per cent. on Rs. 1,50,000 
Interest on working capital 
Head Office charges, etc. 
Profit 

Rs. 
9,375 
5,284 

11,200 
15,000 

40,859 

If you divide Rs: 40,859 by 1,400 tons, it comes to Rs. 30 per ton. The' 
d.f. price given by Messrs. Brunner Mond & 00'. is Rs. 165. That gives 
you Rs. 27 for salt cake. 

Mr. Gllpta.-That is enough. 
Presi.dent.-You have got 1,820 tons at Rs. 27 and .in the Glauber's salt 

you have got 150 tons at Rs.50. The average comes to about Rs. 30. 
Mr. Gu.pta.-They take it as eleven dollars in the States per ton of .salt 

cake. 
Pre .• ident.-It is just about Rs. 30 for salt .cake. Let us go back to 

hydrochloric acid. 

Rs. 
'Vorks cost 405 
Less credit at Rs. 30 a ton for 2'2 tons of salt cake 66 

Per ton e:l)-works 339 

What is the price of salt cake in EnglandP 
lIr. Bindair.-The latest price is £2-12-6 (hands in the journal). 
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President.-Don't they review the various chemical industries fro'm time 
to time where they give statistical information. the use of sulphuric acid in 
the world, output and so on? . 

Mr. Sharpe.-That would be published about March or April. 
President.-Who publishes that? 

• Mr. Sharpe.-They are mentioned in the annual repOrts of the Society of 
Chemical Industry. 

President.~an you give me the last oneP 
Mr. Sharpe.-I can' let you have the loan of the last edition. 
President.-I want to know what chemicals are produced in the world and 

how they are used and so on. Will you kindly lend me a copy? I shall 
return it to you. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-Is £2-12-6 which you have given for home consumption P 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
J'rcstdent.-What do they call salt cake? 
lJlr. Sinclair.-In pure sodium sulphate. Probably you ,will ~nd the (on. 

sumption figures in the Times Supplement. 
President.-It is Rs. 34 roughly. If these figures ate col'rect-<ine doesn't 

know whether they are correct or not--we ought to get the same result. 
Mr. Sinclair.-The cost of Indian-made salt cake would be higher than 

English-made salt cake. . 
President.-This shows that sddium sulphide if properly manufactured can 

bear the price of the salt cake and that salt cake can be produced in India 
if the price for hydrochloric acid is the figure that we have got. 

We will take zinc chloride and then hydrochloric acid for sale as such. A. 
regards zinc chloride have you got similar information, Mr. Gupta? C 

Mr. Gupta.-I haven't got it here at present, but I will send it to you 
later on. We have manufactured 12 to 15 tons. (Statement handed in.) 

President.-Sodium suiphate is 62 per cent. fused. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 

Zi1W chloride. 

President.-Let us take the production of zinc chloride as 1,000 tons and 
see how the figures work out. 

lts. 
Zinc scrap at Rs~ 300 150 

Hydrochloric acid '57 cent per cent. at Rs. 340 193'8 

Labour 4'5 

Power and Fuel 5·0 
If ,Repairs 1 

General services, etc. !Ni 

Works cost 356·8 

Packing 15 

Selling organization 2 

Ez-god0.wn 373'8 

, How much you have takeu for plant and buildings? 

Mr. Gupta.-We have taken Rs; 1,00,000 for plant and buildings. 
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Depreciation 
Interest 
Bead Office, etc. 
Profit. 

Rs-. 

6,250 
6,750 

14,400 
10,000 

37,(()() 

- Divided by 1,000 tons it comes to Rs. 37·4. Add this Rs. 37 to Rs. 37~ 
1\e get a total of Rs. 411'2. 

l'resident.-

The c.i.f. price is £18-10-0 or 
Add 15 per cent. duty 
Landing, etc. 

'Pr. Malthai.-The market price is Rs. 299. 

Rs. 
246 
36 
8 

290 

President.-Out of Rs. 374 you deduct Rs. 246. That gives you a differ
ence of Rs. 128 on fuIl production. Bow are you going to do it!' 

.Mr. Gupta.-We want to meet it from the soda sulphide. 
President.-But then you won't have your salt cake unless you .make 

Ilinc chloride. 
Mr. Gupta.-Again Wi! have to take into consideration the duty, extra 

charges borne by the manufacturer of Ilinc chloride, the amount of sulphuric 
acid used for making hydrochloric acid and then the charges on sulphuric acid 
taken twice over. 

'Pr. Matthai.-We will have to make a lot of adjustments. This Rs. 128 
is equal to more than 50 per cent. 

Presid.ent.-As regards hydrochloric acid we ought to get the selling price. 
We have not got" the realised price for hydrochloric acid. 

Zinc chloride is used by what industries!' 
Mr. Gupta.-Mainly textiles. 
Presidmt.-Textiles use only very small quantities, say about 1,000 tons. 
Mr. Baffl.$ingh.-It is used as an antiseptic also. 
Mr. Gupta.-In other countries it is used for timber seasoning. 
'Pr. Matthai.-Supposing for argument's sake we decided to impose a 

duty of 50 per cent. on zinc chloride, that might mean it is not an· essential 
article and people might not use it. 

Mr. Bamsingh.-It is absolutely D8('6S8ary for the textiles. 
'Pr. Matthai.-Is there any substitute for it!' 
Mr. Bamsingh.-There might be costly substitutes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Bow would it affect your costs if we are to put on a dut, 

of 50 per cent. P 
Mr. Bamsingh.-Very little. The cost of silong per pound is abont 

As. 2. It will make a difference of one pie per lb. of cloth. 
Presidl'nt.-But silling, I think, adds to the weight. 
Mr. Ram3ingh.-If you are interested, we have a statement (handed in) 

showing the duties levied in various countries. 
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p"UiaeA~ .. -That will' be very interesting. _Where did- you get;thia in-
formation from P •. - .' 

• II". BamriAgh.-We got this comparative' table of import dutiea mOstly 
from the Consuls of the di,fferent countriea. 

Dr. Matthai.-Please give us the. percentage figures for each country. 
IIr. Gupta.-Yea. We will prepare a fuller statement and send you •. 

H lIdrochZorie acid. 
Pf'flMeAt.-We will take hydrochloric acid •. 

Production 600 toD&-
Salt, 2-2 @ Re. 18 
Sulphuric acid, 1-75 @ Rs. 75 
Labour 
Power and Fuel • 
Repairs and Renewals 
General Supervision 

oVerhllad charg~ 
Plant, Rs. 1,50,000 @. 60 per cent. 
Buildings, Rs. 36,000 @ 60 per cent. 

Allow for 600 tons, Rs. 1,50,000 
Working Capital, 3OOx325 
B. O. and Commission 8 percent. on 2 lakhs 
Profit, 10 per cent. 

Works cost 
Overhead • 

usl-Credit for salt cake 

Packing 
Selling., organization 

The market price is Ra: 1,260. 

For 600 tons 

Fertilise"s. 

lIl. 

30'6 
131-25 
25 

100 
25 
Ii 

90,000 
20,000 

110,000 

9,375 
7,500 

16,000 
15,()(Xf 

47,875 
=80 per toD. 

325-85 
80 

405-85 
66 

339'85 
3(r 

2'50 

372·35 

P"esideAt.-Now we come to Fertilisers. The Eastern Chemical Com
pany does not make any fertilisers, does itP 

M". 8mith-Wright.-No. 
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, P1"8"'dent.-Tle point that we have got to consider is this:' there is a 
fot pf general evid~nce. take!!. We want to eonsidlDo the question of bounty 
on these products. It may happen that th~re may Bot b. such a good case 
but we want to see whether, if sulphuric acid is cheapened it would lead' 
to the increased use, of fertilisers in ~ which sulphuric acid' is used. The 
fertiliser being used 'for agricultural purposes, the chances of a bounty are 
preferred to any oUler form of relief. . . 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-It is for that reason that I wish to ·know whether fertilisers 

in which sulphUl"io acid is used are likely to be use<J. on a substantial scale 
in the future.. I mean the general evidence is' very unsatisfactory as far 
as I have been able to follow. They seem to think that in some parts of 
India any fertiliser which contains sulphuric acid is not suitable except for 
limited l1umber of crops. I suppose that is due more to the acidity of the 
soil.· ,< 

Mr. Sherpe.-They are under a mistaken' impression. There is no free 
sulphuric acid in the fertiliser which is used as manure. 

Dt'. Ma€thai.-The question was definitely put to Dr. Mann by the Agri
cultural Commission and he said that in rice the use of bone meal has been 
found to be of some use and then the question was put to him whether bone 
meal was better tban superphosphate. To that he answered that his own 
experiment with sup~rphosphate showed that superphosphate (if anything) 
would be less effective than bone meal. • 

Mr. Gupta.-That depends on, the particular type of thesoiJ. 
President.-Where the soil contains a lot of acid any fertiliser which 

contains sulphuric acid won't do. ' 
Mr. Gupfa.-In the case of superphosphate, either rock or bone, acidity 

does not come in. . 
• Dr. Matthl.li.-Whatever may be the theoretical grounds on which you 
can defend it the point at present is that the Agricultural Department in 
Bombay, as'far as we can judge from the evidence before the Agricultural 
Commission, do not seem to be satisfied that the use of superphosphate would 
at any rate be an improvement on tqe present situation. 

Mr. Gupta.-To state frankly the Agricultural Department in Bombay 
have done very little work on superphosphate. If you enquire you will find 
that they have done only two or three dozens of experiments with super
phosphates. 

Dr. Matthai.-We are concerned with a very practical question. If we 
are going to give protection for the next ten years the whole question is, 
what is likely to be the consumption of superphosphate? If the Agricultural 
Department are not at present satisfied on that point, you can take it for 
granted that the raiyat is not going to be satisfied. 

Mr. Gupta.-In other parts of India they are using superphosphates in 
large quantities, e.g., Madras, Hyderabad, Mysore and so forth. 

Dr. Matthai.-There it has not put any positive conviction in the minds 
of the people that superphosphate is likely to result in any considerable im
provement. 

Mr. Gupta.-That is the case in regard to the introduction of fertilisers 
in all countries. Take the case of sulphate of ammonia. < Five 'years a/;"o 
Messrs. Brunner Mond & Co. did not sell more than 500 tons; now in the 
Bombay Presidency alone they are selling 5,000 tons. 

President.-The import figures do not give superphOsphates separately. 
Mr. Sharpe.-They don't. 
Mr. Gupta.-In Madras Messrs. Parry & Co. have proved that they are 

useful and that they are able to sell quite a lot of Buperphosphates. 
'·Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact at present Parry's are making not 

more than 500 tons of superphosphate at Ranipet although there is a lot of 
rice cultivation in Mattras. 
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. Mr. Gupta.-Y~s, atpl?ese~t: but it is gro~ng evet:!","year. Tal<e even 
BIhar and Bengal. It 1&as.,been proved tlmt alll.superphosphates ~re g~. 

Dr. M.atthai.-They use "rock phosphate .also. ' 
Mr. Gupt(J.-Yes, ... in powdered fotm. Messrs. Parr11Jt ,Co. are contem. 

plating putting up a rock p,hospJ?ate fll:ctory. ' 
• . Dr.,' Matthai.;-At"'present Parrys are \l.sing very little ·Done. They are 
uSIng almost e~tIrely Algerian rock superphosphate. _. . 

Mr. Gupta.---,They :u:,e contemplating manufacture it on .. large ~ale. 
President.-tlne point I 'wish to consider is this: how does pone super. 

phosphate compare with rock superphosphate. 
Mr. G!u.pta.~Bone superphosphate has got 3 per cent .• nitrogeil,. It is 

nitrogenous 'manure as well as phosphatic manure. We have to increase the 
nitrogen content by adding amrp.onium sulphate or by adding other nitro
genous materials when we supply a complete fer,tiliser. 

Dr. Matthai.-Taking your .past .experience how much of bone' su~er. 
phosphate have you been able to sell lD a year? -

Mr. Gupta.-We have already goue up t~ 100 tons per -year in three years 
and 400 tons of mixtures. We gene,rally put about 25 p,er cent. of super
phosphates in the mixtureS. 

Dr. Matthai.-What are ~he other fertilisers? 
Mr. Gupta.-Ammonia sulphate, bone meal, castor cake and otheJ;. oil 

cakes, etc. . 
Dr. ,Yatthai.-Taking all ltinds of fertilisers including tj:J.ese wixturi!S' 

you are able to dispose 'of 100 tons of bone superphosphate. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, at the pri!Sent 111OlDent. 
Dr. Matthai.-Now you are estimating for the next 10 years an incre~ 

in consumption to 2,500 tons P 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. A$ we SIljd, the consumption of any phosphate in any 

country depends also on the consumption of other materials. As c,onsUID~ 
tion of SUlphate of ammonia, Sl)da nitrate go up, phosphates also. go. up 
because to feed the soil with one kind of material and to leave the other, 
would mean an ultimate shortage of other materials which the soil badl;r 
requires. ' 

Dr.' Matthai.-Most of the ammonia 'sulphate is used in the tea pl,.nta-
tions? ' 

l1fr. Gupta.-For sugarcane also in Bombay. We are giving them mix
tures containing bone superphosphate. Then there are groundnut culti. 
vators they are also using bone superphosphate . 

. President.-We have got ~o import figures for superphosphates. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is very difficult to get at the import figures. 
Pre.,ident.-Bone· superphosphate is not imported at allP 
Mr. G¥pta.-I don't think it is. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose if superphosphate is imported at all it would be 

rock superphosphate. 
Mr. Gupta.-Most\y. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you make bone superphosphate here I think the price 

of it has to compare with the rock superphosphate. . 
Mr. Gupfa.-Yes, taking into account 3 per cent. nitrogen that .~urs, 

contain in addition to phosphate contents, it compares' well. Every fertlllser 
is based on tJie unit content of phosphate or nitrogen or potash. 

Pre.~ident.-How much nitrogen does the sUlphate of ammonia contain? 
Mr. Gupta.-20 to 21 per cent. nitrogen,' 
}J·r. Matthai.-What is your realized price for bORe superphosphate. 

MI'. Gupta.-About Rs. 110 to Rs. 115 per ton. 
President.-;How does it compare with rock phosphate? 
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. Dr. Matthai.-M~~5. Parry & Co.'s price for bone superphosphate f.o.r. 
Ranipet is Rs. 115 a ton and rock superphosphate is RB. 85 a ton. . 

Mr. G'Upta.-Yes. , There is a difference of Rs. 30 which is accounted by 
the 3 per cent. nitrogen that the bone' superphosphatQ contains. 

Dr. Matthai.-I was inclined to think from the fact that Messrs. Parry 
.& Co. are making hardly any bone superphosphate, but making only rock 
8uperpaosphate, the cheapness of that practically displaces bone 8uper
phosphate. 

Mr. ~ta.-It is not exactly so. Most of the 'bone is going out of the 
'COuntry, which makes the price dearer. 

Dr. Matthai.-The fact is that your bone as raw material is so expensive 
at the prese!lt moment that the ryot is prepared to take the cheaper form 
of 'Superphosphate irrespective of the nitrogen content. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, but he pays for the nitrogen content separately. 
Dr. Matthai.-I do not know whether he bothers about this nitrogen 

content. . . 
Mr. G'Ullta.-I think he has to sooner or later. 
President.-Bone meal you have taken at Rs. 77. That is crushed. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-We have got to compare it with the imported rock super

phosphate. 
Mr. G'IIpta.-Even if we have to go in for rock superphosphate, we can 

get· cheaper rock phosphate than other countries, I mean the Morocco or 
Egyptian phosphate. 
, •. President.-Let us take bone meal. What price you have to pay for 

,bones. 
~. Mr. G'Upta.-We pay Rs. 60 toRs. 65. 

Presidellt.-Then you crush the bones. You have taken bone meal when 
giving the price. 

Mr. Gu·pta.-We thought that the Board was not much concerned with 
the crushing of the bone meal. Packing charges will be about Rs. 5 to 
Re.7 . 

. President.-How much bone meal do you use for one ttm of super
phosphateP 

Mr. Gupta.-o·67 tons of bone meal per ton of superphosphate and acid 
0'38. 

President.-There is very little plant required for this. 
Mr. Gupta.--Only the plant for mixing the bone in acid and the dena; 

then there is the building. 
President.-You give Rs. 100 as the ex-godown price. 
Mr. Guptp.-Yes. 
President.-What other charges have you got to add to this ez-godown 

price. • . 
Mr. Gupta.-All our fertilisers go direct from the works. Plant· costs 

are about Rs. 40,000. 
President.~I will have to go more fully into this later on. At present 

1 want to get a rough idea of what this is. Please give me the value of the 
.plant and ~e building. 

IIlr. Gupta.-

Book value of the plant 
Building 

Rs. 
35,700 
18,000 

53,700 
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President,-Is there any reduction to be made in thisP 
Mr, Gupta,-Yes, in the building, 
Mr, Bamsingh,-A.bout 5 per cent, less~ Yoll, may tak~ Rs. 50,000. 
President.-

Depreciation 
Interest on wOJ;king capital 
Head Office, etc. 
iProfit 

Re. 
3,125 
4,875 

10,400 
5,000 

-,-.-

'If you divide this by -2,500 it comes to Rs. 9. Adding this Re. 9 to the 
~:j:.godown price of -Rs~ 107 (with sulphuric acid at Rs. 75' a ton) we, get 
&.116. 

Mr. Gupta'7"Yes"we get abl.!,1!t Rs., 115. . ' : 
.. ' r', .President.":'We,havlniot got'any figures as regards roc~ superphosphate. 

_ Mr; Gupta.-,--$5·5 per ton f.o.b. Casablanca, freigh{ in bulk about }.5 
-shillings per tpn to Bombay. We can give youtpe esti1I\ate. ' 

President.-We must get the import price of rock superphosphate. 
Dr. Matthai.~ould you get me the estimate for rock superphosphate 

.and the import price? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Messrs. Shaw, Wallace will be 'able t9 give you the' 

import prices. , 
President.-The whole point is that rock superphosphate might- also be 

manufactured in this country, but the price of bone superphosphate must 
be such that it should sell in competition against rock, superphosphate if 
it is manufactured in the country. -

Mr. Gupta:-That is why we w/l-nt'a reduction'of freights on bones. 
President.-There is a market'forbones. - Where is the market? 
Mr. Gupta.-For exporting they are crushing round abontThana. 
President.-If you want to buy bones, where do you buy them? 
Mr. Gupta.-We buy from Raichur, Akola and so on. . 
Dr. Matthai.-You pay morll than the manure rate; do Yl>u? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, much more. We tried hard for a reduption, but there 

bas been no reduction whatsoever. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have ypu had any assistance from the Agricultural :Qe

partment in regard to your superphosphates, that is to say, have they bSilD 
recommending the use of this? 

Mr. Gupta.-They have been recommended in certain districts, but mainly 
'for horticulture. But, as I said, the experiments carried out by .. hem were 
Ilot at all decisive. 

HVYCHMLIND VOLII H 
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THE EASTERN CHEMICAL COMPANY, UMrnD AND TIlE 
DHARAMSY MORAR)I CHEMICAL COMPANY, UMITED. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. DONGARSINGH RAMSINGH, W. S. 
SINCLAIR, H. SHARPE, and C. St. JOHN COWPER, 

recorded at Bombay on Monday, 25th March, 1929. 

Superphosphate. 
Pruident.-8ince we last met we have been able to go through the figure8 

that we discussed when we were in Bombay, and you will recollect we then 
proceeded on a 4,000 ton footing. Of course, you are at liberty to carryon 
your business as you like, but it is quite obvious that an industry which 
wishes to make out a case for protection has also to make out that it is 
reasonably well organized, and we would like'you to understand fully that 
if we are to make any proposals on your present output it will involve an 
amount of protection which no Government would look at. It is a hopeless 
position. As you must know yourselves, if we were to make any proposals 
which would make up the difference between your present costs including your _ 
profit and the present import price, the 'amount of protection might come 
to 100 or 150 or even 200 per cent. in some cases. The main reason, we can 
give in support of protection is that the industry is well organized, and 
therefore you must remember that we are now investigating the question as 
if the industry was fairly well organized, that is to say, it should obtain an 
average production, not at once but after a time, of 4,000 tons. Another 
point I would like you to understand is this. We are very seriously consi
dering the question of granting a bounty to sulphuric acid used in the pro
duction of superphosphate but you must be able to show that you would 
produce it at a price which would compare reasonably well with the import 
price. Superphosphate may either be made from rock phosphate or from 
bones as the case may be, but as regards the manufacture from bones that 
may be more expensive than imported rock phosphate. But whatever it is, 
we must be satisfied before we commit ourselves to any proposal that there 
is a reasonable prospect of your being able to produce it eventually at a 
competitive price. We have not received any estimates as regards that. 

Ih'. Matthai.-Mr. Ramsingh, I think you promised to give us some esti-
mate of the cost of manufacturing superphosphate I' . 

Mr. Ramsinoh.-We have asked for quotations for the price of rock phos
phate from abroad but we have not received any reply yet. 

Pr83idem.-How long are we to wait thenl' We must finish our work 
sometime and mere quotation won't take us very far. It is your business 
really to get the information for us; it is not our business to work out these 
proposals in order that you may afterwards do business I When we left 
Bombay, I think, we explained to you that we wanted these figures. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We had no practical experience of the manufacture of 
superphosphate but we did let you have an estimate we had of a plant manu
facturing for 100,000 tons per annum. We gave you the file containing this 
and other superphosphate plant estimates. 

Prsrident.-Even in more recent text books these costs are given. It is 
well known how much sulphuric acid of what strength is required for one ton 
of superphosphate made out of phosphate rock. For instance, you know what 
processes are involved and you ought to be able to make a fair estimate. Of 
course, you cannot take a unit of 100,000 tons in India. A unit of, say, 
10,000 tons would be about the limit. . 

Mr. Sinclair.-At the time the estimates were given us-that was in 1923-
24-we were informed that one of 100,000 tons per annum was the only 
economic unit one could expect any profit from. 
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Prerident.-It would be quite true that under European conditions you 
might require a unit of 100,000 tons but that does not mean that every country 
ought to have a unit of 100,000 tons. It all depends upon the conditions of 
llOmpetition and other things. 

Mr. Bindair.-We would be only too pleased to go into it, but we left it 
to the other company, aa they said they had experience. 

Mr. Bam.ringll.-We will work it out and let you have the information. 
Dr. Matthai.-What we want is the cost of superphosphate manufactured 

either from rock phosphate or from .bones on an output of somewhere about 
5,000 to 10,000 tons. 

• Prerident.-Let us have one for 5,000 tons and another for 10,000 tons. 
·Dr. Matthai.-Mr. Ramsingh, you have a plant for making superphosphate 

from bone. Could you use that for making superphosphate from rock phos
phate? 

Mr. Bam.ringh.-Yt!I!j we have already used it for rock phosphate. We 
shall only have to put in a differeut type of disintegrator. There is no 
difficulty about that. 

Mr. Mathias.-Where did you get- your rock phosphate from? 
Mr. Bamringll.-From Trichinopoly. 
Mr. Mathias.-It waa a mere experiment? 
Mi". Bamringh.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathw...-You did not put any on the marketP 
Mr. Bam.ringh.-No. 
J>rerident.-What about the price of imported rock phosphate? 
Mr. Bam.ringh.-We don't know yet. 
Prerident.-We don't know what the freights are. The price is given in 

the trade journals. They give the prices per unit. You can take 65 per cent. 
M,·. Bam.ringh.-We will work out on that basis. 
Prerident.-But we do not know what the freight is: it is only a question 

of adding the freight. We don't know whether it is cheaper to get it from 
the Red Sea because the freights would be less from the Mediterranean aa 
there are more ships calling there than at these ports on the Red Sea. 

Dr . .Matthai.-Whom have you asked for the price of rock phosphate? 
Mr. Bamaingh.-our London agents. 
Prerident.-Mr. Sinclair, you can cable to your office in London and you 

ought to be able to get the price in no time becauSe there are only two or 
tlu-ee companies which deal in these. 

Mr. Binclair.-We will. We can work out the estimate on the basis of 
Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company's figures, having no practical expe
rience ourselves, and in the meantime we will cable to our London office for 
the figures. 

Prerident.-As regards this rock phosphate, this would be taken from 
tIOme centre to Holland which is one of the principal producers and whiCh 
really exports superphosphate to this country. You ought to be able to get 
what the freight from that place to Holland is, that is to say, what advantage 
or disadvantage you have as regards that. 

Mr. Binclair.-It is probable that our office will give a c.i.f. quotation 
Bombay. 

Prerident.-We want the f.o.b. price. 

Mr. Binclair.'-We will try to get it fOI" you. 

Prerident.-Then you would give ua the estimate in the usual way and tell 
us the processes so that we may be able to see whether, if these processes are 
followed, the costs would amount to what you suggest. 

Mr. BinclGir.-We will have to rely on informatiou we get from Messrs. 
Dharamsi's.for that. 
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Sulphuric Acid. 
Pre3ident.-We took an output of- 4,000 tons. Supposing you got pro

tection for five or seven years, that we might take as the average production, 
but eventually you' must run up to a higher' figure. Supposing we took 
Dharamsi's plant which has a capacity of B,OOO tons, as It typical plant you 
must work it up to full capacity sometimes provided you have' got the
market for it. If the output reached, eventually, B,OOO tons of sulphuric acid 
and salts in proportion, then as regards the sulphuric acid there should be a 
considerable reduction in costs. 

Mr. Sinc!air.-Yes, there will be. 

President.-That is to say, what we may call permanent charges, e.g., 
depreciation, head office expenditure and so on, may be halved. You don't. 
incur any additional depreciation: the profit you must earn on the total 
investment. That will be divided by B:OOO instead of by 4,000. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-Also as regards general repairs, supervision and all that 011< 

the plant itself, these would not increase. 
Mr. Sinclair.-That is correct. 
President.-Then again, you may buy your materials yourselves and there 

may be some slight reduction when you buy sulphur in much bigger quanti
ties. For instance, Tatas buy theirs and there is a difference of 10 shillings 
a ton. That means a difference of 3 shillings on each ton of sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. • 
President.-According to the estimate that we made out of the market, 

making allowance for your company being able to compete in the interior also 
to some extent, it will not absorb 8,000 tons at all. It comes to just about 
6,000 tons. 

Mr. BarrLSingh.-It would be about 5,700 tons. 
President.-Yes, that is the limitation to-day. Supposing instead of two 

plants one plant worked, it won't take very much time to run up to 4,000 
tons, but the trouble will come when you want to go up from 4,000 to B,OOO 
tons. 

Mr. Sinclair.-That depends on the production of fertilizers. That is the
only thing in which an increase can be thought of. 

President.-Leaving fretilizers out the prospect of your getting up to 
8,000 tons is not very brilliant.1 '! 

Dr. Matthai.-:-On an average 4,000 tons would be about the market for the 
next few 'years P 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-You will agree that if the plant worked to full capacity 

there will be a substantial reduction in the price of sulphuric acid and it will' 
follow that there will be a corresponding reduction in the price of other 
productsP 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-As regards sulphuric acid we have taken it at 100 per cent. 

Of course it is only a theoretical percentage, and that runs through all th~ 
acids. What is the strength of your hydrochloric acid P 

Mr. Bamsingh.--31i per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-Will you please look at your answer to question 14/' There 

you give certain quantities of materials required for hydrochloric acid, salt 
1'1 and sulphuric acid 1'0. noes that refer to 33 per cent. P . 

Mr. Bamsingh.-Yes. . 

D1'. Matthai.-When we examined you on the last occasion, you told u~ 
that it is about 70 ller cent. 
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MT. Ramsingh.-I saj4h)'i:#~ri~~i!'l, 33 per cent. and nitric acid 70 
per cent. . ' 

Prelident.-Ordinarily nitri()~iil.t~ supposed -to be 65 per cent. 
MT. 8haTPe.~9·8 per cent. 
P1't~lident.~Yours is 70pQl'l Q8JJ.tt ,(;:;,' t· i 
NT. 8inclaiT.-We have.t~k.eJi!!tOO,ef;llent.:for calculation: P1ll'poseS only. 
PTesident.-When you $ay':,"'~oriitoerCi':tP ~"I;'h\ "~ 'what do you' mean? Is 

it rectified oil of vitriol? • ...:~'07T i;r:!c<'C;'l~3" ·(i!' c· 
• .) "-.!-' t. '') .cr; ·..1.'10-:"!J'_·" 11, ~ ~ _ 

MT. 8haTpe.-That IS COllll¥li!ll,1 ~CJi<tt!lA~:f~lie .. p~,seiIt dayiio one buys 
tile lower strength. ' d !;111 11"7 II 'cd ,' .• 

PTelident.-Messrs. Wal~ie~.<l:~PliP~,;sJJWl~4. ,sulphu~l~" acid to the 
Tinplate Company. They caU it :Rlplt~~ 1ItH!l)Q.,~Jj ... is ~bout 8Q 'percent. 

MT. 8haTPe.~That is what '''If'taH~fuwer:~ia.':~There is practically no 
sale in Bombay for that acid.: ., ;',' CC', ,:>-:"",' J . 

President.-We must make'~li,ese :1;~~ri~~~p~r~~i~. , .' ' 
MT. 8h~Tpe.-That is why w~ j,oeji ·~.!llph!lfi.I;._l!£i~' at 95 per cent. and 

chamber aCId at 100 per cent. ' , _ :' '," , . "-,., 
PTelident.-Supposing we are to compa,re- your', costa:'with the prices in 

Europe, what do you suggest we shOUld take,:Y!l~rlt.O;.olT •. 
MT. 8haTpe.-95 per cent. ,j' , 

PTelident.-Chambet acid is not sold in. Enrope.:,," :', 
MT. 8incZaiT.-In some cases it is.l,~1';::·'; ,1,-

PTesident.-You have given tis the cOnBumptiOii"'ef ,mlphuric acid at 1'1 
in.&~~-

Mr. 8haTpe.-Thereis a loss of just under 10 per cent. 
President.-But that is a lot considering 100 per cent. sulphuric acid. 

They would not take 100 per cent. chamber acid? 
MT. 8hO/l'pe.-No. 
President.-What would they take? 
MT. 8haTPe.-They would take 59 or 60 per cent. That is then to be 

concentrated to 95 per cent. 
PTesidem.-If you took-I'I of that, I could understand. 
Mr. 8harpe.-No, it would need i·32. 
PTeMdent.-If you had good practice, the ordinary amount of wastage 

would be 3 or 4 per cent. . 
MT. 8incZair.-You do get back a certain amount of weak scrubber acid 

which is no good for sale. 
President.-If you are manufacturing Epsom salta and other things, I 

want to know what that means. If, you use 1'1 and take no credit for the 
inferior acid, the cost of R. O. V. will be very much higher. 

JJlr. 8harpe.-Not very much higher. 
PTesident.-It would make a difference of Rs. 3 or Rs. 4. 
Mr. 8haTPB.-Yes. 
President.-You have got to deduct from your price Rs. ~ or llil. 4 ill' 

order to get a better comparison. 

Mr. 8harpe.-Yes. 

Mr. Mathias.-That would give you 100 per cent. R. O. V. acid. 
Mr. 8harpe.-The 100 per cent. figures are just the calculated figures. 

Everything is worked up to 95 per cent. 
Mr. Mathias.-For the purpose of calculating R. O. V. 100 per cent., the 

amount of chamber acid taken is 1'1. 
MT. Sharpe.-It will be just the same. The quantities used would be the 

same. What we actually did in this particular case was that we gave the 
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actual costs of Rrodu.ction .for 95 ~er cent. acid. Then the President wanted 
us to calculate it at 100 per cent. and that was done. 

President.-With :ordinary practice you would expect 1'1. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes • 
... President.-8upposing we took 4,000 tons as the average production for 

the period, as regards sulphuric acid we can say that would be 4,000 tons, 
but as regards the salts and the sulphates, really. it is impossible to say how 
your production would go up. Supposing we said that 4,000 tons of sulphuric 
acid would include a certain proportion of the other salts and the sulphates, 
would that be a right way of doing it? We take 4,000 tons as the avreage 
production of sulphuric acid, but if you are to manufacture all the salts, 2,000 
toz:s of Epsom salt and 500 tons of something else, you would require 6,000 
tons. of sulphuric acid.Therefo~e you would have to adjust your production 
in such a. wa.y that your production of the salts and the sulphates would absorb 
·the average of 4,000 tons. Obviously you would manufacture those salts which 
would pay you most. You will say to yourself .. now we have got more sulphu
ric acid and let us see how we can do it". You will manufacture all salts first 
which' will be more remunerative and then manufacture salts which are leBS 
remunerative, but thare is no means by which we can say deocitely what would 
be the average production of each of the salts during this period if you are 
manufacturing 4,000 tons on an average. 

Dr. Matthai.-The point is rather this: at present you are producing 
about 2,000 tons of chamber acid. If you are able to cater for the whole 
of the Bombay market, your output would be 6,000 tons. 

Mr. Si"nclair.-Yes, including acid required for salts. 
Dr. Matthai.-Including everything. So that during the period of pro

tection you will be gradually increasing your. output from 2,000 tons to 6,000 
tons. When it comes to the manufacture of salts, you would rather concen
trate in the earlier stages on such salts as you can manufacture to full 
capacity. When you have done that, you pass on to other salts. That would 
be the economic way of doing it. 

President.-For instance, take Bincchloride or sodium sulphide. Those 
are the salts which you would probably touch at the very last. Those' are 
salts which would pay you only when your output of sulphuric acid has 
exceeded 4,000 tons and touches 6,000 or 8,000 tons. During the interval, as 
my colleague put it to you just now, you will go on manufacturing as much 
sulphuric acid as you can sell in the market as such and the remainder you 
will use in the manufacture of ·those salts which pay you most· and you will 
manufacture those salts to your full capacity before changing over to others. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Not necessarily. 
President.-Not necessarily, but generally that is what you would attempt 

to do. First of all, you would manufacture the things for which you could 
find a. market and then go on increasing your sulphuric acid in order that 
you could capture the market for other salts. Therefore, you would be justified 
in taking each salt as it is produced with the plant working to full capatiity. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is quite clear. During the protective period when 

w~ are taking the average production of chamber acid (lOO per cent.) at 4,000 
tons, we would be justified during that period in basing the cost of Epsom 
salts not on the average but on the full output. . 

President.-Whichever production you happen to have. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Epsom salt is most attractive to us .. 
President.-And probably potash alum. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-8o that you at once start working to full capacity in those 

things. In our earlier .discussions that was what we took into account and 
10ur full. capacity was equal to the market. . ' 
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Mr.Sinclair.-Yes~ , • 
President.-Therefore you wolild be justified i:tl working to full capacity up 

to that stage. Then you would increase your output of sulppuric aci.,d and 
go in for the remainder. "-

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-You will remember that in making that rough estimate fop" 

head office and agents commission we took ~bout 8 per cent. ' When I totalled 
them up, I got a big figure. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Have you totalled up aU the office charges? 
President.-Yes. They came to about' Rs. 1,3~,000 and your jlelling 

charges came to abQut Rs. 32,000. The latter figure appears to be rather 
inadequate whereas the fornier appears to be a little excessive. I have re
distributed them in such a way that you would probably get when YQU reach 
4,000 tons about Rs. 50,000 for selling charges and something' approaching 
Rs. 1 lakh as regards head office' charges and agents' commiSsion. That 1 
thought would be a much fairer way of doing it than this. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-I would like to put a certain percentage on the works costs 

which would eventually give that result, ,which would be less than 8 per cen.; 
The idea is to get a lump sum for' these two charges and then fix the per
centage in such a way that the aggregate comes to that amount. 

Mr. Sharp~.-Yes. . 
President.-Of course, I cannot tell the exact figure, but those are the 

lines in which we ought to proceed. Obviously Rs., 1,30,000 is excjlssive. 
Mr. Bam8ingh.-Yes, it is. 

President.-And Rs. ,32,000 is not adequate. 

Mr. Bamsingh . ....:..That is true. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Oneof the reasons for our 'fixing the charges so high-is that 
we have large bank overdraft/!. 

President.-We have already allowed' you interest on working capital 
separately. That has gone in there. 

Mr. Sinclair.-That does not entirely cover our overdrafts. 

PreMent.-As you see, working out the results, :we cannot justify it. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Provided we ran on your financial basis; these could be 
reduced. 

President.-When we were making those rough estimates we made a 
reduction-and I think you also agreed that when the, output increased there 
would be a reduction-in the cost of the raw materials also to a certain 
extent. • 

Dr. Matthai.-By avoiding wastage, etc., you might be able, to do with 
slightly smaller quantities of materials. 

Epsom Salt. 
President.-For instance, you work the Epsom salt plant for two days 

and you produce 5 toni! of Epsom salt. After six months, you start making 
another 10 tons. 

Mr. Sharpe.-The figures we have given are based on 96 per cent. efficiency 
for Epsom salt and so the quantities of raw materials will not be reduced. 

Dr. Matthai.-The practical point is this. Taking Dharamsi's costs-I 
will give you actual figures-they have produced 1,200 tons of sulphuric acid 
and the actual consumption of sulphur is '31 of a ton. In the future price 
on an output of 4,000 tons the actual figure that we have decided to take is 
'33. That reduction is a reduction which we might anticipate consequent on. 
a larger production and better practice as a result of larger production. ' 
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Mr. Mathias.-In the case of all these chemicals your future estimate of 
4,000 tons shows a reduction in materials resulting from continuous working: 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.':"'Take the case of Epsom salt plant. Dharainsi's give about 

to'3 cwt. whereas you have given '4 of a ton. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Ours are based on a high efficiency. We could not look 

for any reduction on these costs at all. 
Mr. Mathias.-No, unless, of course, you were producing 15,000 tons. 

The reduction in price will not mean a reduction in practice. 
Mr. Sinclair.-These would be on the overheads, not on raw materials. 

The yield would be the same. 
President.-The only thing that would happen. is that there may be a 

reduction not in the quantity but in the price of raw materials from other 
c.untr~. 

Mr. Sharpe.~Yes, 
Mr. Sinclair.-That might be counter-balanced· by more money being 

locked up if larger quantities of raw materials were bought. 
Mr. Mathias.-What is the present cost of bauxite? The G. I. P: Railway 

has reduced the freight and therefore you cannot say that this price of Rs. 23 
per ton takes into account the reduction in freight given by the G. I. P. 
Railway. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Here is a letter we have, dated 15th March, from Mr. 
Peston J amas and he says if the railways reduce the freight the price would 
come down to Rs. 20 per ton f.o.r. Bombay. . 

President.-We are talking of the Central Provinces bauxite which is deli
vered in Calcutta at about Rs. 16 and the distance from there to Bombay is 
about the same and therefore we proposed to cut this price of Rs. 23 to 
Rs. 16 per ton. It is not necessary that you should buy from Mr. Peston 
Jamas: you can buy from the cheapest market. Freight from Calcutta to 
the Central Provinces at present is Rs. 10 per ton and the same is the 
freight to Bombay. 

Mr. Mathias.-Did you have IIny quotation from KatniP 
Mr. SincTair.-No. 
Pt;esident.-The freight really comes to 0'1 of a pie per maund per mile. 

That you may take as correct. We examined the railway companies in 
Calcutta and if the G. I. P. Railway has not done it on this section it is 
merely a matter of asking for it, otherwise the traffic would go the other way. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We are making a note of it. 

I 
Alumina ferric and alumin~ 8ulphate. 

President.-Now, as regards this alumina 'ferric and alumina sulphate 
we must try to understand the difference. So far ail you ar~ ooncerned you 
..don't manufacture any alumina sulphate, Mr. Sinclair,? 

Mr. Sinclair.-No. 
l'resident.-On the Calcutta side they manufacture both and therefore we 

have got to find out the fair selling price of hath. 
Mr. Sharpe.-I think in Calcutta they make both from the same staff; 

in alumina ferric it means that they save the refining cost. 
President.-You think it is merely a question of, purification or using 

80me other material with it? 
_ Mr. Sharpe.-I don't think they make use of any other raw material. 
In the manufaoture of_ pure alumit;a sulphate it is possible that the bauxite 
is first fused with soda ash. 

Dr. 1I1atthai.-They told us that they made alumina sulphate born im
ported aluminium hvdroxide. The point we are concerned with ,is this: 
We have got a certa'inc.l.f. price from leading importers here for alumina 
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sulphate: we have your alumina ferric and then we find .what is the fair 
selling price for alumina ferric. Are we jusiified in saying that 'your fair 
selling price can be compared with the selling price of imported alumina 
ferrici' 

Mr. Sinclair.-No, alumina ferric must not b~ contused with alumina 
lulphate. 

President:-In Calcutta for alumina ferric they get about Rs. 70 per ton 
and for alumina sulphate they get about Rs. 80. 

Mr. 8inclair.-There is a difference in the home price between the two. 
The price of alumina sulphate is £6-15-0 and that of alumina ferric £4-12-6 
per ton, a difference of £2-2-6. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is about Rs. 30. The difference that we got in 
Calcutta was about Rs. 12. 

Mr. Matthai.-In your average realized price for 1928 you give the realized 
price for alumina ferric as Rs. 100. ,That Rs. 100 corresponds to this import 
price of £6-15-0 for alumina sulphate. What price are we to take i' Are we to 
take your realized price 0'1 Rs. 100, Mr. Ramsingh? 

Mr: Bam&ingh.~No. 
President.-We must do something as regards this. The position is simply 

this: at Calcutta they are not getting, either owing to competition or tIome
thing else, the c.i.f. price plus the duty for alumina SUlphate. The c.i.f, 
price of alumina sulphate given by Messrs. Brunner Mond is Rs. 94 and they 
are selling at Rs. 80 per ton. The price of alumina sulphate is £6-15-0 and 
that of alumina ferric £4.12-6 according to the trade journals. That is a 
difference of £2-2-6. Supposing the freight, insurance and other charges 
are the same in both, if we take away from Rs. 94, £2-2-6 (Rs. 28) we get the 
c.i.f. landed price of alumina ferric. That would give us about Rs. 70. We 
have got Rs. 94 as the c.i.f. landed price of alumina sulphate and therefore 
the c,.i.f. landed price of alumina ferric would be Rs. minus £2.2.6 or say 
Rs. 66 and there in Calcutta they get about Rs. 70. 

Mr. 8inclair.-Yes. 
Presid8nt.---And in that case they are getting more or less the import 

price plus the duty; in the case of alumina sulphate on the, other hand they 
are getting Rs. 80 which is even below the c.i.f. price. 

Dr. Matthai.-They are making both. They are getting somewhere about 
Rs. 70 for alumina ferric and about Rs. 83 for alumina sulphate. -

Mr. Cowper.--Our experience .is that buyers come and ask for a certain 
quality and then take, a lower quality, i.e., they would ask for 17-18 per 
cent. and accept 15-16 per cent. 

President.-The paper mills wouldn't do that. They would take only the 
pure white stuff. 

Dr. Matthai.-They told us that they were selling both and that the 
difference in the prices realized between the two were aboutr Rs. 12 to Rs. 13 
per ton. ' 

Hydrochloric Acid. 
President.-In the hydrochloric acid estim'ate, you have taken 100 per 

cent. 
Mr. 8harpe.-Yes. 
p,.esident.-In that there is a very big item, power aJla fuel which is 

given at Rs. 100. That means 6 tons of coal. 
Mr. 8harpe.~Yes. 
P1"esident.~I don't think it is your figure either. 
Mr. 8harpe.-It is not. Ours is considerably less. 
President.-It should not exceed 3 tons as a matter of fact. 
Mr. 8harpe.-I should say 3 tons would be enough. 
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Pf'esident.-It would be about 2·2 if you had good practice. That would 
have to come down by about half . 

. Mr. Hamsingh.-Our plant is a combined onl~·hydrochloric acid plant and 
salt-cake plant. As the two processes are simultaneously taking place, the 
con~umption of coal has increased. . 

Pf'llsident.-you have· already taken credit. for .the salt cake. The salt 
cake must pay for it. 

Mf'. Hamsingh.-Yes. 
Pf'esident.-In their case they don't take any credit for salt cake. In 

your case we have taken credit for salt cake at Rs. 30. Either you take 
credit for your salt cake and reduce your fuel or allow nothing for your salt 
cake. You can't have it both ways. 

Mr. Hamsingh.-That is true. 

Zino chloride. 

Pf'esident.-In that case it will come down to. about half. Let us take 
Bine chloride. I think Bine scrap was taken at Rs. 300 a ton. We examined 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company in Calcutta and we were told that they 
have got zinc ashes. 

Mf' . .Ram.ringh.-Zinc dross. 
Pf'esident.-Zinc dross is Binc really. I don't know how much percentage 

of Binc it contains, but they are exporting it. At present their output of 
galvanised sheets is very small. Therefore even if you bought' the zinc 
ashes, you would not get very much. According to their programme, the 
production of galvanised sheets would go up and more Binc ash would be 
available. In the Iron and Coal Trades Review the price of zinc ash is 
given as £6 or £7. The point is that you may be using a more expensive 
material. I am not suggesting that you will be able to get it now. There 
is no market for zinc ash in this country and therefore they are exporting it. 

Mr. Hamsingh.-Have you got the analysis of Bine ash!' 
Pf'esident.-I think Mr. Sawday told us that the zinc ash contains about 

(() ~r cent. of zinc. If you paid them the f.o.b. price that they are getting 
and 6rought it up to Bombay eventually you might be ablp to make your Bine 
chloride cheaper. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Ih-. Matthai.-In your coat of zinc chloride for 1925-26, zinc is entered 

at Re. 150 a ton. How did you manage <to get that? 
Mr. Hamsingh.-We bought the zinc skimmings from the Tata Iron and 

Steel Company. . 
Pre3ident.-Zine ash 70 per cent. is sold in England at £8-5-0 c.i.f. It is 

probably £6 f.o.b. If you are able to get that, I don't know how much you 
would require per ton. 

Mf'. Shaf'pe.-i would depend upon its zinc content. 
Mf'. Mathiaa.-Have you made any enquiries from the Tata Iron and 

Steel Company regarding zi&e ash? 
Mf'. Hamsingh.-We purchased once from the Tata Iron and Steel Com

pany. 
Pruident.-You say zinc dross, but Bine dross is very different from Bine 

ash. 
Mf'. Ham&ingh.-We used zinc .skimmings. 
pf'esident.-That is also different from Bine ash. 
Mr. Mathiaa.-Mr. Sawday when giving evidence said that he made 

enquiries in Bombay and that he could not find a market for it. I was 
wondering whether he approached you or not. Did you make any Bine 
{'bloride last ;yeBl"? 

Mr. llamsingh.-None. 
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Mr. Mathia,.-That would probably account for Tatas not being able to 
find a market. In the previons year and the year before that, they sold it 
ao you. 

Mr. Bamringh.-Yes. 
Prerident.-At present they have not got enough ash. As I was telling 

you they produce ahout 10 tona of 40 per cent. zinc ash. Therefore that 40 
per cent., if they are exporting, you would get at their f.o.b. price from 
Taw. To that you have to add the freight from Jamshedpur to Bombay. 
With 40 per cent. you would require 11 tous. When they are able to give 
you 40 or 50 tons a month or more you may be able to bring down the 
average cost of the sine. Even that won't suffice for 500 tous. It will be 
worth while enquiring from Taw what the future prices will be. I think 
Mr. Ramsingh, you must use zinc ash at Rs. 120. 

Mr. Mathia8.-Rs. 120 must include the freight from Jsmshedpur. 
Prerident.-Mr. Ramsiugh, you are familiar with the Textile Industry. 
M'T. Bamringh.-Yes. 

Use 0/ Bodium sulphide and zinc chloride in the manufacture of cloth. 
Prelident.-Taking an average pound of cloth how much sodium sulphide 

and zinc chloride will be required P 
M'T. Ram.ringh.-Bodium sulphide is required in connection with dyeing 

only. One product only can he used in grey cloth and that is zinc cbIoride. 
Preftdent.-Tell me how much zinc chloride is used in that one lb. of 

cloth and also how much sodium sulphide and also give' me the price of cloth. 
Mr. Bamringh.-Tbe average price of, say, black long cloth is about Re. 1 

per lb. of cloth. H it is 100 Ibs., the price will be about Rs. 100. To dye 
this 100 lbs. of clot.h we require 6 lbs. of sulphur black and 3 lbs. of sodium 
Bulphide. The cost of sodium sulphide will be about one anna per lb. 
Take the grey long cloth which is heavily sized. The price will be about 15 
annu per lb. 

p,.erident.-How much zinc chloride is required in that 100 lbs. of grey· 
clothP 

Mr. Bamlingh.-About 3 lbs. 
Prerident.-Doea the weight go up by that? 
M".. Bamsingh.-The weight given is the weight of the finished cloth. 
President.-It includes the weight of zinc chloride. 
Mr. Bamsingh.-Yes. 

Foreign prices. 

P'Tuident.-Before we go into foreign prices, I dare Bay you have worked 
out the fignres, and seen what the results show. Did you work out the fair 
selling prices P 

M'T. 8ha'Tpe.-We took them in some of the cases. 
P".esident.-You might have found generally speaking, exoept in regard to 

Epsom salts, sodium SUlphide and Ilinc chloride, the protection that you 
require will not be much more than what you are getting now, assuming that 
you are doing 4,000 tous. That is the position. As regards the others there 
is BOIDe difference. 

M,.. 8haf"Pe.-Yes. 
Mr. Bamringh.-Yes. 
President.-Now you have got to see what the foreign priClN are. First 

of all, let DB· take foreign prices as they are to-day. Has ther-e been any 
lubstantial alteration in theae pricesP . 

Coppn .wphat/l. 
Mr. Bamringh.-Tbe price of copper. sulphate has gone U(l. 

President.-Becauae the price of copper has gone up. 
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lI'Itr. Ram8ingh.-Ye~. . ° 
President . .,......so that the ratio would remaiQ.jtb.~. '!am.El;. o. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 

Epsom Balt. 

President.-We will take these prices one after another7'.:Wiii.:nFlake 
-the c.i.f. prices as they have been given to us by Brunner Mondii:o'"The c.i.f. 
price of Epsom salt is £3..17-0. We have agreed that we have to add 
:as. 5-8-0 to the c.i.f. prices to bring them to the godown prices. Is that 
-correct? 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes, .for.godowns near the docks. 
President.-That would apply to all these salts. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
PreBid/lnt._Is £3.17-0 the right price to be taken!' That is the price 

given to us by the Brunner Monds. 
Mr. Cowper.-That wou~d be about right. 

Copperas. 
President.-The c.i.f. price of copperas is £4-18-0. Is that right? 
Mr. Cowper.-That would be about correct. 

Pota8h alum. 

President.-For potash alum, the price given to us by Brunner Monds is 
£8-12-6. Is it the same as alum? . 

Mr. Cotyper.-Yes. 

Glauber's salt. 

PreBident.-Glauber's salt is £4. 
Mr. Cowper.-We know the right price for Glauber's salt. Havero 

Trading Company sold to one of our mills anhydrous sodium sulphate at 
Rs. 4-14-0 per cwt. which was 98 per cent. sodium sulphate; whereas our 
Glauber salt is about 44 per cent. sodium sulphate. Havero's is concentrated 
and is nearly double the price of ours. 

President.-That;-.omes to only Rs. 97-8-0 per ton. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
president.-That is very much cheaper. 
Mr. Cowper.-Yes, it is. Consequently we have lost the business from 

our own mill. 
President.-Brunner Monds have given us a price of £4. What would 

that be? 
Mr. Cowper.-44 per cent. sodium sulphate. 
President.-Rs. 97-8-0 is the price delivered at the mill. Let us reduce it 

to c.i.f. Supposing we deducted Rs. 5 for cartage, etc., it would come to 
Rs. 92-8-0. But it includes the duty. How much is the duty? 

Dr. Ma.tthai.-On Glauber's salt, it is 15 per cent. 
President.-That would bring it down to about Rs. "80 without duty. 
President.-That is 98 per cent., so for 44 per cent. it comes to about 

Rs. 36. The freight would be about 25 shillings according to what you uy. 
Mr. Cowper.-Freight on Glauber's salt is much less. 
Prelident.-This is what one of your mills actually bought at? 
Mr. Cowper.-yeq. 
President.-This happened Bince we last metl' 
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: Mr. Oowper.-Yes, within the last 10 days. The position is this. '" 
have been supplying our mills all along on an average 5 to 6 tons a lI)onth. 
They buy in quantities of two to three tons at a. time. Then Havero quoted 
and the analysis of the samples showed 98 per cent. sodium sulphate for their 
quality against 44 per cent. for ours. Our mills, therefore, found it at more 
ilOOnomical proposition to purchase -lIavero's Glaubers than ours. They 
purchased a trial lot. . 

PreBident.-Being concentrated they. probably paid less freight. 
Mr. Cowper.-I think so. . , 
President.-What is this sodium sulphate (salt cake)? 
Mr. 8harpe.-That is the crude stuff just as it is ta1!:en out of. the hydro-

-chloric acid plant. 
Preaident.-That is £2-10-0. 
Mr. 8karpe.-:-That would be comparatively cheap. Glauber's salt is £2-5. 
President.-Even if we take £2-5-0 that would not give you Rs. 36. 
Mr. Cowper.-Not with the Ji:Jl.glish height. 
Mr. 8inclair.-There are big variations in the price of Glauber's salt. 

'The prices given for February are £3-10-()I to £3-15-0 f.o.b. 
PreBident.-We were given £4 c.i.f. Glauber's salt is aiso used in the 

textile industry? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-Yes. 
PreBident.-And Epsom salt? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-That is used for finishing purposes? 
President.-You will work out the same thing for Glauber's salt and also 

for Epsom salt? '. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Give me a typical kind of cloth. 
Mr. Ramsingk.-The typical cloth would be what we call Sho!apu.,.coatings. 

I will bring some samples to-morrow. 
Dr. Mattkai.-What is the price of 100 lbs. of that cloth? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-r-~. 1-5-0 per lb. ancl the 1inishi~ charges for this would 

be only 1 anna 8 pies per lb. of cloth. ' 
Dr. Mattkai.-What would be the Epsom salt ill it? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-About 6 to 7 pies. 
Dr. Mattkai.-<Jan you tell me how many Ibs. of Epsom salt go into 'this 

100 Ibs. of coating.' , 
Mr. Ramsingh.-I will get you that figure to-morrow; 
Dr. Matthai.-And also the corresponding figure for Glauber's salt. 
Mr. Ram,ingk.-Yes. 
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Salt used in cloth manufacture. 

Df'. Matthai.-Mr. Ramsingh, have you got those ligures showing the 
quantities of salt used per unit of cloth? 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes (hands in). ' 
Dr. Matthai.-Kindly let us have the statement in this form: first of aU 

give the kinds, of cloth and the quantities of each of the five salts, 1,iz., 
zinc chloride, magnisium chloride, sodium sulphide, epsom salt and Glauber's 
Batts, used per unit of doth. 

Mf'. Ramsingh.-I will prepare the statement just now and give it to you. 

Copper sulphate. 
Presidllnt.-Now let us take' CClpper sulphate. Brunner Monds gave us 

£28.5.0. 
Mr. Cowpllr.-The market has -lal'.n since then. 
Prllsidlmt.-But since then the price of copper has risen. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Cowpllr.-There is one thing to be pointed out here. The English, 

price is lOsh. higher than the German per ton. 
Prllsidllnt.-Is that so? 

<Mr. COWPIlf'.-Yes. 
PreBident.-Where can we find it? 
Mf'. Cowper.-I can bring copies of indente from the 'bazar to.morrow. 
Preaident.-That I think would be practically accounted for by the freight 

from the Continent. . . 
Mr. Oowper.-!t may be. 
President.-There is a difference of ~OJ. a ton on an average. 

Zinc chloride. 
President.-Alumina ferric we have already dealt with. The price of Bine 

chloride given to us by Brunner Monds is £18-10-0. 
M.,.. Mathia&.-The imported chloride would be solid. 
Mr. Bharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia&.-Would that be comparable to the local productP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Ours also is solid. 
Preaident.-Sodium sulphide would be concentrated. 
Mr. Bharpe.-Yes. 
Prelident.-What per cent. is ~hatP 
Mr. Bharpe.-62 per cent. 
President.-Brunner Monds gave us RI. 147-8-0 as the price .. In England 

it is about £9-10-0. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-At present the bazar price is Rs. 7 per cwt. 
Mr. Cowper.-Bazar dealers must be making money on that themselves. 

. I I: : 
Sodium sulphide. ' 

Prl!.qdent.-What is the freight on sodium sulphideP Would it be 25 
shillingsp 
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Mr. Cowper.-30 shillings.* 
Mr. Matkia8.-1t would be about B.s. 20. 
Mr. Oowper.-About that. 
PtuidBnt.-The British price is £9.10-0 or Re. 127 0 0 

Freight. .' 20 0 0 
'Landing, ete. /) 8 0 

Ra. • 152 8 0 
Then, there is the duty. 

Mr. Bamsingk.-The price that I told you is the German price. We, buy 
from the Havero Trading Company. . 

Mr. Cowper.-Theirs is the better quality in the bazar and it is also 
eheaper. 

,PreBident.-The price has fallen since we started enquiring apparently. 
Mr. Cowper.-I shall endeavour to get prices from actual indents from 

~he bazar. • 
PreBident.-Will you also bring any evidence to suggest whether the price 

has fallen? 
Mr. Oowper.-I shall try and get you that too; 
Dr. Mattkai.-Did you say B.s. 7 per cwt.? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-Yes. 

'Dr. Mattkai.-Has there been any change in the price? 
Mr. Bam8ingh.-For the last purchase we made we paid only Ra. 7 per cwt. 
Mr. Matkias.-When was that? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-About a fortnight ago. 
Mr. Matkia8.-Would it include the agenm' commission? 
Mr. Oowper.-That is the delivered price. That would include everything. 
Mr. 8inclair.-I have here a price of B.s. 23-8-0 per cwt. for copper 

aulphate. 
Dr~ Mattkai.-That is Rs. 470 per ton. 
Mr. 8inclair.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Whose price is that? 
Mr. 8inclair.-Brunner Monds. 
President.-They are supposed to be the principal- manufacturers of 

sodium sulphide because they have an alkali industry. - , 
Mr. Oowper.-The German quality is much. more popular principally 

because the Germans sell dye stufls to the mills and recommend their sodium 
sulphide along with their dyes. Once the Japanese stuff came into the 
market but it did not stand long in competition. 

Mr. Bamsingh.-That was inferior stuff. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Will you please send a list of the latest prices and say 

whether it is from the United Kingdom or Germany? 
Mr. Oowper.-I shall try and get you original indents from merchant.!!. 
Mr. ,Mathia8.-1f we stick to the price of copper sulphate in December 

1928, would it be all right? 
Mr. Oowper.-Yes. 

Nitric AcId. 
PTe8ident.-Now let us take tbe acids. For dtriC' acid, the Mint's 

, price is B.s. 315 for 65 per cent.; that is equal to B.s. 490 for 100 per cent. 
That includes the duty also. 

Mr. ShaTpe.-That is delivered at the Mint. 

• NOTB.-The H. B. I. line quote 278. 6d. per ton dead weight. 
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President.-In returJlable drums? 
Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
President.-This is the only quantity so far imported. 
MT. SinelaiT.-Yes. ,As A matter of fact, the Mint is buying from us. 
President.-At what price? 

,Mr. Sinclair.-At Re. ,G-3-9 per lb. for 69.8 per cent. 
President.-Tbat works out to how much per ton? 
Mr. Sinelair.-Rs. 525 per ton. 
President.-For 100 per cent., how much would it be? 
Mr. Sinelair.-Rs. 750.' 
P'lesident . ..,...Why have ,they placed the order with you? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Because we understand they had some trouble :witb 

emptying the drums. , , . 
Dr. Matthai.-.,.Do you mean the aluminium drums?; >-. 
Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. The acid has to be taken to the third fioor. These

heavy drums have to be taken up and decanted. there. We understand 
there was an accident an<J.i a man was burnt. I may tell you that on look .. 
ing up the official returns for nitr\c ac~, I find that ,the imports are going 
up. The value is steadily going up. 

President.-We do not attach much importance to these returns because 
we do not know how these are made up. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do I U1Gderstand then <that the Mint people are not 
bUying any more nitric acid from outside? 

Mr. Sinclair.-I hope not, but I do not know. 
Mr. Mathiiu.-You supply your acid in jars. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Our acid is supplied in carboys. 
D,.. ·Matthai.-Then, this danger of German competition is past. 
MT. SinelaiT.-No. They (the Mint) have placed a contract. 
Dr. Matthai.-They have placed a contract for 200 tons. But ~utside· 

that, they are buying from you. Is that the position. 
Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-That is owing to the fact that some men were burnt ill· 

handling the drums, orders would be placed in India in future. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, unless there is improvement either in the druma or 

in the "decanting methods. 
Pr. Mo'tthai.-4s the 'trouble due to aluminium casksP 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, due to th~ir size, and the nature of the contents. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the alternative to aluminium casks? 

Mr. Sinclair.-Jars or carboys. 

'President.~We had a case in Calcutta where they tried to import nitric 
allid but it began to fume and had to be thrown overboard and so they 
are now buying nitric acid locally. 

Mr. Sinclair.-'-When we first started manufacturing nitric acid there 
would only be imported nitric acid in the bazar. 

President.-The quantities are negligible. We are only concerned with, 
the big importer. It is not likely that any nitric acid on a large scale 
will be imported for bazar purposes. 

·Mr. Sinclair.-When we first went into this question Col. Stace told me' 
that our prices were comparable with the imported price ·he was offered" • 
in jars, and our price of 3 annas 9 pies per lb. he regarded as fair, 
but he did not think we were making an excessive profit out of it as it 
compared fuvourably with the English quotatiQll. Comparing this with-
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\the figures we worked out for the Tariff :ijoard we find we don't get any
thing at all. 

President.-You are getting Rs. 750 and we work it out at Its. 840. 

1. Dr. Matthai.-If you take Rs. 750 a ton as your price delivered at th&' 
~int what will that mean Ba:-works? 
, Mi. Sinclair.-Rs. 6-8-0 delivery charges to be deducted from that. 

Dr. Matthai.-That would include packing and freight? 
, Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. I should say it would come altogether to Rs. 9 with· 
the repacking of the carboys when each comes back. Another advantage 80' 
far as the Mint is concerned is that they have not got any stocks to finance., 
What they are doing now is to take ready deliveries of 15' to 18 carboys, 
of 70 Ibs. each daily. 

President.-You deliver them all in carboys? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. We give them daily as much as they want, 'which 

is from 15 to 18 carbo"'.:: ~hat js jueli, a lOlTf load. ' ~ 
President.-At present, SO> far .as 'the bazar prices are concerned,there, 

is not much of thil! imported nit,iu acid, is there? 
Mr. Sinclair.-No, there isn't. 
President.-As regartis 'this 'German' stuff there is this difficulty abouto 

the decanting? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, but that may, of course, be overcome. 
President.-'-We don't, proVide against things which do not happen I Ac

cording to your figures what did you calculate the import price at? 

MT. 8haTpe."'--Rs. 484 a ton for 100 per cent. 
Pre3ident.-That is for big quantities, but we want to know the general' 

average price for imported nitric acid. 
Mr. Oowper.-We know dealers are selling German Acid an anna lowel!' 

than ours in the bazar. We don't know the import price. 
President.-I think there 'is really no grievance that there will be any 

serious competition between you and the imported article? 
Mr. Sinclair.~The position is exactly the same as it was because Col., 

Stace has instructions to buy in the cheapest market. 
President.-What is he likely to require? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Eventually he will reql1ire'about 250 tons a year. 
President.-But he has 'indented IfOr 200' tons already? 
MT. 8inclai,..'-Pi>seibly,I believe he has had delivered only 10 tons; that' 

is not going to be more thari his firs't month's requirements. His consump
tion will be an increasing one and in about two years' tinie he will probabl" 
have reached full production and will then require more acid. 

President.-This is synthetic nitric acid I suppose? 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-I suppose the lower price of this product is due to the 'fact' 

that they manufacture nitrogen for fertilizers and that has made their' 
nitric acid so cheap. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, 'but that of course is a very expensive plant. Col: 
Stace admits that local purchase has many advantages. He won't have to 
carry stocks, he will not have to fill his yard with empties, and is of ad
vantage to take lorry loads daily and lastly as there is not a great deal of
difference in English imported price, there is no question about that. 

R. O. V. 

President.-As regards this R. O. V. there is no importation at present" 
is there? 
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'. Mr. Sinctair.-The.,import figpres don't suggest very much; for Decem-
ber the value was Rs. 38,000. . 

Dr. Maithai . .....;.The figure for January 1929 is 1,027 cwts. for the whole 
of India. 

Mr. Cowper.-That would be mainly Karachi, Okha and Bombay. At 
Bhavnagar there is a chemical works which manufactures acids. I'll the 
bazar there is a monthly average of about 250 jars from Germany. Karachi 
does not now take any acid from us at all. 

··Pre8ident.-Talking of the Bombay market you gave us a price of Rs. 136 
nete for the R. O. V. 

Mr. COwpeT.-The bazar people. tell me that the cost price is Ra. 1-5-0 
'per gallon or·Ra. 159 a ton, for the German acia • 

. Pre8ident.-That is duty paid? 
Mr. Cowper.-yes. 
Prs8ident.-That is nearly Rs. 40 above your price? 
Mr. Cowper.-The mills are not anxious to enter into contracts for German 

'"acid, as they say they don't know whether protection is going to be granted 
in which case the duty will go up. 

Pre8ident.-We must take the prices as they exist. 
Mr. Cowper.-The tendency has been towards a drop in the market. 
President.-So long as it does not fall below your fair selling price there 

is no case for an inorease in the duty, and if you took Rs. 159 that is well 
above your fair .selling price as we calculated it before. ' 

Mr. Cowper.-The position is that we are realizing a little more than 
that ourselves and these people are taking advantage by selling a little 
under us in the market to keep their customers. 

President.-Naturally, when you leave such a big margin and make it 
profitable for these people to come in. 

I 
Hydrochloric Acid. 

Pre8ident.-As regards hydrochloric acid your market price came to 
Rs. 1,182. You don't wonder that these other people make their own hydro
chloric acid I What is the market in other places? 

Mr. Cowper.-We have had good business from Nagpur recently at 1 anna 
9 pies per lb., 32° t.w. f.o.r. Bombay. 

President.-That is roughly about Rs. 750 a ton. 
Mr. Cowper.-Thatapplies both to Nagpur and Hyderabad. 
President.-Rs. 750 a ton is not bad; there is still 150 per cent. left. 
Mr. Mathias.-You say As. 1-9 per lb. 32° tow. Is that ez-works? 
Mr. Cowper.-That is f.o.r. ' 
Mr. Mathid,.-Does that include packing chargeI' 
Mr. Cowper.-This is for naked acid delivered on rail. 
Dr. Matthai.-When do you expect to send these things in? 
Mr. Cowper.-By to-morrow. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you give the kind of acid, you might say the per

eentage also. 
Mr. Cowper.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Why is there such a big reduction in the price of hydro-

ehloric acid? " 
Mr. Cowper.-The Bombay average price is about As. 3-6 a lb. 
Mr. Mathia8.-It will be more than that. 
Mr. Cowper.-I would say As. 3-3 to be more correct. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is for 33 per cpnt. 
Mr. Cowf)er.-Yes. 
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!!o(ent.-That is about_Rs. l,365'ior lOO'lb. ' . 

-- 'per.:-Our manufacturing cost owing to low pr~uction was going 
up an u decIded to sell wherever _we could to average out the price. 

·Pre lent.-The average production of hydrochloric, acid is' about 70 tons 
of 100 pe.· cent. 

Mr. Cowper.-our recent costs are As. 2 a lb. 

Mr. Sinclair.-The total sales of hydrochloric acid this year of both the 
companies are 40 tons of 100 per cent. • 

Dr. Matthai.-That is slightly less than last year. 

Mr. Cowper.-Yes, about 10 tons and the cost has increased to As. 2 a ib. 
naked at the works. 

President.-We took the market at about 60 tons. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is from your statement. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. We are trying to get the market back by cutting 
the price. 

President.-Have you got any import price for hydrochloric acid? 

Mr. Cowper.-I have a price for English hydrochlorio acid. 
President.-Has it actually been imported? 
MT. Cowper.-The· Bombay Dyeing Manufacturing Company wanted a 

quotation for their requirements.. I cabled' to our London firm to give us 
quotations. I have received quotations both for Germlll&' and English acida. 

President.-Will you please let us have them? 
Mr. Cowper.-Yes. 
President.-How are you getting on with the preparation of the super

phosphate statementi' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-We have cabled this morning and we hope to get it in 

a few days. ' 
Pre8ident.-That question of sodium sulphate. and Glauber's salt comes 

in the way. Supposing full production is reached-you remember we, took 
credit for the salt cake in the cost of the hydrochloric acid at Rs. 30 a 
ton,-but if you are able to reduce your cost of hydrochloric acid by reduc
ing the cost of the sulphuric acid and you are able to retain your market, 
then it would be possible for you practically not to take any credit for salt 
cake. That would only be possible after you have captured the whole of 
your market and then you reached your full production. At that stage it 
would be possible for you not to take any credit for the salt cake and the 
price of sodium sulphide and Glauber's salt would come down, but' it would 
put up the price of zinc chloride. 

MT. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-Then it would be possible for you to charge for hydrochlorio 

acid for zinc chloride at a lower price, because it can still bear it. That is to 
say you may sa, .. We won't make much profit .on hydrochloric ~cid .. '!e 
will let part of it go, because we are manufacturmg· more' sulphurIC aCId In 
order to produce more hydrochloric acid. That is also possible." 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-But as I said you will have to wait till a very iate stage to be 

able to do that. 
Mr. Sharpe.-The point we want to be quite clear is this: For zinc 

chloride we allowed hydrochloric acid at Rs. 340 a ton. It means that half 
the production of hydrochloric acid has got to ~ c~arged to the. zinc c~oride 
plant, but nothing allowed for the plant and bmldmg and working capItal. . 

President.-We will revise those figures. That is perfectly true. We will 
have to make the necessary adjustments. . 

Mr. Sinclair.-It should be Rs. 410 instead of Rs. 340. 
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Dr •. ~atthai.-Do y!lU mean from the way in which it was worked out at 
tha~ slt~mg? ,we do~'t make any allowance for depreciation and working 
oeapltal In zmc chloride? -

Mr. Sinclair.-We ,took the value of Rs. 340, but the ez-works cost was 
Rs. 326. I do not know why that difference of Rs. 14 has been made on 
-the hydrochloric acid. Office charges, agents commission and profit-those 
.are the items which should be cut out. 

Presid~t.-There of course we ,discussed the thing generally. We have 
!, -to make. alterations in that. In our calculations -we have included every
",thing excepli the working capital which we have excluded in the cost of sul
,t>huric acid,because we have already allowed for that in the sulphurie acid 
:itself, is that not rightP 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. We worked out what difference it would make to the 
(lost of all the other products. If we omitted the profit allowed on chamber 
3cid, it is Rs. 12-8-0 per ton. It makes a difference of Rs. 13-12-0 in R . 
.0. V., in copper as Rs. 5 and in Epsom salt Rs. 5. 

President.-That would be so. 
Mr. Sinclair.-It is almost negligible really. 
DT. Matthai:-But_ I think we have to revise those figures. 

Superphosphate. 
president.-Supposing there was a IJounty either on superphosphate or 

.on sulphuric acid used in the JDanufacture of superphosphate, would you 
make your superphosphate in conjunction with other chemicals or would you 
reserve one plant for making superphosphate? 

Mr. Sharpe.-It depends entirely on the output. 
Mr. Sin~lair.-I think that it will have to be a separate- plant if it is 

-to be done bn, a big scale. 
President.--If you produce sulphuric acid on a large scale, you bring down 

the cost of sulphuric acid, don't youP 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
president.-Therefore you would bring down the cost of superphosphate. 

But supposing you made all these chemicals and 2,000 tons of sulphuric acid 
is left and you made superphosphate which would absorb that acid, the 
-cost" of superphosphate would go up. 

DT. Matthai.-Supposing the question was this. You are making 5,000 
tons of superphosphate. That means you would have to have 2,000 tons of 
chamber acid of 100 per cent. In that case it won't be worth while to have a 
:separate plant. You would be doing it il1- conjunction with other chemicals. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing your JDarket is 10,000 tonsl' 
Mr. Sinclair.-In those circumstances, it might pay us to have a separate 

plant. 
President.-We inay have to examine you later in connection With: the 

estimates which we have asked you to prepare. Would yoe. work them 4Ut 
together!' 

Mr. Sharps.-Yes. but what production are we to take? 
President.-5,OOO and 10,000 tons. 
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:.~."f~ USTERN' CJIEMIC~ _COMPAN. y, UM~·_l.ND·_,~ 
:>', DHARAMSI MORARjI cm.MICAL COMPAt.:n~," ,. .. - .' "- , 

~£rid~nce of Messrs. W. s~ SINCLAIR, H. SHARP{~ruIC. St. lOHN 
COWPER representing th., Eastern Chemical Company: and 

:: .~; Mesars. DONGARSINCII':RAMSINGH and D.G~ 
,GOXHALE, represe~tibg. I,he Dharamsi Morarjl'-
.. : Chemical Conipuy'rec.rcl£cf;\at Bombay. ' 

"onTllesdaYA ."e ·9tIi:-Apl'i1 1929 • 
.• .J' l,.': i'.J}, ':'~',~. . 

Siperp~(fap"af&; -, 
" \ . .. 

President.-:-This morning I propose':~_~zo'-intq ,the estima."tes. £o~lillp~r. 
phosphates. At¥f ;we. have finished"'f;hat; Qurexpert Mr'; Brodi~ ~ould like 
to ask you som9'"questicins as regardst:chemfcals. ~Did' you'; get' '1;lii~:1riform. 
ation as tregllt.d* hfuk~ i>hosphate and machinery from England 'M did- you 
work out these figures from the publishec;l reIJort§ ~ . , . 

ALr.: uS'jntlail-.-ti-Rollko 'phosphate-from ,·J!;ng~an!l'i· , . 
!'<~liiittn'Y'::"'froP\ quotations taat we>had.: • .' 

':';.}J~tlahj,g/..Lr ~t~any worked":out·.t4,e;,c9J;f 'of Dh~ramsi's ""B51ildlng~;:c 
'::~~w~r~( ien£' olVer tlieir fac~ory'~nd.:used. ~,a 'bilsis wha~ :~hei.:!/ofe 
'\,. · ..• ~;.,d.?m~s:.OJ1. _.their .bo~es. s'WerphOl;p,l,tate-p1anf .a~.;~reseit.' "':," 
PN$id;nt.~i~· iG know fi~~i& bf ail:'h~~Y~~;igpt these'jgJ#;'~j j~r 

rock phOllpltatO;.,,-"'" "k< , .... A~;J!· -. . t 1:;', 

Mr. Ramst'iigh.-We got iluotations ';Yom England by cable and on,.,t\lhe 
quotations we have based our estimates. 

PrlJsiden~.~Is it incodejl 
Mr. Ramsingk.-It is in plain language ,(handed in). 
President.-Is Algerian phosphate the same as Gasfa' phosphate? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-No. 
President.-You will have to select your own phosphate-whether 

Algerian, Gasfa or some other. Algerian phosphate is said to contain more 
calcium carbonate. 

Mr. Skarpe.-Yes. 
Presi!ient.-And 80 if you use that you will require more sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Skarpe.-Yes. 
President.-We assume that you will get a suitable kind of phosphate 

for your purposes. 
Mr. Skarpe.-Yes. 

'Dr. Mattkai.-Y_r estimate is4ioli rock ''6upElrphospbateeol)ta.ining 
15 per ceDJt. of soluble P ,0 •• 

Mr. Ramsingk.-.Yes. 
President.~YoQ, have taken a rather high. percentage of ,purity for this 

phosphate (66 per cent.). It is a very high percen.tage for most of these 
African phosphates. There are SOlJle which contain 75 per cent. but 
normal\y it would not exceed 60 per cent. 

Mr. Cowper.-Our cable is for 60 per cent. 
Prerident.-If you took about 60' per cent., you would be nearer the 

mark than if you took 66 per cent. 
Mr. Cowper.-Yes. 
Pr6aident.-You take 0'525 tons of 66 per C'8nt. rock, that is to say, it 

.... ill require practical\y 35 units of 1'ock phosphate to get about 15 units 
of P.O,. 
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Mr. Gokhale.-Yes. 
President.~114 T. W~ suphuric acid? What percentage is thatP 
Mr. Brodie.-That is 65 per Cent. acid. 
Preaident.-As regards the price, the f.o.b. price is 3d: a unit, that ~, 

15 shillings a ton. 
Mr. Oowper.-Yes. 
President.-It makes all the difference whether you have 500 tons or 

8,000 tons. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. To start with we should have to take 25 shillings 

as the freight. That will give us .£2 a ton or Re. 27. Port Trust Charges 
will be about Rs. :) a ton, that is, Re. 30. To get to Ambarnath it will 
be another Re. 2, thus making a total of Re. 32. 

Pre8ident.-In calculating the eventual costs we have to take the smaller 
freight. . 

Mr. Ram8ingh.--Our cable says 188. 
President.-This is an actual enquiry as regards freight? 
Mr. Ramsingh.--Ours is a firm quotation for placing orders. 
President.-Yours is 78. 6d. for 3,000 tons. 
MT. Oowper.--Ours is from the Red Sea and theirs is from Algeria. You 

asked us also to ascertain what the freight would be from either the Red 
Bea or the Mediterranean Sea· to Holland. They tell us that those are 
the freights from the .Red Sea. The higher one is from the Red Sea and 
the lower one from the Mediterranean. . 

President.-That means the cost of the rock phosphate whichever place 
you take it from would be the same when it reaches the destination. If 
you take it from the Mediterranean ports, the price per unit is more than 
if you take it from the Red Sea ports so far as you are concerned. 

Yr. Cowper.-Actually the quotations are that way. 
President.-Wbat it comes to is this: allowing for wastage if we took 

equal quantities more or less of chamber sulphuric acid and rock phosphab, 
it would be roughly correct. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-You may take a little less of sulphuric acid. 
President.-It is in these figures for cost above material that you appear 

to be very much out. First of all, what plant is this? 
Mr. Sinclair.-It is Sturtevant plant. 
President.-Is it all mechanical? 
Mr. Sinclai1'.-Yes. 
President.-For 10,000 tons? 
Yr. Sinclai1'.-Yes. 
President.-Is that the smallest they have? 
1.11'. Sinclair.-A five thousand ton plant is the lowest economic unit. 
President.-Is it completely mechanical P 
Y1'. Sinclair.-Yes. All handling is done mechanically. 
]H. Matthai.-Have you got the f.o.h. pri~ of the machineryP 
Mr. Sinclair.-£2,281. 
D1'. Mattha·i.-For a 10,000 ton plantP 
Mr. Sinclai1'.-For a 5,000 ton plant. 
President .-1 want to know whether the plant, if it is Sturtevant, is all 

mecballical P . . 
M1'. Sinclair.-It is a mechanical plant. 
President.-Both for handling materials and for other thingsP 
M1'. Si"clair.-Yes, for everything. I have all plant cost details but 

unfortunately I have left them in the office. 
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Pf'e.ident.-I would like to know what precisely it includes. 

Mf': B.inc~if'.-The figures that I have here include duplicate mach(nea 
for gr10dlng 10 case of a breakdown, building and everything else. Building 
~ have tak?n at RB. !IO,500 and the rest is for the plant.. The whole thing 
IS to be dnven electrlcally and a lakh of rupees would cover it. I had the 
revised quot.ations before me when I was working these out. 

Pnlident.-If you took a 10,000 ton plant the capitalization would work 
out at RB. 14 a ton for superphosphates. It is rather high. 

Mf'. Binclaif'.-It seerna to be fairly high but I think it is a fairly 
reasonable estimate. I went into it very carefully. We could double the 
output. of the plant for another Rs. 40,000. Capitalization comes to RB. 1~ 
a ton for 5,000 tons and Rs. 8-12-0 per ton on a 10,000 ton unit. 

Pnlident.-&. 1,40,000 for the plant and buildings? 

Mf'. Sinclaif'.-Yes. To increase the output up to .20,000 tons it would 
cost. about RB. 1,60,000. ft. is only the crushers which will have to be 
increased in number. 

Pf'esident.-At present we will take the 10,000 tons unit. Theae other 
ccsts, e.g., power for crushing, mixing and so on seem to be pretty high. 
How did you calculate this power for crushing? 

Mf'. Binclair.-I have iaken for 10,000 tons production about 240 b.h.p. 
for crushing, elevating and all mechanical processes. I went into the costs 
of cruBhing bones at Dharamsi's chemical works. Power cost them Rs. 8-12-0 
for crll8hing 1 ton of bones in 8 hours without any other handling charges, 
power cost at As. 1-9 per unit. 

Pf'elident.-First of all let us see how many units you took. I take it 
your plant produces what is called No.1? 

Mf'. Ramringh.-Mixture of 0 and 1. 
Pf'eMent.-1f you took 0, it will turn out 3 to a'5 tons an hour, that 

is 10,000 tons a year. This book gives for the plant 14 h.p. per ton per 
hour and it gives the cost per ton at 2d. per k.w. hour. How much have 
you . taken Mr. Ramsingh? 

Mf'. Gokh.ale.-l anna. 9 pies at preaent. The Western India Match 
Company are paying 2 annas 6 pies at Ambarnath for their power per unit. 

Prelident.-U you had power from the Tata Electric later on? 

Mr. Gokhale.-Then we might pa.y less than that. 

President.-This is of course only for crushing. Then for mixing and 
grinding it is 11. 9e1. 

Mr. Sinclair.-We have had no actual experience and the only thing 
I could do was to base our figures on the actual practice of Dha.ramsi's. 
Considering their present cOst is Rs. 8-12-0 for crushing bones, I ha.ve taken 
a figure for all power required at RB. 8. You can't work these grinders 
with much 1888 than a 25 h.p. motor. 

Prelident.-If you take these figures given in this book and work out it 
would be useful. 

Mf'. Ramringh.-In 1928 we got tenders and in the tender we received 
they mention the power required for a S.S. mill and according to that it will 
come to RB. 1-4-0 for crllBhing. 

Mr. Sinclaif'.-You can calculate '8 units per b.h.p. per hour. For 
25 h.p. that is 20 units per hour and at 1 anna 9 pies that comes to 35 annas 
for grinding. 

Pf'elident.-And for mixing? 
Mr. Binclair.-U you take somewhere about 240 b.h.p. for plant of 

10,000 tons capacity for mixing elevating, crushing, grinding and handling, 
that means Rs. 21 for 40 tons out.put per day. 

Prt.lident.-Let U8 say RB. 5. 
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Mr. Brodie.-The total horse power you are taking appears to be on the
high side for grinding 'which one would. think would be the most important. 
part of the operation. 

Mr. SinClair.-There is a lot of handling to be done, as well as grinding. 
~e have estimated for three crushers at 25 b.h.p. each. I have worked 
on Dharamsi's actual figures. 

Mr. Ram"ingh.-This book is more or less an advertisement for their 
machinery. 

President.-It deals with all kinds of plant. 
Mr. Sinclair.-The Sassoon group of mills reckon on 'S unit per horse

power hour. For rock phosphates we can only work on comparative bone 
figures. I think the figure given in the book is very much on the optimistic 
lide. When the grinding mills become worn output drops very rllpidly. 

President.-You think you can come down eventually to Rs. 51' 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-How much does your electricity cost you? 
Mr. Sinclair.-l anna 9 pies. 
President.-That is too much. What about Tata PowerP 
Mr. Sinclair.-For small quantities it costs 2 annas 3 pies per unit in. 

Bombay. 
President.-For 10,DOO-tons how much would you require in a year/' 
Mr. Sinclair.-Taking 240 h. p. hour, that is 192 units, we might get 

it under 1 anna 6 pies. I can enquire from Tata's. 
President.-That should make some difference!' 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-Even to-day Tata's electricity is dearer than" it should be-

when compared with coal. What rate do they charge to the mills!' 
Mr. Ram"ingh.-·725 annas per unit. 
President.-What is the minimum load that you have got to take!' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-l,500 k.w. 
President.-Why shouldn't they give you the same rate for this if yoU" 

negotiate with them /' 
Mr. Ramsingh.-I had once asked them. At that time they said that: 

they had no station there. Now they have & station at Kalyan and they 
might consider the question. 

President.-You might enquire, Mr. Sinclair, because that might make a. 
iubstantial difference to the costs. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, I will. 

President.-We do not know the costs in Europe, but we know the f.o.b. 
cost of the rock phosphate and we know the pricl! at which they sell. There
fore the all in costs including profits and everything would be Rs. 15·2. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-In your case also difference should be between the f.o.b. 

cost of the rock phoshate and the f.o .. b. cost of the superphosphate. That 
is theoretically what you ought to get. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Allow a little extra for Indian labour. 

President.-There we have got two different figures which give us an idea' 
of what the cost, profit and overhead ought to amount to if you are going 
to stand world competition not now but eventually. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-If you take the f.o.b. price of the roek phosphate at ISs. 

and if you take the cost" of the superphosphate at £1!-15-0 that representS' 
th. complete .pread, is it notP 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
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President.-Therefore your cost. above materials and everything should 
1II0t exceed £2. That is excluding the cost of the rock phosphate. That is 
what you will have to get eventually. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes . 
• Presiden~.-You havli\ no expel'ience of this and you can go on with what 

llttle experlence Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Works have. 
Mr. Sinclair.-A.ll these estimates are based on their costs. 
President.-The .other figures are merely a matter of calculation. We 

havli\ two most important figures-the rock phosphate and, the sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-£2:15-0 a ton f.o.r. works. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-£2-13-6 for 16/17 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is Rs. 47 c.i.f. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-£2-13-3 f.o.b. Dutch port. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-I am speaking of c.i.f. 
President.-The f~eight is 22s. ed. It comes to £3-l6. The last figure 

that we got f.o.r. any port is Rs. 70. 
Dr. Matthai.-The Imperial Chemicals gave us a price of Rs. 65 to 

Rs. 70 for superphosphate 18 per cent. f.o.r. Calcutta.' 
Mr. Cowper.-That is rigM. 
Pre":sident.-Rs. 7 they calculate as landing charges, harbour dues, etc., 

~3-HH) is equal to about Rs. 50. It must include some rebagging and other' 
-charges. 

Mr. Cowper.-Yes, godown storage and other things. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Their selling price is Rs. 65. 

President.-A.ccording to the figures that .we have got, the importers get 
1i. commission and there is the commission agent who gets nearly as much 
,.8 the importer. . 

Mr. Cowper.-In the case of Brunner Monds who have thl1ir own offices, 
-.whatever profit they make is a general llrofit t<l the firm. . 

President.-They have got a manufacturing Oompany; they nave -got a 
-selling Company and the ~elUng Company is a sort of middletpan who gets 
1ilJ.e profit. . 

M'I'. Sinclair.-They bave got to sho,,! a profit on the selling or~aniza.
-tion: 

President.-The Indo-Agri., Limited is not part of Brunner Monds, but 
'Shaw Wallace are the agents. 

Mr. Cowper.-They represent to other manufacturers in the same way. 
'Superphosphate is not manufactured by the Imperial Chemicals. Th~y are 
merely selling agents. 

President.-Your costs are based on 15 per cent. p,O •. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-Is that soluble? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-They Bay their is 18-20 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-The increased charges would be 'On rock phospha~ and, 

.ot on the sulphuric aoid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That if' so. 
President.-What quantity of rock pho~phate is required? 
Mr. Sharpe.-The quantity of rQck phosphate will remain the same 

but it will be a higher grade. 
. President.-We have dealt with the power. We will have to take '6 I)f 
a ton instead of '525. We have got to start with 77 per cent. Is the price 
per unit the same? . . . 
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Mr. Sharpe,-You 'get.a diffelent quotation. For the high percentage 
you have got to pay more money. 

President.-You get so much more per unit. 
Mr. Sharpe.-You get so much less. 
President.-We have to 'allow much .more on this rock phosphate. Thllo

retically '6 is the correct one. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Then your yield of the material will be more than' a ton 

because of the impurities. 
President.-Yes. I am applying the same method. You took '525 of 

a ton for 15 per cent. I am. applying the same proportion to get the 18 per 
cent. I am not doing anything at all. I am taking your own figure. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-From the particular Algerian phosphate, we won't get 
luperpbosphate of 18 per cent. 

President.-You have to use hetter quality. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing we took your unit cost and divided that by 15, 

you would get just under Rs. 5. Theirs is Rs. 70 for 18 units. 
}.fr. Cowper.-Theirs is really 19/20 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean the imported super? 
Mr. Cowper.-Yes.The price is Rs. 65. _ 
Pr8sident.-Rs. 65 divided by 19/20 will give you Rs. 3 a unit whereas 

, yours is Rs, 4. Supposing you use a better quality of phosphate t;ock ...... 

Mr. Sinclair.-We would not pay freigbt on tbe impurities. This 
would show a saving. . 

President.-You would be using more· sulphuric acid ,if you use the 
impure rock. 

Mr. Sharpe.-We might or might not. It depends on other impurities. 
If it is calcium sulpbate we won't be using more. If it is calcium carbonate, 
we shall use more. 

President.-We must take some figure wbich would make your price 
comparable with theirs in terms of P.o.. , 
. Mr. Ramsingh.-I bave got a note from Mr. Gupta in which he says 
"I have definite offers at $5'5 per ton f.o.b. Oasablanca. The freight to 
Bombay is 17'5 shillings. This is a better quality containing 70 per cent. 
calcium phosphate against 66 per cent. which means a great saving in 
freight". ' 

Dr. Matthai.-The freight of 17 shillings is rather on the low side. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-It is 17'5 shillings. 

President.-Wbat is the f.o.b. priceP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-It is $5'5 or Rs. 15-12. 
President.-Supposing the freight is 25 shillingsP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No, it is only 17'5 shillings. 
President.-Landing and otber charges come to bow much P 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Rs. 5. 
President.-That comes to roughly Rs. 37. How many Ibs. will YOll 

take of that P 
Mr. Ramsingh.-The same quantity. Only the finished quantity will 

contain a higher proportion of P.O •. 
President.-That is 660 lbs. or about '3 of a ton. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Pruident.-If we take the same' quantity . for our present purposes YOll 

may have to add 2 or 3 rupees to. this cost of superphosphate to get the 
better quality. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Rs. ,2!. 
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Pr6sident.-The sulphuric acid would not be so much. 
Mr. Gokhale.-The quantity would be the same. 
Mr. Brodie--How much will you allow for loss of fumes, etc.? 
Mr. Sharpe.-It won't be more than 5 to 10 per cent. on this basiB. 
Mr. Brodie.-Do you think that that is reasonable? 
Mr. Sharpe.-I think so. 
Mr. Brodie.-It must give off a. certain amount of carbon dioxide so that 

I) per cent. may be a low allowance. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We have no actual experience of this. I should say with 

95 per cent. yield we would be doing very well. . . 
Mr. Brodie.-Have you got a complete analysis of the stuff offered to 

you, Mr. RamsinghP . 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No. 
Mr. Brodie.-If I can get the analysis I shall be able to work it out. 
President.-We will work it out and see what happens. 
Mr. Brodie.-If we say 5 per cent. excess of acid will .that be all right. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-If we take 5· per cent. loss in addition to the theoretical 

loss that will be a fair basis. 
President.-You have taken Rs. 62·5 per ton of sulphuric acid. How 

have you arrived at that? 
Mr. Sharpe.-We took the price of sulphuric acid as Rs. 75 and then 

we deducted the profit of Rs. 12-8 from that. 
Pre8ident.-That is how you have calculated. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-Rs. 75 is for 100 per cent., is it not? 
Mr. 8harpe.-Yes. 
President.-This is 65 per cent. 
Mr. 8harpe.~Yes. 
President.-Twi>-thirds of that will be Rs. 50. 
Mr. 8harpe.-Yes. 
President.-Of that you want half a ton. 
Mr. 8harpe.-Yes. 
President.-That would be Rs. 25. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-The laboJr figure does not seem to be excessive compared 

to the other figures. Supposing it is Rs. 2 a ton, that' means Rs. 20,000 
a year. That is manual labour. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-You take B.s. 400 as the average? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes,. we went into that very carefully. 
President.-It compared pretty well. Now as regards repairs and re

newals, it comes to Rs. 35,000 a .year on 10,000 tons. That does seem a lot on 
a plant costing only Re. 1,00,000. 

Mr. 8inclair.-Crushing is expensive. I know of a case recently where 
in respect of crushing machinery the charge.s for repairs came to as much 
as Re. 70 a day. It is a very expensive iob. 

Mr. Gokhale.-The hammers are very costly. They are made of chrome 
steel. 

Pr6sident.-If you take a plant at Rs. 1,00,000, to spend Rs. 35,000 on 
that in addition to the. depreciation that you allow is really too much. 

Mr. 8inclair.-It does seem a lot. 
President.-We will have to consider that. At first sight, it does seelo 

a high figure. 
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Mr. Sinclair.-Admittedly. 
President.-What it comes to is this. You have this Rs. 35,000. Then, 

though we allow 61 per cent. on the whole block value, on the machinery it 
is 10 per cent. Thai: means Rs. 45,000 a year which is really half the value 
of the machinery. . 

Mr. Ramsinoh.-Yes, but there are many breakdowns. 
Mr. Gokhale.-The grids break. 
President.-It is a figure which I am not prepared to accept. You consi

der it again. My information is that repairs and renewals come to £30 
a year. . 

Mr. Sinclair.-We have had a lot of experience, with crushing magnesite 
and other materials to find that maintenance cost on our grinding machines 
are very high. We can't possibly do it at the figures given. 

President.-General supervision, rents and taxes; these are all right. 
Then selling charges. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you include propaganda in your selling charges? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, b~ as a matter of fact those may be on the low side. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much do you allow for propagandai' 
Mr. Sinclair.-Rs. 3. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is rather low for propaganda on superphosphates. 
Mr. Sinclair.-Possibly it is. 
President.-At present all this propaganda is supposed to oost the 

Nitrams a lot of money. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Messrs. Parry and .Company's eXJlense for propaganda must 

he fairly large. ' 
Preside1.t.-Yes. We shall make a separate allowance for propaganda. 

What items do you include under selling. charges P Do you include any 
cOlDmission io the brokers or anybody elseP 

Mr. Snarpe.-No. 
President.-That simply means godown charges, and ordinary distri. 

bution charges P 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes, we estimsted a figure of Rs. 3, which would give 
us Rs. 30,000 for propaganda which is a fair amount. 

President.-Plant and buildings we have considered. YOIl have . cal·· 
.culated working capital on six months turnoverP 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
President.-Head office and agents commission you have calculated at 

!! per cent.P 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is the .same figure allowed on previous calculations 

for other chemicals. . 
President.-We will apply here the saine percentage that we have done

in the case of other chemicals. As I have explained, it works out to a very 
big figure and we have got to cut it down a bit I am afraid, Mr. Sinclair. 
If you were running .this as a separate unit then' Rs. 3 would be a fair 
estimate but if you were running it as a part of your chemical works it is 
excessive and it ought to come down somewhat. If a 10,000 ton plant 
was working by itself, probably it might require more head office and other 
expenses than it would if it was part of the big works. Now having pr.o
duced this superphosphate you have got to take into account the existing· 
organizations which deal in superphosphates. I want to know how you 
pl·opose to deal with them. If you combine with them and put up the
price to the same level as the imported stuff, then Government may very 
well say "these people have combined with the importers and the con
sumer has not got the benefit of the assistance we have given" and they 
may like to recQnsider. the position. On the other hand if you don't there
is a chance they may compete against you; they may do without their 
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selling commission and you may be compelled to sell practically at the
import price . 

. Mr. Cowper.-It is more than likely that they will compete. That has 
been, I think, Dharamsi's experience in sulphate of ammonia. As soon as 
they put their stuff on the market the importers put their prices down ro 
break them. . 

Mr. Ram:8ingh.-Exactly. 
Pre8ident.--8upposing we recommended a bounty, an administJ;ative 

difficulty arises. If we put it on sulphurieacid then people may use more
sulphuric acid th~n is required and then we may have to take a theoretical 
figure to apply that. That is very difficult. You may put less and spoil 
the superphosphate. These things do happen: people don't attach much 
importance to the quality when they see that a certain' quantity has to 
be made. The question of superphosphates, is a very important one because 
if you really put an inferior quality of super on the market it will not 
only spoil your name but you will obstruct the use of it. Can we propose
it. on the unit of phosphoric acid in it P 

Mr. Sinclair.-It will have to be sold on the same basis as the. imported 
article. 

Pre8ident.--Quite true, but supposing we recommended a bounty it means 
that somebody has got to analyse your superphosphate. 

Mr. Sharpe.-You could limit it to 5 per cent. sulphuric acid over the
theoretical content of the phosphate rock required by the analysis . 

. Preaident.-The whole point is that somebody must check. 

Mr. Sharpe.-I think Government, if it gives anything, will require some
guarantee. 

Mr. Sinclair.-They would have samples of the rock phosphates avail" 
able, and they would be able to analyse these for themselves. 

President.-That throws on somebody a lot of work; they (phosphate
r~ks) may come from different places at different times. 

Mr. Sinclair.-They would come in very big shipments. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you were getting different qualities of phosphate rocks 
somebody has got to see whether that part of the output of superphosphate
on which bount~ has been given has been produced from a particular class of 
rock phosphate. 

Mr. Sinclair.-There will be a guarantee from the works, e.g., Batch 
number so and so, and it will be up to Government to call for samples. 

Dr. Matthai.-Let us say for argument's sake that the bounty is Rs. 3~ 
per ton on 18 pel" cent. superphosphate; that works out to Rs. 2 per unit 
of phosphoric acid. Supposing we said the, bounty to be given isRs. 2' 
per unit of phosphoric acid, would that be all right? That simplifies the 
work of administration. Supposing the provincial agricultm'al department 
is given charge of it, an officer goes round your works and looks at your 
superphosphate and then calculates the bounty on the basis of the unit of 
phosphoric acid. 

Mr. Ram8ingh.-That is a very practical suggestion. The bounty ,should 
be based on the units of phosphoric acid contents, to be analyzed by some' 
Government officer under the direction of the agricultural officer of the' 
province. That would simplify things. . 

Dr. Matthai.-What it comes to is this. We first determine in terms at 
sulphuric acid what bounty is required. Then we determine in terms of 
the phosphoric acid content. Supposing we said it was Rs. 30 per ton of 
sulphuric acid, taking .lths of a ton of sulphuric acid for a ton of super
phosphate, Rs. 30 per ton of sulphuric acid would mean Rs. 12 per taD 
of superphosphate, that is lrds of a rupee per unit of phosphoric acid. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
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Pre.ident.-We can -first of all calculate the measure of the bounty in 
terms of sulphuric acid and then convert it i.L terms of phosphoric acid. 
There of course we have control, but if we give it on sulphuric acid it 
cannot be done. 

Mr. Sharpe.-8uPP08ing we were making everything else but not super-
phosphate I' .-

President.-8upp08ing we gave protection in the case of chemicals we 
could give it by means of a duty but in the case· of superphosphates duty 
is out of the question. Therefore if you don't make any superph08phates 
then you will have to depend simply on the duty on chemicals, but if you 
Jilanufacture Buperph08phates then IYou benefit both ways. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Our whole trouble is this, that if we don't come into 
agreement about the price with the importer we are going to be crushed; 
if we do, we do not get any bounty for combining with them. 

PreBident.-This question of combine we are not going into, but it does 
seem to us that if this combine is going to add to the price, Government 
may eventually take action. 

Mr. Sinclair.-U we start manufacturing they will cut their prices until 
olIVe are driven out. 

President.-This is a commodity which has got a world price and there
fore if they did that then there is a case for Government to say II it is sold 
in Holland for so much i it has an international price and you are selling 
it in India at so much" and a case for dumping can be easily proved. They 
are limited by these two factors: their price can never go down befow \he 
price at which they sell in the international market plus the freight. U 
they do that, it is obvious they are dumping. Then again there is a very' 
big margin for you because you have the whole freight. Supposing they 
can sell at £2-15-0 and they incur 25 shillings freight, that makes it £4. 
What is the lowest limit to which they can take itP They can sell it 15,. 
below that, but even then there will be this freight margin. 

Mr. Ramlinl7h.-Yes. Copper sulphate is an agricultural product, will 
there be any bounty on it I' 

Preaident.-Most of it is used in rubber plantations, is it noti' 
Mr. Gokhale.-Even for iowar, grape-vines, and other things this is being 

used. 
Preaident.-No, I don't think we can give any bounty for copper 

8ulphate. How long would it take to get up to the output of 10,000 tonsP 
At present the amount of superphosphate imported into the country 
amounts to about 7,000 tons and the market estimate is about 10,000 tons, 
that is,· not making any allowance for the increase. During the last three 
years it has increased from 500 to 7,000 tons. It would all depend upon the 
rate at which the market expands, but we have got no means of saying 
bow long it would take. Can this plant be increased in instalments i' 

. Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Preaident.-Overheads make some difference? 
Mr. Sinclair.-It is only in the crushing units that there will be much 

difference. 
Dr. Matthai.-Overhead won't make more than a difference of a rupee 

between the two P 
Mr. Sinclair.-.Rs. 2. The plant is capable of expansion. It is a com

paratively small item, this increase in the crushing units. 
Mr. Ramainl7h.-It will take about 10 to 15 years to consume this present 

quantity plu. 10,000 tons. 
Preaident.-It depends on bow cheaply you can put them on the market. 
Mr. Ramainl7h.-Yes. 
Mr. Siflclair.-It will be VE'ry difficult to say when that will come up. II; 

aU depends on propaganda. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Propaganda in the sense of what you do to make the 
agriculturist understand it and partly in the way of reducing prices . 

• \lr. Sinclair.-That is really the main part 'of the propaganda. 
Ptesident.-In this bagging, have you allowed. for single or double bags? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Bingle bags. 
P1'esident.-Have you taken into account the fact ,that you have got 

to keep superphosphate in stock for some time? 
Mr. Sinclair.-We are assuming that the stuff is being sold practically 

as It is made. ' 
PTesident.-How can it beP The demand for superphosphate is-seasonal. 

Six months turnover ought to be all right. 
MT. Sinclair'"'7In the working capital we have recokned that. 
President.-In some parts of tl).e world they close down the plant. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It'might be necessary here to close down thll plant during 

the monsoon. 
Mr. Sinclair.-AIthou,gh Messrs. Dharal)1si Morarji Ohemical Company 

have said that it is possible to work their' bone-metal plant, all the year 
round., I think it is impossible to work it during the monsoon. • 

President.-Thereis one other point I would like you consider. If in the 
case of war or anything like that your supplies of rock phosphate were 
shut out, then for the time being would it be possible to get your super
phosphate out of bones? 

Mr. Ramaingh.-Yes. 
President.-Then of course the price of bones would come down. If there 

is to be a war, there will be no shipping and it is quite possible that you 
may get your bone at about the same price as rock phosphate. We are 
assuming that 200,000 tons of bones are available in the country. 

i 
Ohemical8.-Nitric Acid. 

Mr. Brodie.-Take the case of nitrio acid first. is this nitre that you 
use hygroscopic P 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr., Brodie.-When you take the quantity as 1'35 tOns, is that n 

actually weighed or is it taken on a dry basis? 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is as actually weighed in. 
Mr. Brodie.-It may contain a variable amount of sodium nitrate. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is largely confined to the monsoon. 
Mr. Brodie.-Btill there is that point. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes., The nitre is, 'all kept in the godown, sealed and the 

liquor that comes out is evaporated and that nitre is used agai~. So we: 
don't lose much. 

Mr: Brodie.-I don't mean that. 'The actual weight that you take con-
tains a fairly considerable amount of water. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Not very much. ' 
Mr. Brodie.-Will it be 5 per cent.? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Not as much as that. 
Mr. Brodie.-3 per cent.? 
Mr. Shatrpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Sinclair.-This is a good average working figure takillg the year 

round. 
Mr. Brodie.-What is the impurity in the nitre? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Our specification is over 96 per cent. NaNO •. 
Mr. Brodie.-That is including moisture. 
Mr. Sk!llT'pe.-4 per cent. includes moisture. 
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Mr. Brodie.~You have taken 1'35 parts of nitre to a ton of nitric acid. 
'That is the theoretical amount, although your nitre is only 96 per cent. 
pure. : 

Mr. Sinclair.-Our specificlLtiop. is not less than 96 per.cent. NaNO. but 
lit is often 97'5 per cent. . 

M1'. Brodie.-You can't get ':\-00 per cent: yield out of it. 
Mr. Sharpe.-We frequently get near 98. it is done in a Valentiner 

"plant under vacuum. 
Mr. Brodie.-That is 2 per cenk loss on the nitre on the impurities and 

.another 2 per cent. loss in the plant. That is 4 per cent. loss if you ge' 
"96 per cent. yield on the theoretical basis. 

- ·Mr. Sinclair.-It n~ver falls below 96. 
Mr. ~.rodie.-Then you -ar~ allowing 100 per cent. yield. 
Mr. Brodie.-What about you Mf: RanishinghP - You' take more than 

'that. 1'6 you allow. i 
Mr. Ramsingh.-l'es. f - __ 
Mr. Brodie.,That is a great difference between 1'6 ,nd 1'35. 
Mr. Sinclair.,.....W&~hav~ our- abtuaLfigntes here .. - In,i;tatement .. L" our 

actua.! practice is given lihowing an' efiilliency·of 98'06. 
_ Mr. Brodie.-I have got aome figures of English practice her6-'-4 English 
factories. They take crude nitre :averaging about 1'50 .. I don't think you 
-can work better than they can. I 

Mr. Sinclair.-I do not agree there.-Excepting for pure nitric acid. 
They don't use-the same type of conde-nser as we do. We use the Valentiner 
:condenser. They use amongst other the silica type which is· not so efficient as 
the Valentiner but as there is no vacuum required, production costs are 
-cheaper, yield lower, but purity not so good. 

M1'. Brodie.-1·50 is roughly 10 per cent. loss and their crude nitre in 
many cases contains a considerable_· amount of wate-r, because very often 

_ it. is charged dry. If you have_ got to dry it, it means it had a lot of 
-moisture. . - -

Mr. Sinclair.-It is not usual to dry it. 
Mr. Brodie.-The_ figures I have got show dry nitre in a. good number of 

ca~. • 
Mr. Sharpe.-The big people do not trouble very much about drying 

there. It must be for some special purpose. 
Mr. Brodie.-Do you think, Mr. Ramsingh, 5 per cent. loss is reason-

ableP 
Mr. Ramsingh.-No. 
M1'. Brodie.-Including impurities in the nitre, your loss is much more. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. -
Mr. Brodie.-Do you think you can do with 1'43? 
Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
President.-There you have ILn advantage. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. j 

Mr. Brodie.'-As regards sulphuric acid used in the nitric acid manu
t~ture. the figure we have got here is 1'6 per ton of nitrate on the 100 
per cent. basis. That seems to be very high. 

MT: Sharpe:~That ia all 95 per cent. acid. 
Mr. Brodie.-on 100 per oent. basis it is 5 per cent. less than that. 

Mr. Sharpe.~Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-That comes to 1'52. 

Mr. Sharpe.-;Yes. • 
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:parts Of sulphuric acid to decompose them. Those are the figures LungEt 
giVES. ! 

Mr. BhaTpe.-170 parts of nitre to 160 of acid? 

Mr. BTodie.-Yes. That 'is two molecules of nitres to somewhat lesa 
than two molecules of sulphuric acid. They get a nitre cake that is inter
mediate betweEn natural sodium sulphate and acid sodium sulphate. ' 

Mr. Shurpe.-We get acid sodium sulphate. 

, Mr. Brodie.-I know you cannot push your distillation so far aa to get 
'fihe neutral sulphate but you carry it further than the acid sulphate stage. 

Mr. Sharpe.-We don't. 

Mr. Brodie.-Why not? 
Mr. Skarpe.-We don't send out nitric acid containing any sulphuric at 

all. Our nitric acid shows no reaction for sulphate. 
Mr. Brodie.-'Supposing it is slightly impure? 
Mr. Sharpe.-If the reltlltion is taken to such a stage that a bye-product 

between sodium sulphate and sodium sUlphate is produced, there is' a danger 
that the nitric acid may cOI!~ain spme~ sulph~ric acid.' 

Mr. Brodie.-What is the disadvantage of that? 
Mr. Sharpe.-We simply can't sell it. 

, Mr. Brodie.-The figure that I have got from English practice is 1'39 
of sulphuric acid of 100 per cent. as against your 1'52. Dharamsi's figure 
is better than yours. They have got 1'5. Is that 95 or 100 per cent. acid? 

Mr. Bamsingh.-100 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-Then the two are practically the same. I am still con

cerned with the fact 'that in England the usual yield corresponds to 1'39 
parts of sulphuric acid on a 100 per cent. basis. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Those two are practically dependent on one another. If 
you go beyond the acid sulphate, you have to use a higher temperature 
and will therefore decompose the nitric acid, in which' case your efficiency 
on the basis nitric acid will be lower. 

Mr. Brodie.-If I WEre asking you to agree to an efficiency based, on 
getting a neutral sodium and sulphate, I should quite agree that you 
would be destroying your nitric acid. The English practice is to take 
it to an intermediate tempErature. They carry the distillation further than 
the acid sulphate though they do not get the neutral sulphate. The English 
practice seems very reasonable. I 

Mr. Sharpe.-In our particular case we are using a Valentiner plant. 
We must not have a decomposition. 

Mr. Brodie.-Burely it is a vacuum plant. 
Mr. Sharpe.-YEs. 
Mr. Brodie.-You can get your decomposition at a lower temperature. 
Mr. Sharpe.-YEs. " 
Mr. Brodie.-'-Your low temperature corresponds to a higher 'temperature 

at atmospheric pressure. 
Mr. Bharpe.-Blightly. 
Mr. Brodie.-Therefore you can easily l;aise your temperature to some

thing which would give a reasonable yield? 
Mr. Sharpe.-The reduction of pressure is going to help distillation 

of sulphuric acid also. 
Mr. BTodie.-Does it affect the two equally? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Pretty well. 
Mr. Brodie.-When I come to think of it, these figures are for nitric 

acid used for making explosives. Does that affeet the matter? 
HVYCHMLIND VOLII I 
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Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. I think it does. Sulphuric acid is lIot objectionable 
in this. case. ' 

Mr. Brodie.-For power and fuel you have giveJI a figure of Re. 25. 
Mr. SincZair.-That is per ton of 100 per cent. 
President . ....,..We took Re. 15 a ton as the pr"ice of coal. 
Mr. Brodie.-That makes If tons of coal. -
Preaident.-There is another item electricity in that. 
Mr. SincZair.-No. 
Mr. Brodie.-How much is used for the vacuum and how much is used for 

the still P 
Mr. SincZair.-I cannot tell you. 
Mr .. Brodie.-Half and half? 
Mr Sinclair.-We do it by allocation. 
Mr. Brodi,.-You have If tons whereaS the average practice in England 

is '29 ton. That is for distillation. I do not know about the vacuum. 
Mr. Sharpe.-They do not work in vacuo.-We give the' Indian coal-put 

under the still as 12 cwts. 
Mr. Brodie.-That is per tOD of 70 per Cent. P 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is per ton of 100 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-That is '6 of a ton. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is for distillation. 
Mr. Brodie.-In that case, what is the advantage of the Valentiner 

system!' 
Mr. Sharpe.-We tried the other system also. Under the Valentiner 

syatem, all the chlorine that is in the nitrate of soda keeps on going to 
the pump end of the plant and the acid containing that chlorine is gradually 
brought forward towards the still end where the chlorine is drawn out. 
We can supply an acid that gives no reaction whatever for chlorine. 
Where the nitric acid is going to be used for gold refining, the acid must 
be absolutely pure. Practically the whole of our acid is for gold refining. 

M". Brodie.-It is not commercial acid j it is pure acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is pure acid. Very little is used for anything else.' 

We sell practically not more than a ton a year for etching. 
Mr. B'rodie.-Wbat iii the difference of price in England between the 

commercial acid and the acid refined like yours P 
M". Sharpe.-I do not know. 
Mr. Brodie.-What about Dharamsi's plantP Is it vacuum? 
Mr. Gokhale.-No. It is silica condensation plant with draught from 

the chimney. 
Mr. Brodie.-Your aim is to make a different sort of nitric acid. 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes. We sell it as commercial acid. 
Mr. Brodie.-Is it free from chlorine? 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes, except for traces. 
Mr. Brodie.-Is it free from sulphateP 
Mr. Gokhale.-Not absolutely of course; there are traces. 
Mi. Brodie.-The point is this. The Eastern Chemical Company use a 

ton of coal for maintaining the vacuum on the ground that it gives a 
pure acid, whereas the, Dharamsi l\Iorarji Chemical Company say that they 
do not need such a plant. It may make all the difference between a 
price that will be economic enough, when we get a bigger yield, and 
another that 'Will not be. The difference between your practice and English 
practice is very heavy even allowing for the fact that Indian coal is not 
of such high calorific value as English coal. You are' buying first quality 
of coal. are you not P 

Mr. Cowper.-W. are getting the cheapest quality. 
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• Mr. Sinclair.-We h_ to pay extra ce.rtage to the works. 
Mr. Brodie,-How much ash is there in )lOur coal? 
Mr. Sinclair.-Somewhere about 30 per cent. 
President.-What is the price of South African coal? 
Mr. Sinclair.-About Rs. 25 last December • 

• President.-Not quite so much. You can get 1st class Jharia coal a,t 
Re. 5. at the pitsmouth and you have to pay about Rs. 12 freight. 

Mr. Cowper.-The Bassoon Mills are buying Deshargarh coal at Rs. 21 
to Rs. 22. 

Mr. Brodie.-Here it appears to me that we are dealing with twa 
.eompanies having two different processes .. One pr6cess requires one more 
ton of coal than the other. ( 

Pre.ident.-What is your actual practice? Altogether how much does 
it come to per ton? I· . • 

Mr. Sinclair.-This figure is not very far out taking the whole of our 
eoal consumption. As I said the way we have allocated the cost of coal 
is to take the whele of our coal consumption, on the boilers and spread 
it over the whoie of our manufactures, in ratios which we think each iteJp. 
ean bear. ~ 

Mr. Brodie.-Is distillation done by open fire? 
Mr. Sinclair.-It is done by fire under the still. 
Mr. Brodie.-Mr. Ramsingh, what is your ~tual figure? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-Rs. 15 per ton. 
Mr. Brodie.-What is your coal consumption under the still? 
President.-You gave me Rs. 25. How do you say the.t it is one ton? 
Mr. Ramsingk.-Power is a separate item and fuel is separate. 
President.-You mannfacture nitric acid for a time and then close the 

plant. 
Mr. Ramsingk.-Yes. 
President.-It ~ not continuous. 
Mr. Ramsingk.-No. 
Mr. Brodie.-How much does your Valentiner plan~ grapple with? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Roughly three quarters of a ton we che.rge. We could do 

up to Ii tons as we have two stills, or 3 tons per 24 hours. 
Mr. Brodie.-We were talking about nitric acid. I suppose you coo 

make concentrated acid as well as 70 per cent. in your plant. 
Mr. Sharpe.-As a matter of fact the ·greater proportion of the acid 

we get comes off at about 900 Tw. and if we use concentrated sulphuriC! 
.acid instead of 77 per cent. we get over 98 per cent. concentration. 

Hydrochloric acid. 

Mr. Brodie.-In one of your tables you have given the purity.of salt 
as 82 per cent. Can .we take that as right? 

Mr. Sharpe.-Sometimes it is 80 to 85. The average is 82. 
Mr. Brodie.-And yours Mr. RamsinghP· 
Mr. Gokhale.-ours is 95 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-Is it a different salt from that of the Eastern Chemicai 

Company? . 
Mr. GokhaZe.-We cannot say. We buy from the local salt works. We 

buy· what is commercially called Calcutta salt. 
Mr. Sharpe.-We buy the cheapest salt because we are· Dot OODcerned 

with salt cake. 
Mr. Brodifl.-Is the 82 per cent. salt cheaper than the 90 per cent. P 

What is the remaining 18 per cent? 
12 
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Mr. Sharpe.-A large amount of water; a certain amount of dirt anll 
magnesium salts. 

Mr. Brodie . ...:..Including magnesium chloride? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Y€s. 
Mr. Brodie.-Do you allow for that? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. We take the total chlorides and calculate them as 

equivalent· tq so much sodium chloride. . 
Mr. Brodie.-So that a figure of 2'2 per ton of 100 per cent. acid is 

not unreasonable? 
Mr. Gokhale.-No. 
Mr. Brodie.-You liave put in 2 in your statement? 
Mr. Sharpe.-I think that was a rough figure. 
Mr. Brodie.-As regar~s sulphuric acid you use 1'75 tons. That is 

a very high figure. I 
Alr. ShaTpe.-Yes, on account of the still we are using Dharamsi's

figure ought to be lower. ; 
Mr. Brodie.-The figures that I have got here are:-

Eastern Chemical 
Dharamsi Morarji 

Mr. Sharpe.-Theirs is based on 77 per cent. I think. 

Tons. 

1-75 
2'31 

Mr. Brodie.-What sort of salt cake do you get? Is it addP 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes. , 
M,. Brodie.-I think for efficient working we should oase our calculations 

on neutral salt cake. . 
Mr. Sharpe.-We realize that our method is not the most' modern 

method. I . 

Mr. Brodie.-I should think 1'50 tons is a reasonable figure. 
Mr. Sharpe.-I should think so. I . 
Mr. Brodie.-Do you use any nitre cake in your hydrochloric acid plantP 
M,·. Sharpe.-No. Ours is the horizontal cast iron cylinder. If we make-

very hard salt cake it will take an hour or an hour and a half to take it out. 
311'. Brodie.-Wbat about your wor1i:s Mr. Ramsingh? po you use nitre

cake to make hydrochloric acid P J 
Mr. Ram.8ingh.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-Nitre cake contains 30 to 40 per cent. sulphuric acid 

which at present in your works is practically useless. 
Mr. Sinclair.-We are using it for Glauber's salts. 

Mr. BTodie.-You must incur a very heavy expenditure in neutralizing 
It. Would it not be possible, if you got a bigger demand for hydrochloric 
acid, to have a modern plant and have your nitre cake us€d up? 

Mr. Sharpe.-That is what it is based on, for to make 600 tons per 
annum. We should have to put in a salt cake plant. 

llr. Sinclair.-But it would not pay at the present moment to put in. 
a salt cake plant. 

Prelident.-We are taking into accoUlit 600 tons of hydrochloric acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Y€S. 
Mr. Brodie.-In that case we caD include nitre cake as an· available

ingra~ient for making hydrochloric acid? 
Mr Sharpe.-Yes, except that you don't get a very big yidd when the

production of nitric acid is small compared with hydrochloric acid. We are
making only 150 tons of nitric acid. i 
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Pre.ident.-If you use nitre cake in addition to the acid you have w 
use more salt a15o; therefore the total quantity of salt cake that is recov£r. 
able would increase if you use nitre cake? 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. You can look upon nitre cake·roughly as a mixture 
of salt cake and sulphuric acid. 

Dr. -Matthai.-What is the quantity of nitre cake that you gd from 
150 tons of nitric acid? 

Mr. Sharpe.-:Roughly doub~e. 255 tons from 150 tons of nitric acid. 
Mr. Brodie.-Bupposing you get neutral salt .cake, can you sell it for 

glass manufacture? ! . 
Mr. Sharpe.-We might. But even the glass pEople here do not import 

BaIt cake. ·They import" alkali. With the difierence -in price they should 
import salt cake. It is considerably cheaper than alkalis, yet they are 
not buying it. 

Mr. Brodie:-Taking the salt cake at present it is of no value and 
if you could sell even a small amount it would be of some use because it 
would reduce the costs. : 

Mr. Sharpe.-YEs. 
Mr. Brodie.-I have been told by chemical manufacturers that glass 

manufacturers in India will not use salt cake. But so far they have not 
been given any suitable salt cake to use. 

Mr. Sharpe.-They can buy salt cake at a considerably cheaper price 
than alkali at home but they don't use it. 

Mr. Brodie.-Btill there is a possible outlet that way? 
Mr. Sharpe.-We have that in mind. 

Mr. Ram6ingh.-We tried in several glass works and we gave free 
samples to them, but they said by using our salt cake they had to use 
more fuel for melting their glass. That's why they preferred to use soda 
ash. 

Mr. Brodie.--On the Calcutta side they have cheap fuel and getting 
their salt cake at a cheaper rate would make a lot· of difierence to thEm. 
Up to the present it seems they have not been ·given neutral salt cake; 

Mr. Ramringh.-It contains iron and that is an objection. 
Mr. Brodie.-In Calcutta they are using Manchester salt: they have 

cheap fud. Would it be possible to give them neutral salt cake instead 
of acid salt cake? 

Pre.ident.-Then the thing to do would be to take credit for nitre 
cake in nitric acid. 

Mr. Sinclair.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-We did not take any credit for salt for Glauber's salts 

or sodium sulphide, so there is no point in taking any credit for salt cake 
contained in the nitre cake. We' can only take credit for the sulphurio 
acid in it. How much of the sulphurio acid in the nitre cake is recover-
able? I 

Mr. Sinclair.-Practically all of it; about 35 per cent. 
Prerident.-In that way it may be done-by taking credit for the sul

phurio acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-We use correspondingly -less sulphuric acid in the hydro

.chloric acid. If you are going to allow Rs. 20 in the nitre cake. and" take 
Rs. 20 off the acid it comes to the same thing to the manufacturer of hydro
chloric acid. 

Mr. Brodie.-It helps the manufacture of nitric acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It will help in the salt cab but in hydrochloric acid it won't 

make any difierence. 
Mr. Prerident.-You will get an increa8e'l quantity of salt cake. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
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Dr.,Matthai.-Could we make a rough estimate of the increase in salt cake 
that would result supposing nitre cake were u8ed~ 

Mr. Brodie.-I reckon about 160 tons. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing we took no credit in thenydrochloric acid for salt 

cake then it means that sodium sulphide and Glauber's salt would come down? 
Mr. Brodie.-As regards the fuel in the hydrochloric acid, the cost you give 

IS very h.igh. 

Mr. Sharpe.~As we said before, we had to go on DharanJSi's figure and 
eve,n then it is less than their actual consumption. 

President.-Messrs: D. Waldie and Company's practice is about 3 tons 
for 100 per cent. 

Mr. Brodie.-The German practice is two-thirds of a ton. The highest 
figure that I have got for any 80rt of furnace is 1'1 allowing for a lower 
quantity of coal. Let us say 2 tons; would that be reasonable? 

Mr. Sharpe.-I should think so. 
President.-2 tons would be about Rs. 341' 
Mr. Sharpe.-Rs. 30-8-0. 
Mr. CowpeT.~I have got quotations this afternoon; they are-

Bengal Coal, Deshargarh 

Natal coal 

English: coal , • , . 

Per ton. 
Rs. 
20 
23 
30 

Mr. Gokhale.-our latest purchase was at Rs.18-4-0j that contained 
15 per cent. ash. 

Mr. Brodie.-Deshargarh is good coal. If they were using Deshargarh coal 
I tkink Eastern Chemical's consumption would come down to Ii tons. 

Mr. Sharpe.-It comes to the same thing. 

Glauber'. Salb. 

Mr. Brodie.-The whole crux of the matter in Glauber's salt is that you 
, have taken a large amount of soda ash to neutralise the salt cake. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Th8lt is not entirely for neutralising the salt cake. We 
have to precipitate the iron as well. That soda ash is lost so far as 
Glauber's salt is concerned. I 

Mr. Brodie.-How much iron will you have in it? 
Mr. Sharpe.-3 or 4 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-Where does the iron come from? 
Mr. Gokhale.-From the brick working furnace and the C. I. pan. 
Mr. Sharpe.-If we were going in for this particular scheme, we should 

have to use pure salt. That would put up the price slightly.: 
President.-We have allowed Rs. 18 for the best salt. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is the best salt. 
Ah. Gokhale.-It is not the best salt; it is perhaps the worst salt. In 

Bombay it is {'SlIed Calcutta salt. 
President.-There is no such thing as Calcutta salt. 
Mr. SllUrpe.-,There are two grades; Coopar salt is a very low gra.le. 

Calcutta salt is white.· 

* NOTE.-Caloutta' salt is the trade name given in Bombay to the white 
variety of salt. 
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President.-You were using salt for which you paid Ra. 12. It was stated 
to us that you wanted better quality and. we put it at Rs. 18. The Liver
pool salt is Rs. 35 and you are not going t'l use that. 

MT. Gokhale.-No. Calcutta salt is very fine. On the Bombay side salt 
is sold by volume and not by weight.· 

P.,.esident.-For yoUI' purpose do you want that variety? 
Mr. Sharpe.-At present no. If 'll"e were going to make Glauber's salt 

from sa~t cake, we should need a pure salt, as pure as we coul.d possibly get. 
Presldent.-You don't want pharmaceutical salt. 
Mr. Sharpe.-No. . 
MT. Brodie.-I take that the iron that you speak of is not in· solution. 

The iron is present in the form of seale, I think? 
Mr.Sharpe.-It is largely converted into ferrous sulphate. 
Mr. Brodie.-In Glauber's salt the amount of soda ash you use raises the 

cost very heavily. As far as the acidity of the cake is concerned-I do not 
know what you get-the English practice is to consider the< salt cake gool! 
if it contains less than one per cent. 

Mr. Sharpe.-I don't think I have brought my figures. We think any-
thing 'between Ii to 2 per cent. is equally good. . 

Mr. Brodie.-They call it 1 per cent. of SO.. That is 1'2 per cent. of 
sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-Taking it at 1'2, I calculated the amount of soda ash. Y011 

require to neutralise it as '007 which is exactly to th of what you use. Can't 
you precipitate the iron by means of lime? 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. If we do that, we have got to wash the mud. If you 
use lime for precipitating iron, you get a sludge. Sooner or later that sludge 
accumulate!! and the cost of washing it and evaporating the very weak liquol' 
is going to be out of all proportion, to the value. That is what we find. 

Mr. Brodie.-You have to gEt a sludge anyhow. 
Mr. Sharpe.-If we are going to throw that away, we are going to throw 

Glauber's salt away. 
Mr. Brodie.-In Glauber'S: salt we have taken Rs. 10'5 for soda ash. It 

is 25 per cent. of the total ~ \lnd y.Ol). cannot possibly waste 25 per cent. 
of the Glauber's in washing the sludge out. . 

Mr. Sharpe.-It is 25 per cent. of the total cost because we have no value 
for salt cake. 

Mr. Brodie.-Even if you take a value, it is high. 
Mr. Sharpe.-{)f course; it is high. 

-,.Pre&ident.-The price of Glauber's salt has been very much higher. It 
has come down very recently. Formerly it was all right when you made 
it as a sort of by-product. Now wMn you want to sallit in competition 
against this foreign Glauber's salt which is very much cheaper, it is advisable 
for you to consider whether you could not do with less soda ash not neces
sarily the theoretical percentage, but very much less as Mr. Brodie has 
pointEc! out just now. 

Mf". Bf"odie.-A third of the amount of soda ash is out of all proportion. 
The industry can't stand it. 

Mr. Sharpe.-No. 
Mf". Brodie.-It means practically that you are making Glauber's salt 

Dut of soda ash. 
Mf". Shaf"pe.-Yes. 
Mf". Bf"odie.-What do you think it could be reduced to? Do you agree 

to '01 of a tonP 

• NOTB.-We do not agree, we (E. C. C.) buy our salt by weigbt in 
Bombay, and duty is assessed on weight. 
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Mr. Sinclair.'-That is a big cut from 1·05. 
Mr. Brodie.-I know, but what I am sugge;,ting is that it is correct 

practice. ' 
JJlr. Gokhale.-In hand furnaces we get 3 per cent. acidity in the salt 

u~ . 
Mr. Brodie.-You may assume that in England all sorts of furnaces are 

working. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Very few mechanical. 
Mr. Brodie.-I am sure in England it is not the custom to add large 

amounts of soda ash to salt cake liquors. I doubt whether they add any 
at all. If you take ·01 of soda ash and twice the amount of lime it would 
be· enough. 

Mr. Ram.ingh.-But these are our actual figures. 
Mr. Brodie.-8upposing you assume that the amount of Boda ash to 

neutralise the salt cake is ·01, you want something to precipitate iron and 
possibly alumina. ' 

Mr. Sharpe.-Mostly iron. 
Mr. Brodie.-That would be how much? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Negligible. 
Mr. Brodie.-What does the lime cost? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Rs. 60 a ton. 
IPresiden.t.-How much would you have to useP 
Mr. Sharpe.-I am prepared to neglect it. 
Mr. Brodie.-If you are using 2 per cent., it comes to Rs. 1·2. Mr. 

tamsingh, do yo~ think if we took lime as 2 per cent., we should be right. 
Mr. Gokhale.-Our actual practice is 60 Ibs. of lime pEr ton of Glauber's 

salt. 
Mr. Brodie.-At present you are working on acid cake. 
Mr. Gokhale.-Not always. 
Mr. Brodie.-60 Ihs. of lime on ll. ton of Glauber's salt is more or less 

3 per cent. It costs you Rs. 2 . 
.Mr. Gokhale.-¥es. 
President".-Besides lime what do you addP 
Mr. Gokhale.-8oda ash. 
President.-How much soda ash do you use? 
Mr. Gokhale.-8 per cent. 
Mr. BTodie.-It is impossible to take that as good practice. Yie are 

considering now that if you have an increased output, you were working 
to a neutral salt cake. In' that case you practically don't need soda ash. 
I am taking it at one per ce6t. which}. think should be enough. 

Mr. Gokhale.-In hand working furnaces I don't think you can go so low 
as that. 

Mr. Brodie.-It is the' usual practice. I can't find a single instance 
in English practice or European practice of using a highly acid cake. I 
think you can reckon '01 soda ash at Rs. 140 and '02 of hme at Rs. 60~ 

Mr. Gokha7e.-Yes. 

Mr. Brodie.-About the amount of salt cake in the Glauber's salt you 
are taking '50. 

MT. Sharpe.-¥es. 
Mr. GokhaU.-8.ome oxidizing agent is necessary. In the salt iron exists 

in' the ferrous stage. Unless we oxidize it t<> the ferric stage, it would 
not. precipitate. We generally use J>leaching powder. When we use nitre 
cake, it is not'ricicessary.- .. -',' . ,. , - . -, 

. lo[r.Brodle.-The oxidising agent does not,appear in your statemjlnt 
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Mr. Gokhale.-When we used nitre cake, it contained some little nitrio 
acid and tha£ is used for the oxidization. 

Mr. Brodie.-What do you think about that, Mr. Sharpe, does iron exists 
in the ferrous condition? 

Mr. Sharp e.-Largely. 
Mr. Brodie.-But if you precipitate the ferrous iron with lime, it comes 

down after a bit. . 
Mr. Sharpe.-It does not come quite so wEll. We used to do that witli. 

magnesite. When we deal with Epsom salt, there we use nitric acid. 
Mr. Brodie.-Would it not be better to blow air into it? In water you, 

6OmetimEl! get ferrous iron. As soon as you bring it·to the open, it throws. 
out ferric hydroxide. What do you think you ought to allow for bleaching, 
powder? 

Mr. Sharpe.-It is a very small amount. We can neglect it • 
. Mr. Brodie.-You are not in . favour of including it? 
Mf'. Sharp6.-No. 
President.-We do not mind giving you one rupee more, bnt our report 

would be subject to a lot of criticism; It appears on the face of it that 
it is uneconomic and that is not going to do you any good. It is important 
to improve your practice so that you may put up a good show. It is no 
use giving us Re. 15 when you ought to do with Rs. 2. After all, people 
interested in this are going to read our report and say something about it. 

Mr. Gokhale.-I think that it should be the same as lime. 

Mr. Brodie.-Two per cent. seems a lot. The cost of lime is small 
whereas bleaching powder is more expensive. What are you taking the 
cost 'of bleaching powder at? 

Mr. Gokhale.-Rs. 1 a cwt. 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is more than double the cost of lime. 
Mr. Brodie.'-·That is what I am afraid of. Supposing we allowed 8 

annas for bleaching powder per ton, it would be reasonable. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-We will take alumina ferric now; do you call it alu!!'i!\a 

ferric or alumino ferric P 
Mf'. ~harpe.-Alumino ferric. 
Mr. Brodie.-What can we take as the purity of bauxite? 
President.-It is said to be as good as any bauxite. 
Mr. Brodie.-The amount the Board has put down is ·36 as against 

·254 theoretical. That is allowing about 60 per cent. of recoverable alumina 
in the stuff. 

Mr. Sharpe.-It will vary between 55 and 60. 
Mr. Brodie.-8ulphuric acid you have taken ·47. as against ·441 theoreti-

ul. . . 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-As regards bauxite I think we agreed that it should. ~ 

taken at about Rs. 16 per ton. 
Mr. Oowper.-Yes, I kave had that confirmed. 
Mr. Brodie.-I don't think that any alteration is necessary. 
Mr. Sharpe.-No. . 

Alum. 

Mr. Brodie.-As regards potash alum, the figures for bauxite and sul
phuric acid correspond to those oi atumino ferric, but the amount of pot8&
sium sulphate seems to be high-·23 lis against the theoretieal ·1835. l do 
Dot know 1Vhat is the callS8. 

Mr. Gokhale.-Potassium sulphate that wp use is not 100 per cent. pure. 
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Mr. Brodie.-Howmuch is. it? 
Mr. Gokhale.~About 90 to 95 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-There is 5 to 10 per cent. loss on purity. 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes. There is some loss in the process also. 
Mr. Brodie.-Say 15 per cent. in all. That gives you ·21 instead of 

·23. 
Mr. Ramsinok.-Rs. 165 is the gross price. It is not the net price. 

When you take the gross price, the weight of the bag comes in there. ·23 
includes the weight of the bag. 

Mr. Brodie.-Is that the usual way of doing it? 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes: 
Mr. Brodie.-Where do you get your potassium sulphate from? 
Mr. Gokhale.-From England. 

Pre,ident.-.5upposing you use instead of sodium nitrate potassium 
nitrate either in sulphuric acid or in nitric acid you would get potassium 
sulphate. 

Mr. Sharpe.-That is a thing which we actually tried on a somewhd 
emaIl scale, making nitric acid from potassium nitrate and using that 
potash cake for decomposition to potassium sulphate. 

Presidenf.-Then, it can be done. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes, but there are one or two practical difficulties. 
President.-8upposing your sodium nitrate.is cut 011 and you do not 

get any Bupplies, we have potassium nitrate in the country and therefore 
you can use potassium nitrate for nitric acid and for sulphuric acid. 

]J[r. Sharpe.-The reason why we should not agree to do it is· that 
the purity of potassium nitrate is not always high as that of sodium nitrate. 

Presidellt.-I am only asking you. 
Mr. Sluirpe.-It is possible to do it. 
Mr. Gokhale.-We have actually done it but we do not find it profitable. 
President.-But as a substitute you can use it. 
Mr. Gokhale.-We have used it and we can use it. 
President.-Would you use it for sulphuric acid or nitric acidP 
Mr. Gokhale.-We can Use it for both. 
Pre,ident.-In the manufacture of sulphuric acid you use very'little. 
Mr. Sharpe.-That is so . 
. Prelident.-How much are you paying for potassium sulphate? For·23 

of a ton, you are paying st the rate of Rs. 165 a ton. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-You are taking saltpetre cake. 
Mr. Sharpe.-If we use potassium nitrate-actually the same class fot 

everything else for which we are using sodium nitrate, potash cake is formed 
and that cake must be valued by considering the dillerence in costs between 
using sodium and potassium nitrates. 

Prelident.-Potash cake is potassium sulphate. 
Mr. Brodie.-It is acid potassium sulphate. 
president.-Supposing you are shut out of sodium nitrate, you can still 

go on manufacturing potash alum and nitric acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. If we cannot obtain sodium nitrate we will have to 

consider making alum in order to get. rid of the potash cake. That is one 
of the things we have to consider. 

Mr. Brodie.-Is the consumption of alum going to continueP 
Mr. Oowper.-The market seems to be as good as before. But the use of 

aluminium sulphates increasing. 
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M-r. Brodi •. -When you buy potassium aluminium sUlphate you are buying 
potassium sUlphate for nothing. 'If, as I understand, you can now make 
aluminium sulphate free from iron, I don't see any use for potash alum. 

Mr. SharI/e.-Except for purposes in which they can use only alum the 
consumption of alum is going down. 

President.-Supposing you had synthetic ammonia and synthetic nitrogen 
by the synthetic process, then you can use that for making sodium. nitrate. 

Mr. Shaf'JIe.~It can be do~e. 
President.-I think that it is produced". 
Mr. Sinclair ..... Yes. We had a certain amount of it. 
Mr. BrOOie.-How do tIWy get the soda into it? 
Mr. Sinclair._I do not know the process. 

Epsom Salt8. 

Mr. Brodie.-What is the purity of the magnesite? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Rough}y 96 per cent. 
Mr. BrOOie ........ Jt appears to me that in the case of Epsom salts you are 

taking too much magnesite and too little of sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Bharpe ..... We always have a certain amount of magnesite left. 
Mr. BrOOie.-What about sulphuric acid? You cannot have cent. per 

cent. efficiency on that? . 
Mr. ,8harpe.-No. In our particular case, efficiency is worked out on 'the 

sulphuric acid and not on magnesite. 
Mr. BrOOie.-Magnesite being cheaper? 
Mr. Sharpe.-We have a bonus scheme under which efficiency is calculated 

that" way. In order to ascertain whether the work is done e/licientlyor not 
in regard to Epsom salts, the Directors judge the efficiency on. the basis of 
'sulphuric acid. " 

Mr. Brodie.~What sort of efficiency do you reckon on? 
Mr. Sharpe.-About 95 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-You are getting 100 per cent. efficiency here. 
Mr. Bharpe.-The theoretical fignre we work on is that 1 ton of 95 per 

cent. acid will produce 2"387 tons of Epsom salts 100 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-You are working here to the theoretical figure roughly. If 

we took '38 of magnesite and "42 of sulphuric acid, would that be all right? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 

Copper sulphate. 

Mr." Brodie.-As I was saying to the President, it seemS to me that yours 
is an uneconomical method of making copper' SUlphate. 

Mr. Gokhale.-That is so. (This refers to D. M. C. Co. The E. C. C. do 
not make copper sulphate.) 

President.-Mr. Brodie was suggesting that now that this copper mine 
is working it might be possible for you to get either ore or the concentrates. 

Mr. Sharpe.-They won't part with the ore at the moment I think. 
Mr. Brodie.-Have you made copper sulphate, Mi. Ramsingh? 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes, we did from scrap copper. 
President.-It is no use using copper if you can use some cheaper Bub 

stitute for. it. 
Mr. Sharpe.-l understood that Messrs. Dharamsi's were getting copper 

in a form which was comparatively cheap. 
President.-At Re. 800 a ton. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Whoever sells you copper dross won't sell you at a lower rate. 
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AIr. Brodie.-By this process you waste a molecule of sulphuric acid by 
converting it into sulphur di-oxide. 

MT. ShaTpe.-We could avoid that. 
Mr. BTodie.-You mean by passing the sulphur di-oxide back into the 

chamber? 
Mr. ShaTpe.-No, without doing that. 
Mr. Brodie.-How are you going to do it? 
MT. Sharpe.-If you oxidise at the same time, it can be done by blowing 

in steam. 
Mr. Brodie.-You have '25 of copper and '78 of sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Sharpe.-I don't know how they have do~e it. 
Mr. Brodie.-Mr. Ramsingh, you are using over 2 molecules of sulphuric 

acid for every one that appears in the finished copper sulphate. Can we 
avoid that loss of sulphuric acid? 

Mr. Gokhale.-We are trying that. 
Mr. ·Brodie.-How? 
Mr. Gokhale.-=--Just by putting it back into the chamber. 
Mr. Sharpe.-This is the French practice. (A large amount is made in 

this way in France.) Their acid is spread over the copper which is con
tained in a sort of tower and as the acid trickles down over the scrap, 
steam is injected from below and a certain amount of air is blown in with it 
and they don't lose a molecule of sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Brodie.-You.can make copper sulphate in a.thousand different ways. 
The way we have here is the least efficient. If we take half the .amount 
of acid that would be reasonable. Would you agree to that? 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-That brings us down to '44 acid. 
PreBident.-The whole point is, can you get down to that? 
Mr. ShaTpe.-Yes, I can do it in the laboratory ·on a small scale I have 

a note here to show that this· is actually done in this way in France. 
France is a big producer of copper sulphate. 

Mr. Brodie.-My point is this that of all the methods you could think of 
you would never choose a way which would involve the use of '87 per cent: 
acid? . • / 

President.-As regards the copper concentrates you have to get them 
down from the copper mines and pay freight on them and that will make 
a difference to the price. 

Mr. Sharpe.-I think the people who sell copper scrap would base it· 
largely on the prevailing rate for copper and allow 10 per cent. off for the 
difficulty of working it, 80 that by the time you get it down to the works 
it would not make much difference. 

President.-It would be easier to use the. dross than the concentrate, 
would it .n9t P 

Mr. S1r.arpe.-I should think so but I have no actual experience. 
President.-I suppose this dross would pay .about the same price as its 

copper content. We know about zinc dross and really speakina there is no 
difference and I suppose the same thing would apply. " 

MT. S1r.arpe.-At present the market rate for copper sulphate varies with 
the price of copper and it points to that. 
. M!. BTodie.-'fhat is easily understCC?d. There is another way of doing 
It wlilch appears lD the text-books, that IS you heat the copper with sulphur 
and admit air into the furnace and oxidise it. 

JlT. ShaTpe.---I have tried that in the laboratory but it was not successful . 

. MT. Brodie.-Well, using sulphuric acid, I think that if we euL down the 
aCid by half, that would give us a fair idea. 
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Pre8ident.~The trouble is the vlJ.riation in the price of copper. 
Mr. Ramsing(j,.-To-day 'copper scrap is sold at Rs. 1,100. 
President.-What is the price of copper sulphate? 
Mr. Cowper.-Rs. 26-8-0 a cwt. for fine crystals, Rs. 28 for large. 
President.-That.is Rs. 560 a ton, including duty? 
Mr. Sinelair.-That is their selling price. 
President.-Who sells this copper scrap? 
Mr. Gokhale.-The bazaar people. 
Mr. Sharpe.-I might suggest taking off Rs. 54 for the cos!; of sulphuric 

acid from the final cost, say Rs. 440 and you then get a rough figure that 
the final copper sulphate costs you 1'8 times the cost of copper in it. If 
you are going to consider that the copper is going to vary you might take 
that as the rough standard, lIiz., that the cost of CuSO. is 1'8 times the ~ost 
of copper in it, that is assuming that the other figures are correct of course. 
Another way is to take off Rs. 54 from Rs. 360; that will give you Rs. 306 
and the cost of copper you will take as.Rs. 216. 

President.-The price of copper is £78-5-0 in England, India copper is 
£104. So if you take £78-5-0 in England that is equal to Rs. 1,100 then 
you are paying the'same price as the price of copper. 

Mr. Ramsingh.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-If the price of copper sulphate is Rs. 561 I don't see why 

you should not make a very good profit, taking your scrap at Rs. 1,100. 

Mr. Sinclair.-At the time the price for copper was given as Rs. 800 I 
went all round Bombay and could not get any evolution less than Rs. 900. 

President.-I think the best thing is to take the British price, that is 
£78 which is equal to Rs. 1,040: you will have to add a certain percentage 
to get the local price. 

Dr. Matthai.-J;ts .. 1,100 would be the probable price. 
President.-What these' people do is to sell at the London price plus so 

much: you save the duty and' you save the freight. Probably they may 
charge you 3 or 4 per cent. more. If you halve the R. O. V. and then 
if you ·take the price of copper scrap at Rs. 1,100 you get a fair selling price 
which comes below the duty free price. . 

Mr. Cowper.-Rs. 28 a cwt. was the rate yesterday afternoon. 
Mr. Gokhale.-We can't take that price as the basis .because we can't be 

sure that the price of copper sulphate has risen. sympathetically with the 
price of copper. You may take last year's average. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Taking lI{arch 15th the price of copper sulphate has gone 
up to £28-10-0: it was £27.:'J.5-0 on 1st March. 

Mr. Brodie.-{)ver how long a period have you ascertained this? 
Mr. Cowper.-The price has varied. 
Mr. Brodie.-Take the case of white lead. Can you find any relation 

between the price of white lead and metallic lead P 
Mr. Cowper.-We did in the case of white lead. 
Mr. Brodie.-{)ver a long period, the ratio changes a lot. 
President.-This is March 15 also. In the Chemical Trade Journal the 

price of copper is given as £81-16-0. Copper sulphate is £28-10-0. We 
must take the same price in the Bame day. 

Mr. Sinelair.-Yes. 
President.-It is quite possible that the price of copper has gone still 

higher in Europe. 
Mr. Cowper.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact if you take the price of copper scrap 

from Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,100, then the cost of copper per ton of copper sulphate 
has gone up by about Rs. 8~. At the same time if the price of copper Bul-
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phate has gone up from Re. 382 to Rs. 487 which is a rise of more than 
Rs. 100, though the price of copper scrap has g~e up by Re. 100, the pri,re 
of copper sulphate has gone up by Rs. 85. That IS more or less sympathetIc. 

Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
President.-I thillk the best thing is to take the, prices on the same date-

of both the materials. The market prices here are really no guide. 
Mr. Sharpe.-No. 
President.-We must take the price of copper. 
Mr. Oowper.-Let us leave out the scrap altogether. The dealers in scrap' 

are fully informed about the rise in the price of copper. 
President.-There may be a difference of 5 per cent. When there are 

these fluctuations', we must start from some point. Let us take 1st and 
15th March. The price of copper on 1st March was £79-13-0 and on the 
15th March £81-16-0. 'The price of, copper sulphate on 1st March Willi 
£27-15-0 and on the 15th March £2.8-10-0. There is a difference of 15s. 

Mr. Sharpe.-I have taken both those figures and divided in each case 
the cost of the copper sulphate by the cost of the copper. On the 1st March 
it comes t~ 3'35 and on 15th March 8'48. 

President.-It is going to be more or less the same. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. The trouble is that there are onJy two instances and' 

we have to do it over a series of weeks. 
President.-That price of Rs. 800 certainly did not correspond to the 

price of copper at all. 
Mr. Sinclair.-I remember I said at that. time (January) that D. M, C. C.'s 

was a cheap lot bought from' the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. We 
passed some Comments on the price at that time. 

President.-Is there a real copper scrap market here? 
Mr. Sinclair.-A very small market. 
Mr. Oowper.-There are certain recognised dealers in 'copper scrap. One 

of these dealer. I understand is also an importer of copper ingots. About 
three years ago I was in a department which handled railway supplies and 
we used to supply copper ingots to the railways. I remember in those days 
there was a dealer in the bazaat who used to buy scrap and he was familiar 
with copper ingots also. 

President.-What is the difference ordinarilyP 
Mr. Oowper.-I don't remember now. There was slight difference be

tween' the two and the price of scrap was governed by the price of ingots. 
President.-That would be so. There may be perhaps 5 per cent. 
Mr. Oowper.-I couldn't tell you that 'off hand. I don't think iii will be 

difficult to ascertain. 
President.-You can never depend upon getting the scrap. If you want 

say 200 tons of copper, you would not get it in scrap. 
Mr. Oowper.-The dealers' tender for the scrap. The railways have 

scrap also. They buy it and remelt it. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-A certain quantity of scrap is also exported. 
Mr. Oowper.-That might be due to the fact that scrap has been im

ported from places neat and round about India and comes to Bombay and 
is then re-exported from Bombay. 

President.-I thilak it would be safe to take the price of copper ingots. 
Mr. Oowper.-It would be better to work on the ingot' price. 
President.-But I think you can make some reduction for scrap. 
Mr. Oowper.-Yes. 
President.-It is not always possible to get so much scrap. 
Mr. Cowper.-No. 
President.-There is quite a lot of imported ropper. 
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Mr. Cowper.--Copper ingots are imported in large quantities. 
President.-These people here will sell all the copper that they produce 

in the country at the import price. You won't get them cheaper. 
Mr. Sharpe.-They will certainly do that. 
President.-And they will take the duty also. 
Mr. Cowper.-Not necessarily; they are not doing it in the case of lead. 

Both copper and lead are sold on thin metal content. Copper and lead, are 
sold on a percentage basis, tJiz., 99 or 9a'S per cent. -The price depends on 
the percentage of purity of the ingot. 

Mr. Sinclair.-In the case of lead the price is practically the same 
whether you buy in India or in London. 

Mr. Cowper.-It is the London market that controls the price of these 
metals. You probably would not save the duty by buying copper in the 
-rountry. They would sell it at the same price as in total copper. When 
they export it they -have to take a lower price. 

Mr. Brodie.-If manufacturers abroad do the same thing, you accuse 
them of dumping. 

Mr. Sinclair.-The one thing it does, is it stabilises the metal market. 
President.-Do you suggest that we have to take a price which is lower 

than the London price for the scrap P 
Mr. Cowper.-I think it would be better to work on the London price 

and ignGre the local price. -
President.-That is te say we must take the price of ingot copper. 
Mr. Cowper.-That, will be practically the same as the Londpn market 

price. The London market controls the price. 

President.-But the freight would be very little compared to the value. 
Mr. Cowper.-It should be. -
President.-8till it would not come to very much. 
Mr. Cowper.~It doesn't take up much space. 
Pre8ident.-It would be a good cargo. 
lIlr. Binclair.-Yes, it is. 
Mr. Cowper.-The freight is usually between 25 and 85,. a ton. 
President.-I think we will have to make some modification in the pl'ice 

4)f copper and in the cost of the R. O. V. 
Mr. Br~.-If you were using dross you would not need R. O. ". bull 

you would require chamber acid. 
Mr. 8harpe.-Yes. 
PreIideRt.-I think the best thing is to take pure copper. 
Mr. 8harpll ...... Yes. 

Copperas. 

Mr. Brodie.-You have got a very high figure for iron scrap. 
Mr. 8harpe.-We doir't put any value. 
Mr. Cowper.-'-It is Dharamsi's v~uation. 
Mr. Ramnnah.-We buy the scrap which is very rusty. 
Mr. Brodill.-Is the rust all wasteI' 
Mr. 8harpe.-8ome of it is wasted. 
Mr. Brodie.-Do you thnik the figures are all right? 
Mr. 8h~rpll.---Ye8. 
Prelident ....... The price of Ra. 10 a ton taken for scrap is too low. 
Mr. Binclair.-Yes. 
PreBident.-We never got a figure 80 low as that anywhere. Is it steel 

or iron scrap i' 
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Mr. Sinclair.-It is tin clippings and odds and ends, chiefly tin alld mildl 
.teel. 

Prerident.-That is steel scrap. Steel scrap you can never get. The-
.maller the scrap the bigger is the price. 

Mr. Sharpe.-These are hoop iron. 
President.-Is the price of Rs. 10 a ton correct? 
Mr. Sharpe.-It is a matter of cartage. It is rubbish that is dumped. 
Prerident.-In Calcutta there is a scrap market. 
Mr. Sharpe.-There is a market here for heavy stuff. 
Mr. BrOOie.-Is Rs. 10 a ton all rightP 
Mr. Sinclair.-I think Rs. 10 is a fair figure. 
Mr. Brodie.-How much loss are you allowing on acid? The theoretical 

figure is '352. You are taking something like 35 per cent. over the theor&-" 
tical. 

Mr. Sharpe.-One ton of 95 per cent. sulphuric acid produces 2'693 tona 
of copperas. 

Mr. Brodie.-Have you calculated it the other way round, that is to say 
the ainount of sulphuric acid used to one ton of copperasP 

Mf'. Sharpe.-·37 ton. 
Mr. Gokhale.-The scrap contains a lot of rust. 
Mr. BrOOie.-I am thinking of the acid. 
Mr. Gokhale.-I mean the acid. When the iron is rusty, as it "always 

is, it causes waste of acid. We get basic ferric sulphate formed. 
Mr. Brodie.-I think that it is all right then. 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 

Rectified Oil of Vitriol. 
Mr. Brodie.-You have an efficiency of roughly 90 per cent. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-The amount of chamber acid used is 1"1. 
Prelident.-I am cutting it down to I"OS. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Prelident.-At present they are Dot able to use R. O. V. which is not 01 

proper strength. When they increase the output of salts, they can use il 
up and then the wastage may be stopped. 

Mr. Shaf'pe.-We are using the cascade system of concentration? and SO. 
and water go through scrubber and combine as much as possible. From 
that we get an acid (40 tw.) which is impure. When the Epsom salts planl 
is working we can put that in and use it up. In the ordinary course il 
goes back into the chamber. 

Prelident.-You cannot take it as being wasted. 

Mr. Sharpe.-No. All the losses are borne by the Chamber plant. 
Prelident.-I think that it would' be fair even at this stage to take 5 

per cent. as the loss on thllt. 
Mr. Sharpe.-We have agreed to that. 
Mr. Bf'odie.-Is the cascade system generally in use nowP 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. BrOOie.-1 thought that there nre more modern concentrators. / 
Mr. Sharpe.-Very few people installed them. Four years" ggo I saw 

one. The cascade system is the best. i'he IudillD standard of Rectified Oil 
of Vitriol is very high. 

Mr. Brodie.-It iii being called R. O. V. but is it n(lt C. O. V.P 
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Mr. Cowper.-Soine people call it C. O. V. In India it is called R. o. V. 
Mr. Sharpe.-There is a slight difference between the two. Sulphuric 

acid out here is water white. C. O. V. need not be so, but R. O. V. is. 
Mr. Brodie.-When you are comparing your costs with those of foreign 

manufacturers, in which of your products do you make a comparison with. 
arsenical acid and in which with de-arsenicated acid? 

Mr. Sharpe.-If you are going to compare the price of 95 per cent. you. 
must compare it with de-arsenicated acid. 

Mr. Brodie.~What r mean to say is: in some cases you are using an. 
arsenic free acid where it is not necessary. 

Mr. Sharpe.-I agree there. 
Mr. Brodie.-In general do you think a fair comparison could be mad&

with foreign costs by taking the cost of arsenicalallid? 
Mr. Sharpe . ...:....Yes. . 
Mr. Brodie.-But sureiy for making ammonium sulphate, you remove the 

a rsenic first? 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-And in superphosphate? 
Mr. Sharpe.-I don't think so for the simple reason that they are using.: 

Chamber acid. 
President.-In the case of superphosphate if they use it, it would mean

a lot of difference. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Even the German stuff that is coming woilld be arsenio--

free. 
President.-Is any commercial acid coming in? 
Mr. Sharpe.-8ulphuric acid (95 per cent.) is coming in. 
President.-Because prices are very high, because you have made it-

profitable for them to send. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the c.i.f. price? 
Mr. Cowper.-£10-10-0, that is allowing for the price that you would get: 

for the drums. The Germans actually quote much lower to the consumers
than they do to the bazar. 

President.-That is equal to Rs. 140. 
Mr. Cowper.-Yes. It comes to someihing like Rs. 165 deliveted par

ton. You ~et a rebate on the empty drums. The price of these. drums is. 
fairly high. 

President.-Are the drums sent back? 
Mr. COWPer.--No: 
President .-Then ? 
Mr. Cowper.-The drums are the buyer's. He can do what he likes with' 

them. The price actually delivered would be Rs. 165 or Rs. 170 but there
would be a discount on the drums. 

Sodium Sulphide. 

Mr. Brodie.-The point about sodium sulphide rests on fuel. 
Mr. Sharpe.-Yes.. . 
Mr. Brodie.-You have taken here for power and fuel Rs. 50. 'How is· 

that split up? How much of that is involved in furnace and how much 
in concentration or crystallisation or whatever you do? 

Mr. Sharpe.-There we rely on Dharamsi's figures, and they have done 
it only on a small scale. I looked It up a week or so· back. Lunge is a. 
recognised authority. The figl1res he has given for the various work~ vary 
tremendously-

4 parts of sulpHate to 1 part of coal. 
2 parts of SUlphate to 2 parts of coal. 
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100 parts of sulphate to 16"9 of coal. 
100 parts of sulphate to 30 of coal. 
150 parts of sulphate to 100 of coal. 

Mr. Brodie.-I was not bothering so much about the coal used for 
reduction. I was thinking of the coal used as fuel. 

Mr. Sharpe.-These are the figures representing the total amount of 
coal used. 

Mr. Brodie.-16"9 per cent. is impossbile. The theoretical figure is more 
than that. 

Mr. Sharpe.-He gives that as the work's actual practice. 
Mr. Brodie.-Mr. Ramsingh you have put in some figures from the 

American works. The general effect of that is that you use about 50 per 
cent. of coal for reducing, is that rightP 

Mr. Gokhale.-8alt cake is 1"3 and coal dust 1 ton. 
Mr. Brodie.-I am taking the note showing the costs in America which 

you have submitted. There it is given one ton of salt cake and half a tOD 
of coal. Is that rightP 

Mr. Gokhale.-Yes. But they use bituminous coal whereas we use ordin
ary coal. 

Mr. Brodie.-You ought to use high class coal for reduction to"prevent con
tinuation of the sulphide with the coal. Would it not be better to use a 
smaller amount of the higher quality P " 

Mr. Gokkalll.-Yes. 
President.-Then they must take it at Rs. 20. 
Mr. Ramsingh.-We ought to use bituminous coal. 
Mr. Brodie.-That is steam coal. 
President.-How much do you want of thatP 
Mr. Brodie.-The average experience abroad is 50 per cent. If they 

cannot get as good a coal as the people abroad they might have to use 60 
per .cent. I am not trying to bring down the cost but trying to improve 
tae quality. 

Presidllnt.-To-day's quqtation was Rs. 20 you said. 
Mr .. Oowper.-Yes. 
Prllsident.-Was that delivered at the millP. 
Mr. Oowper.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-You want ordinary coal for that. I make it something 

like '3 ton of English coal. What would you allow for the furnace and 
what would you allow for concentration P 

Mr. Gokhale.-Half a ton for furnace and one ton for concentration. 
Mr. Brotiie.-In what form is sodium sulphide produced? Is it 60 per 

cent. fused P 
Mr. Gokhale.-60/62 per cent. fused. Crystals are 30/32 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-What is the processP First of all you heat it with the 

coke to reduce it. 
" Mr. Gokhale.--Yes. The smelt is then lixiviated and the clear liquor 

is concentrated. We must allow it to settle down and then pack it in drums. 
Mr. Brodie.-What is the strength of your liquorP 
Mr. Gokhale.-About 60-T. W. that is 24 per cent. sodium sulphide. You 

have to concentrate about 21 times. 

Mr. Brodie.-What about caustic sodaP What is the cost of concen
trating caustic sodaP 

Mr. Sharpe.-Fairly high. 

Mr. Gokhale.-:-It is done in cast iron potS., 



Mf'. Brodie.-It makes an awful difference in the cost. Have you ally 
actual practice of concentrating caustic sodai' 

Mf'. 8inclaif'.-Yes, we can give you actual figures. 
Mf'. Bf'odie.-You were saying you took half a ton to the furnace and 

one ton to concentration. That comes to It tons, in place of 3. 
!!f'. Gokhale.-But then there is light, steam and general engineering 

servIce. 
Mf' .. Bf'odie.-8hould there be another 1'5 for general servicesi' 
Mf'. Gokhale.-A lot of steam is used for lixiviation. ,Use of 'crude oil 

for the furnaces also required steam; besides, lights for night work, and so on. 
Pf'esident.-As regards power we can take 'it separately-electric power, 

yard charges and so on. What is the actual quantity of fuel that you 
require? . 

Mf'. Gokhole.-Direct fuel is 1'5. Then you require coal for generating 
steam. 

President.-You want !Iteam for other chemicals, too. 
Mf'. Gokhale.-Our point is .that though we won't run the steam boiler 

only for sodium sulphide, we require a very large amount of steam for the 
lixiviation process, in the manufacture of sodium sulphide. 

President.-Are you making this regularly? 
Mf'. Gokhole.-No. • 
Mf'. Brodie.-I think if you could bring down the fuel it would help YOll 

a lot. At present your fuel is an enormous amount in the total cost. 
Mf'. 8kaf'pe.-Yes. 
Mf'. Brodie.-You say 1'3 parts of salt cake. Where does that. all go? 

When you redues it to sodium sulphide you lose about 20 per cent. of it. 
Is that right i' 

Mf'. Gokhale.-Yes. 

Mr. BTodie . ...:.I think the whole thing hinges on the fuel question. 

Pf'esident.-Have you any suggestions to olter? 
Mf'. Shorpe.-No, except that in this particular case I rather fancy- that 

the repairs and renewals are slightly on th~ low side. . 
Pf'esident.-Fuel is the main thing .. 

Mf'. Cowpef'.-I was informed that fuel comes to 50 per cent. of the salt 
cake used in the English practice. 

Mf'. Brodie.-Everybody agrees about that. The point is how much 
fuel you want. for concentration and how much for lixiviation. 

Mf'. Gokhole.-The 'point is about the cost of steam for lixiviation. 
Mf'. Brodie.-it does not require a lot of fuel to do that? 
Mf'. Go1t.kale.-It does. ,Steam is not only used for heating but for stir. 

ring also. 
Mf'. Bf'odie.-On how big a scale have yon made sodium sulphide up to 

the present? 
Mf'. Ramsingh.-One ton at a time. We experimented on it. 
Mr. Bf'odie.-You cannot deduce anything from that, if you are going to 

make sodium sulphide on a reasonable scale .. 'As regards concentration it is 
merely done by evaporation. It is only the boiling of water. It does not 
hold water tenaciously as sulphuric acid does. When you are concentrating 
for Epsom salt manufacture how much concentration have yon to carry on? 

pf'esident·.-The fuel required for Epsom.salts is chiefly for concentration? 
Mf'. Ramsingh.-Yes and for drying. 
MT. Brodie.-It appears as if the fuel costs are rather'too high and you 

can never establish an industry ill India at such high costs. 



Zinc Chloride. 
Mr. BTodie.-In what form does zinc chloride come u.to the market? 
Mr. Ramsiflyh.-8olid. 
Mr. Brodie.-What percentage i~ iti' 
Mr. Ramsiflyh.-98 to 100 per cent. 
Mr. Brodie.-You allow 10 per cent. wastage on that? 
Mr. Bharpe.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-Is the sine impure? 
Mr. Bharpe.-I can't say; these are Dharamsi's figures. 
Mr. Gokhale.-It does contain iron. 
Mr. Brodie.-It will probably be about 97 per cent. pure? 
Mr. Gokhale.-Yes. 
President.-If the process is very simple why is the plant expensive in 

the case of sine chloride? You give the price 'of the plant as Rs. 1,00,000. 
What is the process that you use? 

Mr. Gokhale.-Zinc dross is dissolved in hydrochloric acid and then iron. 
and other impurities are precipitated and the liquor filtered. Concentration 
is then done by steam coils and finally ove!" coal fire in copper pots and then 
baled into drums--. . 

Uneconomic production. 
Presideflt.-I want to know what you are going to do. As I told you 

before, we cannot allow production on such a small scale. Can you ~ve us 
some idea as to what you propose to doP 

Mr. Cowper.-We are still negotiating with the Dharamsi Morarji 
Chemical Company on behalf of the Eastern Chemical Company and we have 
no doubt that when the Board decides on something we could come to terms. 
At present it is only natural that both sides want to get as much as they 
can in the bargain. . 

President.-It is quite uneconomic. 

Mr. Cowper.-That point has been admitted. 

President.-I just wish to know if anything has been done. Supposing 
we made a recommendation on estimates made of 4.,000 tous production and 
we found afterwards that nothing was done and the industry remained 
where it was, all this labour is wasted. 

Mr; Sindair.-It was apparent to us a long time ago that two companies 
could not live. When I returned from leave it was practically settled then 
that one company "Would close down and negotiations were opened with this 
object. These negotiations fell through and now we are trying to come 
together again. 

Presideflt.-It is not our idea that there should not be competition but 
that stage has not yet been reached. First of all you must have economic 
production, before you can have competition. But this competition is en
tirely uneconomic and nothing can be done if the industry only works to 
this capacity. 

Mr. Cowper.-Dharamsi's realise the advantage of their company and 
the Eastern Chemical Company working together. Certain proposals have 
been made and they are being considered at present. 

President.-The industry must work as a single unit for purposes of 
manufacturing anyhow. 

Mr. Sinclair.-That is apparent. 
Mr. Cowper.-I think they realise that, as rar as one product is con

cerned, "iz., hydrochloric acid, which is made entirely by the Eastern Chemi
cal Company, there is no advantage in working separately. 
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President.-You cannot manufacture salts unless you actually manu
facture 600 tonS of hydrochloric acid. At present you are each maunfactur-
ing about 30 tons. . ' 

Mr. Cowper.-We realize that unless one company shuts down there is 
no possibility of the chemical industry developing in Bombay. 

Mr. Ram8ingh.-We propose amalgamation of the two companies. -
President.-We are not interested in your internal arrangements. What 

I am trying to point out is that the Board must feel sure that the industry 
is going to be put on a sound footing. It is no use putting a burden on the 
consumer. You can both run your plants to death and eventually both 
-will close down. 

Mr. Sinclair.-That is what would happen. If things go on as at pra
fl8nt the whole industry will collapse. 
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THE BARODA CHEMICAL WORKS, BARODA. 

Oral Evidence of Mr. TRlLOKINAm KAO, recorded at Bombay OD 

Thursday, the 28th March, 1929. 

Introductory. 
Prllsid~nt.-What position do you hold in Baroda Chemical Works? 
Mr. Kao.-I am one of the proprietors of the Baroda Chemical Works. 

We are two partners. I am one of the partners and the other is Mr. Hiralal 
Chhanganlal Parekh. . 

President.-I understand from yoUr representation that the works belong. 
ed to somebody else before. 

us. 
Mr. Kao.-Yes, some years .before. But recently it was purchased b, 

President.-When did you purchase? 
Mr. Kao.-About 1926. . 
President.-It was an old plant, was it not P 
Mr. Kao.-It was not a pre-war plant. It was established only in 1921. 
President.-There is another chemical works in Baroda, Alembic 

Chemical Works? 
Mf'. Kao.-They are manufacturing alcohol and tinctures only. They are 

not making heavy chemicals. Ours is the only heavy chemical plant; in 
Baroda. . 

Dr. Matthai.-Are you located in Baroda city? 
Mr. Kao.-Yes,. in Goyagate Road, Baroda. 
Pf'esident.-:-You manufacture sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid and 

glauber's salt? 
Mf'. Kao.-Yes. 
President.-For which there is a local marketP 
Mf'. Kao.-Yes. The Maharanee Woollen Mills are there. For wool 

dyeing they require glauber's salt in a bit larger quantity. 
Pf'esident.-Not much? 
Mr. Kao.-Not much. Because there is only one woollen mill there. 
Pf'esident.-You produced about 140 tons of sulphuric acid and 61 tons of 

.hydrochloric acid. 
Mr. Kao.-Yes, from 1st September 1926 to 31st October 1927. 
President.-As regards sulphuric acid, is it concentrated acid P 
Mf'. Kao.-Yes, whatever we turn out is concentrated. 
Mr. Mathias.-Don't you sell any acid of a lower specific gravity? 
Mf'. Kao.-We don't sell any acid with a lower specific gravity in the 

market. (It is not exactly 1·84; it is about 1·83.) 
Mr. Mathias.-What is the percentage? 
Mf'. Kao.-About 98 t~ 99 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-The hydrochloric acid output that you give, what percen

tage is that P Is it 33 per cent. P 
Mr. Kao.-About that, because hydrochloric acid is used as a solution, 

not as real acid. Real hydrochloric acid is a gas at the ordinary tempera
ture. Leaving any temperatur~ below 0, it is always a gas. We have to use 
it in commerce as a solution. 

Preaident.-Who uses hydrochloric acid so muchP 
Mr. Kao..-Near Baroda-about fifty miles from there-there is a dye 

works. They are using it in chrome dyeing. 
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" Prerident.-Is it a chemical dye works? 
,/' Mr. Kao.-Yes. They are dyeing about 40 bales per day-chrome dyeing, 
Turkey red dyeing, etc. Leaving out the Bombay Dyeing Works, they are 
the biggest works in India. 

Prerident.-Is it used for bleaching P 
Mr. Kao.--:-For chrome dyeing. They dye the thread in sugar of lead and 

then afterwards it is dipped in potash ,bichromate or sodium bichromate 
solution. The colour of the thread do<>..8 Bot become perfectly bright yellow; 
It has to be dipped in ,the acid solution and then only it becomes bright 
Fellow. 
, Dr. Matthai.-How much salt cake do you get out of 61 tous of hydro-
chloric acid P , 

Mr. Kao.~When we decompose 6 maunds of salt we get about 7 maunds 
of salt cake . 

.Dr. Matthai.-l·l ton you would get. 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. 
Prerident.-From one tOl, of salt!' 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. 
President.-You use th'" for glauber's salt. 

'Mr. Kao.-Yes, but not the whole quantity. Some of that is still lying 
there. . 

Prerident.-You only manufacture about 10 tons of glauber's salt. 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. 
President.-It is rather a small ·unit. 
Mr. Kao.-Yes, it is one of the smallest units. As you know, sulphUrio 

acid is a corrosive liquid. We just sell our product within a radius of 70 
miles from our factory wherever there is a .market. So, we are not losing. 
Although the other chemical works are losing, we are somehow makillg the 
two ends meet because we are near the market. 

Prerident.-That is the advantage in these acids. , 
Mr. Kao.-Yes, to be just near the market-and specially hydrochloric 

acid cannot be packed in anything but China or glasswares. Sulphuric 
acid, comes 'in iron drums. But hydrochloric acid is not sent from foreign 
countries because there is much risk of breakage 'in glass and 'Chinawares. 
, PresUUnt.-Can it. not be taken in tank wagonsP 

Mr. Kao.-No. Hydrochloric acid is one of the most corrosive acids. 
Nitric acid and sulphuric acid can be taken like tbat, but not hydrochloric 
acid. . 

Mr. Mathias.-Hydrochloric acid is sent in aluminium drums. 
Mr. Kao.-No. 
Mr. Mathias.-What is it imported inP 
Mr. Kao.-As far as I know, it is imported in Chinaware jar, it cannot 

be imported in Aluminium vessels which it will dissolve reaching. 
Mr. Mathias.-How is nitric acid imported? 
Mr. Kao.-Nitric acid is not much imported. Whatever quantity is 

imported in jars or China wares. But now-a-days the1 ""re trying to import 
it in aluminium drums. 

Dr. Matthai.-Who were the proprietors of your works 'before you took 
it overP 

Mr. Kao.-It was a joint-atock concern. 
Dr. Mathai.-What happend to themP Were they not able to run it 

or what? 
Mr. Xao.-They were incurring losses. There was a big fire and then 

because of the prices 'being lower, they were losing. Further, a joint-stock 
company management is a bit costlier' than a private 'Company management. 
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I was one of the Directors of that old concern also. On account of heaV7 
losses, the company had to go into liquidation. 

President.-They are not manufacturing any of these acids at Petlad._ 
are they? 

Mr. Kao.-There are two dye houses in that place. The persons concern
ed with one of the dye houses as friends, used to come and see our worksr 
and then they thought that they would probably manufacture hydrochloric

·acid. At first I was the sole proprietor of the entire concern. Then, it was
turned into a limited concern which went into liquidation and was purchased 
by Mr. Hiralal and myself. I am a native of Kashmir and Mr. Hiralal is & 

Guzerati gentleman and has many friends in Guzerat. I never used to allow 
anybody to enter my works but with Mr. Hiralal many people came and saw 
the works. As friends they used to visit our works, and when they s'aw 
that the acid was a bit cheaper, they started their own works recently to 
manufacture Hydrochloric acid. 

Mr. Mathias.-What is the specification of your glauber's salt? is it 
42 per cent.? 

Mr. Kao~-About 45 per cent. 
President.-As regards the price of salt which you have given in answer 

to question 16 • . • • . 
Mr. Kao.-It includes the duty. 
P1'esident.-Where do you get your salt fromP 
Mr. Kao.-From Kharagoda or Dharsana near Surat. 
President.-At the Salt Works, what,have you to pay? 
Mr. Kao.-We have to pay Rs. 1-2-0 per Guzerat maund because iD 

Kharagoda they calculate according to the Guzerat maund. It comes to 
about 12 to 14 annas per Bengal maund. 

President.-You give Rs. 1-7-9 as the price of salt per Bengal maund. 
~. 1-4-0 is the duty. 

Mr. Kao.-The duty is Rs. 1-4-0 per maund. 
President.-Then the cost of salt is Re. 0-3-9. 
Mr. Kao.-I think there is no duty included in it: RB. 1-4-0 per Bengal 

maund we have to pay and including railway fare and other thing!! it haa 
come to Rs. 1-7.9 excluding duty; 

[N.B.-The cost of salt at Dharsana salt works is Re. 0·3·9 .per Bengal 
maund. In the beginning we have to pay Rs. 1.4.0 duty. This way we have
first to pay into the Government Treasury Rs. 1-7.9 per pengal maund' 
salt, out of which, the duty Rs. 1-4-0 per maund is refunded, when the salt 
is used up in the manufacture of Hydrochloric acid. Moreover, we have to 
pay cartage from Dharsana salt works to Dongri Railway Station, commission 
to merchants, railway freights, cartage in Baroda, cost of gunny bags and othel 
sundry expenses, all of which added together make up the price up to Re. 0·12.0> 
to Re. 0·14-0 per Bengal maund atoun works excluding duty which is reo 
funded.] , 

President.-There must be some mistake there. However we are writing· 
to the Collector of salt to find out what the facts are. I suppose you buy 
this salt from the bazar P 

Mr. Xao.-We buy direct from the salt works through a merchant. 
President.-You have given these import prices of sulphuric acid. Are

these actual import prices or merely quotationsP 
Mr. Kao.-These are import prices which we got frcrin one of the hydro

chloric works which has recently been started at Petlad. They buy sulphuric
acid from foreign countries. 

President.-You give a price of £11,-10-0. Do they get it 'Ilia OkhaP 

Mr. Kao.-Generally thropgh Okha. Previously they were also getting 
frolll' 'B.ombay but now they. get direct. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Is that concentrated? 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-They don't save very much by getting it from Europe if 

'you can sell it at this price? 
Mr., Kao.-No, they don't save much. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the distance from your place to Petlad? 
Mr. Kao.-About 60 miles. 
iPresident.-What is the distance from Petlad to Okha? 
Mr. Kao.-More than 200 miles. Recently prices have gone down, they 

~ay they get it at, about Rs. 6-8-0 per case of 82 lbs. 
President.-And yours would be about Rs. 8 at Baroda. 
Mr. Ka~.~No Rs. 8 at Petlad. 
President.-In answer to question 54 you have given these freight rates, 

-are these for small consignments or for wagon loads? 
Mr. Kao.-They have not given any concession to us for wagon loads. 

:We have to supply even wagon loads at these rates. There is no concession 
Irom Baroda, the concession rate is from Bombay. 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the distance from Bombay to Baroda? 
Mr. Kao.-About 260 miles. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is it necessary to' get your jars from England? 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. Recently some people have started manufacturing acid 

proof jars near Ahmedabad. But they are not hydrochloric acid proof. 
After sometime the glaze goes away if they are used for hydrochloric acid. 

Mr. Mathias.-Did you use them? 
Mr. Kao.-About 20 per cent. of our requirements we now get from 

them. 
Mr. Mathias.-How do they compare in price with imported jars? 
Mr. Kao.-The price is just about the same. They are not able to give 

them cheaper. But as it is an Indian industry we get some from them. 
Mr. Mathias.-You get YQur lead sheets from abroad? 
Mr. Kao.-Yes, from England. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have only one chamber? 
Mr. Kao.~ne big and one very small chamber. 
Dr. Matthai.-There are no towers? 
Mr. Kao.-No. 

Internal competition. 
President.-You say. "We do feel some competition from the Eastern 

<lhemical Company and the Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company in sul
phuric acid. But we believe when there will be no foreign competition, 
.nternal competition will n.ot affect us". Why? 

Mr. Kao.-If foreign' importation is stopped, these local manufacturers 
will not compete in our markets. 

President.-Very little comes now in the way of acids? 
Mr. Kao.-Whatever small quantity comes in it affects the price. I 

-don't say it is coming in large quantities but it cuts the price. If a small 
chemical works is started in Baroda and if the other stuff enters that market 
only for the sake of competition and reduces the price by one rupee per jar, 
that would affect our price adversely. 

President.-How can you stop that? 
'Mr. MathiaB.-Surely if you stop all imports altogether you will still have 

your prices reduced by internal competition, since in order to extend their 
market local firms will reduce their prices. '. 

Mr. Kao.-We are not much affected by their lowering of prices because' 
~n their products li8 much railway freight has to be added. We keen' our 
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price at PdJad and Ahmedabad at the Bombay rate plus railway freight 
and other things. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your price at Petlad is based upon the Bombay price pluB 
the freight!' 

Mr. Kao.-Yes. 
Mr. MathiaB.-If the Bombay manufacturer reduces his price your price 

will be still further reduced? 
Mr. Kao.-It will affect us to some extent but our price will not be 

reduced to the extent to which their prices will be reduced owing to the 
higher railway freight they will have to pay for the longer distance. 

President.-You ask for a duty of 60 per cent. If that duty -was enforced 
it would simply mean that more plants would be built and there would be 
more competition. If the price of sulphuric acid were raised in that way. 
it would be ·profitable for a man to get two retorts and make sulphuric 
acid. 

Mr. Kao.-Sulphuric acid caDDot be made like hydrochloric acid in 
retorts. That will require large capital and experience. 

Pruident.-You must have heard of the case of the match industry. 
They put on a duty of 150 per cent. and the result was that everybody 
started manufacturing matches and eventually prices came doWD BO much 
that BOme of the factories had to close doWD. That may happen here. 

Mr. Kao.-Even then there will be no competition from foreigners and 
the money will go into Indian pockets. We are ready to suffer for other 
factories' sake. 

Mr. Mathia$.-The imports of acids are very small nowi' 
.Mr. Kao.-There may not be much import of acids but when importere 

,uote foreign prices we are asked to quote even lower prices. 
President.-Is there any business in bones in your partsi" 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. There is one just near our factory. 

SUptrphoBphat 6. 

Pruident.-Wby don't you make superphosphateI' 
Mr. Kao.-The manufacture of superphosphate is not difficult but it is 

the propaganda that is. necessary to educate the agriculturist to use ferti
lizers that is difficult. The Indian farmer has not yet learnt its value and 
these should be distributed free for BOme time before they are convinced 
of its usefulness. Experimental and propaganda works should be done and 
once they know the valve of these manures they will purchase these. Take 
the case of nitrate of soda in Gujerat. They were not using any chemical 
maDures for tobacco but the Chilian Nitrate Company started doing propa
ganda work and distributing it free and the result is that for the last two. 
years the farmers have realized the. value of nitrate of soda and are using 
it in tobacco cultivation. In the same way superphosphate will be used by 
the farmers if there is propaganda. We had carried out some experiment 
on super with bones and supplied a small quantity to the Baroda agricul
tural department, for demonstration purposes. 

Mr. Mathia8.-Was it a paying proposition I' 
Mr. Kao.--<:Jompared to the price of super in the }qcal market it was a 

paying proposition from the manufacturer's poiDt of view. 
Mr. Mathias.-Then why did you stop it? 
Mr. Kao.-Because we found it was not as difficult to manufacture as 

to demonstrate to the ryot be<-ause they were not ready to use our things. 
The selling of these was difficult and we found it difficult to make them 
realise that this will pay them in the long run. 

Dr. Matthai.-You were able to produce it at a cost which was lolrt'r 
than the market priceP 

Mr. Kao.-Yea. _ 
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Dr. Matthai.-,What was the market price at the time? 
Mr. Kao.-I don't remember at the moment but I will let you have the 

information. 
Dr. Matthai.-Was it about Rs. 80 or Rs. 90? 
Mr. Kao.-It would be about Rs. 100 I thiilk. 
Dr. Matthai.-And you were able to produce at a lower cost than that? 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. In superphosphate manufacture we do not require con· 

centrated sulphuric acid and so the cost of manufacture is low. Once the 
agriculturist knows the value of superphosphate he will try to use it. . 

Dr. Matthai.-What do .you suggest would be the most effecti"e means 
of propaganda P 
. Mr. Kao.-We have seen many Government farms being opened in India. 
Hlt've they ever been able to push. on or make the agriculturist know ~he 
value of these things. About one or two per cent. of the people might be 
using chemical manures. Mostly they are using primitive things. It is 
only the business people who could educate the agriculturist in the use of 
chemical manures. How did the Chilian Nitrates, introduce their sodium 
nitrate? As they were business men, they could spend on propaganda 
work, experiment on them and make them sure that this would pay a.fter 
some time. That would· require some capital. Some people say that sui. 
phate of ammonia is much more useful as II. manure than superphosphate. As 
far as I have seen, it gives better products for that year in which it is 
put in, but after some years it has a detrimental value to the ~oil. Super
phosphates improve the quality permanently. So much bone is being sent 
away and that is why the crops are falling away in India. This was used 
up in India when there was no bone exported. When bones were not export
ed to. foreign countries, 'bones use to lie in the fields for some years-IO 
years, or 20 years or 50 'years and get mixed up with the soil. Bones are 
exported to foreign countries and fertilisers are made out of bones there. 
That is the reason why our soil is giving much less crop than it used to 
give in previous years as they say. 

Sulphuric acid. 

Preside-nt.-These costs that you have given, they are for concentrated 
sulphuric acid? 

Mr. Kao.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-They work out to about Rs. 208 per' ton of sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. 
President.-It is avery high oost. Does this include your packing 

.charges" , . 
Mr. Kao.-Yes, railway freight to destination and commission on 8ell~ 

.jng. Everything is included. 
President.-Packing charges mean packing in j;ors. 
Mr. Kao.-Yes. Every time we have to put in more straw. 
President.~That does. not include the price of the jar. 

Mr. Kao.~No, because jars come back. We have to take the cost on 
the acid itself and jars come back. Wooden cases also are destroyed and 
they back from us the whole price. We have to renew some wooden parts. 

President.-Qn these figures you are not making very much profit: 

Mr. KIW.-No. If there had been a case of very much profit, then 
there would not have been any need for our representation. Something 
of the chemical lines I myself know. We have noi!' employed highly paid 
chemists there. We are both partners working as chemists, financiers and 
everything. We are now able to meet the two ends. We can't make out 
much profit. It would come to about Rs. 7-8-0 per case of 82 Ibs. and we 
are selling at'Rs. 8. 
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President.-You have Dot seen the cost of these works. in Bombay, have 
you? 

Mr. Kao.-I have not. seen. Is it much cheaper? 
President.-It is •. 
Mr. Kao.-Theirs is a bigger plant and their cost must be cheaper. 
President.-Dharamsi Morarji's· cost is Rs. 139 per ton. 
Mr. Kao.-Including everything? 
President.-Yes except depreciation and profit against your Rs. 208. If 

they wanted to compete against you in Baroda, they (;"()uld do it even to-day. 
That is on a small production. 

Mr. Kao.-They will have to add so much freight up to Baroda. 
Dr. Matthai.-Even then it will be about Rs. 20. 
Mr. Kao.-How is that? -. 
Dr. Matthai.-If they send it in wagon loaels, it comes under 4th class. 

It will come to Rs. 20. 
President.-It is not foreign competition that you have to be afraid of; 

it is the competition from the bigger works in Bombay. The EasterD 
Chemical 'Company's costs are about the same . 

. Mr. Kao.-About Rs. 130 per ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-So that if we accept your suggestion of 60 per cent. duty 

and these Bombay people increase their output and reduce their costs, you. 
will . be faced with severe competition. . 

Mr. Kao.-There may be some other factor. Why did they n~t compete 
with us up till now. We are also there. We have Dot formed any Associa.
tion with them. 

Presiden~.-They have got just enough for what they want and they have
not turned their attention that way, but I am trying to point out that the 
position is such that if these people wanted to compete against you, they 
could do it very easily. 

Dr. Matthai.-If they increased their output of .sulphuric acid and if 
they wanted an outlet for it, they could do it. 

Mr. Kao.-Is it concentrated acid!' 
Dr. Matthai.-It is R. O. V. 
Mr. Kao.-:-There is the question of breakage. 
President.-Yes, but look at the margin. Even if you take Rs. 140, adel 

Rs. 30 freight, Rs. 15 for breakages and something else if you like. • • • • 
Mr. Kao.-We are paying 12 per cent. commission on all sales. 
President.-In their price also commission is included; packing is includ

ed and their selling charge is much higher than yours. Their selling charge-
is Rs. 30 a ton. That is exactly 30 per cent. Mr. Kao, that is the position. 
Don't you agree that .the increase of duty in that case would put you in a 
worse position than you are now. 

Mr. Kao.-How would it put us i.I; a worse position? 
Dr. Matthai.-They will increase their output and they will begin to 

think of capturing your market. 
President.-They may sen it much more cheaply in the up countJ'1 

markets. They may dump their goods. 
Mr. Kao.-We are not putting our things in Bombay. In Bombay the

prices are much higher than at Baroda. They have told us not to send 
our things to Bombay from Baroda. The price of hydrochloric acid is
Rs. 10 per case. 

President.-You are prefectly right. 
Mr. Kao.-We don't send. If we send our stuff say 20 or 30 jars a1> 

a time, we will make much better profits. 
President.-That is the reason why they don't compete agafnst you in 

Baroda. 
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lower. That is why the bigger manufacturflrs have a consideration for the· 
smaller manufacturers. 

President.-Have you got anything more to say? I think your 
representation gives us all the information we want. 

Mr. Kao.-The only thing I have to say is if any protection is given t() 
sulphuric industry, after some time, it will become a by-industry instead of 
a main industry. In foreigJl countries sulphuric acid is not a main industry. 

President.-Really speaking nobody has asked for any protection on 
sulphuric acid, because the prices are fairly high in the country and there
is very little import and it can't help you. 

Mr. Kao.-only small import lowers the price. 
President.-H.ow can it? It can't. 
Mr. Kao.-It might not be able to affect so much as regards the consump

tion of foreign acid, but the price becomes cheaper. They are selling now 
at Petlad Rs. 6-8-0· per case. Why Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji Chemical 
Company and the Great Eastern Chemical Company have not been able t<> 
send their things when their cost price is less. 

Pre8ident.-That is their business. 
Mr. Kao.-I don't understand why they are not able to send their things,. 

when their cog~re very low. So much foreign acid has come in AhmedabaiJ. 
and Petlad., . 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you sold any glauber'S salt recently? 
Mr. Kao.-Not in large quantities. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the price? 
Mr. Kao.-Rs. 3-4-0 a cwt. 
President.-That is based on the Bombay price plus the freight? 
Mr. Kao.-A bit lower than that. I 

President.-We got the price the other day and it is only Rs. 42 per 
ton in Bombay. 

Mr. Kao.-It might be. I don't say that protection should be given I)D> 

sulphuric acid for a very long period. It is an industry which should be
encouT,jlged to some extent. 

Pre8ident.-We must be satisfied that there are imports. There are no
imports to speak of. 

Mr. Kao.-our Ahemadabad and Petlad markets are so much affected: 
by imports of sulphuric acid. . The Bombay market might not be affected, 
Only for some years we want protection. Once we are able to gain some 
public confidence in one of the' chemical industry which is already in hand,. 
then only we can except for other things. 

Pre8ident.-We will consider that point. 
Mr. Kao.-We wav,t protection for a short period. 
Dr. Matthai.-What period do 'you suggest? • 
Mr. Kao.-I might suggest any period to serve my own interest, but. 

it is for you to decide. 
Mr. Mathia8.":"'We would like to know what you mean by short period. 
Mr. Kao.-5 to 10 years. Once we get some encouragement, we will be

able to pull on with the other by-products. We will do some propagandlt 
work and show to the agriculturists the value of superphosphate. Once Lhe 
agriculturists know the value of superphosphates, then sulphuric acid will 
become a by.product. Superphosphstes will . be our main product. Then 
we will be able to compete with foreigners in this line. With a larger 
output, our costs will be lower. In foreign countries they don't sell sulphuric 
acid as such in very large quantities. They use it in their own works .. 
Whatever surplus they have, they send it .out to other ceuntries. This i. 
a case of protecting whatever chemical industry there is in India. 
. President.-We will consider that point. 
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MESSRS.D. WALDIE AND COMPANY, UMlTED. 

Oral Evidence of Mr. ERIC HAYWARD rt.e:Orded at Calcutta 00 
Tuesday, the 26th February, 1929. 

I ntToductory. 

Pr88id8nt.-Mr. Hayward, what position do you hold in l!lessrs. D. Waldie 
and o>mpany? 

Mr. Hayward.-I am the sole remaining partner in the firm of the manag. 
ing agents. 

PrB8ident.-Who are the managing agents? 
Mr. Hayward.-Messrs. D. \Valdie and Company. There are two entities. 

There is the private firm and there is the Limited Company, both having 
the same name. The Chemioal works is ,owned by the limited company. I 
left India four or five years ago but I was asked to come back to India by 
Messrs. D. Waldie and Company, Limited, to set their house in order. 

Pr88id8nt.-Is this an ordinary commission agency? 
Mr. Hayw!Jrd.-No, it is managing agency. 
Pr88id8nt.-Are they both rupee companies? 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Pr88ident.-Are the head quarters of both the companies in Calcutta? 
Mr. HaywRTd.-Yes. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Does the partne~hip firm do any other ~usiness besides this 

managing agency? • 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes, we are running a distillery. 
Pr88id8nt.-You have not supplied us with any of your cost figures except 

your total expenditure. That does not give us any idea of what the position 
is. First of all. I take it, you are interested in this application for, protec. 
tion like the other companies? • 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. I am interested in the sense that I am running D. 
Waldie and Company as managing agent. 

Pr88id8nt.-For which of the chemicals are you asking for protection? 
Mr. Hayward.-We are only asking for protection on red lead and heavy 

sulphates. . ' 
PrB8id8nt.-The other companies have given us their costs, but you have 

not given it. 
Mr. Hayward.-I am afraid it was entirely an oversight. May I send 

them on to you later? • " 
Pr88ident.-Yes. In determining the measure of protection we have to 

determine first of all what is your fair selling price and what are the import 
prices. ,If we are satisfied that the industry' ought to be protected then 
somehow or other you get the difference, either by way of increased duties 
or by bounty or in some other way. Therefore it is important for us to have 
these costs because it is important that the Government and the Assembly 
should know these costs. I hope you have no objection to giving us the costs at 
aU. 

Mr. Hayward.-None at all. 
PT68ident.-When do you think you would be able to supply us witil 

these costs? 
Mr. Hayward.L-I will be able to give them within a week. 
Pre8ident-Sulphurio acid is really the basis for th.ese ~heDlicals and there.' 

fore it is very important to have the cost of sulphuriC aCid. 
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Mr. Hayward.-I can give you a rough price. That is Rs. 34 a ton for 
chamber acid excluding overhead chargee of any sort and also fuel. I think 
this acid is 64-2 per cent. 

President.::.....ln calculating the cost we take 100 per cent. acid into 
accOunt.· _ 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you got the cost for the manufacture of potassium 
nitrate? 

Mr. Hayward.-We are not making it now. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you making copper sulphate? 
Mr. Hayw(l.Td.-We are not making it at the moment. We at one time 

considered the question of making it from the copper· concentrates in the 
zpines of the Indian Copper Corporation. 

PrBsident.-What about magnesium sulphate? 
Mr. Hayward.-We have not made it for four years. 
Pr88ident.-I think it would be just as well for you to work out these costs. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have given an estim~te of the cost of copper sulphate. 
Mr, Hayward.-Yes, we have. 
Dr. Matthai.-Please give ue the costs of sulphuric acid, chamber acid 

and rectified oil of vitciol. 
Mr. Hayward.-We have . given the costs of copper sulphate and red lead. 
Dr. Mattkai.-You would also give us the costs of the acids, alumina ferric, 

alumina sulphate, red lead, alum and copperas. 
Mr. Hayward.-Copperas we do in sinall quantities. I may mention that. 

I have just got a process for making red lead under pressure by which we 
can colour it within 30 minutes instead of 40 hours thllt it takes now. The 
plant· is erected but it is not yet working. 

Mr. Matltias.-Will you give us the cost of that process? 
Mr. Hayward.-If it works we can give you the eost. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is it euppOifed to be less costly than the other process? 
M1'. Hayward.-It colours in 30 minu~ instead of 40 hours. We have to 

use compressed air, eo the extra cost of the air has to be taken into account. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you any other works besides the one at Konnagar? 
M1'. Hayward.-No. We have sold the Cawnpore Chemical Works. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you have any works at Lahore? 
Mr. Hayward.-The people to whom we have sold the Cawnpore Works 

have got their works at Lahore. 
Pr8sident.-Arguing generally the main difficulty of the industry arises 

from the fact that the production is on a small scale. 
Mr. HaywaTd.-One might say that is the chief trouble. That is why 

I have singled out a few things. ,. 
President.-For that what· can anybody else do for you? 

'. M1'. Hayward.-To pick those lines in which big production can be ob-
tained. 

Prssident.-We cannot select tliose lines for you. It is for the industry 
to ao regulate its production that it is able to pl"Oduce on a reasonably large 
Bcale and so reduce the costs. 

Mr. Hayward.-It ·cannot reduce the costs without demand. We are de
pendent on the demand. 

N sed for economic unit of J11'oduction. 

President.-You can produce within the limits of the demand. The 
trouble is that there are more works in the country thaD .there is room for 
it. The capaeity for production is greater than the demand. Take sul
phurie-acid for instance.. That is the basis of most of these chemicals. NODe 
oi <the ,lants that we know of is working to full cspacity and none of the 
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plante produces even quantities which would be considllred reasonable 
to enable ,them to bring down the costs. Is not that the position? 

Mr. Hayward.-That is the position with regard to sulphuric acid, but we 
·do manufacture reasonable quantities so far as sulphates and a good many 
other things. 

Pre8ident.-Therefore the tirst condition to the success of the industry is that 
sulphuric acid on a fairly large scale should be produced in one works. 

Mr. Hayward.-In a small country that would be correct, but in a huge 
,place like India where railway freights are so enormous .......... .. 

PreBident.-That is perfectly true. We have tried to make an estimate 
()f the difference in the costs. We have taken an actual unit of 1,200 tons 
and we tried to make an estimate for' a unit producing 4,000 tons on an 
average of sulphuric acid and the' difference in cost is enormous. 

Mr. Hayward.-That is quite Correct. 
Pr88id.eont.--:So long as 'you are p~oducing 1,200 to 1,500 tons of sulphuric 

acid the chances are that all your costs are higher and therefore it may be 
very difficult for you to compete except under very heavy protection. 
There is one thing that we have always to bear in mind and that is that 
the industry should be reasonably well organised, that is to say the units in 
operation must be reasonably economic as regards production. ' 

Mr. Hayward.-The trouble is, with the present profits no capital will be 
attracted to enable the particular branch of the industry I am representing to 
put up an up to date plant. 

Prssident.-You are up against several difficulties. The first is that there 
is at present only a limited market ,for sulphuric acid as well as for the diff. 
erent products in which sulphuric acid is used. 

Mr. Hayward.-In sulphates of alumina there is an equally fair market-
about 5,000 tons a year. -, • 

Pre8ident.-That is for the wpole of India. I am talking of Calcutta . 
. Mr. HaywaTd.-This part has quite a fair market. 
Dr. Matthai.-I think you have a market for 2,500 tons in Bengal. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes, and if we introduce the Baeyer process we can make 

pure white alumina sulphate from Indian ballxite. 
Pre8ident.-All the same it cannot absorb more than 4,000 tons of suI. 

plwric acid. 
Mr. Hayward.-That is quite _ correct. 
Pr8Bidsnt.-The manufacture of sulphuric acid must be undertaken in ,one 

works which produces 4,000 tons of sulphuric acid. Possibly 8,000 tons would 
be more like an economic nnil;. 

Mr. HaywaTd.-Of course the more you make the less it costs. 
_ Pr8sident.-We have tried to calculate the cost on an 8,000 ton basis and 

they are very much lower than anything you would be able to supply us at. 
Mr. Hayward.-May I ask what is the cost of working on an 8,000 ton 

~.? ' 
Pr8Bident.-1t would work out to Re. 55 a ton including profit, depreciation 

and the works cost. 
Mr. HaywaTd.-1t all depends on how much capital expenditure there is 

()n the plant. We put up our own sulphuric acid plant at a 3rd the rate you 
oan buy 'a plant at. 

PT8sident.-During the course of evidence in Bombay Messrs. Dharamsi 
Morarji Chemical Company told us that they spent about Rs. 12 lakhs on the 
plant. They are over.capitBlized and the evidence we took there suggest 
that for about Rs. 5 lakhs you can have a plant which would produce about 8,000 
'tons of sulphuric acid, including land and everything. We will, however, 
-examine you again on this when we have your costs. If we calculated the cost 
-on tbat value I don't think the fair selling price including a profit of 10 per 
eent. on the investment, depreciation and other charges would very much 
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~ltceed Rs. 55 a ton. Even if .we take .4,000 tons production, allowing for' 
everything it won't exceed Rs. 75. . " 
. Dr:. Matthai.-:-That WQuid be Rs. 45 a ton on the 66 per cent. acid 
UloludlOg everything. .. . 

Pr8sident.~We would like to know what one can do where your market is 
limite?- and. that mar~et is divided amongst more than one manufacturer. 
That IS a th10g for ,whloh a sohemA of protection can hardly provide .. 

Mr. Hayward.-In Borne of the chemicals there is severe competition and 
in others there isn't. . 

Pre8ident.-As I was explaining to you, we start from sulphuric acid 
~nd the total demand for sulphuric acid and its products. Supposing it was 
4,000 or 5,OO~ tons, unless all the sulphurio acid and all the products lire 
manufactured 10 one place the manufaoture is uneconomic. . . 

Mr. Hayward.-With the present d~mand vou cannot start factodes which 
would run Into really modern economio' units' as the industry' stands to-day, 
alid from the manufacturer's point of view unless we get protection we neve~ 
will. 

Pre8ident.-Assuming that you get protection 011 the basis of eaoh maD 
produoing 1,000 tons the amount of protection required will be 80 high' that 
I don't think Government would agree to it. 

Mr. Hayward.-There is no one making alumina .. hydrate from Indian 
bauxite and we should oertainly taokle that when we get proteotion, 

PT£8idcnt.--':The whole point is this: . If you take the produotion of sul~ 
llhuric acid at even 4,000 tons and then proceed to manufacture your alumina 
lIulphate you will probably find that you won't require as much protection as 
Sou think 'you do.' . 

Mr. Hayward.-It revolves in a vicious· circle. Until you show profit 
you cannot attract capital. Once 'we have got the thing going·on a moderately 
economio scale it is probable we won't need proteotion, but until we can 
tlhow reasonable profits we oannot attract oapital. . 

PrBsident.-Any . way you ought, to be able to show th~t one unit would 
produce all the ohemioals that are required in this market; then you have got 
to give' us an estimate in terms of sulphuric acid, how much sulphurio acid 
is required. 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing your works produoed all the acids and. salta reo 
quired in this part of India, how muoh in terms of sulphuric acid would 
that mean? Do you think it would be 4,000 tons of sulphurio acid? 

Mr. Hayward.-I should think about 4,000 tons. 
Pre8ident.-If we take 4,000 tons of sulphuric acid you will probably find 

that except against unfair competition, you will not require as much protec. 
tion as you think you' do. 

Mr. Hayward.-But there is the capital required for the new plant. 

PrB8idBnt.-What we do is this. We first take sulphuric acid plant and 
then we make an estimate of the other plant, that is the auxiliary plant that. 
you require. In each caRe we allow depreciation, 6t per cent. on the whole' 
hlock value, that is on land and everything: then we allow a oertain per.' 
oentage whioh corresponds to about 6t per cent. on the works cost for head 
offioe agents commission and things like that. Then we allow 7 to 7! per 
cent. on the working capital and then add 10 per cent. profit· in each oase. 
If we do that and take 4,000 tons you will Dnd that your costs are so reduced 
that you would not require anything like 33 per cent. duty that you think 
you do. . 

MT. Hayward.-Having arrived 'at that desirable situation probably we 
6hould not! 

PTBsidBnt.-Supposing we gave you protection what would happen is this, 
that smaller units might find it more profitable to produee in larger quanti. 
ties and compete against you under a heavy tariff with the result there will 
HVYCHMLIND VOLII' . K 
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certainly be ove); production in the country. Nobody will make any profi~ 
and the scheme of protection will not eventually be a success. 

Mr. Hayward.-That will be perfectly true as regards sulphuric acid and 
hydrochloric acid which are e~ily made in the bazaar. There is no doubt 
about it in cases like that and no amount of protection would help internal. 
throat cutting, but where an up.to-date plant. is required without which the
article cannot be made you would not get that situation I think, 

Dr. Matthai.-Alum is produced on this side of India in small quantities, 
iii it not? 

Mr. Hayward.-Last year the demand was 170 to 180 tons in Calcutta. 
There is not very much made here. We have a plant for making 300 tons a. 
year. 

Pre8id8nt.-All these three things, via., alum, alumina sulphate and alu
mina ferric are used more or less for the same purpose, are they not? 

Mr. Hayward.-Alumina sulphate white whicb is practically the colour 01, 
a white sheet of paper 'is used in paper making whereas the others are ,"seci 
for water clearing, that is settling the muddy water. 

Pre8idllnt.-More or less they are a sort of cognate products. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes, but alum is largely used in dyeing and the alumina. 

Bulphate white is used in a part of the process for making white paper. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it more expensive to make alumina SUlphate than alu. 

mina ferric? . 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. In alumina ferric the bauxite is dissolved in aciel 

and you don't make any attempt to get rid of the iron which is a very 
serious impurity. By the Baeyer process you get rid of the iron and it gives. 
you pure alumina sulphate which is incidentally the raw material for makin~ 
aluminium metal. 

Dr. Matthai.-Roughly what is the difference in price per ton be~weeB 
alumina sulphate and. alumina ferric? . . 

Mr. Hayward.-The difference is Only Rs. 10 a ton. From the Titaghur
Paper Company there is exactly a gross profit of Rs. 18 per ton on alumina 
sulphate white, that is without any overhead. It is simply the actual raw 
materials. We simply regard it as a contribution towards our overhead. 
There is no profit in it. If you work it out on a tonnage basis and allocate· 
the overhead per ton, you will find that we are losing .. 

Mr. Matkia&.-This alumina sulpbate for paper making, did you say you; 
. were going to introduce a new plant for its manufacture? 

Mr. Hayward.-We want to introduce the Baeyer process which would 
enable us to manufacture alumina sulphate white in this country, that is 
from alumina hydrate. 

AIr. Mathia8.-You would trsnsform your aluminQ hydrate into alumina.. 
Bulphate by that process. 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact, don't you think that in regard to alum. 

and alumina sulphate a chemical factory in Bengal would be in a position of 
advantag!l as compared with Bombay, because for one thing you get your
'bauxite cheaper? 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-And then there is a larger market for these products in 

Bengal than in Bombay. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes, because there are no paper mills on that side. The

paper mills are· the biggest users of chemicals. The four biggest users or~ 
chemicals are the· fertiliser industry, the paper industry and the artificial silk 
industry and the high explosives industry. With reference to your remarks· 
that there are more producers than is necessary. I may incidentally tell you 
that D. Waldies are the only manufacturers of. red lead bet.ween Rllez and. 
Australia. 
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Preaidsnt.-That rod lead we will discuss 18ter on· an entirely different foot. 
.i.ng. 1; am just trying to point out these obvious difficulties. Supposing we 

took a unit of 8,000 tons, I don't know whether if it is in Calcutta, the 
Bombay market can be supplied or if it is in Bombay the Calcutta market can 

-be supplied, with a slight reduction in freight. Is that impossible? . 
Mr. Hayward.-The sea freight is Rs. 18 a ton •• 
Prfl8idBnt.-But there is a reduotion in the cost of sulphurio acid: by 

.about Rs. 25 or Rs. 30 a ton on a larger unit. . 
• Mr. Hayward.-That is on the 100 per cent. aoid. It may perhaps give 
one a wrong idea, because we don't use 100 per oent. aoid. 

President.--We oalcUlate on that footing. It is a mere matter of oal • 
.cu18tion. 

Mr. Hayward.-·67 ton of ohamber acid is equal to '4 ton of 100 per cent. 
-Acid. 

PreaidBnt.-If you produce 5,000 tons in one place, the cost would be ob. 
viously lower than if you produoe 1,000 tons. .. 

Mr. Hayward.-We will have to go into that question carefully. 
PrBaident.-The position would be this. Let us take Bomba:\! and 

Caloutta as the principal markets. What would happen is thst if you have 
two small unite working in two different places, the selling price of the 

.articles in both places is high. Supposing you manufacture all the produots 
·in one place, at least in ,that place the price will be comparatively low. 

Mr. Hayward~Yes. 
Prs8ident.-And adding the cost of transport and other things; and taking 

1t to the other place may not necessarily make it more expensive than if 
we were to produce on a small scale. 

·Mr. Hayward.-I think in practice it will be very milch more' expensive. 
'There is the question of transport. 

Prs8idsnt.-I am assuming that the transport charges are . lower than they 
are now. , 

Mr. Hayward.-The steamer freight is already so much lower than the 
l'ail freight that there does not appear to be any chance of reducing it. I 
-don't think one would be able to induce the steamship companies to red,uce 
'Very much more. 

Preaident.-Even if YQU take it at Rs. 18 to Rs. 20, it may not be an .mi. 
:possible figure considering the double mansgement, the double depreciation and. 
so on in the .other case. " 

Mr. Hayward.-I don't think that is 'correct. 
Preaid6nt~-If you have a plant' of 5,000 tons capacity and you are only 

producing 2,000 tons,. that means that has to bear the depreciation cost. 
'The whole thing comes to this. Supposing the cost of sulphurio acid is Re. 45 
,as against Rs. 80, on half a ton of sulphurio acid there is a difference of 
Rs. 18 to Re. 20 whioh will be enough to cover the, freight. Then there will 

.. till be a reduotion in the cost of the other chemicals because the unit will 
be 18rger. 

Mr. Hayward.-Before answering your suggestion, I would like to go into 
the figures. I quite see your theory. The cheapest sulphuric acid in India 

,ought to bs made at Ghatsila near the Indian Copper Corporation's plant. 

Mr. Mathias.-Have they any sulphuric acid plant? 

Mr. Hayward.-No. They are buming a ton of sulphur to make a tOn, of 
,copper. It is equal to 4 tons of chamber acid per ton of copper producied., 

Dr. MaUhai.-How much ore are they getting now' 

Mr. Hayward.-Actually to.day they are prodllclu" at the rate' of 5,000 
tons of ore a month. . 

Dr. Matthal.-That would mean about 4 per cent. of copper andabolit the 
'SlIme quantity of sulphur. 
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Mr. Hayward.-Thlltis about 5,000 tons.of ore a month. 
pr. Matthai.-Suppo~ing I said that 4 per cent. of that would be sulphur? 
AIr. Hayward.-T,hat would be 'right. 
pr. Matth'li.-That is about 200 tons a month or 2,400 tons a year. Out 

<of that you can make about 7,000 tons of sulphurio acid. , 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 'Look at the future possibility. For every ton of 

copper they make, they burn one ton of sulphur. That will give 4 tons of 
chamber acid. If they work up to the total demand of Indian copper which 
is about 18,000 tons, you will have 18,000 tons of sulphur or 72,000 tons of 
chamber acid. Of courss it is only a possibility. 

PTe8ident.-I am not suggesting that the unit should be either here or in 
Bombay j ,whichever place is more suitable, ought to have the unit, that is 
the point. 

~r. Hayward.-One would have to go into the freight figures and losses in 
trarisport and 'so on v~ry carefully. Then there is the question of stocking, 
handling and so on. ' 

PrIlBidetlt.-That is perfectly true. At first sight one would think that 
there is such a tremendous difference in the cost of production between two 
units and one I 

Railway rate6. 

Mr. Hayward.-Would you mind my going into the figures and then give. 
my opinion on it. 'I will have to get the exact freights and so on. 

Pr6Bident.-Yes, we shall be glad to have your opinion on it. The· question 
of freight we \lave gone into with the railway companies to see what is possible. 
Obviously on the present freight rates, it may not be a very feasible proposi-
tion. • , 

Mr. Hayward.-I don't think it is as things ,etsnd at present. 
PrIl8ident.-Take th~ rat.es they have given you on bauxit'e for mstsnce. 

vi •• , '1 of a pie. 
Mr. Hayw(lrd.~That is' a very'good rate. 
President.-A rate like that might not make it an impossible proposition. 
Mr. Hayward.-But it ,appears to be a fixed maxim for the railways to 

oharge freights more or less on the same. basis as doctors do their fees I 
For sending 1,000 ton of, stuff costing Rs. 1,000 a ton you cannot' expect 
them to charge the same rate as they would charge for sending 1,000 ton 
of bauxite which costa Rs. 5 a ton! 

Mr. Mathio8.-Where do you get your bauxite from? 
Alr. Hayward.-From Katni in the Central Provinces. 
Alr. MathiaB.-The railways have given you a special rate? 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
M,. MathioB.-How did ;you get your special rate P Was it by special 

negotiation? 
. Mr. Hayward.-I think so. 

l'r6Bidont.-The distance from Katni is about 600 miles? 
Mr. - Hayword.-About that, 676 miles 
President.-And the freight is Rs. 10 a ton P • 
Mr. llayward.-Yes. , 
Prl'sident.-Let us assume tpe freight at '1 of a pie merely for purposes 

of eXAmination. Take a through rate, both for your raw materials and for your 
finished ,Products and then take your markets. Take a market within a radius of 
1,000 mdes. ' 

Mr. Hayward.-The fl'eight on finished products would be very' much 
higher. You can't get railways to reduce that. 

PTe8ident.-You can't tell. They have reduced freight. on fertilisers. 
Freight on sulphate of ammonia is '1 of a pie. 
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Mr. Hayward.-Fertiliser has a special rate. 
Mr. Mathias.-FertiliseJB are necessary for agriculture but some of theelt 

chemicals are also necessary for di1l'erent industries. 
M,. Haywa,d.-;-That is so. 
P,6Bid<J .. t.-We just want to examine tha position trom that point of view. 

The idea is that you must have large units: large units are only pOl!llible 
if the industry is reasonably situated as regards the raw materials and._ the 
cost of distribution is also lower. . 

Mr. Haywa,d.-'-And the demand is there. 
P,6sidem.-Yes, that is covered by the cost of distribution really speaking. 
M,. Hayward.-First of all you have to find out a sort of centre of demand 

to plsce the plant. So far as sulphate of alumina concerned, I think -this 
side of India. is the place where you have the biggest demand. 

P,esident.-You have got to take everything together, because you will 
probably find that 8,000 tons is at present about the limit in terms of. 100 per 
cent. sulphuric acid for the whole of India for chemical manufacture, taking 
of course Calcutta and Bombay as the principal markets. That gives you 
about 12.000 tons of chamber acid. 

111,. Haywa,d.-I think that is quite reasonable. Are you excluding what 
is used for sulphate of ammonia? 

P,e8ident.-Sulphate of ammonia is entirely ditierent. That consumes a 
much bigger quantity. 

Mr. HaYW4rd.-Yes. 

Alkalies. 
President.-We shall examine you in detail when you get the costs; in 

the meantime we will ask you some general questions. You don't manufac-
ture any alkalies, e.g., soda ash, do you? • 

lIl,. Haywa,d.-No. 
Pre,ident.-That of course is a branch of the chemical industry whicb 

does not really exist practically in India. 
111,. Ha.ywa,d.-Not touched in India: 
P,eBident.-There also the questioll of unit comes in. 
M,. Haywa,d.-Yes, and also the freight on raw materials. 
P,eBident.-{)ne of the raw materials we have available here is salt. Can 

you tell us the price of salt in this part of India? 
111,. Hayward~Rs. 35 a ton ez Govsrnment duty. 
Pr8Bident.-That is exactly double what they pay in Bombay. Can yOl~ 

givs me ths freight on salt? 
Mr. Ha.yward.-We are using Live~l salt. The freight on the salt from 

the salt range we can work out for you, but we can't give it to you oti hand. 
PreBident.-Your nearer source would be Madras or would it be the salt; 

raolfe? 
'it; Haywa,d.--,The salt range will, I think, be nearer. We will have that 

looked up. -
President.-In Bombay we got a figure of Rs. 18 deliveted at the worK8. 

That is Bombay sea iWt. ~ly speaking it is Rs. 12,. but -for hydrochlorj .. 
acid they thought they reqUIred a better salt. The,y pald Rs. 13 plt., Rs. 4. 
to tha works and yours is just about double. 

111,. lIa_lu'Cllt.-There is no salt made here. 
Pre'ide~t.-You are using Liverpool salt, because Bengal refuses -to U$8 

any other salt for some reason or other, but if you get Indian salt, I don't' 
see whv it shruld cost you Rs. 35 at all. _ Supposing they get it aLK'I. 12 
a!l.d the frt>ight to Calcutta in added on it, I don't think it WOll),J enroe to 
anything like Bs. 35. 

Ar,. Hay/card.-The freight is about Rf. 2-) from Bombay. 
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President.-It is rather important to find out what the position is, because 
in the soda industry is to be started, you must have salt. 

Mr. lJ.aywaTd.~r:e8. But you must remember that some of the competitive 
works have get their salt mines beneath them. I think their salt costs them 
64. or a shilling a ton, that is what they reckon as the cost of salt in England. 

PrsBi4snt.-But they have got· to pay the freight from England to India, 
80 thsre is not much in it. 

D ... Matthai.-For thessalkalies if you are in Bengal, you have got the 
coal and limestone, you have· got ammonia sulphate nearby and you have 
got the biggest market; . ' 

Mr. Haywar4.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You· include 80da crystals among your manufactures .• That 

is made out of imported soda ash, is it nott 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathiaa.-Can you give us your balance sheet and profit and 108:8 

account for the last three years? 
Mr. Hayward.-Certainly. 
PrB8ident.-You have given us the price of coal at Rs. 1·12·0 a ton ez pit. 

Is that second class? . 
Mr. Hayward.-That was third class rubble . 

. Pr88ident.-Do you pulverise it? 
Mr. Hayward.-We use it as it is. It is rubble screened from, the dust. 

As a matter of fact we simply pay Re. 7·8.0 a ton for the coal delivered and 
stocked in our works. It comes from Searsole. 

President.-Supposing you had these alkali works in the coalfields, you 
would have coal cheaper than anywhere in the world. 

Mr. Hallward.-If we had the works in the coalfields, we could buy our 
coal at Rs. 2·8·0 a ton. . 

l'resident.-And the better coal would be about Rs. 3 or Rs. 4 a ton? 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. . 
Pre8ident.-Taking all the alkalies, the only disadvantage you would have 

compared with the foreign manufacturer is the salt. Ammonia you may get 
either from the collieries Ot you can manufacture yourselves. 

Mr. IIayward.-Yes, I think that is the chief disadvantage, this questif?n 
of salt. 

PrB8i4ent.-And the cost of distribution, but that would apply just as 
much to the foreign importers after it enters the port, isn't that so? 

Mr. Hay,ward.-It is so. The only other disadvantage which doesn't apply 
so much in the case of very large works is the cost of supervision which is 
much more here than it is in England. 

Pre8ident.-I don't know if it is so, because the overhead charges of these 
big corporations. is tremendous. T~ey have enormous expeI?-diture at the to~. 
We found in the case of the Swedish Match Company for mstance that th'illr 
expenditure at the top was very much higher than that of the Indian manu· 
facturer. . 

, Mr. ,Hayward.-Yes, but I was not thinking so much of superior manage. 
ment expenditure as works m'anagement expenditure. 

PrBBident.-If you tak~ a fairly large unit, I don't think it will come to so 
very much more. The whole idea is that if the industry ia started here in 
the country, eventually you will have more Indians than you have now. I mean 
the imported supervision will gradually become less and less necessary. That 
is the 'idea of having an industry in the country. 

Mr. Hayward.-That is so. I think you ars quite correct that salt is tha 
chief consideration. 

PTesidtmt.-How a"out lime atolie? 
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Mf'. Haywaf'd.-I have not studied it witI! an idea of manufacturins 
alkalies. 

Pf'esident.--We asked the Director of Geological Survey of India yesterday 
and he thought that there was cOnsiderable quantity of lime stone round 
about here. 

Mf'. HaYW4f'd.-Yes. 
Pf'BBident.-Zinc chloride solution that you mention, is it a drug or a heavy 

chllmicalP 
Mr. Hayward.-It isa heavy chemical. We sell it to the oil companies. 

in soluble form for soldering their tins. 
Dr. Matthai.-How do you make this? 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-=-We make it from zinc residutl and hydrochloric acid~ 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it the usual form in which zinc chloride is sold? 
Mr. Haywaf'd.-Cotton mills buy it solid. 
Df'. Matthai.-Is it more or less t,he same process of manufacture? 
Mf'. HaywaTd.-lt is more or less the same process, except that the solu

tion is evaporated to dryness and then we get the white BoUd. 
Preeident.-It would be cheaper to produce, but it would be more ex. 

pensive to tnnsport, will it not? 
Mr. Haywaf'd.-Yes, it will be more expensive to transport. There is no 

doubt about that. 
Pf'e8ident.-I suppose you make it in smail quantities. 
Mf'. Hayward.-Yes. I have not gone into the question of making it on 8 

large scale. 

Superphosphate8. 

Dr. Matthai.-You have never tried making superpho~phates here, have you? 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-We made superphosphates for many yearB from waste bone 

char from the sugar refineries at Cossipore. When that works closed down, 
we st<lpped manufacturing it. 

Mf'. Mathias.-Did' you experience a good demand? 
Mr. Haywaf'd.-We made 200 tons a year. There is a very big' demand. 

It is a very important question as regards the future of India. The demand 
is one that should ultimately become enormous. ,Think what Egypt has done. 
In Egypt they are using 30,000 to 40,000 tons a year with a population of 12 
millions. 

Mf'. MathiaB.-Whom did you sell to? 
Mf'. Hayward.-We sold mostly to tea and indigo planters. It was a very 

small quantity of course, but Imperial Chemical Industries are doing awfully 
good work with propaganda in connection with fertilisers. Madras is a big 
buyer of superphosphates. " 

Mf'. MathiaB.-on the tea plantations, do they use superphosphate by itself 
or in combination· with sulphate of ammonia? ' 

Mr. HaywaTd.-TheY mix it as a rule with bone meal. 
'Mr. Mathia8.-It is not really economic to manufacture superphosphates 

from bones? 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-No. 
Mr. Mathias.-It would be a better proposition to make superphosphates 

from rock phosphate and sell the bones? . 

Mr. Haywaf'd.-Yes. I think when the demand for superphosphate has in. 
creased, it will be a good proposition to work it from rock phosphate. 

Mf'. Mathias.-From rock phosphate and sulphuric acid made from imported 
aulphur? 

Mf'. Hayward.-Yes. When you get to 100,000 tons unit in India. JOu 
would be able to eave Re. 51 lakhs on freight and about Re. 80,000 on freIght 
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on bags which are' at present made here and go to Europe and carry back 
8uperphosphates into India. 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you had a unit of 2,000 tons of superphosphate, 
would it be possible for you to import rock phosphate and make it and sell 
it at competitive prices. 

Mr. Hayward.-I have gone into it. On 2,000 tons you sa.ve a freight on 
'150 tons. Freight on super is Rs. 25 a ton I think. Freight at Rs. 25 on 
'750 tons is about Re. 18,000. That is what you save on a 2,000 ton unit .. 

Pre8ident.-The position is that most. of these exporting countries have to 
make their superph08phates from imported rock phosphate. 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Supposing Great Britain was exporting superphosphates to 

India, it would have to get its rock phosphate from .somewhere. Probably they 
will pay about the same freight or a' little less than you would. Then they 
are using sulphuric acid; they will either have to import sulphur or pyrites 
and you do the ssme. They have to pay freight on the finished product from 
Great Britain to the Indian port, the whole of which you can save. That is 
the advantage to the manufacture of superphosphates in the country apart 
from the units. That is roughly the position. 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes, but then you have to carefully weigh what the rreight 
from Africa to Belgium or Holland is as against the freight for phosphates to 
India. It should not be very much higher ·if you import in ship load lots, 
8ay 5,000 tons. You can get it at. aboul.-Rs. 10 a ton. 

Pre8ident.-You would be in about the same position. 
Mr. Hayward.-I should think so. 
PrllBident.-If you take Sicilian sulphur or use pyrites, pyrites would be 

regulated by sulphur or sulphur by pyrites, so there is -not really much to 
choose' between the two. 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Then they have got to pay on the finished products; that is 

where your advantage comes in. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Did you say rock phosphate from the Red Sea? 
Mr. HaywlJ,rd.-Yes, Egyptian phosphate. 
Pr68ident.-Those superphosphates wiII be used in conjunction in some 

places with nitrogenous fertilisers,? _ 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes with sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda. 
Pr68ident.-Nitrate of soda you haven't got and therefore the only thing 

will he sulphate of ammonia which you have got. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. "'hen the demand increases, it can be made. 
Pre8ident.-If the manufacture of superphosphate is undertaken, it would 

help also to reduce the price on sulphuric acid all round, would it not? 
Mr. Hayward~It 'would reduce it for those works which are making 

1!uperphosphates, but I think for superphosphates to be made cheaply, it will 
just have to be one unit for superphosphates, and nothing else, on a big 
Bcale. One single unit is necessary for superphosphates alone. 

Pre8ident.-That mesns they would produce sulphuric acid on a sufficiently 
lQl"ge scale to reduce the cost of sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Hayward.-They might sell hslf their acid ~o reduce the cost of it . 

. Dr. Matthai.-Why should you nec~sarily have it separate? .If you were 
makiJ"g on a scale of say. 4,000 tons. It. would be more economical to have 
i~ ;n connection with the general chemical plant. YOH can use the Bame 
Imlphurio acid plant for both . 

. \lr. Hayward.-It would, but then there is the question of economy of • 
l\"lanuiocturing one single product by having simpler management. 

1)r Matthai. -YOlI treat your rock phosphate in the sulphuric acid as you 
treat various other products. 
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Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you can get sufficient demand. 
Mr. Hayward.--One man can make 100,000 tons of super with the same 

trouble that he will have to take to make 500 of several other things. 
Dr. Matthai.-I was thinking of it this way, that while you were trying to· 

get the demand increased to a sufficient extent, the most economic way of 
making superphosphate would be to put it up next to a chemical works which 
will utilise the sulphuric acid in various other ways. 

Mr. Hayward.-That would undoubtedly, be the best way. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Do you know anything of mixed fertilisers? 
Mr. Hayward.-I have not had any experience of that. 
Mr. MathiaB.-I understand a kind of fertiliser is imported which' contains 

sulphate of ammonia and phosphoric acid directly combined. 
M,. Hayward.-I don't know. 
President.-Half the quantity of sulphuric acid produced in the world is 

practically used by fertilisers, is it not? 
. Mr. Hayward.-I think that is probably about. right. 

Prs8idsnt.-So that even if a new.process is started, it will take a long 
time before the whole world begins to discard the use of sulphurio acid as a 
means of producing superphosphates? 

Mr. Hayward.-That is so. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact the trouble I think will be with regard 

to the Bengal works, as things stand at present, that there is not muoh 
demand for phosphatio fertilisers compared with the other parts of India 
suoh as Madras. 

M,. Hayward.-Yes, and as far as one can see till one of the provinces 
has given them a lead, there is not likely to be much demand for it in 
Bengal. They are using fertilisers in appreciable quantities in Madras now. 

Preaident.-You make some soda crystals too. Is that manufaotured from 
imported soda ash? . 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes, on a very small scale. 
Dr. Matthai.-I remember your representative who came to give evidence 

before us during the. enquiry into the duty on sulphur said that your company 
used about 5,000 tons of sulphuric acid at a time. You give your capacity 
as 2,400 tons? 

M,. Hayward.-That was inoluding Cawnpore. 
D,. Matthai.-How much sulphurio acid do you manufacture a· year now? 
Mr. Hayward.-To.day we ·Ilre running at· about 125 tons a month. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is because you manufacture this alumina ferrio? 
Mr. Hayward.-In a months time we shall be doiI!g about 200· tons • 

month. I may say tha.t one unit has olosed down. 

Red lead. 
Jllr. Mathias.-This red lead thpt you manufacture is jlsed by the railways1" 
M,. Hayward~Yee. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Can you give th .. reason for re'duction in the price of im

ported red lead? Is it due to competition with your red lead or is it duv 
to the low price of red oxide of iro;n plant l' . 

Mr. Hayward.-It is due to competition between ourselves, the Japanes. 
and the Italians. 

Mr. MathilU.-How far is iron oxide going to affect you? 
Mr. Hayward.-I don't think it affect08 .us at all. 
Mr. Mathia8.-W'.:.at is the advantage of red lead over iron oxide? 
M,. Hayward.-The advantage of red lead is that if the first coating i, 

put on properly it will last for 15 years at least and after half a century 
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or more of its use every engineer will admit twa straightaway. There is 
nothing like red lead. 

Mr. Mathias.-So far os you are awsre this red oxide of iron doea not 
. really compete with your red lesd at all? 

Mr. Hayward.-I don't think so. 
President.-You have given us a list of these various' percentages in 

answer to question H. Are these theoretical percentages or based on 
actual practice? 

Mr. Hayward.-These are based on practice. 
Pre8ident.-Thili pig lead that you get in Burma,' how does the price 

delivered at the works compare with the price at which it is obtainable in 
the competing countries? 

Mr. Hayward.-We pay the London price for pig lead plus 4 per cent. 
A man in London would get it 4 per cent. cheaper. 

Mr. Mathias.-What is the idea of this 4 per cent. extra? 
Mr. Hayward.-The point is that the market price of lead here is the 

cost of importing lead from Europe or Australia plus 15 per cent. import 
duty and our suppliers of lead might take the whole 15 per cent. 

Mr. Mathias.-But they take only a moderate proportion. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
President.-They supply you direct from' Burma. That costs them a 

certain amount of freight and they set that off against the freight from 
London and 4 per cent. represents the difference. ' 

Mr. Hayward.-Compared to the London manufacturer, we are at a 4 
per oent. disadvantage on that. Then of course we are secure becsuse the 
freight on red lead is more than the freight on' pig lead. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your price is Rs. 15 a cwt. that is Rs. 300 a ton. The 
latest tariff valuation is Rs. 20. You aave Rs. 5 a cwt. by buying it from 
Burma besides duty. 

Mr. Hayward:-Yes. The present London prioe is £23. 
Pr68ident.-Will you give me the following particulars about saltP Sup. 

posing you used Indian salt and bought it in your nearest market and brougM 
it up to your works, first give the price f.o.b. plu8 the freight and other 
transport charges to the works and also give the price of Liverpool salt. ' 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes, we will eend it to you. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is Italy a large producer of red lead? 
Mr. Hallward.-Not very much, about 2,000 tons a year. 
Pre8ident.-Is it by special negotiations with the Burma Corporation tha~ 

you are able to get these special rates? 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. We have been buying from them for Bome years 

and we always had this special treatment. The prices have always been 
based on the 'London price. 

Prll.ident.-The price of bauxite you give 88 Rs. 16-8.0 a ton delivered 
at the works, is that right? 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
President.-Rs. 10 is the freight. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. We pay Re. 5-8.0 ez.mines. 
Pre.ident.,-Where do you buy it from' 
Mr. Hayward.-From Katni. 
Preaidllnt.-What I can't understand is this. So far as you are concerned, 

Katni is .on both the lines, G. I. P. and E. I. Railways. So far 88 Bombay 
is concerned, the distance is about the same, but their freight ia twice as 
much as yours. Their freight is Rs. 18 a ton. That probably is explained 
by the fact that tbere is this competition between the Great Indian Peninst:ll 
Railway and tbe East Indian Railway on tbis side while 'there is none on th'" 
otber side. 
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Mr. Hayward.-There is no reason why there should be competition between 
the two Government railways. . 

Dr. Matthai.-As regards these estimates that you give about the cost 
of copper sulphate, you say your costs including overhesd charges are Re. 370 
or c.i.f. Re. 380. If you, add Rs. 60 duty on that, you get a price of Rs. 440. 

Mr. Mathial.-Did you ever negotiate for your bauxite to be brought over 
the Bengal Nagput Railway? 

Mr. Hayward.-I don't think we ever did. 
Prelidenp.-In this cost of manufacture that you have given how much 

have you allowed for the copper and how much for the sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Hayward.-I can't give you that off hand. We will· give you ilie 

details later. 
President.-In answer to question 21 you say .. sulphuric acid is dependent 

aD imported sulphur but sulphide. ores of copper are now svailable in India 
from which it should be possible to work out a process for the manufacture 
of sulphuric acid.... Are you referring to this new Company, the Indian 
Copper Corporation? 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
PreBident.-Has it seriously got going? 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. They have spent half a million on the plant already. 
Pr68id6nt.-In answer to question 37 you give the total demand for the 

various products. How . have you got this figure· of 15,000 tons of suphurio 
acid (chamber acid)? Did you include the sulphate of ammonia planl? 

Mr. Haywa1'd.-Yes. 
President.-Where did you get these figures from? 
Mr. Hayward.-That is really an expression of opinion. It is rather 

difficult to get the actual figures. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you take sulphate of ammODla out of . the sulphuric acid 

figure, the other figures will more or less correspond to our figure. 
Mr. Haytvard.-That is very interesting. 
Dr. Matthai.-Only as regards red lead you sl}y 2,400 tons and I can 

make up only 1,500 tons taking the imports Rnd your production. 
Mr. Hayward.-In 1927, 1,700 tons of red lead were imported and we 

made 700 tons. 
Dr. Matthai.-Last year's import was 900 tons and you m,ade ,00 tons. 
Mr. Hayward.-Last year there was & drop. But at the time I wrote 

this, I was not in possession of the latest figures. They may go up again. 
Those are really 1927 figures. 

Df'. Matthai.-These import prices that you give in answer to question 
46. These are c.i.f. prices, are they not? 

Mr. Hayward.-These· prices include duty, freight, landing charges and 
10 on. 

Pruident.-To get. the c.i.f. prices you have- got to deduct the other 
charges? 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthlri.-Tben the landed price of your copper sulphate becomes 

Re. 440 a ton which is precisely the figure we got in ~ombay. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-In form (ii) of the Bame answer, this • acid sulphat .. • 

(1,PO), is this Chamber acid? 
Mr. Haywllrd.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-To whom do you sell it? 
Mr. Hayward.-We have sold it to the gas works as chamber acid. 
Di. Matthai.-How much chamber acid are you able to Bell on this side 

of India? 
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Mr. Hayward.-They take about 45 tons a'month or say 500 tons a year. 
Dr. Matthai.-Then • sulphuric acid (1,740) " is that commercial acid II 
Mr. Hayward.-That is what is called .. lead boiled ". 
Dr. Matthai.-What percentage of sulphuric acid is that? 
Mr. Hayward.-80·68 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is not R. O. V.? 
Mr. Hayward.-No, it is partly concentrated~ 
Dr. Matthai.-What is this-Italian Combine you are speaking of? 
Mr. Hayward.-That is a- combine of Italian red lead manufacturers. It 

IS a combine for regulating prices. 
Dr. Matthai:-Do they deal generally in chemicals or only in red lead? 
Mr. Hayward.-Only in red lesd. 
Dr. Matthai.-And this Associated Lead Manufacturers that yqu mention? 
Mr. Hayward.-That is English. I am afraid I left out the Japanese. I 

can't teU you whether they have got a ring or not. They are dumping, 
that I am certain. They are just getting a proportion of their overhead 
eharges. ' 
• ~r. Matthai.-I find that since 1925, Italy has considerably increased 
Its Imports, from 900 cwts. to 8,000 cwts. in the course of a year or two. 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes, they have done it by price cutting. 
Dr. Matthai.-The price that you realised for 1928 is somewhere about 

Rs. 460, but since then there has been a further cut in the price of red lead. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. To.day if we want to sell in the bazaar we have to 

'8ell at Rs. 420. 
Mr. Mathias.-How much red lead is sold by the Italian Combine in 

India? 
Mr. Hayward.-About 400 tons a year. 
Prssident.-In answer to question 49 you give the prices in Germany and 

the prices for export. Where do you get them from? 
Mr. Hayward.-We have got them from the oil and Colour Trades Journal. 
Prssidsnt.-Can you let us have some of the latest copies of these journals 

where we can get the current prices? 
Mr. Hayward.-We have got the Chemical Trades Journal. ,Of course 

you can't take the prices in the .lournals as being very accurate, because you 
get lower figures for actnal business. . 

Pr8sident.-In England teo, they have. these different prices, one for the 
home consumption and the other for export. 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
MT. Mat1lia8.~What is this soda hypo chiefly used for? 
Mr. Hayward.-It is used fqr photography; it is also used in tanneries. 
MT. MathiaB.-This different quotation for the home market and for export 

is not peculiar to the chemical trade alone, is it? 
MT. Jlayward.-I suppose it is not. 
Dr. lIhfthai.-What is" the difference between litharge and red 'oxide? 
Mr. Hayward.-Litharge is yellow. 
Dr. Matthai.~That is the first stage in the manufacture. 
Mr. Hayward.-That is right. It contains less ol[ygen.The demand f<?r 

litharge is less. We don't seU very much. I don't know how much IS 

imported into India. It is u~ed for adding to the oil before they boil it for 
paints. 

Dr. Matthai.-As reaards the que~tion of protection for red lead and 
litharge, so far as you :re concerned, they SIIand on the same footing. 

lIfr. Hayward.-We have not put in any I'laim for protection on litharge. 
bel'ause we lire not selling it in the market, but it is one stage lower than 
Ted lead manufal'ture. 
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PT88id8nt.-There is a margin of £6 between litharge and red lead. 
DT. Matthai.-If you get protection for red lead, you won't. worry about 

protection for litharge. 
MT. Hayward.-We .have not asked for protection on litharge, because we 

don't se.ll so much of It, but if protection is granted on lead oxide, it will 
automatICally help litharge. There" is 2 per cent. mOre oxygen in red lead. 

~r88ident.-In answer to question 52, you give 1920 prices, 'but they 
don t lead us anywhere. We want the prices from 1923.24. What we really 
want are the variations in the c.i.f. prices' between 1923 and 1928. You 
might give us the c.i.f. prices of the chemicals with' which we are concerned, 
except the acids. 

MT. HaywaTd.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Prices of all these things of which you are giving an esti

mate of the cost. 
MT. Mathia8.-When you say magnesium sulphate is a by-product or the 

potash industry, you mean that it is a waste product which has got to be 
1!old at any price, is that correct? 

MT. HaywaTd.-Yes, that is the case in Germany. 
M;T. Mathia8.-So that in regard to that theore'iS no hope for you. They 

will be prepared to reduce their prices still further. 
MT. HaywaTd.-I suppose so. 
Pr88idsnt.-In answer to question 55, are you not Bather overestimating 

the additional- cost of plant and machinery when you say 60 per cent. above 
foreign cost? In our estimates we do not exceed 25 per cent. including 
buildings and everything else. . 

MT: Hayward.-rI am quite prepared to admit that 60 per cent. is too 
high, but 25 per cent. is a bit too low. ,I will have to look into this again. 
I> t this moment, I am importing the superwagon lorry for spreading road mate
rial on the roads. It cost me £600 and,the freight is £150. ' 

PTs8ident.-If you import a car, obviously the freight is much more than 
~n machinery, -

MT. HaywaTd.-I will go into that again. 
PTesident.-Will you give us an estimate of the plant that you require for 

these products of which you are giving an estimate at the present price, that 
is a plant for making 8,000 tons of sulphuric acid and then the other plants 
for making various chemicals, if you were to put up a new plant? 

Mr. Hayward.-I will look that up and let you ku')w. 
PTuident.-In answer to question 57 (a), what is this galenicals that you 

-ars talking of? ' 
MT. HaywaTd.-This is a pharmaceutical product. 

Pr88idsnt.-You Bay you have tried to come to some agreement with the 
-other manufacturers, 'but witho)lt effect. What manufacturers are th(lBe? 

MT. RltywaTd.-They are mentioned in 57 (b). 
Pr8Bident.-The Bengal Chemical and Pliarmaceutical Works are coming 

to give evidence before the Board. These people are manufacturing chiefly 
pharmaceutical products, 80 that they don't come into conflict with you 
very much, do they? 

MT. HaywaTd.-Quite sufficient to reduce the prices in the market. They 
make acids and some of the heavy chemicals and theiI:, competition is enougb 
to bring prices down. , 

Dr. Matthai.-TheY make considerable quautities of alum. 
MT. Hayward.-Yes, and sulphuric acid and hydrochloric acid are made 

In tlie bazaar also. The mere presence of a low priced article in the market 
is enough even if it is not selling very much, to bring down the pri~es. 

PrsBident.-Dn you think 4,000 tons is an economic unit? 
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Mr. Haywatd.-I don't say that it is the most economic unit, but I thiDk 
we can manage to produce acids quite economically on that scale. 

Pr68ident.-Don't you think the unit too small for competiflion? 
Mr. HaywaTd.-The idea is that'if all these are under one management 

in a chemical works, you can produce quite economically with this quantity. 
President.-In your acid plant you have got no towers. What procese 

do you call it? 
Mr. HaywaTd.-Chamber process. 
P,e8ident.-Is this economical, not having any towers? 
Mr. Hayward.-It is not. There is no doubt about it. 
PTB8idBnt.~1t must add to your cost. 
Mr. Hayward.-It does, but it saves on supervision. 
Preaident • ....:tl·owers don't require much supervision? 
Mr. Hayward.-They require a good deal. 
Pr6sident.-Is it usual to manufacture sulphuric acid without any towers? 
Mr. Hayward.-We have done it for half a century. Some of the present 

chambers are about 20 years old. 
Pre8ident.-Wbat is this Carmichael process? 
Mr. Hayward.-I don't know. We have got 'towers, but they are not in 

use. 
PrllBident.-In answer to question 65, you say" most of our plant is made 

on the chemical fROtory". Do you mean the chambers? 
Mr. Hayward.-Chambers and burners and the plant for the other acids. 

salta, etc. We get the cast iron work done outside. We do all our masonry 
and brick work and all lead work including the erection of chambers from 
imported lead sheets; and all our' furnaces, we put up ourselves. 

Pr68ident.-There is nothing in this plant that you can't make here. 
Mr. Hayward.-Prsctically nothing except the new high pressure plant for 

nd lead. 
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MESsRS.D. WALDIE AND COMPANY, UMITED. 

Oral Evideoceof Mr. E. HAYWARD, recorded at Calcutta 00 Mooday, 
the 11th March 1929. 

Freights. 

President.-As regards this question of freights, I think you rather mis
understood the point. If you take the present freights, either Bea or rail 
freights, on smaller quantities, the prop08ition:is entirely uneconomic. We 
were considering large scale production coupled with a reasonable reduction 
in freights • 

. Mr. Haywara.-In the case'of acids no reduction m freight could make 
it an economic proposition, because the packages are so enormous. 

President.-The question of packages doesn't arise at all. That arises 
after the acids leave the works. You are not going to consign sulphurio 
acid for instance in packages it must go in tank wagons and jt.must then be 
distribute4 as if it. was manufactured in Calcutta or "icll "er8a. 

Mr. Hayward,-You cannot handle nitric acid in tanks. 
Mr. Mathias.-We were told in Bombay that the custom was to charge 

the customer for the package. . . 
. Mr. Hayward.-The customer pays for the package, .but the proportion of 

the freight compared to the value of the acid is tremendous • 
. Dr. Matthai.-If Calcutta were producing all the sulphurio acid required 

in India, you would be sending' 1,500 tons from Calcutta to Bombay which 
obviously would. go in. tank wagons and the. man in Bombay woul\l take 
delivery exactly as if he was taking from .the Bombay factory. It would 
apply also to hydrochloric' acid; you will be sending fairly large quantities, 
will you notP 

MT. Haywanod.'-I don't think BO. Hydrochloric acid and nitric acid are 
both handled in smaller quantities. 

Mr. Mathias.-In that case the question is not really material. We are 
eonsidering large scale production. 

Dr. Matthai.-There is a possibility j they have begun to produce Binc 
chloride and it is likely that they may require 600 or 700 tons of hydrochlorio 
acid, 100 p~r cent.. . 
;. ! 

(Josts. 

President.-You have given here the works cost of sulphuric acid at 
Re. 41-5-0 a ton for chamber acid. 

Mr. Hayward.-That includes all 'these overhead charges, general services 
and depreciation. . 

Dr. Matthai.-Which is the item that includes depreciation!' 
Mr. HaywaTd.-Item No.7. Works cost is the first figure. . 
Pre8ident.-By depreciation, do you mean depreciation on the planti' 
Mr. Haywara.-Yes. 
Prll8ident.-On what did you take it!' 
Mr. HaywaTa.-That depreciation is calculated on a percen~age taken on 

the rupee value of th~ article. 
President.-We don't include depreciation in the works cost. 
Mr. Haywara.-This figure is not the works cost, but the total cost. 
President.-But general servioes and 80 on we include in the works cost. 

So the figures are not comparable. We will put it this way. We include 
in the works costs all costs incurred at the works except depreciation, head 
office charges and interest on working capital and profit. 
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Mr. Hayward.-We have included general services, that is managing 
tl.gency allo'lfance, European supervision, Calcutta office charges, .U under 
No.5. 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you included interest on working capital' 
Mr. Hayward.-That is under No. i. 
President.-What percentage of acid does this contain? 
Mr. Hayward.--65 per cent. I have made out an estimate on a DllWlerately 

large scale production, that is 5,000 tons of Chamber acid a year (Hands. 
in.) , -

President.-Rs. 64'4 includes all Mie charges except profit? 
, Mr. Hayward.-Yes. It .doesu'!; include managing agents allowance or 

Head Office charges or profit. 
Dr. Matthai.-Does it include work .. cost and depreciation? 
Mr. Hayward.-Y~. Without any crr.rhead head office charges, II;gente. 

commission or profit. . 
President.-There is a difference of a few rupees per ton in our estimates. 

We have taken 4,000 tons a year of 100 per cent. acid, and we work it out. 
at about Rs. 75, because we' have assumed a plant of a capacity of 8,()()(}o 
tons. The whole point is this: supposing it came to Rs. 75 a ton. on that 
footing including profit and everything, then if you double t,he output, you 
use a bigger unit according to our ,calculations which will bring down the
costs by another Rs. 20, and thus bring the total cost to Rs .55. There is a 
difference of Rs. ~O a ton between this output and the bigger output, but 
if you take your present costs and. the present fair selling J!rice, there will 
probably be a difference of Rs. 50 on the smaller output, i.e., If you manufac
ture 1,200 tons, so that it. may be cheaper to manufacture 10,000 tons in' 
Calcutta and to export say 2,000 tons to Bombay than to manufacture 2,000· 
1!ons in Bombay, 2,000 tons in Calcutta, 2,000 tons in some other place and: 
so on, because the average price would be at .a. much higher level -if you 
produce sulphuric acid in five different places than if you make it in onll
place and distribute to other places. 

Mr. HaYlcard.-I quite see your point. But the question is which is. 
cheaper, to manufacture in one place and distribute it by paying freight. 
or to .makeit in different places 'and effect a saving in freight? . 

President.-If by an adjust~ent of freights it is made possible to manu-
facture' in one place and distribute to other places, -in the long run the con
sumer would benefit, would he not? It is perfectly true that on the present 
freight levels, it can't. be done, but supposing the freight was "reduced by
Re. 25 a ton on sulphuric acid, .... 

Dr. Matthai.-And the question of packages doesn't arise. 
President.-Buppose the freight is reduced by Rs. 25 a ton and you. 

manufacture your sulphuric acid at Rs. 55 a ton; that means that in Bombay 
it will be sold at Rs. 80, that is to say,it would be even- lower than it is
selling in Bombay now, and here in Calcutta you would be getting it at 
Rs. 65 a ton. 

Mr. Hayward.-It is rather a unique proposition. I don't think that in; 
any country in the world, they take sulphuric acid over 1,200 miles. 

President.-The question of sulphuric acid would be a temporary one. 
H would have its own economic unit. When the market increases, each
Alrovin~e will have its own economic centre, but till the market is developed, 
it is more economical to concentrate manufacturing it in one place. 

Mr. Hayward.-If freight can be reduced sufficiently, undoubtedly it is. 
But the question is whether the railways would be prepared to give up 
their share of profits. 

President.-The railways are making no profits at all, because they ar~ 
carrying nothing jU!!t now. . 

Mr. Hayward . ...:.:The biggest single demand is the coalfields. They will 
take about 1,600 tons a month. 
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Mf'. Mathias.-What are they using it forI' 
Mf'. HaIlWa:rd..-For the manufacture of sUlphate of ammonia. 
Mf'. Mathias.-This is the estimated cost on a 5,000 ton basis!' 
Mf'."Haywaf'd.-Yes; it is worked out on a monthly basis. 
President.-Is this 400 tons of Chamber acid 100 per cent.P 
Mf'. Hayward.-No. ' It is about 65 per cent. acid. 
Df'. Matthai.-The total output that you have estimated here is 5,oro 

tons of 65 per cent. acid and you get Rs. 64'4. 
Mr. Hayward.~Yes. 
PreBident.-Your estimate corresponds very nearly with our estimate

I am glad that you agree with our estimate. 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-I 'thought it probably would. 
President.-Then:' we have 'got to take this cost of sulphuric acid and! 

lVe have got to apply it to the other products. All these lists would require-
readjustment. ' 

1I yd.rochlAwic acid. 
Df'. Matthai.-This hydrochloric acid (commercial) what per cen~. acid is 

that!' ' 
Mr. Hayward.~·39 per cent. 
President.-This price of RB. 118'7 is not understood at all. The raw: 

materials for its manufacture first of all i,nelude saltl' 
Mf'. Hayward.-Yes. 
President.-How much salt do you use. 
Mr. Hayward.~These are the actual figures from the proceBBbook for

the year. 
President.-This power and fuel is rather difficult to follow. 
Mf'. Hayward.-Is this a lower' estimate than you havei' 

, Df'. ,Matthai.-We will give you 'the exact figures that we got from the
Bombay firms. They had a production of 60 tons of hydrochloric acid of 
33 per cent. and their fuel and power charges came to Rs. 75 a ton. 

Mr. Hayward.-I am afraid I can't understand that at all. Fuel is a. 
very small item in hydrochloric acid manufacture and so is the power. 

President . ....:.What do you do? You have this salt; that you mix'with-, 
sulphuric acid. .. . ' 

Mf'.Hayward.~We put it into an iron still and mix, it with the sul
phuric ' acid and then we heat' that. That is all. These are the actual 
figures ,that we have got. 

President.-Have you taken credit here for any pf the sait cake? 
Mr. Ha'ilward.-Yes, RB. 742. 
Df'. Matthai . ..,-You have taken credit for .salt cake at about Rs. 9 a toni" 
Mr: ,Hayward.-Something like that. 
President.-You get 2 tons of'salt cake from a ton of hydrochloric acid. 
Mr. Hayward.-We get about 16 or 17 cwts. 
President.-They have taken RB. 40 a ton for salt cake. 
Mr. Hayward.-They ~re calculating on potassium SUlphate. 'when we' 

want potash for alum making, we use potassium chloride to make hydro-
chloric acid. That gives potash salt which is more valuable. If common, 
salt is used, then the salt cake is really worth nothing. 

Df'. Matthai.-Unless you are making soda sulphide. 
Mf'. Hayward.-Yes. I don't think they are doing it. 
Df'. Matthai.-They make small quantities of it. 
Mr. Hayward.-I have always been interested in soda sulphide, but I 

have not been able to find out the exact ilnports. I don't know whether
the import statistics give it. 
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Mr. Mathia3.-What are the details of your raw materials? 
Mr. Hayward.-I am sorry I have not got the details with me. But I 

can give you wha~ each charge is. In each charge we use 6 maunds of 
salt and 60 gallons of sulphuric acid and we get 80 gallons of hydrochloric 
acid. That is from the old still. Now we are putting in new type stills and 
the charge will be different, but that is what these figures are based on. 

Mr. 'Mathias.-How many gallons go to the ton? 
Mr. Hayward.-About 180 gallons of hydrochloric acid to a ton. The 

cost of materials ,is only Rs. 107-8-0 excluding coal. That is on our new 
still. Add about one-third of a ton of coal to that or Rs. 3 and that makes 
the total Rs. 110. Rs. 118 is not over the mark. It is about right. 

President.-Can you give me more details about hydrochloric acid. The 
other figures don't matter so much, but it is the estimate as regards power and 
fuel where the difficulty arises. Power and fuel is Rs. 494 on 83 tons. 
That is about Rs. 6-8-{). 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes, that is correct. No power is wanted., 
President.-Rs. 6-8-{) represents about a ton of inferior coal. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. We pay Rs. 7-8-0 a ~n as a matter of fact. 
President.-For 100 per cent. you require 3 tons. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
President.-Labour comes to about Rs. 7'7 j raw materials comes tQ 

B.s. 79'1, that I don't understand. How much sulphuric acid have you 
taken? I would like to have details as regards these. What. sulphuric 
acid do you use in this? 

Mr. Hayward.-1,740 specific gravity. 
President.-That would be about 80 per cent. 
Mr. Hayward.--81·5 per cent. 
President.-Will you please give us all details as regards the raw mate

rials, how much salt you use and so on P 
Mr. Hayward.-I am afraid I haven't got them here. But my clerk can 

go and get these in a few minutes . 
. President.-Take the sulphuric acid. In this do you take only the works 

coat or do you add the other charges P 
Mr. Hayward.~nly the raw materials and labour, and the rest goes into 

the figure I have given in the statement. 
President.-In the statement that I asked for. you will give the quan

tities used and the rates as regards these raw materials and power and fuel. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. Do you agree that the figures for hydrochlorio acid 

should bear any special depreciation on the stillsP 
President.-We don't make any allowance for any special plant at all. 

What we do is to take 61 per cent. on the whole of the block value including 
landing, buildings and everything, and you will probably find that will give 
you 10 to 15 per cent. on machinery and 21 per cent. on buildings and so on. 

Mr. Hayward.-I see. But these hydrochloric acid stills really ought to 
bear something like 100 per cent. depreciation. 

President.-That would be a very sm/ill matter. We have found on the 
whole this 61 per cent. on the block value a very reasonable figure to take. ' 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 

Nitric acid. 
Presiden..f.-This nitric acid that you mention in your statement, is it 65 

per cent. P 
Mr. Hayward.-65·3 per osnt. or let us call it 65 per cent. 
President.-The question of fuel doesn't come in very much in the case 

of nitric acid. You use about a ton on an average I suppose. 
Mr. Hal/ward.-Yes, that would be about it~ 
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Preaident.-It would be about Rs. 8 or Rs. 9. 
Dr. Matthai.-You don't take any credit for nitre cake, do youP 
Mr. Haf/1lXlrd.-No. We usa sodium nitrate and we don't think t'bat it 

has got any value. 

AZumina ferric. 

Dr. Matthai.-For alumina ferric, it -is interesting that our estimate 
and yours are very similar ·and the production is identical. 

Mr. Hayward.-I am glad it is so; Are you including in your estimate 
all the overhead chargesP 

Prerident.-We use overhead in a very different sense from what you 
do. By overhead we mean depreciation, head office charges, . agents com-
mission, and interest on working capital. . 

Mr. Hayward.-That is what I call overhead, Nos. 5, 6 arid 7 in I!ly 
statement. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your No. 5 is merely the local office charges and Buper
vision. 

Mr. HaywaTd.-No, head office as well . 
. Dr. Matthai.-We include only standing charges that are incurred at 

the factory. 
MT. HaywaTd.-Where do the head office expenses come inP 
Dr. Matthai.-We add it afterwards. 
Mf'. HaywaTd.-I am afraid we took general services to mean head office. 
Dr. Matthai.-We will _ understand your figure as including everything 

except profit. . 
Mf'. Hayward.-Yes. As a matter of fact that includ~ the loss. May 

I ask you what is your figure for alumina ferricP 
PTuident.-It would come to about the same figure as yours approxi-

mately. 
Mr. H4f/1IXlrd.-We sell it at Rs. 70. 
Prerident.-But that is below the import price. 
Mf'. HaywaTd.-Yes, it has to be. 
Pf'esident.-The import price is RH. 94a ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-The difficulty there is to know whether this RH. 94 is the 

priCe -of alumina ferric or alumina sulphate. 
Mr. HaywaTd.-Re. 94 is even too high for alumina sulphate. On a 

specific import of 100 tons or something like that, it would be too high. We 
are selling alumina sulphate white 16 to 17 per cent. to paper mills at 
Re.80. 

Prerident.-It is far below the import price. 
Mr. HaywaTd.-In fact they say it is not. We have to go on cutting in 

order to keep the business. 
Dr. Matthai.-MesSrs. Brunner Mond and Company gave us a- pri~e of 

Re. 89 c.i.f. 
Prerident.-Then you must add Rs. I) on to it. That brings it toRs. -94. 
Mr. Hall1UaTd.-That is a higher price than the Titaghur Paper Mills 

are buying at. May I show you the actual import figures P 
Dr. Matthai.-You gave us a figure of RH. 83. That was the landed 

price. That corresponds to RH. lOB on this basis. If you took RH. 89 as 
the c.i.f. price including landing charges and duty, it would come to Rs. lOB. 

Mf'. Haywarcl.-We gave a price of Rs. 82-12-0 including duty and land
ing charges. 

PTerident.-I understood at the time I saw your figures that your Rs. 83 
referred to alumina ferric, whil!lt Brunner Mond's Rs. 108 referred to the 
refined product. 
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Mr. HOI/Ward.-I 'know there are no big buyers of alumina sulphate In 
Bombay, because there are no paper mills there. 

Pf'll3idem.-'-I don't think yOu have given us anywhere what prices you 
realised. 

Mr. Hoyward.-We have given that in answer to question 46 (2). 
President.-There is a big drop. That I don't understand at all. 
Mr. Hoywanl.-The reason for that is that up to 1927 we only sold it in 

lIIDall quantities, but in 1928 we managed to get some of the paper mills 
business and we have got a contract for half of their requirements for this 
year and we had to go down below the import figure for big quantities to 
get the business". 

Pr6,ident.-You give the c.i.f. price at Its. 70 for alumina ferric and 
about Its. 82 for alumina sulphate. 

Mr: Hayward.-Its. 81'3 for alumina SUlphate. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you take alum, the figure that you give for potash alum 

is Its. 162, that is the current import price. 
Mr. Hayword.-That is the cost price, Calcutta, duty paid. When we 

are selling to a man, he says " I am buying at such and such a rate" and 
we can't say we don't believe you. We just say we do believe what you say. 
What will you give us the husiness atP 

Dr. Matthai.-Messrs. Brunner Mond and Company have given us prices 
and your realised prices are considerably lower than the c.i.f. landed price 
suggest. 

Mr. Hayward.-I have "got a few imports here in my book. Here is 100 
cw. imported by somebody at a rate which works out at Its. 7( per ton. 
That is excluding the duty. Somebody importing big quantities may pay 
much less than that. It is very difficult to get correct figures. " 

Dr. Matthm.-I suppose there is more local competition in Calcutta than 
in Bombay in alumina ferric. 

Mr. Hayward.-I can't say. I don't know what the conditions are in 
Bombay. 

Dr. Matthai.-Here in Calcutta you make it, the Bengal Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Works make it and the paper mills make it. 

Mr. Hayward.-I don't think the paper mills make it. 
Dr. Matthai.-Does the Calcutta Corporation make any I' " 
Mr. Hayward.-No, they buy theirs. That is a very cut price at Its. 65 

• ton. That is alum cake. 
President.-We can't reconcile tile prices in Bombay and Calcutta at all 

according to the c.i.f. price. If you get Its. 90 a ton for epsom salt, you 
ought to do very well. 

Mf'. Hayword.-We can't sell it at that price. 

President.-That is what you have given here. 

Mr. Hayward.-on this question of alumina ferric, here is the detailed 
extract that we keep of exports and here is an entry in my hook which 
abows that Messrs. Heilgers and Company imported alumina ferric at Its. 66 
a ton which is under the heading of alumina sulphate. 

Mr. Mathias.-The difference between alumina sulphate and alumina 
ferric is that the sulphate doesn't contain much iron, but the process is 
much the same. 

Mf'. Hayward.-The process is Dot quite the same, because in one case 
you make alumina ferric from the crude bauxite and in the other you make 
it from the pure alumina hydrate. Bauxite is the natural alumina hydrate 
and the pure alumina hydrate is made from the bauxite by the Baeyer 
process by heating with caustic soda at high pressure. That dissolves the 
iron, but not tlie alumina. The alumina is dissolved by caustic and car
bonic;; acid gas Pl\SSed through and you get pure white alumina hydrate 
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which we are importing at present. Till we can afford to put in a Baeyer 
plant here,' we shall have to import it: 

President.-What is alum cake? 
Mr. Hayward.-That is simply powdered bauxite mixed with sulphuric 

acid. It sets. hard as cake. This B.s. 66 a ton for alumina ferric is actually 
what is being paid for big quantities.' _ 

Preswent.-What is alumina sulphate? 
Mr. Hayward.-I am afraid they are not differentiated. 
Dr. Matthai.-Generally in the market there is a difference of B.s. 10 a 

ton, isn't that soP 
President.-We get £6-15-0 for alumina sulphate from the Trade Jour

nals. 
Mr. Hayward.--Here is one consignment in my book definitely marked 

~ alumina sulphate at B.s. 84 a ton. That is only for 100 cwts. 
PresWent.-That is about right. 
Mr. Haywa.rd.-A man who imports big lots will be able to buy cheaper. 
Dr. Matthai.-B.s. 84. a ton for what? 
Mr. Hayward.-That is c.i.f. I how when we tried to sell our sulphate 

of alumina to the paper 'works, we had to come down to Rs. 80 a ton to get 
'the business, although they are getting Rs. UOprotection on what they 
make. That is alumina sulphllte white free' from iron, 16 to 17 per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-They will put it on the ground that your product is 
inferior. • 

Mr. Hayward.-Ours is really better. It is free from iron, it is 16 to 17 
'Per cent. pure alumina hydrate. 

I have now got the costs of materials for hydrochloric acid. They are 81 
follows:-

Rs. 
Liverpool salt « tons at Rs. 35 a ton I,MO 
Muriate of potash 7 tons 18 cwts. at B.s. 130 a ton 1,007 
Coal 66 tons at B.s. 7-12-0· 4.94. 
1,740 acid 95 tons 9 cwts. at B.s. 4.2 a ton 4.,060 

TOTAL 7,101 

Preswent.-8upposing you used salt instead of potassium chloride, how 
much would you require of that? 

Mr. Hayward.-About 5 tons. 
President.-That is comparable. On your figures for 100 per cent. acid 

he would require less than 3 tons of coal. 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Presideflt.-H you can analyse the raw materials, quantities, price per 

'ton and so on with regard to these-commodities, it would be useful. 
Mr. Ha'i/vlard.-Yes. 
President.-You can work it out per ton instead of giving a lump sum 

figure and also give the quantity of coal. Take chamber acid also a1; 100 
1>er cent. and start with that, all acids expressed on 100 per cent. basis 
and then give UB your raw material costs. We want only the raw materials 
and coal. . 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes, we will let you have it. We have not asked for 
protection on acids. 

.Red lead. 

Dr. Matthai.-Nobody has .. We have not had time to read your reply 
to the representation from Messrs. Boeman and Karain. You might tell 
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us the point of it. What they say is that the kind of red lead they use for 
their paints is red lead containing· more than 33/34 per cent. of lead 
peroxide, and yours is below 25 per cent. 

Mr. Hallward.-The Indian Stores Department specification for red lead 
i. 25'1 per cent. and the British Standard specification is 25'1 per cent. 
Red lead has got a tremendous reputation built up on its setting qualitiee. 
That is what we all the .. Classic" type. There is no doubt that you cannot 
make paint 'with the classic variety, because it remains liquid only for about 
14 days, long enough however for ordinary purposes when it is mixed II on 
:the job". As a consequence paint manufacturers are making great efforts 
to introduce the non-setting type as they can make extra profit on this as 
a paint by saving the engineer the trouble of mixing his paint "on the 
job". Another advantage is that they can mix the non-setting with other 
pigments, and sell them under a patent name. The paint makers have found 
that by using 32 per cent. peroxide they can make a paint which' would 
temai~ liquid and there IS demand for this, but I think in our opinion and 
in the opinion of Engineers that the non-setting has not yet proved so good 
as the setting type for important structures. Take the case of a bridge 
which has cost Rs. 1 crore. The engineer is going to be absolutely certain 
that it is going to be protected by the material he used, and for that 
reason the classic type of red lead has a tremendous sale and in the last 
two years we have sold 2,000 tons to Messrs. Jenson and Nicolson and also 
m8:ny thousands of tons to railways and engineers in India. 

Dr. Matthai.-It comes to this: taking red lead having peroxide content 
of 25 per cent. it may be 'used by itself or it may be used as raw material 
for paint. . 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Red lead is used either by itself on the job or it is uSed 

as raw material with some other kind of pigments. 
Mr. HaywaTd.-When the latter is the case, you have to use the non

setting type. 
Dr. Matthai.-For that reason supposing we propose Ito put a duty OD 

red lead, then obviously the cost to these people who are making paints would 
go up to that extent. 

Pre&ident.-Can we differentiate thatP 
Mr. Hayward.-You can do that. I hope however we shall soon be 

making a non-setting type .. 
President.-Will the customs be able to differentiate between the twoP 
Mr. Hayward.-Any red lead that comes in, mixed in oil will be ipso 

facto non-setting. If it is not mixed in oil, the analysis is very simple to 
determine whether it is non-setting or not. 

Dr. Matthai.-Could we say in the Tariff Schedule" containing not more 
than 25 per cent. lead peroxide" P Would that be a way of differentiating 
itP 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as you are concerned, would you be safeguarded 

if we put a duty on red lead containing not mor~ than .25 per cent. lead 
peroxideP 

Mr. Hayward.-As we stand to-day, we should. Of course the effect of 
that would be to force the people to use the other variety, I think. 

Dr. Matthai.-At present while you are not making the kind of red lead 
that they want, if we put a duty on other kinde of red lead, they will be 
at an unnecessary disadvantage. 

Mr. Hayward.-We shall be making it soon, but until we do produce it, 
it can be differentiated by the quantity of lead peroxide in it. 

Mr. Mathias.-What is the import price of red lead at presentP 
Mr. Hallward.-The last .quotation we had was RI. 884 a tOD o.i.f. Cal. 

cutts. 
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Pf'erident.-That is without duty and landing charges. 
Mf'. Ha1lwaf'd.-Yes. 
Df'. Matthai.-With duty it would be Rs. 445. 
Pf'IIrident.-:-Supposing your output is 625 tons, if 'you got the whole of 

the market, could you give us an estimate of how your costs will come 
down? 

Mf'. Ha1lwaf'd.-1 can give you that certainly. 
Df'. Matthai.-As regards the imports of red lead, . Bengal takes 1,000 

tons and Bombay 500 tons. I suppose Bombay would still buy the. imported 
.~ . 

Mf'. Ha1lwuf'd.-If we send it round by sea, the freight is about Rs. 18 
a ton and clearing charges about Rs. 7. 

Pf'1l3ident.-What would be the clearing charges' on this c.Lf. landed 
price? How much would you add? . 

Mf'. Haywaf'd.-About Rs.7, 'the same as in Bombay. 
Pf'e3ident.-Would that include clearing, .landing and cartage to godownP 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-Yes, Rs. 7 a ton to our Calcutta godown. 
Pf'e3idenf.-1 want your estimate on 1,500 tons. production. What are 

the principal raw materials? 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-Pig lead and coal. 
Pf'erident.-How do you get the colouring. matter? 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-The colouring matter comes from the oxygen of the air. 

Lead is first of all converted into yellow oxide in one type of furnace and 
that is put into the colouring furnace and it absorbs a further amount of 
oxygen. 

Pf'esiilent.-Whyit is called peroxide? 
Mf'. Ha1lwaf'a.-Because of the extra amount of oxygen in it. 
Mf'. MathiaB.-What is the disadvantage that you labour under? 
Mf'. Ha1lwaid.-We are not labouring under' any particular disadvantage 

except that the stuff is being dumped on the market. 
Mf'. Mathias.-Why are they able to dump it? 
Mf'. Haywaro.-Because their production is larger~ 
Pf'eMent.-They have no coal in Italy; how are they managing? 
Mf'. Mathia8.-You said the other day that the output in Italy is not 

very big. . . ' 
Mf'. Ha1lwaf'a.-1 haven't got the,figure. 
Mf'. Mathias.-:-So that dumping cannot be proved. 
Mf'. Haywaf'd.-They make considerably more than we make. It is 

being dumped, but I don't know how they are managing it. 
Pf'erident.-Red oxide ought to be dearer than litharge. That is sold 

at £29 delivered in Germany. 
Mf'. Haywaro.-I think the demand is less for litharge. 
Pf'eMent.-We want more details as regards this red lead. In this case 

I take it you give us everything except your profit, is that right? 
Mf'. Ha1lwaf'd.-Yes. It includes the loss as a matter of fact. 
Pf'llsiaenf.-What do you mean by loss? 
Mf'. Haywaro.-We take No.5 to mean the whole of the management 

and other charges and consequently this bears a proportion on the whole of 
the overhead and the loss in the year is included in this. 

Pf'IlMent.-Cut out the loss first. Give us the actual cost excluding 
profit and without taking into account the loss. That profit we calculate 
on the block value. You should put it in th!t. form we have given in the 
questionnaire. • 

Mf'. Ha1lwaf'a.-It is the actual cost. 
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Pre3ident.-But it includes everything iii it. You exclude from this all 
your loss, you exclude from this depreciation, head office charges and agent& 
commission, exclude from it the interest on working capital and then, 
give us the block value of this plant, its maximum capacity and the actual 
output at present. Then we get what we call fair selling price. We shall 
add these'charges for you. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do your customers pay for packagesP 
Mr. Hayward.-Yes. , 
Mr. Mathia&.-So that is really not' an item of cost in the price. 
Mr. Hayward~No. 
Prerident.-In the raw materials you will of course give us details, lead 

80 J:Iluch, coal so much, then price, and so on. 
, Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 

Dr. Matthai.-And you give us that on an output of 1,500 to~. 
President.-First your actual cost and then your estimate. As regards 

the manufacture of sulphuric acid by the Indian Copper Corporation, their 
expert came to give evidence and he t.old us that they cannot manufactur& 
any sulphuric acid at all. 

Mr. Hayward.-In my remarks on the subject I said that it was quite a 
problem. 

President.-He said that it cannot be manufactured. 
Mr. Hayward.-But there is that amount of sulphur going up th& 

chimney, . 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you in a position to give us an estimate of the cost. 

of manufacturing superphosphate from imported rock phosphatei' 
Mr. Hayward.-Certainly. That would be Red Sea phosphate .• I would 

have to cable to London to get the price of 1,000 tons of rock phosphate, 
We have imported that, but, only in small quantities. What size of unit. 
shall we say P 

Prerident.--5,OOO tons of superphosphate a year. 
Dr. Matthai.-As regards your estimate of copper sulphate Oll what 

output is that basedP 
Mr. Hayward.-l00 tons a year. Did you notice my estimate of the total 

requirement of sulphuric acid in Bengali' 
President.-Yes, 5,400 tons of 65 per cent. acid excluding the coa.l1ields 

and the coke ovens. That would be 3,500 tons of 100 per cent. acid. Th& 
Bengal Chemical' and Pharmaceutical Works claim that they make 1,200 
tons of alumina sulphate and alum cake. 

Dr. Matthai.-Roughly if we take 4,500 tons as the coDSumption of 
lulphate of alumina and alum in Bengal, that would be very close. 

Mr. Hayward.-Yes. 
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THE BENGAL CHEMICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS, 
JJMlTED. 

()raJ E~ce of Mean. R-'JSHEKIIAR BOSE aD. A. CHATTERJI 
recor.ecI at CalcUtta OD Fri .. y, the 1st March, 1929. 

Introductory. 

President.-Mr. Bose,what position do you hold in this Company?' 
Mr. Bose.-I am the Manager and Secretary and also one of the DirectOl;S. 
President.-What is your position Mr. ChatterjiP . 
Mr. Bose.-He is my assistant. . 
President.-Where is your principal sulphuric acid plant? 
Mr. Bose.-In Manicktala. 
Pre8ident.~Is that the one we came to see? 

. Mr. Boss.-Yes .. There is another plant under construction at Panihati. 
That is not complete yet. 

Dr. Matthai.-When do you expect to start work? 
Mr. Bose.-After a year or so.· 
President.-Are you going to manufacture your sulphuric acid in that 

1I1ace or at Manicktala? 
Mr. Bose.-In both places. The fact is, the old plant will have to be 

demoli/lhed. It has been working for the last 20 years. . After a year or so 
we will stop the plant and work the new set. 'We have three sets at the old 
place; one will be demolished and two will continue to work. 

Dr. Matthai.-Each consists of how many chambers? 
Mr. Bose.-one set consists of three, one of two and one of one. We are 

~losing the one with two chambers. 
President.-And the remaining four ehambers you would work? 
Mr. B08e.-Yes. 
President.-What would be the capacity of the new one? 
Mr. Bose.-Ten tons a day: 
President.-That would be more than enough, would it not;' for you? 
Mr. Bose.-We expect that the consumption of acids b:y ourselves wiiI grow 

-and then there will be stoppages. .. 
President.-You have given the production of acids as 2,500 tons. How 

much of that is sulphuric acid? 
Mr. BOBe.-sulphuric acid alone may be taken as 2,500 tons. The other 

-acids are made from sUlphuric acid. 
President.-Is that chamber acid? 
Mr. BOBe.-That is 100 per cent. 
Dr. Mattha.i.-Is that your outturn per ann"'um? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-J take it that most of it is used in your drugs and chemicals? 
Mr. ROBe.-About one-third of the acid is sold as sulphuric acid and of 

the remaining about a sixth or so is converted into nitric acid and hydro
'chloric acid and the rest is converted into sulphates. 

Preaident.-Which are the principal sulphates that you make? 
Mr. Bose.-Alum, alumina sulphate, magnesium sulphate and iron sul

phate or copperas. 
President.-You have got 2,500 tons of sulphuric acid; of. that, say, BOO 

tons you sell as such, and nitric acid how much do you make? 
Mr. Rose.-lSO tons a year .. 
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Prerident.-That would take about 160 tons of sulphuric acid? 
.Mr;Boae.-Yes. ., 
Dr. Matthai.-What per cent .. illthat? 
Mr. Boae.-Approxj.mately 100 per cent. 
President . ..-,If· i1iis. loo.per; cent. it wO\lld perhaps require 200 :tons of 

sulphuric acid P 
MT. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-And in hydrochloric acid? 
Mr. Bose.-About the same quantity as nitric acid. 
Preaident.-What per cent. is that? 
M". Bose.-That is also 100 per cent. 
Prerident.-That will take about 300 tons of sulphuric acid. 
M". Bose.-Yes. . 
President.-All the acids are sold as such more or less? 
M". Bose.-Yes. 
Prerident.-That would leave you 1,200 tons for other products. Of that 

how much would you use for heavy chemicals? How much alum do you 
produce? 

Mr. Bose.-The average production of potash alum during the last years 
has been 200 tons per annum. . 

Prerident.-That means about 100 tons of sulphuric ·ilCid. What about 
alumina sulphate? . 

M". Bose.-8oo tons. 
Preaident.-That would mean 400 tons of sulphuric acid. What other 

sulphates do you make? 
Mr. Bose.-Ft'Trous sulphate 500 tons. 
President.-That means about 25 tons of sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-What about magnesium sulphate? 
Mr. Boae.-We produce 150 tons. 
President.-Is this commercial or pharmacopreia? 
Mr. BOSll.-This is pharmacopreia. 
Prerident.-That would take about more than half. 
Mr. Bose.-Yes, about 80 tons of sulphuric acid. 
President.-These are the sulphates that you manufacture? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-That means 600 tons of sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 

Prerident.-The other 500 tons you use in your other chemicals. 

Mr. Bose.-Yes, for various purposes. 

Dr. Matthai.-Is sulphuric acid directly used for any of your pharmaceu
tical preparations? 

Mr. Bose.-Very small quantity is used but it has other nses. We use 
it in the workshops; we consume large quantities in treating surgical instru
ments and so forth. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you make disinfectants? 

Mr. Bose.-We do, but they don't require any sulphuric acid. 

Dr; Matthai.-Do you use 600 tons for your surgical instruments and so 
forthP You say you manufacture 2,500 tons. BOO tons out ·of that go to 
acids and heavy chemicals. 

Mr. Bose.-We &ell some sulphuric acid as such. 
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Dr. Matthai.-That will absorb 1,300 tons; the sUlphates would take 
about 600 tons. But you sa.y you manufacture about 2,500 tons. Where 
does the remaining 600 go? 

Mr. Bostl.-We ma.ke surgical cotton and we consume a fairly large quan
tity of sulphuric acid for bleaching. That is one of the purposes for which 
sulphuric acid is used. Some is used for making v~rious chemicals on a 
small scale total quantity of each is not much-and all taken together we 
eonsume about 500 tons. 

Dr. Matthai.-What do you mean by saying that you manufa.cture potash 
nitrate? . 

Mr. Boss.-We buy the crude stuff and purify it. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you us~ it or sell it? 
Mr. Boss.-Some quantity we use ourselves and some we .sell. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much do you have to pay for the crude pot~i~m 

nitrate? Is it from Bihar? 
Mr. Bos6.-Yes. We pay for crude about Rs. 310 per ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it crude? 
Mr. Bostl.-About 95 per cent. pure. We don't buy 'very crude stuff. 
Dr. Matthai.-After it is purified how much do you sell it at? 
Mr. Boss,-For our own use we do not require such pure stuff. When 

we sell it, it is 95 per, cent. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it not more expensive to use potassium nitrate? 
Mr. Boss.-It pays' us to use potassium nitrate because the residue that 

we get is used for making alum. Whenever we are in need of potassium 
jIliphate we use potassium nitrate. 

Mr. Mathias.-You get potassium sulphate as by-product? 
Mr. Boss.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you ever try to make fertilizers? 
Mr. Bose.-,-In fact the only fertilizer that we can speak of is bone super

phosphate on a small scale. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the biggest quantity that you have made so far 

in a year? 
Mr. Boss.-Not more than 20 tons a year, 
Mr. Mathias.-Can you sell it at a profit? 
Mr; Boss.-Yes, but the .difficulty is that there is no big market for bone 

8uperphosphate because it is expensive. 
Prssidllnt.-How much per ton do you sell it at? 
Mr. Boss.-Something like BB. 8 a cwt. 
President.-That is nearly twice as much as the price of rock phospha~. 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-To whom do you sell? 
Mr. Bosll.-To the tea gardens. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you think they prefer it? 
Mr. Bose.-I don't think they do but some~imes they want bone super

phosphate. 
Mr .. Mathias.-IS it a sort of accommodation order: when they happeD 

to be short they use it? . 
Mr. Bose.-I think so. I think bone superphosphate is more expensive. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the total amount of your turnover including your 

pharmaceutical and other things? . 
Mr. Bose.-About Rs. 30 lakhs a year. 
Dr. Mafiothai.--Out of that acids aDd sulphates would constitute how' 

much? 
Mr. Bose.-I should think about Rs. 5 or 6 lakhs. 
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Mr. Mathia&.-Most, of your output is confined to drugs and medicines? 
.'oIT. Bo&e.-Yes. 
Prllsident.-These works costs that you have given in form I do they 

1'efer only to heavy chemicalsi' 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 

Costs. 
Prerident.-Which are these? 
Mr. Bose.-Nitric acid, sulphuric acid, sulphate of ammonia and some of 

the smaller chemicals 'which are manufactured on a small scale. 
President.-From our point of view these costs that you have given us do

not throw much light. You have not given us Form 11 at all which is th& 
more important. 

Mr. Bosll.-The difficulty is that we have so many items. Most of them 
are manufactured on a small scale. 

Prllsident.-If you had given us the costs of the principal acids and 
julphates that would have served our purpose. 

Mr. Boae.-We can send them if you give us time. I will send you 
details of the more important chemicals that we make. 

Prerident.--Give us for any of the four sulphates and these acids. 
Mr. Boss.-Yes. 
Dr. MClttooi.-It is really sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid. 

potash alum, alumim. sulphate, epsom salt and copperas that we are con
cerned with. 

Mr. Boss.:-We will send you. 

Profit. 
Mr. Mathias.-Approximately what profit is the firm making at present? 
Mr. Bose.-For the last two years we have been paying 15 per cent. and 

the profit is about 3 lakhs or so. 
Prnident.-In the profit do you include depreciation? 
Mr. BO'Il.-No, it is nett profit. 
l'rllsidllnt.-Your capital is about Rs. 20 lakhs? 
Mr. BO.Il.-Yes. 
Prerident.-That will give you 15 per cent. II' What is the market price 

of your shares? 
Mr. Bose.-We have ordinary shares and preference shares--ordinary 

shares of the face value of Rs. 100 and the market price of these is Rs. 145. 
The preference shares are at a discount, Rs. 8-12-0 for Rs. 10 shares. 

Prllsident.-How is that? 
Mr. Bosll.-The fact is that these preference shares belong to a few per

lIOns who want to dispose of these shares at any price as they want money. 
),ut when they are scattered I am sure their price will rise again. 

Mr. Mathias.-What interest do they carry? 
Mr. Bose.-7i per cent. 
l'reaident.-Are these preference shares redeemable at all? 
Mr. Bose.-No. 
Preaident.-What is the highest price your. shares have reachedP 
Mr. Bose.~The present price is the highest. ' 
President.-Have the ordinary shares generally been at par!! 
Mr. Bose.-They had been at par before H119, but mnce'1919 the price of 

~e shares has been increasing. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it possible for you to say approximately how you stand 

lnancially as regards chemicals? ' 
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Mr. Bose.-'l'he approximate. profit that we make on our sale of chemicala 
is not more that 6 or 7 per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is acids only? 
Mr. Bose.-8wphates also. 
Dr. MatU,ai.-You are able 'to make profits on sulphates also~ 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. . 
Dr. Matthai.-You are not proposing to make any superphosphate. 
Mr. Bose.-We have a mind. Our .pharmaceutical department we are 

expanding and ultimately we will expand our present works and remove the 
manufacture of chemicals to the new site at Panihati. The oldest plant 
has been completely written down but the other sets are still earning depre-
ciation.' . . 

President.-How much depreciation do you allow on sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Bose.-lO per cent. 
President.-It is now more than 20 years old so you have written it dow~ 

twice over I . . . 
Mr. Mathias.-Does it pay you to turn out Epsom salt? 
Mr. Bose.-Not always, but . when there is dearth of supply in the market 

it does. 
Mr. Mathias.-Your manufacture of Epsom B.alt is really meant to supply 

occasional deficiencies in the market, is that right? 
Mr. Bose.-That has been the case' for the last two years. Before that 

we were able to manufacture regularly. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is it because the price of imported Epsom salt has fallen? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. . 
President.-Do you buy commercial Epsom salt? 
¥r. Bose.-We both manufacture and import some quantity. 'That is· 

pure stuff. There is difference between commercial Epsom salt and pure 
Epsom salt. 

President.-You import to do what? 
Mr. Bose.-We simply re-sell it. 

Alumina sulphate. , 
Dr. Matthai.-In what form do you make aluminatmlphate? 
Mr; Bose.-We make alumina SUlphate in two varieties, one is faidy pure 

with only a small quantity of alum and the other is alum cake. It contains 
about 10 per cent. insoluble matter. 

Dr. Matthai.-;-This purer form is used for paper manufacture? 
Mr. B08e.-;-Ye~, but mostly'it is used for water works. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you able to get a better price for the purer kind? 
Mr. Bose.,.....Yes, Rs. 10 per ton more. 
President.-As regards alum I don't understand why there should be,so 

little use. What is the average requirement of the Calcutta Corporation? 
Mr. Bose.-They use alum cake. 
President.-Do they buy it from you. 
Mr. Bose.,-They buy partly from us and partly from Messrs. D. Waldie 

& Co. and their total requirements are from 600 to 700 tons a year. 
President.-I suppose the filtered water supply is very limited here. 

You have got two systems? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-Can you tell me how much alum you would require to filter 

a thousand gallons of water, taking the Hughly water? 
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Mr. Bosfl.-I.could not tell you d~finitely but I have an idea that !n 
winter when the water is fairly pure they don't sometimes use any alum s.t 
all, but in the rainy season when the water is very dirty they use something 
like one grain per 100 gallons. I am telling it only from memory. 

Prerident.-Do they use any chlorine herei' 
Mr. Bose.-Only occasionally as far as I know. 
President.-Do you think that the demand for alum and sulphate of 

alumina will increase in future when there are more water works i' 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. In fact it has been steadily increasing for the last three 

or four years. " 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you tried to make any estimate of the total market 

in Bengal for these saltS in terms of sulphuric acid used in the making of it P 
Mr. BOBe.-1 can make an estimate roughly. 
Dr. Matthai.-You say you sell about 800 tons of sulphuric acid as such 

D. Waldie & Co. told us that they sell annually about 400 to 500 tons. 
That makes a total 1,300 tons. Then the import of alumina sulphate is 
2,400 tons; you make about 800 tons and Messrs. Waldie & Co. make about 
600 tons; that would be nearly 4,000 tons. That leaves straightaway 3,200 
tons of sulphuric acid. Then there are the other miscellaneous salts, so that 
if we suggest that approximately 4,000 tons of sulphuric acid is consumed 
in the 'Bengal market, I think it will be fairly correcti' 

Mr. Bo,e.-Yes. 
President.-Why do you manufacture sulphuric acid and salts separately 

would it not be more economical for you to manufacture in one placei' 
Mr. Boss.-It would have been but the difficulty is that at the old place at 

Manicktala there is no possibility of our getting more land; 
Prerident.-Our investigation more or less shows that the difficulty of the 

"industry very largely arises from the fact that the units are small for the 
production of sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Boss.-That is one of the reasons no doubt, but so far as the 
situation of the old factory is concerned there is no possibility of extending 
it in the near future. 

President.-Would it not be better to establish your factory near the 
riveri' 

Mr. Bose.-Our idea is that ultimately the whole of the chemical works 
will be removed to Panihati and only the pharmacy will remain at" the old 
place. If the Grand Canal scheme matures then it may be poSsible for us to 
remove the old factory altogether and have the whole factory at the new 
place. 

President.-That will take some time because you would see for yourself 
that there is not room for two works manufacturing the same sort of acida 
and salts. " 

Mr. Bose.-No. 
Prerident.-Is there any possibility of your Company and Messrs. D. 

Waldie & Co. working together, or are you contempl~ting to manufacture 
yourselves on a larger scale i' 

Mr. B08e.-Already there is some negotiation going ou with Messrs. D. 
Waldie & Co. but the terms have not been settled yet. 

" th. Matthai.-What is the scale on which Bose's laboratory produces these 
chemicalsi' 

Mr. BOSfl.-Aa far as I know their capacity is 5 tons a day. " 
Dr. Matthai.-How much actually are they makingP 
Mr. Bose.-I don't know. 
Prerident.-They have been making drugs chiefly I supposei' 
Mr. Bo ••. -Y.. . ,"' ~ 
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Prerident.-We are not concerned immediately with drugs in this enquiry 
because the question of drugS has its own difficulties. You have got to 
make so many drugs in such small quantities that it is. a very difficult 
pr!)blem. . . . 

Mr. Bosfl.-Exactly. In fact some of the chemicals we are making- on a 
small scale come to only a few pounds in a year. . 

Prflrident.-Does that pay you? 
Mr. Bose.-It does. 
J>rerident.-YOIl get a sort of-local market for these? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. We are ma~ing 300 to 400 kinds of different chemicals 

on a very small scale--sometimes it is 10 tons a year and sometimes it is 10 
lbs. a year. . 

Presiden;.-As regards heavy chemicals you agree that it would be more 
economical if only one plant worked? 

Mr. Bose.-It would be . 
.Dr. Matthai.-There are small producers of. acids in Bengal, aren't there? 
Mr. Bose.-Not many besides Messrs. D. Waldie & Co. and Bose. There 

are two more but they are not working now. They are practically buying' 
from one of the bigger manufacturers. 

In. Matthai.-For practical purposes we can confine ourselves to the 
production of these three lirms? 

Mr. Bosfl.-Yes. 
President.-Dr. Bose has not appeared before us at all. 
Mr. Bosfl.-It is a limited company too. 
President.-Is Sir P. C. Roy still connected with your works? 
Mr. Bo,e~-Yes, he is one of the directors. 
Prerident.-He was the original founder of this companyi' 
Mr. BOle.-Yes. . 

Carmichael plant. 
Prerident.-You say that your· plant is a Carmichael plant. What is thatP 

Is jt ~be chamber. process? 
Mr. Bose.-It is, but it is partly chamber and partly towers, Most of 

tbe re-action is completed. in the towers and the remaining re-action is 
finished in the chamber. 

In. Matthai:-That is how the thing works in the ordinary chamber 
system. 

Mr. Bose.-The principle is practically the same in every system, bu. 
sometimes most of the re-action is finished in small towers. In the older 
systems most of the re-action is finished in chamber, but in the newest system 
more reliance is. placed on the towers than on the chambers. There are 
systems also which dispenses altogether with chambers. 
. In. Matthai.-Actually in the construction how does the Carmichael sys

tem differ from the other? 
Mr. Bose.-In the older system there is a big chamber and there is a 

tower at the entrance of the chamber and another tower at the exit. These 
towers are very small compared with the capacity of the chamber. There 
are other systems in which there are no chambers at all. There are series 
of towers and the Carmichael system is an intermediate system between the 
two. There are three towers at the entrance and there are two chambers in 
the middle portion and there are three more towers at the exit and these 
are supposed to give better results. 

President . ..,.-Is there any saving in cost? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. There is less wear .and tear on the plant. The towers . 

are all 80 small that the whole of the re.action nlloturally takes place in a 
small space. By intermediate cbambers you spread out the re·action over a 
large area. 1 ". 
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Presidllnt.-The- capacity of that is 'going to be 10 tons a day, or about 
~.IiOO tons a year. 

Mr. Bose.-'-Yes, but the actual output will be less because there will be 
stoppages • 

. President.-That will be a small unit. 
Mr. Bose.-Yes, compared with wha.t they have got in Em'ope, 
Dr. Matthai.-<:ould you give us the cost 9f the Carmichael plant that 

,.ou are erecting now? 
Mr. Bose.-It cost us something like Rs. 3 lakhs. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you order it iast year? 
Mr. Bose.-We ordered it about five years ago but the plant has been 

jying idle because the demand for sulphuric acid has not been increasing to 
the extent that we expected, It was just after the war that we ordered the 
plant when the market was very bright and we thought that if we ordered 
-a new plant it would be profitable. 

Dr. Matthai.-The price has come down very JOuch: it will now cost 
:about Rs. 1,50,000. 

Mr. Bbse.-It will be, ahout one-third less. 
Dr. Matthai.-That will be about Rs. 2 lakha. We got an estimate iu 

'Bomba, that the plant including land and everything else could be erected 
for about Rs. Ii lakhs with a capacity of 8,000 tons. Would that be about 
t'ighH 

Mr. Bose.-Yes, it is possible to do so now. 
Prllsident.-Do you sell this sulphuric acid as chamber acid or as recti-

fied? • 
Mr. Bosll.-Acid is sold in various strengths but the most popular is 85 

to 88 per cent. 
Mr. Mathias.-Whom do. you sell your acids to mostlyl' 
Mr. Bose.-Some take it for galvanizing. The Government telegraph 

works take a good quantity for galvanizing their telegraph poles. 
President.-Where do they galvanize these? 
ler. Bose.-At the Alipore telegraph works. 
President.-Do they make the posts'hetel' 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. They have a big galvanizing works. The .mint buys a 

certain amount. Then there are various smaIl industries, e.g., tanneries 
and metal workers and aerated water manufacturers. 

President.-The telegraph department buys the ordinary black ,sheet 
do they? " . , 

Mr. Bose.-They buy blal·k sheets, rivet them and galvanize them. 
President.-This liq. ammonia what do you manufacture it fromP 
Mr, B03e.-We make it from ammonium SUlphate. We get tlie ammonia 

from the gaa works or the various collieries. 
President.-That is rather an expensive way of manufacturing it. 
Mr. Bo .• e.-It- is the only way of making it now. 
President.-At what price do you get the ammonium sulphateP 
Mr. Bosll.-Rs. 198 per ton. That is the lowest price we have paid so 

far., 
Pre .• ident.-Is that delivered at the works? 
Mr. Bose.-F.o.r. at the comery. 
President.-How much does that work out at Panihatil' 
Mr. Bose.-The extra charges would be about. Rs. 3 or Rs. 4 per ton. 

'l'he price varies very much. 
Prerident.-You paid Rs. 198. I think since this federation of sulphate 

9f ammonia manufacturers has been started the price has been uniformly 
moderateP 
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Mr. B08e.-Btill there' are some variations. We don't b1JY di.rectly from, 
them. We huy in ~u, quantitiea. 

PresideAt.-How much do you buy in a year? 
Mr. Bose.-About 100 tons. 
PresideAt.-Would it not be cheaper for you to get tar and make it? 
Mr. Bose.-It would be' more expensive. We use tar in making d~in-

fectants. ' 
PresideAt.-Then what do you do witla the sulphate of ammonia!" 
Mr. Bost.-We treat it with lime, get ammonia, gas and d,issolve that 

gas and get liquor ammonia. 
PresideAt.-That is used for what? 
Mr. Boae.-Mostly used medicinally; some -of it is ujIed. for varioWl in-

dustries but the largest use is for medicinal purposes. 
Dr. Matthoi.-Do YOll sell most of your things in Bengal or outsideI' 
Mr. Bose.--':Mostly in' Bengal. 
Dr. Matthai.-With regard to alum and alumina sulphate have you a 

market in Upper India? ' 
, Mr. BOBe.-Yes, we have but not a very large one because Messrs. D. 

Waldie & Co. are competing with us. But still we have some market. 
Mr. Mathias.-I think Waldie's works at Cawnpon! has been closed. 
Mr. Bose.-Na. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking YOUIr total production of alumina sulphate, say, 

about 8,000 tons, how much of that would be sold in Bengal? ' 
Mf'. Bo88.-AhoUt two-thirds. , 
Presidmt.-As regards the up-country markets who supplies these? 
Mr. Bose.-Bo fM' as the Indian product is concerned I think it is 

Messrs. D. Waldie & Co. 
Preridsfli.-This large quantity ,that, is now being imported must be 

going to the Up~o1JDtry markets, isn't that, soP 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. My 'information is that up-country is a larger consumer 

of alum and the other sulphates than ,Bengal because there are big mills 
there. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-What do they use it for? 
Mr. Bose.-For dyeing. 
President.-There are a fairly large number of textile mills up-country. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you supply the Nagpur M;ills with any che~icalsP, 
Mr. Bose.--only occasionally. We cannot compete with Bombay because 

they get imported alum and magnesium sulphate, cheaper from Bombay 
than our stuff from Calcutta. ' ' 

Superphosphate. 
President.-When did you last manufacture these superphosphatesP 
Mr. Bose.-About a year and half ago. 

, PresideAt.-Will you tell us at what price you got your boneal' AretheJ::8 
local markets for bones P , 

Mr. Bose.-I think we paid something like Rs. 96 a ton for bonemeaL 
We purchased the bonemeal and converted that to bone superphosphate.. 

Mr. Mathias.-That would correspond to about Rs. 80 for bones? 
Mr. Bo.e.-Yes. 
DT. Matthai.-You have never cO,nsidered the question of making super-

llhosphate from rock phosphate, have yonI' , 
, Mr. Bose.-We have considered that. We are still making el1quiries for 

• suitable source of supply for rock phosphate. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you got any kind of estimate? 
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Mr. 'Bose.-No because we are not yet sure of the raw materials. 
Mr. Mathias.-Where are you thinking of getting your ~aw materials 

from? 
Mr. Bose.-The latest information is that we -can get phosphate from the-

Hadras Presidency. . 
Mr. Mldhias.-Is it from the Trichinop()ly side? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.~That is not considered very satisfactory. 
Mr. Bose.-It is full of fluorides that is the ,difficulty. 
President.-And also carbonates and things like that., Have you co~ 

aid.red the question of importing African rock phosphate? 
Mr. Bose.-'-Yes. We have written to Egypt, but we have .received no 

blply yet. We would like to use the Indian stuff. 
President.-But it will cost you more because the distance is more than 

1,000 miles from Bengal. Will you also givens the costs if you can find 
them of the superphosphates? 

Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-It is a. very simple process, the manufacture of superphos

phates, is it notP 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. So far as the chemical re-action is concerned it is quitlt 

aimple but actually there are some difficulties. You simply mix powdered 
bonemeal, wait for sometime and make them dry. But you have to make
special arrangements when mixing large quantities and for getting out the
noxious fumes. 

Mr. Matkias.-But the plant is not a very elaborate or expensive one? 
Mr. Bose.-You can devise a very simple plant, and you may reply on 

hand labour. But if you want an automatic plant it will be expensive. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is that chiefly for crushing? 
Mr. Bose.-For mixing. For small lots the hand plant will be better. 
Pre.,ident.-Supposing you were to manufacture 2,000 or 3,000 tons a,yearP' 
Mr. Bose.-Even up to 2,000 tons I think a semi-automatic plant partly 

.un by machinery and partly run by hand will be all right, but for larger 
outputs a purely mechanical plant will be required. ' 

President.-If we had partly mechanical and partly worked out by manual 
labour, it would require more supervision: 

Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-You would require more skilled labour alsoP 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.--On the whole it would be very much cheaper to get a whollY' 

autematic plant. . 
Mr. BOS8.-It is difficult to say without actual experiments. In fact we 

hve not been able to proceed in the matter without lIeing assured of the' 
materiala. 

President.-Have you taken any expert advice on that? 
Mr.: Boss.-No. 
President.-Now very large quantities of superphosphates are made out 

of import rock phospha.tes in most countries. 
Mr. Bose.-That is 80. 

Coal tar. 
President.-How much coal tar do you use per annum? Is that chiefly 

fOl disinfectants? You manufacture about 600 tons of disinfectants, don't 
- .JouP 

Mr. Bose.-We require about 1,800 tons of coal tar. 
President.-Do you get it from the local gas works? 
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Mr. Bose.-.,Yes. 
President.-How much per ton have you to pay for it? 
Mr. Bose.":-'Just now we are paying Rs. 2-6-0 per maund or Rs. 64 to 

Re. 65 per ton. 
President.-They are getting a very good price t 
Mr, ]J081l.-Yes,we Could get coke 9ven tar at a much lower pric~ but 

it- is not 8uitable for our purpose. It is deficient in creosotes. 
President.-It seems a very big price to pay. 
Mr. B08e.-~e8. 

Dr. Matthai.-What freight do you pay on your bauxite. 
Mr. Bose.-We pay Rs. 1Q per ton from Katni to Homah. 
Dr. Matthai.-And for magnesite? 
Mf'. Bose.-Re. 1-3-3 per maund from Salem. The f.o.r. price is Rs. 8 

per ton and the arrived cost is Rs. 45 per ton. 
Mf'. Mathias.-You would not .call the freight from the Central .Provinces 

too high, would you? . 
Mf'. Bose.-Still it is high. The cost at the mine for bauxite is. Its. 6-8-0 

and the arrived cost is Rs. 20-8-0. 
DT. Matthai.-Besides the railway freigh~ there are other transport 

-charges? 
Mf'. Bose.-Yes, everything ·is included. 
Dr. Matthai.-The railway freight is Rs. 10. 
Mf'.Bo8e.-Yes. 
DT. Matthai.-Rs. 10 plus Rs. 6-8-0 plus Rs. 4 for other charges? 
Mf'. B08e.-Yes. 
Pf'esident.-The railways always say that they give a lot of imcou'rage

ment to the indigenous industries. Do you agree with that statement? 
Mf'. Bo'se.-We don't. We are still quarrelling with the Great Indian 

·Peninsula Railway for the freight on bauxite. Formerly Katni belonged to 
the East Indian Railway and we succeeded in -getting a reduction. Then 
the line was transferred to the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. 

Pusident.-They have raised the freight? 
Mf'. Bose.-That is the Bengal Nagpur Railway. The rate is Rs. 10 per 

ton. 
Pf'e8ident.-In . answer ,to question 20 you say "It may be possible in 

future to replace imported sulphur by Indian pyrites or even gypsum" ~ 
There is not much evidence to show that there are Indian pyrites available. 

Mf'. Bose.-The point of course is that Indian pyrites is Inferior to 
Spanish pyrites which has more of sulphur and less of arsenic.· . 

Pf'esident.-But as regards gypsum there is evidence that there are large 
quantities available in India. 

Mf'. B08e.-Yes. And the quality also is very good. 
Pf'esident.-But the process will be different. 
Mf'. Bose.-Yes, different as well as difficult. 
Pf'e8ident.-Do you know the process? 
Mf'. B08e:-Roughly you convert gypsum into calcium sulphide by heating 

it with coal and then roasting it. The sulphide is burnt and the. lime re
mains as calcium oxide. 

Pf'e8ident.-It is then the same thing as burning sulphur except that 
you require more fuel in this? 

Mf'. Bose.-Yes. It gives a purer sulphuric acid than pyrites. 
Pre8ident.-What do you do with the lime that remains? 
Mf'. Bose.-It is tle:awn away or sold. 

L2 
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President.-Would it have any commercial valueP 
Mr. B03e.-Yes, but it. would be partly pure lime and partly Calcium 

carbonate. It can be I'e-ignited and used for other purposes. Since this 
will be available as a by-product it will be possible to use it for commercial 
purposes and find a market for it. . . . 

Mr. Mathiaa.-Lime is produced so cheaply in India that thiS lime will 
not be able to compete. It might help to carry something for the overhead 
charges. 

M iscellaneoul. 
Dr. Matthai.-How many chemists have you altogether ill your works? 
Mr. Bose.-We have above 15 but we have more chemists who are con-

cerned with phal'lllaceutical preparations. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the labour force in yoill' worksP 
Mr. Bose.-About 1,200. 
Dr. Matthai.-Including the old -millP 
Mr. BOle.-Yes. 
President.-As regards coal your price at the colliery is Re. 4-4-0 per 

ton. What coal is this that you are using~ 
MI'. Bose.-'-ltanigunge and Jharia. 
l'resident.-Is it second class? 
llJr. Bose.-Mostly first class. 
l'resident.-Do you find it economical to use first cla88 coal? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-How much do you require in a yearP 
Mr. BOle.-About 3,000 tons a year. 
President.-This charge of Re. 6-4-0 from the colliery to the works is 

rather a lot. 
Mr. Bose.-It is. 
President.-Do you get it in wagon loads P 
Mr. Bose.-Yes, but we have not got any siding. We have to cart th& 

coal from the railway station. 
Prelident.-You can't get a siding thereP 
Mr. BOle.-No. . 
Mr. Mathial.-How much does the cartage costp· 
Mr. BOle.-Something like Re. 2-8-0 a ton. 

. Prelident.-Are these prices that you have given in anSwer to question 
46, recent P . 

Mr. Bose.-Yes. They are mostly from quotations received from manu-
facturers. . 

President.-Who are tile principal manufacturers of alumina sulphateP 
Mr. BOle.-Messrs. Peter Spence. 
President.-You got the quotations from them 
Mr. Bose.-We got them from some of the middlemen. 
President.-And the,quotations for alumP 
Mr. BOle.-Those are also from middlemen. 
President.-This magnesium SUlphate that you mention is German is it 

notP 
Mr. BOle.-Yes. 
President.-In answer to question 4S you say you have been obliged to 

lower your prices for sulphates to such an extent that profit has practically 
disappeared. Can you give us figures to show what has actually taken 
placeP 

Mr. Bose.-Up till a year ago our price was Re. 5.8-0 per cwt. Now 11'& 
have been obliged to bl'ing it down to something like Rs. 4-12-0. 
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Ih'. Matthai.-Tbat is in the course of the yearP 
Mr. BOle.-Yes. 
Prerident.-Will you give us your drop in prices during the last three or 

four years of all these swphates!' 
Mr. BOle.-JWe will send you the prices. I shall give you the lowest sale 

prices every year for the last four or five years. 
Mr. Mafhias.-You· are able to sell your magnesium sulphate at B.s.' 95 

per ton in quantities. 
Mr. Bose.-We can't.. It doesn't pay us to, make it at the, price that 

it now carries. 
Mr. Mathias.-What is the current price of, magn~um sulphate, at 

Calcutta!' 
Mr. Bose.-Rs. 4-12-0 a cwt.That isBS. 415 a ton. Without casks it 

'will be about Rs. 75 a ton. 
Mr. Mathias.-How do you supply your magnesium sulphateP 
Mr. Bose.-Mostly in casks, but sometimes in wooden CBBeS. 

Mr. Mathias.-Wbat is the price of the cask? " 
Mr. Bose.-Rs. 1-4-0 a cwt. 
Mr. Mathias.-Rs. 95 in casks would 'be sOmewhere aboutRs. 65 without 

casksP 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
Prelident.-That is about the price. You will tell us when giving these 

ligures whether it is in bags or casks. 
Mr. Bo.e.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.~Your total capital expenditure is somewhere about Rs. iIl6 

lakhl. 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Your capital ,is about Rs. 19 lakhs and debenture Its. 'I 

la1th. The rest is I suppose out of the surplus. 
Mr. Boss.-Yes. 
Prelident.-Your reserve fund is Rs. 8,22,000. That is from the depx. 

eiation fund. 
Mr. Boss.-Partly accumulated out of surplus profits and partly out of 

the premium.' , 
Mr. Mathias.-DidyGU recently issue any shares? 
Mr. Bose.-No, '10 yeara ago. 
Mr. Mathias.-At what premium did you issue!' 
Mr. Bose.--30 per cent. premium. 
Mr. Mathias.-When would you be able to send your works costP 
Mr. Boss.-Within a week. 
Prerident.-You ask for a duty of 30 per cent. on imported mineral acids 

and 8ulphates. What do you mean by mineral acids!' 
Mr. Bo.e.-Sulphuric acid and so on. We have also 'heard that a good 

deal of nitric acid is being imported into Bombay. 
Prelident.-That 11'88 a big ordel' for the mint. 
Mr. Bose.-I don't know the details,but I only heard a rumour that 

Iarge quantities were being brought from Germany. 
Prelident.-That was in connection with the mint, but we have not heard 

of any other import on a large scale. 
Ih'. Matthai.-At present on the acids that you sell as such, you don't 

need any assistance, do youI' 
Mr. Bose.-So far as commercial acids are concerned, we 'have nothing to 

eomplainabout competition from 'foreign makers. It is negligible. But 
there is a quantity of pll:-o add coming from Europe. 
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Dr. Matthai.-I think your real fear is the importation of synthetio 
nitrio acid. 

Mr. Boss.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-At what rate do you sell your nitric acid? 
Mr. Bos8."-For the absolute acid the price would be As. 4-6 a lb. or 

Re. 630 a ton. 
President.-Is that 100 per cent. acid? ; 
Mr, Bos8.-:-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-The price at which the mint at Bombay is getting its 

supplies is about Re. 815 a ton--60 per cent. 
President.-How do you sell your sulphuric acidP 
Mr. Bose.-The strength that is mostly in demand is SO to 88 per cent. 

and the lowest price now is Re. 84 a ton. . 
Pr8sident.-Do you sell R. O. V.? 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-What price do you get for itP 
Mr. Bose.~nly Re. 10 or so higher. 

'. President.-It will be about Re. 110 a ton. 
Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
President.-The trouble now is that you are working small units and 

therefore your costs are high and a higher duty is required, say 30 or 40 
per cent., if we allow these small units to work. But if we assume that 
you would work a larger unit for which there is room in the country, the 
costs would go down so much that you could almost do with the present 
duty. • .. 

Mr. Bose.-I think so too. The difficulty is that tlie two go ~l!'I;her; 
unless we get some protection to start with, we can't venture into going 
in for a larger plant. If we have a large plant and succeed in creating a 
market for the whole of the outturn then ultimately no protection would be' 
necessary, because we would have crossed the limits. 

Scale 0/ pt'otecti09l.. 
President.-What are. we to sayP Can we say that as you cannot make 

up your minds to start a big' plant, therefore you must have protection to 
the extent of 30 per cent. or should we say that if you can produce 4,000 
or 5,000 tons of sulphuric acid and other salts, you require 15 per cent. P In 
what form do you suggest that we should state the caseP 

Mr. Bose.-I think if you grant us protection for a limited period say 
10 years or so, it would be enough. 

President.-We must determine what protection is required. If we take 
your present costs working small units, the amount of protection required 
is enormous. 

Mr. Bose.-You need not base your protection on the present cost~, but 
you can make certain allowances. You will be able to form some conclusions 
from the statements that we will send you. 

President.-I can tell you that as far as we can see if you are running 
up to a capacity of say 4,000 tons, then you would probably not require allY 
protection as regards most of these chemicals except perhaps epsom salt 
and nitric acid, assuming· that the German acid comes. The moment you 
Bay you are able to manufacture 4,000 tons you need no protection. On 
what is our recommendation to rest thenP 

Mr. Boss.-It can be judged this way. I shall make up a table stating the 
cost for the materials alone the cost of treatment and the indirect costs. 
When the quantity increases, then the cost of treatment and indirect cost 
will beautomaticaly much less and hence the manufacturing cost will be 
lower. For your calculations you can take the full cost of the materials and 

half of the other costs. 
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PreBident • ...,...1 will give you. a concrete instance. Take magnesium sul
phate. SuppOsing your works costs come to Rs. 70 and you require' say 
Re. 30 for your depreciation and selling charges and profit and so on, that 
makes it Rs. 100. .. 

Mr. Bose.-Yes. 
PreBident.-Then I say when your production of sulphuric acid goes up, 

and the production of magnesium sulphate also goes up, the total comes to 
Re •. 70 instead of Rs. 100. Assuming that the foreign price is Rs. 70 in~ 
cludmg all the charges, when you. reach Rs. 70 a. ton, you don't require pro
tection; you can do with the:15 per cent. duty. Now you require Rs. 30 a 
ton in addition to the present ,duty of 15 per pent. . .. 

Mr. Bose.-That is simply to help us to extend ,our works. 
Prllsiilent.-What proposals do you think we ought to make? At present 

with a duty of 15 per cent. the foreign epsom salt is sold at Rs. 70 .and your 
costs. including profit comes to Rs. 100. Therefore in addition to the duty 
of 15 per cent. we have got to impose an additional duty of 'Rs. 30, beca)lS6 
you are manufacturing on a small scale. . 

Mr. B08e.-I wouldn't ask so' much: 1; would ask. you to meet us half 
way. To enable us to expand our works to some extent you can help us by 
giving us some protection for a short period: Instead of helping us to the 
extent of the full difference, you can help us to the extent of half the 
difference. ' 

President.-That is no good. If we give you protection at all it milst be 
adequate. 

Mr. Matkim.-On the other hand if we give full protection'that the pre
sent small works demand, the result will be to increase the number of small 
works which will not be advantageous to the country. 

Mr. Bosll.-It will be worse. 
President.-We are 'between two fires here. Government is entitled to 

say to you why do you have these small units. 
Mr. BOIe.-These are small units compared to what they have in Europe. 
PreBident.-We are only talking of units which will more or less suffice 

for your purposes. A unit producing 4,000 or 5,000 tons. That is' not too 
big a unit to assume, is it? 

Mr. Bose.-No. 
PreBident.-You hsve got two works in Bombay and there are two, 

works in Calcutta and there is the. same difficulty. The works costs of all 
the works are higher, because the output in each case is uneconomic. 
What do you suggest now? 

Mr. Bosll.-If the help from Government could be in a different shape 
that is in the form of a bounty, then you could insist upon having a works 
of a particular ~apacity, but.since it,is only the duty we are concerned with 
I am afraid you will have to meet us half way. . , 

Dr. Mattkai.-I suppose the kind of half way arrangement you, suggest 
is that we take the total market on this side of India, and take your 
present production and then take ,the average of the two, and base our 
costs on that output. Is that right? . 

Mr. Bose.-Yes, that would be one way of calculating. 
Mr. Mat~ia3.-Another way would possibly be to increase your market 

by stimulating the demand for fertilisers for instance. , 
Mr. Bo,e.-In fact it is to our interest to have as big a market a8 

possible, but the difficulty is not so much about the demand, but. competi
tion with the imported products. 

PreBident.~1 would like also to tell you that we are considering one other 
proposal. There are two ideas underlying that proposal. Tbe first is 
that the manufacture of, sulphuric acid should be increased in the country, 
10 that it becomes cheap. The other idea is that the largest consumel' 
practically of SUlphuric acid in the world is superphosphate, and one way 
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D, increasing the manufacture of sulphuric acid would be to encourage the 
map.ufacture of superph9Sphates. That would bring down the price of sul
phuric acid and at the same time the price of superphosphates. 

Mr. Boss.-Yes, undoubtedly. ' 
Presidsnt.-The point we are considering is, at present there is not much 

demand for superphosphates and in order to create that demand, the first 
thing to dp is to cheapen the superphosphates. , One of the ways suggested is 
that 'a bounty should be paid on the manufacture of sulphuric acid nsed 
in the manufacture of superphosphates. Do you think that might help youI' 
. Mr~ Boss.-That would be one way of solving the difficulty, but. I think 

lOme similar arrangement should be made as regards the manufacture of 
aluminium sulphates and alum. 

President.-When you work out the cost of production on the 4,000 tons 
basis, you will find that you won't require more than 15 per cent. . 
, Mr,' Bose.-':'Aft~t: we hav:e reached that quantity, not before that. 

Dr. Matthai.-8upposing as a result of a bounty on sulphuric acid, use<!. 
in the manufacture of superphosphates, you, in your works, have been able 
to increaslj your output of sulphuric acid by 1,000 or 2,000 tons, the benefit 
of the reductio'l in the cost of sulphuric acid will apply also to the sulphates 
that you are manufactqring. ' 

Mr. Boss.-Quite true, but is is not only the reduction in the cost of 
sulphuric acid, but also a reduction in the cost of sulphate~ that is necessary. 

Dr. Matthai.-But sulphuric acid is the chief item. 
Mr •. B086.-It is one of the items but there is also the additional cost 

of ma~ing the. sulphate itself. 
President.-But each one of these sulphates tak6\! at least half a ton 

of sulphuric acid. If you bring down your total all-in cost by B.s. 30 or 
Rs. 40, a ton in each of the sulphates, is not that sufficiently largeP 

Mr. Bose.-I don't think that will be quite enough. 
Mr. Mathias.-That with the present 15 per cent. duty wi}l come to 

what you ask for. 
. IJr. Matthai.-What is. the possibility as far as your own works is con

cerned P Supposing a bounty was sanctioned, would you be able to undertake 
the production of superphosphatesP , 

Mr. Bose.-Yes. It would have been a better position, ifwe could enjoy 
that J;lrotection as regards all the sulphates as well. 

President.-The difficulty in our minds is this and it is a difficulty that 
uas to be faced by you. We can't encourage the growth of small units in 
the country and therefore we must take a unit which will lead to economic 
production and that unit appears to us to be somewhere near 4,000 to 5,000 
tons. If we were to base our estimate on that production, and we -found 
that you still required protection we would consider it. But if you ask us to 
pr9tect you on a small production, there is the danger that more small units 
might spring up. 

Mr. Bose.--Certainly there is that danger. But at the prices that are 
now ranging, it is not possible for any small manufacturer to meet the 
demands of the market and even if the prices were slightly better, they 
won't be in a position to compete. 

President.-You just examine the position for yourself and t'Jke a modern 
unit of 4,000 to 5,000 tons capacity and calculate for yourself and see 
what results you get. 

Mr. BOle.-lt is net the increase in the size of the unit that would help 
us immediately. Some experience will be necessary. 

Presid.eflt.-You have much longer experience of this ~ndustry than 
anybody on' the Bombay side. Messrs. D. Waldie & Co. have more EX
perience; they started 50 years ago. Supposing we made this proposal for 
a bounty and you undertook to manufacture also sllperphosphates, you would 
find that it might help you in both ways. 
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Mr. Bose.-To some extent it would lower the cost of sulphuric acid 
supposing we ean creaU a market here for 8uperphosphates but I am afraid 
that won't reduce- the cost to the extent that is necessary. 

President.-Please give us your costs first and then we will see. 
Dr. Matthai.~Have you got any information about rock phosphate 'from 

Egypt? If you have, you might send it onto us. 
Mr. Boss.-Yes, we will. 
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MESSRS. PARRY AND COMPANY; LlMITED. 

Oral Evidence of Mr. W. O. WRIGHT, recorded at Ootacamund 
on Friday, the 19th April, 1929. 

Buperphosphates. 

President.-We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Wright, for coming 
up again in connection with this enquiry. We have been seriously consider
ing this question of superphosphates since we met last time and we have 
taken a good deal of evidence about it. We attach a good deal of import
ance to your opinions on this point and we thought we might trouble you 
again. We have received estimates from two Bombay firms which very closely 
correspond to yours. Though of course you ask us to 'treat your figures as 
confidential, and we shall do so, I can tell you that their figures and yours 
are not very different and you will gain little by our treating yours as 
such. ' 

M·r. Wright.-The figures that we particularly wanted .you to keep confi
dential are the figures that we gave of our actual working cosbiJ of other 
chemicals. 

President.-They will be kept confidential. 
Mr. Wright.-We have no objection to the others being published. 
President.-We are seriously considering this question of superphosphates 

and it would help us if we are able to say that. your estimates agree with 
theirs. 

Mr. Wright.-I have no objection to your publishing the costs I sent you 
on 19th March. 

President.-The most important item is the cost of rock phosphate. You 
have given 41d.· as the f.o.b. prica of 75 to 76 per cent. phosphate. Did you 
get a quotation for this or did you take it from the trade journals I' 

Mr. Wright.-'l'his was an actual quotation and might be very slightly 
reduced for actual business. 

President.-When was that received? 
Mr. Wright.-I think we. receivetl it. about two years ago. I think this 

remains fairly constant. 
President.-The Bombay people gate us 5d. a unit. 41d. would be about 

the right figure to take, would it not l' 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You think this Moroccan l'Ock phosphate is the best to usE' 

for making superphosphate? 
Mr. Wright.-I thip.k the Algerian and other African phosphates do not 

produce quite such a high grade of superphosphate, namely 18/20 per cent 
President.-The importei's claim that theirs is 18/20 per cent. and there

fore in order to get that quality you have to use the best rock phosphaw 
which is Moroccan P 

Mr. Wright.-That is so. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact do you pay higher freight from 

Algeria or from the Red Sea ports P 
Mr. W,'ight.-We buy c.i.f. in small quantities. To work on a big scale 

the idea would be to charter a small steamer. 
President.-'l'his freight of 15 shillings, what is it based onl' We have 

got a quotation for the freight. For a consignment of 500 tons they say 25 
shillings but if you took 8,000 tons it would be 7s. 6d. 

Mr. Wright.-We simply got quotations without any engagement and they 
said probably they would be able to get freight at 15 shillings for 8,000 
tons. it would be a small steamer. 
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p,.erident.-It does happen that between 500 aIld 3,000 tons there is a 
substantial difference. 

M,.. Mathia3.-}'orimporting a small quantity of rock phosphates from 
Morocco it might be didficult for a steamer to obtain any other freight. It 
might be necessary to charter.a whole steamer? 

M,.. Wrig1i.I.-Yes. 
Mr. MathiM.-You might not be able to import unless you chartered a 

small steameri"' 
M,.. Wrig1i.t.-That is right. 
M,.. MathiM.-And even then it would mean probably going from 

Morocco to Port Said in ballast if it was a small quantity of 500 tons so 
that your freight would be very high for small quantities? 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. . 
PTssidsnt.-1t might be safe for us to take 25 shillings for small quan

titles and 15 to 20 shillings for larger quantities? 
M".. Wright.-I think 25 shillings is rather on· the low side for smaller 

qnantities. It varies tremendously. If a steamer were to come out here 
and they knew that they were going to secure homeward cargo again we 
would pay very much cheaper freight. The freights vary tremendously also 
at different seasons dependent upon the demand existing at the time for 
transport facilities. 

·Mr. Mathias.-For a portion of the journey it would mean that whatever 
the quantity you purchased you would probably have to charter a steamer
from Morocco to Port Said? 

M,.. Wright.-Yes, and then tranship. There must be steamers working 
for coastal trade. 

Prerident.-I think it would be easier to get freight from the Mediterra
Dian port than from a Red Sea port because it is the busier side. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. . 
President.-I was thinking that we might take 25 shillings to start with 

and then for larger consignments of 5,000 tons or so 15 shillings. 
Mr. Wright.-We have worked on 15 shillingS throughout for larger quan

tities. 
Mr. Mathia3.-lf you were turning out 5,000 tons of superphosphate a 

year what would be your normal order for rock phosphate at a time? 
M,.. Wright.-I would go in for the whole . quantity required at once 

because the interest on the money invested is very unlikely to be more than 
the advantage in freight. 

Mr. Mathias.-Does it not deteriorate jn any way? 
Mr. WTig1i.t.-No. 
Mr. Mathia&.-Is there any special storage necessary for which you have 

to pay godown charges and so on? 
Mr. Wright.-No. I think we could stock it anywhere. 
M,.. MathiM.--so that really if you were producing 5,000 tons of super

phates you would place an order for the requisite amount each yearP 
M,.. Wrig1i.t.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the minimum consignment for which you would 

have to charter a steamer P 
M,.. Wrig1i.t.-It is very difficult to get a steamer for small quantities. 
President.-About 4,000 tons is quite a small steamer? 
M,.. Wright.-Yes. We worked ·on 5,000 tons at a time. 
M,.. Mathia3.-Have you placed any orders for rock phosphates? 
Mr. Wright.-No. We buy at the present moment "id Belgium where it 

is crushed and then it comes out at very cheap freight from Antwerp. We 
have no crushing plant at present. 
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President.-This price that you give is for lump. I remember reading 

that the rock phosphate people also supply crushed phosphate. 
Mr. lVright.-I 'have just heard' that toO', that there is a small plant for 

crushing in Tunis, not in Morocco. There is a small crushing plant there 
but it produces a lower grade of a phosphate from which you could Dnly 
Dbtain a lower grade superphosphate which would not compete with the 
ordinary impDrted super. . 

President.-I take it that sO' far as phosphate rock is cDncerned there is 
a sort of international market fDr it and there will .be no variation as' ra
gardfl particular markets, t.hat is to' say they will sell at the same price to' 
everybody. 

Mr. Wright.-I think so .. I believe there is an arrangement between the 
Moroccan Company. and French Producers but that this arrangement only 
covers sales to' Europe. 

President.-on page 1 of your statements, dated 19th March, you give 
.. figure of Rs. 1-12-0. Does that include railway freight? You give £2-3-6 
to' c,i.f. to Ranipet. 

Mr. Wright.-That £2-3-6 includes steamer freight to Madras. 
President.-Rs. 7-12-0 is clearing and landing, etc. P , 
Mr. Wright.-Yes, clearing, landing and railage from Madras to' Ranipet. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much is the railage? 
Mr. U'rigkt.-Between Rs. 2-8-0 and Rs. 3. 
President.-Is this rock phDsphate classified as manure? 
Mr. Wright.-It should be. 
President.-Then it is '1 of a pie per maund. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-What is the distance from Madras to RanipetP 
Mr. Wright.-70 miles. 
Presidcnt.-What abDut this wastage Df 21 per cent. P 

Mr. Wright.-lt would be bought in bulk and we allow 21 per cent. as 
a safe figure fDr importing anything in bulk. 

President.-And this cart hire, that is from Ranipet station to the works!' 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
Presidcnt.-Cost of crushing cDmes to nearly Rs. 7P That I take it· is 

an' estimate P . 
Mr. Wright.-That is an estimate but with our experience of crushing 

other materials I think you can take it as fairly accurate. 
President.-It is rather a large percentage. 
Mr. Wright.-It is fairly hard stuff to crush and you want it very fine;' 
Dr. Mattkai.-Would you be able to manage with such a small quantity 

of fuel as would cost only 8 annas? 
Mr. Wright.-We would crush it in a crusher driven by an oil or gas 

engine, 
President.-What sort of crushers do you use? 
Mr. lVright.-At present we have a sm~.ll Titan crusher and two disinte

grators for crushing bones and for crushing oil cakes. We have got nothing 
suitable for crushing phosphates. . 

President.-What.is the price of bDnes just now? 
Mr. Wrig1l,t.-Very high indeed. It is sOIJlething like Rs. 70 a ton. 
President.-ls, that the price Sor bones Dr ~one meal? 
Mr,', Wright.-Raw bon'&. 
]Jr. Matthai.-What about bone meal? 
Mr. lrright.-Between Rs. 86 and Rs. 90. 
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President.-At &S. 70 it would compare well with the imported rock phos
phate if you got the value for the nitrogen. It contains about 3 J,ler cent. 
nitrogen. That iii equivalent to about &s. 20. 

Mr. Wriaht.-Yes. 
President.-But you don't get Rs. 20. 
Mr. Wright.-No. 
President.-If you made a compound fertiliser and used bone superphos

pha~ with sulphate of ammonia, would you not then get the equivalen.tP 
Mr. Wright . ....,...Yes.That is what we do in actual prac~ice. We don't 

sell a compound fertiliser, because we have not got .the facUities for D\ak-

-~ . 
President.-It is mechanically mixed. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
PTe8ident.-In that case wouldn't you get the equivalent? 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Take sulphate of ammonia which contains 20 per cent. of 

nitrogen and bone superphosphate which contains 3 per cent. Instead of 
taking 20 parts of sulphate of ammonia you can take 17 parts. The remain
ing three parts come from the superphosphate. In that way you may be able 
to recover something for your nitrogen content in the bone superphosphate. 

Mr. Wright.-You will of course be able to guarantee that but 20 per 
cent. won't be available. 

Pre.9ident.-Supposing you did it that way. 
Mr. Wright.-Even then the nitrogen in the bones would not be avail-

able. . 
Mr. MathUis.-Why is it not available? 
Mr. Wright.-I am not .. a chemist 1.1, answer that. 
Mr. Brodie.-I don't see why it should not be available. Any orgl1-Wc 

nitrogenous matter is -available. For example take farm yard manure. It 
is not soluble like ammonium, sulphate, but still it is available. 

Pre8ident.-Probably the sulphate of ammonia people have discarded it 
and therefore they don't get any equivalent for it. It doesn't seem to bl! 
«anomie to make compound fertiliser from bone at Rs. 70 a ton. . 

Mr. Wright.-Here you can sell oil cake which contains 3 per cent. nitro-
gen and see the result when' you use it. . 

Dr. Matthai.-Is the cost that you have given here for 100 per cent. 
41ulphuric acid? 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 100 per cent. H
2
SO •. 

President.-This cost of sulphuric acid that you have given on 5,000 
tons \)asis is also an estimate. . 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-That includes, I take it, everything except ~epreciation. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes, everything except depreciation. 
President.-And profit. Does it include your head office and agents' 

()ommission. . 
Mr. Wright.-No, it doesn't. 
President.-Practically then it is the works cost. 
Mr. Wright.-YEl$. 
Pre8ident.-Supposing we recommended any special form of assistance to 

the manufacture of superphosphate, we must take the price. of sulphuric 
acid based on a certain. output. That is to say, if a man makes only 1,000 
tons of sulphuric acid, it is no good his having a bounty for the price of 
sulphuric acid will be so high that he will never be able to produce super
phosphate at an economic price. For that reason we must assume an eco
nomic unit in the manufacture of sulphuric acid and then we must ascertain 
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what the cost of that sulphuric acid ought to be. Supposing we said that 
4,000 tons would ,be the economic unit: we may base our calculation 0& 

4,000 tons, but the man may still have a unit of 1,000 tOns. He will be 
able to make 2,000 tons of superphosphates and to earn the bounty, but 
that would not be economical. 

Mr. Wright.-No. 
President.-Therefore don't you think it would be necessary for uEi to 

oonsider .whether we should not stipulate for a minimum production ot 
sulphuric acid before he can claim the bounty. Supposing we said that we 
gave a bounty of Rs. 20 a ton on superphospbate, and we based our calcula
tion on a plant of sulphuric acid, say, 4,000 tons, but the man says II I 
am going to get this bounty; I have got an old plant of sulphuric acid j I 
will make 1,000 tons of sulphuric acid out of this plant and 2,000 tons of 
superphosphates ", that would not be economical for the country. 

Mr. Wright.-No. 
l'resident.-Because the induStry would not be established on an economia 

basis. Therefore would it not be necessary to say that the man should not. 
earn any bounty P 

Mr. IVright.-Unless the plant is an economic one. 

President.-Yes, unless he produces 4,000 tons of sulphuric acid whic& 
he either uses in this or something else, don't you think so P 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
Prll3ident.-lt is not necessary for him to use all the sulphuric acid in 

making superphosphate. What we want to do is this: if the industry get& 
any assistance, eventually it must be able to do without protection. There
fore to begin with they must start production on an economic scale and 
how else c1m we enforce it unless we said that he must produce so much 
BuJphuric acid. 

Mr. Wright.-Uuless you are going to encourage the erection of large
planta, you are not going to establish the industry. 

President.-Therefore there must be some minimum as regards the pro
duction of sulphuric acid in any case before any bounty is paid. 

Mr. Wright.-We have given you a figure of 5,000 tons which we regard 
as the minimum. 

Bresident.-I will say 4,000 tons by way of illustration. Unless you hact 
that, the oost of sulphuric acid would be so high that eventually you would 
Btill want protection. There would be no rhyme or reason from the publio 
point of view. I will put it to you this way: supposing you are manufao. 
turing other chemicals besides superphosphate, you might use 2,000 tons of 
Bulphuric acid for your other chemicals and 2,000 tons for superphosphate 
which will give you 5,000 tons of superphosphate. Alternatively you might 
say that you are. going to manufacture only superphosphate, then in that 
case you may start with 10,000 tons and go up to 20.000 tons. In that way 
if you started with 10,000 tons, you would require 3,500 tons of sulphuric 
acid and for 20,000 tons Ybu would require 7,000 tons. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You have taken the works cost of acid at Rs. 60 naked. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
lfr. Matthai.-Actually your phosphate ought to be entered here at 

Rs. 45. 
M,·. Wright.-Yes. 
Pr83ident.-It would make a difference of about Rs. 4. 
Mr. Wriaht.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattiiai.-Thisestimate is based on an output of 15,000 blDs, that ill 

to Bay 30rrespollding to 5,000 tons of acid. 
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Mr. Wrigllt.-Not actually, because. if we were producing 5,000 tons of 
acid, we have got other outlets for 1,500 tons of acid, so that we would be 
working on a production of roughly 10,000 tons of superphosphate. 

Dr. Matthai.-Roughly we may take it that it corr~ponds to 10,000 ions 
of superphosphate. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. Only 3,500 tons of acid would be used for superphos
phate. 

Pruident.-Taking your works cost, your cost above materials come to 
}ts. 4. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. It is really mixing and bagging. 
President.-What we have to do is to take the 12 cwts. at Rs. :J8.8.O and 

then we have to add the cost of 12 cwts. at Rs. 7, is it not soP 
Mr. ,Wright.-Yes. 
Presiden.t.-That is 4'2? 
Mr. Wrigllt.-Yes. 
Presiden.t.-Plus Rs. 4-4-0 or Rs. 4·25. It comes fu Rs. 8'45. 
You are not contemplating mechanical dens? 
Mr. Wrigllt.-Yes. 
President.-That is considerably lower than the estimate which these 

people have given., 
Mr. Wright.-Perhaps they have taken depreciation on the dens. 
President.~Apart from that, there cost is higher; 
Mr. WrigM~-Perhaps there is a. difference in crnshing. 
Dr. Matthai.-Rs. 8 they enter for crnshing and mixing. 
President.-Your estimate is rather nearer the mark than theirs. What 

is your total cost for fuel? I' think the Sturtevant plant if! worked by elec-
tricity. ' 

Mr. Wright.-I think the whole of it is worked by electricity, but we 
haven't got electricity. . 

Mr. Brodie.-What are you going to do if you have that plantP You 
will have to do away with motors and you must have a steam engine. There 
is no reason why electricity should not be used if it is cheaper. 

Mr. WrigM.-No. 
Mr. Hrodie.-These people have taken electricity at As. 2-0 a unit. 
Mr. Wright.-I haven't got here a complete estimate for the plant. 
Presidenl.'--The makers give an incredibly low 'figure. for power.· I am 

rather sceptical about the opinion of makers of machinery as to what it can 
110. This estimate of the plant that you have given in the last page, is that 
a ISturtevant plant!' 

Mr. Wrigllt.-Yes, that is the whole thing. 
President.-That is for a complete crusher and mixer. Does it include 

motors and everything!' 
Mr. Wright.-This is with no mechanical refinements. If I remember 

rightly, it is a complete Sturtevant plant. I shall confirm this by letter. 
President.-You have given £6,250 for 10,000 ton plant. That is equal 

to about Rs. 83,000. That more or less corresponds with the estimates that 
these people have given including everything of Rs. 1,40,000 for 10,000 ton 
plant. 

Mr. Wrigllt.-Yes. 

Presidenf.--Supposing you add 25 per cent. for freight and other chln-ges, 
Rs. 40,000 for building, it would come to Rs. 1,40,000. 

Mr. WrigM.-Yes, it would be much the same. 
Presiden.t.-Is Rs. 1,40,000 a recent quotati~n? 
Mr. Wright.-Al:uut a year or two old. 
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president.-I have seen the· A.nerican costs. They reckon about $2 a 
ton 'for a 100,000 ton plant. 

Mr. Wright.-Wetook the cost of .the plant at Rs. 1,50,000. 
President.-That is near enough. 
Mr. Wright.-That is of course without the acid plant. 
President.-Is it to produce 18 per cent. of superphosphate? 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-They call it 18/20 per cent. But when it is sold do they 

calculate on the 18 o~ 20 per cent. basis P 
. .Mr. Wrioht.-Out here we simply guarantee that it is not below 18 per 
cent. When you buy at home you buy on the 18 per cent. basis and pay 
something extra if it is 20 per cent. 

President.-When they say 18/20 per cent. what do they mean? 
Mr. lJrodie.-On the basis we are assuming we can take it to be about. 

18 per cent. I have worked it out at 19'3 per cent. of- which you can allow 
one per cent. as insoluble. 

President.-You will calculate on the 18 per cent. and if by any chance 
it contains 20 per cent. you will be paid something extra for the two per 
cent. . ' . 

Mr. Wright.-But it cannot be sold like that to the ryot. You will have 
to give him a fixed price. 

President.-We have to compare your fair selling price with the import 
price. You suggest that we should take 18 per cent. when they say 18/20 per 
cent. Is tha.t right? ~ 

Mr. Wright.-fes. 
l'resident.-It makes a difference of Rs. 7 or Rs. 8. 

Packing. 
Dr. Matthai.-Another item in which they differ is packing. Your double 

gunnies cost you Rs. 8-12-0, whereas they give only Rs. 5 for packing. 

President.-What I want. to know is this. When they sell superphosphates 
In Europe, do they have these gunnies or is it sold in bulk or naked or 
what? It is rather an important point. 

Mr. Wright.-I think that it is sold to the consumers direct in single 
gunnies. I ,don't think that it is necessary to pack it in double gunnies 
when lelling it straight to the consumer. 

Presdient.-I think so too. As a matter of fact just now if you take the 
sulphate of ammonia, I think that the Steel Company has only single bags 
when it sends it direct to the consumer. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
'P'resident.-But when it has to be kept in depots, then it is in double 

bags. In Europe also I take it that ordinarily it would be in single bags. 
Mr. WriOht.-Yes. We ordinarily send it in single bags when sending 

it direct to the consumer. 
Dr. Matthai.-Imports come in single bags and then are put in double 

gunnies, are they not? Or generally how is it done? 
Mr. Wright . .....:ln doub!~ bags. 
President.-I was told almost invariably they rebag it. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. They take the outer gunny off if it is bad. 
President.-Do they take it off? 
Mr. Wright.-Yes, and then put on a new gunny. 
Mr. Mathias.-It requires three gunnies then. 

3fr. Wright.-Sometimes it comes to four. 'Generally you get service 
out of one when there are two bags. What we do in actual practice is we 
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d6 not rebag any more than we can possibly h~lp at the port of entry. We
selld that to our works. So much of superphosphate is used in Madraj!
wbich is not rebagged. 

Mr. Mathias.~You import superphosphates, do you? 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-When it comes, you sometimes have to rebag it. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes, a certain percentage of it on the wharf. 
'Dr. Matthai.~Roughly' what percentage of ,it do you rebag1' 
Mr. Wright.-I am' afraid I cannot tell you off-hand'. 
Presidellt.-it, is such a liUbstantial percentage of the f.o.b. price. Tile

f.o.b. price given to us by Messrs. Shaw Wallace is £2-1~; that is in double 
bags. 

Mr. Wrigltt.~The manfacturers in this country have a great advantage_ 
Presidellt.-That is what we are trying to assess. One man whom 1 

examined told me that it was the invariable practice 1;0 rebag it. 
Mr. Wright . ..,-The whole, lot? 
Presient.-':'Yes. What I want to know is: is it necessary to rebag the

whole thing and double bag it? 
Mr. Wright.-He 'was probably looking at it from the point of view of 

importing superphosphate and sending it to depots in which case it Will 
probably be necessary to rebag the whole lot. 

President.-If we take th,at into aecount, you get a tremendous advant
age. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
Pr.esident.-I think that' we must assume for the time being that they 

rebag the whole lot. 
lJr. Matthai.--It is perfectly true that the fertilisers which they send to

depots would be rebagged, but where they are able to send them straight 
from the ship 'to the consumer? 

presidellt.-1t is only very, very little that they will be able to send 
direct to the conSumer .. 

Mr. Mathias.-Even then some percentage will require rebagging. 
lJr. Matthai.-Instead of taking the rebagging cost on the whole lot ,we' 

must knock off a certain proportion. 
hesident..--SUperphosphate will come in large quantities. Either they 

have got to store it in godowns at the ports or they have got to store it is 
upcountry markets. It will be very seldom that they will be able to' send 
direct consignments ez..wharf because it is sold in small quantities. 

'Dr. Matthai.-8upposing there is a fair increase in the consumption, it. 
might make a difference. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Evim then they win have to send it 'to upcountIy depots. 
tiupp06ing they take it to the United Provinces, they would have depots
there from which the agriculturists would draw their supplies. It could not. 
be sent straight from the wharf to the ryot. 

'Dr. Matthai.-otherwise you allow Rs. 15 on the import price. 
Pre,idlmt;-Rs. 7-8-0 is included in the f.o.b. 
'Dr. Matthai.-Then you have to add another Rs. 7-8-0. 

Seasonal demand. 
President.-Yes. Can you tell me what is the season for the use oli 

superphosphate. 'I'here is a seasonal demand for manures. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-What do you reckon is the season? 
Mr. Wright.-Just hefore the monsoon. 
President.-And then right through the monsoon? 
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Mr, Wright.-I'don't think that very muoh is put down during the 
~onsoon. 

Mr. Mathias.:-At the time of preparing the ground for the next crop after 
the reaping of the' first and before the sowing of the next. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You will have to manufacture superphosphate and keep it. 

In that case, there might be deterioration. , 
Mr. Wright.-I don't, thillk that there would be deterioration if you 

keep it in a dry place. There are two monsoons--South West and North 
J!:ast-and manuring takes plaoe at different times. 

president.-I just wish to know what would be the times in Madras because 
Madras has taken to 'it: 

Mr. Wright.-I oan give you the percentage month by month. 
President.--Can you let me have it very soon P 
Mr. Wright.-I, shall send it to you. 
President.-A.s regards the rest of India, it would be a very short season. 
Mr. Wright.-I have no knowlege of the rest of India. 
Mr. Mathia3.-ln the United Provinces and in the Central Provinces 

the season for manuring would be from April to the middle of ,June. 
Pusident.-In temperate olimates they have two seasons. Can 'you keep 

.au'perphosphates in, stock. for six months? 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.7 Without deteriorationP 
Mr. Wright.-Yes, without deterioration. You can even keep it longer 

in a dry climate in dry godowns. 
President.-That is to say you will probably have to construct special 

godowns for superphosphates in that case. 
Mr. Wright.-An ordinary rain proof dry godown would do. 
President.-What about the atmospheric moisture? 
Mr. Wright.-That would not affect it much. . 
President.-Supposing you had a plant for 10,000 tons, you will have to 

manufacture and keep it to be ready in time for June. For the next two 
months you can go on manufacturing for sale, but for the third month, you 
will have to manufacture and keep it. You will have 8 mon~' sale in the 
eeason. And for nine months you will have to either close down or acou-
mulate your stock. .' 

Mr. Wright.-I shall send you the figures. I think that we are selling 
8uperphosphates for about 7 months of the year but I will get you the exact 
ligures. 

President.-The Board would be obliged if you could send those figures. 
Mr. Wrigkt.-I will also let you know from experience for how long we 

ocan store it. 
President.-What it really means is that you have to have your capital 

(In seven or eight months turnover locked up. 
Mr. Wright.-I think that we would keep the plant· working contiriu-

(lusly. 
President.-Can you P 
Mr. Wright.-I think so. 
President.-Would you be able to dispose of your superphosphatesP 
Mr. Wright.-Yes, as long as the market runs for seven or eight months 

(If the year. ' 
Mr. Mathias.-When do the tea gardens take their superphosphateP 
Mr. Wright.-It depends on the season, whether they are buying a ferti

liser to dig in or apply as a top dressing. 
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Mr,.Mathias.-Do they use it fairly constantly? 
Mr. WTight.-They almost all' manure at the same time. It depends 

when they get the rainfall. Take sugarcane. If we grow it ourselves, we 
manure the crop ,three times. We manure at the time of preparation of 
the land, then at a certain stage after the cane 'has germinated and theD 
we put in a stimulant later on. 

Mr. Mathias.~Although fo~ a parlicular crop the demand IJlight be at 
one particular point in the year-April to May, considering other CropS, the 
demand would be spread over the ye~r. 

Mr., Wright.:-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-So that, it is possible that your sale of superphosphates 

for other crops would keep you going throughout theyear. 
Mr. Wright.-I think it would. 
Mr. Mathias.-I suppose your price of superphosphate is regulated by 

the price of imported' superphosphate. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 

Pr()8p,ect, of Indian manufacturer. , 
PreMdent.-lt does seem to me that you ought to do well if you had ,a 

large plant in the country .fOl\ superphosphates, and 1 want your opinion on 
that. We have got the f.o.b. price. That price is considerably lower than 
the price at which they' sell at' home. I' find that ,the price at home is £3 
per ton f.o.r. works. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-That means you must add 5 shillings to bring it to the ship. 

'rhen they do not have double bagging there. ' So it is clear that the export 
price is considerably lower than the home price, but we must t,ake the export 
price. Having taken the export price, you find that first' of ~ll there is the 
advantage of the freight which has been given as 22/6. ' 

Mr. Wright.-That is for importing home superphosphates into India. 
President.-Yes. l.am trying to find out whether you agree with me or 

not; Twenty two shillings and six'pence is' equal to aboutRs. 15. 
Mr. Wright.-You are taking the cost e<z-works at £2-UJ·-6; 
President.-That is the f.o.b; ,price. Then you have; to add 22/6 for 

freight, that is Re. 15. Then we are given Re, 5 as the landing charges, 
that makes it Re. 20. Then we are given as Re. 7-8-0 as the rebagging 
charges. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
PreBident.-Then, we are given one rupee for wastage. 
Mr. Wright.-Our actual figure for wastage is Re. 1-4-9. 
President.-At present 'the Indo-Agri' arecharglng Rs. 7;.s.o per ton for 

re.bagging. We have got to consider whether as much as this is required. 
Then they give Rs. 7-8-0 for commission which is much more than we fincJ 
in any other importing business. Rs. 2-8-0 would be nearer the thing if 
there was competition. 

Mr. Wright.-Rs. 7-8-0 has got to cover all their overhead 'and all'their 
selling charges. 

President .-Then they have got sub-agencies; that is added. That 
Rs. 7-8-0 would inolude locked up oapital;that ,I agree. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes, and all their propaganda expenses. 
President.-No. They calculate Rs. 5 to' upcountry markets. No super

phosphate is Bold at the ports. They allow. Rs. 5 to upcountry markets. 
l'hey allow Re: 3-2-0 commission to the sub-agent and Re. 2 for propaganda. 
We leave that out for the moment because you may have to do the same. 
Supposing we cut this commission down even to Rs. 2-8-0, that gives YOll 
an advantage of Rs. 31 per ton, which is nearly 80 per cent. of the f.o.b. 
price. Whatever your disadvantage in the making of sulphuric acid, that, 
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-disadvantage so far as the price of sulphur is concerned is not really large 
liJecause I tind that the c.i.f. price of sulphur in England is £6-5-0 which is 
-the same as here. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes,' but they don't usually use sulphur in England. 
President.-They use pyrites but the price of sulphur would be so regu

lated that it could compete with pyrites. 
Mr. WTight."-I think they can actually produce sulphuric acid at hom • 

• t somewhere about £2 a ton. ' ~ 

President.-That is for 65 per cent. acid your works cost is Rs. 60 j take 
two-tllirds of that Rs. 40 on a small plant. Then you add Rs. 15 for your 
profit and other things j that gives you Rs. 55. But they don't sell at £2. 
It is quite possible that· £2 is their works cost for 65 per cent. It would 
at least make £3 if you added all the charges. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-You use about half a ton of this acid so your disadvantage 

would be about Rs. 5 or Rs. 7. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-This brings this c.i.f. landed price of superphosphate to about 

Rs. 66 a ton. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes, including re-bagging and the commission of Rs. 2-8-0. 
President.-If you give them full commission it will come to Rs. 71 and 

in the upcountry market it would be B.S. 76 or Rs. 77 because of the sub" 
agents' commission and propaganaa. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-So you ought to be able to sell your super~hosphate f.o.r. 

works at Rs. 66 in order to be able to compete. 
Mr., Wright.-Yes. 
President.-That you can ooly dQ if you bring down the cost of sulphuric 

acid and have a big plant for the manufacture of superphosphates. 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. . 
P1·esident.-Your present estimate is Rs. 61-14-0. Even on these figures 

you are near enough. • 
Mr. Wright.-On page 4, of our figures working on the main plant, correct

ing the cost of phosphate, the cost at Ranipet comes tq Rs.' 62, without 
,ally margin at all. . 

Dr. Mattha·i.-That is taking double gunnies? 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. Reducing it we might say Rs. 60. Then there is 

depreciation on Rs. 5 lakhs j the, income-tax; people allow 7l per cent. on 
«lhemical works plant. We would require something like Rs. 15 I think. 

President.-The cost of your acid i~ a little too high I think. 
Mr. Brodie.-The cost of the acid differs a lot from our figures owing to 

the la,rge amount of :nitric acid used. 
Prs8ient.-There ilia lot of fuel also. 
Mr. Brodie.-}'or nitric acid they have got Rs. 7-12-4, a difference of 

Re. 6. On 4,000 tons production I reckon nitre at '01 ton. Do you use 
nitric acid as such hereP 

Mr. Wright.-No. We use nitrate of soda. 
Mr. Brodie.-We are taking the price of nitrate of soda as Rs. ISO. 
Mr. Wright.-BJightly less, about Rs. 176. 

Mr. Brodie.-Bay Rs. 7'8 at Rs. 180 a ton, that is ,04 tons roughly, 4 
per cent. of your output of sulphuric acid, a figure that I cannot find in 
any reference book. 

Mr. Wright.-Does not Lunge give 8'7 per cent. as the best practice; 
tba,t is, on 100 tons of sulph~r you burn 3'7 tons of nitrate of soda. 

Mr. B,·odie.-Tbat will come nearer my figure. 
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Mr. Wright.-l'hat is supposed to be the best ,theoretical' working. Oul; 
bere we consider anything in the neighbourhood of 5 per cent: as goo!: 
'J'hat is the hest we have done. . 

Mr. Brodie.-5 per cent. per ton of sulphurP' 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
Mr. Brodie.-Even so we some to less than this. How; much sulphur are 

you reckoning here. You have got Rs. 39. 
MT'. Wright,~1 have got some actual production figures here for chamber 

acid--316 tons 9 cwts. of- sulphur, 5· tons 14 cwts of nitrate of soda pro
ducing 1,048 ·tons H 2SO •. 

Mr. Brodie.-What is the price of your sulphur? 
MT'. Wright.-l can send you all these figures, and give you our actual 

technical results in both sulphur and nitrate of soda fin a year) 
M.,..· Brodie.-You are using towers I suppose? 
Mr. Wright.-Yes. We can give you th!!Se actual figures and we might 

ask our consulting chemist to note on that cost of Rs. 7-12-0. Does sulphur 
agree with those of other people P . 

Mr. Brodie.-It is' just about the same. 

Oompound fertilisers. 

President.-We have hear.d: that there. is this compo1llll1 chemical fertiliser 
which has come into vogue. As far as we can see by the production of 
sulphate of ammol!ia and superphosphates, they have not been affected by 
the' new cbemical fe~ilisers, . . , 

Mr:. Wrig/tt.-No. 
President,.-Last year there was an increase of more than a million tons 

of sulpbate of ammonia, and superphosphates have been increasing also. 
But supposing it happened that eventually this chemical fertiliser was found 
to be more convenient because they would contain both nitrogen and phos" 
phoric acid, and supposing we recommended a bounty on superphosphates 
based on the phosphoric acid content, there would be nothing to prevent 
anybody else' from making the compound fertiliser in India and claiming 
the bounty on the phosphoric acid content of that. Do you see any obje!)" 
tion.to his claiming it? It would be a step in the right direction because 
whateyer happens afterwards India would be sure of its supplies of super
phosphate. We are assuming that there will always be' a demand f01: a 
certain quantity of Buperphosphates by themselves. 

Mr. Wright.-I think there will be, when you say that the world deIllana 
for superphosphate has gone on increasing in spite of the manufacture of 
these compound fertilisers. I don't think it applies here locally, because we 
have got to increase the demand for fertilisers and we aim at increasing 
the demand for. superphosphates, this demand does not exist to any extent 
now. But if very powerful companies are going to spend a lot of.. money 
on propaganda for introducing these compound fertilisers the demand for 
Buperphosphat.es would not increase. To take specific figures roughly I 
think last year Messrs. Shaw Wallace and. Company and the Imperial Chemi
cal Industries each imported into Southern India something like 2,000 tons 
each, Bay 4,000' tons and we imported or manufactured 1,500 tons; then 
Meg.'l;rs. Pierce Leslie and Company you can put down at 500 tons or more; 
for Stanes and Company you can put down another 200 tons at least. All 
these and our. own purchases and sales of superphosphates were mostly used 
in mixtures. 

Pre6ident.-Thatis to say mechanical mixtures. 
Mr. Wrioht.-Part of these mixtures go into the planting districts, so 

that they don't come into the argument at aIL What it boils down to is 
that the four thousand' tons is pushed on to the market by people who make 
compound fertilisers. . . 
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President.-There ;s ~o objection to the compound fertilisers being manu-
factured here. ' 

Mr. Wright.-None at all. 
President.-You 'have got the by-product sulphate of ammonia already 

in the country. 
Mr. IVright.-Yes. 
President.~Either you may import rock phosphate or superphosphate 

and therefore it may be advisable taking the larger view that while super
phosphates may be assisted to a certain extent as such, ,there should also be 
simultaneously some encouragement to the production. of the compound 
fertilisers on the footing that it aontains also phosphoric acid. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-I put it this way that the manufacturer of superphosphate 

gets so much bounty per unit of phosphoric acid while the manufacturer 
of the compound fertiliser also gets the same bountJr on the phosphoric con
tents of his compound fertilisers. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-Do you think that is a way of getting over the difficulty 

for the future P 
Mr. Wright.-As far as I know the manufacture of these compound ferti

lisers is quite a different proposition from making a mechanical mixture of 
sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate, and the plant required is gigantic. 
The capital required to starting a factory for manufacturing compound 
fertilisers would be enormous in this country. 

Pruident.-That is what the Imperial Chemicals (India), Limited, say. 
but I don't say that that has been followed by other c!,untries. 

Mr. Wright.-I certainly think in the interests of this country that you 
should give the bounty' on both, but whether it will have the desired effect, 
one cannot tell. 

President.-That of course one can't tell. We are immediately concerned 
with superphosphates. There is room for a certain quantity of superphos
phates whatever compound fertilisers you may have. But there is a big 
superphosphate industry in the 'world just now as also the sulphate of 
ammonia industry. They wiIJ make an effect before they allow themselvea 
to be destroyed by the compound fertiliser. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. 
President.-And therefore the price of sulphate of ammonia and the 

Buperphosphates will go down gradually in competition against this and 
to that extent it may be of advantage to have superphosphates in the 
country. . 

Mr. Wright.-:-yes., 
President.-Because the more the price of sulphate of ammonia goes 

down and the more the price of superphosphate goes down, the more the 
price of other compound fertiliser has to go down and we have no evidence 
that they will be able to reduce the price of the compound fertiliser so 
much that 'it well really be cheaper. 

Mr. Wright.-My point is in' the immediate future the. development by 
these latge Corporations of the sale of compound fertilisers may diminish 
the sales at once of superphosphate in Southern India. 

President.-Therefore it would be better for us to guard ourselves by 
saying that the manufacture of the compound fertiliser also should be 
assisted. 

Mr. Wright.-Yes. I think that is most likely to be the effect of these 
big Corporations adopting the compound fertilisers. They will be pushing 
them and the sales of superphosphates will go down. This doesn't encourage 
anybody here even with a bounty to put up a big plant for the manufao
ture of superphosphate. This is a possible outcome. 
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PruifUnt.-80 far we have no figures to suggest what is going to happen. 
Mr. Wright.-No, it; is all hypothetical. 
Mr. Mathilu.-There will always be a demand for a decent sized factory 

manufacturing superphosphates. 
- Mr. Wright.-I think so. 

Mr. Mat./lias.-Probably for about 10,000 tons superphosphate. 
Mr. Wright.-Possibly all over South India. One central factory will 

really displace all the stuft' that is coming out from home. 
PrIlWkAt.-Is this not the position that the Imperial Chemicala are 

earrying on propaganda thrOugh Nitramsi' At present Imperial Chemicals 
do not manufacture superphosphate. 

Mr. Wright.-.No. 
Pruidfl"t.-They don't manufacture any compound fertilisers at present 

on a large ble. They contemplate doing that. Therefol'& naturally their 
propaganda takes that form. -

Mr. Wright.-You have got to go further back. than that. Imperial 
Chemicala want to sell sulphate of ammonia at the present moment. They 
are ~lly interested in sulphate of ammonia. 

Pruident.-They are advocating the use of compound fertiliser. 
IIr. Wrighf.-They have found that in this part of the world they don" 

get results from the sulphate of ammonia alone. 
Mr. Mafhias.-lf they are going to sell sulphate of ammonia 88 ncb, 

they will always sell a certain proportion of superphosphate. 
Mr. Wright.-Their intention I believe is not to sell sulphate of ammonia 

88 a simple fertiliser, but 88 a compound fertiliser with phosphoric acid intro
duced. 
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MESSRS. BRUNNER, MOND AND COMPANY (INDIA), UMITED. 
, . 

Oral Evidence of Mr. R. M. HUGHES recorded at Bombay on 
Thursday the 13th December, 1928. 

Prelimi·nary. 

President.-We are very much obliged to you for having come down all' 
the w,ay from Calcutta 'to assist us in this enquiry. We felt that we should 
examll~e you on some of the points that arise in the. enquiry, bet:ause 
allegations have been made by these applicants and it would be to your 
advantage to come forward and state your case. 

Mr. Hugku.-Yes. 
President.-You are the Chairman of Messrs. Brunner, Mond and Com-

pany (India), Limited. . 
Mr. 7{ughes.-Yes.· 
President.-That is one of the daughter companies of the Imperial 

Chemical Industries. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. As a Subsidiary Company of Brunner Mond & Co' T 

Ld. 
President.-This is a Rupee Company, I suppose. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. As I said in my letter the shares are mainly held 

by Brunner Mond & Co., Ld. 
President.-lt. is simply a means of dealing with the Indian market. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. It was formed with the idea of decentralising con

trol. Brunner, Mond's business was too big and they created a series of 
foreign Companies, each one of which is responsible for its market. There
is a Company in China, Japan, Australia, South America and India. 

Dr. Matthai.-When was this Messrs. Brunner, lfond and Company 
~India) Limited formed P 

Mr. Hughes.-At the beginning of 1923. 
President.-c-Is this part of Brunner Monds (England) P 
Mr. Hughes.-They are the main shareholders. Brunner, Mond and 

Company are one of the constituent Companies of Imperial Chemical 
Industries, ,i.e., one of the merging companies. 

President.-I take it that Imp-erial Chemical Industries would hold the 
controlling interest in Brunner, Mond's. 
. Mr. Hugkes.-It holds practically all Brunner, Mond's shares. 

President.-But the diffel'tmce is that Imperial Chemical Industries is 
a Public Company. And that Brunner, Mond is a private Company ... 

Mr. Hughes.-Brunner, Mond and Company is a public Company and 
Messrs. Brunner, Mond and Company (India), Limited is a pnv,\w 
Company. 

President.-Brunner, Mond and Company, Limited is still a public Com
pany. Imperial Chemical Industries hold practically all the share!!. 

Mr. Hllyhes,-The Compan:r is still kept alive as a manufacturing 
Company. 

President.-But they would only share tlie dividends earned by Imperiai 
Chemicals. 

Mr. Hughes.-Imperial Chemical Industries would get dividends accord
ing to the shares held. The shareholde~s of Bru~ner, Mo~d's were in .invited 
to exchange their shares for shares.m Impenal Chemical In~ustru~s .. n 
was the same with the United Alkah Company, Nobel Industries LImited 
and British Dyestuffs Corp~r: iOIl. 



President.-We really want to study something about Imperial Chemical 
Industries. 1$ there. allY, literature OD the subject wliich would explain its 
objepts, its policy', its fillanc~l conditions and so 011 P . 

Mr. Hughes.-There is no literature 01) the subje«;t. 

Prflsident.-Thllre must be, prospectuse,s. 

Mr. Hughes.-I haven't any available here. 

President.~ould you get them for usP 

Mr. Hughes.-I think I could get hold of the circula.r letter that was 
ilent by the' Chairmen of the four merging Companies to their respective 
ilhareholders. 

President.--Qf course ·there wopld be annual statement of accounts, 
llalance sheet and things like til at officially published and the Chairman's 
ilpeech. . ... . . 

Mr. Hughe8.~Yes, but we haven't got 1;hem here. 

Presiden.t.-We have read extracts in. the papers, but the best thing 
would be to get the original circular letters and the statement of accounts 
with the Chairman's speech which ~e usually, pr.inted. We have got these 
ilpecial lIumbers of the Times' Trade Supplement but, really there may be 
statements that may not be quite aceq.rate for our purpose. It is much 
'better for us to get tire statements officiall:\" made by the Chairmen of the 
Companies themselves. 

·Mr. Hughes.-I can write for them. 

Dr. Matthai.-I expect· that Imperial Chemical Industries are represent
oed. in India entirely by Messrs. Brunner, Mond and Company. 

Mr .. Hughes.~We buy their products. We are the marketing Company 
in India. We do not actually represent them in the sense that we are 
1agents in any shape or form. '. 

Dr. Matthai.-At any rate all the sa.les of their products are. done by 
you in India. 

Mr. Hughes.-:-Not entirely. They have still got agents for different 
products which we have not yet touched. 

President.-What about the other Company like. Nitram Limited P 
Mr. Hughes.-Weare joint agents for Nitram with Messrs. Shaw Wallace. 

and Company. 

President.-And also for thll FederationP 

Mr. Hughe8.-Nitram, Limited is a Company which was created to 
attend to the sale of sulphate of ammonia and propaganda, in connection 
with sulphate of ammonia on behalf. .of the British Sulphate of ammonia 
Federation. Nitram, Limited is a non-profit making Company. 

President.-That is.purel)\' for propagllndapurposes. to carry on their 
Mles. 

Mr. Hughe8;-Their sales in 'India are attended to by Messrs. Shaw 
Wallace and Company and ourselves as joint agents. 

President.-Have you divided the market amongst Shaw Wallace and 
JourselfP . 

Mr. Hughe8.-We have equal status in the market. We sell. at the 
same price. 

Prcsident.-We may examine you' instead . of askine; Messrs. Sha,w, 
'Yallace an!I Company.to appel1r and give eVIdence. . 

Mr. Hughes.-Just as you please. 



Sul:phate of Ammonia. 
President.-As regards sulphate of ammohia do you purchase all the 

sulphate of ammonia produced in the country or do you take it over 
for saleI' 

, , 

Mr. B~ghe8.-The. Indian producers are members of the British Sulphate 
of Ammonia FederatIon and on behalf' of Nitram, Limited we and Shaw 
Wallace and Company attend to sales for a commission. ' 

President.-But the prices are Jixed by ,Nitram. , 
Mr. Hughe,.-Yes . 

. President.-I understand tpatthe prices ordinarily are a sort of world 
prIce. 

Mr. Hughes.-They are fixed on the world price of sUlphate of ammonia. 
President~-That is to say so far as India is' concerned, the, price would 

approximate to the import price from the United Kingdom. ' 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. It is based on the prices quoted by Germany, 

America and Great Britain. These constitute the world price. 
P1'eBident.-Is there any serious competition in sulphate of ammonia 

between Germany and yourself? 
Mr. H'Uf/he,.-They have not to my knowledge interfered as direct 

sellers in this market, but importers in India have imported from Germany 
and the United States. There is no German organisation actually selling 
sulphate of ammonia in this country. 

P1'esident.-But that I 'suppose they would sell more or 'less at your 
prices. 

Mr. Bughes.-Supplies can sometimes be obtained at a slightly lower 
price. To the world price fixed by Nitram must be added selling oommission 
and if supplies can be obtained from other sources this commission might be 
obviated. ' . 

President.-Is there larger export of SUlphate of ammonia from 
GermanyI' 

Mr. H'Uf/hes.-Occasionally there is some but not very much. Lots are 
coming from America into Calcutta. 

President.-I take it this is very largely the' coke oven product from 
Germany. 

Mr. Hughes.-Very little comes from Germany. What competition t.here 
is, is ~ainly from the United States and that may be either coke oven or 
eynthetic. 

President.-What is your' production chieflyI' 
Mr. Hughes.-Synthetic, but the Indian production is coke oven. 
P1'eBident.-Wbat I was suggesting is that Germany doesn't make very 

much coke oven product. 
Mr. Hughe8.-They were the leaders in the synthetic production. 
President.-But even so there is apparently not so much competition in 

the synthetio production 'of SUlphate of ammonia so far as these markets 
are concerned anyhow. 

Mr. H'Uf/hes.-We have not come across much competition. 
Dr. Matthai.-Practically aU sulphate of ammonia imported now into 

India from the United Kingdom is synthetic ammonia. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes, but then it would not be imported, in India were 

making more. 
Dr. Matthai:-I notice that the imports are steadily going up. 
Mr. H'Uf/hes.-Yes, because of the breakdown of ~atas. Owing to the 

prolonged strike at Tatas Works, we had to get supphes from home. 
Dr. Matthai.-We had a statement from Messrs. Sh.aw Wall!'ce and Com

pany yesterday giving us figures of imports and I notIce that ID 1928 up t4 
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October, the imports'came to nearly 13,000 tons which is the annual average 
for the four previous years. . 

Mr. Hughs·s.-Was there as much as that imported from the United 
Kingdom in previous years? 

Dr. Matthai.-They have given the ~tal imports. That. shows a very 
CQnsiderable increase. 

Mr. Hughes.-It is entirely'due to the prolonged strike at Tatas. Who 
are the principal Indian producers. 

President.-Under this arrangement .I take it Java is a very fairly big 
consumer of synthetic sulphate of ammonia. 

Mr. Hughes.-It is. 
President.-Itmay happen in ,this way that you may find it more, ec0-

nomical to export sulphate of ammonia from India to Java. 
Mr. Hughes.-Sulphate of ammonia is being exported from India 

because India has not been able to consume everything it produces. What
ever is left over is sent to Ceylon, Japan and Java on the instructions of 
Nitram and before Nitram,the British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation. 

Dr. Matthai.-At present the position is ,that all the, Indian production 
is consumed in the country. ' 

Mr. Hughes.-It is just'reaching that stage. 
President.-At present what is the immediate interest of the Nitram 

in sulphate of ammonia? Does it simply control prices? 
Mr. Hughes.-They aim at developing markets for fertilisers, principally 

sulphate of ammonia. 
President.-I take it the idea is that eventually Nitram Limited would 

absorb that part of the market which the Indian sulphate of ammonia 
cannot supply. 

Mr. Hughes.~Yes that is the idea. 
President.-So that it is quite possible that eventually you may import 

sulphate of ammonia to India and 'export the Indian sulphate of ammonia 
to the nearer markets. 

Mr. Hughes.-I do not think there would be any object in that. If 
India could take the entire output of Tatas, The Indian Iron and Steel Com
pany, the Bengal Iron Company and other producers there would be no 
need to export sulphate of ammonia. ' 

President.-What is the total Indian production? 
Mr. Hughes.-I sb,.ould say roughly 17,000 tons per annum. 

Pr88ident.-That is the production of India. . 
Mr. Hughes.-Yei. .. 

. Dr. Matthai.--The quantity produced in India in 1927 was 13,450. In 
1927 the imports were roughly about 2,000, whereas in 1928 up to October, 
the local pr04uction in India was 12,600 and the imports about 13,000. 
That gives you a total consumption of about 25,000 tons. 

Mr. Hughes.-That is not all consumed. 
Dr. Matthai.-RoughlY we might say that 25,000 tons is consumed in 

India, is that right? ' 
Mr. Hughes.-I say' that is too' high a figure as a lot of sulphate of 

ammonia has gone into stock in depots in districts where sales are being' 
developed. 

Dr. Matthai.-What roughly is your idea of the present consumption? 
M'I'. Hughes.-The present consumption I shoUld, put at 17,000 to 

18,000 tons. 
President.-When we were first enquiring into this, even Tatas had to 

export sulphate of ammonia. 
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Mr. Hughes.-Tatas would export sulphate of ammonia on the instr'lO
tions of Nrrt,am when their surplus production could not be consumed in 
India. 

President.-It is' only recently that 'India has been able to absorb the 
whole of the production. ' 

Mr. Hughes.-We are just now reaching that stage. 
President.-Is it largely due to your propaga~da? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. The tea gardens are very big consumers. They are 

an organised community and take a considerable quantity of sulphate of 
ammonia, but the rest of the business depends on real donkey work done 
amongst the ryots persuading them, and teaching them to use it by demons-
trations.. . 

Dr. Matthai.---:1s the position improvingj as regards the ryots? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes, down in Southern India, but not to any great extent 

anywhere else. They use it for paddy and sugarcane. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have 'they to use it with other fertilisers? 
Mr. lIughes.~Not necessarily. lt varies acCording to the soil. In 

Madras they use sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate. On this side 
they use very little superphosphate. 

Dr. Matthai.-In Madras they use the combination for paddy. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as Madras 'is concerned, can we take it that an 

increased consumption of sulphate of ammonia would mean also an increased 
cOllsumption of superphosphates. 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes at the moment. 
Dr .. Matthai.---,Because the two things apparently go together. 
Mr. Hughes.-SOIlle people say that superphosphate is not necessary. 

Mr. Anstead, Director of Agriculture, Madras, says that superphosphate ia 
necessary. There is a conftict of views. 

President.-Does Nitram import superphosphate as well? 
liT. Hughes.-Yes. It has to be purchased from Holland. 
President.-Why don't you manufacture? 
Mr. Hughes.-We are not manufacturers of anything. 
President.-Do Imperial 'Chemical!! Industries Limited manufacture? 
Mr. Hughes.-They don't .manufacture superphosphate. 
President.-I remember to have 'read something very recently of a 

scheme for the production of superphosphates. 
Mr. Hughes.-I have not heard of it. Holland is the main source of 

supply and. they make it principally from Algerian rock' phosphate, crushed 
and treated with sulphuric acid. 

President.-May I take it at present at any rate Imperial Chemical 
Industries are not interested in superphosphates? 

Mr. Hughes.-Not as mallufac.turers .• Nitram buy on the Continent and 
ship at our request. 

President.-If superphosphate is manufactured in India, then Nitram 
would be willing to market it. < 

Mr. Hughes.-Probably. None is being made except bone superphos
phate which costs ,much more. 

President.-As you know there is a lot of agitation about the export oj 
bones from the country. It is quite possible that Government may take 
some steps by which ,bones could be utilised in the Country. 

Mr. Hughes.-Who is going to sell them or use them when they are no", 
in demand. 

President.-That is the point. 
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Mr. Hugkes.-The ryot has not reached that ~tage. 

, Dr. Mattkai.-But the two things hang together, don't you think, if 
you want to persuade people to use bone 6uperpiwsphate, you have got to
make it cheaper and if you want to make it cheaper, you have got to try 
and bring down the price of raw bones. If you allow the bones to iJe, 
exported, the price of bones goes up. 

Mr. Hugkes.-Those 'buying the bones have to pay the Indian price 
plus the freight and all charges. There is no lione superphosphate Coming 
to India to my knowledge. 

President.~The whole 'point is that people have not learnt to use bone 
superphosphate. 

Mr. Hugkes.-Who is spending money to teach them the use of fertilisers 
Nitram ! These factor~es talk very glibly about being able to make ferti
lisers, but it costs a lot of money to coax the Indian ryot to use thelli. It. 
is not a question of' going to him and saying that the stuff is good for the 
crops. We have, to put down ,demonstration plots and prove to the ryot 
<that it will benefit his crop and not, spoil it and to do that in all parts 
of the country costs .. lot of money. 

President.-What weare .considering is can. these things be manufactured 
in the country or not~ 

Mr. Hugkes.-They may be manufactured but Dot sold. It is an inde
finite situation for the manufacturers. 

Piesident.-If we find' that tIiere is no market whatsoever for a thing. 
that they can manufacture, we will say that it is no good manufacturi.ng: 
a thing which cannot be sold. . 

Mr. Hugkes.-I suppose they will call upon the Government of India 
to sell the fertilisers for them or to compel the ryot take them. 

President.-What would be the position of Nitram in case this country 
decided to manufacture superphosphates? 

Mr. Hughes.-Bone superphosphates? 
President.-yes. 
Mr. Hughes.-The position of Nitram would not be affected in any way. 

Superphosphate merely furnishes phosphoric acid whereas nitrogen is 
mainly required. 

President.-We have made a beginning. 
Mr. Hughes.-I know. 
President.-I was looking at these figures. There are 200 000 tons of 

bones exported. That is a considerable quantity. As you know' in the, bone 
superphosphate the two things are bones and sulphuric acid chiefly. 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
President.-Now there is a proposal to cheapen sulphuric acid by means 

of bounties or in other ways. If that is done, there is a reduction in the 
cost. The question then arises whether if costs are reduced there would 
be a sufficient market in the country to absorb these bones which arebeinl1; 
exported and I want to have the benefit of your experience. 

Mr. Hughes.-Do you honestly think that there are any great hopes of 
cheapening the price of sulphuric acid to such an extent that bone superphos
phates could really be cheap to "the cultivator? 

Pre.ident.-As you told me just now bone superphosphates at preSent: 
are used in very small quantities. Messrs. Parry and Company are manu
flWturing. 

Mr. Hughes.-They manufacture mainly for export. 
President.-At what price do you think that bone superphosphate WOT!H 

fIIlll in India P 
Mr. Hughes.-I have no experienCe Of it. 
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President.-At what price does the rock superphosphate sellP 
Mr. Hughes.-Rs. 4-8-0 per cwt. 
President.-How would the rock phosphate compare with the b~ne 

luperphosphateP' . 
Mr. Hughes.-It depends on the analysis. Superphosphate ordinarily.. 

used in this country contains about 18 to 20 per cent. phosphoric acid. But 
I do not know what the bone superphosphate contains. I am not a technical 
man. . 

President.-The whole point is this. If the fertilisers· are to be marketed 
in India, from your point of view they shoul4 be under a single organisatiou 
jUdging by your own policy. . 

Mr. Hughe,.-They need not. be. There is another organisation called 
ihe· Chilean Nitrate Committee. They are introducing nitrate .of soda 
wherever they can. . 

President.-That competes more against sulphate of ammonia. 
Mr. Hughes.-In certain respects it does; in other respects it does not. 

It is Buitable for certain plants and for certain others it is not suitable. A 
lot of work has to be done by way of scientifio experiments. 

President.-They are going to have an Agricultural Research Council. 
One does not know what that Council is going to do. But in the meanwhile 
whatl are yol1 doing by· way of propaganda P 

Mr. Hughes.-There is a propaganda Company in India called Fertilis.!r 
Propaganda of India, Limited. Of which we are the Secretaries.. Till$.. is 
iinanced by Nitram. 

President.-Its main function is to carryon propaganda. 
Mr. Hughe,.-Yes, in connection with fertilisers. 
President.-Who supplies the fundsP 
Mr. Huahils.-Nitram, Limited. 
President.-Can you tell 'me how much money they spend in a year P 
Mr. Hughe&.-From the rate at which they have been spending it will 

be about £45,000 a year. This year it will be about that. 
Dr .. Matthai.-When was this company startedP 
Mf'. Hughes.-About 21 years ago. 
Dr. Matthai.-What kind of fertilisers have they in viewP is it mainly 

sulphate of ammonia P 
Mr. Hughes.-From one point of view, it is. But they are willing to try 

out any form of fertilisers. They have a scientific expert named Mr. 
Hutchinson, who has a very great reputation. , 

President.-Have you got a laboratoryP 
Mr. Hughes.-We have not got a laboratory now, but we shall in due 

course have one. 
President.-Did not the Company make a proposal to Government-I 

forget exactly what the proposalisP 
Mr. Hughes.-I do not know the exact terms. I think it was Nitram, 

Limited, that made a proposal to Government. 
President.-I have some recollection of it. AS regards fertilisers, I take 

it that there ar~ two things to be done. First of all, you want to educate 
the people generally to understand the ~e of fertilisers and secondly to 
make fertilisers suitable to the soil. 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes, and· the crop. 

President.-The second part which is to make fertilisers that would suit 
the soil would require an enormous amount of research. 

Mr. Hughes.-It does but· one must generalise to a certain extent. 
If certain fertilisers are found to be suitable for certain soils and crops, one 
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must go on with them, but then the Agricultural Department is considering 
this question all the time. . 

f>resident.-Are you in touch wi1<1i all the Agricultural Departments? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
President.-Supposing you want to make a special fertiliser for a certain 

crop, do you approach the provincial agricultural advisers? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes, and experiments are carried ~ut in experimental 

farms. . ' ' 

President.-Do you mean Government farms?' 
,Mr. Hugkes.?Yes. The Agricultural Departments want to .make sure 

before theyrec9mmend any' particular fertiliser that it'will be profitable to 
• the ,c~ltivato~.,' '". . " 

Presidettt.-The soil differs so much in India. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes, it may !iiffer every ,hundred' yards. 
Presidettt'.-Therefore it,seems to me ,that it would take a ,very long time 

before you can prove that particular fertilisers generally speaking ,are good 
for different kinds of soil. ' 

Mr. Hughes.-If you stick to pure'science, it means that you would 
have to test every field, to analyse the 'soil of every field. That cannot be 
done :it is impossible. 

Presidettt.-In a country where you have small holdings, it is not 'very 
easy. Even in America where they have got very large holdings, they p,nd 
it difficult: It may be much easier there .than here. What I want to know 
is: Have Nitram, Limited got a Bcheme by which they can ste~y the soil 
conditions and provide the kind of, fertiliser required? ' 

Mr. Hughes.-They have got a rough and ready soil tester. There is 
an apparatus by which they can make a very simple test of the, soil to 
find out whether it is acid, or alkaline, whatever the case may be. ,That 
is a rough 'and ready test, suitable for general purposes. 

Presidettt.-Have Nitram, Limited, got figures to show how the consump
tion of fertilisers has been increasing? The, import figures do not give us 
correct information. 

Mr. Hughes.-They do not give you figures of consumption. 
President.-The Fertiliser Propaganda of India, Limited, might have 

some figures. 
Mr. Hughes.-They can give you figures regarding sulphate of ammonia, 

but not Chilean nitrate. 
Presidettt.--Chilean nitrate comes in large quantities I think. 
Mr. Hughes.-A lot of it may be lying in..depots. 
Prtsident.-We suppose that it will be consumed. We only want' to 

know how it is developed. ' 
Mr. Hughes.-I can obtain these figures in respect of sulphate of 

ammonia. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there any kind of fertiliser for which you can give us 

figures? 
Mr. Hughes.-Nothing reliable beyond SUlphate of ammonia. 

Presidettt.-You cannot give us any figures for superphosphate. 
Mr. Hughes.-No. 
President.-Is there any possibility of your being able to make a fairly 

reliable estimate of what sort of market is expected for superphosphate say 
in the next few years?' 

Mr. Hughes.-I was asked all sorts of questions like this in London'last 
year but I declined ta make an estimate because I know how fallacious the 
figures would be. Take Japan which is a much smaller country than India. 
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..Japan is consuming about 600,000 tons of sulphate of ammonia annually • 

.Approximately it makes half its own requiremeuts and the rest has to be 
imported. India is a much more gigantic country and an agricultural 
-country too. It only consumes about 17,000 tons annually. 

Prllsidllnt.-Supposing the demand for sulpha~ of a~monia has increased 
in the country there shoul/l be no difficulty in sulphate of ammonia being 
synthetically produced.' . 

Mr. Hughlls.-That I could not say. 
Prllsident.-Has your Company investigated that P 
Mr. Hughel.-No, hecause' the market is not big enough to consider it. 

Imperial Ch~mical Industries bave a plant which is producing now about 
750 tons of sulphate.of ammonia a day by the ·synthetic ·process.· . 

President.-In the synthetic process; no question of natural advan!age 
:arises. But in the case 9f coke ovens, there is the question of limit. You 
must have raw materials available in the country. 

Mr. Hughes.-Far more sulphate of ammonia is produced synthetically 
:now than from coke ovens. 

President.-What I am suggesting is that slipposing the demand increases 
at a rapid rate in India, then there is a possibility of that being manu
'factured here instead of being imported. 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes, when the market is big enough, I have not the 
1I1ightest doubt that Imperial Chemical Industries will put up a factory 
in 'India~ 

Dr. Matthai.-As regards ammonia products, it is not a question of one 
country possessing any natural advantage over another. It is -simply a 
-question of the scale on which you are producing. 

. Mr. Hughes.-I should say so. But it depends L think on the cost of 
-electric power . 

. Dr. Mattkai~-The cost of power would depend on the quantity you are 
,producing. . 

President.-The power will be much cheaper bere than anywhere else, if 
it is produced from coal. That proposition' of course has not been inve&ti
·gated. If the price of coal at the pitsmouth is 7s. ad. against £1 in England 
it stauds to reason that power will be cheaper here. It has been proved 
in the Steel Industry for instance. 

Mr. Hughes.-It is no good putting up a gigantic plant unless you have 
.a market. 

President.-We are looking abead. 
Mr. Hughes.-The market has to be educated to take these products 

before anybody can consider the question of putting up a factory of a 
-reasonable size. - ' 

President.-There is nothing in the way provided there is a market. 
Mr. Hughes.-Nitrogen is ol:itained from .the air. But I. do not know 

:about the other essentials. 

President.-Anyhow we have got some evidence on that point from other 
people. Now there is a proposal to cheapen sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Hughes.-To cheapen. sulphuric acid? 

President.-There is a proposal that a bounty should be given on the 
production of sulphuric acid. The point arises in this. way. The SUlphate 
1If Ammonia people produce sulphate of ammonia from coke ovens and they 
use a considerable quantity of sulphuric acid: 

Mr. Hughes.-They are already getting a bounty on steel. 

President.-There is no bounty on steel now. As your prices are world 
prices. we rather feel that if we give any bounty on the production of 

. lulphuric acid which is used in the manufacture of sulpbat,e of ammonia, it 
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aimply increases the profits of steel makers and the price of sUlphate of 
~nia is not cheapened. ' 

Mr. Hughes.-Practically all the m,akers of sulphate of ammonia are in 
the Sulphate of Ammonia Federation. Here ill a list showing the names of 
lDembers '(handed ill) . 

. Pr~sident.-None of them has appeared before us except Tata's. -At first 
Sight I~ appears ~ ~e that we should exclude then. Supposing we accepted 
the prmclple of glvmg some bounty on the manufacture of sulphuric ~id, 
no one wo~ld ",:nef!.t except the manufacturer. The idea.of giving a bounty 
on sulphuriC aCid IS to cheapen the products in the manufacture of which 
sulphuric acid is used. Bui in thll case of sulphate of ammonia tbe bounty 
on sulphuric acid will not result in· any -lowering of price. C ., • 

Mr. Hughes.-I suppose it w(mld be very hard to differentiate, 
President.-Not verY hard. The idea is that if sulphuric acid is 

Clheapened, other industries which use sulphuric acid will not require so 
much protection. . 

M.r. Hughes.-':'Sulphuric acid is being cheapened by competith'e imports. 
President.-Where? . 
Mr. Hughes.-Here in India. 

. PresUent.-The point is ra1;her thill. At present the demand f~r ..sul
phuric acid is not sufficient to make the use of large units economic. 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes, I understand. 
President.-Their point is that if the price of sulphuric acid is lowered, 

more sulphuric acid will be used in the production of other chemicals. 
Mr. Hughes.-I cannot quite see how the price of sulphuric acid can be 

lowered under a protective tariff. 
President.-We are examining it. Whether there is anyt,hing in, it or 

110t, we cannot say yet. If a bounty is given on the production of sulphuric 
acid, their case is that sulphuric acid will be cheaper than it is now and 
therefore all the products in the manufacture of which sulphuric acid enters 
on a large scale will be cheapened. This will enable them in course of time 
to produce cheap sulphuric acid without. the help of bounty. 

Mr. Hughes.-How will the bounty be derived-from the protective 
Guty? 

President.-That is Government's business. The bounty has to come from 
1;he general revenues. It does not matter from which source it comes. It 
does not necessarily follow that it must come from the same substance; In 
the case of steel, it so happened that, the bounty was given from the protec
tive duty on steel. 

Mr. Hughes.-It has already. been pointed out that these two companieS 
~im at making sulphuric acid as their main product. . , 

President.-The idea is not to make it a main product, but an auxiliary 
product for the purpose of manufacturin~ other .chemicals .. That is ·U\eir 
intention. In order to encourage that, thelD case IS that until they have a 
unit of 8 000 tons a year of 100 percent. sulphuric acid, they· cannot 
produce s~lphnric acid cheaply, and Bothey require protection until they 

. are in a position to do so. 
Mr. Hughes.-May I know at what price they are selling sulphuric acid 

now? . . 
Dr. Matthai.-The prices vary such a lot. You give us a figure whICh 

strikes me as extraordinarily low. That comes to Rs. 105 a ton.Whaio 
percentage of acid is it? . . 

Mr. Hughes.-It is just commercial acid. I do not know what the 
-percentage is. 

President.-There is no question of their asking for any assistance as 
"egards the sale of sulphuric acid as such. That is not the point .at all, 
'l'he assistance is required to make other products cheap. 

HVYCHMLlND VOLll 
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Dr. Matthai.--one. of the firms which have applied for protection has 
given us a figure of about Rs. 220 a ton in 1928 as their realised price for 
1'84 sulphuric acid. 

President.-That is the purest &tuff. 
Mr. Hughes.-The price I have mentioned is for commercial acid. 
Pl'. Matthai.-Tha1; is 1'7. Even that is considerably lower than this 

figure. 
Mr. Hughes.-Prior to the selling arrangements between the two corn

panie~ the imports of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids had practically 
ceased. 

President.-So far as the three ports, Madras, Bombay and Calcutta are 
concerned, the imports are negligible. 

Mr. Hughes.-The Madras manufacturers are quite satisfied. 
PreMent.-So is the case in Calcutta and in Bombay. 
Mr. Hughe8.-We had an enquiry from Madras asking us to cbtam home

quotations for sulphuric acid as they thought that the local price was high. 
We said that we were net interested in sulphuric acid. We knew vely well 
that if we obtained the Quotation. it would if favourable be used to lower 
the price in Madras. 

President.-As regards the bounty on sulphurio acid, I think that it will 
be idle to give any bounty on sulphuric acid used in the manufacture of ' 
sulphate of ammonia so long as the price of sulphate of ammonia is the 
world price. 

Mr. HUQhes.-I should SQ' so. 
President.-You would not reduce the price of sulphate of ammonia in 

the country because bounty is being paid on sulphuric> acid. It may be
that if the price is lowered there will be more sulphate of ammonia sold 
in the country. 

,Mr. Hughel.-The price of sulphate of ammonia has 'been considerably 
lowered,during, the last few years. 

Prerideflt.-Whatis the present pricei' 
Mr. Hughel.-Rs. 160 per ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is rather higher than last year's price, is it not I" 
Mr. Hughea.-No. It is lower than last year's price. 

Dr. Matthai.-That corresponds to a price of £10 in EnglandP 

Mr. Hughel.-I should think 10. 

Prelident.-It is gocd for these people to get Rs. 160, but obviously if 
sulphate of ammonia is sold at £10 people wculd use more than if they had 
to pay Rs. 160. 

Mr. Hughes.-If it is £10 in England; there are freight, insurance and 
import charges to be added • 

• Prerideflt.-The whole point is this. This world price is a very good thing 
for the manufacturer, but thel'El is always this complaint here in this 
country that whenever an industry is prctected, it does not get the benefit 
of the cheaper article. That is exactly what is happening in sulphate of 
ammonia. 

Mr. Hughes.-You are suggesting that it might be made very much 
cheaperP You are now taking the point of view of the consumer and not 
of the manufacturer. 

Prerideflt.-What I am suggesting is that it should not be more expensiv8' 
than it is in countries where they are produced. This price of Rs. 160 per 
ton is at any portP 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes, ,because at this world price it can be placed at all 
'he ports at more or Jess the lIame rate of freight. 
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Dr. Mattnai.-If you are sending sulphate of ammonia to Cochin 'f10m 
Calcutta it has to be delivered at Rs. 160 a ton? 

Mr. Hugne8.-Yes. It can ,be obtained from America or Great Britain 
or Germany at that price. 

President.-You send sulphate of ammonia by rail? 
Mr. Hugnes.-By rail and by sea. 
-President.-Is it treated at the same footing as manure? 
Mr. Hugnes.-Yes, it is charged under the special rate fol" manure j that 

is the lowest rate. 
President.-What about the coastal steamers? Do they allow you a 'lower 

:rate? 
Mr. Hugnes.-l/10th of a pie per maund per mde is the special rate 

allowed to us by the railways. As regards the f!"eight rate on coastal 
steamers, I cannot say, because I have never come \n contact with them. 
'The transfer of stocks from Calcutta to other ports is done by Messrs. Shaw 
Wallace and Company for the British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation. 
They look after the Indian supplies. 

President.-We a!"e examining this question of freight and it is rather 
important for us to know where the markets are from the ports. At the 
ports nobody would ilse sulphate of ammonia j it must go into the interior 
and, therefore, we would like to know the principal markets in which this 
would be sold so that we can determine the burden thrown on the consumer. 

Mr. Hugnes.-The principal market for SUlphate of ammonia is the tea 
gardens in Assam. 

President.-Does it ,,0 by rail? 
Mr. Hugkes.-It goes mostly by boat. 
President.-What about the sugarcane people; do they use it? 
Mr. Hugnes.-Yes. 
President.-Where? 
Mr. Hugkes.-It is used for sugarcane in the Poona and Sholapur 

.Districts as well as in other parts of India. 

President.-Do you rail it all the way from Calcutta? 
Mr. Hugnes.-It is railed from Tatanagar to Poona. .t'here is a special 

rate from Tatanagar to Poona. 
President.-That would be one-tenth of a 'pie, I take it? 

Mr. Hugnes.-We have a special rate. 
President.-It would be partly G!"eat Indian Peninsula Railway and 

partly Bengal Nagpur? 
M. Hugnes.-Yes. 
PresiiJent.-We are examining both. Do you think if the freight is 

.cheapened it would help! the use of sulphate of ammonia? 

Mr. Hugkes.-I rather think it is about as cheap as we could reasonably 
<expect. . 

Pr8sident.-1 don't think you are interested in any of these chemicals 
;that we are enquiring into? 

Mr. Hugnes.-None except sodium sulphide. 
President.-I take it Imperial Chemicals Industries manufacture alJ 

-these chemicals P 
Mr. Hugnes.-They make the acids, principally for their own flse but 

do not export them to India. If they did we would buy from them. 

Dr. Matthai.-Theso other chemicals that you occasionally import into 
India, you buy from somebody in the open market, thaw is to say these 
might be people not concerned with Imperial Chemical IndustriesP 

u2 
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Mr. Hugke,.-Exactly. They are not concerned in the· least with 
Imperial Chemicals. 

President.-Are there imports from the United Kingdom? 
Mr. Hughes.-"Alum is made.by Messrs. Peter Spence Limited. Theyarlt 

not connected in any way with Imperial Chemicals. 
P:rtsident.-Except sodium sulphide there is no chemical in which yem 

are mterested P 
Mr. Hughes.,.-That is so. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose your main interest is alkalies. 
Mr. HughtJ8.:-Yes, and dyes. 
PrtJaident.-You import sodium sulphide? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
PrtJsident.-Does your company quote a c.i.f. price? 
Mr. Hughes.-We buy from Imperial Chemicals at their price and on the 

top of that we have to make our own profit. 
President.-We would like to know how this price is fixed . 

. Mr. Hughes.-It is fixed by competition. Germany, GAat Britain, Japan 
are all perticipating in the sodium sulphide trade. One steals a march 
over the. other and the price goes down. 

PrtJsident.-Therefore it would not be correct to take the price at homlt 
and calculate. 

MT. Hughes.-I think that would give you a higher basis. 
President.-That is precisely these people's point that you under-sell 

them in this countl'y because you get a higher price at home. I am not 
quarrelling with the system but it is a little difficult for the younger com
panies. They argue in this way, that they cannot be expected to sell an 
article at a lower price than that at which it is sold in the country of 
manufacture, and what is the answer to that? After all if yon have an 
industry in your own country, the people of the country are entitled to· 
say "we must get the thing as cheap as possible", but the reverse is the 
case. When you tell a young industry in India that you must compete at. 
prices at which the goods are imported into the country, their answer is 
" these are not the prices in your own country: look at the prices at which 
you sell in your own country. If we can manufacture these articles and 
sell them at the price at which you do at home we would be just as well off 
as you are". What is your' answer to that"? The whole question arises· 
like this. You say that the prices must be low, the quantities must bit 
available, and the quality mnst be good. They say II very well, but why 
should we accept a smaller price than you do in your own country" P 

Mr. Hughes.-The local manufacturers have nothing to do with it. In 
fact they have never been thought of. 

PrtJsident.-But there is competition from other countries. The whole 
point is this. Government has laid down certain principles' as regards the 
question of protection. One of the conditions is that the. industry must 
ultimately be able to do without protection, that is to say It must be ab!e 
to sell in the world market at world price, but tlley say they cannot do It. .. 
because-

!tIro Hughes.-They are not equipped to do it. 
President.-Even if they are equipped. Their answer is that they can. 

sell at a price at which you s.ell at home but not at a price at which yoU' 
Bell in this country. 

!tIro Hughes.-Thitt depends on the cost of manufacture. 

President.-Obviously not. Whereas at home you charge a higher price. 
you charge a lower price here. It is obvious that the price is not determined 
by the costs. Either it is too far below here or too far above there, M' 
that the question of costs does not come in e.t all. 
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Mr. Hllghes.-The question of costs does come in to this extent that we 
cannot say whether the producers are losing money on their Indian 
business. 

President.-It may be losing money here. But you have got 100 
markets. After all you live on the average price. If on the whole you 
don't lo~e, it does not matter a scrap to you what price you get in India or 
what prIce you get at home. That is their contention, and therefore this 
argument that this country is not equipped and therefore the consumer 
mUst suffer is not established on these figuMlS because if the Indian consumer 
is not worse off than the British consumer he has no reason to grumble, 
The principle of business I am not quarrelling witb. but the whole point is 
that there is something in the argument of the Indian manufacturer that 
he cannot be expected to sell at the import price though he may be expected 
to sell at the domestic price in the country of origin. 

Mr. Hughes.-There is something in the argument but I' also Jl,rgue that 
they can only do the local business, I mean in Bombay. 

President.-Once· you 'start with Bombay they are on the same footing 
as you yourselves are because they pay the same freight as you do. 

Mr. Hughes.-A boat sailing from Liverpool will put supplies down in 
Calcutta or Bombay at the same rate of freight. 

P'·6sident.-That 'is perfectly-true. But they will say" we will have one 
unit in Bombay and another at Calcutta ". 

Mr. Hllghes.--'.That will be adding' to their costs. 
Presid~nt.-Supposing an economic unit could be established in each 

of the two places then· you are in the. same position as they? 

Mr. Hughes.-We asked Imperial Chemicals whether they could give 
their opinion as to an econbmic unit for the manufacture of sodium sulphide. 
In the opinion of their experts it would not be economic to manufactur~ 
less than 10,000 tons per annum. 

President.-It is not an impossible figure for India to attain some day. 
Mr. Hughes.-No. 
Pr6sident.-1 take it that most of these chemicals come from Germany. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-A good deal of theSE! chemicals also come from the United 

Kingdom from firms 1Vith whom Imperial Chemicals, I take it, are not. 
concerned? . 

Mr. Hllghes.-A good deal of -publicity has been given to the sta~ 
ments during this enquiry as regards the operations of the British and 
German combines and you have invited us to answer the allegations made
regarding Imperial Chemicals. I have answered these allegations by proving: 
them to be unfounded. 

President.-This magnesium sulphate mainly comes from Germany, does. 
it not? 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes. We obtain quotations from friends in England who 
buy in the continent. 

President.--Can you tell "I1S where this ferrous sulphate comes from? 
Mr. Hughes.--Tbat is German and English. 
President.-'\\'bo are principal manufacturers of ferrous sulphate in 

Great Britain? 
Mr. Hughes.-We don't know. 
President.-What about potash alum? 
Mr. Hughes.-The principal manufacturers as regards tbe Indian market 

are Messrs. Peter Spence and Company: 
President.-What about aluminium sUlpbate? 
Mr. Hughes.-:It comes mainly from Great Britain. 
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President.-8odium sulphide is yours. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
President.-A~d zinc chloride? 
Mr. Hughes.-It is German. 
President.--COpper sUlphate? 
Mr. Hughes.-Now mainly British. The German, had the market a year 

or two ago. 
President.-Who are the principal manufacturers of copper sulphate 

in the United Kingdom? 
Mr. Hughes.-The British Sulphate of Copper Association. This 

association comprises three manufacturers:-

(1) The Mond llikel Co., Ltd. 
(2) J. N: . Dennis & Co., Ltd. 
(3) McKechnie Bros., Ltd. 

It . has nothing to do with Imperial Chemical Industries, though Lord 
Mfillchet is the Chairman. 

President.--Glauber's salt? 
Mr. Hughes.-Mostly from Germany. 
President.-We asked Bavero Trading Company who are the agents of 

the I. G. 
Mr. Hughes.-There are no detailed statistics regarding the imports of 

Glauber's salt, as they are merged with other article under the heading of 
soda compounds, other sorts. They are not, I think, very great. The 
imports in 1926-27 were 22,000 cwts. and out of that 15,000 cwts. came 
from Germany. 

Dr. Matthai.-I suppose with regard to these other salts that you buy 
·occasionally in the open market in London, there is a certain amount of 
competition from British manufacturers. 

Mr. Hughes.-We really do not know. We make use of some friends of 
ours in Glasgow, if we ever want any of these things. As general chemical 
supplies, we like to have them in stock. We cable to them for the price 
and if the price is favourable in accordance with the local market conditions 
we import 5 or 10 tons as the case may be. 

Dr. Matthai.-~'rom your experience as buyer'S in the open market, is 
there any competition among these manufacturers? 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes, there is very keen compfiltition. 
President.-We must really get these prices from somebody. 
Mr. Hughes.-Do you want the prices of these articles? 
Dr. Matthai.-Could you give us the price of these articles even if they 

arE\, not manufactured by Imperial Chemical Industries? What is the price 
of Sodium Sulphide in Great Britain P 

Mr. Hughes.-The general price in Great Britain is £9 a ton delivered at 
any station. • 

P1·esident.-Bere what is the price? 
Mr. Huglles.-The selling price is B.s. 147..s.0 a ton. 

President.-I find sodium sulphide crystals delivered at £7-15-0. That. 
is for home consumption. 

Mr. Hughes.-The export article is solid. 
President.-Is solid more expensive? 
Mr. Hughes.-The solid has to be fused and put into drums: 
Dr. Matthai.-ls Rs. 147-8-0 landed in India? 
Mr. Huohes.-That is the selling price in Bombay to-day. 
Dr. Matthai.-DOE's that include duty and everythingp 
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lIr. Hughes.-Yes. 
Dr. MattAai.-Have you recently imported any of these chemicalaP 
Mr. HUflhe,.-Yes. The selling price of epsom salt in Bombay is Rs. 70 

• ton. The c.i.f. price is £~1lH). 
Dr. MattAai.-COuld you give us a statement showing the recent prioa 

of these articles!' 
Mr. Hughe3.-We can give you information regarding the local prices 

of all these chemicala. 
Preridmt.-I think it would be useful if you did. Please also indicate 

which of these chemicals you importP 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-We would like to know the prices at which you have 

imported. 
Mr. Hughu.-Is it not a fact that epsom salt is a by-product in the 

Potash industry. 
Pre&ident.-It is stated by some people and contradicted by others. 
Mr. Hughes.-I had a chat with an Indian Chemist in Calcutta recently. 

He is in favour of granting protection to Indian Industries. But he said 
that unless a plant was completely modem, in his opinion, it would be wrong. 
to protect it, chemical reseanili never ceases, .and is always progressing and 
something invented to.day may be superseded next year by something better. 
He also said that if a plant is antiquated, it would be wrong to protect it, 
because it would be inflicting a permanent injury on India. He talked 
about the activities of the German Combine in magnesium chloride. It 
11'88 reported in the papers that the Indian inaustry was offered 25 per cent. 
or 30 per cent. of the Indian Trade by the German Trust. The Indian 
Chemist said that this offer 11'88 quite generous as that if they liked, they . 

. could give the product away for the cost of' freight and packages. 

Prerident.-I wish that he wQuld appear before us and satisfy us on 
that point. 

Mr. Hughes.-The Indian Chemist says that it is purely a by-product; 
in the Potash industry. 

Dr. MlittAai.-ln a sense he is right. The term by-product can be 
applied to magnesium chloride in a way. But once you get· potasaium 
chloride from the Stassfurt deposits, the residue has got to be fairly 
treated. It is not a by-product that you could put on the market as 
auch. . 

Mr. Hughes.-It is a by-product like calcium chloride in the ammonia 
soda process, as regards which the requirements of the ice factories are 
solidified and sold at a very cheap rate, but thousands of tons are turned 
down the drains. 

Dr. MattAai.-This is a by-product in a different sense from calcium 
chloride. 

Prerident.~ln the same way magnesium chloride is the by-product ot 
the salt here. 

Mr. Hughes.-It seems to me that if magnesium chloride is a by-product 
of salt they are in an advantageous position in India, because they are 
within'the customs. barrier and tliey have no customs duty nor freight and 
insurance to pay. 

Preaidmt.-They are not asking for protection. They only want to be 
protected against the variation of prices for which we ought. to know the 
conditions at home. 

Mr. Hughlll.-Howevel' I am not here to take up the German case. 

Preaide.t.-If you wiD give us the most recent prices, they will be of 
use to us. 

Mr. Hughe,.-Very weD. 
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Pr~8ident.-1 take it the alkalies are very largely under the control of 
Imperull Chemicals. I have here some prices in the Chemical Trade Journal. 

Mr. Hughes.-Those are merchants' prices. .. 
President.-What I don't understand is this: sodium carbonate soda 

ash is £6 and sodium carbonate crystal is £5. How is that? ' 
Mr. Hughes.-Soda· crystals are made by the addition of 60 per cent. 

of water of crystallisation. 
President.-I take it the idea is that you do not want to encourage 

the manufacture of Eoda crystals. Ir 

Mr. Hughes.-WhereP 
Presidel~t.-Anywhere from Soda ash. 
Mr. Hughes.-They make it here. 
President.-I find. that they can't do it. 
Mr. Hughes.-That is not correct. We are actually selling soda 

crystals on behalf of an Indian Soap Works in Calcutta. Thev buy our 
soda ash and make soda crystals. If anybody wants soda crystals, we get 
it from the soap factory and supply. 

President.-The point is that you pay more freight on soda cryptals. 
Mr. Hughes.-Because they contain 60 per cent. water. I think the 

Eastern Chemical Company are.making Crystals. 
President.-They are making small quantities. 
Mr. H1tghe.~.-We could not persuade Imperial Chemical Industries to 

give us a lower price for soda crystals, so we dropped it. The price at which 
they sell would not enable us to compete with the Indian made soda 
crystals. 

Pnsident.-We are not immediately concerned with alkalies, but 
generally the question does arise. As regards that "I understand that 
Imperial Chemical Industries would adopt a very di.fferent attitude. 

Mr. Hugh-es.-That remains to be seen. I suppose you are referring to 
Dhranghadra. Dhranghadra has not yet made any carbonate of soda. 
. Pre .• ident.-There is a considerable quantity .of soda ash imported into 
the country. 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes, we do the bulk of the business. We have spent 
1akhs of rupees in creating the business. 

Presidt'flt.-There is a proposition on foot that it should be manufac
tured here. I wish to know whether the Imperial Chemical Industries have 
got a policy as regards that. 

Mr. Hughes.-When the market is big enough, their policy or perhaps 
our policy will be to put up a factory. 

Dr. 1IIatthai.-As far as alkalies are concerned, don't you think that the 
market is big enough? . 

Mr. Hughes.-No. 
Dr. 1IIatthai.-When you import about Rs. 80 lakhs worth taking all 

kinds of soda. 
Mr. Hughes.-We are importing over 50,000 tons annually. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is that not big enoughP 
Mr. ·Hughes.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.--What sort of unit do you think would be necessary? 
1I1r. Hughe .•. -I c&bled to Imperial Chemical Industries for infonnation 

of that nature reeently acd asked what they would regard as the ~inimum 
output for the economic working of a soda ash plant and they rephed that 
the lowest economic unit would be 350 to 400 tons daily. 

P·resident.-That is 100,000 tons a year. 
Mr. Hug1te .•. -The Dhranghadra people obtain their salt lime locally, 

but I doubt whether they have weighed up every contingency in manu-
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facture of ammonia soda. Their supplies of ammonia are obtained from' 
sulphate of ammonia. I imagine that it is-avery dear way of getting 
ammoma. . 

President.-In England they use synthetic ammonia? 
Mr. Hughes.-They may use synthetic ammonia, but I am not really 

sure of that, I know that they had a regular svstem of dist.illation plants 
'" a~ .collieries, not. far a'!ay from the work and they also brought large quan
'"tItles of ammomacal hquor from various gas works by tank wagons an:! 
steamers. I imagine that is very much cheaper than buying either Indian 
or imported SUlphate of ammonia as a source of ammonia. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you import soda ash from Africa? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would it be cheaper to import from Africa? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes, but it is not pure. 
Dr. MaUhai.-1t occurs more or less as a natural deposit. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. It undergoes a certain amount of refining and it 

is being consumed by th.e glass factories. 
President.-Which are the industries that use soda ash on a large 

scale? 
Mr. Hughes.-Textiles, paper, glass and soap. There is scarcely an 

industry in which it ill not consumed. The biggest consumers' are dhobies. 
They use a large quantity of soda ash. 

Dr. Matthai.-The Dhranghadra. people have got to get their coal from: 
Bengal and they get their ammonia in the shape of ammonia sulphate. 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
President.-What is the policy of Imperial Chemical' Industries as' 

regards the establishment of alkali factories? They have not worked long: 
enough to know, but is it their policy always to export from ·Great 
Britain? 

Mr. Hughes.-When a market I"eaches a certain figure, I have not the
slightest doubt that they would consider the erection of a plant in this 
country. 

Ppesident.-Have they established any factory in foreign countries? 
Mr. Hughes .. -Brnnner, Mond & Co. erected a factory in Canada and 

I.· C. L. are contemplating t~e erection of a plant in Austmlia. 

President.-Will· there be al!Y Australian capital in it? 

Mf'. Hughu.-I do not know but if a factory were started in India. 
Indian capital would be invited, but they would retain control. 

Dr. Matthai.-In Australia is there a bigger market for alkalies than 
there is here P 

Mr. H'IIghes.-I don't think so. 

Dr. Matthai.-You have started your' works. 

Mr. Hughes.-I don't think it has been started, but it is contemplateQ_ 

President.-Australia has got a bigger market than India? 

Mr. H',ghea.-I can't really say. I have not had access to the figures .. 

Dr. Mmtthai.-It is on that sort of thing that we should like to have a. 
little infO't'mation. Although at present in Australia there is not a market' 
bigger than in India for akalies, yet Imperial Chemical Industries have 
thought it worth their while to put up a factory. 

Mf'. Hughes.-I am under the impression that they are contemplating 
the erection of an ammonia soda factory. 

Dr. Matthai.-()n what ground would they have the factory in Australia!" 
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Mr. Hughes.~I believe it is the wish of the Australian Government al 
.hi~ments in time of war were very disturbed. By the way what happena 
to the Indian industry relying on imported sulphur? 

Dr. Matthai.-The answer to that would be that sulphur comes to India 
from three diJierent comers of the world. It is difficult to conceive of a 
war in which America, Sicily and Japan would all be cut off from India. 

President.-COuld you give us inore particulars as regards this 
AustJ:alian Company? . 

Mr. Hughes.-I am afraid, I can't. 
President.-Are there any· Australian Directors on the Company P 
Mr. Hughe8.-I do not know. The factory is only under contemplation. 
President.--Could you send for papers regarding that Company? 
Mr. Hughe8.-I can get tbat information for you. 
President.-Because it is J:ather important. 
Mr. Hughes.-I can read to you what Imperial Chemical Industries say 

in reply to an enquiry about thQ economic unit. This is what they say:-

"So far as we know at present the naturM resources of India do 
not permit of the economic production of alkali or ammonia and 
on our present calculations a tariff of 40 to 50 per cent. 
would not establish economic prod~ction." 

If . these premises are wrong, they are prepared to co-operate fully both 
in respect of capital and technical management. Subject to the control 
being in their hands, they would agree to Indian representation on the 
Board of any new Company that might be formed in India. 

President.-We would like to know what they are doing in Australia. 
Would it be difficult for you to get those papers? 

Mr. Hughes.-I can write to them and ask for the information. The 
Australian Government was very desirous that the industry should be 
establised locally and a commission was appointed to examine the matter. 
Their conclusion was that it would not be workable as it was not a com
.mercial proposition. I gather that they now intend to meet the wishes of 
the Commonwealth Government and put up an ammonia soda factory. 

President.-This cabled information would be very useful to us, but it 
doesn't give us sufficient information as to why they think that Australia 
is more favourably situated than India. It is very difficult to follow. 

Mr. Hughes.:"-Would you care to see a Director of the Imperial Chemical 
Industries who is arriving in Bombay and staying here from .16th February 
to 19th February? He would be quite willing to lend any possible assistance 
in tbis enquiry. 

President.-We have not yet fixed up· our programme. It is quite 
possible that we might be in Bombay till the middle of February, 1929, when 
we shall examine him. His evidence would be very useful to the Board. In 
the meantime you may write to the Company at home and ask for particulars. 

Mr. Vakil'" aUegatiofl,. 

Mr. HughB8.-Yes. I should like to mention something in connection with 
we shall examine him. His evidence would be very useful to the Board. In 
Director of 'Messrs. Brunner, Mond and Company went into their office and 
stated that if they went in for the manufacture of caustic soda they would not 
allow them to stand on their feet. I was the man who went to see Mr. 
Vakil in London after hearing that a project had been formed for the 
manufacture of caustic soda in India. This is the letter which I wrote on 
the subject to our Bombay Office in November, 1924:-

"On the 25th of September; the undersigned c~lled on Mr. Vakil and 
found that he had a room in the offices of Kestner Evaporator and Engi
neering Company, .Limited, London. Before he would discuss anything, he 
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called in Mr. Macnall who apparently belonged to the Kestner firm, and 
both of them then asked what the precise object of our visit was. We said 
that we had heard of Mr. Vakil's project to manufacture caustic soda in 
In~ia and that as anything connected with the heavy chemical industry was 
of mterest to us, we should, naturally like to have some information. We 
intimated that if there were any possibilitieS in the scheme our company 
might be willing to partcipate in the venture. Mr. Vakil'said that the 
~eme was quite a serious one and that in addition to caustic soda they 
l~~nded to manufacture soda ash, soda crystals, bicarbonate of soda and 
81hcate of soda; that they had all the capital they required; that they had 
given the matter very careful consideration and were quite sure of its 
ultimate sutcess and that to convince us of their belief in it he could inform 
us that they had already spent £50,000 in preliminary expenses. He had 
inspected some of Solvay's works on the Continent and ammonia soda plants 
in the United States and orders for plant had already been placed with 
various firms in the United Kingdom. We asked him if he thought it was 
possible to manufacture ammonia soda in India in. view of the high tem
peratures prevailing and he said that everything of tbis nature had been 
duly considered. We then enquired if they were relying on the Government 
of India to give their industry protection 'and he replied that this would 
readily be granted to them when the time arrived for them to make an 
appeal." 

This was the letter written after the interview. The interview itself 
took place on the 25th of September, 1924, and from the contents of the 
letter I read out to you it would appear that I did not go into that office 
and say that we would not allow them to stand on their legs. 

President."'-We generally do not attach much importance to expressions. 
But we cannot altogether ignore the fact that Imperial Chemical Inlldstries 
are much interested in this soda business. 

Mr. Hughes.-That is quite true. 
President.-To use a common expression, they might not take it lying 

down when the time came for them to compete with a local industry. 
Mr. Hu,yhes.-That is our business. We are a selling ·company in 

India. . 
President.-Therefore it is important for the Board to know what is the 

general line of policy that Imperial Chemical Industries adopt towards a 
country which wants to go in for the manufacture of similar !lrlicles. It is 
for that reason that I am asking for this information. 

Mr. Hughes.-I suppose they have a policy. As I have. already said, 
if the market warrants it, they will put up a factory in this country. 

President.-The question is what interest the country will get in it. 
Take the Magnesium Chloride 'controversy. The Pioneer. Magnesia people 
were offered 25 per cent. of the husiness. If Imperial Chemical Industries 
were to do the same, .it is not ,likely that the country would accept it 
without a little protest. 

Mr. Hughes.-Is it your suggestion th-at Imperial Chemical Industries 
should not compete with an Indian industry? 

President.-That is not the suggestion. The suggestion is that every 
country should have a substantial interest in every industry in the country. 

Mr. Hughes.-I know the wishes of the Government of India. 

President.-The Government of India said publicly in their resolution 
on our Match report that they would watch the activities of the S~edish 
Company and that if they felt that the Swedish Company were trying to 
obtain more or less a monopoly, the whole quesiton would be reopened. It 
is for that reason I am anxious to know what Imperial Chemicals are likely 
to do in the event of their interests coming into conHict with an Indian 
industry. 

Mr. Hllghel.-Before they establish their works? 
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P,·esident.-Not that. If anyhody started a big alkali industry in the 
country, the normal procedure would be that they would come to the B08rd 
and say "we have started, our costs are so much, the foreign articles are 
!!Old at so much and we want protection ". 

Mr. Hughe&.-That is just what they should not do. If the natural 
resou~ces are in fav~ur of the indUB!ry and the plant is going to be modem, 
and If the factory IS properly equipped and conducted in a proper way, 
then I grant you that they should be entitled to protection if thev cannot 
stand up against foreign competition. • 

Un/air competition. 

P·re&ident.-The whole point of this enquiry is that they do not want 
-protection against ordinary normal competition. Protection is only required 
·in respect of what they call unfair competition. Whether competition is 
lInfair or not is .. point which haa to be decided. 

Mr. Hughe&.-No company which has a trade relinquishes a market 
without a struggle. 

Prtsident.-When a little fellow has to fight with a big giant he is 
handicapped. 

Mr. HI'!1hes.-At the same time you have to consider the interests of 
consumers. 

Prcsident.-We consider all that. Having considered all that if com
petition is normal, that is to say, if the products are sold at a price which 
bears some relation to the cost of production or in the neighbourhood of 
process in the country of manufacture, it· is not objected to. But when there 
is a big difference, Bay between the prices at home and in India, as I said 
a little earlier. that is not fair competition. You cannot expect an~ indus
try to be established in any part of the world where there is a big trust 
operating. 

Mr. Hugltts.-What iB the position if they are selling at a lower price 
and still making a profitP 

President.-That may be very well from your point of view. From the 
local man's point of view, it simply means this that he cannot establish 
anythinl!: at nil. Take the case of chemicals. No country in the long run 
which has an industrial organisation can do without a chemical industry. 

Mr. Hught',.-If a foreign company were selling Ilere at a certain price 
lind yet making a profit, the local industry also should be making a profit 
If it is economically sound .. 

Pre,ident.-Does it make a profit on what it sends to India t 
Mr. Hughes.-8upp08ing it sells here at a price which mny be low but yet 

yields some profitP 
President.-Let the foreign manufacturer come and establish that. 
Mr. Hughes.-If the Indian manufacturer were established on the same 

basis he would also. be making. profit. 
Presidtflt.-In every enquiry, that is the sort of infomlation we wanted. 

But no foreign manufacturer has come and told us "here are my costs in 
my country". 

Mr. Huahes.-I don't think he would. 
Prnidtnt.-Then we have to presume that he is not mnking any 

profit. . 
Mr. Hughes.-I don't think that. 
Prtsidtnt.-The ·.whole point is that you mllSt establish that if you sell 

your products at the same price all over the world 88 you do here, you 
make a profit. 

Dr. 1IIatthai.-The problem would arise this way. Supposing an alkali 
indllstry was started and prices of imported alkalies were lowered in view 
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of the local competition-;-of course you are operating in a great many 
markets and you can adjust prices according to local conditions-then we 
would have to consider giving some kind of assistance to the.local industry. 

Mr. Hughes.-If a product is sold in a country at a loss to the producer, 
then I regard that as unfair competition, but so long as an article is 
produced and sold at a profit, it cannot be unfair competition. 

Dr. Matthai.-That has to be establiahed. 

Mr. Hughes.-He may make a profit of £1 in one country and a profit 
of £5 in another country. 

P'resident.-Supposing you sell an article at £5 and 'if you can show that 
£5 leaves you what we consider a reasonable profit on your investment-
we do not allow any extravagant profit in our report&-then you 
establish that there is no unfair competition. But if you sell it at £5 
here, £10 in the United Kingdom, £7 in Australia and £3 in some other 
eountry and say that you make a profit on the whole you establish nothing. 

Mr. Hughes.-our costs remain just the same. 
President.-You must show that the price of £5 covers all your cost> 

1Ind leaves you a reasonable profit. Until you do that, how can we say 
tbat you are selling at a fair price? They must show that their costs are 
lower than the Indian manufacturers' costs. You simply cannot say by 
looking at the Indian manufacturers' costs that their costs are high. You 
must produce your own costs and then submit yourself to llxamination by 
us. 'Are you prepared to do it P 

Mr. Hughes.-I could not say. 
PTesident.-That is the point. 
Mr. Hughes.-But there has not been so far ,any application before you 

for the protection of soda ash. rou can, hardly consiqer that before it is 
produced in the country. 

President.-Though we cannot deal with that in any great detail, yet we 
must take that into account. ' 

Mr. Hughes.-What did Mr. Vakil himself say? He said that the Soda 
Ash Industry did not require any protection, but that the Bhrunghadra 
people may ask for protection because they have spent nearly one crore 
of rupees on a factory which ought to have cost them only about Its. 37 
or 38 lakhs. 

Dr. Matthai.-When we estimate what is a fair cost for a localiRdustry, 
we do take into account that the industry is fairly well organised, efficiently 
equipped and so on. If it is over-capitalised,. that is a fact for which we 
make due allowance. 

President.-We cut down the block value of the Steel Company from 
Rs. 22 crores to Rs. 121 crores. That is a fact which we must, and do, 
take into account. Supposing there is a price war after an industry has 
been started in the country and you' charge a price for your product which 
simply covers your works cost? 

1I1r. HlI!Jhes.-We could not do that. We are an expensive company in 
India. 

President.-We cannot merely go on general arguments. That no one 
would do anything elCcept at a profit is a proposition which nobody would 
dispute. 

Mr. Hughes . ..-..Just for' the sake of argument: what would be the posi
tion if we as a trading company sold at different prices in India? 

PTesident.'-:What do you mean? 
lilT. Hughes.-Supposing we sold a particular article at Rs. 8 in Bengal, 

at Its. 7 in Southern India and at Rs. 5 in Kathiawar what would be your 
attitude tOw:llrds that P 

President.-We have to consider withwhnt -bject you are doing that. 
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Mr. ,Hughes.-yYe are traders. 
President.-If it is your object to sell at Rs. 5 in Kathiawar until thg 

factory in Kathiawar is dead and buried and then to raise the price up 
to Rs. 8, naturally we will say that we do not like the look of it. 

Mr. Hughe8.-We should be doing business as traders. 
President.-That is precisely my point. Supposing you sell at a' pricg 

which is below what we consider a fair selling price? 
Mr. Hughes.-An ordinary trader sells at' any price he can get. 
President.-We do not deal with any general propositions. 
Mr. Hughes.-Wbat I suggest is that this point has not arisen. 
President.-It will arise. 
Mr. Hughes.-During the course of this enquiry? 
President.-Yes. 
Mr. Hughes.-Before soda ash is produced? 
Prll8ident.-It will arise in this way. There is the German Trust (I. G.). 

They are interested in this. The question arises as to what is' to be done. 
We are not going to say that we will only deal with the I. G. and not 
with Imperial Chemical Industries. We can say "Here are these tW& 
big trusts operating in all parts of the world. Their policy is to fix their 
prices in such a way. that if there was any competition in any country, they 
would lower their prices in that country. That is the line they are likely' 
to adopt, and it is not to the interest of our country. They must be stopped 
from doing that." In that way, it would arise, and whatever is applicable to 
one is also applicable to the other. 

Mr. Hughe8.-I take it that you deal with product by product. Soda 
ash has not been mentioned in thia enquiry. 

President.-There is no question of any protection of soda ash at present; 
that is admitted. But when we deal with the operations of the trust, we 
.must go into this question. 

Mr. Hughe8.-But you ha.e yourself suggested the formation of such a 
trust to Tata's, by urging them to co-operate with the Bhadravati Iron 
Works instead of competing with them. 

Dr. Matthai.-We have no objection to trusts as such. 
Presidefl.t.-As a matter of fact we suggested it in the case of another 

industry. In the case of cement we went out of our way to point out to 
them that they should combine. 

Mr. Hughe8.-Yes, and not cut each other's throats. 
President.-If a foreign manufacturer cuts the throat of' the Indian 

manufacturer, it is objectionableP 

Mr. Hughes.-I quite see your point of view. 

Dr. Matthai.-Take the hyphothetical case you mentioned. Suppose 
you charged one price in Bengal, another price in Southern India and a 
specially low price in Kathiawar. If we were statisfied that the local 
industry fulfilled all the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission, 
we would take into account the price at which imports were being sold 
in their natural market in giving them protection. . 

Mr. HUflhes.-I am raising this as a matter of interest. When an 
industry which is established in a State that does not form part of the 
Government of India asks for protection, is it reasonable to grant it when 
protection might penalise the whole of the industries under the Government 
of India. It is not contributing to the revenues of the country . 

. Dr. Matthai.-That is a point which must be considered. 

Mr. HUflhe3.-They have their own Customs and they have their o~n 
ports. They do not contribute any revenues. to the Government of IndIa. 
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~re~ent.-That question we have not considered because there is no 
apphcatlOn before us. But in this enquiry we are not concer'lled with 
Kath~awar. or any particular place or with alkalies. The question arises 
only In thIS way: Here are two powerful organisatione-I. G. and I. C. I. 
Both of them are interested in chemic~ls. The moment there is serious 
'CC?mpetiti~n in ~ndi~ against them, they would follow the nOr"mal policy' of 
tug c?mbInes whICh l~ to enter into competition. If that competition arises 
w~ WIll h~ve to consIder whether it is fair or unfair competition. If it is 
fe.lr, nothing can be done. But if it. is unfair and if it is to last only till 
the local industry is extinguished, and then prices ar"lf to go up we have 
very little hesitation in saying that it should be,stopped. ' 

Mr. 'Hugnes.-At the same time you must consider the economic aspect 
of the Indian factory. 

President.-We presume that we have examined and that we are satis
fied that the Indian factory is well equipped, has expert advice and is not 
over-capitalised. • 

Mr. Hugnes.-A modern chemical factory is a very highly organi>sed 
institution. ' 

President.-Every country has to make a beginning and it would be 
impossible for any industry to be started if we were to apply to the same 
standard to an infant industry as' to a grown-up one. You would admit 
that it is impossible. Therefore, we must take a reasonably well-equipped, 
factoQ'-reasonably well managed, and so on-and then we must decide 
what sort of competition it has to face. If the competition is reasonable 
we say the industry does not require' a~sistance from the State. But if 
competition'is unfair, then this Board must make proposals which would 
~top it. , 

Mr. Hugnes.-Howeverthis point has not arisen yet. 
President.-I am warning' you that it will arise in coiInection with 

alkalies. As regards the general issue whether we will go into it or not we 
'Cannot say yet, but the point may arise and it is for that reason,that 
I want this information as to the policy of Imperial Chemicals as regards 
foreign countries where new industries are being established and whose 
interests are against theirs. If you want 75 per cent. interest or some such 
tlting by way of control, it is not likely that it will go· down with the 
Government or with the people or even with this Board. 

'Mr. llugnes.-Wbat would be your attitude if Imperial Chemicals 
established a factory in this country and invited Indian capital to participate? 

Pr6Bid6nt.-1f this Boord made a recommendation for the protection of this 
industry and the' Government accepted that, it may be assumed that ':the 
Government would provide against every contingency which would lead to 
the extinction of the Indian industry or which would lead' to the creation 
of a monopoly in the country. It is obvious that if the scheme of protection, 
is accepted by the Government, the Government must see that it is made 
effective. If you establish an industry here 'and the country as a whole is 
not interested the country may not have it. 

Mr. Hugnes.-Wbat do you mean by n the country as a whole"? I 
said Indian capital would be invited. 

President.-That is the point. When you say Indian capital will be 
invited, what do you mean? 

Mr. HugneB.-The Imperial Chemicals say 'that they would require 
'Control of the works. Supposing they retained 51 per cent. and allowed 
India to subscribe 49 per cent. of the capital? 

Pr6Bident.-That is the BOrt of information we· require-what the attitude 
.of the Imperial Chemical Industries is going to be. 

Mr. Hughes.-That can only be disclosed when the actual 'situation 
arises. 
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P'resident.-Supposing we came to the conclusion that this industry
w~ don't mention any chemicals, we simply say the heavy chemical industry 
-IS to be protected, it can only be protected if this foreign competition 
takes an unfair form. If I am not in a position to say what form foreign 
competition will take in this country in caSI! protection is granted, I can't 
do anything else but say that we' must rule them out, whereas if I have a 
proposition which states what their attitute is likely. to be we should bit. 
prepared to consider it and modify our proposals accordingly. 

Mr. H'Uohes.-1 cannot go beyond what they said, namely that if the 
position of the market justified such a step they would put up a factory 
here and invite Indian capital, but they would' keep the control in their 
hands. 

President.-It would be better if you could give us more information. 
than that. 

Mr. Huyhes.-That means drawing up a prospectus when the point has 
not yet arisen. 

President.-It is just as well for me to tell you what is exactly in my 
mind, because afterwards when the report leaves my hands, I have no 
control over it. I hope that you would do your best to get me all the
information that you can as regards the general policy of Imperial Chemical 
Industries in foreign countries where it establishes its works, as to what
sort of control it would require, what interest it would give to the foreign 
country where it establishes itself, as regards shareholders, management,. 
directorate and so on. 

Mr. Hughes.-If the company established a factory and made a'stipula
tion in advance that they would retain 51 per cent. of the capital in their' 
own hands and offer 49 per cent. to be subscribed, by the general public,. 
they would have control. -

President.-You can have control with 5 per cent. capital for that matter?
Mr. Hughes.-However I am not in a position to say how much capital 

they would require and how much they would call for in India. 
Presideftt.-Will you write t6 your company and find out? 
lIfr. Hughes.-I c-annot because they will reply that the situation has n~t 

yet arisen. 
Pr6sident.-You know what the feeling is in the country at present? 

Mr. Hughe8.-Supposing we held an exhaustive enquiry into the possibili
ties of erecting a factory here and came to the conclusion that it would ,not 
be a commercial proposition, what would be the position then? 

President.-S'IIpposing we were satisfied that the materials exist and 
that it is a 'good industry to start and that under given conditions' it would' 
do well, then inspite of your opinion there is nothing to prevent us from 
making that recommendation and therefore then is no harm in your giving 
'ft8 an 'expression of opinion by Imperial Chemical Industries. . 

Mr. Hughes.-If after examining costs and considering all contingencies 
tlley proved definitely that it, was hot a Bound commercial proposition ........ . 

President.-They can prove it definitely by giving their own costs but 
not by a mere general expression of opinion. 

Dr. Matthai.-'-Buppose at the end of this enquiry we came to the concl'll' 
8ion that the heavy chemical industry in India should be protected' and we' 
decided to give them a measure of protection which in the circuIDstances we 
considered adequate and further we proposed that if there was, goin!!" to be
unfair competition on the part of importing interests .the dutIes we 
proposed should be correspondingly raised what would be the attitude of 
Imperial Chemical IndustriesP 

Mr. Hll.gke3.-You will first have to apply specific duties to specified pro-
ducts? 
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Dr. Matthai.-Assume we proposed a moderate amount of protection anel 
sufficient safeguards against dumping for, say, 10 year'S or 15 years, then
obviously the whole position must bear a different aspect to you? 

Mr. Hughes.-We have then to consider whether to drop out of the
market or establish a factory here? 

Dr. Matthai.-Therefore, if that position arose, don't you think it is
worth while for I. C. I. more or less to outline their policy? 

Mr. Hughcs.-I don't think it is likely to arise as regards our own 
products. . 

Dr,. Matthai.-It affects you to the extent of sodium SUlphide just now? 
Mr. Huyhes.-Yes. 
President.-So that in any case the problem would arise oli. that. In 

this enquiry, which is now confined to those particular chemicals and 
chemicals of a similar kind, supposing we come to the conclusion that there
is a case for protection, the need for protection arising out of several causes, _ 
one of them being the operation of this foreign Trust in this country
Imperial Chemicals, the I. G. F. or any other Trust-and if our proposals
are accepted then Government must make up its mind to make the scheme
effective, if necessary by raising the duties if dumping takes place. If 
this principle is accepted in the case of these chemicals it is not very
unlikely that the same course will be adopted in the case of alkalies when 
the question arises. Therefore, it is important for ImperialChemica\ 
Industries to_ come forward- and state its case even though it has ,not 
actuaJIy arisen .. The point- is this. - If the Government. of India accept our
proposals that protectIon is to be granted, we must also clearly establish the 
point if protection is granted it must be made effective-it does .not matter' 
who the competitor is. If that is done .in the case of these chemicals and 
then in the case of alkalies similar problems arise, do you think that Gov
ernment would adopt a differtlnt attitude? It is for that reason that I 
am suggesting to you that it is now time for Imperial Chemical Industries· 
to come forward and give their considered opinion. 

lIr. Hughes.-I really don't see why they should make a definite state
ment. 

President.-Supposing we hold that a case has been made out for the
protection of this industry and we say this is eur scheme, and that if that, 
scheme is made ineffective by dumping or unfair competition Government· 
should do 80 and so, and Government says "yes we will do it " .. The Gov
ernment and we and the country have committed ourselves to a principle, 
and it may be applied to you when· the question arises in connection with-
that industry. Now you say there is no reason why you should ..... . 

Mr. Hughes.-Not until the time has come. 
Pre8ident.-But the time has come so far as the general principle is 

concerned. 
Mr. Hughes.-The general pl'ISition has not yet affected the products or 

Imperial Chemical' Industries. . 
President.-It is for you to consider, but if the question arose in connec-

tion with any foreign organization and ~hecoun~ry adopted a general 
policy .f making the scheme of protectIOn effectIve, when you come up
again to place your case before the Board when it arose,: it. is very unlikely 
that any serious departure would be made from that prlllClple. 

Mr. Hughes.-You mean to say that they would not be allowed to come 
in later? 

President.-Yes you would be, but it would be very unlikely that the 
country would foll~w two different lines of policy. 

Mr. Hv,ghes.-Take the point of !iew of Imperial Chemical ~ndustries._ 
'fhey don't consider that the market Just now warrants the establIshment of 
8 modern factory heM: You want t?e!D: to de~lartl what they will do in
the evt>nt of your vuttlng 011 a prohlhltIve tarIff P 
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Pre8id~nt.-.That is not my point. My point is this, that if the country 
made up Its mmd to protect heavy chemicals. . . . :. -
. Mr. H-ughes.-And you eventually make that tariff prohibitive if dump
Ing took placeP , 

President.-Effective. 
Dr. Matthai.-Eff~ctive in this sense that you would not be able to 

char~e. what we considered an uneconomical price. It does not absolutely 
prohibit. ' 

M~. Hughes.-'!hen I suggest that it is wholly a question for Imperial 
<JheIDlcals to decide at that time whether it would be worth their 'while 
to put up a factory in India regardless of the consumption in the country 
or whether they should stand out of the market altogether P , 
. President.-It is not for me to dictate to the Imperial Chemicals what 

line they should adopt. ' 
. pro Matthai.-Tbe gene~al ~uestion 'Yould ~e this: supposing; it was 

deCided to foster the Chemical Industry In India and if Government made 
that their policy, can we count upon reasonable co-operation on the part 
~f Imperial Chemical IndustriesP 

Mr. Hughes.-What do you mean by reasonable co-operation? 
Dr. Matthai.-Not to compete in an unfair way. Supposing the protec

tion that we decide to give to the Indian Chemical, industry took the form 
of a bounty, it is possible for us to say that this bounty should not be 
given to any industry operating in India locally which does not satisfy 
'Certain conditions. The Legislature may prescribe whatever conditions it 
may think reasonable. Now the point that really arises would be this: if 
Imperial Chemical Industries decided to operate in the Indian market, 
-woul:~ they be prepared to follow the conditions which may be considered 
reasonable in India? ' 

Mr. Hughea.-That i could not say. Suppose our price was quite remu
nerative to the Indian prOducer and in SPite of this' they commenced to 
undersell, what would be the position then P Supposing we agreed to sell 
:at equal rates and our selling organisation was better than theirs, what 
would be the position then P 

Dr. Matthai.-That sort of competition as far as I can see at present 
is legitimate and that would not be considered unfair competition. It is 
1lOmpetition in the ordinary way of business. 

Mr. Hughes.-The . bigger the business, the lower the cost. 
Dr. Mattha.i.-In this particular case supposing you started ,a works 

nere, you would have, a 'local Directorate. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.~You would have a local Board on which Indians would be 

TeaBonably represented. 
Mr. Hughe •. -It might or might not have Managing Agents I could 

not say. It would be an entirely separate Company. The system of 
'Managing Agents is not very satisfactory. 

President.-Ientirely agree with you, but I have no power over it. 

Mr. Hughea.-It is a heavy burden-commission on all purchases and 
"i>n all sales plus a percentage of profits. 

Dr. Matthai.-We 'bave reached a stage in our enq~i~ies when we find 
that every Indian industry is up ~ga~nst the c0Il!-petltlon of P?werfully 
organised combinations abroad and It IS of BOrne Interest to thIS Board 
and interest also I take it for foreign ooncerns to know precisely where they 

'stand with regard to each other, Imperial. Ch~mical Ind~tries have been 
,organised largely for the purpose of operatmg In the Empire as a market, 

Mr. Hughes.-That is true. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say they have a definite Imperial objective and 

therefore thA question is of special interest to you. 
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M"'. •. Hughes.-If the units of the Empire are able to consume reasonable 
quantItIes of products, they will follow a policy of manufacturing in the 
country. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-Under reasonable conditions. 
President.-It is on. that point Wtr want your ipformation; 
Dr. Matthai.-Would,:your Director be able to ,discuss' this questionP 
Mr. Hui7hes.--Certainly he would. " , 
President.-Take the Swedish Match Company. What was the allega. 

tion !!lade against them? First of all competition came from Sweden and' 
t~en ~t was all~ed that competition was within the country. The same 
SItuatIOn may arIse as regards yourself. 

Mr. Hughes.-A high tariff was put on motor cars in Great Britain and 
the Americans promptly put up factories. 

President.-Great Britain can look after itself. Great Britain is' soo 
industrially advanced that it doesn't reilly matter. India is very different. 
India wants opportunities of learning its business and you "cannot learn 
any business unless you have some interest in the management. It is not 
merely a question of getting the thing, but it" is a' question of learning how 
the thing is to: be made. 

Mr. Hughe".-I repeat once more that these assurances that you want 
cannot really be given until the situation actually arises. There would be. 
no object whatever in putting up a synthetic ammonia factory when there 
is no market. 

President.-[ have not made my point clear. It is not a question of 
putting up a soda factory or ammonia factory or anything like that. It is. 
a question of the general policy I am discussing. 

Mr. Hughes.-We are a selling Company iJ!. India. 'It is our duty tOo 
sell as much as we can,. " 

President.-We are dealing with Iinperial Chemical Industries as • 
manufacturing company. Whe~her you put up a plant now or 5 years 
or 10 years hence, it is quite immaterial. As my colleague pointed out, we 
are interested in knowing what would be the attitude generally speakmg 
of the Company towards a country which means to estal;llish an industry. 
It is going to be a competitor against Imperial Chemical Industries. If 
you are not able to say something definite about your general policy 
now ..... 

Mr. Hughes.-We shall hold on as long as we can and then we shall 
probably come behind the tariff. 

PTesident.-When it goes behind the tariff, what would it do? 
Mr. Hughes.-It will obtain a site, erect a plant and do its duty by 

its shareholders in every way, it can. 
Pre8ident.-What interests would this country have in it? 
Mr. Hughe8.-It will have a capitai interest. To what extent I am 

quite unable to say. 
Preaident.-I am very' anxious that you should give us as definite infor

mation as you can on questions of this kind. 
In Matthai.-I quite appreciate your position. It is very difficult fol' 

you t~ make any specific suggestion about a situation which has not actually 
arisen but probably you have a general policy in other parts of the. 
Empi;e in wltich'industdes might arise likely to compete with you. 
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IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES ONDJA) LOOTED. 

Oral Evidence of Mr. HUTClDNSON. and Mr. HUGHES, recorded at 
Calcutta. on Saturday. the 9th March 1929. 

Introductory. 

President.-Mr. Hutchinson, you were the Imperial Bacteriologist? 
Mr. Hutchin8on.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-Up to. what time? 
M·T. Hutchinson.-1926. 
President.-Since then you have been connected with the Im~erial 

Chemical Industries? 
Mr. Hutchin8on.-Yes. 
President.-Are you attached to anyone of the subsidiaries? 
"'r. Hutchinson.-I am directly under the Imperial Chemical Industries. 
President.-What is your principal function in India? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-I am the Chief Scientifio Adviser to the Imperial 

Chemical Industries in India. 
President .-In connection with fertilizers? 
7Ilr. Hu~chin8on.-Yes. 
President.-I understand it is the Nitram Limited who are interested in 

fertilizers chiefly P 
.Vr. Hutchinson.-They are not limited to any fertil~er. 
President.-I ~derstand the company which deals with fertilizers is 

Nitram Limited. 
Mr. Hl.Itchinson.-'l'hat is the sales organIzation of the Imperial Chemical 

Industries. 
Fr68ident.-Then there is another company called the Fertilizers Pro

paganda Company. 
Dr. Hu.tchinson.-That is as fall as I know defunct. 
President.-You are in touch, I suppose, with all the agricultural 

departments in India?, 
Mr. H·utchinson.-Yes. 
President.-A~d you collect information, I suppose, as regards the differ

ent requirements of the soils of the country from the agricultural depart
ments and then you advise your own company as to 'what fertiliB8r8 are 
required? 

Mr .. Hutchinson.-Yes. We rely ..,ery largely o~ information derived 
from the local departments of agriculture. Our function at present is to 
lind out what is wanted in different localities, for different crops and for 
different soils, and supply those manures. 

M". Mathias.-You carry out experiments through the local agricultural 
department, do you? . " , 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Tha.t is what we are doing at present. We get our 
information from them and limit pur propaganda to their recommendations. 

Dr. Matthai.-You are not concerned in making any experiments directly 
for yourselves? 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Not at present. \ 
D/,. Matthai.-I$ there any proposal in that direction? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-I think there will be. That is what I am recommend. 

ing. We should have our own experiments to supplement those which are 
being carrie~ out by the departments of agriculture. . 
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President.-Who looks after the commercial aSPll.ct of the fertilizer 
4uestion? 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I know nothing about it. 
Mr. Hugkes.-The commercial aspect or the selling side of sulphates 

of ammonium is in the hands of Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company and 
Imperial Chemical Industries (India), Limited. 

Dr. Mattkai.-Brunner l\fond (India) Limited is not in being now? 
Mr. Hugkes.-It has been converted into Imperial Chemical Industries 

(India), Limited. 

Fertilizers. 

l'resident.-This question of fertilizers arises rather in an indirect way 
to some extent in this chemical enquiry. We are enquiring into the ques
tion of heavy chemicals of which sulphuric acid is one which plays an import
ant part in the production of two of the fertilizers, viz., nitrogenous and 
phosphatic, and we want to have some information as regards those. Firstly, 
as to the demand for sulphate of amm~nia, I take it the consumption 
of SUlphate of ammonia at present in the country is about 17,000 tons? 

!Jr. Hutckinaon.-23,OOO tons including imports and local production. 
President.---Can you give us. figures for the last five years to show how 

the consumption has increased, and the prices? 
'\Ir. Hughes.-Have not Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company given you 

this already? 
Dr. Mattkai.-I think you told us in Bombay that it is approximately 

17,000 tons. 
Mr. Hugkea.-Yes, but I had no figures with me then. 
Prelident.-Will you be able to send us these figures and the prices at 

which it has been sold? 
Mr. Hugkes.--':'The prices have just come .down. 
President.-Yes I know but I want to see what the trend of prices has 

been. 
Mr. Hughes.-Has not this information been given by Messrs. Shaw 

Wallace and Company? They are acting as agents of the federation and 
keep the accounts of the federation in India. 

Dr. Mattkai.-They gave us the quantities of local production and 
imports bu. I don't think they gave us the prices. 

Mr. Matkias.-I suppose price is a big factor in the expansion of sales 
af sulphate of ammonia? . 

Mr. Hugkes.-I suppose it has an important bearing on it. The whole 
thing is, whether you can put the manure on the market at such. a price 
that it comes within the range of the ryot's pocket? 

Mr. Matkias.-Speaking generally the reduction in the price recently 
has been accompanied by, a large expansion in business? 

Mr. Hutckinson.-Yes, mainly that, but very largely due to our pre). 
paganda and the actual economics of the use of sulphate of ammonia as dis
closed by the hard work for the last two years. It has come to this, that 
first of all judging from sales to the ryot-I am not talking of the planters 
at all-we have gone ahead in our sales in Madras because of two things; 
the oncis that our propaganda there has developed more fully than else. 
where and secondly, that the Madras ryot has such hard conditions of· living 
that he has to make the most of any Cipportunity to improve his position 
and, consequently, he t~kes advantage of the recent introduction of artificial 
manures which .people m Bengal don't take the trouble to use. 

President.-Are you referring to sulphate of ammonia or superphosphate 
or both? 

Mr. Hutckinson.-Both, but to my mind sulphate of ammonia is the most 
significant. 
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President.-We leave out the planters for the moment and we would 11& 
glad if you could give us figures to show that the ryot is using more sulphate 
of ammonia than before. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I cen tell you roughly what these' figures are, and I 
will give you a. note on the actual figures if you like. Roughly what would 
happen is this: In l\Iadras the sales of sulphate of ammonia have gone up 
in tho last three years from 400 tons to 10,000 tons. That I think is a 
sufficient proof that in those three years the ryots have found that sulphate 
of ammonia has given them a good return. Practically I should say 85 per 
cent. of the sulphate of ammonia has been used on the paddy crop. 

Mr. Mathias.-How ha.ve the prices gone down in these three years? 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I don't think the fall in prices has been significant. 
before the beginning of this year. 

Mr. Mathias.-What is the actual reductionP 
1111". H utchinson.-From Rs. 14 a unit of nitrogen down to Rs. 8. n 

averaged well over Rs. 250 a ton before then. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you speak of the hard conditions of the Madras 

ryot do you mean that the deficiency of fertilizers in Madras soil is more 
than- in other areas P , . 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I am referring mainly to climatic conditions as com
pared to Bengal. Compared with the uncertain climate and soil in southern 
India you have evenly distributed rain fall, plenty of rivers and deep allu
vial soil in Bengal. The agricultural conditions in the Madras Presidency 

,are much more difficult. That makes the difference hetween the activity of 
thoa Madras ryot and those in Bengal. The Madras ryot takes advantage of 
the fertilizers. 

P,'esident.-That is the point. There is more nitrogen required in the 
Madras soil, is it notP 

Mr. Hutrhinson.-No. But I think the Madras ryot realizes that by 
using cheap nitrogen he can get an increase in cr~p wherea!, ~h~ Be~gal 
ryot does not realize that because he gets a crop suffiClent for hiS hvmg With
out doing anything at all. 

lh. Matthai.-Have you any figures for superphospbates in tbe Madras 
areal' 

MI'. Hu,tchinson.-The figures for superphosphates at present are c:om-
pared in this way. Our recommendation is based on those of the ag~lcul
tural department and that is that for every bag of sulphate of ammoma (a 
bag weighing 80 lbs.) they should use one bag (I cm.) of superphospbate. 
The two should go together. The last figure I gave you of 10,000 tons of 
sulphate of ammonia has been accompanied by about 3,000 tons of super
phospbates. 

Prp.sident.-You said a bag of 80 lha. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-8ulphate of ammonia 80 lbs. and superphospbates 

112 lbs. . 
. President.-Bllt they are not using the quantity of superphosphate 

that they ought to doP 
M,'. HutchinMn.-They are not and that is for the very simple reason 

thbt if you put nitrogen on the soil you can get an obvious increase in your 
crop. If you put superphosphate on your crop it may oli some of the soils 
not give you any obvious return, although the expert knows that it is neces
sary to keep up the fertility of the soil. 

P·l'esident.-How then are you going to convince the ryot that if he uses 
nitrogen he gets so much increase and if he uses the two he will get more? 

Mr. Hlttchinson.-You can convince the ryot in this way. You make him 
recommendations for the use of sulphate of ammonia. You say it is good for 
his crop. He finds it is good. 'tben you tell him it would be better for his 
loil if he adds superphosphate. The confidence he has gained as a result 
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of your recommendation carries him a step further and makes him use 
superphosphate. 

Prerident.-Naturally it must result in an increase or better quality' of 
erop. Can't it, be demonstrated to him afterwards P 

Mr. Hutchinsoo.-It can. You divide the field into two parts, put super
phosphate en one haH with sulphate of ammonia and then you put sulphate 
of ammonia without super on the other haH. In the course of the year he 
iinds that he gets better return from the part which had superphosphate 
than from the part which had no superphosphate. 

Mr. Mathias.-It means ,this, that the application of superphosphate is 
an insurance against depreciation P 

M,·. Hutchinson.-You must have phosphate for your crop. All soils con
tain phosphate. They contain it not only in varying amount but under 
varying conditions. In seils that contain phosphate in available condition 
you may add super and get no increase by reason of additional super and 
in those soils you may say super is not required. But in those soils which 
contain it in unavailable condition you get no phosphatic plant food and 
th" addition of available phosphate as super will give you an obvious in
ereaso in your crop. 

P1crident.-That means you have got to experiment with practically 
each plot so far as the ryot is concerned P 

Superphosphate. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-In view of. Dr. Clouston's evidence you had the other 
day J am afraid I must make a correction because he is out of' touch with 
these sort of things for some years now and what he does not know is this. 
Be said that certain' soils in India do not require superphosphate. That 
information he got from the department of agriculture and they 'got it in 
this way. You can put super on a soil and get no increase in crop. Now, 
it does not follow that because you get no increase in crop, superphosphate 
is not necessary for the fertility of that soil. The reason is this that when 
you are growing a plant you have got to have several things present in the 
soil. If one of the things is missing nothing else will do any good. Nitro
gen acts as a limiting factor on the action of the super; in the same way 
super may act as a limiting factor on the nitrogen. 

PTerident.-1 think he said this that there are cert"ain soils which will 
not require nitrogen but will require superphosphate' because green, manure 
if ly;cd in conjunction with superphosphate may serve the same purpose. 
Is he wrong there P 

Mr. Hutchinson.-He is wrong in saying that there are any soils in India 
that wil\ probably not be benefited by the application of available phosphate: 
Then again he is Wrong in saying that superphosphate has been tried on a 
small scale. I don't know how he can say that the sale of 3,000 tons of 
superphosphate is small __ ll sold in a. single place. 

Ih. Matthai.-I think'Dr. Clouston was thinking of the rest of India 
when he said that experiments on superphosphate on a large scale have' not 
been carried out. I think he made an exception of Madras. 

Mr, Hutchinson.-I hope Dr. Clouston did not say that superphosphate 
was being used on II. small scale on sugarcane and rice. I doJl't think 3,000 
tons in one year can be called a small scale. 

MI·. Mathias.-Taking the whole of India 3,000 tons might be considered 
a small scale P 

Mr. Hutchinsoo.-I am afraid Dr; Clouston is taking his ideas from the 
rerort of the Royal CommiSBion on Agriculture which is two years behind 
the 'timesl 

Prerident.-We gathered' that in the last two years the sale of super
phosphates have gone up to 7,000 tons. 
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Dr. Matthai.-T~king single and double superphosphates together the
figllre that we got IS' roughly 10,000 tons. That I think is based on th&-
6&ures tha~ Dr. Clouston got from Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company . 

• Ur. HlIghes.-That includes tea gardens and everything. 

Mr. Matltia .•. -The position as I understood it from him is that all ~oiJs. 
require superphosphates; some soil re-acts at once to superphosphate . 

. Mr. Hutchillson.-Yes, superphOsphate is an insurance against reduction. 
in fert.ility. 

Mr. Mathias.-But you would say that there are no soils which do not. 
require occasional application of superphosphate for fertility I' 

Mr. Hutchin80n.-I know of no soil where you can go on putting nitro
genous manure without putting phosphorio acid. My opinion is that pha&
phoric acid is a general requirement of Indian agriculture • 

. V,. Matthai.-Supposing there is going to be a very big incre.'lSe in the
consumption of sulphate of ammonia during the next two years, there would 
be along with it a corresponding increase in the consumption of superphos
phates. Am I right? 

Mr. Hutckinson.-I think so. At present the agricultural department 
has sufficient control in its own district to see that the use of nitrogen by 
itself, which might be a dangerous thing, will not take place to any exagger
ated extent, that is to say there should be a backing of phosphoric acid to th&
Ilpplication of nitrogen which is essential to prevent the deterioration of 
the soil. I 

Presidcnt.-Is it rather due to the fact that the ryot can get more nitro
gen from various sources than he can get phosphorio acid I' 

Mr. Hutchinson.-No. The tendency of the ryot towards the use of 
nitrogen is because he gets obvious results. 

President.-He can get that from his green manure and things like thatl'" 
Mr. Hutchinson.-He won't get nitrogen from green manure • 
• Vr. Jlathia ... -What is the effect that he gets from green manurel' 
Mr. HutckinsoJl.-It would improve the physical condition of the soil. 

The nitrogenous effect of green manure is very small. 
M,·. Matkias.-Wbat is the source of nitrogen that is open to all India~ 

ryut if he does not use green manure I' 
Mr. Hutckinson.-Farm manure and oil eake. 
N". Math~s.-The use of green manure in .eonj~nction .with super ~iv~ 

an obvious return to the ryot and therefore lD thlS pat:tlcular .form. 1t 1& 
easier for the agricultural department or for propagandists to Induce the 
.10t to use superphosphate. Is that the position P 

Mr. Hlltchinson.-It is. But there is this drawback that the ryot ha~ 
~reen manure. He losee a crop. It is very difficult fOl'. him to get m 
sufficient labour to turn it in; if there is any failure of ram fall the green 
manure does more harm than good. 

Mr. Matkias.-As regards oil cake has the cultivator any objection to its. 
u~P . 

Jlr. Hutrhinson.-None at all, but it is more expensive. 
Mr. Matkiaa.-Even the cheaper kindsP 
.\1,'. Hutrhin.,on.-There" are none cbeap enough. The point is this that 

'here i3 not enough of either oil cake or cow dung in India to meet the re
quirements of the ryot. It must be supplemented. That we are doing just 
now is this. You want to put organic matter in your soil and keE'p the aoil 
in good condition\ but there is not enough organio matter available to meet 
"he requirements of the whole of India for use as manure. . If you supple
ment it with artificial manure such as SUlphate of ammonia and superphos
phate then you can cover at least twice the a~a with the same supply of 
organic manure that you are doing now. 
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P1·esident.-Take the Madras 'Presidency where you say that the ryot 
.~ learnt. the use of BOme of the artificial fertilizers. Taking the average 
rICe crop lD the ?tIadras area how much manure would he require per acre 
for the rice crop? 

Mr. Hutchinstm.-He Pllts on a maund of sulphate of ammonia on an 
IICre of rice. That costs him Rs. 7. Then he puts on 1 cwt. of superphos . 
.,hate which costs him Rs. 3 to Rs. 4. 

Pnsident.-Say Rs. 10 or Rs. 12 per acre . 

• Vr. Hutchinson.-Yes. Then, the average increase in Madras over seve
ral hundred demonstration plots in the crop has heen 39 per cent. in the 
last two years and the average nett profit has been Rs. 25 per acre. 

PtLSident.-Will you be able to give us some figuresP 

Mr. Htitchinson.-(Hands in) These figures are the same that I gSl.ve to His 
Excellency the Viceroy because I came to the conclusion that the pronounce
Inent of thE! Agricultural Commission was so unsatisfactory. ?tIay I suggest 
that what actually happened was that it relied too much on information which 
lli'as two yeal's out of date. These figures are returns obtained within two 
lears and have been got as a result of our propaganda and the result of our 
having been able to persuade the Provincial departments of Agriculture to 
take more interest in manures than they had over done before and also 
owing to the reduction in the price of nitrogenous fertilizers. There has 
Dot been very much drop in the price of phosph'ltes hecause it has never 
'Aleell vllry l1igh. These are the figures (hands in). 

Prrsident.-It would be hetter if you would state in terms of nitrogen 
aud phosphoric acid and just show the results. Let us take a few of the 
t1rmdpal crops. We will take paddy, sugarcane, and cotton, for instance, 
and then you cAn tell us what results can be obtained by the use of these 
manures showing them separately-what would be the increase in the cost_ 
'Of fertilizers, what would be the yield and the difference. 

Jl,·. Hutchinson.-I understand that ali the present moment your idea is 
-to get information about superphosphate. 

Pusident.-That is right, and any information that you could give us 
which would explain the importance of superphosphate and the probable 
oncrense in the use of superphosphate would be useful. 

lIr. Hutchinson.-I think I have indicated that the probable increase is 
-due to the fact that our recommendations and those of the agricultural 
department will be invariably to back up nitrogen which the -ryot is cer· 
iainly going to use with the superphosphate which he ought to use. 

p/ nideni.-The agricultural department is a bit conservative at times! 
/dr. Hutchinson.-Very cautious! 
J>r(..ident.-As I say, it looks to the immediate results. 
M ... Hutchinson.-I don't know that it does that. For instance the 

most go-ahead of the directors of agriculture in IndIa is ?tIr. Anstead of 
Maw-as. He will tell you that he does not dare to advocate the use of nitro
gen without the backing of superphosphate. That is perfectly sound, but 
although he is the most go-ahead man he is the most cautious man_ in regard 

-to that particular point. He -does not go in for immediate -results; he is 
1ICtually for sound agriculture. 

11,·. 1IIatthai.-These are results that you got from experiments conduct-
ed by the agricultural department? _ 
- 11ft-. Hutchinson.-Some of them are agricultural department, others are 
our own experiments. They will give you the quantity used per acre, cost 
and till' return. 

Dr. Matthai.-Would YOIl care to commit yourself to any estimate of the 
_nsumption of sulphate of .ammonia dllring the next ten years? 

Mr. Hutchinson.-No. 
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V,.. Matthai.-I remember a statement 'was made in London in the courS& 
of evidence given by somebody connected with the Imperial Chemical Indus
tries that a cautious. estimate was 500,000 tons. 

Mr. Hldchinson.-The facts of the case are that you have got 250 million 
acres under arable cultivation in India and there is not a single acre that 
would not be better by an application of sulphate of ammonia. . 

Dr. Matthai.-If that estimate has any validity, we might assume that 
there would be at least a demand for 500,000 tons of superphosphates in India. 

Uombined fertilizers. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-In the future, I think, it is extremely probable that. 
superphosphate as a commercial article will give way to. the ammonium 
pbosphates as an economic alternative, because if you use a mallUre such as 
Leunaphos containing 20 per cent. of nitrogen and 20 per cent. of phosphorio 
acid you save 5/7th of the cost of moving it from one place to another which 
is important because the freight charges are very heavy in India. . 

President.-There is so much variation in the soil that l.0u may con
st~ntly have to go on varying, the proportion. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I don't, think that is a practical consideration at aU 
wherever you want phosphate and wherever you want nitrogen together you 
can use a compound like that with safety and with economic success 

President.-First of all I think you have got to get the ryot used to the 
two. Then of course there is the question of the form in which he is going 
to import it. Isn't that soP 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes, hut there is the other point that it is much 
easier to get the ryot to use one comhined manure than tJ> make him use 
two different kinds at one time. 

Mr. Mathias,-I take it that there would be consid~lible demand for 
luperphosphate by itself; for instanoe as an addition to the cake or green 
mllllure or farm manure there should always be some demand for phosphoric 
acid. Supposing 500,000 tons of fertiliY.ers was necessary we could probably 
put it; down that out of it 10 per cent. would be superphosphate by itseifP 

M,'. Hutchinson.-I think so. 
President.-Take the whole world at present. You find that in spite of 

these compound fertilizers a very large quantity of superphosphates is being 
used. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I think that is because combined fertiliY.ers have not 
been on the market long enough. 

President.-True, but before the ryot or the farmer gets used to t~e com
bine.! fertilizer superphosphate must be separately .used for a conSIderable 
period. 

~lr. Hutchinson.-Undoubtedly. 
Fresident.-And the main thing, so far as India is concerned, is more or 

less to bring up the ryot to the use of these articles as fertilizers and put 
them in his way as cheaply as possible. 

Mr. Hutchinson.~ur difficulty as a commeroial firm is to get the ryot 
to use something which is entirely new to him. Artificial fertilizer he con
siders as a dawai, a magical application to the soil and -in some cases you 
will find the ryot putting sulphate of ammonia on his crop and then doing 
no cultivation or weeding at alII These combined fertilizers have this enor
mous advantage that instead of having to persuade him to use two different 
kinds of manures and thereby' to buy two bags, which is a much more prao-
tical difficulty, it is much easier to persuade him to buy one of these com
bined man'Ires, putting all in one. So, as artificial manures at the present 
moment are in the pioneer stage, in any development of their use in India 
one is bound to consider the possibility of these combined fertilizers going 
right ahead of the other two. 
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Mr. Mathias.-Even supposing the use of combined fertilizers might be 
extended, there would always be room for the disposal of locally manufac
tured superphosphates? 

Mr. Hutchif/.so7t~-1 think so. 
Mr. Mathias.-The agricultural department could keep itself in close 

touch with the manufacturer. 
Mr . . Hughes.-What can you make it of? There are no suitable phos

!lhat~ I~ india. What is the use of importing rock phosphates and treat
,lng It With aCid here when the finished product can probably be carried at 
the same rate of freight as the crude article. ' 

Mr. Mathias.--other countries are importing rock phosphates, are they 
not? Speaking generally, if you import rock phosphate into England you 
have to pay fre~ht on the rock phosphate which is not Vf!/ry mueh less than 
the cost of importing rock phosphate into India. You have to import your' 
rock phosphate and export your, superphosphate from England to India, 
while here you can import rock phosphate and manufacture superphOsphate 
on the spot. . 

Mr. Hutchif/.son.-The only thing I am anxious about is that there should 
be' nothing to prevent the ryot from getting his supply of cheap phosphate 
to balance his nitrogen. 

Presidef/.t.-We fully realize that and we are considering how it can be 
pu. in his way without increasing his price. We want to decrease the price 
of all fertilizers as far as possible.' 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Have you come across the suggestion of the possibility 
of using Indian rock phosphate? 

Dr. MaUhai.-We had some discussion about the Trichinopoly phosphates. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-There are the Singbhum phosphates. 
President.-I understand some people have taken up concessions in the 

Singbhum area. . 
Mr. Hutchinson.-I wond~ if you have come across this point of view 

that although the Singbhum phosphate is entirely unsuitable for making 
aeid phosphate there is nothing inherently impossible in making u~e of it 
for the manufacture of phosphoric acid by the pyrolytic process so long as 
cheap fuel is available. 

President.-I believe there is om; company just now which is investigat-
ing it, but how far they have gone I do not know. " 

Dr. Matthai.-Is it your suggestion that there is some possibility of using 
,Singbhum rock phosphate for the production of phosphoric acid? 
. Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. I think the point is that you must have phos
phate for Indian agriculture. That is the basic need of practically all soils. 
In some of the soils you put phosphate and take a crop like mustard; yo.u 
will find that you get four times the crop that you get without it. That IS 
what has happened in Bihar. As regards the rest of India it is only a 
question of variation of degree. It is perfectly obvious that you must have 
phosphate for Indian agriculture. 

President.-Would you be able ,to give me the price of imported super-
,p~osphate, Mr, Hughes? 

M7. Hughes.-We are selling at Rs. 80 a ton in Madras. 
President.-What percentage is that? 
Mr. Hughes.-18 to 20 per cent. phosphoric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-Does the ryot get it at Rs. 80? 
Mr. Hughes.-He gets it at Rs. 80 plus the railway freight. 
President.-That is Rs. 4 a. unit. The price of superphosphate, 33 pet 

cent. f.o.r. works comes to £3. That is 18. lOd. a unit and this is Rs. 4o~-O. 
When you say 20 per cent. do you mean phosphoric ,acid content? 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
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President.-That will correspond approximately to the price· of Is. 10d. 
that I have given, s~ that what it means is that the cost of transport and 
other charges take away about a rupee " unit. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-What possible sources of rock phosphate are you think
ing of· from which to import it into India P 

President.-It can be imported either from Africa or Egypt. Will you 
be able to give us the cost of imported rock phosphate P 

Mr. HughflS.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact Messrs. Parry and Company, Madras 

are using small quantities of Algerian rock phosphate. . ~ 

Local manufacture of 81/iHlrphosphate. 

President.-What we are considering is this: we want to encourage the 
use of artificial fertilizers in the country, superphosphate being one of them. 
That would mean of course the encouragement of the manufacture of sul
phuric acid and our idea is that it should be made possible to produce sul
phuric acid and the other products on as large a. scale as possible, and super
phosphate is one of those articles which would consume considerable quanti
ties of sulphuric acid. We don't wish to do anything which would raise the 
price (If superphosphate because that would defeat the object in view. There
fore, we are eonsidering whether we could not develop the use of fertilizers. 
by cheapening it and we are considering whether it could not be cheapened 
if we recommended a bounty on the production of sulphuric acid which is 
used in the production of superphosphate. Our proposals would extend 
only m'er a very few ;y-ears subject to a further enquiry and it is important 
for us therefore to make an estimate as to what would be the consumption, 
say, in the next five years. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-It is a very difficult thing to do. 
President.-:-It can be very approximate. It may be· 10,000 or 15,000 or 

30,000 tons. Could you venture on some suggestion, say, in the next five 
years? 

Mr.' Hutchinson.-I shouldn't like to do that because it is such a fatal 
thing to do. 

President.-What will happen is this: we make an estimate taking 20,000 
tons which means in terms of sulphuric acid is 10,000 tons and we recom
mend a certain bounty. If we take a very low figure, and if the production 
goes up, the same amount of bounty has to be distributed on a larger pro-. 
duction and we want to avoid that if possible. It is for that reason that we 
want to take a figure which, on an average, would give them the amount of 
bounty which we think they ought to get. That is the reason why I am ask~ 
ing that question. In the case of a bounty Government cannot say "we 
will give you so much per ton without fixing the quantity". 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Fixing it in accordance with the development of the 
industry, that would be the wisest thing. Do you want a minimum figure? 

P·resident.-Yes, so that we can tell Government" this is your liability 
within the next five years on which you are expected to give a bounty.''' 
The idea. also is this. I think you made a Buggestion that Government ought 
to spend some money on propaganda and assist you. 

Mr. Ilutchinson.-Oll the contrary our suggestion was that we should 
. lubsidise the Government department of agriculture. 

President.-This may amount. to a subsidy by Gm'ernment for the purpose 
or propaganda. . 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Government should be responsible for that. I 8a;1' that 
after 20 years of work they have done nothing at all on fertilizers. 

President.-The easiest. way to convince the ryot is to ~how by propaganda 
that if he spends Rs. 5 on $uperphosphates, he gets Rs. 15. 

President.-You have to take the ehance. The whole thing is this: in 
the case of nitrogenous fertilizers, I admit that a bounty will not do, because 
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it will not necessarily bring down the price of sulphate of ammonia. It is 
quite possible that if a bounty on superphosphates is given, the manufac
turers of superphosphates might charge the world price and pocket the whole 
of the bounty. . I 

Mr. Mathias.-Any bounty. on superphosphates manufactured in 'thia 
country would operate to extend the use of superphosphates. Also the more 
superphosphates you make, the cheaper you can get your sulphuric acid for 
other products. . 

Mr. Hutchinsoo.-The probable difficulty is really the question of pro
paganda. It all depends on that, because all your recommendations would 
depend on the use of superphosphate by the ryot. 

President.-There will be more propaganda, because people interested in 
the manufacture of superphosphates will be interested ill the manufacture 
of other products. 

Mr. Mathias.-We found that certai:n firms who ml,nufacture ploughs 
locally are keeping in very close touch with the Agricultural Department in 
the matter of propaganda and through the assistance and local knowledge of 
the Department they are able to secure a larger market than in recent years. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I may tell you that our firm spent £50,000 last year 
on fertilizer propaganda in India. 

Dr. Mattllai.-Propaganda to be effective should be . based on what you 
can show as the margin hetween expenditure and yield; that is real pro:
paganda. Supposing there is a scheme which brings down the expenditure; 
obviously your central propaganda committee would be able to show a bette!' 
margin and therefore to that extent your propaganda would be more effec
tive. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes, it will be more effective in the future, when you 
have got the price of superphosphate down, and it will have to go down a 
considerable amount to make any difference as far as propaganda is con
cerned, because it is relatively cheap at present. If you take the Bombay 
ryot, he puts 10 maunds of SUlphate of ammonia on an acre of cane, 500 
maunds of castor cake and 20,000 lbs. of cattle manure. The super costs 
Re. 3 or Rs. 2-8-0 which is negligible. 

President.-Take the more extensive .crops like paddy. It is one of the 
Btaple crops of the country. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Do you think it will make much difference to the ryot 
whether we charge him Rs. 3 or Rs. 3-8 for superphosphate? . 

Mr. Mathias.-on the other hand there is this to be said for the sugges
tion that we have under consideration, that the money which the Govern
ment would payout might in time return to the pocket of the agriculturist 
and it is not very often that Ii proposal for bounty has that effect. The 
manufacturer would be able by increasing his production of sulphuric acid, 
to reduce its cost and that would enable him to produce his other products 
more cheaply. On the other hand the cultivator would probably in 
time obtain his superphosphate cheaper. 

President.-You have given us the price at which you are selling super
phosphates. Can you give us the f.o.b. price and tbe other charges? 

Mr. Hugltes.-The price fluctuates. 
President.-That we can't help. You have got to take a particular date 

. for it, and· say this is the f.D.b.price and this is the c.i.f. price Madras, 
Bombay or Calcutta· whichever it is. We really want to know what advant
age a man would have if it was manufactured here and for ·that purpose it 
is very important for us to know what the freights and the other charges 
are. 

Mr. Hughes.-We shall have to ascertain that by writing home. I have 
no idea of what the freights are.· The best thing would be to write to 
Holland. In our documents freight is not shown. 

President.-You can get us the information, can you? 
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Mr. Hughes.-Yes, but it will take some time. 
President.-We want it for the sulphate of ammonia as well as for super

phosphates. 
Mr. Hughes.-I will let you have it. 
President.-Please give us the price and the contents and whether you 

are talking in terms of ammonia or nitrogen. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-We will give you the contents of nitrogen and phos

phorio acid. 

Bone superphosphate. 
. Dr. Matthai.-<>n this ~uestion of bones, at present bone superphosphate 
IS very muoh more expensive than rock superphosphate, is it notP 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking int~ account the diJferen~ in the manurial quality 

between the tWit, do you think that at present prices they are much about" 
the same from the point of view of the real cost to the ryotP 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I don't think so, because the activity of the bone as 
a source of nitrogen is very uncertain, but as a source of phosphate, it is 
extremely slow. 

Dr. Matthai.-Assuming that the ryot geq. his rock superphosphate at 
Re. 85 a ton and his bone superphosphate at Re. 116, that is at a dilference 
of about Rs. 30, is it p088ible to maintain that this dilference of Rs. 30 is 
really so much more manurial quality that he gets out of the bone super
phosphateI' 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I. don't think it is. 
Mr. Mat1~ias.-There is a certain amount of nitrogen contained in the 

bone superphosphate P 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Very little. 
Mr. Mathias.-It is supposed to be 4 per cent. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. It takes a long time to act. 
Dr. Matthai.-Bo that I expect that so far as the use of superphosphate 

is concerned, it will restrict itself to the use of rock phosphate. 
Mr. Hv.tchinson.-Yes. I think. you can wash out the bones. 
Mr. Mathias.-I 'Understand that bones are largely used for the manu

facture of gelatine. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-The facts of the case are apparently simple. You get 

£9 a ton for bones in India and I think one firm from Bomba!. giving evid
ence before the Royal Commission on Agriculture gave this figure of £9 a 
ton. He went on to say that every year India was losing 4,000 tons of 
nitrogen and 23,000 tons of phosphoric acid on an export of 100,000 tons of 
bones every year. If you take that value of £9 a ton, for 100,000 tons you 
get enough money to buy the equivalent of phosphate and nitrogen not in 
the form of bones which 18 very slow and uncertain, but in the form of sul
phate of ammonia and super and still have ~,OOO sterling left over. It 
is quite out of the question to use an expensive source of phosphate when 
you have got something cheaper. As you know if you lowered the price of 
bones to the Indian collector, they are not likely to be collected at all. 

Prelident.-£9 a ton for bone meal at Liverpool, is it notP 
Mr. Hv.tchinBon.-Yes. That was two years ago. I was going on the· 

figures given before the Royal Commission on Indian Agriculture. 

Distribution v.pcountry. 

President.-You do the distribution, do youP 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. we and Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company. 
President.-First of a1\ you have got to take it to the ports from England 

or Holland or wherever it may be P 
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Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
President.-Then I take it you have to distribute it to the districts. So' 

I take it you have to stock it at the port in the first instance. ' 

Mr. Bughes.-Yes, and then stocks are held up country. 

Prerident.-And at various distributing centres. Then you distribute 
from there? 

Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
President.-Is it necessary U; have these stocks up country? 
Mr. Hughes.--;-yes, to have it readily available when .the season is on. 

President.-Would it not suffice if you send it direct from the ports? 
Mr. Hugkes.-How can we supply a man who require one bag? We 

have stocks in depots. The' buyer- can always go there and buy one or two 
bags just as he wants. We have about 240 depots and all these depOts carry 
stocks of sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate. . 

PreSident.-1 am not suggesting that you should not ha,'e representatives 
in the districts who should be in touch with the ryots, but I am asking you 
whether it is necessary to keep local stocks. 

Mr. Bughes.-Yes, if the thing has to be kept going. properly, stocks 
must be kept in depots all over the place. 

Presidefit.-That would add considerably to the cost of distributio)1. 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
President.-That would happen even if the superphosphates' were manu

factured in the country, would it not? 
Mr. HughflS.-It depends on what the manufacturer-wishes to do. 
Prflsident.-Could ypu suggest to us what the Nitram Limited would do in 

the event of a local industry being started for the manufacture of super
phosphates ? 

Mr. Hughfls.-They will'do nothing. 
Dr. Matthai.-8uppoaing they could get their superphosphate in India 

cheaper, what would they do? 
Mr. HughflS.-It woUld be bought here. We may also act as distributors 

to Indian manufacturers. It is quite immaterial to us where it comeS from. 
Prerident.-At present the Imperial Chemical Industries is not interested 

in this . 
• Vi-. Hughes.-No. 
President.-They are interested in compound fertilisers? 
Mr. Hughes.-Yes. 
Prei.tdent.-It would be to yoUr_interest to push more the sale of 'com

pound fertilisers than single fertilisers. 
Mr. Hughes.-Very probably. 
Pre8ident.-If you want to push your compound fertilisers, you would 

obviously not encourage the use of separate fertilisersi' 
Mr. Hughes.-We should probably push the sale of compound fertilisers. 

It all depends on the tendency of the market. If the market wants single 
fertilisers, they will always be sold. 

Prflsident.-We really want to know what the diiference is in the cost 
to the ryot taking the two separately and comparing them with your com
pound fertiliser. 

Mr. Hughes.-We can send you these figures in. 
Pre&ident.-Mr. Hutchinson, there are these nitrogenous fertilisers avail

able in the country such as oil cake and things like that. These are avail-. 
able and the ryot does actually use them. He may use them in conjunction 
with superphosphate. Where those are not available he will use the nitro
genous fertiliser as well as phosphatic fertiliser or the compound fertiliser~ 
is that the position? 
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Mi. Hutcllinsoll.-Tha~ is right. Generally ~peaking We may say that 
'Whenever. yo~ use .super, If you can oombine it with an organic fertiliser, 
;the combmatlOn w)ll be better than using them separately. 
. President.-That is what I wan~ to u~~eJ"Stand. It is quite possible that 
'lD I!o~e parts of the country orgamc fertIlisers may be available and in that 
'0_ If the ryot uses superphosphate he will get better results will he notP 

Mr. Hutcllinson.-Generally speaking that is true. ' 
.P'reside.nt.-We are only concerned with a very short period and it is 

.qUite pOSSIble that though compound fertilisers may be in the long run used 
·on a larger scale, so long as this other· condition remains there will be room 
,for superphosphates being used by itselfP ' 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. " 
P'resident.-:-T.his deficiency of fertilisers applies practically to all rice 

.crops, I take It III India and Burma. I am asking you this questiOll because 
the Agricultural Commission said that this deficiency was . more obvious ill 
the Peninsula and Burma. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-The average yield of paddy in Illdia last year was 
,~50lbs: per acre, that is a little over 10 maunds, whereas the average yield 
In SpaIn was 5,000 lbs. and the difference is due to the use of fertilisers. 

President.-Do you mean to say it is only 850 IbsP 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. That is the avcrage for the whole of India. In 

Madras it is about 1,000 lbs. I think it is very obvious that that difference 
;has got to be made ,up. • 

P,·esident.-I think in 'Burma on the poorer soil it is about 10.to ]jI 
-baskets of 60 lbs. and on the better ones just about double. 

Mr. Hutchinsoll.-I think the average in Burma is better than the aver
.age in India. 

President.-Yes. When we have got such a large area under paddy culti
vation, it is obvious thall if the ry!lt were to learn the use of fertilisers, the 
,potential market must be a very large one. 
, Mr. Hutchill,~otl.-Yes. Our organisation has got striking results in the 

;last .two years. I is a revelatioR that instead of having to rely on the rev~nue 
-crops for the use of artificial fertilisers, it is the country crop that has gIven 
-the best economic return. 

Dr. Matthai.-By revenue crop you mean sugar cane, jute and so on, 
~on't youP 

Mr. Hi,tchinson.-Yes. It was the revenue . crops such as cane, cotton 
'and jute on which our organisation expected to get obvious ec:onomic returns 
'from artificial fertilisers. It has been an ,eye opener to us In the last two 
years' that it is the rice crop that has given most consistent economic returns 
from the use of fertilisers like sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate, and 
-that is ]I1ost encouraging. 

Presidellt.-The principal rice growing areas are Bengal, Burma and 
Madras. 

Mr. HutchiMon.-Yes and also United Provinces. 
Prtsidf'tlt.-That is a very different kind of rice . 

. Mr. Hutchinson.-The United Provinces has gained the most by the use 
-of sulphate of ammonia. Yl!u have ~ot 80 million acres under rice in Indi~, 
80 if you take no other crop at all. It would be enormous from the economIC 
side. In actual practice field crops, like paddy have given big return which 
is a thing you can't ignore in using a thing like artificial fertilisers. 

Presidellt.-Supposing the use of superphosphates was to be developed 
and supposing superphospbates were manufactured locally, ~o you sU~el!t 
that tho Agricultural Department would be the proper medIUm for distn-
butingP . _ 

.\Cr. H"tchi'nsoll.-No, I d'on't think they will ever act as distributors. 
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P·reBident.-They would tell the manufacturer where it is wanted. 
Mr. Hutchin30n.-They.will tell us where it is wanted . 
. \fr. Mathias.-In actual practice they do a certain amount of distri. 

bution by means of formation of Associations in the Central Provinces, do 
they not? . 

Mr. Hmchinson.-8eed distribution was largely undertaken by the C0-
operative Associations in the Central Provinces. 

Mr. Mathias.-8omething on that line might be done for fertilisers. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Ye'Il. 
President.-I think one of your witnesses suggested that it was done by 

Government in Egypt and that the Imperial Chemical Industries sold to 
. the Egyptian Government these fertilisers and they distributed them to their 
departments.' -

Mr. Hutchinsofl.-I think the conditions there are quite different fro!ll 
those in India. In India' no Government can say to the ryot "grow this 
sort of crop and use this sort of fertiliser in this way", whereas in Egypt 
they can. Lands in Egypt are held very largely by Agricultural Syndicates 
alld they use fertilisers. i 

President.-What I was interested in asking you was how, apart from 
your propaganda, supposing ~uperphosphates were manufactured on a large 
acale, they could be popularised? 

Mr. Hutchin8on.-In the same way as we are doing now 'by propaganda 
through the Agricultural Department and by our own organisation. 

President.-The difficulty about your organisation is the one that I point
ed out a little while ago, "iz., that you are interes~d in one kind of ferti
liser and it would not be to your interest obviously to push anything else. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I would not like to say anything about that. I am 
only thllir scientifie adviser, .but I don't know of any reason why we should 
not be interested in all suitable fertilisers. 

President.-You may, but on the other hand, you may say" it is more 
to our interest to push our fertilisers". 

Mr. Hutchinaon.-I don't know. Our present effort, however, is not to 
push one thing or another, but to teach the ryot to use artificial fertilisers. 

President.-If that policy was maintained, there would be no objection, 
but- if the Government paid a bounty. for the manufacture of superphos-. 
phates, for instance and the Imperial Chemical ID.dustriea got interested in 
80me compound fertiliser . . • . . . . 

Mr. Hughe8.-There will always he a market for single fertiliser such 
as sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda or superphosphate, but Messrs. 
Shaw Wallace and Company have introduced American compound fertilisers, 
£.g., ammophos, and we are bound to follow. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Although at the present moment their principal work 
is that of propaganda, they have in the future to look at it from this point 
,of view that most of the soils require the application of phosphoric acid, 
but probably it is not every soil that is benefited by an application of nitrogen 
'will be benefited by an annual application of superphosphate, so that as far 
as the relative advantage of compound phosphate and superphosphate and 
sulphate of' ammonia is concerned, YOll may have a situation where it would 
:he of advantage to use fertilisers every year in this way that you use sul
'phate of ammonia one year and superphosphate another year or in two 
:years. 

President.-We examined Dr. Clouston and he expressed an opinion 
more or less similar to yours that phosphates remained in the soil much 
longer than nitrogen and. therefore, as you said just now, the ryot might 
require nitrogen every ypar but not necessarily superphosphate. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-That is what is going to happen in the future. I. 
don't think there will ever be a case for the application of this lIompound 
HVYCHMLIND VOLD ]I' 



phosphatu on every soil every year, but in this pioneer stage it is easier 
for propaganda ·purposes. 

PTe.ident.-I quite understand that the soil might have been'so much 
impoverished in the past of phosphates that it might be necessary to put in 
phosphates every year for a little while, but not after a time. 

Mr. Hutchin.on.-No. You must deal with this question as being one 
baled on entirely economic condition. It is very difficult for that reason 
to say what is the best form of propaganda and it is extremely difficult to 
lay how it is going to work out in the future. 

Prerident,-We have got to make certain proposals that would lead to 
the development of the Chemical industry. That is our main function. 
This question of fertilisers is linked with that of course and therefore we 
must not do anything which would raise the price of fertilisers. That is all 
we are concerned with just now. 

MT. Hutchin.on.-I am very glad to hear that your Board has arriyed at 
the opinion that artificial fertilisers will play a more important part than 
that suggested by the Royal Agricultural Commission. 

PTe.ideAt.-The opinion of the Royal Commission is supposed to be the 
opinion of an expert body on points on which they investigated. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-The figures J have given don't coincide with their 
information. 

PT/lsid/lnt.-It would naturally follow, would it not, that once you get 
better crops by the use of artificial fertilisers, as you go along, you will 
require them more and morel' 

Mr. Hutchin.on.-Yes. 
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THE TATA iRoN AND stEtl 'CoMPANY. 
Oral EvideDce of Messrs. J. C. K. PE'l'FBsON. S. t. SAWbAY .4 

D. M. MADAN recorded. at BomlNa, ~D Monda,. the 26th 
Wovembei'.1921. 

ApiJthy 01 infBr'esftd paf'tie •• 

Pf'eMdeflt.-Before proceeding with the enquiry I would like· to ask you if 
:jou .ould give the Board a list of people who manufacture sulphuric acid in 
the country. It is mther important. These people who know what we are 
doing apparently don't seem to take any interest in what is going on. 

Dr. Maithai.-Tbere are six on the Bengal side. 
Mf'. Pef6f'son.-Yes. 
Pf'esident.-The proposal now before the Board is that a bounty should 

tie given on the production of sulphuric acid ils a means of giving protectioll 
. to the subsidiary industries. Supposing we accept their proposal and make 
a recommendation for a bounty; it is quite obvious we will have to confine 
the proposal more or less to people who have appeared before us and stated 
their case and it is very likely that those people who do not come forward 
and state their case inight be entirely left out. We have issued a communique 
asking for representation from people interested in heavy chemicals. But I 
'IIIlderstand that some of these people who do manufacture sulphuric acid have 
not appeared at all. We will make one more effort, though I don't think 
that they deserve that we should go out of .the way to draw their attention 
to what is going on. 

Mr. 8awdall.-Besides these pig iron people there are Messrs. D. Waldie 
and Company, Bengal Chemical Works, etc. 

PreMent.--80me people do manufacture coke, don't they? 
Mr. 8awdall.-Yes, about 6 or 7. 
PreMent.-ls sulphate of ammonia really a bye-product of coke? 
Mr. 8awda1l.-Yes. 
President.-In that case there must be others who manufacture SUlphate 

of ammonia. 
Mr. 8awdall.-There are 6 or 7 people who manufacture. They are all 

in the Sulphate of Ammonia Federation. 
President.-It is very important for the Board to know how much sulphuric 

acid is manufactured in the country to start with. 
Mr. Madan.-They don't all make sulphuric acid. 
Mr. Peterson.-A good many of these people will be buying sulphuric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-Who are these people that you are talking about? 
Mr. 8awdall.-Manufacturers of Sulphate of Ammonia. 
Pruident.-Will you kindly give us the names? 
Mr. PderBOn.-With regard to SUlphate of ammonia, '" would suggest that 

you should write to Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company who are the agents 
of the Federation in India. 

Dr. Matthai.-What is this Federation? 
Mr. PetersOA.-The Sulphate of Ammonia Federation is a Federation for 

inarketing sulphate of ammonia throughout the world. 
Dr. Motthai.-Is _!t connected with the Imperial Chemical Industries? 
Mr. Pet6f'son.-Yes, it is. 
Pruident.-'-The Imperial Chemicals are appearing 'before us Dext month. 
Mr. Madan.-lIessrs. Nitram Limited market not only the nitrates (jf the 

Imperial Chemical Industries, but also those of many others. 
N2 
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MJ. Peterson.-Messrs. Shaw Wallace will be able to give you full informa.
tion about the Sulphate of Ammonia Federation. They can give you the 
names of the principal manufacturers of sulphate' of ammonia~ 

Prtside1l.t.-It does rather seem odd that the Board should look after these 
people."'.,' 

Mr. Pet.rsolli.--..lexpect,.that they 'are not aware that you are going to 
propose a bounty on the manufact~e' of sulphuric' acid. They would pro
bably appear as soon as you said that a bounty might be given. 

President.-This is being discussed for the last several weeks. 
Mr. Sawdail.-These discussions are not reported in the Calcutta papers. 

Preside1tt.-They know that there is this enquiry into sulphuric acid. 
There is a proposal that the freights should be reduced both on the raw 
materials and on the finished products which is a kind of indirect bounty. 
It is possible that if we accept that proposal we may frame our recommenda.
tions in such a way that people who have not appeared before us are left out. 

Mr. Peterson.-8hall we write to the Sulphate of Ammonia Federation 
and draw their attention to this P . 

President.-I think it would be just as well for you to inform them. 
Mr. PetflTson.~We will do so. 
President . .-:....The idea underlying this proposal is simply this: sulphurio 

acid enters into the manufacture of so many of these Qther chemicals and it 
might be much simpler to say that 50 per cent. of sulphuric acid enters in 
fertilisers, Instead of recommending protection on. fertilisers, we simply say 
that we recommend so much bounty per ton of sulphuric acid produced in 
the country which would be the equivalent of so much in terms of the duty. 

Dr. Matthai.-Sulphuric acid taking the place of ingot in the bounty 
scheme in steel. 

. Sulphuric acid costs. 

President.-Let us take up the question of sulphuric acid. I take it, 
Mr. Peterson. that you don't wish to treat anything sent to the Board as 
confidential. 

Mr. Peterson.-No. 
President.-Your Chamber acid, I take it, is about 65 per cent. sulphuric 

acid. -
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-What strength of acid is used for sulphate of ammonia~ 

Is it Chamber acid or has it got to be slightly concentrated P 
Mr. Peterson.-It is used as it is. 
Dr. Matthai.-What exactly is the point of this note: .. The production 

is of acid containing 77 per cent. H.S04" P 
Mr. PeterBon.-Tbat 'is not intended for the manufacture of sulphate of 

ammonia. I gave you an. estimate of the cost .of producing sulphuric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-Am I to take it that this statement of cOits of sulphuric 

acid that you give here is the cost of sulphuric acid of 77 per cent. p. 
Mr. Pet6rson.-Yes. This is simply an estimate of the cost of production 

under present conditions. .' 
Dr. Matthai.-Of commercial acid. 
Mr. PetflTson.-Yes, this is not an ·actual cost. It is .lIn estimate. 
Presidtnt.-This 77 per cent. is the theoretical percentage of commercial 

acid. 
Mr. Pderson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-8o that this includes not merely the cost of making cham. 

be" acid but also concentrating it to 77 per cent. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
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President.-Your COlli for 1927-28 were Rs. 36'67. That is on 65 per cent. 
basis I take it. 

Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
President.~In your new estimate the price would come down to Rs. 3'1 

though the percentage would he 77 per cent., is that right? 
Mr. Pefer3on.-Yes.This is not an estimate of ours. This is an estimate 

which we happen to possess. 
President.-You say it has recently heen made .. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes, very recently. 
President.-That is to say, for 12 per cent. more acid, you won't spend 

more than yoo are spending. That is really what it comes to. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes, that is what it comes to. 
President.-As regards sulphur, how much a ton is this sulphur? It seems 

that you ha~ adopted a higher figure for sulphur. Is that owing to a higher 
percentage or what P 

Mr. Madan.-The cost of sulphur is going up. 
President.-What is the c.i.f. price of sulphur? 
Mr. Madan.-It was 28 dollars two years ago. It has gone up t.o 31 and 

it is still rising. It might he 32 dollars. 
President.-How many rupees is that? 
Mr. Madan.-About Rs. 88. 
President.-And landed at the works i' 
Mr. Madan.-It is about Rs. 103 including the wastage. 
President.-What are the actual charges? 
Mr. Madan.-The freight is Rs. 12. 
President.-From Calcutta to Jamshedpur? 
Mr. Madan.-Yes, sulphur is considered a very bad article to carry. 
Mr. Peter8on.~We will give you a full statement showing what the last 

consignment has cost us. 
PTeBidBnt.-Have you long-term contracts or do you buy from. time to 

time as you require? 
Mr. Peterson.-We buy from time to time. 
Mr. Madan:-We buy from the Sulphur Export Corporation. We buy 

absolutely at the best price possible. 
President.-Do they make a reduction for special quantities? 
Mr. Mada"".-We buy 300 tons monthly. . 
President.-What I want to know is this. What is the rebate that you 

get if you buy in large quantities? 
Mr. Peterson.-The price varies according to the prevailing price of 

sulphur. 
President.-For large quantities? 
Mr. Madan..-The last figure is 32 dollars. We have made a contract fOJ 

the whole year at the rate of 300 tons a month. 
Mr. Peterson.-We had better give you a·statement of our purch~s last 

year showing quantities, etc. Do you want the cost of unloading also? 

President.-:Yes, the costs that you have to add to the <i.i.f., that is to 
say, not taking the loss into account. 

Mr. Peterson.-We will send you a statement. 

Dr. Matthai.-How long is it since the price started going up P 

Mr. Madan..-About one and a half years ago. The last purchase which 
we made was ~ly in 1927 whe~ the price was about 29 dollars. Since then. 
the reports WhlCh we have recelved go to show that the price is going up. 
We have arranged for further purchases after that at 32 dollars. 



President.-Is there no reason given for this!' 
Mr. Madan.-That is the American Sulphur Corporation's control price. 

They have some arrangement with Greek supplier~ by which thl! ~tter. have 
been given a quota. After the quota, the American Corporation belPD to 
supply. 

Dr. Mattkai.~Do 1011 mean by Greek suppliers Sicilian suppliersP 
Mr. Madan.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-The point that interests us. is this. When the price c-f 

sulphur in the United Kingdom moves, does the Indian c.i.f. price also move 
in the same direction? 

Peter.on.-I don't think that there would be very much import mto
India except by these large manufacturers. 

Dr. Matthai.~WI1at we were told is th;-"'that if sulphur were sold in 
the United Kingdom, one thing at any rate that would determine that price 
would be the price of pyrites at the time because they compete. There is no 
question of local pyrites in India, is there? 

Mr. Peterson.-We have not been able to find any. 

Dr. Mattkai.-So that the question is whether the price of sulphur in 
European countries moves in the same way as the price in India or whether 
it moves differently .. 

Mr. Madan.-We have not studied that question. 
President.-Do you think that there would be a very big variation in the 

price in future? Can you give us some idea? What do your experts sayP 

Mr. Peterson.-We really do not know what the world supply of sulphur 
is. 

Mr. Madan.-We did buy about four years ago at about Rs. 80 c.i.f. but 
since then the price has been going up all the time. 

Dr. Mattkai.-I remember that at the time when the question of the duty 
on sulphur was examined, the price was somewhere about Rs. 120. 

Mr. Peterson.-The price with the duty was about that figure. 

Pre.ident.-As regards the works costs; you have taken nitrate of soda at 
a higher figure. . 

Mr. Peterson.-In the second estimate? 
President.-Yes. 
!tfr. Madan.-We generally plirchase it. 
Mr. PeterBon.-It is merely a round figure. 
President.-You use about 20 Ihs. per ton. 
ilCr. Petp.r~on.-31 lbs. 
President.-What is the consumption of sulphur per ton of sulphuric acid? 
Afr. Peterson.-556 lbs. 
Dr. lIlattkai.-That is about i ton. 
Mr. PetersQn.-Yes. 
President.-The cost above material is Rs. 7 in your new estimate. 
Mr. Petcrson.-About that. 
President.-U you compare this with the cost above material given in the 

statement in VQlume II cif the Steel Report, 1926, there is a saving of 
Rs. 2'44. 

Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
President . ..:....Might not this be due very largely to allocation II 
Mr. Peterson.-Very probably~ 
""e~.dent.-May r know whether in the estimate that you hav(\ made YO\l 

have treated the plant 8S entirely separate l' . 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. that is the idea. 
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fruident.-Therefore it is.quite possible tha~ your nllocation may be very 
different~ 

Mr. Peter,on.-Yes, it is possible. 
Prerident.-May we take it that the cost above material of Rs. 7 is on th" 

plant manufacturing sulphuric acid? 
Mr. PetersOR.-Yes. 
Prelident.-Then, really it does seem to me that the cost of sulphur matters 

a great deal. 

Mr. PeterBOR.-That determines the total cost. 
Prerident.-Now the point is this. Take Europe for instance. Supposing 

you use ird of a ton of sulphur, your disadvantage is tl!e freight on that 
plus transport cbarges. If you take in round figures the cost of one-third 
ton of sulphur as Rs. 33, the disadvantage may come to Rs. 4 or Rs. 5. 

Mf'. PeterBon.-Yes, but the manufacturers of sulphuric acid in Europe 
have also to import sulphur. 

PreBident.-Wbat disadvantage have you got purely as regards raw mate
rials compared with the foreign manufacturer who uses sulphur? 

Mr. PeterBon.-It really comes down to the question whether the freight 
disadvantage is greater on the raw sulphur or on the acid. 

PTf:rident.-8upposing the British manufacturer gets sulphu; at £6 c.i.f.? 

Mr. Peterson.-The man who produces sulphuric acid man.ufacture some· 
thing else. 

Prerident.-He gets sulphur at £6 c.i.f. and the transport charges may , 
come to about 5 shillings, the total being £6-5-0, or about Rs. 84 as against 
your Rs. 103. The difference comes to Rs. 19, and one-third of it is RB. 6. 
That is your disadvantage. 

Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
President.-8upposing you had an up-to-date plant-the same as th"y 

have-your labour and other charges would be proportionately lower compared 
to their charges. 

Mr. PetersOR.-I doubt. it. 
President.-You don't think tbat they would be lower. 
Mr. PeterBon.-No, they would probably be higher. 
PreBident.-If you have all labour saving appliances, it should not .,ost 

you more. The whole point is this. Where you have to use manual labour 
pure and simple, in that case, there may be no saving. But if you use a 
machine which requires only one man, it should not require more than Qne 
man here. 

Mf'. PeterBOR.-It would require more than one man. 
Prelident.-It should not. Therefore it ·is quite possible that where in 

both countries machinery is used, India should have some advantage so long 
as labour in thi, country is cheaper. But, of course, we cannot say how 
much it amounts to. 

Mr. Peter8OR.-I don't think that there would be any practical advantage 
in that. . 

Preridenf.-The disadvantage of Rs. 6 must more or less remain so long 
as freights continue to be higher. 

MT. Peterson.-It would disappear in time as labour became educated, and 
more skilled. 

Prerident.-I am talking of the freight disadvantage. That also must 
disappear gradually to some extent when you get cheaper freights to India. 

Mf'. Peter80n.-That would disappear slowly. 
Dr. MattAai.-You don't sell any of your sulphuric acid, do youP 
Mf'. Peterson.-We sell some quantity to the Tinplate Compllny. We really 

sell them for their convenience. They complain that we do not give them 
enough hut we have not enough to spare. 
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President.-In 1923-24 when you were producing 5,400 tons of sulphuric 
acid, your cost above material was about Rs. 17 and it came down to about 
Re. 10 when the production went up to 14,000 tons. 

Mr. Peterson.-That was probably due to the new plant which we installed 
at about that time. The figures for 1926-27 and 1927-28 are as follows:
Last year it has come down by Re. Ii. 

President.-That is due to what? 
Dr. Matthai.-That is due to fuel I expect. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes, and also to labour. 
President.-The output was about the same. 
Mr. Peterson ... -Yes. For the past year, the saving has come about purely 

in labour cost per ton. 
President.-What I am suggesting is this. In 1923-24, your cost above 

material was Rs. 17. In the new estimate that you have given, you show 
Re. 37 as being the cost of sulphuric acid per ton on the basis of 900---1,000 
tons per month and Rs. 40'75 on the basis of 340 tons per mensem. The 
latter figure is for one-third of the output. That is what I do not understand. 

Mr. Peterson.-That is probably due to salaries. 
President.-That reduction is not su!flicient. 
Mr. pete"rson.-We will send you a note showing the comparison between 

1924 and the present year. 
President.~We want to know how your costs will come down with an 

increased production. 
Mr. Peterson.-We will send it to you later. 
President.-We want to know that because these other people are manu

facturing 1,000 tons a year. Their costs are very high at present and they 
expect to bring them down by a very big figure if the output goes up to 
8,000 tons and I want to see whether there is anything in it. 

Mr. Peterson.-I will send you a note on that, but it may take some time 
for you to get it. If necessary I will send some one to give evidence. 

President.-Is this your maximum capacity? 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes, we cannot make any more at present. 
President.-How many chambers have you? 
Mr. Madan.-We have got four different units producing about 1,300 tons 

a month. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is 65 per cent. acid, is it not? 
Mr. Madan.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say, it would be roughly equal to 8,000 tons a 

year on a cent. per cent. basis. 
Mr. Madan.-Yes . 

• President.-Dharamsi's plant is about '8,000 tons taking it on cent. per 
cent. basis. It corresponds to your plant. 

M,r. Peterson.-Probably it does, but I am not certain. 
Mr. Madan.-Ours is 65 per cent. On cent. per cent. calculation our out-

put will be about 10,000 tons. . ' 
PrlJsident.-Is there really much more wear and tear in the chemical 

, plant than in the other plant? 
Mr. Peterson.-The lead chambers have to be renewed constantly. 

, Dr. Matthai.-Provided you renewed the lead from time to time there is 
nothing else in the plant which is subject to wear l' 

Mr. Madan.-It is mainly the lead plates. 
Mr. Peterson.-I will give you the details. 

, President.-'-What I want to know is, does the plant want more repairs? 
.' As it gets older, in order to maintain its efficiency have you got to spend 

more and more money on the plantP 
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Mr. PeteTson.-1 will give you details. 
PreMent.-Who is in charge of the sulphuric acid plant in°Jamshedp1ll" 
Mr. Madan.-Mr. Cartland. 
PreMent.-You supply acid to the Tinplate Company? 
Mr. Madan.-Yes. 
President.-How do you send it? 
Mr. Madan.-In tank wagons. 
President.-The Railway Company supply the wagons? 
Mr. Madan.-Yes. 
PTeMent.-How many wagons have you got? 
Mr. PeteTson.-1 think there are only two. 
Prelident.-How much do you send them in a year? 
Mr. PeteTson.-We are sending a maximum of 200 tons a month. 

Freight rotes. 

President.-What is the height from Jamshedpur to Golmuri? 
Mr. Madan.-They charge Re. 1 per ton. 
Mr. PefeTson.-We have a quoted rate for sulphuric acid hom Calcutta 

Dock to Jamshedpur,- a distance of 155 miles, of Reo 9-12-0 per ton, from 
Ambernath to Tatanagar Rs. 5-6 per mile per wagon of 14 tons, that is, about 
Rs. 25-4 per ton. That quotation was given to the Dharamsi Morarji Chemical 
Company. 

Mr. SawdaY.-The Tinplate Company are paying Rs. 14 a ton hom the 
Lodhna collieries. . 

PreMent.-ls that a special rate' 
Mr. Sawday.-I think so. 
PreMent.-There is another point. In transporting sulphuric acid, except 

for small users. 
Mr. Madan.-The rates are 12 annas per maund hom Calcutta to Tats:. 

nagar for smaU lots or Rs. 20-7-0 per ton and the B. N. Railway rate as 
exi,sting for wagon loads between Calcutta and Tatanagar is Rs. 15-12-0 per 
ton. 

President.-What is the freight on steel hom Bombay to Tatanagar? 
Mr. Peterson.-Rs. 15 per ton. This has only recently been brought into 

force. 
PreMent.-Assnming that the rate on steel is_fair, the sulphuric acid rate 

is not excessive, is it? 
Mr. Peterson.-It is a very special rate. 

Sulphate 01 ammonia. 

President.-As regards sulphate of ammonia I suppose I must take the 
Wilputte for that? 

Mr. Peter,on.-Yes. 
PreMent.-What I want to know is, how much sulphuric acid, 65 per 

eent., is required per ton of sulphate of ammonia? 
Mr. Peterson.-It is ahod 1·22. 
Mr. Madan.-9,024 tons of sulphuric acid to 7,365 tens of sulphate of 

ammonia. 
President.-Really speaking two-thirds of the cost "of sulphate of ammonia 

is sulphuric acid taking Rs. 74.88 the works cost? 
Mr. Madan..--45·10 is the sulphuric acid cost as against Rs. 74. 
Pruidenf.-That is roughly about two-thirds. That again is a question 

of allocation. Materials and repairs seem rather a large amount. 
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Mr. Peterson.-I will give you details. That should not be allocation: 
that 11"0uld be actual cost. 

Mr. Madan.-It is repairs and maintenance: it is not only repairs. 
President.-The two things ('orne to about Rs. 8-labour and repairs

out of Rs. 29. Then the other charges Rs. 6'15 " shipping supplies": what 
are these I' . . 

Mr. Madan.-That includes the price of the bags. Each bag cost~ about 
;S annas. 

President.-That is packing charges? 
Mr. Madan.-Yes: /. packing charges" is a minimum of Rs. 5. 

Dr. Maithai.-Four years ago you gave the price of the bags as 14 annas. 

Mr. Madan.- We· used to have double bags in those days when we were 
not neutralising the sulphate: we are now using only one bag. We save the 
price of one bag. 

Dr. Mlltthai.-In spite of that big reduction your costs have only come 
down from Rs. 75 to Rs. 74P 

President.-As far as 1925-26 costs are concerned, that is not really a 
very appreciable difference? 

Mr. MaJan.-1 think as in the case of steel the allocation has been slightly 
revised. 

President.-I thlnk we have had a good deal of discuSsion over this allol'1l
tion business I If you take your works costs as Rs. 74 then you credit the 
coke ovens with Rs. 124 I' 

Mr. Peterson.-Yes. . 
President.-What is the actual price that you get for sulphate of ammonia 

ez-worksP 
Mr. Peterson.-The price which we get is the federation price which has 

been fluctuating very considerably. It is about £8-15-0 on the basis of 
20'4 per cent. nitrogen. . 

. President.-How much is the average price for SUlphate of ammonia P 

Mr. Peterson.-ours fetches 29 shillings more. We get about £10-7-0 f.o.r. 
works, that is about Rs. 138. It has a better analysis. 

Preside1l1.-1 take it that that price is a sort of world parity price, that 
is to say, the price of importing sulphate of ammonia into India from 
EnglandI' 

Mr. Peferson.-Yes, practically. 
Mr. Madan.-I think in India sulphate of ammonia is being sold at some

where between Rs. 150 and Rs. 180 per ton ez-works. 

President.-What it would !Dean is this. Assuming your coal is cheaper 
than the British coal and your coke is cheaper, it does seem to me that you 
may be able to export sulphate of _ ammonia to Europe I' 

Mr. Peterson.-The production in India is not consumed in India entirely. 
It is exported largely. We used to export large quantities to Java. 

Pre.~ident.-Now it is consumed mostly here? 
MO'. Peterson.-Yes. 
President.-What I want to know is this. This price of sulphate of 

ammonia is really based upon the c.i.f. price of sulphate of ammonia in India 
imported from England P . 

Mr. Peterson.-It is based on the sales of the federation all over the 
worlll. 

President.-That is the limitP 
Mr. Pcterson.-Yes. 
President.-Is the price thnt you are paid equivalent to the world. parity 

fJ"iee?· . . 
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li?'. Madan..-our feeling is that we pay rather heavily for propaganda. 
and for overhead charges. 

Pr'erid.en.t.-You get about ~. HOP 
M?'. Madan..-Yes. 
P?'eriden.t.-The point is this. In the case of sulphate of ammonia, sup-

posing a bounty was giveR on sulphuric acid, the consumer will not benefit at 
all by it: if you claim world price for it, you will make so much more profit. 

M?'. Pete?'IIOfi.-Aa a matter of fact India is. not making enough because of 
the world price. 

President.-Aa manufacturers of sulphate of ammonia Tata's may benefit, 
but the consumer will not. The whole point is that there is no case, on the 
assumption that the price of sulphate 9f ammonia is the world price, for 
granting a bounty on SUlphuric acid used for the manufacture of sulphate of 
ammonia: that is what it comes to. 

M?,. PeterWfl.-You mean to say there is· no case fOJ; protection unless we 
are subject to unfair competition? 

Prellident.-Yes. My point about a bounty on sulphuric acid is that you 
encourage the manufacture of sulphuric acid and thereby make it possible 
for other industries to start, but here, in this case, the price of SUlphuric 
~id even if it is reduced is not going to make any difference so long as you 
get the world price. 

Mr. Pete?'son..-I think there will be a difference. If there is a larger 
production of SUlphate of ammonia in India the federation will drop their 
price. 

President.-Why shculd they reduce the price? 
Mr. Sawday.-To increase the demand. 
Prerident.-Would the competition of other fertilisers be very great? 
Mr. Sawday.-It has always been very great. . 
Mr. PetersOR.-The reason for the formation of the sulphate of 'ammonia 

federation is to fight the Chilean Nitrate of Soda. 
President.-But the price of Chilean Nitrate is not very cheapP 
Mr. Madan.-People have got used to it, even though there is less nitrogen 

and they have to pay a little more. 
Preridem.-You hand over the entire production to this Federation. 
Mr. PetersOR.-Yes. 
PTesident.-A.nd theD it pays you a price corresponding to the world 

price. 
Mr. peterson.-To Indian manufacturers they give a little extra where 

they don't have to import. 
President.-It would be round about that limit. 
llr. PeteTson.-Yes. 
President.-They carry on this propaganda for popularising the use of 

sulphate of ammonia. 
Mr. Peterson..-Yes. 
PTeside.tt.-Is there any other ferti,I;ser in which the same F£deration is 

interested or does it confine itself merely to SUlphate of ammonia? 
Mr. Peterson.-Tbe Federation is now amalgamated with Nitram Limited 

which handles all possible nitrates. 
President.-Is ita subsidiary of the Imperial Chemical Industries? 
Mr. PeteT8on.-It is really controlled by the Imperial Chemical Industries. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is the Nitram Limited interested in superphosphatesP 
Mr. lladan..-Not in phosphates, but in nitrates. 
PreBident.-There is no competition between this iFederation and of 

German Chemicals. "T. Peterson..--Germans are not in the Federation. They are outside it. 
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Mr. Madwn.-As a. matter of fact German competition hall been all the 
time responsible for reducing our price' of sulphate of ammonia. 

President.-I understand that Germany is very vitally interested in this 
also. 

Mr. Madan.-We get report after report from the Federation saying that 
they are buying up German output and giving them a better price in order 
not to let them enter the markets which these people have gained. 

President.-Is this sulphate of ammonia entirely a coke oven product or is 
it also a synthetic product? 

Mr. Madan.-There is a good deal of synthetio nitrates. I do not know 
whether they are imported into India. The Nitram Limited controls the new 
Brunner Mond's synthetio nitrates and Ammonia Limited. More than 50 
per cent. of the total SUlphate of ammonia handled by the Federation, is 
made by the synthetic process. 
. President.-I think the Federation will be able to give us the figures 

showing the increased consumption of sulphate of ammonia. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-D'o Brunner Mond represent the Sulphate of Ammonia 

Federation I' 
Mr. Peterson.--8haw Wallace represents the Sulphate of Ammonia Feder&" 

tion. I think Brunner Monds are also doing propaganda work for the 
Sulphate of Ammonia Federation and they are also doing retail sales. They 

. can give you full information. . 
President.-As regards the fair selling price of sulphate of ammonia, there 

is really no means of finding out. 
Mr. Peterson.-As a matter of fact we should get a better price for sul-

phate of ammonia. . 
Prepiden.t.-I look at it this way. We discussed the principle of the 

allocatIOn of overhead charges and profit in the Steel Report and there we 
came to the conclusion that we could not follow any principle. We said that 
the average incidence of the overhead and profit was Rs. 39 a ton, but we 
didn't add for every product the same amount. Here in the case of sulphate 
of ammonia there is no basis on which we can proceed. At that time the 
average works cost of all steel was about Rs. 111. If we take Rs. 111 and 
Rs. 39 and if we take the works cost of sulphate of ammonia at Rs. 74, the 
allocation should be about Rs. 30. 

Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
P1·esident.-Say, Rs. 104 or Rs. 105. That would be your fair selling 

. price if we were to follow that principle. Do you think that that would be 
correct? 

Mr. Madan.-The cost of the by-products plant taken together is Rs. 41 
lakhs and the cost of our sulphuric acid plant is nearly Re. 13 lakhs. 

President.-You take the coke ovens in that. 
Mr. Madan.-We have got separate accounting figure for the by.products 

plant. 
Mr. Peterson.-I don't see how it is possible to separate them. 
President.-How would you take the gas that you get out of it? 
Mr. Madan.-We have no value for it. We get ammonia free. 
President.-What would you allow for the ammonia liquor? 
Mr" Madan.-We have not allowed for anything in this cost. 

president.-What I wish to know is this: supposing there was no question 
of any world price and supposing there was the question of giving this bounty, 
at what price could you afford to sell sulphate of ammonia in the country? 

. Mr. Madan..-We should like to have this price plu. the depreciation on 
th~ plant as such. . 

, Mr. Peter8on.-1 don't Bee how we can work it out in our case. If you 
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take a separate plant making coke for the market, then you can work it out 
from their costs. 

President.-Even there you don't know how much to allocate for coke 
alone. 

Mr. Peterson.-It is very much easier, but it is very difficult in our case. 

Dr. Matthal.-The only practical way of allocating the by-products would 
be to take the market price as the basis. 

President.-That is to say we take the average realised price of sulphate 
of ammonia. 

Mr. Peterson.-Take the average world price of sulphate of ammonia. 
President.-Take the average realised price of steel and we know the 

incidence of the overhead and profit. We take it in that proportion. 
Mr. Peterson.-I think that would be the only fair way of doing it. 
President.-It comes to very much the same thing. '. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. . 
P1eRicient.-Rs. 120 is the average realised price for steel. Therefore if 

you add Rs. 39 to Rs. 74, you get a figure of about Rs. 115. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Madan wants more to make it pay. 
Mr. Peterson.-He is working it out from the other point of view. 
Mr. Madan.-If we allow the by-products to be wasted, we need not have 

erected a plant to recover them. _ . 
President.-It is impossible, as I said, to get really the fair selling price 

of SUlphate of ammonia. 
Mr. Peterson.-The selling price based on the world's cost would be a fair 

way of doing it. 
President.-As regards sulphuric acid plant you have got a separate 

account. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes, we have. 
President.-What is the cost of the block? 
Mr. Peterson.-Rs. 12'89 lakha. 
President.-Is that your book value? 
Mr. Peterson.-That is our capital expenditure. 
President.-What reduction did we make in our last report? 
Mr. Peterson.-40 per cent. 
President .-This would be liable to the same reduction. 
Dr. Matthai.-The bulk of these was set up since 1924. 
Mr. Peterson.-I can give you a recent estimate of the coke ovens with a 

new acid plant. , 
President.-That would be useful. 'Can you give us a recent estimate of 

the plant of 900 to 1,000 tons that you have mentioned here? 
Mr. Peter8on.~We know the second-hand value. We don't know what 

the cost of the plant will be. 
President.-Your plant is a bit big to start with. 
Mr. Peterson..-It would cost about Re. 5lakhs second-hand. I had better 

give you a recent estimate that we got for the new coke ovens with a by-
product plant attached. . 

President .-What I want to know' is the cost of 8.- sulphurio' acid plant. 
In the Dharamsi WorJrs the plant costs about Rs. 6lakhs. Then there is the 
building. Now 'they say that it would be worth about Rs. 3 or Rs •. 4 lakhs. 
The capacity of the plant is 8,000 tons. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you could give us all' estimate of the recent plant, il 
would be useful. 

Mr. PeterBon.-Yes, I will look it up and selld you. 
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Pyrite.!. 

President.-As regards pyrites, yo~ have got no information. 
Mr. Peterson.~We have had reports from time to time about the existence 

cf pyrites in va,rious parts of India. 
President.-In what parts? , 
Mr. Peterson.-Hazaribagh. We never really. had the stuff in . sufficient 

quantities to work it. 
President.-Quantities are insulflicient. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. Here is the result of the analysis (handed in). 
President.-2S·66 is the sulphur content: 
Mr. Peterson.-That was not tested. 
Pl'esident.-It would be simpler if you could let us have a summary' 01 

what you have done as regards finding pyrites. 
Mr. Peterson.-We have not been able to find any. I can give you what

ever information I have. We have got no systematic information about the 
existence of pyrites. At various times we have had offers stat~ng that pyrites 
had been discovered. We examined some of these, but most of them were 
in remote districts which were of no commercial value eVen if the reports 
were correct. Wherever the deposits had been accessible, we investigated anc! 
found that the quantity was so small as to be of no interest at all. This is 
in Bilaspur. I think you would probably get better information from the 
Geologi~al Survey. 

Dr. Matthai.-How old is this information.of yours? 

Mr. Peter.~on.-This is the last information we have. One of these offer& 
were made in 1922 and another offer was made in 1918. We were continually 
getting these offers. So far we have found nothing worth examining. 

Dr. Matthai.-There was a proposal to make sulphuric acid out of zinc-
blende. 

Mr. Peterson.-Yes. It very nearly came to completion. 
Dr. Matthai.-What was the difficulty. 
Mr. Peterson.-It would not pay for the Burma Corporation to manu· 

facture in this country and they prefer to export it. 
Dr. 1I1atthai.-That was going to be undertaken by the Burma Corporation. 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes, at Jamshedpur. They had laid the foundations for 

part of their buildings before they gave up the scheme. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose the point was that the freight on zinc blende 

would have increased the cost. ' , 
1I1r. Peterson.-They came to the conclusion that the technical difficultie& 

would be too great. 
President.-Have you made any attempt to make fertiliser out of your 

slag? ' 
Mr. Petel·son.-We investigated that question some time ago. I can put 

in a note as to what has been done. 
President.-I would like a brief note on that point to find out what YOIf 

have done and what are the difficulties. ' 
Mr. PeuTBon.-l will put in·a note by Mr. Percival showing what exactly 

has been done. 
President.-Is this recent? 
Mr. Peterson.-Yes. It gives all the information. 
Pr('sident.~A,re you finding any diJficulty in getting limestone? 
Mr. Peterson.-We have lots of lime in the neighbourhood. Some has got 

to be hrou,ght from a long distance as for as Katni. . 
President.-That is about 500 miles. 
Mr. Peter.son.-Yes. 
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~
reSident'_Whal is the nearest source? 

. r.· Peterson.-Bird and Company are snpplying us. Birmitrapur IS 
wi in 120 miles. 

resident.-Is there any scarcity of }imestone round about Calcutta? 
. r. Petersotl.-There is no limestone !lear Calcutta. It would be about 

I miles away from Calcutta. . 
IPresident.-Is the freight on limestone high? 
·}lIr. Peterson.--Some of the limestone that comes to Calcutt, comes from 

AssBm. There must also be considerable quantity of supplies from Chota' 
Nagpur. 

President.-How far is it from the principal coalfields? 
Mr. PeteTson.-It would be fairly close-about 150 miles . 

. Mr. Sawday.-They have started now a Cement Company about 50 milE'S 
from the coalfields. . 
. President.-We were discussing the other day the question of site for 

manufacturing some of the alkalies near the coalfields and it was suggested 
that if limestone was not available within' Ii reasonable distance, then it 
would not be economical. 

Mr. Peterson.-It would require a very high class of lime. This lime· 
stone that I have been speaking of is not first class. There is first class lime
st-one available in Assam and very good coal available in Assam. 

Pre.ident.-That would be away from tbe port. 
Mr. Peter.on.-There is water transport. 
Dr. Matthai.-Transport from Assam is very expensive. 
Mr. Peter.on.-Yes. We also went into the question of getting limestone 

!rom ·Burma. We found that the cost would be very high, and so we ga,ve 
It up. 
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INDIAN METALLURGICAL ASSOCIATION, CALCUTTA. 

Extract from the Oral Evidence of Messrs. S. K~ SAWDAY and 
G. H. FAlRHURSr recorded at Calcutta on Tuesday the .. 

5th March. 1929. 
Pr6Bident.-The Indian Metallurgical .Association exists simply for official 

purposes, doel! it not? I 

Mr. FaiThuTBt.-Yes. The members are not only the iron and steel people •. 
but also people who produce chemicals, manganese and other minerals. 

PT6Bident.-Does it do any regular work; has it got any articles of asso-
ciation and so on? I 

Mr. FairnurBt.-We have. 
Pr6Bident.-So far as the iron 'and steel are concerned ,you are the only 

two membeI'1I and the Bengal Iron perhaps .. 
Mr. FairhuTBt.-The Bengal Iron Company, Indian Iron and Steel Com. 

pany, the Tata Iron and Steel Company, the Tinplate Company and Measrs. 
Bird and Company are also members. These latter are interested in iron 
ore only at present. ~ 

Dr. Matthai.-Does it include the· engineering firms? 
Mr. FairhurBt.-No. 
Pr6sident.-Vlho is the Chairmim of this Association? 
Mr. FairhuTBt.-Mr. Sawday. 
Pre8ident.~Has it got an office? 
Mr. FairhuTBt.-Yes, a registered office. It has been formed to further 

the interests of the meta.llurgical people generally. 

Sulphate of Ammonia. 
President.-How much sulphate of ammonia do you makeP . 
Mr. Fairhwrst.-We are making about 350 tons a month, which will be 

increased by 40 per cent. in August. 
Pruident.-That is 4,2QO tons and you will reach about 6,000 tons after 

August? 
Mr. Fairhwrst.-Yes. 
President.-Does the Bengal Iron Company produce any sulphate. of 

'lmmonia? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes, they are making about one half of what we ar& 

IDaking. 
PT/l,ident.-Are. they still producing it? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
President.-You manufacture your own sulphuric acid, do youP 
Mr. Fairhl£rst.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.~ould you give us the cost of sulphuric acid or is this also

Ilonfidential i' 
Mr. Fairhurst.-:-We will' let you have it with pleasure. 
President.-You will give also the specific gravity, strength, and so on anel 

make it on the 100 per cent. basis. Your acid would be about 76 or 77 per 
Mnt., would it? 

Mr. ·Fairhurst.-About that. 

Zinc drOB8. 
President.-Please mention that also in the statement that you send us. 

There is one point that I want to be cleared and that is about zinc dross. 
There is a proposal to manufacture zinc chloride in India. As it happens 
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the probable demand for zinc chloride is on the Bombay side. I wish to 
know what price you get for your zinc dross f.o.r. works. 

Mr. Sawday.-Rs. 290 f.o·.r. works lately. Yesterday's price was Rs. 300. 
Prl!,ident.-You get a price just below the price of" spelter. I supposed 

you go on the zinc content? 
Mr. Sawda.y.-Yes, a little over 90 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much zinc dross have you been able to sell? 
Mr. Sawday.-We sell 20 to 30 tons a month. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it likely to increase or decrease? 
Mr. Sawday.-It is likely to· increase. 
Dr. Matthai.-As the process improves there would be less dross. The 

point is really this, Oiupposing these people in Bombay wanted about 500 tons 
of dross for their works, could they count on getting that from the Tata 
Iron and Steel Company? 

Mr. Sawday.-We can always get a market on this side. We sell it all to 
Mirzapore. . 

Dr. Matthai.-What do they manufacture there? 
Mr. Sawday.-Galvanized buckets and so on. 
President.-Don't they use galvanized s~eets? 
Mr. Sawday.-They use our black sheets and galvanize them. We are 

selling the stuff at Mirzapore at Rs. 317 a ton. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you sell it to Bombay? 
Mr. 8auxWy.-No. 
President.-We had some fi~res which showed tha~ you wQre selling at 

Re. 150 a ton. 
Mr. 8auxWy.-No. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is there any bazaar trade in zinc dross? 
Mr. Sawday.-It all gOO6 to Mirzapore. 
Mr. Mathias.-Practically all the zinc dross comes from Tatallagar? 
Mr. Sawday.-Yes. It would not pay.to import. 
Mr .. Mathias.-We had a very much lower quotation ~om one of the 

chemical works at Bombay? . 
Mr. Sawday.-It won't be ours. 
Dr. Matthai.-These 'people at Mirzapore· would be able to take all your 

zinc dross? 
Mr. Sawday.-Yes, but the zinc ashes we export . 

. P'I'esident.-DOO6 it pay you to export? 
Mr. 8awday.-We cannot get a market for it here. 
Prerident.-How much zinc ash do you produce? 
Mr. SawdaY.-16 tontl a month. 
President.-How much zinc would it contain? 
Mr. Sawday.--40 per cent. 
President.-If the people on the Bombay side want about 500 tons of zina 

dross per annum, would you make any reduction in price? 
Mr. Sawday.-There is no trouble about zinc dross. It all goes to Miraa. 

pore as I told you before. . 
Mr. Mathias.-You have got a full market for the zinc dross you produce? 
Mr. Sawday.-Yes, we have no trouble about it. 
President.-I think your production of galvanized sheets is 1,500 tons a 

month? 
.Vr. Sawday.-It is about 1,000 tons. We shall be making up to 2,000 

tons soon. 
President.-You get about 10 tons of zinc ash out of that? 
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Mr. Sawday.-Yes. 
President.-I do not know whether these ashes would be used or not but 

it might pay you if they were to use this instead of zinc dross. Your c.i.f. 
price is about 90. Taking it into Bombay, how much would it mean in 
freight? 

Mr. Sawday.-Rs. 16 a ton. 
Pre8ident.-That might just do for them if it was a good raw material. 
Mr. Mathias.-Did you get any enquiries from the chemical factories in 

Bombay' about it? 
Mr. Sawday.-I don't think so. 
Mr. Mathias.-They have not made experiments with it? 
Mr. Sawday.-No. 
Pre.,ident.-As regards sulphate of ammonia you are in this Federation 

.ince 1923? 
Mr. Fai.rhurst.-Yes. We are all members up to 1930 and then we can 

~etire froin it if we wish to. 
President.-You are getting about Rs. 160 a ton on an average? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We are getting about Rs. 120 only. 
President.-At the works? 
Mr. Fai1'hurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Sawday.-Prices have gone down and are steadily going down. 
Mr. Fairhl.lrst.-Our nett price is between Rs. 110 and 115. Prices have 

been going down owing to competition with synthetic ammonia. 
Pre8ident~-ls that below the British prices? 
Mr. Sawday.-We' are getting more than the British price because the 

Indian manufacturer' gets the extra benefit of the local prices. 
President.-In the Trade JournaZ it is quoted at £10-10-0 f.o.b. 
Mr. Fairhl.lrst.-That I think is the delivered price. Propaganda also 

costs a lot of money. 
President.-Do you sell very much pig iron on the Bombay side and in 

Southern India P 
Mr. Fairhl.lrst.-Not a great deal j not more than 200 tons a month. 
President.-Do you sell some on the Madras side? 
Mr. Fairhl.lrst.-Yes, small quantities. I don't think we sell in Madras 

more than 100 tons a month. 
President.-For that you get the import price, I suppose? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We have a schedule rate which I think is the same as the 

Bombay price and the Calcutta price. We pay the freight, Rs. 16 or 9(f a 
ton to Madras. 

President.-There Mr. Sawday you would have some advantage because 
you are on the Bengal Nagpur Railway half the way. When dOES this con
tract with the Bengal Nagpur Railway expire, Mr. Sawdayp 

,Mr. Sawday.-1932 or 1933. ' 
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THE.INDIAN COPPER CORPORA,"ON, 

Oral Evidence of Mr. IL C. ROBSON, reeorde4 at Calc;utta 00' 

l\londay. the 4th March 1m 
IntToductoTY· 

President.-lir. Robson, you represent the Indian Copper Corporation? 
Mr. Robson.-I am the Metallurgist in charge of the plant. 
President.-Who are the managing agents? 
Mr. Robson;-We have none. Messrs. Gillanders Arbuthnot and Com-

pany are our selling agents. 
President.-Who is in charge of the management part of it? 
Mr. Robson.~We manage it ourselves from Home. 
Pres;dellt.-Do you represent the home office here? 
Mr. Robson.-No, ~r. Woajres is the general manager. 
PreJidellt.-When was this company started? 
Mr. Rol,soll.-Years ago. I cannot tell you exactly the history of the· 

concern. It was first the Cordova Copper Company and then re-converted_ 
and called the Indian Copper Corporation. 

President.-:-Is it a sterling company? What is the capital of the Com-
pany? -

Mr. Robson.-Yes. The capital is £214,420 in ordinary shares and. 
£350,000 in debentures. 

President.-Is that all subscribed capital? 
Mr. Robson.-Authorized capital is morll. (£750,000.) 
President.-'J,'his is the actual capital put down? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes. 
President.-Where is this property chiefly? 
Mr. Robson.-It is in Singbhum District in Bihar, near Ghatsila. 
President.-Is that in the coal area? 
Mr. Robson.-No. It is in the iron arejJ, about 20 miles from Tatanagar-

and the distance from Calcutta is about 130 miles. 
President.-Which is the station for it? 
Mr. Robson.-Ghatsila. 
President.-M;ave you started working the mines? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes, we have started producing copper. 
Mr. 1IIathias.-ls it the same deposit that was worked by the Cordova· 

Copper Company? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes. There is another property called the Cape Copper 

Company aI!d that failed; that is about 8 miles north of us. 
1111'. Mathias.-Is this a new seam? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes. I think we have been developing the seam for about 

seven years and after proving 600,000 tons of 4 per cent. ore they issued the
debenturea. 

President.--{j()O,OOO tons of ore have been proved? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes. We have found that where we calculated 428 it goes 

up to 15 feet in some places and I should say myself from a conservative 
estimate there is a million and a quarter tons of 4 per cent. copper ore. 

Dr. Matthai.4 per cent. is supposed to be a good percentage, is it notP
Mr. Robson.-YesJ quite a good percentage. 
l'resident.-Are you going to refine the ore? 
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Mr. Bobaon.-Yes. At the present time we are producing the best 
selected copper giving 99'5 per cent. 

President.-You have got smelting furn'aces? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes., 
President.-Is it working? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes, actually operating at the present moment. 
President.-What is the capacity of this plantP 
Mr. Robson.-The capacity will be about 300 tons of copper per month. 
President.-In the immediate future you will be able to work up to 300 

tons a month I' 
Mr. Bobson.-In the first month we made 90 tons. 
President.-And you expect to run up to 300 tonsP 
Mr. Robson.-That is the maximum unless we put down an extra plant. 
President.-That means, I suppose, 300 tons of sulphurP 
Mr. Robson.-Not necessarily. It is impossible to say the exact amount 

()f sulphur, we take this 4 per cent. ore and we have a concentration process; 
that is done with oil and water and we enrich it from 4 to 28 per cent. 
copper and then it is treated by smelting and then treating it in converters 
,.and Refinery Furnaces. 

Bulp1vurio aoid. 
President.-Do you propose to manufacture sulphuric acidP 
Mr. Robson.-No. I cannot see how we could. The sulphur simply goes 

off as gas. 
President.-Won't you be able to utilize itP 
Mr. Robson.-No. I have made sulphuric acid in copper works elsewhere 

but with quite a different type of ore. 
President.-Is this ore not suitable for producing sulphuric acid? 
Mr. Robson.-With the present knowledge I should say that it is not 

suitable. 
Presidellt.-What is the difficultyP 
Mr. Robson.-The mineral in our ore is mostly copper pyrites, that is a 

double sulphide of iron and copper and has a very low fusing point. If you 
want to make' sulphuric acid you must roast that to burn off your sulphur. 
In roasting your temperature wbuld rise and would fuse the copper pyrites 
and you have to shut down your furnace in no time. 

President.-WhyP 
Mr. Robson.-It would simply clog the whole thing .• It is fine dust; 

200 mesh and directly you heat that above a certain temperature, 600° Cent., 
it will clog the furnace; it will form into lumps and the sulphur won't 
<volatilize. I know of no case in the world where they are producing sulphuric 
acid ,from similar material to ours. 

President.-Which are the chief copper producing countriesI' 
Mr. Robson.-America is by far the biggest copper producing country 

in the world. 
Pre.tident.-Have they got ore similar to yoursI' 
Mr. Robson.-Yes, and other types'of ore as well. There are only one 

01' two plants in the United States 'where they produce sulphuric acid from 
ore ,and that is done in blast furnace with lump ore. It is not concentrated 
.at all. In this case I may state t!lat in America the ore is smelted in the 
lump form in blast furnaces. It is very rich in sulphur. 

Mr. Ma,thias.-Ia it a question of plantP 

Mr. Robson.-Yes. The Cape Copper Company failed as a result of un
suitable plant. They tried blast furnaces and failed. 

President.-What is your processP 
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, Mr. Robson.-Reverberatory furnace smelting. It is a fireproof Chamber 
with a roof on the top and you charge the ore into the furnace on ~he side 
walls. There is a flue through which the Gases pass into the boilers after 
smelting the copper bearing material. The slag is run off three times· a day 
and the Matte IS tappecJ through a tap hole on the side of the furnace; the 
Matte settles at the bottom and the slag on 'the top: which is skimmed off and 
goes to waste. It contains about 0-5 per cent. copper and the Copper Matte 
accumulates at the bottom of the furnace. 

President.-Does that slag possess any value. 
Mr. Robson.-It has some value as ballast. 
Dr. Matthai.-Was there any definite investigation of the questton of 

making sulphuric acid I' 
Mr. Robson.-I believe it actually came up about three years ago. I 

can't tell you the whole history of the company because I have been out here 
only two years. I built the plant and started operations. 

Dr. Matthai.-Now you have discovered this seam which is superior to 
that you had three years ago? 

Mr. Robson.-It is all one seam, the only thing we did was to determine 
the true width of the seam and tonnage. 

President.-How deep have you gone now? 
Mr. Robson.-Down 500 feet. 
President.-You are working by means of shaftsI' 
Mr. Robson.-Yes and we have about 5,000 feet of lode running both in a 

north and south direction. 
President .,.-Is it safe I' 
Mr. Robson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-We were told last week by the Geological Survey that 

there was some possibility of some sulphuric acid being made in connection 
with your copper works. ·You are definitely of a different opinion, are you 
DOt? 

Mr. Robson.-Yes, I have actual experience; I have made sulphuric acid 
myself from copper ores, but not from this type of ore. My own opinion 
.. that unless a new process is found we can never make sulphuric acid. 
It. can be done in the laboratory. Theoretically it is feasible, but practically 
in my opinion, is it not feasible. I have been 18 years doing nothing else 
but copper smelting: I have been all over the world. If it would pay, I am 
aure and certain that the people who are running this show-the Anglo
Orientals-would have attempted it. 

President.-Would you export it in copper ingot form? 

Mr. Rabson.-Yes. I think they will also probably produce brass sheets. 
That is on the cards but not definitely settled yet. We reckon that there is 
about 3,000 tons of ingot copper required in India at the present time. I 
don't know whether it is the correct figure or not. If we enlarge our plant 
we must find another outlet for our copper '8.nd the only way for us would be 
to make brass sheets. 

President.-What is the price of copper at the present time in Calcutta? 

Mr. Robson.-About Re. 69 a cwt. 

President.-Would it pay you to export to the United Kingdom at that' 
~? . \ 

Mr. Robson.-Not at the present moment because" we are not producing 
up to capacity yet. 

President.-Is there a duty on copper? ' 

Mr. Robson.-Yes, 15 per cent. 
Dr. Matthai.-The real trouble with this copper ore is that it is milCed 

with copper pyrites. 
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Mr. Robson.-Yes. If there is more iron pyrites it is much easier t() 
handle when making sulphuric acid. Iron pyrites does not fuse like copper 
pyrites. It is quite easy to roast iron pyrites. 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you had copper pyrites by itself? 
Mr. llobson.-Our concentrates that we make are practically pure copper 

pyrites. There is only about 2·9 per cent. iron pyrites in the concentrates. 
The trouble, as far as I see, is that the melting temperature of copper 
pyrites is too low for successful roasting under present conditions although 
eventually we may solve that problem. 

President.-Do you mean to say 'that in other countries it is mixed more
with ;roni' 

MT. llobson.-No. They don't make sulphuric acid from copper pyrites. 
.anywhere in the world to my knowledge although there are plenty of deposits. 
Take Rio Tinto; the ore contains 2 per cent. of copper and large percentage of 
Iron Pyrites. They roast that and make sulphuric acid then recover the
copper in the burnt cinder, the refuse from the roasting, by dissolving the
copper in the cinder. 

Dr. Mattllai.-Which is the chief copper producing country in the worldii' 
MT. Robson.-The United States of America which produces 54 per cent. 

of the world's production. 
Dr. Matthai.-I understand that they are not making much sulphuric 

acid from copper, because they have plenty of sulphur available. But if 
you take a country where sulphur is not available, don't you think it is 
likely that in connection with the copper smelting works you might be able
to make some sulphuric acid? 

Mr. llobson.-'If we can find some practical process for doing it; then only 
we can do it. 

Dr. Matthai."':'This question is not likely to come up again for investiga
tion in connection with your works P 

Mr. llobson.-I should say no so far as we are concerned simply because 
I don't know any method of doing it. If some new method is invented, we
should probably go into it. 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing your proposition was to make sulphuric acid 
out of zinc blend and the other proposition was to make copper sulphate 
out of copper ore? . 

Mr. Robsolt.-Zi,nc blend is much more feasible, because it has a much 
higher fusing temperature. That is done. 

President.-This evidence is rather interesting, because we were told that 
it might be useful as raw material for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. 
Theoretically of course there is this sulphur in it. 

Mr. Robson.-Theoretically it is possible to manufacture it in the labora
tory as sulphUl'ic acid, because I could give undivided attention and main
tain an even temperature when operating on a small scale, but on a practical 
scale, I don't think we can maintain even temperature. 

P'resident.-It is not impossible that in course of time you may yourself 
invent $omething, because it would be remunerative. 

Mr. Robson.-Only if we could do it economically. 
President.-How much sulphur does this ore containP I 

Mr. Robson.-If you take 4 per cent. copper ore, it would be 5'S9 per ce,n,t. 
Isulphur. 

D'T. Matthai.-If you get 300 tans of copper, theoretically you may get 
the same amount ofsulphurP 

MT. Robson.-More. 
Dr. Matthai.-What else do your mines contain besides iron and copperii' 
Mr. Robson.-It contains a small amount of nickel. It is a nuisance. We 

have to produce copper to pass a certain specification and we maintain t;hat 
specification with great difficulty, because of this nickel. 'l'<>-day your copper 
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may be 99'6 to-morrow it may assay 99'28 because of the nickel. Then we have 
a little lime in the ore, silica and alumina. 

President.-Yoli must have tremendous quantities of slag. 
Mr. Robson.-No. We have a concentration process. You grind your 

ore and you get it concentrated. The copper in the waste contains '1 per 
()8nt. copper and the concentrates contain 26 per cent. copper, representing 
l/IOth of the weight of the original ore treated. If you had a blast furnace, 
then you would make a lot of sIng. 

President.-What you actually extract is 4 per cent. and 96 per cent. is 
something else. I suppose part of it is burnt out, but the rest must· 
.. emain somewhere P 

Mr. Robson.-Immediately after you concentrate your ore, you get that 
down to a 1/10th of the original weight of ore treated. If you treat 400 
tons, you get 40 tons of concentrate and the other 360 tons go away as 
waste material. We simply throw. it away; it is mixed with water and 
runs down the drain. 

President.-You will.have mountains before long I 
Mr. Robson.-We have a fairly big area there and the mill that does the 

~oncentration has a good position and the waste is carried away by gravity. 
President.-Do you sell any slag? 
Mr. Robson.-No, the Cape Copper Company sold a lot to the Port Com

missioners for concrete. It is extraordinarily heavy and is impervious to 
water. It makes splendid ballast for concrete docks and things of that 
'Sort where a heavy structure is required. It looks like bottle glass. We 
produce 1,000' tons a month and we shall probably produce 1,500 to 1,600 
tons a month within a short time . 

President.-I hope you will find a market for it. What is the freight? 
Mr. Robson.-Rs. 4 a ton. 
President.-This morniRg the railways told us ,that they gave the lowest 

l'ates for road metal and ballast. 
Mr. Robson.-We have found no buyers yet. 
Mr. Matkias.-Have you had any experiments made with it as road 

metal? ' 
Mr. Robson.-There is a road made of it but made with slag produced 

years ago. That is 10 times as good as ordinary ballast and.it doesn't wash 
away. 

Mr. Matkias.-Does it set like cement? 
Mr. Robson.-No, it has to be properly rolled like maccadum to make a 

pucca road. We sent some in to Messrs. Gillanders Arbuthnot & Co. and 
I think they are trying to find buyers. 

Dr. Mattkai.-How long have you been in India? 
Mr. Robs01t.-Just under two years. 
President.-You are looking after both the smelting works and the mine? 
Mr. Robson.-No, simply the smelting works and the central power 

station. 
President.-Is your previous experience confined to America? 
Mr. Robson.-No, Russia and all over Europe. The bulk of my experience 

is in Russia and Siberia. I came straight here from Russia. 
President.-Have they got big copper mines there? 
Mr. Robson.-Yes, they had. 
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THE INDIAN MERCHANTS' CHAMBER. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. KAPILRAM VAlKL, Dr. VENKATRAO and 
J. K. MEHTA recorded at Bombay on Friday 

the 23rd November, 1928. 

Preliminary obBervationB made by the PreBident. 

PreBident.-Mr. Mehta, I should like to say. that when we asked the 
Chamber to appear, we wanted the Chamber's views on the questions of 
policy. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. I 

PreBitlent.-But I see that you are glvmg us two witnesses who are sup
posed to be experts and who are in some way it;terested in the enquiry. 

Mr. Mehta.-But they are members of our Chamber. 
Pr6Bident.-That is perfeotJy true. The fact that they are membere. of the 

Chamber doesn't make them represent the Chamber on the general questions 
of policy. 

Mr. Mehta.-We have appointed them as representatives. 
PreBident.-You have raised certain questions of policy in the represen

tation. I am afraid those questions of poliC',Y I cannot discuss with these 
witJr.esses. 

Mr. Mehta.-We could not send witnesses who have no knowledge of these 
teohnical questions. We thought that the Board would ask technical ques
tions. 

PreBident:-As regards the technical e'Yidence we should welcome anI 
evidence that is produced before the Board. We are always grateful for th~ 
sort of assi~ance, but when we examine a Chamber of Commerce we expec' 
it to be represented by the Officers of the' Chamber who are not directly 
i&terested in the result of the enquiry. 

Mr .. Mehta.-But there was no other help. We wanted to send gentlemen 
who could combine kno'l\'}edge both with regard to the policy and with regard 
to t,echnioal matters. It is no uee sending gentlemen who wou.1d not be able 
to distinguish magnesium chloride from any other substance. 

President.-I weloome this assistance, but at the same time the Board 
would expect that those officers of the Chamber who are really in charge of 
the policy and who formulate the policy of the Chamber should come and 
assist the Board. . 

Mr. Mehta.-Without having any technical knowledge. 
PreBident.-I want to discuss the general questions of policy which YOIl 

raise in your l·epresentation. 
Mr. Mehta.-Last year it was a coincidence that Mr. Walchand Hirachand 

who had a perfect grasp of questions like ciJ;ema or matches was the Presi
dent of the Chamber and yet hs was not interested in any of these industries. 
It was a perfe"t combination, but these combinations are not forthcoming 
every now and then. 

President .-1 don 't thi~k you have grasped my point. The point is we 
want the c,onsidered views of the Chamber on the larger questions of policy 
and not on tecllllicai matters upon which we should have experts' views. I 
should examine these witnesses as experts, but as you yourself say they won'fI 
express the opinion of the Chamber on ·technical matters, but their OWJI 

persoo::.nl opinions. 
Mr. Mcllta.-So far as our representation goes, they will exprsss the 

opinion of the Chamber. ' 
Pre8ident.-They don't control the policy of the Chamber. 



Mr. Mfl/otll.-As representatives they are. 
Pre3ident.-You understand the difference, don't you? They might just 

as ...-eIl have appeared before me as ordinary witnesses. When we addressed 
&he Chamber, we wanted the views of the Chamber on general questio&s and 
,au have rightly adopted that attitude in your represent-ation. 

Mr. Mehta.-These gentlemen have been entrusted with the work of re
presentation both on matters of policy as well as on matters of technical 
ietails. 

Preside"t.-I must tell you that I don't think you treated the Board fairly 
on that poil;t. I do feel that. 

lIr. Mehta.-Are we to take it that with regard to all such questions, 
,au don't want representatives conversant with technical matters also? 

Pre.nde"t.-Yes, along with the officers of the Chamber who represent the 
policy of the Chamber. On previous occasions when we examined the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce, they didn't bring any experts. Either the Presideo:;t 
or the Vice-President appeared. The same thing happened as regards the 
Indian Merchants' Chamber. At the same time they brought other people 
who understood the technical aspect. Really we do want to know the opinion 
of the Chamber on the larger issues. I shall examine them on points on 
which they can give their personal opinion and then it is for the Chamber 
&0 consider whether it really wishes to express any opinion on the larger 
questions of policy. Those officers of the Chamber who really control the 
policy of the Chamber should give evidence. 

Mr. Mehta.-Thank you very much. 
Presilk"t.-You must not imagine that I am not appreciating the ~alue 

of the experts whom you are producing. We are welcoming them. ThE're 
are two aspects of the questioJ: and we are very grateful to you for baving 
given us the benefit of the experts' evidence. As I say, I CBDnr.t examine 
them on the qUE'Stions of policy. 

Mr. Mehtll.-Why can't you? 
Preside"t.-Unless the Chamber binds itself to accept their views as 

Uleirs. 
Mr. Mflhtll.-When we have sent them as our representatives, it is pre-

eumed that our Committee are bound by their expressions of opinidn. 
Prflside"t.-It would not be regular. 
Mr. Mehta.-How long are you staying here? 
PTesidfl"t.-We are staying here for some time. 
Mr. Mehta.-If you like you can postpone our examination. 
Prflllident.-I am very much interested. in the experl;'s evidence. We 

Itave read Mr. Vakil's report Mid notes. I do wish to examine him on these 
points as well as Dr. Vankat Baa. 

Mr. Mfl/ota.-With regard to the other questions of pOlicy, I will explain 
to the Committee. 

President.-Supposing you pm forward Borne general proposal, if we are 
able to say .. this is the considered view of the Chamber and is supported 
in evidence by its responsible officers ", it would go a much longer way. 

Mr. Mehta.-Generally whenever our Chamber sends our representatives 
we give them the whole authority of expressing our opinioc so far as the 
..epresentation is concerned. . 

Preltident.-I may ten you that we have examined other ChamberS of 
Vommerce. Generally the Chairman appeared though he didn't know any. 
&bing about the technical aspects of the enquiry. ..' . 

Mr. Mehtll.-We also generally do it, but with regard to this particulu 
tjuestion it is • very technical question. ' . .. . 

Prellide"t.-I don" wish to e1:amine them .on. ~hnical lluestiOJ!ll. 
Mr. M./ota.-H is due to some mis~derstanding on our part.. 
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Pre8ident.-I <will confine myself to-day to the technical points, but it thlt 
Chamber wishes -to give any evidence, we shall give 8ICother opportunity. 

Mr. Mehta.-Yes. 

Mr. Vakil's experience in Chemical Indu8try. 

Pre8ident.-Mr. Vakil, I understand that you have specialised in Chemis~ 
try. 

Mr. Vakil._I have. 
Dr. Matthai . ..,....What degrees do you hold? 
Mr. Vakil.-I hold first of all the degree of Master of Technology of the

Manches~ University, I am a Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry of Great. 
Britain and also a Member of the Institute of Chemical Engineers of Great 
Britain. Those are besides others my chief academical qualificatiOLs. 

Dr. Matthai.-Did you have all your practical· training in England or 
were you also on the Continent? 

Mr. Vakil.-Almost entirely in England. 
Ifl. Matthai.-You have first hand experience of conditions in the Chemi

cal industry in Germany. 
Mr. Vakil.-If you will kindly allow me to explain, I will do so. I dOl! 'f; 

think there is a Chemist in India-I may be pardoned for saying so--wh() 
has as much privileges and opportunities as I had of studying all branches 
of Chemistry in relation to Indian requirements. For nearly 6 years I was 
the Chief Cocsulting Chemist and Chemical Engineer attached to the Tata's 
Head Office .and the Tata Engineering Co., Ld. 

President.-When was this? 
Mr. Vakil.-From the- year 1918 to 1923. In this com:iection I may say 

that during these years I had the opportunity ·of going several times t() 
England, Germany, France, Hollond, ,Italy md varwus other countries 
spe('ially for the purpose of getting inside informations reglll!'ding Chemical 
industries which could not be obtained from ordinary sources. 

Dr. Matthai.-What aspects of the Chemical industry were you in touch 
with when you were at the office of Tatas? 

Mr. Vakil.-Problems of a variety of nll/ture. 
Dr. Matthai.-Was it largely the question of bye-product recovery? 
Mr. Vakil.-Not ar;ly bye-products, but also heavy chemicals. 
Dr. Matthai.-In what connection did 'the question of heavy chemi~al8 

come up? 
Mr. Vakil.-This question was oonsidered by Tatas on many occasions. 

Without disclosing infOlmation which I was in a privileged p08iotion to 
acquire, I may say, Tatas at one time were in association with big millionaire 
groups iLl; England lind America for various schemes which I had to examine 
for them side by side in some ClII!es, with the European Experts and Indian 
experts and in some cases I had to prepare my own reports on their schemes. 

Dr. i'\fatthai . .--Without disclosing any secrets of the firm, can you tell us 
what were the sort of heavy chemicals that you were concerned with? 

Mr. Vakil.-At one time the transference of the Eastern Chemical Com
pany was proposed. Another time the establishment of heavy chemicals at 
Jamshedpur was discussed. A third time the manufacture of explosives reo 
quired for mining and general purposes in India was discussed. At another 
time the establishment on 8 vilry large scale of heavy ·chemicals using 
electrolytic power was discussed. At another time I paid also a special visit 
to America in connectiar; with the establishment of soda ash industry and 
other chemical industries. In obtaining these information Tatas have spE'nt 
several lakhs of rupees. I don't think .there is a chemist in India who call 
say that I am not in possession of informatiar; from first hand enquiries u 
much as an} other. In some eases we .bad to spend very lavishly to get m~fI 
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inside information. In one particular case especially in the manufacture of 
alkalies and soda ash, I may say that Tatas spent Rs. 75,000 to· Rs. SO,OOOto 
obtain that infortnation. 

Dr. Venkatrao's experience in the industry. 

Pre8ident.-Dr. Vepkatrao, you are connected with Messrs. l)')well and 
Company. 

Dr. Venkatra(j.~Yes. 
PreBident.-A.re you their expert? 
Dr. Venkatrao.-i am a pa~ner. 
President.-Mr. Powell is interested in pharmaceutical works. 
Dr. Venkatrao.-Yes. 
President.-We are not enquiring into this ju,;l. nvlV. Are they coilllected 

with heavy che.micals? 
Dr. Venkatrao.-No. 
Pre8ident.--Of course, tlie Chamber has raised that question. The whole 

point i.. this·: if you are interested in drugs, it would be advisable for you 
to ask for a reference on that point. I may explain here that though these 
11 heavy chemicals are mentioned, we are not confining our enquiry merely 
to these 11, but they must reasonably compare with heavy chemicals. If you. 
make a pill, for instance, we can't make an enquiry as· regards that in con· 
uection with heavy chemicals. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you make any sulphuric acid? 
Dr. Venkatrao.-We don't make any ·of the heavy chemicals. i have not 

come on behalf of Messrs. Powell and .Company, but I have come here Ott~ 
behalf of the Chamber. . 

President.-You make surgical instruments and appliances. Messrs. 
Powell and Company are very well known. At present we are enquiring 
into heavy chemicals. 

Dr. Venkatrao.-There is one point on which I wish to draw your atten. 
tion. Government )lave given some facilities in preparing tinctures by levy· 
ing a email duty. On foreign tinctures Government are charging about 
Rs. 21.12.0 per proof gallon and on Indian tinctures they charge only Rs. 5. 
Had it not been for this concession-I had a talk with the Chamber the other 
·day_ome of these manufactures would have been finished and gone. It is 
(lnly an instance just ro quote. . 

President.-I don',t think the Government have ever said that they would 
not refer to the Board the queStion of other chemicals,. but· the attention of 
the Government, as far as I know, have never been drawn to it. 

Dr. Venkatrao.-Another thing tha.t I wanted to draw your attention to 
was to the Food and Drug Act. I wonder whether tbe Tariff Board could 
make any recommendation with regard to that. The Chamber is fighting for 
the Food and Drug Act . 
. ' Pr8Bident ...... The Tariff Board's position is rather peculiar. It cannot 
initiate an enquiry. 

Dr. Venkatrao.-We have been already ·fighting with the Government with 
l'6gard to Food and Drug Act. . 

PII8Bident.-When a reference is made in general terms, we interpret the 
reference as liberally as we can. We cannot star!\; an enquiry unless the 
matter is referred generally or specially to us. Mr. Vakil' you know 
alkalies are h8l~dly manufactured in this ocuntry just now. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Alkali ind u8try. 

Prcsident.--Of the heavy chemicals alkalies form a very considerable per. 
~entage and as you know the imports amount to nearly Rs.. 1 crore. We 
1!hould like to have your opinion very briefly as to what you think are the 
diffioolties in the way of starting an alkali industry, in the country. 
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Mr. Vakil.-If· you will allow me to go a little more into the subject, I 
shall be very glad to satisfy the Board. 

PrIl8idllnt.-I will fir9li of all tell you the points on which I would like 
you to give your opinion. As regards alkalies, the principal raw material 
would be salt. 

Mr. VakiZ.--Salt and limestone. 
PrIl8ident.-We have got both salt and limE)Stone a.nd there is no .questioa 

about that. The next thing is the process thBlt you employ. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PrIl8ident.-I understand the ordinary process is what is called ammonia 

process. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Pr6Bident.-To get ammonia there is the synthetic process. By what other 

processes can you get it? 
Mr. Vakil.-Ammonia fixed as ammonium· sulph8lte in coal gas coke ovell 

plants. . 
Dr. Matthai.-You can use either bye-product ammonia or synthetio 

ammonia. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PreBident.---1 take it you can get bye-product from the coke ovens. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Would you get it in sufficient qu·antities for this purpose? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. . 
PrIlBident.-The quantities are given, but I understood that you must ha~e 

at least a plant of 5,000 tons to make it remunerative. 
Mr. Vakil.-At this stage I would like to explain a little more in detail. 

That inside information which I spoke to you about and which cost the Tatas 
nearly Rs. 75,000 resulted in the establishment of an alkali factory in the 
IDhrangadhra State though it was originally meant by Sir Vithaldas Thacker
sey for the establishment of an alkali industry in the Baroda State. 

Pre8ident.-In Dwarka? 
Mr. Vakil.-No, at Kodinar. Immediately after that, the scheme was 

. taken up by the Dhra.ngadhra State. That scheme was worked out right 
from the beginning to the constructional stage by me. We invited tenders 
and were just about putting the final. Bcheme through. Up to that stage, I 
was connected with it. The Bcheme has, I understand, just been finished 
and I think that they are taking trials now for making alkalies on a very large 
scale in Dhrangadhra. The factory as reported in the papers has cost them 
nearly a crore of rupees. While we were enga"aed on that scheme, I was 
associated with some of the best chemical engineers and experts in Engla.nd. 
We ('.ame to the {'.onclusion that the smallest economic unit which was deter
mined for the Indian requirements and for fighting the foreign importers 
would be about 50 tons of soda ash per day. To that extent, I would point 
:lut that 5,000 tons is too small. 

President.-That would be the smallest I say. 
Mr. Vakil.-There I disagree. 
President.-I -said" it has been suggested to us " and I wanted to know 

what your opinion is. You consider that 50 tons a day or 15,000 tons a ~ 
would be the smallest economic unit. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 

Soda 08h. 

President.-That is soda ash. 
M,. Viikil.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-What is the process? 
1I1r. Vakil.-Ammonia soda process. 
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PTB8idBnt.-How are they getting their ammonia? 
MT. Vakil.-They are getting sulphate of ammonia. 

. DT. Matthai.-Do they get their ammonia. from the Indian sulphate of' 
ammonia? 

MT. Vakil.-I believe they tried Indian sources first. ·There are one or 
two manufacturers of tIImmonium sulphate in India BIid those are the. big coke 
oven people-Tata's and the Bengal Iron: But their prices are a. little on 
tbe high side. There is an international combine as far as I know which 
regulates the prices of ammonium sulphate. . . . 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean the British Federation? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PrB8idBnt.-Is there not a certain amount .of wastage in using sulphate of 

ammonia as a raw material? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. . 
PrB8ident.-To get the ammonia. you ·ha.ve to get other p~oducts besides. 
MT. Vakil.-There is a certain amount of waste, but th8lf; price of ammoni81 

can be tolerated in the manufacture of Sodll' ashbeca.use modem plants have' 
worked out eevnomies to such a very fine extent that you can use thiS' 
ammonia over and over again. The loss by leakage or loss through solutions
is the only quantity that we ha.ve to replace; 

Pre8ident~-What does the sulphate of ammonia. contain? 

Mr. Vakil.-It contains a radical of ammonia and a radical of. salphuric
acid. Sulphuric acid combine with calcium, that is, lime and the a.mmonia is· 
liberated, and it is used over and over again. It is a cycle process. At the
time of starting, the quantity of a.mmonia .may be more but then i<b is used' 
up _over and over aga.iJ;t so that in the case of manufa.cture of, say, a ton 
of soda. ash, it amounts to a. very insigni:ficantfigure. To-day it is not the' 
principal determining factor in the soda ash industry. 

Dr. Matthai.-J.lay I take it that when you say that the capa.city required" 
for an Indian factory a.t present should be approximately 15,000 tons a year,_ 
what you mean is that if you want to produce in India at a. cost which will 
compare favourably with the present cost of imported' ash, you have got to> 
have a capa.city of 15,000 tons. 

MT. Vakil.-Quite so. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is the position. 
Mr. Vakil.-I would like to qualify that with a further statement that the 

nature of the ammonia soda ash factory itself is such that it cannot carry
_ out the operations on a small scale. 

Dr. lIfatthai.-You cannot caiTy on operations except on a fairly big
scale. 

Mr. Vakil.~That is right. 
Dr. Matthai.-The scale approximating 15,000 tons would be big .enQugh-

for competitive purposes in India. 
lIfr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PrBsident.-Is soda ash the same as sodium carbonate? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. As regards the point about the size of a. factory, there

are fa.ctories erected of smaller sizes in other parts of· the world. I know of 
factories in China and America where they tried to put up 10 ton plants. 
nut they have all been failures. 

Dr. Matthai.-The older process for making sodium carbonate was the-
Leblanc process. 

lIfr. Vakil.-Yes. 
D6. Matthai.-I take it that that is being gradually replaced. 
lifT. Vakil.-VeJ;y nearly out of date. 

Dr. Matthai.-I suppose it is quite out of the question for the Leblanc' 
process to be tried ip India. 
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Mr. Vakil.-I would not personally recommend it to anybody. 
Dr. Matthai.-You would not. 
Mr. Vakil."'-No. 

Suit(,.bility of Dhrangadhra for alkali indu8try. 

Dr. Matfhai.-:-Supp08mg it was a question of star&g an alkali industry 
Oft this side- of India and you started with the ammonia soda process, you • 
have got to have salt, limestone, ammonia and a considerable quantity of coal. 
The question of freight on eoa1 to this side of India might make it somewhat 
IIlneeonomic. 

Mr • . fakil.-No, it does not. 
D;. Matthai.-If you will kindly express your opinion, we shall be obliged. 
Mr. Vakil.-We liave 1I'0ne into this question of freight on coal and other 

Taw materials to which you referred just now. We have to select a site, 
where we can get salt practically for the cost of lifting and where we can 
;get limestone practically for nothing. It we get these two faw materials at 
absolutely the lowest possible rates, then we can go in and spend a little more 
on coal. Ammonia as I said is not the principal determining the economic 
facoor or the economic position of a facrtory-by that I mean the site of a 
factory. There is another item and t.bat is the source of fresh water supply. 
'The quantity of fresh water required for an ammonia soda ash factory is 
tremendous. So, I would not attach any importance to coal or ammonium 
ilulphate at all. 

Di". Matthai • ...;....Your point comes to this that taking these 4 or /) materials 
which! are essential 110 the manufacture of alkalies, supposing you were in a 
position to start your factory at a place where two or three of these could 
be had practically for the labOur of extraction, and if you saved in transport 
on, these materials, then you would have a certain amount of latitute with 
regard <to incurring charges on other materials. 

Mr. Vakil.~uite so. 
Dr. Matthai.-Having considered the saving that you make in this parti. 

cular factory that you are speaking of on salt and on limestone, you are of 
the opinion that that saving will to a considerable extent make up for the 
increased expenditure on coal, due to freight. 

AIr. Vakil.-Yes. ! 
Pre8ident.-Looking at the import figures, taking sodium carbonate, im. 

ports amount to 50,000 tons a year. Now two·thirds-in round figures-are 
consumed in Be,ngal, and one· third in the rest of India. Practically that is 
what it comes to. If you have a factory in Dhrangadhra you would be at a 
considerable distance from the market. , 

Mr. Vakil.-That question has been fully gone into. May I say that side 
by side with soda ash you have to consider the quantities of imports of other 
products like caustic soda, soda crystals, bicarbonate of soda, silicate of soda 
1LIld other materials which are coming in as, soda compounds. The total of all 
these chemicals is a fairly large one. 

Pre8ident.-What I am suggesting to you is this. The soda ash represents 
roughly two.thirds. 

Mr. l'akil.-By itself? 
Pre8ident.-Yes, of the total imports, which are as follows:-" 

Soda Ash. 
Caustio Soda. 
Bicarbonate. • 

If your f8l'tory manufactures 15,000 tons it may be able to supply the whole 
of this side of India. That is the market you have. 

Mr. Vakil.-We can supply Bombay, Ahmedabad, Sind, etc. We can go 
right up to Delhi and Punjab. 

, t 
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Pr6sid6nt.-The whole point is that two-thirds of the market are still 00 
the Bengal side. Now the point arises in this way. Bengal has not got salt. 
but it has got plenty of cheap coal. It has got, as I say, a very big market. 
The sulphate of ammonia can be had because all the coke ovens are there. 
If people on that side wish to manufacture ammonia by the synthetic pro
cess also they can possibly make it very cheaply because j;hey might have
tbeir works in the coalfields where they can get electricity at a very cheap 
rate. In that case, do you still think that a works oli this side of India. 
would be able to compete? You cannot, of course, tell for certain. 

Mr. Vakil.-I can with the greatest certainty tell you on this point. 
Any attem~ to manufacture soda ash on the Bengal side or on the eastern 
coast is bound to fail.· 

Pr6sident.-Why? 
Mr. Vakil.-Because two of the most important bulky materials salt anel 

limestone are not easily available there. 
President.-Limestone can be had. 
Mr. Vakil.-Not where salt can be had. 
Pre;ident.-There is limestone n~t very far away from the coalfields. As

you know a lot of limestone is required in the Steel Industry. Within a 
radius of three or four hundred miles it can be had. 

Mr. Vakil.-Limestone, as I said before, must be within at least 100 miles
and for greater fighting strength Its proximity to the works determines the 
site of soda ash factory. You ought to be on the sea board and. you ought 
to be at the place where limestone is available .and you ought to be where 
salt is. If these three things are given, you can compete with· the other 
party. Going into Bengal, getting salt from long distances and carrying 
salt where limestone is available, these are all very difficult probelms. 

PreBid6nt.-As I say we are not going into that question immediately 
because there is no applicant before us as regards that. 

Mr. Vakil.-That is what the Indian Merchants' Chamber has also said. 

President.-But we look upon it ratber . from a wider point of view, that 
is to say, if the country is to have an acid industry, it can also have aD 
alkali i)ldustry. We have to explore into the question why no attempt has 
been made. 

Mr. Vakil.-You are perfectly right. 
Pr6Bident.-The whole point is this. You have got salt and you have gol; 

limestone. You have also got a market for your purposes. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. . . 
President.-But you . have got no coal and no sulphate of ammoni",. OJ;\: 

the other hand Bengal has got coal, sulphate of ammonia, lind a big market. 
It has got limestone. I do not know how far it .is-I have forgotten the
distance. We went into the question fully in connection with the Steel 
Industry and as I say that if they wanted to manufacture amm.mia bv the
I!ynthetic process they might not find it impossible. That is all one can 
say. One does not know what the costs may be. Considering it from the
point of view o~ the market, one can say that it may be possible for somebody 
to manuf8llture it on that side of India in spite of the drawback thai there is. 
no ~a!t. whicb is the only thing that is missnig tbere. 

Mr. Vakil.-I would not limit to that. 

President.-:-Then, please explain to me. 

Mr. Vakil.-I know very well how the Tats Iron and Steel Works came t" 
be established there. They originally wanted to go somewhere in the Central 
Provinces firs~ aDd then to Sini and so on. 11;1 large scale operations it is not. 
the easy availability oJ one partic~lar raw material only ~hat should be COD

sidered. All the raw mBt.erials must 1)e within an economic distance from 
t\le w~ks. . . 

Pre8id6nt.~:rhat we know. 
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. Mr. Vakil.-As far M my studies go and the information which the Geo· 
logical Department have supplied to us is correct, the nearest source of lime 
near Bengal would be Assam,it is not a question of any purity but it will 
have to be of a purity above 85 per cent. 

President.-How much salt is required for one ton of soda ash? 
Mr. Vakil.-I could not tell you offhand. It is about 1'6 to 1'73 tons per 

ton of· soda ash. ' 
. President.-What is the quantity of limestone that will be required per 

ton of soda ash? 
Mr. VakiZ.-About the same as salt. Had I known that th~e questions 

would be put, I would have brought a.l1 my papers. 
President.-It is a.l1 .a question of cost. We have to compare the freight 

on raw materials with the freight on the finished product. 
Mr. Vakil.-You may take it as my opinion which has been arrived at 

after several years, after many anxious momentB, that Bengal is not as good 
a field as Kathiawar for alkali manufacture. 

President.,-The whole point is that in Bengal nobody has inv~tigated 
this question. . 
- Dr. Matthai.-How long is it since the Dhrangadhra worke has been in 
operation? . 

Mr. Vakil.-It has been under construction for the last3! years. They 
had certain difficulties which bad to be overcome. I understand that since 
Devali they bave started taking trials. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is far "too soon to tell wbat. is . likely to be the cost of 
alkali produced in Dhrangadhra. _ 

Mr. VakiZ.-I£ you will a.l1ow me to say so, the next enquiry that· you will 
be carrying on is the question of' granting protection to the soda ash in. 
dustry. 

Dr. Matthai.-I expect that you have been making various tentative 
estimates as regards costs at which soda ash might be produced in India. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes •. 
Dr. Matthai.-Speaking simply on the basis of those tentative estimates 

-supposing it was a question of W-anting protection to soda ash, what sort of 
measure of protection do you think it would be? At present it has a duty 
of 15 per cent. I" 

Mr. Vakil.-Iwould strongly oppose the grant of any protection to soda 
ash beyond the 15 per cent. ad valorem duty existing at present. 

President.-Then, there will be no occasion for. you to come and give 
evidence before the Tariff Board.' 

Mr. Vakil.-The other party will make an application. 
President.-Which other party? 
Mr. Vakil.-The Dhrangadhra people. I am not in any way cOlllleolied 

-with the Dhrangadhra factory just now but they will surely make a case and 
their case will rest on the fact that a factory which ought to have cost 
RB. 30,00,000 to Rs. 85,00,000 has cost them very nearly a crore of rupees 
and on the fact, and that is very interesting, namely that tney wn have to 
fight against people who hold the world's monopoly-praclica.l1y in the British 
Empire and perhaps in other parts of the world. 

Prcsident.-That is Messrs. Britllller Mond and Company? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. That syndicate is so powerful that even in Japan, whBll 

the J apanesewanted to establish soda ash factories, this syndicate was ablo 
to cut down their prices to such 811 extent that they were threatened with 
extinction until the Japanese Government came .to their help. Even . thBll 

·Japan could not put an embargo on it but put a heavy dut.y. It was then 
argued that it paid them to quote the lowest price in ODe market and raise 
the price in another place and make up the differBllce. When we were about 
to place this order for plants, etc.; for the Dhrangadba factory, a director 
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'Of Messrs. Brunner Mond and Company called upon me in London and. asked 
me what it was worth the State to finish all its efforts· at . that stage, other
wise .. hereafter you will have the greatest competition and we will not allow 
you to stand on your legs ". 

PreBident.-That is a very interesting thing you have stated. 
Mr. Vtlkil.-Therefore my committee say that if there is no attempt from 

outside to throttle this industry, then we would not ask ·for any protection 
for soda ash alkali, but, as I said, it may be wanted later on. 

Dr. Miitthai.-Your position really is this. Supposing the present price 
of soda ash continued, then this new factory, when it comes into operMion, 
would be able to produce without any more assistance than a duty of 15 
per cent., but if as a result of the operations of the Imperial Chemicals 
prices were lowered as soon as the factory started work, then on that ground 
there would be need for protection? . 

Mr. Vakil.-That is how I put it emphatically. 
President.-That is rather begging the questionl 
Mr. Vaki.l.-That is what I say. The next enquiry on chemicals will deal 

with that! •... . ,_. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take it th~t apart from the influence exerted by this 

powerful Trust, England is one· of the countries which has the greatest 
natural advantages for the manufacture of alkalies. There the materials. are 
within reasonable distance of one .another: in Cheshire you have got salt, you 
have got limestone and you have got coal. Therefore England is apparently 
very favourably sttuated with regard to that. If on top of that they have a 
very powerful and influential corporation behind it, the losition of other 
countries where these nascent industries may be attempte , might be very 
difficult. 

Mr. l'akil.-There are other favoured spots in the·world such as the coast 
of Kathiawar. 

President.-But it has no fuel. 
Mr. Vakil.-We can get fuel by sea, and against that we have other. coni

pensating features. In England we assume that coal is cheap: but in 
England with heavy lauour· rates the· cost of winning limestone-high wages 
and salaries and all these things set off against cheap coal, and if this 15 
per cent. duty is maintained, then what little local disadvantage that we 
may suffer from other drawbacks may very well be set back by the dQty if it 
is maintained. 

Electrolytic method in the manufactuTe of chemical8 and alkalies. 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you any considered opinion about the possibility of 
introducing the electrolytic method in the manufacture . of chemicals in 
India? 

MT. Vakil.-Here is a note prepared by me (shown). I will send you 
a copy on Saturday. 

Dr. Matthai.-Can you tell us briefly about the possibility of manufac
turing alkalies by the electrolytic method in India? Is there a future for it? 

Mr. VakiZ.-This question was gone into very carefully for the Tata 
Electro-chemicals Company. . . 

Dr. Matthai.-When was it? About 1919. There was a very powerful 
group formed for the development of electrolytic industries and in that con
nection I had to visit England and I had the advice of one of the best 
English experts on electrolytic products. We came to the conclusion that 
the electrolytic industry was possible' in India at only two or three places. 
Chlorine gas was the only' stuml>ling blook: at that time the demand· for 
chlorine had not arisen in India. 

Pr8Bident.-Is there a demand now? 
Mr. Vakil.--There is a fairly large demand for chlorine; It is now largely 

used by almost all the big municipalities for the purification of water. 

BVYCHYLIND VOLII 0 
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Chlorine is imported in very large quantities by Messrs. Brunner Mond and 
Company. At that time that demand had not arisen. The situation has 
now changed and there is a fairly large demand. Power at cheap. rate, I take 
it, is available. 

Dr. Matthai.-What exactly is your idea of cheap rate? 

Mr. Vakil.-For local purposes I would put it down at 0·45 of RJ] anna. 

Pre8ident.-Somebody wbo starts this work can manufactu.re at this rate 
on the Bengal aide. 

lIlr. Vakil.-Then the question of salt comes in, the question of limestone 
rumes in. 

Dr. Matthai.--..Your idea is that if you can get electricity at somewhere 
about 5 pies per unit then the electrolytic process might be attemuted in 
India for the manufacture of chemicals? 

Mr. Vakil.-On the Kathiawar coast or even in Bombay there is scope for 
either of the processes. Chlorine has to be fixed in lime to convert it into 
bleaching powder. Wherever you get lime and transport facilities and easy 
availability of coal, from Bengal or from any other source, you can put UjJ an 
electrolytic plant, and such a plsce is either Port Okha or Porebunder-or 
Kodinar-I am speaking of Kathiawar-and then the other place is Bombay. 
Here among the raw mlliterials-I ""ill call power for the time being raw 
material-you have got very cheap electricity, you have gut tbe market at 
hand, but you have not got- the limestone: you have got to go 200 to 300 
miles before you can get pure limestone. This very morning ,l was discuss. 
ing this subject with one of the best experts in the electrical line because a 
syndicate is being formed for t,he production of electrolytic caustic and 
electrol;ytic chlorine and we came to the conclusion that Bombay would be a 
very good centre, almost as good as any other Continental centre, provided 
Tataa gave elect.ricity at '45 anna per unit. The rat.e at which they are 
Belling electricity to the mills is '65 but the load is only during the day and 
not during the night. U for electrolytic purposes they can give us continuous 
load they ought to be able to reduce the price per unit to '45 anna. 

PT68id.nt.-You require electricity for all the 24 hours? 
Mr. Vaka1.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai . ......supposing it was a question at Kathiawar of choosing the 

soda process or the electrolyti(, process-you would consider the ammonia 
process as more economcial? 

Mr. VakI1.-I perfectly agree with you there provided you are at the 
('Iosest proximity to a port. The port enables you to ('arry your alkalies to 
Madras. to Karachi, to the Persian Gulf, to Bengal, at very low rates. 

D,. Mathai.-Dhrangadhra is not very near a port? 
!Jr. Vakil.-No. The nearest port is Bhavnagar, which is about 120 

miles. The whole factory was del;i,!lned fO!' supply up to Delhi, Ahmedabad 
and Bombay. 

Dv. lIIatthlli.-Ii is really for an . inland market? 

Adt'aniag6 vf POTt Okha. 

. MT. l'akil.-Yes. But the advant,age' of port Okha would be different. 
We c,an enter Calcutta. we ('an ente.r Karachi: we can enter Madras, or an., 
place OIl the east or the west coast. where we like. The difference between 
Dhrangadhra and the place where I am now developing my chemical works 
is that Dhrangadhra gets limestone from a distance of about 130 miles and 
"alt from about 18 miles. I am building my factory on the site: practically 
I am sibting tight on salt and limestone. 

PT6Bident.-That is Okha? 
MT. VakiZ.-Yes, and I have got the port within 60r 7 miles from the 

factory. 
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Mllgll6.ium ·Chloride. 

Presid8J&t.-We will now go on to ma,.onesium chloride. As regards an ... 
lysis. can I use page 12 of your book? 

lIr. Fakil.-Certainly, Sir. 
Prllside.d.-In this analysis that you have given the quantity of maga9-

Ilium eMoride is about the same, as a matter of fsot it is a little more in the 
Kbaragboda works, 101·8 against 101·4 in the German. 

Mr. VakiZ.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-The Kharaghoda magnesium chloride contains magnesium sul

phate 1·41. Is that due to the fact that there it would have been extracted 
from the magnesium chloride? 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes, it has already been taken out. 
Pre,ident.-They use this ma"anesium sulpbate in the textile industry, do 

they not? 
Mr. Vlllcil.-Yes. 
Pre.idellt.-OO that magnesium ehloride to this extent that it contains 

magnesium sulpbate would be better from the consumers' point of view? 
Mr . .1'llkil.-It will make absolutely ni> change in the sizing prepe.rllltion. 
Pre.ident.-But the fact that it contains 1·41 of magnesium sulphate, does 

it interfere ,.;th its use as sizing material? 
Mr. Vllki/.-Absolutely not. 
Preaident.-Would it account for the difference in the colour between the 

two!' 
Mr. Vaki/.-No. 
Prll8ident.-=-What is it due. to? 
Mr. rakil.-Colour is due probably to two or three caus~ little iron 

oxide. a little copper. and thirdly they having no facilities to clarify the 
bitterns. 

Pre.ident.-That does not affect its properties as sizing material? 
Mr. Vakil.-Not at all. 
Pre~id6nt.-That is absolutely clear? 
Mr" :rakil.-Yes, and you had the authority of Mr. -Stones when. this 

questiQll W88 ~ by the Tarift B06rd during the lasti enquiry. 
Preaident.-In your opinion the Kharagboda magnesium chloride is of the 

earne quality as the German? 

Mr. Vakil.-Absolutely the same. There is no reason why there shouidbe 
any ground for complaint. because there is absolutely no di1ference. 

Dr. Matthai.-I put it to you this way. At preeent I understand in a 
very considerable part of the market here there is a prejudice against the 
Kharaghoda product which may be meBSured by about As. 8. That preju. 
dice is a mere prejudice which h88 no reference whatever to di1ferences in 
C)uality. n is a pure prejudice. 

Mr. Yakil.-None whatever. It is a pure prejudice. 

Dr. Matthai.-I understand you have been considering the question of 
improving the processes here. 

• M,...J'a!<i!..-We have solved that question. 

!. .£iI. lltitthai.-But apparently magnesium chloride at Kharaghoda retains 
Ute Origin&! colour. 

Mr. Yakil.-We have DOW solved that question at great 9Xp6llBe and great 
trouble. 

Dr. Matthai.-Without perceptibly raising the coet of the product. 

Mr. YakiZ.-Yes. without appreciably raising the coat of the produet, I 
agree to that. 

02 
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Dr. Matthai.-I notice in your report you refer to treatment with zinc 
dust. Can you explain to me in non· technical language what it amounts to? 

Mr. Vakil.-It amounts to this that we were up against the powerful 
combination and importers and we had to fight against prejudice. So my 
clients, the Pioneer Magnesia Works carried out the suggestion which I 

'made to them and we took into consultation two of the best well known ex. 
perts in Germany. We sent a very large quantity of bitterns to them and 
we went into the question as thoroughly as any big Syndicate would do, spent 
money on it lavishly and came to the conclusion that if we adopted a certain 
type of plant and changed the process of our manufac.ture in a certain way
that process was not hypothetical or empirical-but as it was carried out 
in Germany on our raw product-our product would be superior to the 
German product. 

Dr. Matthai . .,....That is to say it is a question first of cleaning the original 
bitterns; 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes, and treating them in particular type of chemical plants. 
Dr. Matthai.-'Particular type of evaporators. 

Mr. Vakil.-Boiling down and so on. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you in a position to estimate what the ~t of the 

additional plant would be? I 

Mr. Vakil.-The second part of my report will tell you all about it. 
Dr. Matthai.-I notice in your original report you were no~ able to get 

an estimate. 
Mr. VakiZ.-After that much work has been done. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking into account the additional capital expenditure tha.t 

would be involved, do you think that the savings that you expect would 
result in a net gain to the works? 

Mr. Vakil.-All that is given in the report. Every aspect of it is dealt 
with there. 

Cosis in Kharaghoda works !lnd in works j" Germany. 
Pr68ident.-I just want to understand a little about the costs given on 

pages 28 and 24 of 'your . report. Without going into any figures the first 
thing that they do is to remove the potassium salts from the Stassfurt mines. 

Mr; Vakil . .:....Yes. 
Pr6sident.-And then a cert·ain residue is left. \ 
Mr. Vakil,.;-Yes. 
Pre8ident-,-Then they make this magnesium chloride in the crystal form. 
·Mr. Vakil.-YIlS, from the bitterns. 
Pre8idellt.-Then they make it into fused magnesium chloride. 
Mr. Vakil.-That is perfectly true. 
Presiden!.-I understand there is very lit·tIe demand for Iused magnesium 

chloride. It is chiefly sold in the crystal form. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
President.-You have seen the manufacture of magnesium chloride in 

Kbaraghoda. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Prl!sident.-I take it first they take the bitterns from the Salt Works. 

Corresponding to that process is the removal of the residue. Do they call 
it bitterns? 

Mr. Vakil.-They call it mother liquor or end liquor. 
Pre8ident.-That corresponds to your bitterns being taken out from the 

Salt Works. , . 
. Mr; Vakil.-Yes. 
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PreBident.-I take it that this mother or end liquor is to be taken. or 
pumped from some place to magnesuim chloride. 

Mr. Vakil.-Up to the point at which Kharaghoda starts with its raw 
material, they Ee exactly in the same condition 88 in Germany; In Germ_any 
they pump it up. 

Pr6Bident.-What is the distance? 
Mr. Vakil.-They are all very close together, round about the principal 

works. 
-PreBident.-You have to carry it by rail. 
Mr. VakiZ.-JIere we have got to carry 7 miles. 
PreBident.-Your cost would be more. 
Mr. Vakil.-Here we adopt a primitive method of collecting. We collect 

it in tins. There it is discharged in 4" pipe. 
President.-Seven miles distance is very small and a very small pipe might 

do it. 
Mr. Vakll.-Thad; aspect we have gone into. The cost of the pipe is not 

a factor that decides the possibility. . 
PreBident.-You cannot collect· the bitterns in one place from which you 

can pump it. 
Mr.VakiZ.-Yes. 
PreBident.-Comparing the two processes at this stage, there is this addi. 

tional cost. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai...-In Germany where these people make magnesium '-'hloride, 

these are very near where the deposits occur. 
Mr. VakiZ.-Yes. 
President.-From the mines this is taken to their works. 
Mr. Vakil.-Within an area of 8 to 10 acres everything is there •. 
PreBident.-They extract potassium salt and' then they take end liquor. 

Therefore there is this advantage so far as the Indian industry is concerned. 
After the liquor is collected what happens in Germany? -

Mr. VakiZ.-1n Germany from what I have seen it passes through vacuum 
evaporators and then the first stage of the process is finished. That is, the 
density has increased up to a certain point. 

PreBident.-That corresponds to what· process here? 
Mr. Vakil.-Here we have not got that process. 

·PreBident.-After that what happens? 
Mr. Vakil.-There are two devIations. They either recover bromine or 

they pass it on to the melting kettles. They recover a valuable product 
called bromine out of it. That recovery of bromine -makes it possible for 
them to treat magnesium chloride as a substance'of no consequence. 

PreBident.-From end liquor, would they get more· bromine than you 
would get from the bitterns if you were to recover it? 

Mr. Vakil.-In Kharagboda we get more bromine than in Germany. 
PreBident.-But the cost of recovery would be more. 
Mr. Vakl1.-We have not installed_ a plant, for it. 
PreMent.-You suggest that. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PreBident.-1 take it the cost of recovering bromine in this country would 

he ahout the same as in Germany. _ . 
Mr. Vakil.-Practically the same. 
Pre8ident.-What is the principa\ prOl'eBs applied? 
Mr. Vakil.-Electrolytic chlorine. Will have got to recover electrolytio 

chlorine, for passing that chlorine into the. mother liquor or the ·end liquor, 
60 that bromine is liberated. . 
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PTuidBnt.-From the electrolytic chlorine. 
It!T. Vq.kil.-Yes. 
PreBideni.-That you will have to import. 
Mr. Vakil . ...:..We can make it from salt solution. 
PTtJ8ident.-You have 'not got electricity. 
M,. Yakil.-We I"Bn generate it. It is very little. 
PTBBident.-Then we will IISsume that they recover bromine at present 

and: the remaining end liquor goes onto the boiling ,Pots. 
MT. Vakil.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-That brings you to the second stage here. 
Mr. Vakil • ..,...Yes. 
Pre,ident.-You have got to start boiling. 
MT. Yakil.-Yes. 
Pr88ident.-'fh~y use coal, don't they? 
MT. Vakil.-Yes. They call it brown coal. It is very cheap and its calo. 

rific value is also comparatively low. They fire the brown coal under the 
kettles and they finish it off with the aid of that. 

Pre8ident.-What is 132 H. L. 
MT. Vakil.-H. L. means Hecto-litres. 132 H. L. is equivalent to 8'4 

tons of brown coal. It works out to 51 sh. per ton. That coal nll8 B CBlori
fie value of 3,600 b.If1.u. All that is given in the only German book on the 
subject. 

PreBidBnt.-In Kharaghoda you use wood fuel. ' How does it I."Ompare? 
MT. Vakil.-It is very uneconomical .. 
DT. Matthai.-There is no alternative at present in Kharaghoda. 
MT. Vakil.-At present there is none. 
PTe8id6nf.-You start boiling. 
Mr. Yakil.~Then WEi finish it off. 
Mr. Vakil.-Inboth places .. 
Mr .. Vakil.-In both places it is the same .. After boiling we will allow 

if; ,to !!ettIe down for some time, finish ~t off and fill the drums. 
Pre8ident.-It crystallises. . 
Mr. Vakil.-It goes into a fused mllSs. 
PTeBident .-Here I' 
Mr. Vakit-In both . places. 
Dr. Matthai.-I take it what happens in Germany is you convey this 

~o1!her liquor to the factory, have it collected, then you evaporate it and 
when you .reach a particlliar density, you stop there and, you get the orystals. 

Mr. Vakil.:"-Yes,. we do. 
Dr; Matthai.-And it is at that stage bromine is reco.vered. 
Mt. Vakil.-There is an option. You can either recover the bromine at 

the beginning' or at the· end. The modem praotice is to recovea- it at the 
beginning. . 

Dr. Matthai.-If you recover bromine, have you got ~() stop at this point 
or can ,you do it in one oontinuous process? 

Mr. Vakil.-We have got to stop. 
Dr. Matthai.-You take the orystals, heat them and that is how you get 

the fused chloride. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Here what happens is the mother liquor is taken to Khara. 

ghoda and then it is put into these evaporators. There is one long oonti. 
IlUOUS :process. 

lIT. ,Vakil.~There are no ev"poratore at Kbaraghoda. They simply boil 
it into the pans until they get the fused chloride. 
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PrBeidBnt ...... How much water wouJd ,it contain when it, is fusro,. 
Mr. Vakil.~To begin with it contains roughly ,50 per cent. 
Pr68idBnt.-When you have fused it? 
Mr. VakiZ.-6mo1eculee. That is the chemicol combination, 
Pr68ident.-In describing this process in Germany, they will get the 

crystols first. 
Mr. VakiZ.-Yee. In fact Germans were very much surprised why, we 

don't go in for corystols. 
Pre8ident.""-What is the differenec? Why don't you get crystalsf 
Mr. Vakil.-Because noOOdy would buy it from us. 
Dr. MaUkai.-The crystols are entirely used for cement. 
Mr. Vakil.-They are being used in Germany for textile purposes. 
Pre8ident.-Is there any difference in the chemic'ol'formula of the 'two? 
Mr. Vakil.-It is the same product. 
Pre8ident.---I take it in crystols the expenditure on fuel is less. Then 

why do you spend more fU61. 
Mr. Vakil . ....,..Up to the war we were dependent, on, foreign German magna

Ilium chloride. 1£ you want to pack the 'crystols ,you want a number of 
packages. It WII8 one of the ways by which they saved a little in 'packing. 
Science has gone a bit further .. Now they are taking out 6 molecules of 
water and market anhydrous magnesium chloride with the result that they 
can save holf the freight. 

Pre8ident.-How do you do that? 
Mr. VakiZ.-By passing in dry hydro-chloric acid. 
Pr68ident.-That will take out the moisture. 
Mr. Vaki/.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-How would the atmosphere act on 'that' afterwards? Would 

it again reabsorb the moisture? 
Mr. Yaki/.-Immediately you have exilracted,you let it go 'intoihe pack. 

ages and then seol and send them. ' 
Pr68id6nt.-What difference do 6' moleculeS' 'make in weight? 
Mr. Vaki/.--On page 27 of my report I have described it, 200 parts of 

commercial fused magnesium ehlotide ,will: contanr :108 pa:rte, by 'Weight ,of 
water. You can take out that lOB. 

Pr68ident.-That would save them huH the 'freight. 
Mr. Yakil.-Yes, and half the packing. 
PrB8ident.-Why can't you do it? 
Mr. Vaki!.~There is no demand for that in India. 

Dr. Matthai.-Why do you say there is no demandiit India. 

Mr. Vakil.-They will not buy it. Why should we go to ,the length of 
making anhydrous 'quality where they could easily use the crystal .form which 
is the first stage. Why convert it into fused II Why take it thr9ugh the other 
plant and convert it into anhydrous form? If we were an exporting country, 
that consideration would arise. Our mills refuse to use it in a crystal fotm. 

I?r. Matt~ai.-Then the ~eight from Kharaghoda to B,o~bay m.l.rket is 
a faIrly consIderable proportIon of the cost. . 

Mr. Vakil.-Then the cost of recovery has to' be taken into consideration. 

PreBidBnt.-According 'to, your statement given on pages 23 and 24 of 
your report the cost of making crystals, into fused form is 10 marlis pel! ton. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 

Dr. Matthai.-The point that we want to consider is this. you give 15 
marks 89 the actuol cost at the works. of fused chloride. 

Mol'. Yakil.-Yes. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Looking at the' items that you give here, they' cover the 
collection of the ~other liquor, labour at . the works and.· also fuel. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-I was looking at the corresponding figures of the Pioneer 

Magnesia Works. Their coste are as follows;-

Collection of bitterns 
Works Labour . • 
Power .and fuel (firewood) 

TOTAL 

Aio. p. -

:3 6 
2 0 
5 6 

11 0 

May I take it that this 11 annas corresponds to 15 marks a ton that you 
give on page 24, a mark being equal to a shilling? 

M.r. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-In that case this 11 annas would correspond to 6 annM 

per cwt. 
There is just another point. I notice that the two chemiC'llI engineers 

,,·hom you consulted seem to draw attention to the fact that the presen·fi CORt 
of fused 'chloride is slightly higher. . 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-If that were so, probably these figures. might ex~etly coin

cide. 
Mr. Vakil.-They will. , 
President.-There you are talking of transferring to calcination furnaces. 

Why do you call it calcination? . 
uJ: against the theory that some industrial product for which protectio'n is 

Mr. Vakil.-The process is called calcination. 
Pr88ident.-There is no lime. 
Mr. Vakil.:""'No, thM, is a generic term. 
I'resident -In a special sense it is used. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-It simply means intense heating. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes, the act of heating it up~ 
Pr8sidcnt.-It is never safe to compare the costs of one country with: 

those of another. 
Mr. Vakil.-No. 
Pr8sident.-Because as you know conditions are so very different. But 

we can compare the processes. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Pr8sident.-Doesyour manufacture involve more processes? 
Mr. Vakil.-No. 
Pre8ident.-Your opinion is that they have got t~ go through precisely 

the same processes. 
Mr. Vakil.-Precisely the same thing. 
Dr. Matthai.-It. comes to this that ~agnesium chloride is a by.product 

of potassium chloride in Germany whereas in India it is a by.product of 
sodium chloride. • 

Mr. Vakil.-It has always been so. -It is a by.product of salt manufac
ture in France. In Italy it is a by.product of salt manufacture. 

PTBBident.-We did not say that it was a by.product until Mr. Lalkaka 
came. and called it a by.product. As my colleague has pointed out it is no 
more a by.product there than it is here. 

Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact in enquiry after enquiry we have been 
asked Is a by-product in some other country and that therefore it is out of 
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the question to try and establish it by protection. We hav.e had: a great 
.deal of this by.product theory. . 

Mr. Vakil.-The whole thing arises. from the confusion which a lay mind 
has BEl to what to calL and what. not to call a by.product. 

The meaning of By.product. 
Pre8ident.-A by-product in a sense is a thing which does not cost you 

anything to produce or so little that it does not matter and for which there 
is a market .. 

]fr. Vakil.-That is so. 
Dr. lIfatthai.-It is really some residual product in an indUstrial process 

tbat can be sold without further treatment. . 
Pre8ident.-That is called a by-product if it can be sold without further 

treatment. When it requires further treatment, it adds to the cost of manu
facture and hence it cannot be called a by-product. 

lIfr. Vakil.-You can call the raw product a by-produoo of other industry 
but not the finished product. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is the difference. 
Mr. Vakil.-Am I at this stage at liberty to point out that some witness 

has pointed out that ma"onesium chloride is picked up as such from the 
pits? You have it in your written evidence yesterday tIIat magnesium 
chloride as such is picked up from the pits. 

Pre8ident.-That was an expression of opinion by a witness who did not 
claim to be an expert, and we did not examine him on the .technique of the 
subject. 

Mr. Vakil.-That was all thab I wanted to point out. 
Pre8ident.-That was partly due to the fact that Mr. Lalkaka himself 

propounded that theory in the first enquiry. 
Mr. Vakil.-That was a mistake which I had to correct lat,er. 

Other by-products from bitfeTns. -

Pre8ident.-As regards the statement· on page 61 regarding by-products, 
from bitterns, what I want to know is that you want to extract other by
products. Those would be by-products now. 

Mr. Vakil.-That might be called the full programme of the, company. 
We will have to take it up one after the other in the order of importance. 

President.-You first take out the salt and .that salt. is taken over by 
Government. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes, we let it go. 
President.-Then you get epsom salt. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. 1IIatthai.-As regards salt that you give here, is it the salt which is 

contained in mother liquor? 
lIlr. Vakil.-Yes, but we are not; allowed to make use of it beeause it is 

really the propel'ty of Government. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you not paid for it? 
lIlr. Vakil.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you improve your process· and you are able' to 

get a better sodium chloride? 
Mr. Vakil.-What is the use of that expensive sodium chloride' when' YOl1; 

can get cheap sodium chloride. . . 
Dr. Matfhai.-Your main object is to attempt solar· evaporation because 

it gives a more uniform quality to your bitterns. When you do that, you get· 
salt incidentally. and if you get a plice for it, it is much better for you. 

Pr6sident.:-Govemment will not pay anything for it. 
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Mr. Vakil.-<%vetnment will pounce upon it. 
PTe8id6nt . ...,...'l'he Pioneer Magnesia Works are manufacturing salt from 

the ordinary salt. Supposing you start from bitterns would it make any 
difference in cost? Supposing you start from bitterns and you recover salt 
(and you bave the licence Ito recover it) and you go on getting t1!.e different 
produCts, would that be cheaper for you than getting the residue from 
Government? 

Mr. V<lkil.-'l'hat would not materially help me. 
,Pr68id6nt.-What I wish to know is that in the quantities that you have 

given what quantities of bitterns have you assumed? 
Mr. Vakil.-100 tons of bitterns. 
DT. Matthai.-Is it 100 tons of bitterns or is it 100 tons of magnesiUlu. 

c~oride? I 

MT. Vakil.-I, am sorry, that is magnesium chloride. 
President.-You don't treat mllgnesium chloride. 
Mf'. Vakil.-lt is au!' practice sometimes to calculate all quantities of 

materials used in terms of our principal product. 
Pre8idenf.-You are not manufacturing those by-products-we will call 

them by-products-from magnesium chloride. 
MT. Vakil.-No, we are not. 
Pre8ident.~You start from bitterns. 
Mr. VakiZ.-Yes. 
P~68ident.--'You firs~ of all take out salt. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PT68id6nt.-'l'his 18 tons of salt that you mention, what quant,ity of bitterns 

does that represent?, 
Mr. Vakil.-That quantity of bitterns which will give me 100 tons of 

magnesium chloride. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say, 250 tons of bitterns. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PrB8id6nt.-This means that from the quantity of bitterns which will 

give you 100 tons of magnesium chloride ~'ou get 18 tons of salt. That is 
wbat Government get. ' ' . 

Mr. Vakil.-18 .tons may belong to Government and the, rest belongs to 
us. Supposing my cost of manl1fa.cture is Rs. 8 per cwt. I get credit for 
Re. 1 per cwt. 

Presid6nt . ....:That I understand. Where does magnesium chloride oome 
in? 

Mr. Vakil.-It does not come in. This refers to products other than 
magnesium chloride. 

Pr68ident.-There are 100 tons of magnesium {'hloride too. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes, in the bitterns. But I am not considering bitterns. I 

am considering something that is inside bitterns. 
Pr88id.nt.-What I want to know is this. I will say that the value of 

the produl"ts ez-Kharaghoda. would be as under-
From bitterns equal to 100 <tons of magnesium chloride--is that right? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
President.-From that quantity you will get 100 tons of magnesium 

.chloride, 18 tons of salt, 9 tons of epsom salt. 2'8 tons of pot.assium ohloride 
aud 25 tons of. Bromine. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PT68ident.-That acoounts fo!' the whole' of the bitterns. Will anything 

be left out afterwards? 
Mr, Vakil.-Nothing. 
D.. Matthai.-There ,\'ill be some quantity of sludge left at the end. 
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Mr. Vakil.-Yes. .'" .. 
PreBident.-Is there a big demand for Bromine in this country? 
M,. Vakil.-No, not in, this country. .. . 
President.-What will you do with it?' 
Mr. Vakil.-If we manufacture bromine we will be the first or the second 

in the manufacture of bromine in the Empire. . 
Presid~nt.-Is there any demand for it? 
Mr. Vakil.-There is such a large demand for. it. 
PreBident.-What is it used for? 
Mr. Vakil.-lib is used in the manufacture of dy'e stuffs. 
PreBident.-Nobody manufactures dye stuff in the country. 
Mr. Vakil.-We will' have to expom. bromine if ·we make it.rtis used in 

the rubber industry, in the preparation of druge and photographic materials. 
It has got such a large number of applications and they are increasing day 
by day. . 

Dr. Matthai.-It is also used in connection with petrol? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PreBident.-It would not give very much after all, this 100 tons of'magne

sium chloride. 
Mr. Vakil.-May I draw yoUr attention to what,the Government Chief 

Chemist in London haS said that the Rann of Cutch promises to be a very 
impol1ta.nt centre for the manufacture of. bromine; 

PrsBident._You have got ,to ~anufacturemagnesium chloride. 
Mr. 'Vakil.-Ws have got to take out ()ther by-products. 
Prerident.-At present the market for magnesium' chloride is 5,000 tons. 
Mr, Vakil.-No, it is 7,000 tons, 
President.-Even if you take 7,000 tons, that' would give you about 25 

tons (850 x 70 Ibs.). 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
PreBident.-That is ,not a very large quantity. 
Mr. Vakil.-That is avery large quantity for bromine. 
Dr. Matthai . ...-.At present brom~e is produced in the 'United States and 

in Germany. 
Mr. Vilkil.-Yeli. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is the market steadily'increasing for it? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes, to II. considerable extent. 
Dr. Matthai.'-If there IS a recovery plant fotbroinine is that likely t<> 

be very expensive? ' 
Mr. vakll;-No, it is not. I have gone into that very' carefully. 
Dr. Matthai.:-You have got all the estimates. 
MT. Vakil.-All the information. is contained in that report of, mine. 
Pre8ident . .,.-The most important of these by-products is potassium chloride, 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
President.-What I want to know is this. Of course you can say by mere 

chemical analysis how much of these different chemicalS are contained' in II. 
thing. 

Mr. VakiZ.-Enormous work has been done and these processes are in 
practice in ,BO many places-" the United Stat~s of, America;" ~ recovering. 

President.-From common salt? . . 

Mr. VakiZ.-Where ths, salt works are.: 

Pre8ident.-Oursodium chloride is peculiar. Those salts may contam> 
other ingredients. I am asking you whether from the ordinary sodium chlo
ride that you have these hy-products can be recovered. 
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Mr. Vakil.-Yes, they are recovered on a very large scale. 
PrB8ident.-That is what I want to knew. 
Mr. Vakil.-The United States of America ate recovering those by-pro-

ducts. 
Pre8ident.-Is that rOl"k salt? 
Mr. Vakil.-No. 
Pre8ident.-Have they got this evaporation process? 
Mr. VakiZ.-Yes, near San Francisco. 
Dr. Matthai.-They have got brine in underground streams. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. In vhe middle west somewhere near the Ontario Lake 

there are brine springs from salt deposits. They have it also in Japan and 
also in Italy which I understand belongs to Government. 

Pre8ident.~This is only an estimate of the costs. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. This is the goal which we aim at. These are ilie 

possibilities. 
President.-That would require some additional plant. 
Mr .• Vakil.-Yes. When I talk of the recovery of magnesium sulphate, 

I may say that I have seen with my own eysSin the' South of France near 
Ma.rseilles magnesium sulphate being produced by thousands of tons from a 
huge pit as big as this building, being residue of one sesson's crop in one 
year. 

PreBident.-What is the quantity of salt? 
Mr. Vakil.-It does not contain more salt. They say that is the same as 

ours: all the world oversea water has the same average' analysis. except in 
the case of the Dead Sea. . 

Dr. MattJaai.-1 notice that the German expert whom you consulted makes 
the suggestion that the scale at whic-h you are producing is so small ,that 
with the exception of bromine it: might not be very economical. 

Mr. Vakil.-Very recently there was an interview from one of the biggest 
officers of the State there and in that interview he said that Germany would 
fight to the la8~ man if again an attempt is made to take away from Ger
many its potassium deposits in the south west of Germany. Not a single 
intelligent man in Germany will ever encourage anybody to recover potash. 
You can recover potash easily out of sea water. For this potash France 
wanted Alsaee Lorraine. France has got ill; to-day and it has put in 2,000 
francs import duty on any potash that come~ into France. 

PreBident.-Have they got potash deposits in France? 
Mr. Vakil.-They recover it at the salt works near lIIarseilles and in 

Alsaee. 
Dr. Matthai.-It also occurred to me from t.he trend ~f your German 

expert's report that some of the' suggestions they have made require to be 
taken with a certain amount of reservation I 

Mr. Vakil.-He won't encourage this industry being started elsewhere. 
Pre8idcnt.-This potassium chloride, can it be used for fertilisers? 
Mr. Vakil.-It is used for fertilisers? 
Presidellf.-At present you are not making it? 

Change 01 Govemmet policy advocated. 

Mr. l'akil.-No. A most primitive, most conservative and most ruinous 
policy of salt manufacture is carried on at Kharaghoda, and Government 
will not change that policy. 

Prd8ident.-Government methods of business 'are not always the most 
economical I 

Mr. l'akil.-Unfortunately they are, ruining it., May I point out in this 
respect while on this subject the opinion expressed before the Chemical Ser
vi"es Committee, 1920 .••..• 
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PTe.ident.-I remember about this. Nothing came out of it. 
Mr. Yakil.-And nothing would come out of it 80 long as Government 

follows the present policy of salt manufacture at Kharaghoda. 
Pr6Bident.-What is your suggestion? 
Mr. Yakil.~They should hand over the business to private salt manu· 

facturers and then they would get a better return than they are getting 
at presen&. 

'pT6.ident.-Which is the nearest port from Kharaghoda? 
Mr. Yakil.-Bhavnagar, about 150 miles. ' 
PteBident.-Is there a railway connection between the two? 
Mr. Yakil.-Yes. You have to change the gauge at Viramgaon. 

P1'otectiM /01' Zimited penod advocated. 
Dr. Matthai.-May I put a general question, Mr, Vakil? Having read 

your report very carefully I feel that if certain new methods and certain 
new kinds of apparatus are adopted at Kharaghoda, it might be· possible for 
the Pioneer Magnesia Works, without any kind of assistance to compete at 
the current price of imported magnesium chloride? 

Mr. YakiZ.-Certainly. 
Dr. Matthai.-Don't you think,. therefore, that once protection is granted 

there is some possibility that .the incentive for improvem«lnts would go. 
Mr. Yakil.-It won'~ go. 
Dr. Matthai.-Because it does mean that a man must be prepared to 

take a certain amount of risk before he adopts the suggestions that you 
have made. 

Mr. ,Yakil.-We want protection for three years. That is the time within 
which any new industry can establish itself if it is well thought out and well 
organized. But if you don't give us protection right from the very begin. 
ning, hardly we come into existence .. we, woul!i : be throttled.,. The most 
pertinent point in this connection is this; that hardly had I started with the 
construction of the Okha Salt Works than this German syndicate comes along 
and puts a united front to crush me and my works and yet they say Germany 
has no intention of throttling the Indian industry I They tealized wt iI very 
late stage that they had made fools of themselves.' 

Pyrites. ' 
President.-Have you studied the question of 'manufl1octure of other heavy 

chemicals in India? 
Mr. Yakil.-Yes. 
PT6.ident.-Have you any knowledge of the existence of pyrites in this 

country? We have not got I10ny relil10ble information on that at present. 
Mr.Vakil.-1 waS very much surprised to read iIi one statement made 

before the Board' that pyrites are available in very large quantities in the 
country. Then I requested my Chamber to ask for information ,on .the 
subject bUit the papers which I have received are very disappointing. 

Pruident.-We have not been able to get any iriformationon that point. 
We have written to the Geological Surve:y Department but we have not 
heard yet. It is a very important point.' If we have pyrites then we have 
got the -principal raw material. i' ' 

Mr. Vakil.-I would like to clear the mist' thetis' always there on the 
Imbject. ' I don'1; knowhow and where the impression' originated that because 
India is poor . in pyrites ot sulphur it cannot make sulphuric acid. Take 
England or' any other country. They all get sulphur or pyrites from other 
sources. 

DT. Matthai.-All countries . except perhaps the United States 'of America 
have to get their sulphur from elsewhere? . 

Mf'. Yakil.-':Yes. 
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Dr. Matthai.-There are two things. One of the conditions laid down by 
the FisC1l.l CommiSsion is that tbe industry must possess the raw materials. 
It does not necessarily follow of course that if it· does not possess all the 
law D;laterials, it has not qualified 'for protection. And the next point is 
that when you have not got an alt&native raw material at your dispcsal, 
+..hen you have to pay a higher price for it-in your case for the sulphur. 
For this 1'6880n I want to know whether you have got pyrites, but you say 
the information available is not satisfactory. 

Mr. Vakil.-That is so. Of the two companies I know the inside out of 
one and of the other I know a good deal and the cost of manufacture-I have 
seen their confidential papers--compare favourably to the sulphuric acid costs 
at Jamshedpur. 

Pr6Bident.-That is 65 per cent. and these works have given 100 per cent. 
},fr. VakiZ.-No. I am comparing their costs of Chamber Acids only. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing some of the companies are able to get their full 

output, I should say there .would not be a difference of more than five rupees 
between Tata's cost and theirs. 

Mr. Vakil.-We ought to do better in Bombay than at Jamshedpur 
because of the freight that Tatas have to pay on their imported stuff to 
Jamshedpur. 

Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact their sulphur' seems' to be cheap~r? 
'Perhaps by buying in larger quantities they 'get it cheaper? 

Mr. Vakil.-That is so. If we' are sure of continuous running the Bom
bay people could also be in a position to buy in the cheapest market. 

Sulphuric Acid. 

Pruide"t.-The whole point is this, that at present-I pointed it <lut to 
the Companies also-they have got the whole of the market that they claim 
they ought to have. There is no room for more than one works. 

Mr. Vokil.-I agree with IOU there. 
PreBident.-So that the question of sulphurio acid resolves itself into this. 

'Viz., the question of economio unit., 
Mr. Vakil.-As my Committee have said, that is not the only solution; 

another solution is also possible. If an embarge or, a heavy duty is, put on 
substances made out of sulphuric acid which are coming into the country 
then two works can exist side by side. • 

Pr68ident.-We went into the figures very carefully and we came to. the 
OOIlclusion that if adequate protection was given, whether by duty. or some
thing else, even so the quantity of 8ulphurio acid required would not keep 
two works going, working at full capacity. 

Mr. Vakil.-I will accept your tinding. 
. Dr. Matthoi.-Roughly the figures that' we have shown that taking into 

account not merely acid sold 88 such but also the secondary Jlroducta the 
t()ta1 consumption would not be higher than 20,000 tons. On the Bombay side 
you don't ha.ve sufficient consumption for a capacity of 15,000 tons. 

Pr/1Bident.-At present there is· really no room for two plants working to 
full capacity. 

Mr. Vakil.-To that extent I am in full.agreement with .you. 
PreBident.-We are confining our attention to the market which they CD 

reasona.bly claim 88 theirs. It is no use manufacturing sulphuric acid here 
and saying that you will sell it at. Calcutta. So tha.t 80 far 88 the part of 
the market here is concerned, it is plain that ,unless a big demand is created 
for products in which sulphuric acid plays a part, there is very little room 
for expansion. ' 

Mr. VllkiZ.-You have come to the right conclusion. 
Pr6,ideftf.-We bave come to no conclusion:·' these are facts I 
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Price of German; Magnesi1.llllli CkllWidIJ. 

Dr. Matthai.-You have seen the terms of reference under which we are 
making this enquiry? 

Mr. Vakil.-We have. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Are there any questions included' in these terms of reler. 

ence on which :vou would wish to express any opinion? 
Mr. Vakil.-I was told that the prioe of German magnesium chloride in 

the home market is very low. 
Dr. Matthai.-We were given .9 marks as the priee. 
Alr. Vakil.-That is not substantiated by facts. Magnesium chloride in 

the home market is sold lilt 9 marks per 100 kilos, that is 90 shillings per ton 
(h'iIlds in a copy of the Oil and Colour Trades Jounral). 

PTeBident.-Is thai; fused? ' 
Mr; Vakil.-Yes, because it is for export purposes also. 

Price of other chemicalB. 

PreBident.-Can you give us the price of all these acids and heavy chemi. 
lCals mentioned in the Government Resolution? 

Mr. Vakil.-I will send you. 
Dr. Matthai.---Is that the price which is current in the English marke' 

:lind in Germany? 
,Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-4lr are -these export prices? 
Mr. Vakil.-Merchants are at liberty to deal in them as they like. 
Pre8ident.-If the priees are export prices quoted by the syndicate them. 

·selves, then the export prices are very often lower than internal prioe. 
Mr. Vakil.-Export- prices ,cannot be lower than ~e cosi> of Foduction. 
Presid,ent.-Are these export prices or are these prices at which these 

,chemicals are sold in Germany itself? 
Mr. Vakil.-In the open market in Germany. 
Dr. Matthai.-The st8ltement begins thus :-" The Home market is quiter 

:and the export market is hampered by lower offers . . . ." so that the refer. 
-ence seems to be to the export price. 

Mr. Vakil.-May be they are export prices. 
Dr. Matthai.-When a witness suggested yesterday that about 49 sh. at 

Hamburg W88 the price at the inland market of Germany, I W88 not inclined 
-to quarrel with it, because in the inland market of Germany there is appa
rently little demand for fused chloride. Therefore if you have a quotation, 
it is probably a nomnial quotation at which transactions do not actually 
-take place. 

PreBident.-This probably corresponds to the c.i.f. price in Great Britain. 
It looks very much 88 if it is an export price. 

Mr. Vakil.-It is very difficult for me to believe that 49 eh. is the price 
-88 stated by the former witness. 

Dr. Mafthai.-If you have no market for a commodity, you can have a 
nominal quotation. , 

Mr. Vakil.-There is a large market for magnesium chloride. -J 

Pre8ident.-For fused chloride? 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. There is more demand for magnesium chloride. New 
uses for magnesium chlo~de have been found. 

Pre8ident.-Will you send us the prices of these articles given in the terms 
of reference and also for magnesium chloride and tell us whether they are 

.Cltport I,rlce or whether thllJi are f.o.b. Hamburg? 
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1Ifr. Vakil.-Yes. On pages 98 and lOS of that big report the internal 
cost of manufacture from an expert who is making it is given. 

Dr. 1Ifatthai.-Is that quite recent? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How old are these? 
Mr. Vakil.-Only last ·Year. Conditions have not changed materiiilly. 
Pre8ident.-Mr . . Vak.U, we are very much indebted to you for coming and 

giving evidence. Really it has been a most int~resting morning for us and 
you have given us most valuable information and we are also obliged to th& 
Chamber of Commerce for having produced you before US,· much as we regret 
that we have not had the pleasure of examining you on the larger' questions 
of poliey. 

Cons1/mption of Magne8ium Chloride in India. 
Dr. Matthai.-There is just a point about which I wish to ask you. You 

said tha.t the consumption in India is· 7,000 tons. From the trade returns 
and the local production figures we get only 4,500 to 5,000 tons. ·Where do 
you get 7,000 tons? 

Mr. Vakil.-:\fy clients produce nearly 8,000 tons per year and 8,000 to 
4,DOO tons are the imports. That makes up 7,000 tons. 

Dr. Matthai.-Imports for 1927-28 are only 2,000 tons. 
Mr. Vakil.-Then I stand correct. 
Dr. Matthai.-I was wondering whether you had any information on th& 

consumption of crystal chloride. 
Mr. Vakil.-No. 
1Ifr. Mehta.-May I put it before my Committee what you said this 

morning or are you going to write to us? 
Pre8ident.-I don't think we shall write. I have told you frankly what 

I have to say. I have not said it in any unfriendly spirit. When discussing a 
particular view held by the Chamber, it strengthens t.he position, of the 
Chamber if we have them before us in the ordinary way. 

Mr. Mehta.-I have explained to you the reason why we sent Mr. Kapilram 
Vakil and Dr. Venkatar~.:>. 
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THE INDIAN MERCHANTS~ _ CHAMBER. 

OralEvidence of Messrs. L. R.,TAlRSEE, President, Indian Merchants' 
-Ch8mber, KAPll.RAM VAm-and VENKATARAOrecorded 

at ~omba:, on Tuesday, the 27th November; 1928; 
President . ...;..1 understand 'you have got ~ome statement to make this 

morning. 
Mr. Tairsee.-Yes. My attention was drawn to some remarks made by 

you on Friday last when oilr representatives were examined by you regard
ing the question of Chemical industries as reported in the Press, and our 
Secretary conveyed your message to me. I fear that there i~ some mis· 
understanding which I wish to be removed. There cannot posslbly be any 
intention of the slightest discourtesy on the part of the Chamber to the 
Tariff Board for whom they have the ,highest, respect, We nomiI1llted 
Mr. Kapilram Vakil and Mr. M. -Venkatarao, as our representatives ~ the 
question of Chemical industries was a highly technical one .. Mr. Kapllram 
Vakil besides being a research chemist of reputation is also a merchant of 
high standing and a member of our Committee continuously for more than 
four years and our Committee thought that when they nominated these two 
gentlemen they were electing two representatives who would be in the best 
position to express their views regarding the question. I myself as 
President and an ez-oflicio member of all the Sub-Committees and delegatiolll! 
under the ,rules of the Chamber would have willingly accompanied them 
if I thought that any questions of policy were to ,be asked at that sitting. 
I now wish to inquire as to when it will be convenient to you to examine_ 
all three of os regarding any further question that you may have to ask 
of us. 'The remarks appearing in the Press on Saturday are, I understand, 
only a part of the remarks that you made and I should' be gratified if you 
will be pleased to take steps to have the rep<!rt amplified. 

President.~Mr. Tairsee: The' Board very much appreciates the prompt 
manner in which you have appeared before the Board personally at some in
convenience to yourself to give us an' explanation of what took place last week 
in connection with the evidence of the Chamber and we are very glad to be 
told that there was DO discourtesy intended towards the Board. Indeed we 
never thought that there could be any question of discourtesy. The reason 
why we were anxious to examine the official spokesman of the Chamber for 
the year is that we attach very great importance to the opinion of the. 
Chamber as being the premier Indian Chamber and we felt that our proceed_ 
ings would be somewhat incomplete if we had not had the advantage of 
its opinion expressed through its Chairman. We had not the least doubt 
that Mr. Kapilram Vakil and Mr. Venkatarao who appeared before us would 
be able to represent the Chamber's views generally and we were prepared 
to treat them as your representatives on that day except for the single 
reason that we thought that it would be more appropriate if you yourself 
came and gave us the benefit of your opinion. Mr. Vakil gave us very 
valuable evidence on that day as an expert and I am sure that we learnt 
much and acquired a great deal of knowledge from his evidence which other_ 
wise would not have been available. to us. We are very much indebted to 
the Chamber for having given us the benefit of Mr. KapilramVakil's services 
as an. expert witn~ and we are indebted. to Mr. Kapilram Vakil himself' 
for .hls valuable evidence. We welcome your Buggestion to appear before, 
the B~ard all:d to state the vi~w9 o~ the Chamber on the general questions' 
of polIcy which have been ,raISed m your representation. As it happens 
day after to-morrow wa were going to examine Brunner. Monds, but they 
have asked ~or a. postponement.. Therefore that day is available. If it sui1:$ 
your conveD1ence~ we can e,xamme you at 11 o'clock on .Thursday, morning. 

Mr. Tairsee.-Yes. -Thursday, 1~ o'clock- will suit me. I am obliged tG 
you for what has fallen from your hps. 
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Oral Evidence of Messrs. L R. TAlRSEE, KAPn.RAM V AKII.. 
Dr. VENKATRAO and J. Ie. MEHTA recorded at Bombay on 

Thursday, the 29th November, 1928. 

001lditiOM laid doum by the Fiscal Oommission. ~mi1Wld. 
P7"esident:-We will confine ourselves as far as possible this morning to 

-the broader lssues. In your representation you say that the conditions laid 
down in the Fiscal Commission are fully satisfied. There is one condition 
about raw materials as you know. 

M7". Tainee.-Yes . 

• Raw materials.-Sulphu7". 
P7"6sident.-All these chemicals except magnesium chloride depend very 

largely on sulphuric acid. We have got no sulphur in the country. We 
'have been trying to collect evidence as regards pyrites, but the evidence is 
very unsatisfactory so far. Of course the absence of one raw material is 
not decisive against the grant of protection, but it is a point that has to 
be met. 

M7". Tai7"see.-1 understimd subject to what Mr. Kapilram may be able 
to tell you, that even Germany and England also import sulphur. . . 

P7"esident·.-These countries have got one advantage. They have got 
an alternative source of supply either in their own country or just in the 
:neighbouring countries which we. have not got. . 

Mr. Tairlee.-England and Germany also have to import sulphur. 
DT. Matthai.-That is perfectly true. The only difficulty is that we have 

'got to carry out-the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission. 
M7". Tai7"sell.-1 don't think the Fiscal Commission is the last word. 
DT. Matthai.-We are a subordinate body appointed to consider how far 

the conditions of the Fiscal Commission are carried out in a particular 
industry. . ' . 

Presiden.t.-]:n fact our reference begins by saying that we have got to 
make our recommendations having regard to the conditions laid down by 
the Fiscal Commission and that is also the policy of the Legislature. We 
·can't override that. 

. M7". Tairsee.,.-It may be the poHcy to-day, but when .8, country is out 
to Julfil its own aspirations, I think that there should be no limitation to 
our aspirations. I will not take the Fiscal Commission as the last word. 

PTesident.-We al'e not taking the Fiscal Commission as the last word, 
·The legislature itself has now accepted the conditions laid down by the 
Fiscal Commission. It has gone beyond the stage of the Fiscal Commission. 

Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact if the Fiscal Commission's conditions 
bad to be accepted in other countries, Lancashire would get no encourage
ment for the Cotton Industry, the Match industry would get no encourage
ment. in Sweden. It. is, as you point out, a matter on which there call be 
honest differences of opinion as to whether these conditions are valid, but 
taking them· for the moment as a settled fact, in what' way would you 
lIuggest that we might get round that ('ondition. ' 

Pre.tident.-'"That is the point. , 
MT. Tai7"see.~My own impression is th·is: that wha.t is put down' here 

·and elsewhere and what is being done is only a camouflage. It is the. 
·stomach which is at the bottom of everything. Thegastronomit' reason is 
·much more important than political or economic reasons. Every country 
i. thinking how best to advance and acting aecordingly irrespective of fl'ee 
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trade or protection. Everybody of cOlI-rse talks of protecti9n. though all 
the time there is the protectionist policy going everywhere. 

P".esident.-We know all thai>. All Indians have that feeling at the back 
of their minds, but this Board has to act upon certain principles which 
have been laid down by the Legislature. ' 

]h. Mattlai"...,..To .which we are subordinate. 
President.-You have to work in the Legislature to get those principles 

altered, but· 80 long· as ,they remain, we have got to give effect to them as 
far as possible, Ida not for II> moment suggest that absence of sulphur is 
necessarily a ~ar to any recommendation, but it is a thing we have got.to 
meet. I am asking you whether you have any suggestions, to make. 

Gypsum. 
Mr. Vakil.-If you will allow' me to say, at this stage I have looked'into 

the question of sulphur since we met iast week. Bulphur as such may be 
very difficult to· obtain in Ii!diabut there is an' abundant source of supply 
of sulphur in India and that is calcium sulphate. ' 

]h. Matthai . ..:..GypsumP , 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. Looking up my notes I find that l,personally had 

inspected and seen in Germany works where sulphuric acid was made out 
of sulphur from gypsum." " , 

P".esident.-:-Does gypsum. contain' sufficfenf; quantity of sulphur P, 
Mr. Vi:tkil~-Yes. The only n~cessary condition. for the recovel1' of 

sulphur 0~1; of gypsum is a cheap supply of fuel, 
President.-Gypsunl. occurs in the'Central.-PJ;ovinces. Thei'l!. is 'plenty. of 

coal there. ,.' , , " 
M".. VakiZ:-It ,also, occurs in Rajputapa. and Kathiawar. 
President.-But they ,have no ~Q8J,th~.· " , . 
M".. Vakil.-No. 
President . ..,..In our Cement lteport .I .tlLink.. we referred to gypsum. 
Mr. Vakil.-They use gypsum· to a. large extent. 
President."'-But we have received"Boe'evidence so .far as to theinnounts 

available, the analysis of the gypB1iD1 and' where "it is to'be found. 
Mr. Vakil."'-t admit. 'Up to now the' manufacture of sulphuric acid 

from gypsum has not bee!! so well known as the ordinary process of manU-
facture from iron pyrites. ' 

P".esident."'-I find some reference to' this in 'the text books,butthe 
point there is some gypsum may contain more'sulphur. 

Mr. Vakil.-It is a chemical bombiiultfon 'which is bound to keep to, its 
natural proportions. It is not like pyrites or 'any other substance.' . 

President.-How much sulphur would gypsum contain? 
Mr. Vakil.~lS6patts of gypsum containS2 parWby welght,ot·sulphur 

which would amoun. practically to, 24 per' cent; ". . ' 
]h. Matthai.-'-I take it the difference between~ gypsum and pyritesftom 

the point of the view of the production of sulphuric acid islargelYl a, ques-
tion of fuel. , ,. , 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes, it is a question of fuel. 
]h. Matthai.-VeryJDucll more' i~ thE\:case of gyps~m than in the case 

of pyrites. , 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes" ill the cas. of gypSIIDl. bej:ause a special type of plant; 

is required. In the case of pyrites the ,burning is a very easy affair, 
President.':"The form~la is CaBO •. 2H.O. Gypsum ~ontains sZ;.· per 

cent. lime, 46'6 per, cent. sulphur trioxide and .20'9 per cent. water. TJlat 
may be accepted. . 

Mr. Vakil:-Yes. This is the hydraW'state j hut you. JD&Y calculate i\ 
also from the anhydrous state. 
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Preside'nt;'-:"'Yours is in what state. 
Mr. VakiZ.-Ours is in hydrous state in Okhamandal. 
President.-That would be the formula. 
Mr. VakiZ.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is the manufacture of sulphuric acid from gypsum a post 

war development? , 
Mr. Vakil.-The process was known for a very long time, but during the 

war Germany has made a considerable advance and immediately after the 
war I myself personally visited that factory. It is a'very big factory at 
Oppau near Manheim. 

Dr. Matthai.-I suppose the point was that during the war supplies of 
pyrites into Germany were cut off. 

Mr. VakiZ.-There was restriction. 
President.-If 'it contains 46',6 per cent. sulphur trioxide, it is as good 

as pyrites which contain 45 per cent. 
Mr. VakH.-No. We don't measure sulphur as such in gypsum as in 

pyrites. 
'President.~O. corresponds to' what? 
Mr. VakiL-It would correspond to about 22 to 24 per cent. sulphur by 

itself in gypsum. I would not say that India has absolutely no sulphur 
after I have looked into the matter last week and after seeing what has 
been done in Germany. 

President.-But consi!1ering that sulphurici acid contains SO, or SO., 
would gypsum not be used more P 

Mr. VakiZ.-Yes, it is being used in larger quantity than pyrites. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose, as far as India is concerned, where the ques

tion of pyrites is still an uncertain factor if we wanted an alternative at 
all to sulphur, it is more probably gypsum than pyrites. 

Mr. VakiZ.-That is so. Supposing to-morrowan international war 
broke out and India is cut off from a foreign supply of pyrites, then the 
Indian Chemist will have to, get busy for months together and work out 
the same process as Germany has done during the,war. 

President.-Looking at the natural chemical 'formula of gypsum it does 
geem to me, that it might be, a shorter process for the manufacture of sul
phuric acid. 

Mr. Vakil.-I wouldn't say it is a shorter process. ' It is rather {\ diffi
cult process and each stage is covered by, a patent and whether these 
patents are covered in India, I do not know. 

President.-That would be ordinarily. 
Mr. VakiL-Yes. 
President.-Then that ,is not a source which is available to us. 
Mr. VakiL-Patents are available to anyone who pays the patents' fees. 
President.-It is a sort of royalty. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.~ome people would not give any licence. 
Mr. Vakil.-That is the monopoly of a very secret thing. The speciality 

comes in the technique of it and not in the formula. 
President.-As you know some of these big manufacturers-Brunner 

Monds-do not patent it at all and if they do, they don't give 'any licence. 
Mr. Vakil.-Anything of thilt nature is the' result of their own, special 

research. " 
President.-I think' this is very useful information as regards india. ,I 

was wrong in saying that gypsum occurred in the Central Provinces. It 
occurs in the Punjab and in Jodhpur. . 

Mr. Vakil.-It also occurs in Kathiawar. 
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Prerident • ....:....But then there is no fuel'there. 
Mr. Vakil.~Kathiawar has not got any fuel. 
Prerident.-It is the 'same case with the Punjab aud Jodhpur. It is all 

a question of, freight. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have also got it round about Trichinopoly in South 

India. Are there any considerable supplies of other kinds of pyrites than 
iron pyrites? ' ' ' 

Mr.Vakil;-That is what I told you last week. I was. very much dis
appointed. to find that that was not so" I thought that they were available 
from the representation that was made to you by one of the Chemical' 
Companies. I personally ~eel that here and. there there are rare instances 
of copper pyrites or iron pyrites but ~othing to speak c;>f, out of which 
sulphuric acid ca"" be I\l8nufactured. 

Presideflt.-We have written to the Geological Survey of India about 
gypsum also. ' 

Mr. Vakil.-I would like to emphasise the fact that the use of gypsum 
for sulphuric acid is past the academical stage, that the process. is in use 
on a very large scale in Germany and that it is a paying proposition. 

Prerident.-Do you' mean the manufacture of splphuric acid out of 
gypsum? 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. • 
Prerident.-Are· there any text books wheI:e ,this is discussed? I have 

seen occasional references of course. 
Mr. Vakil.---If . you want to know the full ,description of that Company's 

plant at Oppau in a scientific journal, I will .send you a reference where 
you will find full details. ' 

Prfsident.-In English? 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
President.-We would like to see it very much., 
Mr. Vakil.-I will send it to you later. 
Prerident.-It is of first rate importance to India. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes, it is. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is' there any specially valuableby-prc;>duct that you get 

in that process? 
Mr. Vakil.-No. We can get lime but we have got plenty of lime. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is only lime that you get. 
Mr. Vakil.-Yes.'May 'X point out that IJ. syndicate was formed, with 

two or three of the best capitalists ,of Bombay to develop that process, Sir 
Vithaldas. Tbackersey, Sir' Victor Sassoon and Sir Lalubha:i Samaldas. But 
unfortunately it was in the hands of people who had very little knowledge 
of that. .. , .' , " 

Market: 
Prerident.-On page 2 of. your .representation of the Chamber you men-. 

tion some arguments which are really not in favour of protection but against 
it. For instance you say "The Indian manufacturers are unable to meet 
the foreign competition on account of their inability ·to produce the princi
pal acids ·in sufficiently large Cluantities to lower their cost of production 
and also oortsequently lower, the cost oLsalts and he~vy chemicals made from 
them". That is just the, point ... If . you. ask for protection, the. market 
must exist: Here we . ate up against a real difficulty. I think that we 
discussed this point last· tim&.. '. .' , , 

Mr. Vakil.-It is all arguing in a. circle. .The. market. for acids' is not 
there because the products as such are coming from abroad. 'If the products' 
are given a chance of being made in the country, the market will be there. 

President.-:-I worked out the market this morningi Leaving out sul
phuric acid and. nitric acid about which there is no question of protection, 
you get only about 14,000 tons'of heavy chemicals: " . 
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Mr. yakil.-M~y I poin~ oui; in this respect ,?ne very (lBSential point 
and I thmk ,you Will agr?e with me when ~ have finIshed-that is the angle, 
the standpomt from whlch the whole subject ought to be approached. If 
yoll consult statistical books, blue books on 'chemical industries they are-
bound to lead you astray. ' 

president.-These are trade figures. 
Mr. Vakil.-That is ';"'hat I am saying. please bear with me fot a little: 

,,:hile. If we stu~y the chemical requiremen~ of the country from statis
tlCal tables supphe~ by Trade Returns complled and published by Govern
ment, we are not likely to make much heBdway or to come to a final deci. 
sion or any decision that will lead us anywhere. The chemical industry, if 
you will permit me to'say so, is of a 'peculiar kind and it ha.& got 8 signi
ficance of its own in this way. I will put it to you in the 118me way in 
which it has been put time after time during the war. Take your own case 
for instance'. You get up in the morning and go to bed, at night. There 
is not a single requirement-whichever civilization you may take whether, 
English or Indian or any type of life that you may be leading-there is not 
a single requirement in the preparation of which chemicals have not entered 
in some form or other. 

President.-That will be conceded at once. There is no question about 
that. 

Mr., Vakil.-We are getting so many of the fini~hed articles to-day into 
the country in which chemicals have played the chief role or the most im
portant part. 

President.-I will come to that point later OD. At present the enquiry 
is confined, under oul' terms of referenee, to heavy chemicals. YOlli are here 
talking of the inability of the Indian industry to eompete against foreigD 
competition because they cannot produce in sufficient quantities and I was 
trying to suggest to you that we have got to bear in mind this that even 
if the whole market of these heavy chemicals was secured to India, the 
market would not exceed 14,000 or 15,000 tons excluding of COUl'Be sulphuric 
and nitric acids. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes, as such. 
President.-I am suggesting to you that a good deal of that market, 80 

far as Bombay is concerned, is not within its reach. I am now confining 
the enquiry at present to Bombay. Therefore it is an argument against 
protection that you are, mentioning. There is no market in existence at 
present.' 

Mr. Vakil.-I think that my Chamber reasoned on this argument in 
this way. We are not able to manufacture chemicals, because we; are not 
able to manufacture acids. The whole point is this. If the heavy chemi-' 
caIs required by Government and ,the country and by various other publio 
bodies are taxed heavily as certain chemicals are taxed in other countries, 
then it would. be possible to manufacture them in India. 

President.-I agree. The whole point is this that at present as you know 
the Chemical Industry must be carried on' on a fairly large scale in order 
to bring down the cost. 

Mr. VGkil.--Quite so. 
President.-I am suggesting to yon that' these figures show ,that India 

can have at the most only one works or'two works to supply, the demand 
of the whole country unless of' course the'demand increases. We assume 
that the cost of production will come down and that you will be able to 
compete. Having competed against the foreign manufacturer, there is not 
a sufllciently large market for the industry. . 

)11'. Vakil.-TCII that extent I will agree with you to the very letter. 

Prerident . .-The next point is how is protection going to lead to .the 
increase in demandP That is what. I want to know. On the contrary PrIces 
will go up by reason of protection. Supposing we put very heavy duties, 
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be still less. 

Mr. Vakil.-If the prices go up, then it is. worth while manufaCturing 
thoee articles in the country itself; I shall give yoU: the instance of magne
sium sulphate. To manufacture magnesium sulphate they are using Salem 
magnesite and sulphuric acid. If 1,000 or ~,OOO tons of magnesium sulphate 
or epsom salts are prohibited entry into the country by a keavy protective 
duty, I am sure that the Eastern· Chemicals or Dharamsi's will find an 
additional outlet fol' th!lir sulphuric 'acid and they will be able to turn out 
their sulphuric acid for general requirements at a lower cost. 

President.-That is true. 1: say there is a market for only 15,000 tons 
of these various heavy chemicals. 15,000 tons would mean seven or eight 
thousands tons of .sulphuric acid speaking generally. Therefore there is 
room for se,..en or eight thousand tons of sulphuric acid for the whole of 
India. These 15,000 tons one big works-properly equipped-can supply. 

Mr. Vakil.-Are we confining ourselves to acids.or to'alkalis also? 
President.-I am talking of heavy chemicals. 
Mr. Vakil.-That is the acid side and not the alkali side. 
Dr. Matth.ai.-Taking epsom, if yoo take the. imports bito India and the 

loeal production, YOll cannot estimate the' market .at more than 4,000 tons: 
Mr. Vakil.-That is about the same as magnesium chloride. 
Dr. Matthai.-In the case of Bombay factories, if they produce to their 

fuUcapacity, they may be able to make more than the whQIe 'of India needs 
to-day. If that is so, the question arises, supposing you· put a sufficiently 
high duty on ,imported epsom, and the Indian: factories are able to' get the 
whole of the Indian market, you may IIOOIl reach a stage where overproduc-
tion takes. pu.ce. . 

M,.; ,VtUcil.--,.May f, in this respect, point out"to yoU that both the fac
tories need. not make the same products. They 'may· come to some 'under~ 
atanding, as in, other. countries 'like England for instance', whereby some 
products. ma)t be made' by· one and 80me ·by the other. 

Dr. Matthai.-That would be a line of escape front th~t situation. 
MT. Vakil..:....Dharamsi's may specialise in copperas or magnesium sulphate 

or one -thing or another and the Eastern 'Chemicals being nearer Bombay 
may produce acids. In'that way, it may be made possible for both of them 
to exist.' . .. . 

President.--Quite true. That is my point. Supposing they ,di4 it,then 
-we will put it. this way-there ill room in India for one. sulphri\l acid 
plant on a large scale and ,one other. plant for making heavy chemicals for 
the whole of India.' . 

Mr .. Vakil.-'Ves. , 
President.-Bombayhas not/got the.whole of Indian markel>. 
Mr. Vakil ...... No. 
PreBident.-Therefore the Bengal people might well say "we will manu

facture also; we have got a' larger, market in some than they· have-espe
cially in alkalis." The- problem is not 80lved merely by asking for protec
tion, unless the industry organiSes itself. 

Oo-ordination~ 

Mr; Vakil.-That is why m, Chamber refers to co-<irdination. 
Mr. Tair,ee.-Is it your argument that the whole ehl).uiry. whIch .the 

Board is now conducting has reference only to 11 articles P ... 
PreBident.-Not oD.ly th6seeleven chernicalsmentione4 in the eonlmu" 

nique but also others of 'the same kind.' . . .. ,. . 
Mr. Tairsee.-You must look at the whole question fro~ a generous point 

of view and extend the Scope of the enquiry because one part ::f t.he chemical 
industry is dependent upon the other.· . , 
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President.-We are willing to consider the reference as liberally as POSSI
ble but we have got no applicants before us. 

Mr. Tairsee.-I just want to put my point . before you as a matter of 
policy. I am not concerned with what the other manufacturers are doing. 
What I want to put before the Tariff Board is that the whole enquiry should 
be made to cover the whole chemical industries. as such and not restrict it, 
to the 11 articles 'mentioned in the Government of India Resolution. They 
are all inter-dependent. In enquiries of this kind too much is being made 
of the consumer, but unfortunately the consumer is at present being con
sumed away. So, I say, the whole thing must be looked at from the 
national point of view. , 

President.-I agree entirely with ·you. We have issued communiques. 
We have issued press notes and I hav,e, publicly made statements at almost 
every sitting that those people who' are interested in any chemicals or 
similar chemicals must come forward and state their case. Now if they do 
not come forward, and state their case, on what case am, I going to put 
forward my recommendation? That is my point. 

Mr. Tairsee.-So far as the question of policy is 'concerned, I would 
like to have this fact emphasised more than I am capable of, 'Viz., that the 
whole industry-I.will not call it basic but I will go further and say mother 
industry--can give you more children, males and females, daughters and 
sons, if protection. is given. ' 

President.-So far as the general principle goes, we are in entire agree
ment with you. But the whole point is that we don't deal in general 
principles. We deal with specific cases. 

Mr. Tairsee.-You would deal in general principles if you are a national 
Government. I want to emphasise that point. 

Dr. Matthai.-PerfectIy true. It is a point that we have ourselves con':' 
sidered. If you take these heavy chemicals which are specifically referred 
to us, the one big body of chemicals left out is alkalis, and last time we put 
the question definitely to Mr. Kapilram Vakil and asked him whether he 
would be in favour of protecting the alkali industry, he said" For Heaven's 
sake don't protect alkalis". , 

Mr. Tairsee.-This is the paragraph to which you are referring-" It is. 
the key industry on which depend many other industries such as textiles~ 
glass, soap and paper. My Committee are not in a position to make any 
definite recommendations as regards the alkali industry as they feel. that 
as yet there is no case made out for its protection, but if unnatural com
petition is, created and foreign alkalis are dumped into India, as in. the 
case of magnesium chloride, at extremely low rates 'with only one view, i.e .• 
to make it impossible for the Indian industry to survive, th~n in that case 
protection should be granted to the alkali industry". 

President.-It would be very much like a Court saying in trying a 
murder case "there is no murderer just now found but if the murderer is 
found at some future date, he will be hanged". Can a Court pass an 
order like that? 

Mr. Tairsee.-The Court must take proper precautioos. 
President.-The murderer must be before the Court. Here you talk of 

a case which mayor may not arise. Therefore the Board is not in a posi
tion to make any recommendation, much as the Board may like to do on 
proper materials being placed before it. 

Mr. Tairsee.-It is the duty of the police to see that the potential 
murderer is well watched. 

Mr. Vakil.-The murderer is there if you only look at him. 
President.-The murderer must do some act which will bring him within 

the purview of the law. There are many murderers at large. They pass. 
their life without being molested. 

Mr. Tairsee.-My point is that' anyone making an inroad into our 
chemical trade must be deported. 
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Prerid6nt.-'--The one thing that I want to suggest to you 'is that the 
question', of demand is of very great importance. Where the demand in 
itself is small and where under modern conditions you must have a 'large 
unit of production, unlesS the industry organises itself and puts itself on 
that footing' in which' modern competition takes place, the chances of' its 
success are very remote, even- if you have a scheme of protection.' In the 
Cement Industry-'-I do not know whether you have read' our' report 'or not 
-we were, up against the same' difficulty. There was more cement being 
produced than the country required'. . .. There was more capacity for 
production than the country needed, there was internal competition amongst 
them and no amount of protection could help it unless the industry organized 
itself. ' 

Mr. 'TaiTsee.-If in the initiaf stage we consider it too small to think of 
and in the middle stagewe'allow' it to stand by itself and when it comes to 
the stage of over-production we hold an enquiry'which is in the nature of an 
inquest: that is how we treat the national industries! We will not think 
of the child, we -will, not think of the young man : . . - , 

Dr. Matthai.-'-When you are protecting an infant industry, you must take 
care that while' you protect it, you at the, same' time provide conditions for 
the infant industry which would enable it to take proper advantage of the 
protection. The position now is that in enquiry after enquiry it is found 
that our industries are up against these Trusts, and if we are' going to pro
tect our industries by means of a tariff wall,' then unless within that tariff 
wall you have a corresponding system of rationalization you will not stand in 
competition very long. We cannot see any future for the Chemical industry 
nnless you are prepared to organize yourselves. 

Mr. Tairsee.'--When there is rationalization on the one hand and if even 
then there are these, Trusts which come in and sell at cheaper prices, the 
natural instinct would be to give, protection against them and not go into 
philosophical considerations as to how the industry will get on later on, 
whether there will- be over-production and So on. " ' 

PTesident.-1t is not merely a question of over-production. You your
selves have said in your representation that the costs cannot be brought 
down ,because production is not on a large scale and therefore we assume all 
along that production must' be on a large scale. When you have 'got produ(}o 
tion on a large scale and when you have fulfilled the other conditions under 
which protection is to be granted, we say "Now this industry has made 
out a case for protection against foreign competition of an unfair kind by 
these big Trusts and we must protect this industry", but at the same time • 
is it not necessary for us to seethllt ,the industry behind the tariff wall is 
80 well equipped that the costs are not unnecessarily high? -

Mr. Tairsee.-The very fact of an enquiry of this nature on these lines 
pre-supposes that the national industry is not looked upon 'from the national 
point of view. " 

PTesident.-The whole point is, if we are going to have any industry in 
the country, the conditions of business have so changed all over the world 
that the industry' must be carried on on a reasonably large scale, with a 
reasonable degree of efficiency, and the costs should not be unnecessarily 
high because of bad equipment or bad organization, and I want to ask you 
whether at the present moment there are any indications that the chemi~81 
industry is organized on that footing? 

Mr. Vakil."-Admitting 'what you say and anticipating or 'taking it for 
argument's sake that protection would be a very difficult thing and would 
not be granted, what would be the effect on the Indian Chemical industry p 
I say with the greatest emphasis that the development of a chemical industry 
in India will be set back another ,20 years. During the war or a little 
before that the ,Eastern Chemical Company was brought into being. That 
was the first big chemical industry on this side of India. Circumstances had 
enabled me to watch its progress very very closely. At one time I had 
handled its most confidential papers. This industry was started when the 
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prices of chemicals Wjlre soaring high. Foreign chemicals were difficult to 
obtain. The Government was behind it inasmuch· as Government, had 
contracted to buy their chemicals .at high rates. duriIig the war several of 
its products. In spite of these most favourable conditions and.concessionr. 
as regards land and other matters, the Eastern Chemical Company, if you 
will look into its past history, had. never at any period of its existence 
('aIled itself a sucessful industry although it had everything. The Dharamsi 
Morarji Chemical Company right from the beginning is more like a consump· 
tive child than a healthy growth and development of an industry_If condi
tions like these continue there is no investor to-day who will corne forward 
and put a single pie in the Chemical industry. If, on the other hand, 
protection is granted then,after all, the investor has always some hope. 
of getting a return on his money. By any protection that Government 
grants, you give the Chemical industry a chance of exerting itself even if 
the chances of success may be one in a 100. The conditions which you ask 
for, namely, co-ordination .and development on a large scale ..•. 

President.-I am only suggesting to you that, at the present moment 
the Chemical industry can be carried on only by one or two units. That 
is what I am suggesting to you, and I think you would agree with me that· 
if you had six or seven units for these heavy chemicals you will not have 
a successful industry. As regards the general argument in favour of protect
ing the chemical industry I have no difference of opinion. 

1I1r. Valcil.-At present there is no more scope for more than one. or two .. 
That is a matter of fact which I must admit. 

President.-That is a fact that is really .of some consequence because if 
that is the position, the next thing follows, namely that if you have more
units there is no market, and therefore the cost of production must remain 
high, and the need for protection must remain as great.so long as the cost 
of production is not brought down. The industry cannot live without 
protection. These are the difficulties about which. we wish to know. your 
opinion. . What else can you suggest than this that the industry Blust 
organize itself P . 

Mr. Vakil.-There ought to be co-ordination; that is what we 8ay also. 
Dr. Mattkai.-What do you precisely mean by co-ordination? Do,.au 

mean that in the future chemicals in India should be produced by as few 
units as possible and these few units should concentrate as far as possible
Qn particular products? 

Mr. Vakil ...... Yes, that is the. only thing to be done. 
Presideflt.-We are in' entire agreement there. What I wish to know 

now is, how is this state of affairs to be brought abeut? ' 
Mr. Vakil.-That can't be brought about until the capital is there. 
Mr. Venkatra.o.-Unless this industry.is protected it is impossible for 

investors to come forward and invest in this industry. 

Explosi'IJes. 
President.-Now we will go into the question of .. .s:plosives. This is a 

very impol'tantquestion. We know in some countries really the manu
facture of explosives has led to the development of the chemical industry, 
but explosives at present in India cannot be manufactured by privat" 
agencies. 

Mr. Venkatmo.-They can if Government permit. If a recommendation 
is made by the Tariff Board, we can rnakethese. 

President.-There we have the old Testament against usl The Fiscal 
Commission has ruled it out. They mention oordite which they 8ay must. 
remain .in the hands of GovernDlent. We want to see the cordite factory 
at Arllvankadu.· There the cordite is manufactured but other explosives 
have to be imported. What I wish to know is that even in European. 
countries is it not a fact that the manufacture of explosives,. when it is iD 
the hands of any private enterprise, is under Government control P 
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Mf'. Vakil.-There is a control but the capital as well as the enterprise 
is in the hands of private individuals. 

Pf'erident.-Do you tefer to munitions or industrial explosives? 
Mf'. Vakil.-For mining purposes and other industrial explosives also. 
Pf'flrident.-.,.Do you suggest that these should be thrown open. to the 

publicI' 
Mf'. Vakil.-To selected capitalistic firms or people who may come for

w&l'd 88 in the case of excise. The manufacture of alcohol is open to the 
public. It is manufactured by selected parties under special licenses. 

Pf'flsident.-Now that you are not allowed to carry firearms without 
license do you think it is a practical proposition that the manufacture of 
explosives should be thrown open to the public I' 

Mf'. Taif'sefl.-We have been tied up in 80 many ways, whether it is the 
Fiscal Commission, or the Arms Act or. whatever it is, the chemical industry 
Buffers. 

1)".. Matthai.-We went into the question of consumption of sulphuric 
acid in the cordite factory at AruvaBkadu, but the figures given to us· were 
confidential. But supposing the ,question Of. manufacture of sulphuric acid 
for that factory were left to private manufacturers I don't know whether 
this. would add perceptibly to the quantity. I don't know about' other. 
factories such as Kirkee. But taking the .cordite factory alone the total 
consumption of sulphuric acid is small. . 

M7'; Vakil.-The 'spirit of the Chamber's representation is that the ex
plosives are not the only pegs on which we hang our coats. There are 
thousands and thousands of chemicals used in ,India to-day. The whole 
thing is 80 interlocked that the chemical industry· requires a very different 
treatment, from steel or match aDd so on .. 

F flrtilisers. 

D7'. Matthai.-We were looking up' the consumption hf sulphuric' acid 
or other industries. Take a country like the United States of America. 
You will' find the largest consumption is in explosives, and the next largest 
in fertilisers. 

M7'. Vakil.-Yes. 
Df'. Matthai.-Therefore it may be in the direction of fertilisers that in 

the near future we too might be able to find increased consumption of sul
phurio acid. 

Education. 

Pf'esident.-From this point of view is it not sufficient 'for you to state 
that apart from all commercial reasons the- Chemical industry is really a 
meaJIII of educating people not only in chemistry but in commerce and othet 
things. Thafl is a wide national aspect of the questioB. It is not merely 
the makiag of explosives which is important but the educatioll it gives. 

M7'. Vakil.-Now you are arguing for the Chamber and not against the 
Chamber I ' , 

Presideni.-This ,Board does not express any opinion except in its re-
ports. . 

Mf'. Tai7',flfl.-That is what I had' ia mind when I stated "mother iu
dustry" and not .. key industr;y". 

Presicknt.-As I told yoobefore, the general argument might be put 
as emphatically as, you like, but the whole point is, having dealt, with the 
general argument we have this special argument in any proposals that' we 
submit. I am now concerned more with the special argument than the 
g6Ileral argument. ' 

Mr.Vakil.-That is a very' important and Bound argument. 
Df'. Mat"thai.-I suppose you will accept this proposition that you cannot 

have industrial development in' a country unless opportunities of industrial 
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training in the direction of chemicals and mechanical engineering are 
there, and therefore whether the conditions of the Fiscal Commission are 
satisfied in the case of chemicals or not, so long as we are committed to a 
policy of industrial development it is essential for us to provide opportuni
ties for industrial training. 

Mr. Vakil.-May I point out that I was a member of the Industrial and 
Technical Training Committee and we fought the case as hard as we possibly 
could. The result was that our recommendations did not suit the policy of 
the Government and for the last six years our recommendations have beeD 
shelved. So, however, hard the country may try for technical education 
if the Government does not want to listen to us there is an end to the 
matter. . 

Mr. TaiTsee.-COming from the Tariff Board perhaps it will have more 
weight than if it came from other sources. 

President.-If the Tariff Board really based its recommendations on 
general arguments they will never go through, and we must support our 
recommendations by special arguments. Unless it is an obvious argument 
it is very hard to persuade the Legislature or the Government to accept it. 

Mr. Vakil~-May I in this connection give a pertinent instance and that 
will clear up the point .. Sir Willis, who was then Colonel Willis, was the 
Mint Master in Bombay. He was also one of our colleagues on the Vis
wesaraya Committee. At that time he opposed the foundation of technical 
college and technological institutions for higher training on the ground 
that there was no demand for highly trained technical men in India. We 
argued at that time, both the Chairman and myself, that it was not a 
condition precedent to the establishment of a technological institute, but 
that if the iustitute was tbere the men would be trained and when demand 
did arise the men would be available. Only a few months ago in the· 
Chamber we had occasion to discuss about the establishment of the Currency 
Paper and Printing Press at Nasik. Several appointments were made by 
Sir Willis from England and we asked why a chance to Indians was not 
given, as we had anticipated six years ago. He said that no Indians fully 
trained and capable are available in the country. I will leave this argu
ment therel 

Embargo OR nitre, bones, elt:. 

President.-On page 4 of your representation you are asking us to put 
an embargo on nitre, bones, chrome ores, manganese ores and other simi
lar products. This is a very old argument. 

Mr. Vakil.-It is an old argument. 

President.-We can only look at it from this point of view. If YOIl 
prohibit the export of these, there is no guarantee that the produoors of 
these articles would continue to produce them. If he doesn't get the 
proper export price, why should he produce it? The same thing would 
happen to bones. A man will not collect the bones if he is not going to 
get at least the export price. He will say "I am not going to collect it 
for the benefit of these gentlemen". Really it happened in cases where 
export duty was put. Therefore the whole point is this that these articles 
which are exported now would be kept in the country if a use is found for 
them by the development of other industries. 

Mr. l'akil.-May I be permitted to point out that India has been in an 
atmosphere of the exports ever since the East India Company and we have 
been brought up in an atmosphere that we can only· export raw materials. 
but not .finished articles. .. 

P1'esident.-I am just drawing your attention to this fact that if you 
prohibit the export of these materials, there is no guarantee that these 
articles woul~ be produced by these people. 

MT. Vakil.-Nobody can guarantee. 
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PrerideAf.-Is it not obviousi' H a man finds by selling his articles in 
the country he gets a lower price than by exports, he will say, "I am going 
to close down". 

Mr. Vakil.-Will he, not fertilise tJie soili' 
Prerident.-The nitre will remain in the ground; bones will not be 

collected and ,not necessarily he will fertilise the soil. H you limit the 
market for these articles, there is no incentive to anybody to collect them 
and to supply. 

Dr. Matthai.-At present practically the whole of the bones that we 
export from India are exported in the foJ'I!l of crushed bones. 

Mr. Vakil.-Yes. 
Dr. Matth«i...-Of course the orthodox. argument against the prohibition 

of exports is that once you stop it, these people who at the various ports 
are organized in crushing these bones will suspend their business as it is 
not worth their while. Once they stop it the poorest classes of the popu
lation who collect these bones will not get any price. 

Mr. Vakil.-Unless the Agricultur~l Department comes to our assistance 
side by side. 

Dr. Mattlwi.-As a ·matter of fact your position is entirely supported 
by the Board of Agriculture in this country. The Taxation Committee also 
supported it, but the Royal Commission on, Agriculture has turned it down. 

PresUknt.-Don"t you think that your best salvation lies in the develop
ment of industries which would necessitate the retention of these various 
articles in the country that you have mentioned purely on economic 
groundsi' For instance nitre is required for fertilisers. 

Mr. Vakil.-The will may be there, but not the wherewithal. 
Prerident.':"-The mere prohibition of export will not n,ecessarily lead to 

the production of these articles. 
Mr. Vakil.-It does give an incentive. 
Prerident.-To whomi' 
Mr. Vakil.-To the local manufacturers. 
Prerident.-These people who export will not produce for you. 
Mr. Vakil.-Not the same people. 
p,.esldent.-There is nothing to prevent you from exploiting these. Are 

you not suggesting that these producing industries must be punished for 
the benefit of other industries which use these as raw materials. This is 
purely an orthodox argument, but still it is a very strong argument. 

M,.. Tair.ee.-We are thinking of one interest as a whole. The depressed 
classes, no doubt, will lose a little bit of the trade as was mentioned, but 
after all they form only one unit as far as this business is concerned. ' 

Pre.ident.-Let them lose the business. The whole thing is, will the 
materisls be made available by prohibiting export? It.does not matter 
whether some depressed classes get out of business. The whole point is 
will the commodities continue to be produced if there is no market in the 
country: 

Mr. Vakil.-May I point out the case of leather and hides? 
President.~That is a very controversial point. 'There is a Committee 

going to enquire whether it has done good or harm. The case of Burma 
is that it has done harm. The case of Madras is that it has done good. ' 

Mr. Mehta.-So far as the manufacturers are concerned, they are all of 
one opinion. 

Pre3ident.-But the production of hides is going down. 

Dr. Mattlwi.-It looks to me the orthodox, argument for accepting your 
position would be this: if you want to increase the market for fertilisers 
in India you'have got to make fertilisers cheap and the export, during the 
past few years has almost !loubled the price of bones. At ,this, cost it would 
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be diflicult to put fertilieers on the market and ensure a sufliciently big 
market. . 

Mr. Vakil.-I said the Agricultural Department ought to come to our 
assistance. May I point out in this connection a very important case P In 
the year 1911 I was associated with the exporters who were dealing very 
largely in the export of different oil cakes. At that time Dr. Harold 
Mann had written to me that it was a great economic drain on India and 
he himself felt that something ought to be done to stop that, but then we 
saw no prospect of oil cakes getting popular in India and this drain con
tinued for a long time. Immediately the war was declared and conditions 
were made unfavourable for export, the oil cakes began to be used in the 
country by the agriculturists and to-day we have come to a stage at which 
il8stor seed cake is used by the cultivators which was 'a very diflicult 
article to sell 20 years ago. I am speaking from personal knowledge that 
we had to send castor seed cake to Ceylon. Those conditions have changed 
and a demand from the cultivators bas arisen for oil cakes t<Hlay. Before 
the war there was no such demaneL The demand came, because the oil 
'Cakes could not go out of the country. 

Dr. Matthai.-With regard to oil cakes the position is complicated by 
:the fact that there is a higher duty on the finished' product in the countries 
to which we export. They want the things really in the raw condition. If 
you send it in a finished condition;' it affects their industries. Of course 
as far as bones are concerned, I don't believe that the man who actually 
oollects the bones in the villages gets anything like the full benefit of the 
increase in export price. 

Mr. Vakil.-He may not get a higher price. The Indian consumer will 
not be able to pay as high a price as the foreign exporter will pay. I quite 
agree with you there. There are several instances in other commodities, 
but I must say as regards the question of bones you will find hardly any 
civilised country allowing a valuable article like bones to go out of the 
country. 

President.-You cannot make use of it until people use more fertilisers. 
Mr. Vakil.-That is what I say.' The Agricultural Department ought 

to help us. 

BOI""ties. 
. President.-That is the idea of this new Council of Agricultural .Research 
that they are establishing. We will leave it at that for the moment. You 
suggest that protection should take the form of bounties. That I think 
we have discussed before. But the method of finding money for the bounties 
is''not a very happy one, because if we protect sulphuric . acid, in course 
of time the revenue will disappear. If protection succeeds at all, it means 
all the acids will be produced in the country and therefore there will be no 
revenue duty available. 

Mr. Venkatmo.-When the state of the finances increases. it will be in a 
hetter position. 

President.-The idea is that the industry must eventually supply the 
whole demand, 60 that there is no import. 

Mr. Tairaee.-Giving these bounties will be like giving with one hand 
and taking it by the other. The industries to that extent will. bene~t 
taking the country as a whole.. Therefore the taxable capaCity wdl 
rise. 

President.-That is another point. I am trying to suggest to you that 
the method is not a happy one. It is a vanishing source to which you are 
appealing for our lupport. 

Magaesium Chw·ride: 
Pt'elident.--On page 5 of the representation you Bay that magneBium 

ehloride is recovered as a by-product ill. ~rman Chemical Works. . 
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Mr. VakiJ.-We are not putting it forward. 
PrMident.-Yo. suggest that the .duty onmagn'esium chloride will not 

add to the cost, but you must remember that magnesium chloride is not the
only thing which the industry uses and if everything that it uses is going 
to be taxed, the cumulative effect would be substantial, is not that so? 

Mr. Vakil.-That is so. 
PNlri/lent.-Therefore·we have got to take that point into consideration: 

If the prices of all the articles which are used in the Textile industry into 
which we are enquiring go up, it should not matter, because iii. the long 
Tun prices will go down. But if you are to say that the rise in price of 
those articles will have no effect, that argument will not be sound. As 
regards magnesium chloride, 1 agree with you if you take that only into 
account, but we have got these 10 or 11 other chemicals. A difference of 
S or 4 per cent. in the cost is a heavy one in the Textile industry where the 
margin is small. 

Mr. Vakil.-The Textile enquiry must have shown to you. 
President.-lt did nothing of the sort. It didn't show us anything on 

that ground. They didn't go into that question. They simply said that 
these were articles which were likely to increase the cost' and they recom
mended the removal of the duty on those articles. 

Mr. Vakil.-The percentage of chemicals used taking the total cost of 
production is extremely low. 

Pre&ideftt.-The whole trouble arises in this way that there are a 
numher of articles used by the. Textile industry .. Now there are some for 
which you are asking protection, there are others for which protection may 
be given hereafter and there are others about which there is no question 
at all. There is really no means of finding out what exactly is the burden 
on the industry by the retention of these duties. We aTe asking the 
Millowners' Association to give evidence. and .1 hope they will be. able to 
give us something definite, but it was unnecessary for the Textile B,oard 
to go into that question.' . . , . 

Mr. Vakil.-You can throw a, little light on the paFadox"-while one 
article was allowed to come in without any duty, why on another article 
a duty was retained. 

Pre&ident.-You mean copperas. 
Mr. Vakil.-I am referring to zinc chloride and magnesium chloride. 
Dr. Matthai.-As ,far as the Textile Tariff Board was collcemed, they 

suggested that the duties on three articles, "iz., zinc chloride, magnesiwn 
chloride and epsom, might be removed", and for some reason Governfuent 
decided to remove the duty on magnesium chloride,lIut no actiol!- was taken 
on aine chloride· ,and epsom. 

Mr. La.uoaka.~We were discussing this question and it was directly due 
to the list given by :the ?dillowners' Association. 

Pre&idimt.~We have got the 'Textile Tariff Board's report. They have 
given the cost per 100m pet day. Under stores they include everything 
which eomes to 25 per cent. 'of the total cost, bull we have not got any 
means of finding· out what 'that means. Supposing 15 per cent. is put 
on 25 per cent. of the stores, it is' a substantial amount. 

Mr. Vakil . ...::..U is an increase or 3'75 per cent. 
Pr8sident.-It is not a',sinall sum to my mind. 

Mr. Mehta.~The Committee of the Chamber 'were opposed to the removal 
of the duty on stores, beeause they observed that it would be tantamount 
to killing 80 many SlDall industries which are just growing up. 

Dr. Matthai.-I notice from. the MillGwners' Association's representa.
tion that they were no~ very keen on this kind of relief. 

Pre&ident.-I hope the representative of. the Millowners' ,Association ,wiII 
.xplain to us what this means. 1 am Jlotprepared to commit myself to the 
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view that 3 or 4 per cent. is Ii . small addition to the cost. It is a large 
addition to my mind. if .you say in a few'years' time it would disappear, 
that is another. point. 

Alkalie •. 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing there was an increase in the duty on alkalies 
~ay. 10 or 15 per cent., ,!ould th~t a!fect ind?-stries perceptibly? I supp~ 
It IS one of those, chemICals which' IS used In small quantities by a very 
large number of industries. Therefore any extra burden like 10 Of' 15 per 
cent. would be very widely . distributed. 
. Mr .. Vakil:-To that extent I agree, but there are certain very big 
industrIes WhICh ought to have· been established in India and which cannot 
be established, such as paper, soap, etc. These industries are sufferiug 
from a heavy price which they have got to pay for alkalies. Paper and 
soap are the most important ones. 

Freights. 

President.-On page 7 of your. representation you talk of freights. 
Everybody says that the freights are too high, but nobody has suggested 
to us how the freights should be reduced. It is a legitimate complaint to 
make. Every industry says that freights are high, but we want to know 
how the freights are to be reduced and in what way~ I may tell you that 
we are examining the Agents of the Railways. Your point is this: in the 
case of protected industries, when an industry is declared protected, then 
the freights on the raw materials used by that industry and the finished 
products of that industry should be as low as possible. That· is as far as 
one can go on general grounds. 

Mr. Tairsee.-Government give subsidies to Transport Companies, and 
when giving these subsidies, they must make it a condition. 

President.-Are you talking of Shipping Companies? 
Mr. ,Tairsee.-Yes. 
President.-I am talking of the railways. There is one point which you 

must remember as regards railways. You know the agreement between 
the railways and the Government. Government as. owners of. the railways 
have entered into an agreement that the railways ought to contribute 
certain revenues. Now this is the only country that I know of where 
Government make a I>rofit on railways as such, that is to say, the railways 
have undertaken not only to pay the charges but also they have to contri
bute -.1 per cent. every year on the total capital to the general revenues. 
That was a condition imposed by the legislature and therefore you cannot 
have it both ways. If you are going to make a profit of Re. 7 or 8 crores 
and benefit the general taxpayer, then the railways' answer is that they 
will not reduce the rates. That is the point. It requires some considera
tion. As you know; the members of the Assembly insisted upon this profit 
being made. The answer of the railways is that if you want this profit, 
then the freights must be high. What is your suggestionI' This agree
ment--they called it a convention-is certainly in the way. If you follow 
the budget, this is what happens. Government get 1 per cent. on the total 
capitalisation. Money is borrowed at 4 per cent. or 5 per cent. but Govern
ment get on top of that 1 per cent. profit. Then, they get a certain share 
of the surplus profit. Beyond that, during the last budget debate the 
Commerce Member said that a reserve fund was built at Re. 16 crores out 
of the same profits after paying depreciation and other things. .This year 
it may come to about Re. 20 crores.If you add all this up, it is a very 
large burden which has been thrown upon the railways not by the Govern
ment necessarily but by the Legislative Assembly. 

Mr. Vakil.-Why can't we utilise that money for bounties? 
Presidellt:-The whole point is this. If it is the policy of the country

this is a point which your Chamber may take up-til make a profit out of 
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ita railways, well then, the country must be prepared to have high freighta. 
It must either abandon that policy or continue to have high freights. 

Mr. Vakil.-Let the hight freights ~ain but let us claim a little out 
of that by way of bounties. ' 

President.-How can you get it from the railways? 
Mr. Vakil.-Not from the railways but 'from Government. 
President.-Supposing we recommend, a bounty it will have to come 

from some source. We don~t say stores, salt, railways, excise. We have to 
!lay that this' has got to come from some source. Now you are appearing 
"efore the Board on behalf of the Chamber. This is a question of policy. 
I believe that the Chamber was very strong on that point. When the 
railways were taken over by the State, the Chamber was of the opinion' 
that the railways must make this contribution along with other public 
bodies. But now the 'position. is this. If you are going to take away 
Rs. 7 or 9 crores a year to the general revenues from railway administrations, 
then our industrial development must to that extent suffer. I am not 
suggesting anything. I, am merely saying that it is a question that the 
Chamber might consider :~s to how these two things should be reconciled-. 
low freighta- and high profits. 

Mr: T~i~see.--':"I am thankful to you for the suggesti~n and you maybe 
quite sure that the Chamber will follow it up. The whole thing is bound 
up with other considerations. Anyway, this cannot be used as a plea for 
keeping up high freights. 

President.-I do not suggest that. 
Mr. Tairsee.-With a little amount of conscientious retrenchment, the 

railway administrati,ons can even now Teduce freights. 
President.-If you read that agreement, you will see that the first 

thing that the railways have got to do is to ensure to Government this 
one per cent. return. • 

, Mr. Mehta.-Our point is that while doing 'that, the railways need not 
necessarily enhance the rates. 

President.-You weaken the hands of Government. Government cannot 
!lay to the railways to reduce the freight. Supposing I claim from you 
Rs. 9 which you have got to give me in any case, I cannot come and tell 
you" Mr. Mehta, look here, you must do this, that and the other". You 
will say in that case ' give up your nine rupe~s '. , 

Mr. Mehta.-There are other ways of doing that. There is so much 
wastage. There are so many abuses to which we have been drawing atten
tion. If they drive away all those abuses they can give one per cent. 1<.0 
Government and at the same time give us the advantage-of cheap freights. 

Preside"t.-The whole point is: are the people prepared to give up the 
profit on railways? ' 

Mr. MeMa.-'J'hey ,\!iR n.II~: 
PresUle";;,t.--=...nere. yo~' are. 
Mr. Mehta.-There is the other side. If they wipe out the abuses and 

avoid the wastage, they can give 1 per cent. to Government and give the 
benefit of cheap freights to the commercial community. 

Mr. Tairsee.-Jf they buy only in the cheapest market, they can easily 
save 1 per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-If they only buy as much as they require? 

President.-I am not discussing that. Don't be under the impression 
that I have given any opinion. I am only saying that it is an easy answer 
for the railways to make that if you want this profit, if they have to !p.ake 
it for you, if they have to insure you against loss, their first consideration 
is to earn that for you. ~ow I am willing to admit that there may be 
directions in which economies are possible. 
RVYCHMLIND VOLII P 
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Mr. Mehta.-The report of the Retrenchment Committee presided over 
by Lord Inchcllpe shows how a huge stock of wagons and other things was· 
lying idle. 

President.-I have also made 
Mr. Tairsee.-As long as the 

wanting. 

some speeches on that point. 0 

mouth is there, theo excuse won't be-

President.-It is a commonsense argument that if you insist upon your 
side of the bargain I am entitled to say , I must guard mine'. 

Mr. Mehta.-This is our answer to it. The railways can °do both
O 

the 
things by merely looking properly to their own stores, buying them as and 
when they require them. That °is our answer to them and. that is the 
answer of several members of the Assembly. 

Mr. Tairsee.-This should not be used to cloak the other things which 
must be set right. 
o P,oesident.-It is a legitimate argument to make. I am not disputing 
that. The position is complicated by the fact that there is this agreement 
between the railways owned by Government and the Government as such at 
the instance of the legislature. It is for the Chamber to consider that. 

Mr. Mehta.-As the Chamber has stated, the posifion °is perfectly 10gi::'lI. 
The railways can give 1 per cent. to the general revenues. 

poresident.-I ain asking you as a businessman: can railwoays be made 
& source of profiii in any countryi' _ 

Mr. Mehta.-They have been. 
President.-Give me an instance. 
Mr. Mehta.-In England, America, they have been made a source of 

profit. 
President.-Those are raiJways belonging to private companies. I am 

talking of the State Railways. Il: is a worse form of taxation. 
Mr. Mehta.-l\Iay be, but we have got it. 
President.-If you are going to have industrial expansion in th~ country, 

then the m-st thing is that transport must be 'made as cheap as possible 
and therefor~ if you make a profit out of transport to that extent you make 
it. more expensive. I am not disputing that there is room 0 fo:, effecting " 
economies. Supposing every possible economy was made and yet you Llako 
a profit out of transport, to that extentl transport is made more expensive. 

Mr. Mehta.-In England, America and other countries, they make profit 
Gut of railways. . 

President.-They don't get anything like the return you get in India. 
Dr. Matthaio.-Your suggestion is that GOl""ernment might tax trans

port. 
President.-Take the case of South Africa. There a four per cent. 

return is considered a good return. Here it comes to 6 or 7 per cent. if 
you take into account reserves and other things. Last year it was 5'58 per 
cento, that is after allowing large Bums for depreoiation, replacements, etc., 
which will make the return 1 or 1l per cent. more. That is the whole 
point and the Chamber has some responsibility in this form of taxation. 

Mr. Tairsee.-We will look into it, 

Alkali indmtry. 

Pl"esident.-As regards this question of _alkali industry, there is no 
alka.li industry. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is the position of the Chamber that at present- there is 
no case for protection . 
• Mr. Vakil.-On the primd facie case, no. 

Mr. Tair&ee.-Except as part of an important industry. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Does the Chamber want us to·o make proposals for the 
j)rotection of alkalis? 

M~. Tairsee.-As a matter of general policy, our position is this. The 
-ChemICal ~ndustry bec~us~ of its importance must be given protection and 
.therefore I~ does not he m our mouth to- say that we want protection for 
~he whole mdustry and. not for a _ part because after all it is part of the 
.md~try. But .why ~hlS paragraph was put in was that as it was not 
comm.g for conslderatlOn we did not stress it except in general terms of the 
-Chemical Industry that was predominant . 

. P~eside~t.-I can tell you this much. We are not prepared to say that 
th~ IS entirely excluded by our terms of reference, but there is no appli
catIon before us. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is the. re~l point. 
. President.-Though Government did not mention it by name, the terms 
(If reference are sufficiently wide as -to allow us to enquil"ll into others on 
.a proper case being made out. 

Mr. Tairsee.-May I suggest that those people may be informed. 
President.-They have been informed. 
Mr. Tairsee.-In the sense that though the enquiry starts with these 11 

oarticles, the Board will be pleased to consider the whole thing by putting 
.a generous interpretation on the terms of reference; 

President.-Yes. 
Dr. Tairsee.-I thought that it might be just possible that some of those 

people were thinking that this was cut out from the purview of the present 
. enquiry. 

Dr. Matthai.-We have tried to give as wide publicity as we possibly 
ean. 

President.-In a· Press Communique which we issued on the 24th of 
August, 1928, we said:~" Eleven- acids and heavy' chemicals have been 
expressly mentioned in the Resolution, but the scope of the Board's· enquiry 
is not limited to these and those interested in the manUfacture of similar 
chemicals are at liberty to submit representations to the Tariff Board of 
investigation ". After that at every public sitting of some importance, we 
have made some reference to that. Now, the enquiry is fairly well 
advanced. 

Dr. Matthai.-It won't do for the Board to solicit applications. It is 
the duty of a commercial body like you to inform intending applicants. 

Mr. Tairsee.-We have no objection to our circularising it. 

President.-Ex~pt this that the enquiry is now fairly well advanced. 
Of course we will do our best and we will be going on for some time. You 
can get a oopy of our communique: You can interpret the communique in 
any way you like and write to us. We cannot as you know commit ourselves 
to any view at 'present. 

Mr. Tairsee.-Yes . 
. Mr. Va1cil.-Withregard to alkalis may I point o~t one thing? The 

Committee in placing their views on alkali had before them the -need of 
expressing their opinions not from a sentimental point .of view th3t all 
articles must be blindfoldedly given protection but that they wanted to 
place before you the rational aspect that if a case is made out, they "'Ill 
support it. But the Committee cannot go out of its way and recommend 
protection to alkalies on which it has absolutely no information. 

President.-Much less can we make a recommendation in those ?irCllID
stances. If the Chamber is not prepared to make any representatIon, on 
what ground can we make any recommendation? 

Mr. Va1cil.-I am only explaining the vieWs of the Chamber on that 
point. 
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President . ...:....As my colleague has rightly said, we cannot go and solicit 
applications. We lJive as much publicity as possible to our proceedings. 

Dye ,tuB,; 
President.-I want to ask you one question about the dye stuffs. Are dyea 

manufactured in the country P 
Mr. Vakil.-None at all. 
President.-Then that is a question which does not yet arise? 
Mr. Vakil.-No. 

Ohamber's view of the function of the Board. 

Pruident.-In your representation you suggest that there should be •. 
standing committee of the Tariff Board. I don't know what you mean by 'a 
standing committee. What was your idea? We cannot constitute ourselves 
as a committee. 

Mr. Tairsee.-My idea was that the Tariff Board is only set up whell 
the disorder has reached a stage when even the best help may be too late 
and that is why I said that the enquiry sometimes takes the form of an 
inquest. What I suggest is this. You are at present considering the case' 
of .these 11 articles. As soon as this enquiry is finished the ease for one 
artICle out of these 11 may again arise which may have to be considered. To 
start an enquiry of this nature on the particular article' alone would mean 
waste of time and. money. For that reason, if there is a standing com
mittee, whenever' occasion arises this committee can go into the matter and 
report to Government. 

President.-The Tariff Board is not a permanent institution but it is 
the policy of Government that, when an application is received and they are 
satisfied that a pl'ima facie case has been made out, it is referred to the 
Tariff Board. This in itself is a committee you have in mind. 

Mr. Tairsee.-Sometimes references have to wait; sometimes references 
which are of a later date, because of their importance, take precedence ,. 
whenever there are important considerations behind them. What I had in, 
mind was that if there was a standing committee, as soon as something 
happened, it will put the whole matter before the Government for considera
tion, and without, going into the whole formality of a pucca discussion 
the thing can be consjdered on its own merits and such action can then be 
taken as is justified by the facts placed before the committee. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is to say the Tariff Board should keep themselves 
permanently in touch with industries which have been protected, there you )' 
are speaking like the Fiscal Commission. 

Mr. Tairsee.~That was the object. 
Mr. Vakil.-May I point out one thing, Sir? When the last enquiry on 

magnesium chloride was made and the report published, the Times 01 
India in a very bantering tone placed it before the publio that about a 
lakh and II quarter of rupees were spent on the enquiry. There are 
thousands of chemicals to-day which can be made and which are sure to 
be made in India, and if for such chemicals time after time we have got 
to go to Government and ask for an elaborate enquiry and give us the 
necessary help, the amount that Government has to spend would be dispro
portionate and \Vould not meet the needs of the enquiry. I think a per
petual, big Tariff Board will have to be established to look into the case 
of thousands of chemicals . 
• President.-Mr. Vakil, there are no applications undisposed of under 

Chemicals, lind therefore you are anticipating something which may n(lt 
arise. 

Mr. Vakil.-My Committee is merely drawing youI' attention to similar 
practices in other countries. 
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President.-Quite true. If the Board gets flooded with applications 

"then you must have a committee. At present Board has not su1licient num-
ber of applications. . 

Mr. Vakil.-We are indirectly drawing your attention to practices in> 
other countries. So far as our information goeS we .know in America if 
protection is wanted in similar' cases, a p·rimd facie ·case has to be made 
and tentatively for a year or two protection is granted and the results 
obtained act as evidence when the future policy of the State is decided. 

Dr. Matthai.-The Uni~d States Tariff Commission can initiate enquiries.. 
in certain cases. 

Mr. Va kilo-That is what we say. Your power should be such. 
President.-The United States of America has not got the policy of' 

discriminating protection. That is protection pure and simple. Here we· 
have got discriminating! protection. 

Mr. Vakil.-If we get the political aspect removed we can do exactl;y.· 
.what the· United States are doing. 

President.-That is a point with· which we cannot deaL That there IS" 
no case just now for the existence of a permanent committee of the Tariff 
Board to enquire into chemicals because there are no applications before it • 

. Mr. Tairsee.-What we had in mind was this. Just after the enquiry 
into the Match industry information was received by us which may be 
tainted but there may be something in it. You cannot hold another 

~ enquiri because certain things have arisen, but if it was. within the power 
of this body or a standing committee, they would be watching it from time 
to time and suggesting on their own initiative certain measures which 
when adopted immediately would have a greater effect like an operation on 
• patent at the right time than waiting for the thing to grow worse. That 
was the general principle we had in mind. 

Dr. Matthai.-The Fiscal Commission was entirely with you Of! that 
point. 

Mr. Vakil.-I fully agree that it is ~ matter for. the Legi~latul'E: and 
not for the Board. .' 
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CORDITE FACTORY, ARUVANKADU. 

Evidence of Mr. G. S. BUTLER. recQrded at Ootacamunc\.. on 
Thursday, the 11th October, 1928. 

Introductory. 

President.-Mr. Butler, what is your official designation? Are you the 
Superintendent of the Cordite Factory? 

Mr. Butler.-I have been officiating as Superintendent, but I am really 
the Works Manager of the Cordite Factory. Lt.-Col. A. M. Urquhart, the 
Superintendent, has rE'turu('d from /\eal'e to-day and has joined. 

President.-You are the principal expert, I take it, in the Cordite' 
Factory, 

Mr. Butler.-Yes, as regards the manufacture of explosives. 
President.-Do you have to deal with the chemical part of the work? 
l11r. Butler.-I am in ('huge of the manufacture of cordite which includes 

all the technical operations in making cordite. 
President.-Is there a Chemist also? 
Mr. ButZer.~Yes, we have several other chemists. 
President.-I don't mean in any subordinate capacity. Have you got any 

Head Chemist who chiefly looks after the chemical part of the works? 
Mr. Butler.-The whole of the superior stli.ff is chemical excepting one 

mechanical and electrical Engineer and an officer-in-charge of Stores. The 
staff consists of a Superintendent, Works Manager, Works Inspection Officer 
and 5 Assistant Works Manager. Out of that at the present moment the 
Superintendent is not a Chemist and also two of the Assistant Works, 
\lanagers. 

Dr. Mattkai.-You are primarily a Chemist. 
Mr. HutZer.-Yes, I am. 
President.-I take it your qualifications are mainly chE'mical. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. I took a degree in Chemistry at Oxford. I am a 

Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry. _ 
President.-I take it that your knowledge of chemistry extends to all 

branches 80 far as it is applicable to this industry. 
Mr. Hutler.-It should. As regards the manufacture of explosives, T 

have been engaged in it in India for 18 years. 
President.-Have you visited any other countries? 
Mr. Hutler.-Yes. I have visited England, Switzerland, France, Italy 

and Germany. 
President.-Did you visit Nobel's Works? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. It is purely a British concern. It is part of· 

U Imperial Chemical Industries". 

Fertilizers. 

President.-Have you at any time studied fertilizers? 
Mr. Butler.-No, only in so much as we use one of the principal fertilizers 

in the Cordite Factory, which is nitrate of soda. I hal-e not studied them 
as regards their use as fertilizers. 

President.-As regards manufactUl'e? 
Mr. Hutler.-As regards manufacture I have studied them very exten

sively. One of the questions I have studied exhanstively is the question of 
the synthetic manufacture of nitric acid from the air. I have visited 
Swi1l1lerland, Italy, Germany and France and saw a number of works making 
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synthetic nltric acid and ammonia. -I have all along been considering ita. 
application here, beCause we wish to make ourselves independent of outside 
supplies of nitrogen~ 

President.-Nitrogen is one of the compol\llnts of fertilizers~ but there are 
two others, phosphates anel pot8.l'h, . 

Mr. Butler.-T am not interested in them. 
Pre,iident.-Have you studied them, at. all? 

.1fr. Butler.-No; not from the practical point of view. 

HI!OIDY Ohemicals. 

President.-We are enquiring into the grant of protection to certain 
heavy chemicals. There, are about 10 or 11 of them. The enquiry is not 
confined to them only. 

Mr. Butler . ..,.....It would be as well to confine the scope of your examination 
til myself to nitrate of soda and brimstone. These are the chief chemicals 
which we impor\ at present. 

President.-You manufacture aciw. out of these? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. 
President.-Do you have to manufacture any other acids? 
Mr. Butler.-No. 
President.-The two acids with which you are concerned ar~ nitric and 

sulphuric. 
Glycerine. 

Mr. ButZer.-Yes. In ,addition to those chemicals, I should have said, wI!" 
import glycerine. 

President.-How is it manufactured? 
Mr. Butler . .::.....(}lycerine is a bye-product from ihe manufacture of soap. 

It is produced in large quantities. 
Prflsident.-Is it organicP 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. 

President.-It comes out 'Of oil and fats. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. such as coconut oil and palm oil. 
President.-Is it obtained in large quantities as a .bye-product hereP 
Mr. Butler.-There are small soap factories and glycerine is obtained as 

a bye-product, but in a very dilute form which is simply thrown away as 
far as I know. 

Dr. Matthai.~You have not used any quantity of local glycerine. 
Mr. Butler.-'-No. It must be concentrated before we can use it. 
Dr. Matthai.--COuld the concentration be done in the factory by your ' 

selves? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, but it is too expensive to bring the dilute liquor' to 

the factory. It must be concentrated on the spot. Several years ago works 
in Calcutta offered to make refined glycerine and I understand Government 
gave them a subsidy for putting up the plant and for doing the refining. 

Dr. Mattll<Li.-Ha..; it not materialised? 
Mr., Butler.-No, not up to the present. 

Nitrate of 8000. 

PTesidcnt.-There are two principal raw materials that you use. You 
said you use nitrate of soda. 

JIlr. Butler.-Yes. 
President.-Is that from Chili? 



Mr. Butlllr.-Yes. 
Prllsidllnt.-And also sulphur. 

Mr . .Hutler.-Yes. 
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President.-As regards nitrate of soda, I suppose the synthetic proceS8 
might enable you to dispense with that. 

Mr. Butler.-My scheme for that is 'to use ammonium sulphate as the 
source of nitrogen. Ammonium sulphate is produced in large quantities in 
India as a bye-product from coke ovens. . 

President.-That is really a chemical that uses sulphur. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, but the amount of sulphur which is used in that is less 

than the amount we have to use in making nitric acid. 
Prerident.-You would use it to get the nitrogen. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes and do away with large quantities of brimstone. The 

quantity of brimstone required every year now is 154 tons. With this new 
process, we should only use 44 tons of brimstone. 

Dr. Matthai.-Has that been actually tried? 
Mr. ButZer.-Not here. It is a well known process. 
Prerident.-You have not tried it here. 
Mr. Hutler.- No, it cannot be tried without a considerable amount of 

capital. 
President.-I understand that sulphate of ammonia could be manufactured 

by a synthetic process, is that so? . 
Mr. Butlsr.-Yes, ammonia can be so made. It is also produced in large 

quantities as a bye-product. . . 
l'resident.-Do you know much about the manufacture of ammonia by the 

-synthetic process? , 
Mr. B·ut/sr.-That is being carried out all over the world now. 
President.-For that process .what principal raw materials would you 

require? 
Mr. Hutlsr.-Nitrogen comes from the air. Hydrogen may be made in 

various ways. It can be made by the electrolysis of water. That requires 
very cheap electric power j or it can be made from burning coke. Nitric 
acid can be made direct from ammonia without turning it into ammonium 
:sulphate. It is merely for convenience and cheapness of transport that we 
'Should get it as ammonium sulphate. It is produced from the coke ovens as 
,.mmonia gas. They combine it with sulphuric acid in order to be able to 
-transport it. Sulphuric acid is of no use at all for the material to be 
used as a fertilizer. It is simply the means of holding it. 

President.-What are the difficulties in India with regard to the synthetic 
process? 

Mr. Butler.-It is merely a question of cost. The demand in India for 
ammonium sulphate is very much below the present pr~uction from the 
coke ovens. It is all a qUl:'stion of price. People can't afford to buy at 
present costs. 

President.-So far as fertilizers are concerned, it is important that it is 
Dot a question of natural raw materials. 

Mr. Butler.-How do you mean? 
President.-If they are chiefly manufactured from the air. 
Mr. Butler.-It is all an economic question. You would only manufacture 

from the air if you can produce at a cost which will compete with the 
ammonia from coke. • 

President.-In this enquiry we have always got to enquire i~to. the 
question of the raw materials. Before we recommend any protection, we 
must be satisfied that the raw materials exist. 

lJItr. lIutler.-You have also to consider the market. 
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Pruident.-That is true. So far as the principal raw material is COB"-
cemed, it is at your door. 

Mr. Butler.-Yes. 
Dr. Natthai.-The cost depends primarily on fuel. 
Mr. Butler.-In the first place they have to compete with nitrate of soda; 

It is a question of the price ,of nitrogen. No body knows how cheaply 
nitrate of soda can be produced. It has a world market. All these things 
are interlocked. The price of nitrate of soda has steadily come down ever 
since the synthetic process of ammonia was introduced. 

President.-If you look at- India as a country, there is a tremendous 
possibility for the manufacture of these synthetic products, because the 
market eventually must come. 

Nr. Butler.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is the synthetic process adopted in England or is it con-

fined to countries on the Continent? 
Mr. Butler.-There isii very large industry in England. 
Pre~ent.-How do they get the electricity? There it is not very cheap. 
Mr. Butler.-They make the hydrogen from coke. They need not neces-

sarily have cheap electric power. 
President.-one of the witnesses stated that cheap electricity was aD 

essential thing. Electricity could be produced in other ways than by hydro-
electric power. If it was necessary your coal -could be used. ' 

Mr. Butler.-The' first method for making synthetio nitrates was by 
combining the nitrogen and the oxygen of the air and maknig nitrio acid, 
then combining that with lime and making nitrate of lime. That process 
did require very cheap power, something in the neighbourhood of '1 of an' 
anna per unit or less. That process has now practically heen killed by the 
synthetio ammonia process. The synthetic ammonia process does' not require 
cheap power. The former process depended entirely on power. The other 
process depends on the raw material. You have to make hydrogen and YOll 
have to separate nitrogen from the air. That requires expensive machinery 
and a large capital expenditure and as I say it also requires electric power. 
but not in such large quantities. 

President.-Take the price of coal in India at the present moment at
the pitsmouth. First class coal is sold at Re. 5-8-0 a ton and second class 
coal at Re. 3 a ton. If you had.- a plant in the coalfields, the question of 
power would not be so very difficult . 

. "Mr. But/er.-I have at'various times made estimates for these schemes 
and I came to the conclusion that as regards competing with the price of 
imported nitrogen, there is no reason at all why India should not do it, 
given the market. 

President.-We will have to ascertain how many units of electric power 
can be produced out of one t(ln of first class coal. 

Mr, Butler.-That is one' factor, but you have the capital cost. 
President.-The capital cost of what? 
Mr. Butler.-of the generating plant. 
President.-Yes. Take the countries like Norway and Sweden whitili use

hydro-electricity (In a very large scale. Where there is practically no coal, 
for them it is cheaper. In England they-are going to use coal and produce 
electricity a penny a unit. 

Mr. Butler.-A penny a unit is really expensive. It is a very simple 
problem to work out the cost of power. If you give the price of _coal,. any 
power Engineer will work out for you wh!lt it would cost. 

Prllsident.-We have to get some general idea of it. Take the case of 
Bombay. If they reduce the power to '9 of an anna or ·7 of an &Ilna, 
then they would find it 'Cheaper to use electric power than coal which"is sold 

"at lli!" 22 per ton. 
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Mr. Butlsr.-AS regards the manufacture of ammonia by the synthetic 
llrocess, it is a question of providing the capital and finding a market, but 
I 'don't. think India could compete in the world market outside India 

PT6sident.-India itself does not want to export. Supposing it wanted to 
manufacture for its own use, provided there is a market, there should be no 
insuperable difficulty. 

Mr. Hutler.-The market does not exist now; this is proved by the hct 
that ammonium sulphate is practically all exported. 

President.-Now they are using more and more of it. During the last 
4 years they have been using a good deal more of sulphate of ammonia. 

Dr. Matthai.-At present it is a monopoly of Chili. 
Mr: Butler.-Yes, nitrate of soda. There is a certain amount produced 

by the electric arc process. They make nitrate of lime as the ('hief produC't, 
but nitrate of soda is also produced. 

Dr. Matthai.-Is that exported? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. -Nitrate of lime used to be made in Norway in 

tremendous quantities; now they are pulling down their plants for making 
nitrate of lime and' putting up synthetic ammonia plant. 

SuJphllr or Gypsum. 

President.-The whole point is that India has n~t got any sulphur. 
Mr. Butler.-No. 
President.-;-If all the chemicals at present--apart from the nitric acid 

which can be 'produced by a synthetic process, depend on sulphur, the raw 
material for sulphuric acid, the problem is to discover whether there is a 
possible substitute for that. 

Mr. Butler.-There are possible substitutes, but it is all a question of 
cost. Calcium sulphate or gypsum is found in very large quantities in 
India. You can make sulphuric acid from gypsum. 

President.-What percentage of sulphur does it contain? 
Mr. Butler.-It contains a high percentage. It is very expensive 'to get 

it out. It is really calcium sulphate. It requires a very high temperature 
and it has to be done in a furnace which is very expensive and which wears 
away very quickly. It is really a question of costs. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you get gypsum in Southern India? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, in the Madras Presidency. 
President.-There is plenty in the Central Provinces. Don't they make 

plaster of paris from gypsum? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, they do. 

Pllrites. 

Pr68idsnt.-We are now writing to the Geological Survey of India to find 
out something about pyrites that exist in, India. Have ~'ou ever investigated 
that? 

Mr. Butler.-Pyrites is only used for making sulphuric acid· in pla('e 
where they also make iron. 

Pre8ident.-Have you discovered any pyrites from which you can get a 
reasonable quantity, of sulphur P -

Mr. Butlor.-We have not worried about the question of pyrites, because 
we know the question of transport would prevent it being used for making 
sulphuric acid. 

Pre8ident.-Statements have been made that they do exist in some parts 
of Indin.. 

Mr. Butler.-The Tata Iron and Steel Works at Jamshedpur make sul
phuric acid from pyrites. 
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Preside1lt.-No, they don't. They use '~mported sulphur. 
Dr. Matthai.-There was a proposal and that was dropped. Supposing 

these pyrites were discovered in some part of India, then the Steel Works 
would be the proper place. 

Mr. Butler.-Yes, Steel Works would be the proper place for making 
sulphuric acid. There again it is a question of transport. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is true. The whole point is have we got pyrites in 
sufficient quantities? We were told that although iron pyrites might b.e 
raised in India,. the percentage of sulphur would be low. 

Mr. Butler.-I can't tell you about that. 
President.-The Geologist may be able to'teU us something about that. 
M'r. Butler.-Yes. 

Potash nitrate. 

Dr. Matthai.-Going back to the question of sodium nitrate, could potash 
nitrate be used as an altern ... tive? ' 

Mr. Butler.-It 'Could be used for making nitric acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is that available in India? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, but not, in very large quantities. 
Dr. Matthai.~Would it be sufficient for a factory like yours? You are 

keen on getting your materials as far as possible locally. 
Mr. Butler.-We have considered that question, but it is very impure Ilnd 

before we can use it, it must be' refined. 
Dr. Matthai.~Where 'is it found? • 
Mr. Butler.-It is found somewhere, near Bombay. 
Dr. Matthai.-8omebody wrote to us that India, could produce large quan~ 

tities of potassium nitrate and it was possible apparently to get all the 
supplies of nitric acid from potassium nitrate. 

Mr. Butler . .:....:.They exist as a very impure material and it is a question 
of cost. • 

Dr. Matthai.-Compared with sodium nitrate. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. 

Sulphuric acid produced in a year. 

Dr. JIlatthai.-What quantity of sulphuric acid do you make in a year? 
Mr. Butler.-We make about 450 tons on an average. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you import your sulphur direct? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. 
President.-Do you have a regular cost accounting system? 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, we have got very accurate costs. I can let you have 

them in detail. 
President.-We shall be obliged if you wiII send them. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. , Our costs are high, because we have the heavy cost ot 

transport on the Nilgiri railway ,and our overhead costS are high. Please
treat them as confidential. 

President.-If you will let us· have them first, we will let you know 
whether they should be published Or not. 

Mr. Butler.-Yes. 

Chemical Industry from the point 0/ 'View of defence. 

President.-8peaking as an expert, do you think, as far 8S possible, for 
the manufacture of explosives the country must depend on its owu 
resources? 

MO". Butler.-Certainly. 
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President.-The existence of a fairly well established Chemical Industry 
might be a great help towards it, is it not P 

Mr. Butler.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose from the point of view of defence, there is a 

stronger case for making a self-suflicing Chemical Industry than any other 
industry, is not that soP 

Mr. But/er.-From the point of view of defence, explosives is only one 
of the munitions of war. The Steel industry also is absolutely essential. 

President.-Most of the ·industries that we have been enquiring into have 
a considerable amount of bearing on defence, for instance, tinplates. 

Mr. Butler.-You can hardly find an industry which has not a bearing on 
defence. 

Dr. Matthai.-The importance i> so direct ill this' case. 
Mr. ButleT.-Yes. 
President.-It is important from the country's point of view that if it 

is to keep more or less in touch with the rest of the countries, it should have 
a considerable amount of knowledge as regards these chemicals and ought 
to be able to produce th€'m. 

Mr. ButleT.-Yes. 

Explosives making in lndm. 

Dr. Matthai.-Is there any other Gov€'rnm€'nt military factory making 
explosives in India P 

Mr. ·Butler.-With the exception of fulminate of mercury, which is made 
at the Ammunition Factory, Kirk€'e, military e:lo.-plo'sives are made solely at 
the Cordite Factory. We don't make gunpowder. -

Dr. Matthai.-What abC)ut dynamiteP 
Mr. Bu.tleT.-It is practically' all import€'d. We make a very small 

quantity of dynamite. 
DT. Matthai.-What does it consist- of? 
MT. BUt/CT.-It consists of nitro-glyc€'rine mixed with an absorbent earth 

called kieselguhr. 
Dr. Matthai.-What does cordite consist of? 
MT. Bu.tieT.-Cordite consists of nitro-glycerine, gun cotton and mineral 

jelly. • 
Dr. Matthai.-Instead of gun cotton you use earth in the case of 

dynamite. 
Mr. Hut/er.-It is not quite comparable. Gun cotton and nitrogen are 

both explosives. In the case of dynamite the earth is simply a medium for 
hoiding the nitro-glycerine. 

Dr. Matthai.-Then I suppose half the material would be earth. 
MT. Bltt/eT.-There would be n large proportion of earth. 
Dr .. 1IIatthai.-Why is it dynamite is not produced here? Could you not 

get absorbent earth? You are producnig nitro-glycerine. 
lilT. Butle1·.-Yes, we could produce any amount required. In fact in 

1921 there was a scheme' for the Ol'dnance factories entering the open market 
and producing dynamite and other explosives for sale in India, but it 
caused so much opposition from private firms that it was dropped. I got out 
estimates for various commercial e:s:plosi"es for blasting purposes. We could 
make them. 

Sodium rarbo·nate. 

Dr. Matthai.-A point that has been inter€'sting us about these import 
figures in regard to chemicals is that a large quantity of sodium carbonate is. 
imported. In what form is it used? 
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President.-It is a sort of raw material for caustic soda. 
Mr. Butler.-It is used in a small" way for all sorts of things. 
President.-They get the chlorine first, iii it not? 
Mr. Butler.-No, they make from common salt. They make chlorine and 

caustic soda at the same time. 
President.-First take the chlorine, 
Mr. lIutler.-Chlorine is a bye-product of caustic soda. 
President.-That they treat it with lime. 
Mr. Butler.-No, they make caustic soda from sodium carbonate by treat. 

ing it with lime. 
Prerident.-When they make the chlorine, what remains is bicarbonate of 

soda. 
Mr. Butler.-No. What remains is caustic soda and the chlorine comes 

away as a gas. 
Dr. Matt1t.ai.-8o that sodium carbonate is really the raw material for 

other materials. . 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, it is used for other purposes. 
Dr. Matthai.-For what kind 'of'l?urposeP 
Mr. Butler.-It is used for domestic purposes very largely. It is used 

in a small way in a very large number of industries so that the total con
sumed, is very large. 

Dr. Matthai.-Generally it is for cleaning purposes. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. 
President.-8odium carbonate can be manufactured out of sulphate. 
Mr. Hut/er.-That is the origiflal process, viz., the Leblane process. 

Following that came the ammonia soda process where it is made from com. 
mon salt and carbondioxide, using ammonia. 

President.-80 that if they had a synthetic ammonia plant, they could 
use.it for this purpose also. 

Mr. Butler.-Yes. In England where they are making synthetic ammo
nia, they use ammonia in the manufacture of sodium carbonate and it passes 
through the process, but it is not consumed in the process and they get 
ammonium chloride and sodium carbonate from the common salt. The 
ammonium chloride they are selling as fertilizer, I believe. 

Prerident.-Do you use very much sodium carbonate yourself?· 
Mr. Butler.-Not very much. A certain amount is used in the manu-

facture of nitro-glycerine. 
President.-In England they use rock salt. 
Mr. Huth>r.-They pump it up in solution. 
PresuJent.-In India they make a lot of salt by evaporation. Will that 

salt be a8 good as the imported P 
Mr. Butler.-It is the same material. It is all a question of cost. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose all the sodium carbonate that now comes froUl 

the United Kingdom is made by the ammonia soda process. 
Mr. Hutler.-I believe there is a lot of sodium carbonate coming from 

East Africa. There are large deposits of sodium carbonate which' are being 
worked by the Magadi Soda Company. 

Dr. Matthai.-It seems to us rather important that if the bulk of the 
demand for chemicals in India is in the form of sodium carbonate, tho 
future of the industry would depend very largely on the manufacture Of 

sodium carbonate. 
Mr. Butler.-Caustic soda. is essential for the Soap Industry. Large 

quantities of caustic soda are consumed in the manufacture of soap all over 
the world. 
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Potash. Sulph.ate. 

President.-Is potash sulphate a natural ra,! material or is it manu
factured? 

Mr. Butler.~hlorid'e is found as deposits. I think it.is chiefly potas
sium chloride, but it doesn't matter from the point of view of using it as a 
fertilizer. . 

President.-What I want to know is whether you consider it as a natural' 
raw material or whether it is partially manufactured. That is what I can't 
make out. 

Mr,· Butier.-They get the raw material as potassium chloride and sell it: 
as fertilizer. 

Presidefl,t.-They get the bulk from the Sta.ssfurt deposits, and trea~ 
them with sulphuric acid. 

, Mr. Butler.-It is correctly described as a raw material. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would it be correct to describe it as mlneral deposit? 
Mr. Butler.-I really do not remember whether the Stassfurt depositlv 

contain potassium sulphate. I am under the impression that it is chiefly 
potassium magnesium chloride. 

President.-It is stated in one of the representations that sulphate of 
potash, sulphur and sodium nitrate are not likely to be manufactured; 
because they are natural products obtainable in enormous quantities from' 
Germany. . 

Mr. Butler.-I should think it is correct to say that it is not likely to
be manufactured excepting as a laboratory chemical. These deposits consist: 
of a mixture of a number of compounds of sodium, potassium, magnesium,. 
calcium, etc. Probably potassium is present as both chloride and sulphate._ 

Explosives. 
President.-What percentage of the cost of cordite (explosives) is re

presented by the manufacture of (a) sulphuric acid and (b) nitric acid? 
Mr. Butler.-I will send you this later on. 
President.-I take it the explosives here are manufactured only by Gov

ernment. 
Mr. Bu.tler.-The explosives that we make at the Cordite Factory are not 

made anywhere else in India. 
President.-What about other countries? Do Government manufacture' 

these themselves or are they manufactured by private agencies? 
Mr. Hutler.-Both. Every country has its own military explosives' 

factory, but at the same time the explosive industry flourishes in most of the 
big countries. In England for instance the navy has its own cordite factory 
and the army lias its own cordite. factory. Imperial Chemical Industries 
Limited manufacture large amount of explosives for blasting purposes. 
Mining industries require a large quantity of, explosives for breaking up the 
rock.' 

Sulphuric Acid. 
Dr. Matthai.-I suppose the sulphuric acid that you use is in the ferm 

of concentrated acid, 
Mr. Butler.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you any-idea of what would be the sort of plant that 

would be an economic unit for ma.king sulphuric acid? You are making 
only 500 tons. 

Mr. Butler.---Our plant is capable of making considerably more. 
Dr. Matthai.-How much more could it make? 
Mr. Butler.-It could make about 5 or 6 times more. 
Dr. Matthai.-We were told the other day that 5,000 tons of sulphuric

/lcid would be the economic unit. 
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Mr. ButZer.-In India .It is all a question, at wliat price sulphuric acid 
-can reach the particular spot at which manufacture i.'I proposed, as compared 
with the cost of manufacture. 

Dr. Matthai.-Sulph!lric acid as such is never imported. 
Mr. Butler.-A certain amount ~f refined sulphuric acid is imported. 
Dr. Matthai.-only a small quantity isjmported for hospitals, laboratories 

~nd ~ on. -
Mr. Butler.-It is all a question of the price a1i which outside supplies of 

.Bulphuric acid can reach th&t particular spot. 
Dr. Matthai.-It might depend on the extent to which you can find a 

market for the secondary products of sulphuric acid. If you can make lIse 
.{If sulphuric acid in large quantities for salts $nd so on, to that extent you 
practically increase the market for sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Butler.-There are sulphuric acid plants in India and, they no doubt 
-compete in the ~rea lying between them. In this area lying between them, 
it is quite conceivable another plant might be able to compete with them, 
·but it is very difficult to say what the economic unit would be. One cannot 
.give any a~lute figure. 

Railway jreigM. 

Dr. Matthai.-Don't you get any special railway freight for your 
material? 

Mr. B'UtZer.-We get the ordinary military rate. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is that half the usual rate? 
Mr. B'Utler.-No. I can't tell you the exact rate. 
Pre.sident.-Has your Military Department got its own wagons for can.,.· 

ing explosives? 
Mr. Butler.-We don't. own the explosive wagons. The railways keep a 

particular type of explosive wagon for us. 

PriCI! of 8'1dph'Ur and Nitratll of Soda. 
Dr. Matthai.-The price of sulphur is coming steadily down. Do you 

remember approximately how much it is now? 
Mr. Butler.~ tons cost Rs. 5,900: 
Prllsident.-Is - that landed at the works? 
Mr. Butter.-Yes. It is between Rs. 5 and Rs. 6 a em. 
Dr. Matthai.-The same thing applies to nitrate of soda. Price is 

steadily coming down. 
Mr. Butler.-It should come down. 

Other chemicals used. 

Pre8ident.-1 take it the amount of other chemicals used by you is very 
. small. 

Mr. Butler.-Yes. We use a certain amount .of caustic soda. 

Acetone. 

Dr. Matthai.-You use a certain amoun~ of acetone. 
Mr. Butlllr.-Yes. We have a plant for making acetone from acetate of 

Jime which is made from wood distillation in Mysore. 
Dr. Matthai.-Where does the lime come from? 
Mr. Butler.~Locally. 

Dr. Matthai.-Is that good enough for your purpose? 
Mr. Butler.-=-Yes, as regards the quality, not as regards the price. 
Dr. Matthai.~For what other purpose it is used? 
Mr. Butler.-It is used in the manufacture of cordite. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Before you began getting it from Mysore, where did you 
get it fromP 

Mr. Butler.~It was all imported. A plant was 'put up at Nasik for 
making acetone, but the cost was so enormous that it was given up. 

Dr. Matthai.-Is it produced in connection with any distilleriesP 
Mr. Butler.-How do you meanP 
Dr. Matthai.-l\lessrs. Parry and Company tried to make acetone. 
Mr. Butler.-It is produced by a fermentation process. 
Dr. Matthai.-That was never attempted in Southern India. 
Mr. Butter.-No. There is no sale for acetone in India excepting for 

the manufacture of cordite. 
President.-Government has still a factory at Nasik, where they manu

facture alcohol. Do you have to use' much alcoholP 
Mr. Butler.-Practically none. 

Sulphur Cotnbine. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have no information as to the arrangement of the

Sulphur Combine. We have been told that between the producers in Sicily 
and America there is a kind of understanding with regard to prices, alloca
tion of output and things .of that kind. 

Mr. Butler.-I have no knowledge of them. I think there is such an 
arrangement for ammonium sulphate . . 

Question of Bounty on Sulphut'ic Acid discussed. 
l'resident.-There are several proposals before us here. One is by increas

ing the duties on the various chemicals and another is by payment, of a 
bounty. Supposing the payment of a bounty would be the most sUlta~\e 
form of giving assistance, would it be possible 'to devise a scheme by which 
a bounty on sulphuric acid alone might just suffice, because sulphuric acid 
enters very largely into the manufacture of most of the.;,e heavy chemicals? 

Mr. But/er.-I should say that would have exactly the same effect. 
President.-We have asked for figures, but that might be a very con

venient way of dealing with the question. 
Mr. Butter.-We have to determine what products would depend on sul

phuric acid. 
President.-We can take only a few typical products and say that sul

phuric acid forms such and such a percentage in 'the manufacture of these 
various products and that a bounty given on sulphuric acid so much per 
ton would mean a bounty of so much per ton on the various products. 

Mr. But/er.-Without going into details, I cannot answer the question. 
Dr. Matthai.-What we were really thinking is that most of the~e chemi

ca!s referred to us, e.g., epsom ,salt, aluminium sulphate and various other 
thlDgs would all mean a considerable amount of sulphuric acid. Now the 
question before us is to make it possible for the local manufacturers to reduce
their costs in ~he face of f~r~ign competition. An effective way of doing it 
we thought might be by glVlDg them a bounty on sulphuric acid. To that. 
extent the cost of the basic raw material is brought down. 

Pre~dent.-There is also the other factor. Sulphuric' acid enters very 
largelY.1D the manufacture of ~e~tilizers, and if .we were to put a duty, it 
WOUld. IDc:rease the cost of fertilIzers to the agriculturists and there would. 
be obJectIOn. 

Mr. Butlflr.-Yes. 

Presiden.t.-In this way if we took some of the fertilizers of which we
have no. eVidence as- to what they are likely to be used and also we took 
the~ aCids and salts where sulphuric acid enters very lar~ly, it may be
pOSSible for us to formulate a scheme without raising the price of the other 
,. I'ad uct.Q. 
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Mr. Butler."-I should say that it would be many years before there is .. 

mark.et for fertilizers in India. 
Dr. Matthai.-I. think it has been increasing at a rapid' i'ate during the, 

last three or four years. 
Mr. Butler.-Yes, but the quantity is small and it is chiefly used, by the '. 

planters of tea and coffee. 
lJr. Matthai.-Messrs. Parry and Company do a certain amount of busines&. 

in fertilizers. The representative who came to give evidence before the 
Board told us that in Southern India ryots are using more fertilizers than, 
they were doing before. 

Mr. Butler.-I understand they use a certain amount of fish manure. 
Dr. Matthai.-They get their phosphates from Morocco and then they-' 

treat it with sulphuric aciq. That they say is used even 'by the smalL 
cultivator. 

Mr. Butter.~They also get phosphates in fish manure and they make theIll
from bones. 

Pre8ident.-We really do not know. There is a lot' of these organic phos-, 
phates in the country and they may be using them without our knowing. 

Mr. Butler.,-Quite 60. 

Dr. Matthai.-You are not interested 'in phosphoric ,acid. 
Mr. Butler . .-Not at all. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have not considered the question of the phosphate, 

deposits in Trichinopoly. 
Mr. Butlsr.-No. As regards the question of bounty, I might be able to. 

express' an opinion if I have the detailed information in front of me. 
President.-We have asked for certain details. The first thing is to. 

ascertain the quantity of SUlphuric acid used in each of the principal products. 
that we are enquiring into. 

Mr. ButZer.-Yes: 
Dr. Matthai.-Without going into details you would accept :nort' or'lese, 

ns a correct assumption that one of the most effective ways of cheapening: 
the ('ost would be to cheapen the cost of sulphuric acid. 

Mr. Butler.-Undoubtedly. 
President.-When you go on leave who officiates for you P 
Mr. But/er.-Last time when I went on leave, Dr. Robson officiated for

me. He is at present officiating as Chief Inspector, of Exp~osives. 
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AGRICULTURAL ADVISER TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA,: 

I " 
Oral Evidence of Dr. D. CLOUSTON; CJ.E., recorded at Calcutta 

on Th1D'sday, the 28th Febtuary, 1929. . 

Introductory .. 

. Prerident.-Dr. Ciouston, you are the.. Agricultural Adviser to the Govern-
ment of India P '. • -' . 

Dr. Clou.ston.-Yes. 
President.-What connection is there between your department and .he 

provincial departments of agriculture P . 
Dr. Clomton.-8ince 1920 there has not been any close connection. 

Agriculture has been transferred· and as provincial departments are more or 
less self contained now they don't come to us for advice as often as they 
used to in pre-Reform days. . 

President.-Is there no co-ordination between you and the various pro-
vincial departments as regards statistics and so on? . 

Dr. Clomton..-Only in so far as the provinces supply me with informa
tion for my review of agricultural operations in ..India. I write an Annual 
Review and get for it certain figures from the provinces. . 

P'·esil{en.t.-As regards Agricultura1 Research, is there no connection 
between you and them P 

Dr. Clouston.-Not a very close connection. Whenever any research 
worker in the provinces wants helps from Pusa, he applies direct to the 
head of the corresponding section in Pusa. But at present there is little 
·co-ordination and for that reason the Royal Commission on Agriculture have 
recommended· the establishment of a Research Council which will be the 
oo-ordinating body between the Imperial and Provincial departments in 
future. 

Prerident.-Have you got a special fertiliser depar,tment in Pusa P 
Dr. Clou.stoft..-No. 
President.-Did you not have somebody there before--Mr. Hutchinson, J 

think? 
Dr. Clouston.-Mr. Hutchinson was the bacteriologist. He carried out 

~rt.ain experiments with manures, but we have no special Fertiliser depart
ment. Our experiments with manures are carried out by the Imperial 
Agriculturist. . 

President.-Who is that? 
Dr. Clouston.-Mr. Henderson. 
Presidellt.-Does he carry out any experiments in various manures as 

applied to different soils? 
Dr. Clouston.-He carries out experiments. on the Pusa estate. I have 

some figures here showing the results of the experiments ('arried out by him. 
About 5 years ago I asked the provinces to let me have the results of suell 
manurial experience as they had carried out. 

President.-lf you have got that information, it would be very "aluable to 
us. 

Dr. Clo-uston.-The provin('es had at that time {'arried out 110 experi
ments with super-phosphates. They had experimented with phosphatic 
manures such as bonemeal, but not with any form of "super". Since then 
they have ('onducted experiments in which they have included super-phos. 
phates. Speaking generally, their object in view has been to ascertain 
'whether the soil was deficient in phosphates. 
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Super .phosphate. 

President.-! am dealing 'now with Indian soil. What is- ·tI!.e effect or 
luper-phosphate: on the soil? Supposing there is a deficiency of super
phosphate, what does it mean? Does it mean deterioration in the quantity 
or quality or what? ". 

Dr. Clo~ton.-It affects the -yield te a considerable extent. It also 
affects the quality Qt- the crop. "Phosphoric acid produces early ripening. 
If you apply nitrogetlous lI1:Qlures, it tends to lengthen the growing period 
of the crop, while the application of a phosphatic manure makes the cr~. 
ripen early. . 

President.-It was said, I atink, by;' several 'witnesses before the ,A.g~i7 
cultural Commission that"; speaking- .generally, there is more .deficiency of 
nitrogen in the soil. • • ., 

Dr. Clouston.-Mucli more. 
President.-Wha~· is that due toP 
Dr. Clouston.-I think it is due to the fact that in India "We have what 

we may call optimum conditions for nitrification. When we apply organic
matter to the. soil, it nitrifies readily owing to the high temperature and. 
nitrites and nitrates are formed which ape easily washed out of the soil .. 
The soil thus readily loses its nitrogen; bui it is not depleted to anything. 
like the same extent of phosphoric acid. When we apply to the soil soluble· 
forms of nitrogenous fertilisers such as sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda,. 

- they too are readly washed out of the soil. 
President.-There is one point. Supposing you use both super-phosphates 

and nitrogenous fertilisers or sulphate of ammonia, then more residue would; 
be left of the phosphate than of the nitrogen. 

Dr. Clouston.-That· is so. The residue of the phosphate would tend -to· 
give· increased yields for t'j'i'O or three years, while the effect of the sulphate' .. 
of ammonia would.. disappear almost entirely after the :first year. 

President.-Therefore it may come' to this that you may require, say. 
sulphate of ammonia for three consecutive years, whereasphospbate you. 
may require once in three years. 

Dr. Clouston.-Quiie so. 
President.-It has' rather an important bearing on these eombined ferti-· 

lisers that some manufacturerB 'recommend, that is to say, that in that case 
the combined fertiliser may not be quite as suitable as the separate 
fertilisers. 

Dr. C!ouston.-Yes, and a soil maybe very deficient in nitrogen and' 
only slightl1 deficient in phosphoric acid. It may be economical in such cases 
to apply large dressings of bulky nitrogenous manures such as green manures 
and to apply separately smaller dressings ofa phosphatic manure. 

President.-So in your opinion it would be better to use phosphatic
manures separately P 

Dr. Vlouston.-In the case of soils like rice soils of Burma and Madras 
which are about equally deficient in phosphoric acid and" nitrogen, it may 
be more economical on the other hand to apply a conCentrated' form of 
mixed manure. -

President.-As a phosphatic fertiliser lasts much longer than the niir~ 
genous fertiliser, it may mean that there may be a certain amount of waste 
of the former. 

Dr. C!ouston.-Yes, there would be if the ratio of the nitrogen to phos
phoric acid in the mixture were faulty as it would be in a badly balanced 
mixture. 

Mr. Matkias.-Nitrogenous elements in the soil can be supplied by gl'een 
manure or cake P 

Dr. Clo~on.-Yell or by 'cattle manUl'e. 
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Mr. Mat'hias.-That would be the most convenient form for the cultivator 
;and p~obably' as he ,has his cake and the green crop at his door, it would 
.be easIer to' pursuade him to adopt that form of fertilisation rather thall 
'Use artificial manure entirely. 

iJr. CloU8ton.~Yes. . 
'. Mr. Matkias.-8o that perhaps from that point of view it would be 
advisable to have on the market a certain amount of super-phosphate which 
;he could use in conjunction with the green crop or cake? 

Dr. CloU8ton.-He lias been using green manures for ages and knows 
their value. When he comes to realise that for certain soils green mannres 
.do not provide the quantity of phosphates required, he may apply a phos
phatic manure in conjunction with a green manure. 

Mr. Matkias.-So for years to come there would be a demand from the 
agriculturists for super-phosphate. Theil once he has adapted himself to 
the use of fertilisers, there will probably be a considerable. increase in the 
,purchase of super-phosphates by itself. 

Dr. CIoU8ton.-Quite so. As a matter of fact the planters in Bihar are 
llsing super-phosphate and cake for sugarcane. 

Dr. Matthai.~an you give -us any approximate estimate of the present 
oConsumption of super-phosphate in India? 

Dr. Clouston.-I have just received a telegram from Messrs. Shaw Wallace 
'and Company. They say:-

:' Approximate figures of import of single • super' that is contain, 
ing 20 per cent. phosphoric acid-in India 1,400 tons in 1926, 

. 4,700 tons in 1927 and 7,000 in 1928. Double or concentrated 
super 300 tons in 1926, 650 tons in 1927 and 1,700 toni ill 
1928." 

Mr. Mathia.~.-You say the use of super-phosphate tends to ripen the crop 
-quicker? 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is the time of ripening shortened? 
Dr. Clouston.-I have noticed that when we applied it to cotton in the 

Central Provinces, we got slightly earlier pickings from the plots which got 
the super-phosphate. It tended to ripen the crop 9.uicker. 

Mr. Mathias.-The difference is not so marked as to lead to the use of 
'Super-phosphate for the purpose of avoiding seasonal calamities such &f 

frosts and so on? 
Dr. Clouston.-No. 
President.-The main difficulty just now is, I suppose, that theryot hal 

Bot really learnt to appreciate the benefit of fertilisers . 
• Dr. CloU8ton.-That is the majn difficulty, and another difficulty is that 

when he does realise the economic value of fertilisers, he generally find, 
that he cannot afford to buy them. 

PresidGflt.-That is true. The idea therefore must primarily be to teach 
llim the use of fertilisers and then to give it to him as cheaply as possible 

Dr. CloU8ton.-For that reason the Taxation Committee recommended 
that in the event of an export duty being put on oil-cakes and boneme,al. 
'Part of the money thus raised should be used fo~ proPB:ganda purposes WIth 
a view to popularising the use of these manures lU IndIa. 

Organic fertilisers. 
President.-Which are the principal organic nitrogenous fertilisers in 

India? 
Dr. Clouston.--Cattle manure, oil-cakes, green manures lind fish manure: 

fish supplies both nitrogen and phosphoric acid. 
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President.-What Sir Edwin Pascoe's memorandum shovis "is that about 
801,000 tons of these different manures·were exported out of the country. 

Dr. Ole ustO?t.-oIl· the other hand, the bulk of the oil-cakes exported are 
edible and would not ordinarily be used as manure in this country. Linseed 
cake and cotton cake which are largely exported are valuable cattle, fooda 
and therefore too dear to use as manures. 

Mr. Mathias.-What cake do they use ,as manureP 
D-r. Clouston.-Til,(sesamum), castor; ,mustard and mahua: but mahua 

contains little nitrogen and that nitroge~. moreover, is not in a readily 
available form. ' 

President.-The principal cakes exported are the groundnut cake and 
rape and sesamum? 

Dr. CZouston.-Groundnut and linseed cake are used as cattle foods and 
rape and sesamum as manureS mainly. 

D-r. Matthai.-I' suppose we- may take it that so far as potash.is con-
cerned, the deficiency ill: the Indian soil is not very considerable: ' 

D-r. Clou8ton.-That is correct. 1 carried on many experiments in the 
Central Provinces and we never found potash to 'be of any value as a 
manure .. 

Dr. Mtltthai.--So that the problem of fertilisation in India is primarily 
one of nitrogen and secondarily of phosphate P 

D-r. Clouston.-Yes. 
President.-There is p!enty of liine in the country. 

'D-r. Ulouston.-Some of our soils are deficient in lime. 

EncouTage~ent of U8e of artificial fertili8er8. 

Mr. Mathias.-Have you any idea at what price big advances wou'ld 
take place in the use of super-phosphates by the, cultivator? 

Dr. Clou~too.-Experiments have not been carried out with a view to 
throwing light on that question. 

Mr. Mathias.-What are the economics of the question? :!for instance 
super-phosphate sella at Its. 75 a ton at present. Supposing a reduction 
of Rs. 10 per ton takes place, will that make any extensive difference to 
its use? 

Dr. OIouston.-It would not crea~ an extensive demand immediately but 
it would stimulate the existing demand. 

Mr. Mathias.-It would make the propaganda efforts of the Agricultural 
Department easier? 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. 
President.-Take Burma for instance. They experimented with super

phosphate and they found that there was an increase of 40' per cent. in the 
yield. 

Dr. Clouston.-That was Ammophos which contains 20 per cent. phos
phoric acid and 20 per cent. nitrogen. 

President.-Is there anyplace where they have experimented only with 
super-phosphates ? 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes, experiments have been conducted with a view to 
finding out whether certain classes, of, soil are deficient in phosphoric acid 
but these experiments have not thrown much light on the, economic valllc 
of phosphatic manure applied by itself. It took years of experiment i I' 
find out the constituents of plant food deficient, in our soils. Having asccr. 
tained by experiment that our soils are deficient in phophoric acid and 
nitrogen, agricultural ,experts have within recent years been experimenting 
with a view to finding out the price per hundredweight at which it wilt pAy 
to apply phosphatic and nitrogenous fertilisers. 
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Pre~idenv.~~pat is the point in ascertaining whether there is less phos
phate In the 8011, 1f you don't pursue the investigation further'and say that 
th~re. is this deficiency which we have detected and we have rectified anli 
thiS IS the result i' ' 

Dr. Olouston.-Ittook. the~ years to p~t th~ir finger on· the deficiency. 
~o .one knew that. ce~aln ,SOils are defiCient In phosphates and some in. 
nl~rog~n and some In hme. Now they are beginning to ascertain at what 
price It would pay people to apply each' of these manures to the soil but 
they have not gone far enough. When I asked them five years ago to le~ 
me have th~ results, obtain~d from th,:ir manurial I did not find super
phqsphates In any of thll series of experiments they had carried out. 

Mr. Mathicu.-The use of superphosphates has been well known all over 
the world for many years and it is rather curious that experiments have
been carried out only recently in India. 

Dr. Olouston.-Phosphatio. manures have been under trial in India but 
they have nearly always been applied along with nitrogenous manures such
as cattle dung, green man)lres, oil cakes, sulphate of ammonia, etc. 

Mr. -Mathias.-Have no experiments been carried out in the application. 
of 8uper-ph0s:Jhate nlone? 

Dr. Olouston.-I am not aware that phosphatic manures are being applied 
by themselves in any part of India. On tea estates they are applied mainly 
with green manures, I understand. 

Dr. Matthai.-You mean tea plant'ationsP 
Dr. Olouston.-Yes. In the past the manure used on tea estates was. 

mainly green manure. This manure is now being supplemented with ph'os
phates, I understand. 

Mr. Mathias.-8o that it cannot be said definitely that there are not types 
of soil in India in which super-phosphate would be advantageous by 
itself? 

Dr. Olouston.-In the Central Provinces, I had a whole series of manurial 
experiments carried out. The first plot got nitrate of soda" potash and' 
phosphoric acid, the second nitrate of soda and potash, the third potash 
only; the fourth super-phosphate only and the fifth got nitrate of soda only. 
!fhe results obtained showed that on black cotton soil super-phophate was 
of very little manurial value when applied by itself and that the valul! of 
the increased yield was much less than the cost of the manure. 

Mr. Mathias.-That is 80 far as cotton is concerned. Cotton is not one 
of the crops in which you would use super-phosphate. while rice and sugar 
cane are crops where you wollid use super-phosphate? 

'Dr. Olouston.-In the rice tracts they are growing rice year after year. 
The soil IS being depleted -of its phosphates needless to say as the ,grain 
which it produces is not returned to the land. Sugarcane removes much 
plant food incl.uding phos~horic. acid from the soil an~ responds readi!y 
in parts of India to manurlng With phosphates. Cotton IS usually grown lD 

rotation with leguminous crops which do not make such heavy demands 
on this plant food; for that reason phosphatic manures would not ordinarily 
be applied to cotton. , 

President.-We have got a very big rice growing area in Bengal and 
Burma. 

Dr. Olouston.-In the Central Provinces I carried out experiments with 
phosphatic manures in rice fields. The result showed that phosphates were 
applied at a loss. _ 

President.-Probably because rice has not been grown for such a length 
of time as in Bengal, Madras and Burma. 

Dr Olouston.-Yes and some soils are so rich in phosphoric acid that it 
may take thousands ~f years to reduce the percentage of this plant food 
therein to the d~ngerouB point. 
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MT. Mathias.-It is generally accepted that Central Provinces is fairly 
rich in phosp~tes. is it not? 

Dr. Olou&ton.-It is. 
MT. Mathitu.-It differs from some of the other provinces of India. 
Dr. OIO'l&8ton.-Yes. The soils that are most deficient in phosphoric acid 

are our lateriate soils and old rice soils. which have been cropped with rice for 
hundreds of years. 

M~. MathiW8.-But the black cotton soils -of the Central Provinces are not 
deficient in phosphates? 

Dr. Clouston.-No. 
Mr. Mathiaa.-'-And a very large percentage of the soil in the Central 

Provinces is black' cotton soil? 
Dr. Clouston-.-Some. of the soils in Bihar and Orissa are deficient in 

phosphates. -
PTesident.-You have sent us a Committee's report. Which Committee 

was thatP 
TJ-r. Clouston.-A Sub-Committee of the Board of Agriculture, the Chai .. · 

man of which was Mr. Milligan. 
PT8sident.-:-Were all the provinces represented on this' committee? 
Dr. Olouaton.-No. All the provinces, were not represented on thi .. 

Bub·committee but the members of it were all interested in the manurial 
experiments being carried out in their provinces. 

P"esident.-Whicli were the provinces ,that were represented? 
Dr. Clouston.-Here are the names:-

Mr. W. A. Davis 

Mr. H. A. F. Lindsay 

Mr. R. S. Finlow 

Dr. Harold Mann 

Mr. H. C. Sampson 

Mr. A. A. Meggitt 
Mr. C. Somers Taylor 
Mr. R. G. Allan 

Mr. R. D. Anstead 

Mr. P. Thompstone 

Mr. S. K. Kilavkar 
Mr. A. B. Modak . 

Indigo Research Chemist to the Gov. 
ernment of India. 

l>irector-General of Commercial 
Intelligence. 

Fibre Expert to the Government of 
.Bengal. 

Agricultural Chemist 
Agricultural College, 

Deputy Director of 
Trichinopoly. 

and Principal 
Poona. 

Agriculj;ure, 

Agricultural Chemist, Assam. 
Agricultural Chemist, Sabour. 
Principal, Agricultural College, 

Nagpur. 
, Deputy Director of Agriculture, 

Bangalore. 
Deputy Director of AgriCUlture, 

Burma. 
Bombay. 
Bombay. 

PTerident.-Tbat seems to be a very well constituted committee. 

Re8ult8 of e:rperiments. 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. I have here results of certain' experiments clil'ried 
.out at Pusa in which we applied super-phosphate and oil-cake as manJ;l'eS 
to cane land. Five mauD.ds of mustard cake' gave a net profit of Rs. 61 
per acre; 10 mauntls gave Rs. 74 per acre and 15 maunds Rs. 92. 2 maunds 
·of super-phosphate ·applied along with 5 maunds of cake gave a net profit 
.of Rs. 73, as against a net profit of Rs. 61' only from the plot manured with 
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5 maunds of mustard cake. The largest net profit was obtained from th~ 
plot manured with 15 maunds of mustard cake applied by itself. That would 
appear to indicate that the soil waa specially deficient in nitrogen and that 
we had not applied a sufficiently large quantity of cake to give the best 
result.'J. In increasing the yield in other words, the nitrogenous manure 
accounted for more than the super-phosphate. 

Dr. Matthai.-Taking the two experiment.'J and taking the extra cost of 
this additional cake, would it be more economical to use this extra quantity 
of cake than to use the same. quantity of cake plw a certain amount of 
" super", taking the price into account P 

Dr. Clowton.-As fal' as I know experiments have not been carried out 
with a view to solving that problem. 

Dr. Matthai.-Ml'Y t take it" that it is generally admitted that it ia 
better to use super-phosphate than bonemeal, apart from the question of 
price and taking into account only the" manurial qualities? 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. Bonemeal act.'J very slowly and, moreover, a good 
many cultivators are prejudiced against it. They realise that it is made 
from the bones of cows and bullocks. 

Dr. Matthai.-Therefore if the price of super-phosphate can be brought 
down sufficiently, then I think the ryot.'J could be easily pursuaded to use 
" super" against bonemeal P 

Dr. Olowton.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-At present it is a question of the price that he has to pay 

for luper-phosphateP 
Dr. Olowton.-Yes. 
President.-Do you agree that one objection there is against the use of 

these concentrated fertilisers is that the mechanical properties of the soil 
are not helped by their useP 

Dr. Clouston.-That is correct. If you go on applying nitrate of soda. 
for example, year after year; the_manure affect.'J the texture of the soil and 
makes it very impervious. In other words, it tends to produce a coudition 
of the Boil which leads to water--Iogging. 

President.-That may be an objection to the constant use of concentrated 
fertilisers in India. 

Dr. Clo1Uton.-Yes, it would be an objection; but we may take it that 
cultivators are not likely to apply concentrated fertilisers in sufficiently 
large quantities to produce that result. These manures will ordinarily be 
applied to particular crops which are grown in rotation with others which 
are not manured as a rule. Moreover, for most crops it will pay them tQ 
use bulky organic" manures such as cattle-manure and green-manure in pre
ference to fertilisers. Fertilisers will not be applied year after year to the " 
Bame field, in short, and for that reason there is little danger of their being 
applied in sufficient quantities to affect the mechanical texture of the soil. 

President.-In conjunction with phosphatic manure if possibleP 
Dr. Oloudon.-Yes. 
President.-Who appointed this CommitteeP 
Dr. Clouston.-The Board of Agriculture for India appointed it. We 

have an All-India Board which meets once in two years. 
President.-Does it still exist? 
Dr. Clo1Uton.-The Royal Commission on Agriculture have given it as 

their opinion that the Board should continue to meet. This question of 
manures has been discussed by the Board time and again: we last considered 
it in the year 1924 at the Board meeting held at Bangalore. -Here are some 
of the conclusions arrived at (Handed in). The Board recommended that a 
Committee should be appointed to go into the whole question of the use of 
fertilisers in India: that Committee has not as yet been constituted. The 
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Government of India came to the conclusion that as the Royal Commission 
was to report on agricultural conditions generally, it should take up that 
question. 

Mr. MathilU.-What about the use of super-phosphates for sugarcane? 
Has that proved successful P 

Dr. Clowton.-Yes. The planters are using a good deal now in Bihar: 
lIut they are I think using it along with organic manures such as cake, 

Mr. Mathia3.-;-Not by itself? 
Dr. Clouaton.-No. 
Mr. MathilU.-it has been proved definitely that the application gives 

.. better yield, has it not P 
Dr. Clou3ton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathios.-As planters are using it, it must be a commercial pro

position. othen"ise they would not have used it, isn't that so? 
Dr. Clouston·.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathios.-We may take it 'that for the growth of rice and sugarcane 

and in the tea gardens super-phosphate as a fertiliser has been proved to 
lie of commercial value? 

Dr. Olouston.-Yes. Some of the planters are also using it for tobacco, 
too--a crop which gives a big money yield per acre. 

Prerident.-In this report it is stated that in Bengal and Assam on the 
"ld alluvium there is ample evidence that phosphatic manurfngis of value 
aud has given considerable increase with paddy (40 per cent.). 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes, they have been carrying out experiments there with 
bonl'mE'al. 

Prerident.-We can't say what would happen if rock phosphate was used 
in place of bone, but one can say generally thaI; super-phosphate if used 
would give similar results? 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes, it should. As regards the mineral phosphate 
deposits at Trichinopoly and in Bihar, the geReral opinion is that it is so 
impure that it would not pay at the present time to use them. It contains 
80 much calcium carbonate that the amount of sulphuric acid required to 
convert it would be very great. 

Local manufacture of" BupeT-phosphate. 

Preside,;t.-We are now considering the manufacture 'of super-phosphate 
from imported rock phosphate and on evidence such as this it may be possible 
to say that so far 8S these two provinces are concerned, they would be. 
distinctly benefitted by the use of super-phosphate. Is that correct? 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. 
Prerident.-I suppose you have not got the evidence on which they make 

this statement. 
Dr. Clouston.-The evidence is, I take it, more or less the same evidence 

that they have supplied me with. They have given the increased profits 
obtained by the use of bonemeal wnen usea as a manure for paddy. . 

President.-Will you kindly let me have those figures? 
Dr. Clowton.-Yes (Hands in a statement). 
Dr. Matthai.-What do you call basic super-phosphate? Is it lime 

added to super-phosphate P 
Dr. Clouston.-Yes, a baaic super-phosphate is ~rodl1ced by the addition 

of lime to ordinary super-phosphate. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to say; where there is deficiency not merely of 

phosphate but also lime, there you use basic super-phosphate? 
Dr. Olou8ton.-ordinary super-phosphate of lime is an acid manure whicll 

upon light soils and certain clays containing little or no lime is not 80 
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desirable ~s those of a neutral or alkaline nature. "Moreover, finge~-and-toe 
and certain other diseases of root crops are encouraged by acid manures and 
discouraged by basic "super". 

Dr. Matthai.-Basic slagP .. ~' 
Dr. Clol£ston.-I had tried experimenU! with slag obtained' from Tatas_ 

It was guaranteed to contain 10 per cent. phosphoric acid. The phosphoric 
acid was in a very insoluble form and it certainly did not pay.to transport 
this fertiliser for any considerable distance. 

P!esident.-We hav~ got a note from the Tata Iron and S~el Company
and It does show that It can't be a great success, because there is not mu ... h 
phosphorus in the silica. 

Dr. Matthai.-I think they tried to get a certain amount (If phosphatic 
rock from Singbhum and mix with it, but they did not succeed. 

President.-It contained 10 per cent. phosphoric a ... id? 
Dr. Clowton.-Yes.' -
President.-As regards Burma, the Committee say: "In general, how

ever, it appears that phosphates will IJrobably prove to be an essential: 
manure in the great rice growing areas of Burma". What is your opinion 
on thatP 

Dr. Clomton.-I think there is evidently a deficiency of phosphorio acid 
and nitrogen in. the rice soils of Burma. Mixed manures which QOntain 20-
per cent. phosphoric acid have given profitable yields there when applied to. 
rice land, so it is evident that the soil is deficient both in nitrogen and 
phosphoric acid. ' 

President.-That is more or less the same experience they had in Bombay" 
I think. . . 

Dr. Clowton.-Yes, and in Madras, too. 
Presidllnt.-I think we can say more or less this; that in two of the big 

orops, especially the rice crop, it has been more or less established that there
is deficiency of phosphates? 

Dr. Clouston.-In the Central Provinces there is no pronounced defi-
oiency I should say: -

President.-;::I' am talking of the big rice growing tracU! like Bengal" 
Burma and the south. 

Dr. Clouston.-That is correct as far as these tracts are concerned, 
President.-And experiments have shown that the additiolJ of super

phosphates and bonemeal have improved the soil. 
Dr. Olol£ston.-Yes. 
President.-At present we are dealing with the question rather on a' 

small scale. We are not suggesting that the time has already arrived when 
India may lib sorb 2 million tons of super-phosphates. We are not dealing 
with ~lleh larg(' quantities; we fire ollb- con('('rned with a reasonable demand, 
that in course of ~ime there may be a reasonable demand for super-phospha~ 
in the country-IO,OOO to 15,000 tons or something like that. They have 
already got 7,000 tons during the last two years. 

Dr. Clouston.-The demand will grow. Provinces are introducing heavier 
yielding varieties of the different staple ('rops. These will- require more' 
nitrate and more phosphorio acid, because the heavier yields which they 
produce take more of these plant foods out of the soil. 

President.-We may tell you that the point we ~re considering; is ~his_: 
we are enquiring into these chemicals just now, of which sulphurw aCId IS 

the principal ingredient. We are considering ho~ 'sulphurio acid can be 
cheapened in the country, so that all industries and agriculture may benefit. 
One of the ways by which sulphuric acid c(nlld be cheapened is if it could be
llsed for purposes of manufacturing super-phosphates. 

Dr. Clouston.-You will still import your sulphur, J supposeP 
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Presideyt . .:......That we would deal with separately. Assuming that the 
importation' of sulphur is not an objection, then the question to consider 
is how best_we could cheapen sulphuric' acid. 

Mr. MathCas.-The question of the cost of sulphuric acid is mainly a 
oquestion of output. 

Dr. ClomtJin.-Yes. 
President.-So if you can .have an economic unit for the manufacture of 

sulphuric acid, it may be produced as cheaply as in other foreign countries. 
We have got to get that result. For that purpose we have got to increase 
-the quantity of sulphuric acid manufactured in the country and encourage 
the use of larger units. If, therefore, there is a reasonable demand for 

1Iuper-phosphates in the country now or in the near future, larger quan
-tities of sulphuric acid could lie manufactured. But we dO.n't wish to put 
1lp the price of super-phosphate by recommending increased duties and we 
'are considering therefore whether, if we recommended ~ certain amount of 
'bounty ilo be paid for a temporary period on the manufacture of sulphuric 
.acid used for'the purpose of producing sl1per-phosphates, it might enable 
-the industry ,eventually to produce super-phosphates cheaply. 

Mr. Mathiaa.-It is to the interest of tlie manufacturer to turn out liS 
much super-phosphates as he can. 

Dr. Clou,ston.-The difficulty that' I foresee is this:' To turn out sul
ophuric acid economically, a fairly big factory and a highly paid technical 
staff will be required, but the demand for super-phosphate for some time to 
-come will be small and the quantity of super-phosphate' required may not 
be sufficient to justify the manufacture of sulphuric acid on a-large scale. 

President.~1 may tell you that we have not formulated any conclusions, 
'but what appears to be the position is that a unit of 8,000 to 10,000 tons of 
ilulphuric acid would so reduce the costs that it may be possilile to manu
:facture super-phosphates. 

Dr. Olomton.-Certain firms are already manufadu.ring sulphuric acid 
in India, I understand. . 

Pr6sident.-So if we pay a bounty which would on the (me hand reduce 
-the cost of sulphuric acid and on the other reduce the price of super, it may 
be desirable in the interests both of the industry and of agriculture. 

Dr. Clomton.-:-By reducing the price of super-phosphate, you would 
,.lmost certainly create a larger demand for it and thereby benefit agri-
·culture. ' . 

Mr. Mathiaa.-That would be the best form of propaganda. I believe 
-the Agricultural Commission is keen on that. 

Dr. Clollston.-Yes. At the present time there is no great inducement 
-to push the sale of super-phosphate. The profit obtained from its use is not 
big, for in most parts of India a high railway freight has to be added to the 
'COst of this manure. When we brought super-phosphate from Calcutta to 
Nagpur, we used to pay about Rs. 25 a ton for freight. 

President.-I think' the railways have reduced the freight since then. 
I don't think it would now cost as much as that. It would be about Rs. 10 
oil ton now. They have now brought it unde)- the minimum rate which is 
!!lOW '1 of a pie per mile. 

Dr. Clollston.-If the price of super-phosphate were to be materially 
Teduced, the planters would, I' take it,' use much more of it for their tea, 
coffee "and rubber. The immediate increase in demand would come from 
-them mainly. 

Dr. Matthai.-I su-ppose also that it would be an advantage to have 
manufacture of manures done locally. So much depends on the conditions 
of the soil in India that if you could have an industry manufacturing 
manures in touch with the agricultural experts in India, it would be very 
much more satisfactory than to be dependent on imported manures. 
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Dr. Clouston.-;-Yes, the demand for sulphate of ammonia has "increased 
considerably during the last few years. The increased demand is partly due 
to the fact that it is 'now being manufactured in India. 

Dr. Matthai.-So that if we can devise a scheme by which a local industry 
for manufacturing manures can be started, without putting any burden on 
the ryots, then apart from the question of its being cheaper for theryot, 
there is also the greater advantage of having precisely. the type of fertiliser 
required for the country. 

Dr. OTouston.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-We were asking one of the represen~atives of the chemical 

industries who came before us about imported rock phosphate. Supposing 
you started a manure industry here, rock phosphate would come from the 
Red Sea, I take it. If ,ou take the freight. 'on rock phosphate from Red 
Sea to India and then compare it with the freight to Holland from Algeria, 
the local industry might save to the extent of Rs. 9 to Rs. 10 a ton, E.O 

that if in addition to that we gave these people a bounty to cover the rest 
of the difference in cost, it might be possible to start an industry econo
mically. 

Dr. Clouston.-The quant~ty of bones available in India is very large. 
Much more could be collected, than is being collected at present. It might 
be cheaper to use bones than rock phosphate in the manufacture' of super-
phosphate. . 

Mr. Mathia$.-But the price is fi:xed by the demand for gelatine in 
Europe and its price is at present so high that the manufacture .of super
phosphate from bonemeal would not be economical. 

Dr. Clou.ston.-Perhaps, that may be so. 
Mr. Mathia$.-If you have to pay 'more for bones, you will have to pay 

more for your super-phosphate. 
Dr. Clouston.-I have not worked out the relative costs. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you consider that there is a difference in quality bet

ween rock super-phosphate and bone super-phosphate? 
Dr. Clouston.-Yes, there is. Bone super-phosphate contains a small per

eentage of nitrogen. 
President.-It is about 3 per cent. How much does the rock super-phos

phate contain? 
Dr. Clouston.-None at all. When we try to put a valuation on bone 

manure, our calculations are somewhat complicated by the fact that it 
contains two important plant foods. 

Mr. Mathias.-Speaking personally, I think the proposal for, assisting the 
manufacture of super-phosphate should not necessarily exclude the use of 
bones and it would rest with the manufacturer to decide whether it is profi
table to undertake the manufacture or not. 

Dr. Vlouston.-It should be possible to get cheap bones in a district by 
collecting them locally. Th'l local price is considerably lower than that which 
bones fetch in Calcutta. Factories for the manufacture of super-phosphate, 
if set up in the provinces, will thus be able to get their raw material at a 
lower price. 

Propaganda. 

Mr. Mathias.-How much is the Agricultural Department spending on 
propaganda in connection with the popularisation, of fertilisers? 

Dr. Clou.ston.-They are spending very little money at present on pro
pagaI)da with respect to fertilisers. T~e ~xact amount spent in the differ~nt 
provinces is not known for each ProvlDClal Department has a budget whIch 
covers the expenditure on research, experiment, education, demonstration 
and propaganda. 'Moreover, the officers who are doing research and experi
mental work are employed to some exten't in carrying on propaganda, too. 
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Mr: Mathias.-H this proposal that the President was suggesting noW" 
materialised, we could rely on the Agricultural Department to undertake
the necessary propaganda, ean we noti' 

Dr. ClowtOft,.-Yes, you could. 
PreMent.-H there· was a local industry for manufacturing artificial 

fertilisers in the country itself, the chances are that the propaganda can be
made more effective. 

,Dr. Clowton.-Yes. 
PreMent.-The Agricultural Department would be in constant touch

with the manufacturer and tell him what is required and they will be in
constant touch with-·the Agricultural experts in the country. 

Dr. Clowton.-Yes, and the factory itself would do a certain amount of 
propaganda work no doubt. At the present time firms interested in the
we of manures and agricultural implements are inclined to leave the pro
paganda work almost entirely to the provinces. 

Mr. Mathias.-On this question of local manufacture I think it has been 
proved rather successful to have a factory for manufacturing ploughs iD
India from the point of the Agricultural Department. They have been able 
to get into closer touch with the manufacturer and suggest· alterations in. 

'design and 80 on. _ 
Dr. Clou.ton.-That is 80. Messrs. . Kirloskar . Brothers of Bombay 

President!y claim that they have manufactured and sold more than 150,000' 
implements mainly ploughs since starting operations. 

Mr. Mathia&.-That was, I understand, partly as a result of consultation
with the Agricultural Department. 

Dr. CIOtuton..-Yes. In the Central Provinces we co-operated with this. 
firm in the sale and hire of ploughs. Agricultural Associations were organis
ed in the districts. They kept ploughs and certain other implements for 
sale and hire. By- placing large orders with Kirloskar Brothers, they were
able to get & big discount. 

Mr. Mathias.-Something on that line with regard to fertilisers would. 
probably be very successful, would it nati' 

Dr. ClolUton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-H you had in Bombay a firm manufacturing super-phos

phates, the Agricultural Department could get in touch with them and place
lump orders for the Central Provinces, say 500 tons, it would be .pOBSibly 
more advantageous to the firm and also advantageous to the province 
generally. 

Dr. ClolUton.-:-It would. 
Mr. Mathia •. -It would mean probably a reduction as far as the firm W88-

concerned of .the incidental expenses such as transport from works to rail
way station and 80 on i' 

Dr. Clowton.-Yes, by taking truck loadti at a time, the freight charge' 
per maund would be much less. 

Mr. Mathia •. --So from the point of view of the Agricultural Department. 
it 'would be a 80und business to run a factory on proper lines. 

Dr: Clouaton.-Yes, I think, it would. I would make another suggestion 
and that is that the l'ariff Board should ask the Agricultural Research 
Council when established to enquire into this question of fertilisers on the 
lines suggested by the Board of Agriculture in 1924. We anticipate that the 
Research Council will, when constituted, form different committees and that 
there will be one committee formed to deal' with manures including ferti
lisers. 

Prerident.-I believe that is going to be one of the functions of the
Research Council and the Agricultural Commission said-I am speaking from 
memory-that it would be a better way of doing it than subsidising the
manufacture of fertilisers. The Fertilisers Propaganda Company, Limited,. 
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ihad asked for a subsidy .md the .Agricultural Commission has' turned tha~ 
~own, because Government said that it cannot subsidise a party interested 
In propaganda, which was interested in the production of certain kinds of 
fertilisers. Therefore, what you aim at is that the Research Council should 
wit~out identifying. itself with any particular manufacturer, carry on ex
penments and adVise the manufacturers generally and the agriculturists 

:also. 
Dr. Clo"USton.-Yes. The Research Council will give grants to the 

.provinces for research .and experimental work approved by the Council' 
!but it will not identify itself with any particular manufacturer or finn. ' 

Mr. Matkias.-You were very successful witn your co-operative .Associ a
,tions in regard to cotton seed. Something on similar lines if adopted 
,might lead to placing large orders for fenilisers P , , 

. Dr. Clou8fon.-Yes. Those co-opw.:-ative societies undertake to lIell 
,manures and to sell and hire out improved implements. 

Mr. Matkias.-.Adopting the same Jlystem you would be able to place 
orders with the manufacturers of manures, would you not? 

Dr. Clo"USton.-Yes, and the Co-operative Department would 'also De able 
to give assistance. 
. Dr. Matthai.-I see from Messrs. Parry and Company's price list that 

,they give a discount ef 5 per cent. to Co-operative Societies. 
Dr. Clo"USton.-Yes. Most firms give a. discount. Kirloskar Brothers 

·give a discount of as much as 15 per cent., if I remember well, on large 
.consignments. Firms interested in the sale of fertilisers would have to be 
prepared to sell at a small profit in the hope that the tUTl'l-over would be 
brge. 

Mr. Matkias.-Are they also selling cake? 
Dr. Clouston.-Yes. 
President.-Has nitrate of soda been found satisfactory as a fertiliser 

used by itself P It is dying out in most countries. 
Dr. Clouston.-The demand for nitrate of soda is decreasing in India 

'but this, I think, is partly due to the fact that sulphate of ammonia which 
is manufactured in the country, is cheaper per unit of nitrogen. Moreover, 
nitrate of soda has in the past been tried on such crops as cotton and the 
results have not always been satisfactory. When applied in the rains to 
cotton much of the manure is washed down into the sub-soil where it is 
beyond the root range of, the plants. . 

President.-Wha~ is the proper time for applying nitrate of soda? 

Dr. Clouston.-It should be applied after the crop has made some 
.growth; to cotton we apply it to the plants about a foot high. Super-phos
:phate, on the other hand, is applied before sowing. 

President.-But the sulphate of ammonia would be applied later, 
'wouldn't itP 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes, sulphate of ammonia, too, would be applied later, 
'because like nitra.te of soda it is readily washed down into the sub-soil. 

Pre8ident.-Supposing you used this compound fertiliser and then a hea~y 
rain came, then the nitrogen would be washed out aud the phosphate would 
remain, is that correotP 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. There will always 1>9 a demand in certain tracts 
for super-phosphate. Cultivators who find it necessary to apply phosphatic 
and nitrogenous manures to their crops will in many cases .prefer to apply 
phosphatic manure along with a bulky organic manure such as cattle manure 
or green manure. To provide the nitrogen required by the soil the ten~eucy 
both in India and Europe will be for the farmer to apply loc!111y avadable 
nitrogenous manures. Super-phospbate, on the other hand, IS not locally 
tLvailable: so the tendency will be to apply it separately. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Looking at the super-phosphate industry as a whole, do 
'you think there is any possibility in the near future of super-phosphate 811 

a whole being displaced by compound fertilisers? 
Dr. Clo1£ston.--Cultivators who find it' necessary· to \J.se super-phosphate 

and nitrogenous manure may pI'efer to use super-phosphate by itself and 
to add their nitrogen to the soil in the form of green manure, cattle-manure 
or cake. 

Dr. Matthai.-That of Gourse is a condition which specially applies tQ 
India. I was thinking of the conditions in Europe. 

Dr. Clo1£ston.~At home, too, this will continue to be done by many 
farmers. As a matter of fact, it is the exception rather than. the rule to 
apply combined manures there, for the reason that farmers have with them 
'available supplies of nitrogenous manure in the form of farmyard manure. 

Dr. Matthai . ..,-After all the test would be the unit cost? 
Dr. Clomton.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-The suggestion is that there is a method of manufacturing 

compound fertilisers which would dispense with the need for manufacturing 
sulphuric acid. If you got the phosphoric acid and combined it with the 
nitrogenous' material then of course the cost 'would come down considerably, 
and therefore the unit cost would be less . 

. Dr. Clo1£ston.-1 should think that Messrs.' Brunner Mond and Company 
are in a position to manufacture fertilisers very cheaply, because they turn 
them out on a large scale and that again means low overhead charges. It 
would most probably be difficult for a fertiliser factor,y in India to compete 
on equal terms with a firm of that standing. 

Dr. Matthai.-Messrs. Brunner Mond and Company are more interested 
in ammonia sulphate than super-phosphate. 

Dr. Clo1£ston.-They are also supplying mixed manures, the 'names of 
which will be found in the letter I wrote you the other, day. 

President.-At present the total production of super-phosphates in the 
principal countries amounts to 11 million tons ana it will t~ke a long time 
before it dies as an industry. . 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Most of the super:phosphate that you get in India r~aIly 

comes from the continent, does it not? 
Dr. Clo1£ston.-A good deal of it comes hom Belgium. 

- President.-The total world's production of nitrogen is 1,300,000 tons 
and sulphate of ammonia contains 20 per cent. nitrogen. 

Dr. Clouston.-Yes. 
President.-That correspo!!ds to the 'sulphuric acid figures: it is !laid 

that they use about 50 or 60 per cent. of the world's sulphuric acid in 
the production of super-phosphate and about 30 per cent; in the production 
of nitrogenous fertilisers. 

Dr. Matthai.-I have not been abie to get your latest review of agricul
tural operations, but a summary of it which I have seen gives separate figures 
for sodium nitratE!' and ammonia sulphate and then there is the group "other 
mineral fertilisers". The total figure for 1927-28 is 18,676 tons. There is 
a note to say that out of that 3,000 tons is calcium cyanide. May I take it 
that the rest of it is super-phosphate P , 

Dr. ,Clouston.-Not all. 

Dr. Mattha~.-Do they .import saltpetre? 

, Dr. Olo1£ston.-Yes, I think so; 

Dr. Matthai.-The figures that we got from Messrs. Shaw Wallace' and 
Company come' to about 10,000 tons. There might be other imports, too, 
besides Shaw Wallace's. 
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'Dr. 'OZouston.-Messrs. Shaw Wallace and Company have given the 
;figures for all India. 

President.-But it does show that its use is growing rapidly from 1,400 
Jons' to '7,000 tons in three years. 

'Dr. Clo'Uston.-Yes. 
Pruident.-What sort of figures have you got that you can give us? 
Dr. Olo'Uston.-I will give you a copy of a note which I wrote- on the 

.. ubject 5 years' ago. 
President.-It would be useful if you send us a copy from Pusa and also 

.any other figures that you think would be of use to us in this enquiry. We 

.want some information as to what results have so far been obtained by ex
,periments or by the actual use in various places of fertilisers, specially super
.phosphates. 

Dr. Olouston.-Mr. Anstead will be able to supply you with some useful 
figures as his Department has used more phosphatic manures than any other 

.in India. 
President.-In Bengal and Madras apparently there is a growing demand 

,for super-phosphates. 
:Dri Olouston.-Yes, but the demand in Bengal comes almos~ entirely from 

·tea planters. In Madras and Mysore, too, a good deal of the super-phosphate 
-used is on tea and coffee. . 

President.-We want information about the use of super-phosphates for 
·the paddy crop. • 

Dr. Olouston.-Mr. \\.nstead will supply you with that information. 
President.-This statement that you have give us is evidently based on 

·evidence. Have you got a copy of the evidence? I mean this statement 
;about an increase of 40 per cent. in the case of paddy must. have been made, 
[ take it, on some very reliable evidence. 

Dr. Olo'Uston.-The statement is based on the results obtained by ex
iperiment on Government farrus. 

President.-If there is 40 per cent. increase in the crop of paddy you 
··know the price of paddy and you know what the super-phosphate is going to 
o(l()st. 

Dr. Olo'Uston.-Yes, but the manure used i~ this case was bonemeal-a 
'Phosphatic manure which contains about 4 per cent. of nitrogen. The 
increase in yield of paddy is not. entirely due to the phosphate in such a 

·case. 
President.-We can split it up into units and get the unit cost of the 

nitrogen and the unit cost of the phosphoric acid and in that way we may 
be . able to say that so much of the increase per unit is due to phosphoric 
:acid and so much for nitrogen. 

Dr. Olouston.-There again it is difficult to tell exactly the extent to 
which the increase is due to phosphoric· acid alone. A phosphatic r .• anure 
when applied to the soil is .not easily washed out and its residual value after 
the first year is much greater than that of the residual value of a nitrogenous 
fertiliser. 

President.-Rock phosphate would do the same. 

Dr. Olouston.-Yes. Rock, phosphate applied to the soil would leave a 
'l'esidue after the first year. 

Presiedent.-Is not bone more affected by micl'()..organisms than rockP 

Dr. Olouston.-Bonemeal being coarser than super-phosphate made from 
1'ook is much less soluble. It is a better lIlanure in so far as it encourages 
to a greater extent than rock phosphate bacterial life in the soil. 

President.-But the action of the baoteria would be more rapid on the 
thone than on the rock? 
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Dr. Clou.8to.n.-:-::-:~rora .tha .~I!mica~ .po,int.,Qf .YiE.l~:thll finer the manure 
the more readily 'W breaks' up' and -dIsappears) . -- -, , . 

Prs8ident.-This is lIS far as we can go with the materials at our disposal 
iust 'now.· W ~ hops ,Ml:: lAnste8.illI.nd . .!Messra. Shaw Wallll.Clll ~d. Cotnpa~t 
will be .abw. :~t\V-",~ (D!Orp, ~~opp.J1'Pioll:J ;;: ;' _ .i.' ;.> " _.; ;:. ,: 

Dr. CZomton.-I will send a telegram to all the Directors 01 Agriculture 
and get the information you rllquire. 

Pre8ident.-1f you kindly do that and get us this information, WI! shall 
lie obliged, and'if we think it 'nebesasry ,to examine 'thli other Directors on 
this informatio,n we shan do flP: - :.' - . 

HVYCHMLUiD 'VOLII Q 



DIRECTOR or ACRlCULTURE..MADRAS. 

Otal EVideDce ef Mt. R. D. ANSTEAD, CJ.E., Dir~OI' of AgrlcuitUl'e. 
Madr .. , recorded at Calcutta Oil Tuesday, the 12th of March 1929 .. 

In trod uctory. 

Prestdent-Mr. 'Anstead, we are very much obliged to you for coming up. 
all the way from Madras to assist us in this enquiry. You may wonder 
why we did not examine you when we were in Ootacamund. The reason was: 
that at that time we had not any information in our possession which would 
have justified our taking evidence on these points. Now we have got a 101> 
more evidence and we feel that your evidence may be very useful to us. It 
4upplements to a very large extent the evidence which Dr. Hutchinson gave
two or three days ago on the same points. 

].[r. An8tead.-I imagine that Dr. Hutchinson's views and mine are very: 
much the same. 

Pre3ident.-Yes, very much the same. You are Director of Agriculture. 
Madras, are you? 

Mr. Anstead.-Yes. 
Pre.!ident.-How long have you been in Madras? 
Mr. Anstead.-I came to the Madras Presidency in 1909 originally. Froll) 

Colonial Service I changed over to Indian Service and came out to a special 
appointment to look after the planters' interests under the Government of 
course. Then I became Director in 1922. 

President.-Since then you have been carrying on as Director. 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes. 
p,'esident.-I gather from your note and from the evidence you gave 

before the Royal Agricultural Commission that you have devoted a consider
able amount of attention to soil study. 

Mr. Anstead.-Yea. I may tell you I am an agricultural chemist. 
President.-And you have collected considerable amount of, evidence aIsa 

as to the action of fertilisers on the soil. 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes. as far as possible. 
PTesident.-Have you got any more recent results than those you have 

given in your evidence? 
Mr. Anstead.-No, I don't think 80. 

President.-You have not discovered any facts which will make you alta 
your views. 

Mr. An8tead.-None whatevet: probably the reverse I think. 
President.-That is all right then. 

Fertili8llr8. 
Mr. Anstead.-I may say, while we are on this BJlbject, that down ilt 

Madras-of course I can only speak for Madras-we are quite convinced anc! 
quite satisfied in our own minds that what we need is the combination of 
nitrogen and phosphate. We have applied them separately and we did not· 
get the full results. It was only when we applied them together that we' 
got satisfactory results. Having satisfied ourselves on that point we left 
that. That is finished. We are now working to find out in what proportion' 
we should use the twcr-whether it should be in the proportion of 1 to 1, or 
1 to 2. I think that it should be somewhere about 1 to 2, but we are not 
sure. That is the line we are now taking. 

Pr",ident.-J take it that it is your opinion that so far as the Madras 
804 is conrerned-particularly for the paddy crop-it is very deficient iD 
i,bospbate. 
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Mr.Alutead."--Yes. I think that it is the big' deltas .hich have been 
oeropped .yeal':aliter·yearwltich ·have rult·out·.oftheir phosphates. In' addi .. · 
tion . to these ,the other classes of si>i1which are deficient. in· phosphate are 
the laterites. I imagine that what t h",esaici applies to aJI-ladia. All the 
,time yon must .remember that lean I)nly speak for my own .Pre,sidencYi but 
from what I know of the rest of India, that ·appli!ls generally. Up m the 
Punjab. they might need phosphates, but that is anothel'matt,er. . 

PrlBideltt.-The ;paddy crop is one of the istaple· crops of the country. 
Mr. ,bstead.-I'tisn,ot only thi! palidy crop but there are othel' crops too. 

olt is the soils you must look at: •. '. 

/Dr. Matthai.-When you say that we must look at laterites, it includes 
the bulk of' the Presidency? . . ' . 

. , Mr: 4114tead.-:-:jot :IIi any p1eall-s.~Jo~¢the West Co~stdowiJ.to T.r~v"n
core, we get laterltes. 

Dr. Matthai.-What about the Ceded Districts? . . '. C " 

. Mr. 4n8tead . ."...Yo~geta certain amout,lt,~here .. }t,~s.chietly.in the 
'west Coast that you get laterites. When you come ,to. the. easter,n Blde you 
.~et cotton soil wqicI! also ,needs phosphates. '. . . 

President.-you have used this expr~ion in y~ur evi~ence that phosphate 
,is the ,limitlll~ i&l!tof.~,·· . . 

Mr. Altstead.':"-It·is the controlling' factor. 
President.-What e~_actly do you mean by tha.t~. What other :fertilisers 

~o you use?,' . " ." ' .. 
. Mr. :.4.fI.tead.-What I JIle~a js tWs. If· you put n~.trogen Jlyij;eeU-:-it. 
~oes noj; m,atj;et in, what form you use i~, !lit\ter organic ,or mineral-:-you 
get a certain resuCt and' i.T .you putph«lSphate by' ~tself, you get .. ,~ain 
result, butnei.ther result will be 'as good as when you 'combine the two. Let 
me put money value into It. 'Ii yop. put nitrogen by Itself, you will roughly 
get about Rs: 10 or Rs. J.5 'extra profit. Ii instead of putting nitrogen you 
put Buper or bone meal' phosphate, 'you will 'probably get a similar result of 
Re. 10 or Rs.' 15 extra profit .. ~ut if. you combine the two, you will find·,that 
your profits run into anything between Rs. 20 and Rs. 50. You . must com
bine the two and the eombination will Buit all crops. 

President.-Reading your note, I understand 'that 'the b'estresults are 
obtained from the use of superphosphate along with organic nitrogen~ 18 
that correct P ,.' 

Mr. An.dead.-¥'es. '1oumust have <organic :nitrogen. 
Pre.ident.-Organic nitrogen would of course be available in India' to 

80me extent; 
Mr. AnBtead.-Yes, to some extent: 
President.-Anyhow more easily available than inorganic matter? 
Mr. Anstead.-I don't think I would say ,that, just at :present . 

. President,r-Inorganic nitrogen ·has to. be bought., . 
Mr. Altstead.-1frue. 
President.-Organic nitrogen' need not be bought. 
Mr. AnBtead.-lt may be found. \ 
President.-'-You suggest green leaves as' one 'of the forms of organic nitrO" 

:gen. .' , 
Mi. Anstead.-¥,es. 
President.-Green leaves you can 'grow on the ·spot. 
Mr. AnBtead.-Yes, if you can. " , .., ' 
President.~At present they are not grown because the soil is poor.alld 

the raiyat cannot afford to miss his Ordinary crop.' " ','. , 
Mr. Ansteatf.-Partly that. The difficulty . of '~ourset is to getwafur at 

'i;he right time<. There are only limited areas in 'whichyotl can grow 'green 
Q2 
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manu~. In the C&86 of other areas where you cannot do BO, you have to 
. fall back on cattle manure and then supplement that with inorganic nitro
gen. The point is that whatever you do, unless you put in phosphate, YOll 

will not get the best result that Is possible. 
President.-I agree. The position therefore is this that part of the 

organic nitrogen is available at times. 
Mr. Arutead.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-As regards phosphates, . they are not available in that form, 

that. is to say, you have got to use either bonemeal or bone phosphate or 
rock phosphate or any such compound. Is that correctP 

Mr. Anstead.-Yes. 
President.-I think that in one of the instances you furnished to the 

Royal Commission on. Agriculture you stated that in the Guntur District 
. where you used 3 cwts. of super your net profit was higher than in any 
other case. Is that correctP . 

Mr. Arutead.-Yes. 
President.-There was no nitrogenous matter. so, far as that l>articul~ 

instance was concerned;' . 
Mr. Anstead.-Those experiments were'made to find out the effect of 

phosphate by itself. 
President.-The results obtained by the use of phosphate by itself did not 

seem to be very unsatisfactory. . " ' 
Mr; Anstead.';""Oh, no. 
President.-In fact, this result is better than the combination of the two 

so far as I can read the figures, but I may be wrong. ,. 
Mr. Anstead.-That is ,true on thatp&rticular Boil. But'then in the 

Gv.ntur District you are dealing 'with a dry tract. .. ',.. . 
President.-,-:,In some of the soils at any rate in Madras, of which .Guntur 

is ohe, superphosphates alone might leacJ, to very satisfactory results without 
the nitrogenous matter whether organic or inorganic. : Is that correct!' 

Mr. Andead.-Yes. ;It only shows that you cannot lay down any hard 
,and fast rule. 

President.-lt does show that there are some soils where superphos-
phate alone would give good results. 

Yr, Anstead.-Yes. ' 
IYr. Matthai.-Is that a deltaic areal' 
Mr. Anstead.-No, it is a dry soil. You will get a similar result ill the 

Punjab~ 

President.-Can a similar result be obtained in the PunjabI' 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes, from what I know. 
President.-And probably in BurmaI' 
Vr. Arutead.-I daresay you would • 
. Prerident.-Your statement comes to thia-and Dr. Clouston also agrees 

with you-that speaking generally there is a defiiciency of phosphates in all 
lOils. 

Mr. Anstead.-In a large majority of cases. 
Prerident.-In most of them, there is a deficiency of nitrogen. 
Mr. Arutead.-Yes. 
Pruident.-But in some cases the phosphatic deficiency is 80 great that if 

a phosphatic manure is p~t, the soil would yield good results. 
Mr. An8tead.-That is quite true. 
Mr. Mathia8.-We have been told that in tea gardens super is used by 

itself very often.' Is that because organic nitrogenous matter is in the soilP 
!tlr. Anlfead.-Yes. What happens in the tea gardens is that you have 

got very 'large quantitiea of organic matter very often because they grew 
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green dressings. In Southern India, you would hardly find Imy tea garden 
where they are not growing green dressings. In some cases they are dealing 
with soils rich in organio matter derived from a heavy jungle full of leaves 
and under thoee OOIlditions they have got more nitrogen thaD. they want and 
iIley find that phosphate is giving them profit. You must ,remember that 
when you grow tea,you don't want the orop to rush away i,nto leaveS. YOll, 
want to get a steady flush. Tea is rather a special crop. Therefore in a 
great many tea gardellB in Southern India they need phosphate more than 
nitrogen. So, they use super very largely but they use other things besides. 
The'y use a very large quantity of bone meal. 

President.-How about the sugar cane cropP 
Mr. AB3tead.~uperphosphat9 can be used to a certain extent. 

Mr. 'Mathias.-What'about rubber? 
Mr, Ansteqd.-I don't ,think anybody knows inuch 'aboui the rubber 

manuring. . ' ," " 
Dr. Hutchinson,-May I say something about the Buga,cane'p' 
Prerident.-rYes. ... .' 

Dr. H u.t~hinson.---:-'rhere has. ~ri some recent work _ at Pusa :f.'gardiyg the 
.effect of" artificial manures on the quality of ,the juice of cane, ' In it, ~ithaB 
been clearly shown that superphosphate is necessary in order to .prevent an 
lUldne proportion ,of gl\lcoee as f<Ompared with sacchroee in the ,cane juice'. 

Pruidenl . ..,..Do )'Ou mean,super by itselfor,in'OOIljunction withOiheJ' 
~l'" - ,1 

,Dr; Hutchinson.,-If-you manUre your cane with nitrogen alone; yotliwill 
get all undue proportion of glucose, which does not appear as cane sugar in 
the final product: whereas if you use super, it has the opposite effect although 
it reduces the amount of orop; The idea is to increase the amount of BUgaJ' 
per acre by applying manure. If you apply super, you will, get 'a highe!' 
proportion of cane sugar; whereas, if you apply w,tr:ogep. you ge,t, a lower 
proportion of 'cane sugar, ' ,,' , ., , . 

Mr. Anstead.-That,is true. But it does not-mean:that India is going 
to use super by itself. • 

Mr. Mathw.s.-Qf the artificial phosphatic chemical- manures, the only 
chemical manure -that you use is superphosphate. 

Mr.' Anstead.-Yes~ 
l'rerident.-The point is ,this. As you yourself have, stated we have 

got these organic nitrogenous manures available in the country. At present 
they are expected, it is- perfectly true. But when the fertility of the soil 
has been improved by the use of these fertilisers, when the raiyat is able to 
afford a better price for his nitrogenous organio fertilisers, it is quite possible 
that he may use some organic nitrogenous fertiliser and :the superphospnate. 
He may find it to his advantage to do so wherever he can get the organio 
fertiliser at a price which he can then afford and not now. '.' 

Mr. Anstead . ...,.1 see'you~ lIoint. . . 

Preridenl.~ that there is a possibility that simultaneously with the use 
of manure which is a combination of the nitFOgenousmatter and superphos
phate, you may use these nitrogenous fertilisers all far as they are available 
and the, superphosphate. 

Mr. Anstead.-Yes, that is right. 
Preride"t.-Beforewe proceed further I think there is one poiD.t which 

has been rather misunderstood by some of the witnesses 'to which I want to 
refer. It is this that here in this enquiry 80 far as fertilisers are concernea 
we are not Considering any proposal for the protection of the Chemical 
Industry which would raise the price of the fertilisers, We 'are collBidering 
the contrary case: that is- to say, is it worth while, reducing the price' of 
fertiliseraP 

Mr. Anlfead.-Ve17 much., 
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pruident.-You must get rid of the idea that there is any proposal 
-before us now which would . .raise the prioo of fertilisers. 

Mr. Anstead.~1 should oppose .. any such proposal. 
President.-We should turn that down ourselves. There is no question 

:about that. The point we are investigating i. the question of cheapening
tertilisers as an' aid both to agriculture and to the industry. 

Mr. Anstead,-That is right. 

Cheapening of artificial fertilisers. 
President.-I shall explain to you a little more what the proposal is. 

Here we are dealing with certain classes of heavy chemicals-acids and salts 
in which sulphuric acid is largely used. We are not dealing with alkalis 
directly just now. Would you agree that the more cheaply sulphuric acid 
'is produced the better it would be both from your point of view as well as 
'from the industry's point of view because your' fertilisers will be cheapened 
:as well as (he chemicals P 

Mr. Anstead.-Yes, probably. 
P·resident.-Qne way in which we can cheapen sulphuric acid is by making 

it possible for the mannfacturer to produce on a large scale. As you know, 
at present probably half the quantit! of sulphuric acid produced in the' 
world is used in the manufacture of superphosphates and therefore we are 
1lOnsidering whether, if the use of superphosphates were encouraged in the 
()()1Jntry, it would absorb 8. :certain quantity of sulphuric acid which in its 
turn would lead to a reduction in the cost of sulphuric acid, and the point 
lre .re DOW considering is how .tobring .that about. What we 4U"8 considering 
ii, flupposing we t'ecommended a bounty to be paid on the production of 
eulphnric acid which is used for producing superphosphates .in the country; 
would the price of Buperphosphates be cheapened and the demand growil 
'i'hat is ·the point. 

Mr. Anstead.-I am perSonally rather doubtful whether the demand for 
superphosphate in the country will increase very much more than it is now. 
I am inclined to think that this combination of nitrogen and phosphate 
which we now get through sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate will 
disappear in competition with the new class of manures using the two 
things combined in one, d:t., LUllOph08, Ammophos and so on. I am also 
inclined to think that these will pro\-e so successful that we shall give up 
using .superphosphates . 

. Presid6fl.t.~That will take time. 
Mr. An.stead.-l don't think it will take a long time: I put it at live or 

.ix years. 
Preaident.-In the meanwhile you must get the ryot used to the appli

«:ation of superphosphate. 
Nr. Ansfead.-He is used .to it now. 
President.-On· a very small scale. The total quantity at present used 

in the country does not exceed 10,000 tons and you can't say that it is a 
"ery large quantity. 

M·r. Afl.9tead.-I understand that 7,000 tons of superphosphates were sold 
in the Madras Presidency last year. I know the firms are very chary of 
telling you what they are selling but l\IessL·s. Bruaner Mond and Company 
told me that is what they put it at. 

Dr. Matfhai.-The kind of 6gurethat we got was. about 10,000 tons. 
Judging from the evidence gi.en by the various directors before the Royal 
Commission on Agriculture. we get the impression that phosphatic manure 
is used very largely iu. lladras---much more than anywhere else. 

Mr; Anstead.-That· is right. Ryot. in Madras use more manure than 
"nywhere els£>. But my point is this. It i& a. small quantity and I don't 
think it will ever grow bigger. If we use 10,000 tons now I doubt whether 
we shall e\'er use more. 
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Dr. MoHhai . ...:..Whyl' 
Mr. A~afead.-Because I think these other manures wiJItake·its place. 
President.-You can take the two together. I have no objection to your 

doing so. .U present it is quite immaterial in what form you get the super
phosphate, so long as the use of the combined' fertiliser goes up in which 
swperphosphate" must be an important factor. 

Mr. Anateod.-Superphosphate will disappear; we shall. use a thing like 
. ammoph08. . What I want to warn you against is the danger of your basing 
your sulphuric acid costs on the assumption that the sale of superphosphate 
is going to increase enormously in the future. I don't think it will. You 
must not reckon on that. If you are looking to an enormous sale of super
phosphate to help the sulphuric acid industJ:Y I think you will make a 
mistake. 

Dr. Matthai.-Whatever increase there is in the demand for a combined 
fertilizer like ammophos there would at the IlIlme time,. asthings develop .. 
be a demand also for superphosP\late by 'itself? 

.:. 

Ad"antage3 of combined fertilizer,. 
Mr. A.uteod.-l think that· will balance itself. Where we use superphos

phate and teach the ryot to use supe.rphosphate with green dressing, there 
Its sale will increase, but at the same time there will be a decrease in its 
use by the _ of th_ other things and my feeling is that these two things 
will balance that is to say, if during the next three or four .years propaganda 
work of the Agricultural department increasee the use of superphosphate by 
a few thousand tons, I think there will be more propaganda to teach them to 
use things like Ammoph08 which will reduce the sale of superphosphate by 
itself. The point is this. These fertilisers are quite new things. Nobody 
knows very much about them. Where they have been tried they have been 
found to be very successful. .As we go on and there is more success with 
these manures we shall teach the !jot and ask them.to use these instead of 
superphosphate, Here are the results obtained in Burma. These show 
the resUlt of the use of Ammophos (hands in). There is one enormous ad
vantage of using these ·combined fertilizers from the Agricultural Departmenio 
point of view and that is this: we consider phosphate very important. WheD 
we go to a ryot he knows about nitrogen but he knows nothing about phos
phate and be is not willillg to buy phosphate. He ollly goes halfway.· He
"Y8· ') will hay manure but I am Ilot ,going to spend more money· OD 
pbosphate " bat .if we make him· buy the· eombined manure he has got 1100 
put in phosphate whether he lik_ it or not, aDd therefore we should always 
choose ,the combined. JIl&DUre. , 

p,.uidetat.-80 far as the Board i& concerned there is no objeetioa wlla~ 
_er to combined fertilizer being manufactured in the country. Sulphurie 
aoid will thea go out; there is no question about that. We are not necessarily 
suggesting that it is only the Bulphuric acid which matters in this: it is the 
fertilizer itself which matters because we are prepared to treat it as a 
chemical and therefore if we can devise any. method by which combined or 
separate fertilizers could lH! produced in the country we should be prepared 
~~~ . . -

Mr~ Ansteod • ....:All I want to d~ is to so~nd a note of warning that if you 
are thmkmg that the enormous lDcrease lD the use of superphosphate wiD 
help you to do wbat you propose to do, you will make a . mistake. You will 
have to look for other uses of your sulphuric acid . 

. • Yr .. · Mathia,.-In the ~ourse ?f ~he n~xt five years the use of superphos
phate ID the tea gardens lD ~o~blDtIon With. green manure may be anything 
from 10,000 to 20,000 tons; If It was that, It would be worth producing it. 
would It not P 

Mr. Anatead.-I don't think -the tea gardens will take more than what 
they are taking now. . 

Mr. Mathias.-Take 10,000 tons. Even 10,000 tons is worth producing in 
the country, I mean 10,000 ton! fer the whole of India. 
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Mr. Anitead.-We reckon it as 7,000 tons of superphosphate in the Madraa 
Presidency. How that. is going to be. divided between the ryot and the tea 
gardens I cannot tell you. . 

Mr. Math.ia8.:.,-Even if it remained at 10,000 tons, from the point of view 
,of cheapening sulphuric acid it would be worth while, would. it notP 

Mr. Anstead.-That may be, but I want to warn you· that you cannot 
count on its going up tG 20,000 or 40,000 tons. 

In. Matthai.-Taking nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers, I suppose 
it ,woilld· be 'necessary to apply nitrogenous fertilizer every· year, that is tG 
8ay you won't need to apply phosphatic fertilizer quite so' frequently as 
nitrogenous fertliJlerP 

. Mr. Allstead.-lf you are going to put in big doses than you can leave 
it. But the ryot does not do that. 

Dr. Matthai.-lf there IS a possibility that in the application of phos-, 
'pbatic fertilizer the quantity has got to vary from year to year, then isn't 
there some advantage in the application of nitrogen and phosphatic manure 
separately because according to the condition of the soil you can vary it 
from time to time P . 

Mr. Anstead.-That'is true, but I don't think you will get it done. The 
'ryot is not going to be persuaded to putting in a heavy dose of phosphate 
this year and wait for two years. He would much rather put a small dose 
every year than put a big dose and wait for two years, because first of all 
he has not got the money; he has to live from hand to mouth, and secondly 
after the two years he may not be there. 

. Preside,~t.-There is nothing to prevent the ryot from buying the com
bined fertilizer, nitrogen and superphosphate mixed by somebody who manu
factures both. It doesn't matter also whether it is Ammophos or any other 
article provided it is possible to combine the nitrogenous fertilizer and ~per
phosphate. That is all we want. We are not wedded to any particular form 
of manufacture; there' is nothing to prevent a man from making a sorf; of 
pJ"('Scription for making pombined fertilizer. There is no physical impossi
/lility about that provided you are giving the whole thing together. YOIl 
are not concerned with· whether it is manufactured in one way or another so 
long as you get the proper units of both.· ... 

Mr. Anstead.-That is not altogether true. .The point is ·this:· At the 
present moment you are getting your combination with sulphate· 'Of ammonia 
and superphosphate; DOW; I propose to give tha~ up. Instead. of uaing ,th8S!3 
twa'I propose.to use ammonium phosphate. ., 

Presid~nt.-We will put it this way: superphOsphate, we will say, con
tains 30 units of~ soluble phosphate and sulphate of ammonia contains 21 
·units. '.' ~ .. 

Mr; .4.n.strod.-The point is this that I shall get these units very Iriuch 
'eheaper from Ammoph08, and therefore we should use it. . 

President.-lt has not yet been decided whether it is more eCOliomical 
or not .. We don't know yet what our proposals are going to be. Here you 
hll,Ye got these 30 and 21 units: you have got to decide how much of the 
two you wllnt and so long as you get from the combinatiQn of these two the 
iame number of units as you get from your combined 'patent fertilizer, 'What 
objection hllve you P 

Mr. Anst,·ad.-lt is not quite as simple as that. 
President.-The soil study has not taken you suffioiently far to kno'w how 

long the soil is going to retain nitrogen and how long it is going to retain 
superphosphate P 

Mr. Anstead.-It has. 
Presiden,t.-What I want to know is, have you come across any recorded 

instance which would show, after you have used both fertilisers, nitrOl;enoUB 
as well as phosphatic, how long the nitrogen remains in the soil and how 
long the phosphate P 
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'Mr.' Aflstead.~Yes. 
President.-Will }'ou please give me these figures? 
Mr. H1Ltchifl30n.-y'ouge~better results b:rusing AIIl1t!ophos,P 

, President.-I 8,ilmit it: as a. general propositio~ lVe will ,alIDlit it at o;noo, 
but, as, you know, general ,propositions havetobll, .,cons1d?rably ~od1fied 
when applied to practice,_ and ~ want to know: what 1S the informat1on y~u 
have got as regards Ind1an sods on these pomts, to show exactly what:.. ,19 
happening in your experiments where you have actually used the two? 

Mr. Anstead.-We wiII look them up. 
Presidenf.-Have you' got any pricefOl' 'these- co~bined fertilizers' you 

have been buying? ' 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes. 
President.-We really want, to know how much' cheaper it is. 
Mr.' H1ttchinson.-Ammophos is Rs. 220 ato~. May I make a:nother 

point? When you ,want to combine these two thmgs, remember t~lS that 
you are 'putting together ammonium sulphate andsuperphosph~te agamst my 
ammoniUm phosphate and you are making him" use a ~ns1derably bulky 
article and therefore min!!" is very much cheaper than, this because of, the 
freight. 

P1'esident.-We just want to see-how it compared.' 'We can only"do it in 
terms of units. 

Mr. Anstead.-I don't think you will get very far in terms of units"; 
P1'esident.~That is the only way'in which we 'can 'compare the two. There 

is no other way of doing iii; 'COuld you suggest· any 'other: way P 
M1'. Anstead.-Are you not assuming that if you' offer 'me a: combinatioir 

'of nitrogen and superphosphate 'at"a certain:'price,say, as,'cheaply"a9 I 
oould buy ammophos, I should take it i:r1 preference to ammophos p' 

l'1'esident.-Not at alt I'ain trYing to'std'dy what'the position is. 
M1'. Anstead.~rs 'it not your suggestion that ts'h~uld take it if it would 

'be cheaper? ",,, ' " , , ' ' ,.. ", ' " 

Pre3ident.-Thewhole poin~ is this: it'ma.y be c~eaper than the p~ice at 
which sulphate of "mmonia, and the' 8uperphosphates ,are ,being sold, in the 
country just now, ' '" 
• Mr. AfI8tead.·~·:~es. 

P1'llsident.-SuPPosing you get superphoSphate and the sulphate" of 
amnionia produced in the country at the same price. as in Englapd, then 
w!)uld the ammophos ,be still cheaper? " 

.Mr, A.~Btead.~upp~ingit was ~o~ so, you are assuming~re you n~t-;
that if it was not, if your combination were cheaper, I should use it In ,pre
ferencl! ~ ammophos p, 

P1'llsideflt.~I am, not. 
Mr. AnBtead.-lt makes a lot 'of difference to yoo whether we use it ot' 

not. 
Dr; Matthai;~Youi'point is'that it is notm~relyaqUestion or cost, but 

it is a question of action on the 'soil. On 'the' 'ol?int of cost there is first the 
question of bulk and secondly there is the question of cheaper manufacture, 
because there is, no sulphuric acid ,in .it. 

Mr. Anstead.-'rhat is how the position stands. 
M1'. Mathiiu.-On the other hand there would always'be some Buperphos

phate used in the country. 
M1'. Anstead.-Yes, and my opinion is that the demand will remain 'the 

lBme as at' present and that it will always be there, 
P1'esident.-The question of cost is of very great iinportance; :t wani;, to 

make a comparison firstly &Ii regards the cost in tel"ms of units and Of course 
you may say that the properties are different. That we aFe prepared to 
oonsider separately. Haye you made any comparison as to the costs? ,~' 
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Mr. Aiutea,d.-Yes. We can make a comparison in,r.egaz:d to costs very 
easily. ' 

Presideflt .. -We ace talking at cross purposes. If you take the price of 
sUlphate of amllionia and the phosphate ·to-day, that would not give the 
.kind of comparison that I wish to make. The' comparison that I shall make 

. is this: supposing superphosphate and sulphate of ammonia were sold, in 
the country at the same price as in Europe, how would the cost compare 
with the combined imported fertiliser . 

.Mr. Anstead.-That is a point we have to consider. I quite agree. 

Pnsident.--Supposing superphosphate were produced in this country and 
marketed at about the same price as in Holland, would ammophos-- be shU 
cheaperP That is the point to be investigated. 

Mr. Anstead.-,-That we will have to look at. 
President.--J: wish to know whether you ,have investigated that point of 

·view. 
. Mr. Anstead.-lt is impossible for me to do ,that. I can only deal with 
.present prices. I,don't know at what price you can make superphosphate . 

. President.-We will put it this way : your .opinion is that if· the price 
of imported superphosphate and the price of imported sulphate of ammonia 
<are taken into. accl1l1nt. ,then ammophos is cheaper. Is that ,.your contenc 

tion? 
Mr. Anst6ad . ....,..~es. 
t'residflfi,t.-':" You a.re .not prepared 'to ,say that ammophos would be cheaper 

even If superphosphates and sulphate of ammonia could be produced at .the 
lIame ,price in this country.as in Europe. 
. Mr. An.ftead.-No. If you could produce in this .country sulphate of 
ammonia and ,superphosphate at ,the same price as .they are now produced in 
England, then nndoubtedly ammophos would be dearer, .but I don't know 
~ow far the people who make ammophos would immediately drop their price. 

President.-":There are ways in which Government can protect the country. 
'!'hat will have a world price. If it is found that the price in India is deli
berately lowered in order to kill an infant industry, the Government will 
see that it is not done. If they drop the price only for India, the inference 
is obvious that they don't want the indigenous industry to prosper. 

Mr. AfI.3t~ad.-I may tell you another point. If you are thinl.-ing of 
making superphosphate in this country, I am sure you don't propose to im
port rock phoaphate and make it ~ut here. You can make it out of bones. 

Dr. Matthai.-Jf your view is that there is no room at all fot' super
ph0llphates in the' .country then what is the point of stopping the export 
of bones? ' 

llr. An,.tead.~Posslbly none, All I want to warn' :vou· nhout is that I 
don't think there will be an increase in the use of sUf.'E'rJlhospha-tes if you 
reduce the .pf'ice, Not .aecessarily. That is the O11ly point I want to makE'. 
What I want to avoid most of all is that this Board should at any time suy 
.. we understood from, the Agricultural Department that if we made super
phospbates very cheap,the amount used would be .4 times as great as now ". 

IJr. Matthai.-What would be your opinion nn a proposition like this: 
you would admit that in the Madras Preside~y and prebably in the other 
Presidencies whatever happened with regnrd to combined fertilisers, there 
~ould be a d"mand for superphosphates to the extent. of 10,000 bms. 

Mr. Anstead.-Undoubtedly. 
'. Pr. Na~thai.-Supposing we made the suggestion that 10,000 tons of 

superphosphate should be made ,in this ~ountry at a fairly reasonable price, . 
thnt would be a sound proposition. 

:':41 r, .tn'teC!d.~Undoubtedlyj we should he delighted. 
,;41,., lIll4tllia$.-We understood f!'Om Dr. Clouston the other dav that. 

I\f adras hilS. ,i:ertain advantages fl'jIIl1I .the point of view of the Agric~ltural, 
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Department ~tt having their fertiliser,s manufactured. on the spot, since the. 
Department. is .able to keep in close touch with the manufacturers and to. 
arrange suitable times for delivery. 
. .liT. Arutead.~The only poiil.t I ~allt to make is that you must not 
expect its WMI to go up suddenly by leaps. and bounds, beca~se it is made 
cheaper. We will still use 10,000 tons, but not 20,000 tons. 

PreMent.-Do you mean to say that the price factor will not come in at 
~p . 

, MT. Autead.-No1J to tbll extent you seem to think. 
President.-Have you considered that. 
Yr. An,tead.-G!rtainly. 
P,.,3i;jeM.~Have Yolt made any allow$nce for the reduction in the price 

of superphosphate? 
Y'r. Amtead.-Yes. The present price has been taken. -:into account. 

Supposing you could sell it at Rs. 60 a tOile, 1; still do not think that we 
should double our consumption. I may be wrong, but it is my opinion. What 
I should like you to de very much is to sell me superphosphate at Rs. 45 a 
ton which is about the price in England. . 

PruuuAt._.Ks. 45 at the wor).s' 
Y'r.An'tead.-Yes. 
Prelident.-Supposillg it was Rs. 45 at the works, then you consider that 

there woald lie an. increase. 
Mf'. Amteod • ...;o.Even if you did that,. there would not be a very great 

increase. 
Yr. Yathilu.-What it comes to is this: the Agricultural Department in 

Madras view with favour any proposal to grant a bounty on fertilisers 1JSing 
sulphuric acid which would resulll in a uecrejl.Se. in. the price of superp/l~ 
phate. 

Mr. Amtead.-()f course we should. 
Presided.-I llnderstaD4 yo. rather aqvocate the use .of bone l!1eal by 

itself or bone superphosphate. 
Mr. An,tead.-I think you will find that if you use bone meal with green 

leaves and super~hosphate with green leaf, you get the same result. . 

B.one 8uperpho8plaat8. 

P'rujtknt.-Do you advocate the use of bone superphosphate' 
Y'r. Annead.-Yes. If you make superphosphate out of bone, you will 

get a very much better and purer supperphosphate than out of rock phos~ 
phate. 

Pre,ident.-I think you are. in favour of· stopping the exports of ~nes. 
M'r. A.,tead.-Yes. 
Pn~t.-If the export of hones was atopped, we must find some use 

fill' it. 

Mr. Anstead.-True. 

P'relident.-Do you think that supposing the export of bones were stopped 
entirely, superphosphate made out of bones would find a market in the 
country? 

M'r. Anstead.-lt would. My point is thi~: we use 10,000 tons of super
phosphate. At the present moment we get It from England. Why should 
we do that; why not make it out of bones here and 1,1se 10,000 tons. 

Prerident.-100,OOO tons of hones are being exported. If you want to 
stop the export, you must find a market. for the 90,000 tons, 

Yr. A1I.stead • ..;..-I don't care a bit what happens to the rest. 

Prerident.-Yoll mllBt take into aceountrthe economic point of view_ 
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Mr. Anstead.-My point is this: here you have bones lying at your door; 
you allow them' to be exported and force them up to such a price that I 
cannot use. Now I want them at such a price that I can use them. What 
I want is to have these bones at a reasonable price. Whether Ceylon or 
Bom~ o~er country goes short, ~t. doesn 't ~a~~er to me.' Whether some firm 
dealing In exports declares a dlvldend whlch lS 5 per cent; or 10 per cent. 
less, leaves me cold. . . . 

President.-Let me tell you this: when'you say, 'you want' only 10,000 tons 
and 90,000 tons should be kept in the country, people would not agree. If 
you are able to say that 100,000 tons would be "Used in 'the country, it is a 
different propAsition. You are not prepared to say that. 

Mr. Anstead.-No. 
Mt. Mathias.-If you stop the export, the price will drop.' I imagine that 

that is your object. 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-lil' that case possibly the price might drop so far that 

,they might not be collected. J 

, 'Mr: Anstead.-I don't think that would ever happen 'for this reason that 
there is an enormous difference between the price of bones, collected and the 
price at which they are sold. You can collect bones for something round 
about Rs. 40 a ton and you sell the bone meal at Rs. 120 a ton.' It is not 
the people, who collect ·the bones,who get the money. 

Mr. Mathias.-Bones which were easily available would still be' collected 
at a Jow price. The quantity would be reduced, but it: would still be suffi
cient for our purpose. 

Mr. Anstead.--:-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Itake it that this big increase in the export of ,bones from 

. India started from somewhere about 1912. " " 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes. 
Dr. lIlatthai.-In 1910 the export price 6f bones was Its. 65 a ton. I take 

, it that, if the exports were stopped, you would get bone meal now' at' Rs. 65 
a ton. ' , ' 

Mr. Anstead.'-Very likely. J 

Dr.lIlattha,i.-'-At Rs. 65 a ton on the experiments~that yoli have made, 
the ryot will get an increased profit of Rs. 14-3-0. At Rs. 120 a ton he will 
get an increased profit of Rs. 11-7-0, that is to say the difference that would 
make to the ryot would be only Rs. 2-12-0 an acre. Is that likely to make 
.any mate,ial difference to the ryot? What is the average !liZ'e of holding 
in the ,'l'anjore area? 

Mr. Anstead.-8ay 3 acres. 
Dr. Matthai.-'-That makes about Rs'. 7 extra. 
Mr. Anstead.-You should not look at it that way. Instead of asking me 

what is the average size of holding, ask me how many acres of paddy there 
are in the 'ranjore areal' There are 11 million acres'of paddy in the Madras 
Presidency. An extra. Rs. 3 on 11 millions would come to Rs. 33 millions, 
is it not worth while? ' 

Mr. Ma.thias.-How much bone meal per acre would be usedI' 
Mr. Anstead.-At the present moment we use one cwt. 
Mr. Mathias.-For 1 cwt. there would be a difference of Re. 3. 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes. 
President.-At what price do you take the bonesP 
M.,.. Anstead.-Rs. 65 to Rs. 120. 
Mr. Mathias.-Would it not result in a loss to tIle country if bones are 

Bold at Re. 65 per ton instead of being exported at Rs. 120. 
Mr. Anstead.-Who gets itP The ryot doesn't get it. 
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,.Mr. Mafhias.-It goes to other classes of persons i~ the country. 
Mr. Ansteaa.-It goes to big firms who have nothing whatever to do with 

the farmer. I:!ome big firms-X, Y, Z-may drop 5 per cent. 01;1 their divi
dends. It leaves me cold as a farmer., I am .here to, ,..epreaent the raiyat. 
I admit the difficulties, but that is ,my, point. I don't say for a momant that 
it can be done. What I do say'is and I have 'said this for many years, 
that nobody takes the trouble to really look at it and, see what can be done. 
I am hoping that the Board at least will look at it. 'l'eople say" We do 
not think that it is really worth looking"at it and it cannot be done"', and 
there is an end of it. H/I.S anybody, taken the trouble to see it so farr If 
somebody, will go into it, properly and 'say that it l)aIinot be done, 'I shall be 
content, but'l 'am not content until somebody has gone into it. 

Dr. Matthai;-The RoYal ;CommisSion'On 'Agriculture have turned it Clown. 
Mr~ Anstead.-Have' they' gonel irito'.'it P-
Dr. Matthai.-I presume they have gone iiito Hi. 
Mr. Anstead.-I think they hav~ not.' '" 

" p,.e'ident.-:-First~, all, befor~ we make any proposals; we must be'satis
fied that there is a demand for. it; 'and' that the Agricultural .Department 
would make use of the material, 'but if you ~a:y that; you' do not care whether 
90,000 tons is thrown' away or not; we' are quite helpless. 

Mr. Ansteaa.-Are you? ' 
President.-Absolutely. 
Mr. AnBtead.-In that case, 'I inust-give' it.'up'. 
PTeBident.':':"Because we must look at it 'from the economie poiilt of 

view? . , , 

'Mr. 'A1.,tilad.~Where, does ,economics, come ,in? Whakis''bhe 'use of 
'bolstering up one or two firms; who are interested in .theexpon of.bonea,to 
'Other countries? They do .;nothing for the farmers. 

President.-The money will g(fto the'chamar. " 
Mr. AnBtead.-To whom? That is the point. It 'does 'not go to the 

,r-aiyat in the country. 
President.-The raiyat- does J!.ot produce' bonesP 

,Mr. Ansteaa ....... Does he notP' 
PreBident.-Does he? If he does, why doesn't he stick .. to"themP 

'Mr. An8tead.~That is rather getting away 'from ,the point. The bones 
.come out of the land. ' , 

Presldent.:..<....if it'isyour'viewthat there'isonly room in the countrY for 
,10,000 tons of superphosphateB-'-inwhichever form it may be used-then' we 
,should find it very difficult to say that for this amount, 90,000 tons of bones 
'should be kept in the country. ' 

Mr. ,Al'I8tead.-I admit the difficulty. I only want you to look at' it no 
matter how difficult it is. , 

President.-I am trying to point out the great difficulty in the way. 
Mr. A.nsteaa.~I realise the difficulty. 

President.-Would you advocate the use of bone meal ~y itself or would 
you convert it into bone superphosphate? " 

, Mr. Ansteaa.-I would do both. There is a certain amount used by 'itself 
and the rest I would convert into bone superphosphate: 'I would want about 
10,000 tons. How much we should take over and above that, it is impossible 
'to say at the moment. It is nIl a -question' of price. 

President.-'fhis price of Rs. 120 a ton appears to be' higher than' what 
'We have got. " , ' 

Mr. Anstead.-~hat ,iathe ,expor.t price in the Madra.s ,Presidency at ,the 
moment. 



Presicleni.-lIel:e we find in the' Chemical Trade Journal that the price 
at Liverpool of 'Indian bone meal is given as £8-12-0. Ai. Bombay firm gave 
us a price Of Its. 75. " , ' 

Mr. Ailsiead.-Tbe' llrice I hav~ git.en you is the export price in Madras~ 
Mr. MathiO. •. -Do these bones, belong to the cultivatorP 
Mr. Anstead.-I do not, kno~ to whom they belong. 
111.,.. Jlathia8.~1>o. they belong 'to chamars~ 
MI'., An5tead.~'they collec~ these bones. 
Ail" Matitia8.~Does not ih~, cultivator get something oui of it? 
Mr. Ansftad.-NQ,' The cultivator does not, collect these bones; 
Mr. Mathia •. -:-Even ifh"l cannot collect, cannot he seli them? 
Mr. Alistead.-The raiyat sells away his cattle before they die, and he-

himself won't touch the bone. ' , 
Mr. Mathias.-He won't touch the bones. 
lIlr. Alistead.-No, but he will get it touched. 

,Presidtltt.-As regards the price, that is the present price of:' 
Messrs. Parry and Company, f.o.r. Madras. 

Mr. Allstead .. -Before I left Madras, I had that ,checked. 
Pre.ident.-ls that for bone meal? 
Mr. An.tead.-Yes. 
l're5ident.-lt is delivel'ed at £8-12-0 at Liverpool. 
l\l1'. Anstead.-A lot of this stuB goes to Ceylon and not ,to Liverpool. 
President.-The price will be about £7 f.o.b. 
MT. Math.ia;.~n page 2 of yOUl' letter, fOU give certain figures showing: 

Increased grain yields ftom the use of superphosphate. I want to knoW' 
whether the figures given there are eorrect or not. Fot" 100 Ibs. of super .. 
you get 130 but for 200 lbs. of super, you get .only 123 which is less. 

Mr. 4-n.tead.-1 know. 
Mr. Mathias.-ls that correct? 
.Vr. An.fead.-Yes, though I cannot explain it. 
Dr. Matthai.-On these figures, it would be best to apply 100 Ibs. of super • 
• Vr. An8tead.~ye8. 
Dr. Matthai.-:-Where you apply ammonium sulphate and super, in what. 

proportion are they used? 
, .Vr. A»st6ad.-The ryot . usually applies 12 cart loads (6 tons) of village

cattle manure per acre. 'Ve advise him to halve this dose, so as to distri
bute it over double the acreage and supplement it with arti6.ciaIs. Our.' 
mixture is, 6 cart loads of cattle manure, 80 Ibs.. sulphate of &mmoriia. and. 
1 cwt. superphosphate per acre. 

Amm.ophos . 

. rTe.ident.-How long have you been using the C/ompound fertili-serP 

.Vr. Afl.stead.-Do you mean the ammoph.os? 
Pre8ident.-l'es. , 
Mr. An.tead~-Not used it at all. In Burma they have been using it forr 

three yeats. We have only got it just now. 
Dr. Matthai.-Haveyou done any experiments on,' it in Coimbators? 
Mr. :Anstead.-We are just startin~ on very big scala to ,6.nd out its

pOSSIbilities. It is a brand new thing. 
, Presidenf.-Your opinion is rather based on what you expect from its 
use. 

Mr. Anstead.->-MY opinion is based on two things. Theoretically speak-. 
ina. as a chemist, I say. it should be the right thing. It is what we have-
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;been looking for (or' maRY years; and to back, :that,up; "'here experiments 
have been made in Burma, they have got satisfactory results. MessJ·s .. Sbaw 
.Wallace ;ane! COlDpapy .¥e ,selling a 10t.oJ. ,the st\lff in my !':residency 
and demonstrate its use. . . . . 

l'resident.-The actual results of this are ih Burma. So far as your p~~t 
;is ~ol1cerned, it·.is in the experimental stage. In 'fact you have not even 
lItarted maki,ng exp.eriments; 

. ,Mr. An.3te~:,...,.There is .nil reasol,l to supp<!sethab t!ie results in Madr~ 
will be any different.' .' 

President.-Will you give me the price? 
Mr. Anstead.-Rs. 220 a ton. 
President.-I do n~t ,!w\lw ·jtsche.~ica.l.cont.ents. 
Mr. An.stead.,lt Ilontai~ 13 per cent, of ammonia, 16 per cent. of nitro

~eit, 20 per' cent .. of. Phospboricacid. It: co~tain~ a~out' 18 'to 20' per . cent~ 
'Of superphosphate; 
. j>reside~t.~~l).'t ,you get me .th~sinfor:m!l.tionP. We ,w~n~ the an\llysi$ 
;and aep8.1ate pgqres forlluperphospha.tes, ,and . a~ophQS' ,We :want th, 
price in each case so that. '!VEl. may wor)!: out pe,!,' .UD\t. ,1:l1e, ppce factor 
weighs somewhat with us. " . , 

Mr'. A~8tead.~Mr; Hughes says,that it is Rs.220 a ton, f.o,r. l\Iadi'asc 
Presi¢ent.-;-'fhat is to say, you have got to incur the' iandillg' c)Iarge. 
',Mr, q.'f!./1h~~.~It i.s ~()u~ly ;lts •• 7 fr9~ t~ ~J\.ip~~ia~. ," " 
.President.......wbat ,is th!! pdce of. superphosphate? 
Mr. H'U{/hes.-Rs. 80 per ton f.o.-r.'Madras. 
I'resident· • ....;,J.n ,this .i)aBe ·also, the . landing e~!,'ges ,.willi ,come <tQ about 

Its. 7 I think, 
,Mr. llu~~e~.-:X!!s: . .. . '.' 

, Mr . . ,4.n.stead."It,co¥tains abollt 18 t020 .. per cap-t, .l"Qs. 
l'r.erid~t.--i;)qll/l ~t contain .as,.~uch a" that? 
Mr. Anstead.-Yes, 'it is high grade. It is guaranteed at that: 
.l'tieaidmt . .....-If it lis .loss than l8per cent. ~~ ·.makesome a.llowanc.e. 
Mr. Ansotead.~t never is. . 
President.-What about sulphate of :ammonia? . 
jJ11'. Hughe8.~RS. 156 ,per tonf.o.r. ¥adras ,less Its. : r for.~andin~, !ltc, 
.Pr~8ident.-:-D,!es itcontai.J'I. ~ . .6 per cent. nit~ogen? . 
·Mr. 4.n.steall.-Yes. 
Pr.e'i4en.t~";""1 .shall .have todD thearit.h.metic later on, 
Mr, AnBtead;...;.../'fhere· is one other point about thiS and I want to lay' all. 

the facts be~o!,'e you. You must remember one thing about superphosphate 
3I'ld that is. it is an .expensive I!tufi ,to handle because it is acid and destroys 
·the ,bag. 1 nnd that. there ,is a charge. ,for repacking. If it ,is stored for any, 
period of time, the bag is eaten up and so it has to be repacked, That· 
does .not apply:to, SolDe of, ~hese ,other ,things. 

Mr. Mathias.-That would· be an ·argument in ofavour of manufacturing 
lphosphates in this country. 

Ml'. Anstead.-Tha.t is a. strong ·point. 
Dr. Matthai.-Jf you are making it at Ranipet and sending it on to 

Trichy, you :would not have to repack it; 
Mr. AnBtead.--:No. 
'Dr . . Ma.tthai.----Ou your ligures, the cost of reilUC;king is ~s~ 6. 
Mr. t~stead.-:-It· isa ltigh .figure, but ,'that ·ilithe figure ~hicha. firm 

.ga.ve me. , . 
,PToII,ident.,...,4.pal'.j; from .chemical .action; it isqerta.iu£.i' ,not cheaper ill 

terms of units. What I mean is, on these figllres, ,aput; from the chemical' 
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advantages it may have, taking the price factor alone into account, it is nor. 
cheaper., ", , . 

Mr. Hutckinson.-It·is cheaper on the field, but it is not 'cheaper in 
Madras. ' , , f 

. -. , , 'I 
President.-The advantage must be decisive before we turn down a tlling 

which is used all over the world. 50 per cent. of the sulphuric acid is .used 
to-day in the manufacture of superphosphate all over the world and "efore 
'the whole of the world takes' to Ammophos or other' patent fertilizers. the 
advantages must prove to be decisive. ' .' "' , 

Mr. Anstead.-'l'hat is true. 

Manufacture of superpkospko,te. 

President.-Lwant t~ go into. the figures. lam glad, Mr; Hughes; YOIl 
are here, because you will be able to assist us: . I find that between the port 
and tbe warehouse there are many charges. Mr. Anstead has given us some 
figures. Take the Algerian .rock phosphate;' for instance, 65'68 per cent.: 
the price given.in the trade journals is 3i1i. 'a' unit. That I take it is tIle 
unit of the phosphate contained in it, is it not?· . 

1lfr. Hugkes.-If you take it at fl. per unit. it '!'ill be 16shilli~gs f.o.b~ 
That is more likely. . 

Mr. Ansteod.-There. is just a point. \Vhen'you take a' thing like rock 
phosphate yau must remember that 'you have got to be quite sure wliat YOIl 
buy, and see that it has got a low content of calcium carbonate. That is 
why we cannot handle our own deposits in this country. 

P·resident.-But ,we expect the manufacturer to get the right sort. 
Mr. Anstead.-I am not quite sure about that. 
Dr. Matthai.-Messrs. Parry and Company gave us a figure of £2-0-4 per 

ton ex-Morocco for rock phosphate. That--would make it Re. 27 a ton f.o.b. 
President.-lf it was Re. 27 a ton f.o,b. superphosphate could not be 

lold here Ii. 
Dr. Hutchinson.-Have you got any figures to show· what.is the economio 

unit of manufacturing superphosphate in India, that is, to say the smallest 
amount that you can manufacture economically? " 

President.-It is always a very,difficult proposition to find, out,wha.t is 
an economic unit. It must have reference to local conditions. ".' 

Dr. Mattkai.-Really it would mean that it must have referenoo t~·the 
price at which you want it to be sold here. If you can get· the imported 
stuff at, say, Re. 80 per ton, the Bcale at which you 'can produce here at a 
price which would enable you to get Re. 80 per ton, that would be the 
economic unit. 

President.-With reference to any country that unit is economic, which 
enables you to produce an article at or below a price at which you are able 
t() import it. 

Dr. Hutckinson.-You can't say what that economic unit is. You CaDi 
say that for India with reference to nit.rogen. 

President.-What is the unit suggested? 
Dr. Hutchinson.-lOO,OOO tons of nitrogen to compete with the import 

price. 
President.-lOO,OOO tons of nitrogen, that is to say 2 million tons ()f 

sulphate of ammonia. The whole question is a very difficult ()De. Nobody, 
80 tar as I know, has investigated what would be an eC()Domic unit in this 
country having regard to the cost of cool, for instance. The comparisons 
that are made are very unreal. Take the cost of hydro-electricity for instance 
and compare it with the cost of coal; that is not a real comparison. No
one has shown that hydre>-electricity is cheaper than electricity produced 
from coal at 4 shillings a. ton. 
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Mr. Amtead.-There is another point. If superphosphate is going to be 
manufactured in this oountry, do you visualise a central factory making super 
for the whole of India or a number of factoriesi' ' 

President.-It may probably be one factory for the whole ,of India to 
start with. ' , ", 

Mr. Anstead.-In that case it depends greatly on where it, is situated. 
/:!upposing that factory was in Calcutta, for us the railway freight to Madras 
would increase,the price of superphosphate enormously. 

Pnrident.-That is true but if it was produced on a large scale in 
Calcutta. the freight. would be-very much reduced. 

Mr. Amtead.-It would have to be. 
President.-That is the idea, otherwise there is no point in it. 
Dr. Matthai.-At the present rates the freight from Calcutta to Madraa 

is somewhere about Ra. 12 a ton. At present you get superphosphate in 
Madras at Re. 80 per ton. Obviously if a factory were to' be 'situated ill 
Calcutta you must be able to make the stuff at Ra. 80 min"" the freight. 

Mr. Amtead.-That is the poiut. 
l'nridmt . ..,-Mr. Hughes, will you please tell.me about these chargesI' 
Mr. Hughe •. -These are out of date: these operated before we came int. 

the superphosphate market. ,The present ,·rates, are as follows:-

Landing charges from' ship to rail . ' 
Distributor's eommi88ion, 3 aUllas" per bag of 

1 cwt., or per ton 
Cartage and handling at destination, 2 amias 6 

pies per bag on an average or'p,er·ton 

President.-'-How many bags to a tonI' 

Re. A. P. 

'i 0 0 

312 0 

3 2 0 

Mr. Hughe •. ....:..20 bags to a- ton. 'The allowance for' 
rebagging :. • 1 '8 0 

President.---t:;hare of depot rent. 
Mr. Hughu.-There is ItO depot rent.. ' 
Preridenf.-Who pays itl' 
Mr. Hughe •. -The distributor pays it 'out of his commission. 
Presidetlt.-Ailrega,ds this cost of rebagging, if the stuff' were manufac-

tured bere, that'would not arisei' -

Mr. J1ughe •. -C..lt would still arise. 
President.-B~t not to the same extent. 
Mr. Huglle •. -It takes five weeks to come out from ;Rotterdam to Madras; 

the life of a bag, is three weeks after, that~ so .that two 1Il0nths is the life 
of a bag. '~ '-" -' '-

Prerident.-}'ive weeks go out, tmeeweeks remain, that is to say Irds of 
this cbarge must go out, if the stuff is to be manufactured .here. 

Mr. Hughes.~tocks will have to- be kept in places where they will be 
accessible to the ryot. 

President.-'l'hat arises in IIlvery case. I can understand tlie other 
charges remaining the same but not these five weeks. Five weeks is extra 
compared from the factory to the depot. ' -

Mr. Hughu.-If -a factory is executing specific orders, it is quite aU 
right. ' 1f we are putting them into depots and sell them to individual 
ryots . . . . . ' 

Prcsident.-It will incur the same charges from Madras to depot. There 
1 quite agree that three weeks would be quite all right, but five weeks must. 
go oot, is it not BOP , 
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Mr. Huohes.-'l'bey stiJ\ lose on bags. 
Presidl!nt.~Hut rebagging would riot be 'required if you bad a f::lt1;O~ 

in tbe country. ,', ' 

.'117'. A.nstead.-The point is where your' charges are Rs. 7-8-0, would it /lot 
be safe to assume that we can reduce it to Rs. 3? 

Pr6sident.-l'he whole point is rebagging would not be required. 

Mr. Huohes.-If you put it into stock, it would reqttire a certain amount 
~f rebaggmg. 

Dr. Matthai.-Ittakes about five weeks for the thing to come out. That 
live weeks is about- the time that would be required for distribution in this 
country. 
• N'f. l;lllohes.-:-It ,is for distributio~ and not for consumption. 
':, Mr., Anstead.-I think you can, reduce that I'ebagging cost from'Rs. 7-8.a 
to Rs. , or Rs. 5. 

Presideflt.-Tbe bags go from here and come back. 
Mr. l;lUfJhes.-Yes. 
Presidrnt.--,Your bagging and rebllgging charges ,would 'be' considerable. 

n is a big item. 
Mr. A.nstead.-What is the price of bags in England Bnd in India? That 

ill a point which has got to be taken into account. 
President.-What happens, I take it, is this: that one third of the bags 

is practically damaged. Tha~ charge will not ,be incurred if the article is 
manufactured in the ,country. Why should there be rebaggingP 

Mr. Hug/IIl •• -1f your manufacture~ were doing development work. they 
would probably incur losses. 

President'.-We are now going beyond that stage. I want to see by how 
much the cost could be reduced if the stuff were manufactured locally. That 
is the point of my question. I put it to you that the question of rebagging 
would not arise. You know for exporting sulphate of ammonia, they had 
to do the doublll bagging. 

Mr. Huohes.--8ingle bagging is enough. 
President.-Double bagging has been given up by the 'Steel Company, 

because they don't have to export and they can sell the stuff in the country 
and therefore the cost of bagging is reduced. 

Mr. Huohes.--8ulphate of ammonia is imported in single bag .. 
President.-Thestuff has not got to cross the' selUl and therefore there 

ill a tremendous amount of saving in bagging, and rebagging and wastage. 
Dr. Hutchinson.-The di,fficulty would becomlj less. They would be able 

to place the order and get the stuff straight from the factory to the depot. 
which would be much cheaper. " , 

i>resident.-What is the c.i.f. price of superphosphate? 
Mr. Hughes.-Rs. 56 to Rs. 58. ' Mr. Anstead has got Rs. 62. 
Mr. A.mtead.-l'hese are 1926 figures. 

Prt"side,d .-Probably there has bE'en some reduction in freights. 'l'here is 
always a dilferlc'Dce between the freights from Holll\ud and from Great 
Britain. " 

Mr. l;luohes.-Yf's. 
iPresid8'~t.-We have found that there is that difference between British 

and Uontinental freights. 
, Mr. Hughe,.-The whole thing comes from Holland .tIlnd there is no super 

in Great Britain. Including toe ,charges we are selling .it only at Rs. SO. 
To whatever depot we may sell, it is Rs. 80 plus the railway freight. 

Presidmt.-Whnt it comes to is this: supposing the factory is situated in 
Ualcutta, this stuff must be delivered at Coimbatore at a price of Rs. 70 plus 
the railway freight to Coimbatorf' from Madras. 



Mr. Anstead.-That is what it is going fl), come to if it is going to help us. 
Nr. Httghfls;-The c.i.f. price, Madras .inc.Iudes th!l manufacturer's profit. 
President.-'l'here is no profit here. . . . 
Mr. Hughes.":"But it includes the profit of, t.he manufacturer abroad .. 
President.-That is the way in which these big ·organisations work. There-

'iI! ~ middlem.an .which we don't contemplate, We have found that in every 
ease the big (Jorporations always have a middleman. They have a selling: 
eompany 'which also .makes its own profit. . In !'. country like this, there is. 
lloi1 yet: room for that .. 

M1'~' Htighe8.~They. must have salesmem . 
. . President.~We must make allowance, but we have found that.by coupling: 
these big saloil otganisations of the CompanY', the costs generally go up as far
as India is concerned. . 

Dr. Mdtthdi.~If you: ha.,e an ideal system ul).der which the ryots. would. 
purchase through a Co.operative Society straight from the Indisn factory .. 

Mr. Anstedd.""'-Thait floft't c()me fot a huridredi ' years. 
Mr. Hughes.-Would it not demand profit. 
President.-By thli employment of this middleman Company, you don't: 

get rid of the commission agent. What \Ve do is we ·simply allow the manu
facturer his charges up to f.oor. works'; then we add the charges of the
commiSBion agent. We don't have another middleman between the commis
sion agent and the manufacturer as the Nitrams is. Why should Nitrams. 
come in at .all from our point of view? Where a big organisation has got. 
to carryon sales il! different parts of the' world, it would be right, but from.. 
our point of view, we think it is an unnecessary charge on. the industry .. 
If iou have got rid of the other middleman and if you have only the commis
sion age~t, well and good, but when you have thecommiSBion agent as well 
as the middlemen whose profits are considerable, we think it is an unnecessary 
charge. 

Mr. Hugh8S.~Itis all right if they take shelter behind the work we are
doing. If they had' started,. initially, they would be in a hopeless position: 
1'he:t would want a good deal of money. 

Prtsident.~r· am" not grudging' you your profits. I am, trying to explain· 
to you h~w we regard- it. Supposing we started a factory here, we wouldn't. 
see the point of Nitrams at all. 

;Mr. Hughces'.~Nitnms wouldn't come .in .. tbis .. 
Ptesident.-I alii talking of the selling, Company. 
Mr. Hughes.-I maintain that the manufacturer would either sell to big:. 

1irms or he would have' his own selling staff. 
President.-When you have a selling company .working under a parent 

(Jompany? . 
Mr. Hughes.-Do you visualise that if superphosphate is manufactured. 

by. a Company in this country it would --sell direct to the ryot? 
. l're8ident.-No. 

Mr. Hughes . ...,...Howare they going to sell it? 
l'resident.-They would sell to the Co-operati.,e Society or to the <'onlmis

Bion agent just the same as they are doing. now. 'Only there won't be :motbe
(Jompany in between. 

Mr. Hughes.-Will there not be another Company? 
President.-Wtiy should there be? 1'ou have got a producing Company;. 

JOu have got a selling Company and you have got the commiSBion. agent. We-
lay that we want to cut out the selling Company. . 

Mr. Hughes.-Thatis what you visualise doing,. 
President.-Yes. 
Mr. Hughe3.~an that be doneeasiiy? 
President.-Why :pot? 
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Mr. Hughe& . .....:The stuff doesn't sell itself. 
Pr6sident.-I am' not suggesting that. You are not selling it yourself. 

Even to-day you are employing agents. I 

Mr. Hugh68."'-We are doing much more than that. ;We have got Plen 
IJVho are doing demonstration work. 

President.-;-It is very good you are doing that and I hope you will conti-
4lue doing: it. , 

Mr; :,Anstead, I would like to summarise the discussion we have had this 
morning. Supposing we accept your figure of 10,000 tons and we proposed 
that superphosphates to the extent of 10,000 tons should be manufactured 
.in the country and put into the, market at a price at which superphos
.phates ~an ,be imported or at a price below that by means of a bounty 'or, by 
,any means, do you think that it would be a good thing to do. ' 

Mr. Ansteaa.-.Undoubtedly it would ,be. 7'he only thing I want is cheaper 
iertilisers. ' " 

President.-What ,about the Trichinopoly rock phosphlltes? ,Can you 
make use of it? " , ' ",:' , 

Mr. Anstead.-We p,an do nothing with Trichinopoly rock phosphate:, 
President.-UntilJiO~e other method ,is introduced, ' 
Mr. Anstead . .....;Unless you introduce an electrical method. 
Pre$idelit.-That I don't know. 

,Mr., Anstead.-There is a cha£ce of doing it. But the quantity is limited; 
, President.-lt is' also scattere,d to some, extent. 
Mr.' Anstead.-Yes., 
}fr'. 'Matthai.~Is any' private Company experimenting on Lhat? 
Mr; Anstead.-Nobody is doiniit. The only 'point I want to make is 

this: it does seem to me that if some method were invented, we should Lot 
,.allow·it to go out of the country. I should like to keep it, but of 'ccurse 
it cannot be used with sulphuric acid, because of the large quantity of 
calcium carbonate 'which it contained. You would waste ,acid and make a 
low grade superphosphate and there is the enormous expenditure. It ~s 

:out of the question chemically. If you can use an electrical method, then 
'it is possible. But when it is utilised I want to keep.it in the .Presidency 
and not allow it to be exported. 

President.-Is there any cheap electric power in the neighbourhoodP 
Mr. An.!tead.-Thereis the' possibility of .the Periyar Hydro-electric 

4Icheme. 
DI'. Matthai.-You are an extreme swarajist economically. 

'Mr. An"tcad.':"'Absolutely. 

• 
Bone superphosph.ate. 

Pre3ident.-Supposing this bone superphosphate was manufactured, and 
1!upposing we recommended that the manufacture of superphosphates ought 
·to be undertaken in the country, provided the price to 'the !'yot doesn't go 
·up beyond the price at 1Vhich it may be imported, would you allow a higher 
"price for it than for the superphosphateP .• " . 

Mr. Anstead.-No, 
Dr. Matthai.-Because it cont,ains a certain amount ~f nitrogen. 

Mr. AnsttCtd.-Yes, very little. 

Mr. Math.ias.-How much is it? 
Mr. Anstead.-It is a very varying pr:oportion. I suppose the average is 

"2~ per cent. You should not calcull!-te it BI! 8 per. cent. That is of "ery 
dittle,value and I would not pay a. higher prlce for It. 

,President.-If it is 21 units, it is about Re. 17 to Re. 20. 



Mr. A.nstead.~But then I can get my nitrogen so cheaply and I am not 
prepared to pay you a bigger price f()r nitrogen .in phosph~te. 

President.-You are paying Rs. 8 a unit for nitrogen. 
'. Mr. A.nstead • .,-I. do not. know. Anyway i: won;t; buy 'it in.'that· fonn. I 

am not prepared to pay you a bigger price~ ,., . 
President,-,-I am just putting it to you. At present nJli.rogen· costs you 

as. 8; it hlloll got a value. ',' .' . . '. 
Mr. A.flstead . ..,....1t Jl~,:a ,value 'hut '~th~:1j. small value:. 
President.-The .m~xinlum ,is about.,Rs.8.,a .u~it. You may be able to 

pay Rs. 2D .foil the. 2l,u,nits, \lutwould, you,PaY Rs., 10 extra ,for itP. 
M.".' A.1istead.-I'would-ilot:· for ithis reaSon that I should'stiIlhave .to:put 

more nitrogen which is going to cost me money. So, I would much rather 
do it in some other, way~ TheJalDount"of: nitrogen you are.giving me . .i!J so 
little that it. is,: not, wotth; getting ·it. in' tbll-t forlIl> Do you see, what, ,Iqneal;1 P 

Presideni.':"':'But yoU: 'are 'Pay'ingmor~ 'fot'it! 'We 'will put it, this way. 
Supposing you wanted to use twenty, twenty? 

Mr. A.nsteatt-The: point is' this. If 1 did that, you mean to suggest 
that if 'I am 'using' 80 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia' now, instead of using 
IKl lbs. I need only use 60. But there is a- practical d~fficultt. in doing that. 
In'the firslplacethlipackages are' 80 lbs. There. would bea lot Ilf trouble 
in splitting packages: ,I should not do so. I should put in' a little ex:;tra. 

Presicient.-It is an expensive stuff. If you use about 3 units more, it 
IlOSts you Rs. 20. .' '. .,' ..... . . ' 

Mr. A.nstead.-I know it does: 'We are not getting, down to tJ!.ese hare 
units. We cannot make an absolute formula in 'a thing like that. . '.' 

President.-The man says ,,':My superphosphate! contain's' something which 
has got a market value ".·You' say that youaie not· prepared to' pay'that 
mArket ·value. ' , . , 

Mr. A.nstead.-I don't think that you will get it. We must' buy the 
eheapest stuff. What 1 would suggest 'to-you is that when yol1are looking 
for a source of rock phosphate out of. ,which, you,.make Impel', you. mush ,.take 
tbe possibility of your bones. into account. 1 don't say that. it can, be ,done. 
-But you 'ought' to bear that 'in, 'mind and iet that' extra nitrogen go. You 
are 'giving a better stuff .at'·tha sai:n~ price at whic,h 'we 'can buy ordinary 
super, you are' giving ,the r;totS"ata cheaper price reaIIy'gbodstuff. v, 

President . .-.:....it'~ililfly' m,e.it~ .' tlt~t 'hids givi.ng . y~u,' a much, b~tter' stuff 
for a lower pr~ce. , .' . ' . 

Mr. A.nstead.-Yes, 'I want thai: 
President.-Why should he d~ sor . ;.'" ., . 
Mr. A.nstead.-lt boils down to this: will it be cheaper in 'the.' end to 

make your superphosphate out of ,bones or will. it be cheaper to make it out 
of rook phosphateP: If, you.,come.to the conclusion that it is cheaper to 
make it out of Algerian phosphate, then let the bones go. 1 have' nothing to 
Bay then. Let them be exported; .. ' But ,1 would like you, when you are 
considering the source ,of rock phosphate, to. consider the possibility of 
using your bones. I would not go further than that.' ' 

Pre&ident.-Supposing . we come to this decision that to produoe"bone 
BUperphosphate it. costs .Rs. 16 more. 

Mr. A.nstead.-'l'hen, don't do it. 
. l're8ide~t.-It .contains nitrogen, but then you say that y~uare 'not going 
~~~~. . " " 

Mr~ A.1istead.-l won;t" 'what will happen ii that you will, have two 
grades ,on the market here, both being made in India at two different prices. 
One WIll be batter than the other. In, that case, the raiyat will buy the 
eheaper stuff, . ,.' " 

"Dr. Maithat'-At present, Parry's are s~IIing both. 
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Mr. Anstead . ....:-yes. 
lJ7·. Matthai.-Do they ~ot get a higher price for the bonesuperphosphate~ 
Mr. Anstead.-I doubt whether they are selling 'much bone superphos-

phate in competition with tile' other stuff. They are selling it largely to 
planters who do not mind the price. . 

President.-Supposing we: make a proposal"':":'it· is quite immaterial to us 
what stuff they use; it is left to the manufacturer and if the manufacturer 
finds that he can get a better price for bone superphosphateP . 

Mr. An8tead.~Whllt r should like you to be able to arrange is that you 
sbould not only make the stuff' ab the same price at which it could be im-· 
ported but tbat you .should be able to makll a better stuff than the imported 
stuff. 

JJr. Matthai.-It really would come to this; If people could get bone 
superpbospbate at .Rs; 80 f.o.r. Madras,' then you are really making bone
superphosphate cheaper because you, are, putting .on . the market II. better 
article. 

Mr. Anstead.-lJut I don't want to pay Rs. 85. . I am not going to give
you extra Rs. 5. My suggestion is that you might be able to do that-not 
necessarily at ODCe by prohibiting the expOl't of bones. That is one of the
several suggestions .. Wby should not these people who buy these bones pay 
a duty P Let Dsutilise the duty to subsidise the manufacture of sulphuric
acid. I would not go to the extent of prohibiting the export; but put an. 
~xport tax on bones. 

Presiden.t.-The export tax would fall on these people. 
Mr. Anstead.-:-Which people? 
fresident.-On these people who exportP 
Mr. Anstead.-Thaf; leaves .me absolutely.cold. 
]Jr. Matthai.-The advantage of the grower is really the amount lost by 

the l'ariah. 
Mr. Anstead.-What does he get? 
lJr. Matthai.-J have not the faintest idea. 
Mr. Anstead.-I believe that he gets about Rs. 40 a ton. Of course every

'body exploits the pariah. It is not he who gets any profit .. It is the exporter 
who does. You can get the bones collected by pariahs iIi Madras at Rs. 4() 
a ton. These tbings are ground and sold outside at Rs. 120 a ton, and it is 
the exporting firm who gets the difference of Rs. 80 per .ton. . 

President.-Wbere is the principal source of bone supplyP 
Mr. Anstead.-It is scattered all over the country". 
President.-I understood from Dr. Clouston that the largest centre was 

the ,United .i'rovinces. 
Mr. Anstead.-lt depends on the cattle population. My pOint is that if 

'Vou have an organisation you can sell your bone meal much cheaper. At 
present, the pariah i~ bled to ~he utmost. ,He is Rot paid an anna more. 
Apart from tbat, he 18 cheated lD every pOSSIble way. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do Government give a contract for collecting bones in 
Government forest P 

Mr. Anstead.-NI>. The profit in this bOlle meal business of firms must 
~e enormous, whatever they may say. The weak point is to get an organi
eation for collection. That could be arr~nged. I see no reason why it 
.nould not be arranged. . 
. President.-It would not 'necessarily cheapen the price of bones to the 
ralyat in the country because instead of the exporter .getting a higher price, 
It would be the pariah who would get it. The price of bones in the country 
would be regUlated by the price at which he could sell them outside the 
tountry. Now he may sell them at Rs. 40 a ton but when he realises that 
they could be sold at Rs. 100 outside the cOllntry, he would also demand II. 

lIigher pri~ for the bones. 
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,!'here is one point in your letter which I was not able to follow, and that 
as in connection withwbat Dr. -Glouaton said 6bout the·use of bones. You 
88y .. 1t should be' borne in miud 'that there lire possibilities of using bone 
meal in· its raw . state. Working on the utilization of the natural sulphur 
-oxidising pew-er of £ertain:· soil bact!!ri. for the solubilillation of the phOsphate 
IIf bone meal by I;omposting .carried out at ,¥usa showed that in a compost of 
llane meal sulphui', sand and'charcoal the percentage of soluble p.O" increased 
from 23'5 to 6('2 in 16 weeks and the super~rity of the compost as a manure 
was well marked in field trials. n 

Mr. Anstead.-Whatl meaRiS this. You need Bot use your bones direct 
lin the land. There are other ways of using it. When you put raw· bones 
lin the land, the phosphate is insoluble and you hope that it will become 

.tIOluble by fermentation ill ~hesoi1,Jrith r;reen:leaves. Suppesing you,~rry 
<out ~hat process in a .heap and mil[ it with sulphur aild ,bacteria, then you 
would get your bones soluble for use ill' the land. That is imother.:way of 
making supeQ)hosphate. 

President • ....:.lnstead of making it. Gut oisulphuric acid. . 
Mr. An,tead.-That is a bacterial method of making superphospha~. i 

merely put that to show to you that there are other wayS (If using bQlle~. 
I am not using it as an argument for the manufar:ture f)f superphosphaw. 
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF JNDIk 

Oral Evidenc~ of Sir EDWIN PASCOE' .ad Dr.L. L. FERMOR, 
recorded at Calcutta on Monday, the 25th February, 1929. 
'. )';'. :". 

'Introductory: : 

Preaident.-Sir Edwin Pasooe, you e.re ,the Direotor, peologioal Survey ci 
Indi,.? ' , 

SiF' Edwin.-Yes. 
Pr6,ident~-What' position does Dr: Fermor hold' 
sij. Sdwi».-He. is the Head' Superintendent and officiates for me when 

I go on leave.' " . 
President.-;-Is this department directl;v: under the oontrol, of the Govel'll~ 

ment of India? ' " 
Sir Edwin.-Yes:' 
Pre8ide~t.~In relation, to the provinoes what is the position? . 
Sit Edwin.-We write every yee.r and ask LoCal Governments to suggest 

any work they would like us to undertake and try to meet their wishes .. 
fe.r as the size of our staff permits. 

Functions 01 the department. 

Prof'Bident.-What is the prinoipal work of the depe.rtment? 
SiF Edwin.-The prinoipal work is the making of the geologil'ill map of 

India. We also look out for fresh minerals and make a soientifio study of 
the rooks. We also deal with mining leases and prospeoting licenses. We 
have no administrative powers, but e.re oonsulted as an advisory body. 

President-That is to say, in what form the leases should be issued anel 
80 on? 
, Bit Edwin.-Yes, any question oonneoted with a lease or a prospecting 
lioense; whether the terms are suitable or should be altered ~ any way. etc. 

PtBsident.-I take it the Government does not give any perpetual leasee 
as rege.rds minerals? 

Sir Edwin.-No, but there is a right of renewal. Leases are generally 
granted over a period of 80 years with the right of renewal for a further 80 
years, in some oases there is a right to renewal which oe.rries it to a total 
of 90 years. 

President.-Is there a limitP 
SiF Edwin.-There is a limit. 
Prflsident.-It is generally on a royalty basis, is it not? 
Sir Edwin.-Yes. If the royalty does not come to a certain amount, the 

lessee has to pay dead rent which is a sort of minimum royalty. 
President.-As regards prospecting, how much does your depe.rtment do? 
Sir Edwin.-Hardly any. We only do actual prospecting work when we 

e.re asked by Government to do it for any speoial reasons. When a parti
lule.r industry is to be enoouraged for some partioular reason, a Local G0-
vernment may ask us to go a little further than the ordinary pioneer investi. 
gation and we undertake prospeoting. 

Mr. Mathias.-Prospecting is usually done by private pries? 
Sir Edulin.-Yes. 
Preaident.-If & man really oomes in for prospecting, what sort of infor. 

m&.tion would he find in your department? 
Sir Edwin.-The first thing he does is to oome and ask for a geologioal 

map. Then he asks for any l'eport we have rege.rding that prioular mineral 



M locality, (our work is, always published. ,as Boon as possible). He consults 
Gur publications and sees what actual pioneer work has b'.'en done' on that 
mineral or locality. ,.,' ,,' 

Dr. Matthai . ...:,...Do you . have a.xi aDnual report Or oWy' a, 'quinquennial report? ' 
Sir Edwin.-We publish an annual as well as a quinquenniaL mineral 

~eview, and alsQ an ljoJlJlual.General B,ep~r~., . 
Dr. Matthai.-Which· is the latest inmeral,review that"you hav~ issued ,so 

far? Is there one .for 1927.281 
Sir Edwin.-The 1927 review is out. 
Dr. Matthai.-When do yon expect-the next quinquennial report to' be 

out? 
Bir Edwin.-'-"It will "be-: teadytowardli the end of this year. 
Dr. FermoT.-The a.D:iiual reviews':are much shorter than the quinquennial 

reviews which give a lot of information which is not given in the annual 
review. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-Dr. Fermor In his note'has given the 'figilres of 'output for 
these minerals for the year 1927. Would the department be able to give us 
output ngures for 1928? ' 

Sir Edwiri.-,-<We can give you them in" August, some of them'inJuly 
possibly, notbefor&· that. . 

President.-As yegardS 'the available.' quantities, your department has 'not 
milch information, I mean as regards the actual 'reserves. 

Bir Edwin.~In some cases" we, have." 
Pr68ident.-You have given some sort ofestiinate as 'regards <,oking 'coal 

and iron ore. " 
Sir Edwin.-'-It ii a very rough estimate: 
Pmident.-That of , course .is'a.ll0int of eo me 'imporiance l,n'our,enquiry., 
Sir Edwin.-It iss~ch an' impossible question to deat With' because so 

many factors have to be 'considered. "Many of these factors' are incapo.ble of 
estitilstion. You can, for instance, increaSe your<'supplies ·of coking coal by 
blending 'iii with 'non-coking 'coal. . 
, Pre8ident,~we',ii.res8.tisnE!d: 'if we kIio~ that for'50'or'100years imder 
normal conditions we have got sufficient supplies. We Clon"li want 1;0" go 
beyond that period. In tpe present enquiry also there are certain', minerals 
118 regards which' we should like'to kIiow 'tne quantities that are likely ·to be 
available. .. " " 

Sir Edwin.-'-'-I 'made''- 'rough· 'iistimate 'regarding e6king ci>a.I, for the '1'ariff 
130ard befor~ .in,conne~on ¢.~h. ~ iron :fIIld ,steel enquiry., :. 

Presitlent.-In:, malring yolir estimates' what is the general line that you 
follow for any kind of lllin;e~al,~ " , ,,' ,.'J ,,,' , ',:'. , 

, Bir Edwin.-We me!lSure the thickIiess 9f the deposit, we get some idea of 
the'width, hoW' deep the ore' is 'likelytO"'go, how deep you cali·'mine and 
'lVhet~er there,is going to be w.atertrou~le if.You venture to go: d~er. AU 
these factors Have to be,taken Into conSideration. ' ,', ,', 
. :c Presidmt.-'-liake it iD: the case, of surface 'minerais it is 'lDuCh eiuiier to 
make an estimate thaD. 'in' the casll' of a miner8l like .oil? ,'.' , 

Sir Edwin.-The question of oil is much more difficult; you ha~e nothing 
to measure. In making your estimate for coal you' can measure the thickness, 
the depth' and so on; as also to some' extent iII the case of an 'ore body. 
It is a pure gamble in the case of oil. . ' , ' ~ 

Dr. Fermor.-It is ~asieI'.toestimate in the caSe of a stratiAed'mineral 
like coal, but it is difficult with other minerals because their method of 
tormationis such that the deposits are of irregular' shape, CioaJ is the 
easiest to estimate. ' " 

Pre8ident.--What about limestone, magnesite and mineraIil' of that' sort? 
Dr. Fel'mor.-Limestone is' stratified like coal but' magJiesite' iii ii-regula!;.' 



. . . 
Pre8ident.-StiU .it would .be possible to malreari estimate whick might b& 

approximately correct. 
Dr. Fermo1.-We can usually make a minimum estimate which may be

approximately correct but it may be falsified if the ore is extracted from. 
deeper depths. . . 

Sir Edwin.-You can make estimates of different minerals with qualifying; 
factors. For instance in the case of coal you can· estimate how much there 
is within 500 feet or you can say how much there; will be whea you gc). 
depper to say 1,000 or 1,500 feet. 

Pre8ideftt.-The question is whether it is economic to go beyond a certain' 
depth? 

Sir Edwin.-YIl8, that is one of the factors. In Assam they have so far 
found it impossible to go much below. water-level because of the trouble with. 
water. 

Pre8ident.-As regards the quality of the. minerals that you come acros8' 
do you have experiments made to find out whe\her they are suitable or not? 

Sir Edwill.-Yes, we try. 1.'00 trouble is to get a proper representativ& 
sample. Picked samples are sometimes sent . 

. Mr. Mathia8.-What do you mean b.v representative sample? 
Sir Edwin.-If we are to get useful analysis we must have a, sample

which is a. true average of the mineral. We sometimes send a man down 
or ask a disinterested party to get samples for us, 

Dr. Fermor.-Really getting a good, IlaIDple may involve Prospecting opera-
tiOIlll, cutting. trenches and so on. . 

Pre8it.i.Mt.-Have you done it in any case? 
Dr. Fermor.-I did it once for coal in the Karanpura fields. The seams 

were first tested near the surface by sinking shafts. Afterwards I got drilling: 
operations carried out, re·tested the coal seams to 1,500 feet from the surface. 

President.-Wail that as regards the quantity or the quality? 
Dr. Ferm(#.-The drilling was done to test the depth to which it would 

go, but the surface test was for quality; normally we cannot test the quality 
.of the mineral in depth but have to take the surface sample. The general 
rule for mineral deposita, leaving a~ide ooal and lime, is that they get worS& 
lIS you go down. . 

P,e8ident.-Has the Geological Department actually discovered any minerals. 
that were not known before? 

Bir Edwill."""Yes. We discovered the Singo oilfield in Burma. 
Dr. Fermor.-We discovered the chromite depositS in Baluchistan. Tha 

Wolfram ores in Tavoy were discovered by Mr. Page of our department. 

Dr .. Matthai.-What about th~ magnesite in Salem? 

Dr. F.rmor.-I don't know. The iron ores in Slnghbhulll were discovered 
in our offi~ by Mr. Soubal, a cooly catch.r. He took up a prospecting license 
over iron ore concessions under OUI' adviea which the Bengal Iron and Steel. 
Company are now working. The deposits were found by him but they were 
recognized by us. Had we not examined tb.!!.specimea that he brought nobody 
would have known what it wa.~ • 

. Pre8idBnt.-Supposing we wished to find out whether there were any 
minerals in the country which were still available to the public, that is ta
say, apart from the licenses that have already been given :-take manganes& 
for instance, license for which is lteld by the Central Provinces Mining and 
Prospecting Syndicate,-if anybody wanted to manufacture ferro.manganese 
would he have to depend on tbese licensees or are there nlanganese avail.· 
able elsewhere? 

Sir Edwin._The usual procedure is for the I\'IBD to go out and look for
it himself. As soon as he finds it is promising he takes out a prospecting 
license. 



PrIlBide~t.-I will tell you the difficulty I have in my mind. Take bauxite, 
manglmese or magnesite. These things are ,being export~d •. ,Nowt~e the 
ease of potassium nitrate. If a person wanted·to s~rt 1m mdigenous mdustry 
and.if these minerals were not available to him except from these .mell 
who have got licenseS, he is rather at their ~ercy. If. '11'11 1[Vanted to~atisfy 
ourselves whether there was .a. oortain quantity ·of these mInerals . aV81lable, 
would your department be able to tell us or would we have to enqUIre of the 
Director of Industries? Take the question of iron ore. Tatas have got a 
big area. Then there is an area ori which Messrs. Bird Imd Company have 
been sitting for ten years or more. They don't even tell us where it is. 

Dr. F6TmoT.-We know where it is. 
PT68ident.-Then there is the Indian Iron and Steel Company, which 

llave got its concessions. Now, if a new steel works were to be established 
llere and ooybody wanted to know whether any iron ore was available apart 
-from these concessioris, would your 'deplll'tment be able ·to give that infor. 
mation? 

BiT Edwin.-We could advise him where to look for it but it is not our 
1IUsiness to find the ore for him. 

PT68ident.-Would YOll 'be able to ten· 'him that iron ore does exist 'here 
-or it! likely to .exist aud that this .oahas not .been givento'ImYbody? Would 
:you be able to give him that information? 

8ir Edwin.-The rule is that Jthe nrst -IJl1Bl' who Jinda 'it gets a 'license. 
PT68ident.-If he does not work, doeS it lapse? 
8i1 Edwi~.-Yes. 
President.-What is .the normai p~ri~ ,w~thin which ho must .work? 
;Bi1 Edwin.-He must work it within.a·year-r-in some cases two years. 
Dr. Fermor.-There are speeialC8lleS where' the Local Governments give 

<exemption after consulting the Government of India. 
PrllSidB~t.-Supposing a -DllIIl takes out 8> mining lease and then. does not 

1W0rk it at all, what would happen? 
BiT Edwin.-The lease is liable to be taken away. 
DT. Fermo1.-Our mairl wOrk is the making.of Geological maps; the 'actual 

position of the minerals depends on the Geology. ,We refer a man to the 
Geology and it is for him to look for the particu~ar mineral. 

Pre8ident.-I take it vou will be able to tell him that certain areas &nI 
I\lIldisposed of. • '. 

Bir Edwin.-He ,gets tbat information from the district officer. 

Dr. Fermor.--I;'l the case of iron ore ",e oould ac~ually suggest places. 
Mr. Mafhia8.-Take the ease of mooganese. 

Dr. FBrmor.-AlI manganese 'is taken up because it has an export val)le • 
.All iron ore is not taken up beeal)Se this ore is used in the country. Unless 
-the ore is situated Dear the supplies of coal ,and llu.xes it is not going to be 
UBed. 

Pre8ident.-When a man wants to rnanufactureferro-manganese ho' has 
-got iron ore but no manganese. The point is that if ferro-manganese is to be 
manufactured in this country, {I'langanese can only .be bought through or 
'from these people. 

Dr. Fermor.-If it is financially feasible to make ferro"manganesein this 
,country the people who are. working the manganese. would .do. it as ,they 
already hold concessions. The fact that. they don't do it shoi's that .it is no~ 
feasible to do it in this country except in $ueb quantities as are requiJ:ed by 
the industries in this, country. .... . . 

Presid6nt.-The Tats Iron and -Steel 'Company- are manufl\ct~ring'some fOif 
their own purposes. , .' 



Dr. Ferm'or.~The real trouble is the high phosphorus in the coal. U 
you smelt ferro-manganese in this eountry you get a product which contains 
more phosphorus than is the standard. ' 
, PrBBidBnt.-~ am not particularly' interested in that just now. The whole 
point is this. If these minerals exist in the country but somebody' or other 
haa got ,a monopoly, then if;is very difficult for'the indigenous industries to be 
started. ' 

Dr. FBrmo!.-There, are no monopolies.in manganese or iron, ore. There 
are probably 10 or 20 companies of a, reasonable size who hold manganese 
concessions. 

Bir Edwin.-The question of monopolies is very carefully considered during 
the WS;Dting. of ,leases. , ,,'. 

PreBident.-In what form is it considered? ' 
,BirEdwin.-Thereis, for example, a limit to the srea which a man caB 

hold in anyone province. 

MagneBitB. 
Pr~id6nt . ...,..As' regards magne8~te, it is practically found only in Sale~' 
Bir Edwin.-There: is some in the Mysore and Hass9 districts of Mysore, 

and some in Baluchistan. ' ' ' : ' '.' 
Dr. Fermor.-Allknown dep08itsof any economio value al'e generally 

in Southern India. Some has been found in Baluchistan but not in sufficient; 
quantities. ' " . 

PrB8ident.-What is the principal use for magnesite?" 
Bir Edwin.-It is used in steelinanufacture'; it 'is also 'used for making 

cement. Those are the two principal 'uses. 
PFeBidBnt.-Is, that for refractory linings? 
Bir Edwin.-Yes. 
PrBBident.-The Government of Madras rola, us that this magnesite-about 

75 per cent. of it-is exported to Americo.. ,Of eoUrBe,' they ho.ve now put. • 
duty on tho.t. ," ,',' , 

Dr., Matthai.-They ho.ve raised the duty from 14 to 21, and that account. 
for the reduction in ()utput, 1:. s)lppose., ' 

Mr. Mathia8.-Is it used in the cement manufacture as a substitut~b 
.Umestone? 

Bir Edwin.-It is mixed with the limestone. It makes a, quick seq 
cement, what they call oxy.chloride cement. 

Dr. FBTmoT.-It is specially used for' flooring purposes. 
Mr. Mathias.-You cim manufacture magnesium chloride from magnesite, 

can you not? 
Dr. FeT,mor.-Yes, from seo. wo.ter or from mo.gnesite. 
Mr. Mathia8.-InthEl cement manufacture do I understand that they fin4 

'manufactUre magnesium chloride from magnesite and then use it with cemen' 
for flooring? 

Dr. FermoT.-I don't know. It is 0. special process. It has nothing tG do 
with Portland cement. It gives 0. very white surface to the floor.' It makea 
very good heat resisting tiles.' 

PrI!8ident.-I understood that some of the railwo.ys require magnesium 
cement for carrio.ges. 

Dr. Matthai.-I think there is a demand for' fused magnesium chloride 
in Indio.. We we\'e told in Bombay tho.t about 1,000 tons were taken by the 
Nortli Western Railway for carriages. 

Dr. Fermof.-The main use for magnesite is for furnace linings, to make 
magnesia bricks. 

Mr. Mathia8.-How is it used for this quick drying cement? 
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Dr. Fermor.-I don't know. I think it is mixed with limestone. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is it not cODllidered important to eliminate magnesite from

limestone for ordinary cement making P 
Dr. FeTmOT.-Yes, for ordinary cement making. 
Sir Edwin • ..-Dr. Coggin Brown says: .. It slacks when exposed to the air 

and, in, eoojunction with,' magnesium chloride, is ,the. chief component ~ 
the .. oxy.chloride" or ", Sorel" cements ,of the patent fiooring and, othe,l" 
trades ". 

Mr. Mathias.-It cannot' be used in cement in large quantit~es. 
BiT Edwin.-I 'don't think 80. 

PT68ident.-Do they make any magnesite brick in this country? 
Dr. FeTmor.-The Tata Iron and Steel Company are making some. 
,Pre8i4en~.-I have some recollection that they have given it up. 
Bir,Edwin.-1 ,think theY,ilse silica bricks n;tostly. 
President • ..,....Th& "only .chemical which uses magn!lsite, is Epsom salt" witn 

which we are concerned just now, and though you are not able to give us the
available. quantities, the requirements, of ;Epsom~alt ar!l. so small, that ~w 
may assume' for another 50 years or so su/licjent:, SUpplies of ma.,onesite ')'1'111 
be available. ., . ",' '. .' "" 

SH:Edwin:~Y!ls" yOv- c'augetaEijnuch asy6u wa.i:J.t. 
Dr. Mattkai._They dOJ1,'t,wjIDtmor!l than 1,000 ton\!. . 
Dr. FeTmor.-Do not the Bombay Cotton Mills use magnesium salt? 

'Dr. Matthai;-Yes, it, is magnesiUrii ,ohIoride, They 'get it from the; salt 
works in Kathiwar, but for'epsom salt they .get magnesite from Salem, The' 
.cost of magnesite is a fairly suhstantial factor in epsom, 'so/ L was" w:ondering 
whether this decline in the export to Ame~ might, ,not, make~, some 
difference in the cos~ of epsom. Last year they were paying somewhere ~bout 
RIi. 15 or Rs. 16 a ton at Sl¥em., If they 'could get a . reduction, to Rs.la" 
it might make a difference. If"you had a' ,fairly substantial demand' for 
export purposes" that· would certainly react ,on the, price', would it 'not? 

Sir Edwin.-As the supply in Salem may, for, pr.ootical· purposes" be' 
regarded' as unlimited, the cost price 6f the marketed material 'is more a 
matter of cost of extraction, treatment and: transport. You would demand 
for magnesite is much", less than the world's resources. Magnesite is.a bll4l 
conductor of heat and it seems a, pity it is not imo~ used in .buildings. in',a, 
hot country like India. . 

Mr.' Mathia8.-It iii surface mining, Is it not? ' 
BiT ~dwin.-Yes, 'nea.rly all. ' 

Salt. 
PTe8ident.-Then as regards common· 'salt the' bUlk of the' ptoduction in, 

India. is from sea water, is it not?, 
SiT Edwin;-Thereiss proportion of rock salt from the Salt range in thw 

Punjab. 
PToI'8ident.-For the production of some of these chemicals an~ salts, 

where they can use the rook salt, they get the brine from the mine and they 
use that brine, whereas ,in the cass of salt' they have again: got to· convert 
it and the contention is 'that for the manufacture of some of these alkalies 
where they c.-an pump the salt water direct into the' works they find it more 
,economical. But the only place where you. :have got rock salts· is where there 
is no coal available. 

Bir Edwi"'.-Coal is present in the Salt Range, at' Dandot, Bhaganwals, 
.Fidh, etc., ,but it is of poor quality. It is being worked BtDandot an4 
MullakheI. 

Pre8ident.-Where is the Salt Range. 
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Sir Edwin.-It is in the Jhelum, Shahpur and Mianwali Districts .of th,e 
Punjab. 

Pr68id6nt.-But there the coal ,is very inferior. 
Sir Edwin.-It is inferior but it is being used. 
PTBsidBnt.-"Then of course whether you use rock salt· or sea salt, it makes 

DO difference so that so far as we are_ concerned, we must depend for the 
manufacture of the alkalies on the use of the ordinary salt. 

Bir Edwin.-You could pump the water down into the salt, make the brine 
and then pump it out as they do in Cheshire. The water is actually intro. 
duced into the mine and dissolves the salt underground; then it is pumped 
out again as brine. 

Dr. Fermor.-What is the purpose you ar4;l thinking of? 
PrBsidBnt.-I am thinking of the manufactu~e of alkalies. In England, 

for instsn~, they say that the cost of producing alkalies is low, because they 
get the brine in this liquid form, whereas if you use salt, it is brine con· 
verted into salt and salt again converted into brine and that makes it more 
-expensive. . 

. Dr. FBrmor.-At any place on the coasts where they 'extract salt from 
sea water they could get brine cheaper. 

Pr68idllnt.-That you can do only part .of me year except in Kathiwar 
where they can do it for 10 months in the year, but there is no coal. In 
Bengal and Bihar where you have got cheap coal, there is no salt except 
se_alt. 

Dr: F6rmor.-The Singareni coalfield is not very far from the coast. 
There are plenty of salt works on the Madras coast. 

Sir Edwin.-Madras is the most favourably situa~ province so far as 
se_aIt and !:Oal are concerned. 

Dr; Matthai.-If it were a question of making alkalies in Madras, you 
have coal from Singareni and you have saIt, but what about limestone? 

Bir Edwin.-There is plenty of limestone. in Madras. 
Dr. FBTmor.-You have got limestone in the Kistna Dililtrict. 
President.-How far is the .nearest coalfield from the OOIISt? 
Dr. Fllrmor.-The Singarenicoalfield is in Hyderabad. You need not 

necessarily choose a place for your factory on the coast. You could choose a 
place in the North of Madras. 

Mr. Mathia8.-What would be the distance from the coal to the sea-salt? 
Dr. FBrmor.-I am afraid I should have to oonsult. the map. 
President.-Where is the salt actually manufactured in Madras? 

Sir Edwin.-Salt is collected from sea water in a large number of faotories 
scattered all along the Madras coast. • 

Dr. FBrmor.-So that you could always' choose your point. May I ask 
in what way is it possible to help the manufacture of ,soda by means of a 
tariff. If you put a tariff on imported soda, you are going to penalise a 
lot of industries such as the manufacture of soap and 'glass, wbieh depend 
on soda. 

Prs8ident.-Some 'iUdustl'ies have to be penalised in order that our indus. 
tries may be established. You cannot get away from that. Somebody has 
got to pay for protection. 

Dr. ·Fermor.--Soda is one of ' the fundamental materials for the manufac. 
ture of chemicals. ' 

Pre,ident.-Quitfl true. We are not investigating that point except 
.indirectly. Unless you have got a soda industry, that country has ·not indus
trialised at all. 

Dr. Fermor.-Both soda and sulpb~ic acid must 'be as oheap as possible. 
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President.-'-That. is the idea. of protection.. Alii regards C!Ommon .Ilalt which 
is used in producing hydrochlorio acid and otherthipgs, that is not found 
in the proximtiy of coalfields, is it? . . , 

Sir Edwin.-No, not in the immediate proximity. 
President.-Tlie nearest you can think of is Madras? 
Sir Edwin.--,-Punjab ooal and Punjab salt . are the nearest that I can 

think of. 
Dr. Fermor.-4t. is being; produced and "it can be' prlxIuceci' in greater 

quantities if theM is. a, demand fOIl it. - . 
PreBident.-If. wouldn't merely do simply to' produoe oertain things in a 

certain place,' because it hBB' to be ea.rted to "some other place. Therefore I 
say that unless ohemicals out of salt as well as other chemicals dependen~ 
on that are manufactured more. or less in the, same Mea, it. is no good. 

Dr. Fermor.,.....The Madras cOOst is then the' next; best place. 
Dr. Mattlai.-They are puttirigup a biggish alkaline works in Kathiwar. 

Do you know anything of the project? 
Dr • ..FeTmoT.-l have heard of it; I must look it up. 
Dr. Matthai.-They· get nothing except salt in the areas they get lime

stone from Bengal, they get their coal from Bengal· and their ammonia the, 
get from Ammonium Sulphate eithM from Bengal or imported. 

Potassiu,m nitrate. 

President.-The next thing is potassium nitrate. The production of that 
hae been steadily going down. 

SiT Edwin ...... As 8" snattel"' ell fact owing to the withdrawal of restrictions on 
the manufacture of saline substances in India, produ<.>tion figures are no longer 
lAvailable. We have got them up to the yeM 1924, but nothing :since. 

Prellidllfl,t ...... Hllve you kept yourself in-touch' witI1 this mineral? At one 
time potaesium nitrate was 81 mineral that W81II eTported on a very large $cal~ 

Sir Edwin.-It is an, industry which. owee its establishment largely 
to the American Civil War. The Americans wanted it for gunpowder and 
that is how the industry spread. in India. It became a. comparatively big 
industry during the war between the north. and the south of America. I 
think much more could be made out of it if if; were' properly organised. It 
is not properly organist!d at' present. ' 

President.-How is it found? 
Sir Edwin.-"-The pt'oe8SB i! described,in the Agri'eultural Society's journals. 

I have a short account of it here, which I will hand over. ' 
Dr. FermoT.-!t OOCUl1! ase eftlorescence. The soiI has to be taken, up 

and mixed with water to extract the nitre. 
. Pre.ident.-Are there sufficient supplies available toinake it Ii .bigger 
mdustry, . 

Dr. Fermor.-No, it will always have to remain & village industry, I 
think. , ' 

Sir Edwin ...... l think the industry could be further . developed. if properly 
organised, and with an increased use of drainage traps. 

DT. Matthai.-The main demand for IndiaJl pot8!!sium nitrate is for explo. 
aives, is it not? 

SiT Edwin.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Se that l suppose it would be uneconomical ,to use it, say. 

for the manufacture of nitric acid in place of sodium nitrate. 
Dr. FeTmor.-You can use it, and you· would get: a potassium s~t as 

a by.product which has a. value as a fertiliser. You <.>8n use the nitrate as a 
fertiliser, but it is worth more as an explosive. 

Mr. Mathia •• -I suppose it-~s largely' used' iIi' this country for fireworks. 
Dr. FermoT.-Yes. 
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Dr. 'Matthai.-A certain amount is used on the Tea Estates? 
Bir Edwin.-8ome is used. 
President.-How much nitrogen does it contain? . 
Dr. Fermor.-Approximately .89 per cent. potash and 14 per cent. nitrogen. 

; President.-It is so very. difficult to get any figures, as regards prices, and 
110 on when the thing is exported. . 

Dr. Fllrmor.-Prices are quoted in the. Calcutta markets regularly. 
Prllsident.-It being practically a village industry, prices would fluctuate. 

:rhey would find out how much nitrogen it contains and how much potash. 
Dr. Fermor.-Yes., The market price varies according to the .purity of the 

product.·. ... i' . -

BiT Edwjn.~The chances are that it would pay people to use it on the 
spot as manure" because the freight down to Calcutta must be fairly heavy. 

Prl'llident.-First ·of all we don't know how much is produced. 
Dr. Fermor.-You can take the past figures as a rough guide to the amount 

of production. ' 
Bir Edwin.-I put up a note for the Agricultural Commission on this and 

other fertilisers (hands in). . 
President.-What percentage of nitrogen would the Chilian nitrate. contain. 
Dr. Fermor.-About 16i per cent. 

Bauzitll. 
PrBsident.-Then there is this bauxite. That does seem to exist in the 

"icinity of coal, because it is found in the. Central Provinces and in the 
Ranchi District. 

Dr. Matthai.-How' do you account for this big fall in the output of 
bauxite compared with 1924? There was a suggestion made to us that the 
Indian bauxite contained a little more iron than other kinds of bauxite • 

. Dr. FeTmor.-lndia contains as good bauxite as any country in the world, 
but it varies in quality from place to place.· . 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you took the 'Xatni area?' ., 
Dr. Fermor.-That is very good. 
Mr. Mathias.-Centr~ Provinces bauxite is of very high' quality. 
Dr. F_or.-Yes. 
PTllsiaent.-So far sa India is concerned the bauxite.is used princip'a.n, 'n making alum? . .' .... 

or Dr. Fermor.-For making alum .and also for oil refining .. 
PrllsidBnt.-Does anybody make aluminium here? 
.Dr. Fermor.-Not yet. ' 
Mr. Mathias.-Aluminium manufacture requires a very cOstly' electrio 

plant, does it DOt? 

Sir Edwin.-Its manufacture is generally combined with hydro-electric 
power .. Tataahada scheme by whioh they were going to produoe'aluminium 
somewhere on the Bombay side. 

President.-I take it that very large quantities of bauxite exis~ in the 
country. 

Sir Edwin.-Yes, but it is difficult to make an estimate of the quantities. 
It varies eo much. It may be pure in one plaoe; if you go further on you 
find it contains more iron. 

President.-What is the principal constituent of bauxite? 
Dr~ Fermor • ...:..Aluminium oxide. 
Prllsident.-What is the peroentage? 
Dr. FeTmor.-60 per oent. alumina oxide. 
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PT8Bident.-That is what they use for making alum. 
Dr .. FermCJr.-Yes, and for aluminium. The Bengal Chemical and Pharma. 

ceutica.I Works have made alum from Indian hauxi~. 
PreBident.-They make it on the Bombay side too. In course of time 

they may require more and more alum for water works and there is a possi
bility of the demand being considerably increased. 

Dr. Fermor.-You can take it that there is enough bauxite for that pl1l"" 
pose available in India. 

Dr. Matthai.-As far as water purification is concerned, Indian bauxite is 
~od enough, but for industrial purposes such as the manufacture of paper 
the presence of iron makes some di1ierence. It won'~ make any differeno8 
for water purification. . 

Dr. FermoT.-Bauxite in every country does contain iron, but it can be 
purified. 

DT. Mat.t.l~ai.-But Indian bauxite contains more. 
DT. FeTmor.-No, not in the best deposits. 
Dr. Matthai.-Where are the best to be obtained? 
Dr. FermoT.-Katni. 
President.-Is it also used in the manufacture of cement? 
8ir Edwin.-Yes, in small quantities in the mailUfacture of Portland 

cement. 
Gypsum. 

PTesident.-:-Now let 1.lS take gypsum ... We want to consider how far-if 
necessary, not in the immediate present but in the future---ilupposing we 
were shut out of sulphur, gypsum would be available in the country as a 
substitute for· sulphur. Gypsum rea.Ily does not become an economic pro
position until sulphur has become so expensive that you have got to use gypsum'. 
If owing to war or to some other causes sulphur cannot be had, then only 
the question of the use of gypsum is of practical importance. For theoreti
cal purposes should we be justified in saying that there are suflicint quantities 
of gypsum available in the country from which if and when necessary sulphurio 
acid could be manufactured? . 

Bi, Edwin.-Yes. 
PTesident.-What percentage of sulphur would this contain. 
Bi, Edwin.-l8t per cent. roughly. 
Mr. Mathias._Are there any deposits of gypsum in the Central.Provinces? 
8iT' Edwin.-No. The more important deposits are in Kashmir, the Punjab 

and the Rajputana. As a ma~ter of fact Burma is full of it too; You can 
pick it up on the surface over large areas there. . 

President.-From 100 tons of gypsum, how much sulphuric could you make? 
Dr. Fermor.-57tons of sulphuric acid. 
President.-That is the theoretiCIIl possibility. 
Dr. Fermor.-Yes. . 
Bir Edwin.-They used this process in Germany during the war. 
President.-The whole point is this; can you tell us whether this gypsum 

on an average would be as pure as this German gypsum ? 
Bir Edwin.-It is as pure as any other gypsum. Gypsum does not vary 

'lTery much. The transparent gypsum that you can pick up in Burma on tha 
8urface is the purest to be found j that .could be collected by hand by 
ilOOlies. . 

M,. Mathias.-Are there no deposite beneath? 
BiT Edwin.-No, known deposits. 
President.-There are considerable quantities available in the country • 
Bir Edwin.-Yes, large quantities. 
PreBident.-Some of it is used in cement for setting, is it not P 
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Sir Edwin.-Yes. 
Dr. FermoT.-It is used as a fertiliser. 
Pre8Ident.-It is going to be used for the ~antifactllre of artificial ferti-

lisers also. . 
.Dr. Matthai.-Is. ~ere any gypsum in Southern India? 
Sir Edwin.-No, it is nearly all in the north. 
Dr .. Matthai.-We were told when we examined Messrs. Parry and Com

pany that there was a possibility of some gypsum being discovered round 
'J'riphlnopoly. 

Sir Edwin.-I don't think it occurs in the 80ut.h a.t all. We have no infor. 
mation about it. . 

Dr. Fermor.-There' might be some in connection with the Mesozoio and 
Tertiary deposits along the ooast. 

Sir Edwin.-That is true. 
Pre8idBnt.-Could we say that, speaking generally, at present so long 

as the imported sulphur is available, we can use it because it is cheaper, 
but that when the price of sulphur rises or sulphur is no longer available, 
we can fall back on gypsum? 

SiT Edwin.-That is correct, but it. would be an expensive process. 
Pre8ident.-Tbe question doesn't arise at all until sulphur hae ceased to be 

eeonomic.· . 
Dr. Matthai.-If costs were no consideration at all, there are sufficient 

quantities of gypsum available for the manufacture of eulphuric acid? 
Sir Edwin.-It would be quite safe t<l say that. The deposits in' thE' 

Salt'Range would be enough .. 
Pr~"'ident.-It is not necessary for us to use gypsum at all if we can 

get imported sulphur and it is cheaper for us to use that. But this ques
_tion arises in connection with the compound artificial fertilisers in which 
they want to combine nitrogen and phosphoric acid. So far as the proeess is 
dependent more or less on gypsum, we have got it. 

Bir Edwin.-Yes. 
Pre8idBnf.-Nitrogen we can always get. 
Sir Edwin.-Yes. 
Dr. F8rmor.-We should have no fear about gypsuin, but' nobody has 

estimated the quantities of gypsum available in the rountry. 
Pr8Bident.-It is not· necessary to make a precise estimate so long 88 we 

ean say that for our . requirements in the »ext few years we have got suffi
cient gypsum available in the country. 

Sir Edwin.-Yes. 
. Pre8idBnt.-The whole point is this: we were told that i"G would be eheaper 
for India always to import these fertilisers, because either we have not got 
the materials or because we cannot manuf8o<'ture on a sufficiently . large scale. 

Dr. Fermor.-\Ve have got all the inaterials for the manufacture of nitrogen 
fertilisers. 

PreBident.-We can say that ot couras as regards t~~ quantities to be 
produced. But ae regards the units, that is a mat.ter of time. When the time 
('ame for India to manuflWture it. on a large scale. t.he materials would always 
be available, is thaliright? . 

Dr. Ftlrmor.-Yes. We c.an make aluminium sulphate or calcium nitrate. 

Pruid8nt.-We bad one of the represntatives of t.he Imperial Chemicals 
before us and he said that in~tead of having thf'se phosphatic fertilisers and 
the nitrogenouB fertilisers separately. t.hey want to make a combined ferti
liser ammonium phosphate and he thought we had not sufficient gypsum in 
the country .~or its manufacture. That would h8ve been the difficulty 80 far 
86 phosphatio rock is concerned. But they have got to import it 88 much 
as we have, So. far as bones are concerned, .we have suffjcient qUllntities 
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~f bones available her&--l don'f; know 'lVhether they are' or they are not, 
whether they are all being exported at present. But if it beoame a question 
of manufacturing this oompound fertiliser in this country, then the question 
of materials should not stand in oar way, should it? 

DF. F6rmor.~No. 
SiF Edwin.--80me of the soil in India does not want phosphates. That 

is what I was told by the Agricultural people, so that a compound fertiliser 
might not be of universal use. ' 

PrB.idBnt.-Asauming there was a demand for compound fertilieer in this 
-country, I take it that we can say that so far as the raw materials are con-
~med, India should not be at a very great disadvantage. -

SiF Edwin.~uiteright. We have no superahundance of mineral 
phosphate but bones could be used instead of being exported. 

PrI!.id.mt.---80 far as phosphates are concerned, .ill the countries m the 
world except two or three, have got to depend on imported rock, bones and things 
like that. 

SiF Edwin.-Yes, 
PrcsidBnf.-So far as the whole worM is concerned, it has to depend chiefly 

!In' Algiers and other places in Africa. , 
Dr. Aflitthal.-What is the opinion of the Geological Survey: is it absolutely 

out of' the qUl'stion to make use of the phosphatic nodules in Southern India 
for the manufacture' of superpbosphate? ' 

BiF Edtcin:-Jt' has been tried but the project 'lVae not found to be ecOIlO-
mical. ' .. " . , , 

Dr. Matt~I.",,;,I notice in one of your noteS, you ,Bay that the presence 
,of carbona~es makes it less suitable. . . , 

Dr. FBFmOr.-The Bengal Iron and' Steel Company have some rock pilOS
phates in their cone-ession which they were putting as a ,mixture into the 
fumsce to make high phosphoric pig iron suitable for c&llting. 

Dr. Matthai.-Are the miJierais found in Singbhum 'better than those 
found in Triehinopoly?' , 

, Sir' Edwin.-The' quality is 'probably UlUClt' the same,but I think it is 
paying in Singbhum because it is close to the ironfields' and most of it goes 
to the iron and steel Companies. 

Dr. Mattlalli.-My impression about the Trichinopoly phosphatio nodules 
is that although a number of oompanies have tried it, ,and failed, they are 
still experimenting. It was just about six: months ago that Messrs. Parry 
and C,ompany made a fresh application for a license over that area. 

Sir Edwin.-The analysis of these nodules shows that they ,contain from 
56 to 59 per cent. of phosphate of lime with about 16 per cent. of carbonate. 
The spaMe distribution of the nodules and their high calcium 'carbonate content 
are unfavourable to the commercial suooess of any attempt. to manufacture 
superphosphate. 

Mr. Matlaias.-What is the disadvantage of carbonate? 
BiF, Edwin.-I presume the fact that its presence means a waste of sulphurio 

aeid in the preparation of superphosphate. Carbonate is not poisonous for 
tho soil. 

MF. Mathias.-Can you get phosphoric acid. Rom the phosphatic rocks in 
Madraa? 
. Dr. FeFmOF.-I think it could be obtain8d.. 

Sulphide8. 
PFssident.-As regards these metallic sulphides, the position is this tbat 

very large quantities are found in the Bawdwin mines in Burma. ThBl!8 
would contain very large quantities of materials lor the manufacture of sul
phuric acid, but are not available to ns at pr~nt, becanse these are all 
exported. 
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Dr. Ftlrmor.-A portion of the sulphur goes up .the chimney when smelting 

,the lead ores. .,' 
; Pre8id.mt.-:...Quite 'true. That is because at .present they find it more 

econamical to export the zinc. . • 
Dr. Fermor.-If they were smelting the zinc ore, the sulphur would go 

up the chimney. . 
Dr. Matthai.-lt'is a more hopeful proposit.ion in regard to copper sulphides 

supposing you could do the smelting there. 
Dr . . Fermor.-'-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-How much sulphur, would this copper sulphide contain? 
Dr. Fermor.--8·S tons of copper to a hundred tons of ore. 
P~",id6nt.-HBS this United Copper. Corporation materialised? 
Sir, Edwin.-Yes. I think alter a few years when they get; going, they 

might possibly consider the question of sulphuric acid m8nufa{l~lIre, that is 
if their ore continues at the present grade. 

Dr. Matthai.-The ore they have struck now is much more satisfactory 
than h8s been struck for a long time. 

Si, Edwin.-Yes. They now get a a per cent. instead of a 1 per cfnt. ore. 
. 1>r. Fe1mor.-There is very much more sulphur to be obtained from the 
Bawdwin ore. than from the Singbhum ore. 

Pr66ident.-As regards this statement that you make about. zinc chloride, 
!Jill., that zinc ores would be avsilable, they are available, in this sense that they 
exist in the country, but the question is whether they Bre available in the sense 
that they are cheaper than the zinc scrap that they get. At present all these 
zinc ores are exported. are they Dot? 

Sir Edwin.-They are geing I believe to Belgium and Germany. None of 
it is being .used in the country. ' 

President.-Would it; be cheaper to use zinc ore than to use zinc SOl'8p 
.for making zinc chloride 

Dr. Ftlrmor.-It is better to use what you have got. 
Pre8ident.-Zinc dross is available to a. certain extent from the Tat& Iron 

and Steel Company's works. 
Bir Edwin.-It depends on the purity of the zinc chloride that you desire 

to get, and on by.products. Zinc scrap is generally impure, I should think. 
Dr. Matthai.-We were tOld that if they were able to produce all the zino 

chloride used in India, they would require 500 tons of zinc sOlap in a. year. 
That doesn't seem impossible to collect. > I 

Dr. Fe,mor.-That does not,sppear to sound like a large industry. 
Mr. Mathias.-The market for zinc chloride is very small. is it Dot? 
Dr. F6rmor ....... Yes. I suppose so. 
Pruid.mt.-This opinion that you have expressed is very much to the 

point:- 0 

.. Treating the' problem generally we may say at, once that; all the 
minerals of which I have noted that supplies are adequate are 
found in quality sufficiently pure for them to be utilisable in 
the chemical industry." ' 

That really is the gist of this letter, that so far as these minerals do exist 
in the country in sufficiently large quantities, their quality is suitable for com. 
mercial purposes. 

Sir Edwin.-Quite so. 
. Dr. Matthai.-Have you any information about iron pyrites found in India., 
whether they contain the same proportio~ of sulphur as the Spanish pyrites?' 
We were toid that you need somewhere ahout 40 per cent. of sulphur in the 
pyrites to make it economically suitable for sulphurio acid. 
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Si,. Edwin.-There is a deposit which we have just discovered in Polur 
in the Madraa Presidency. 

Dr. Mattllai.-Is that; a promising thing? 
Sir Edunn.-Itseems good, but we know little about it yet. i offered to 

dig it out, but the Madraa Government would not spend, money on it. n 
is about 8i feet thick. 

Dr. Matt1u&i.-The Madras Government has sent us a note about it. 
Sir Edwin.-They prefer that private parties should test and work it. 
PrIlBid6nt.-What about the chemical quality of it? 
Sir Edwin.-So far as I know it ought to be satisfactory. 
D,. Matthai • ..,-The Madras Government have told us that it has an av~ 

thickness of 8i feet •• and an. Assistant Superintendent of the Geologic81 
Department estimated that it would be possible to get in a pit 20'xS'25' 
x50' about 300 tons of ore with '16 tons of sulphur, assuming it was only 
20 per cent. of the total weight. When .analysed the sulphur content waa 
found to be low. i.B., from 1'1'8 to 19'85 and much of thellulphur. appeared 
to have been canied away owing to decomposition at the surface. Below 
a certain depth say 50', the unaltered ore body could perhaps be found which 
would probably yield double the amount of this sulphur ". 

Bi,. Edwin.-I wanted to go down .and test that, because I thought itmigbt 
be an attractive proposition. . 

PrIl.id6nt.-Then as regards pyrites the position is this that it would not 
be true to say that no pyrites exist The position is that pyrites does exist 
in the country in fairly large quantities, but that we can't say definitely 
what quantities are available or how much sulphur they will Ilontain. Is that 
right? . 

Dr. F6NnOf.-We should not frame any policy on that until weinvesfiigate 
further. 

P'B.idBnt.-We can say this much, can we not, that pyrites has been 
discovered in the countr:v and that is the largest quantity found in one single 
locality' Formerly we heard that they were found in the Punjab, in Balu
chistan and other places in very small quantities, but MadrQ!l is the only 
place where it is more or less concentrated in one place. 

Dr. F6nno,..-yes. Baluchistan is too far away. 
Prll.idBnt.-Tbe position' is that raw materials do exist in the country, but 

for financial or some special reasons, they are not able to make use of these. 
Dr.FBNnO,.-1 think we might anticipate that if the present copper 

scheme is successful in Singbhum, they will continue the work of exploring 
the copper belts and find other suitable belts for treatment. 

Si, Edwin.-It depends on whether this S per cent. copper ore is maintained. 
PrBlident.-Have any ores been found in other parts of India? 
Si, Edwin.-Nothing worth mentioning. The only copper of any import

ance that has been found is in Singhbhum. In Burma it accompanies the 
lead. zinc and silver. 

PrBlident.-Have they found no zinc in Singhbhum? 
Dr. Fermor.-LittIe, but no deposit of any size. 

Sir Edwin.-There is no doubt that the most promising source of sulphur 
in the Indian Empire is the zinc concentrates from Bawdwin in Upper Burma. 

Dr. Fermor.-I agree. 

Sir Edwin.-Sulphuric acid cannot be made at Bawdwin owing to the 
difficulty of transport, Bawdwin being about 600 miles from Rangoon. 

PrBBident.-The position is this. They manufacture these different chemi. 
cals in the country. At present it is merely a question of the unit of pro
duction. The whole case essentially depends on that. If they al"O able to 
show that having a reasonably large unit eventually they can do without 
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protection, they will have it, but not otherwise. This Boar'! doesn't recOm
mend protection without first satisfying itself that protection is required for a 
temporary period and that eVllntually the industry would be able ~o do with. 
out it. . . 
" Dr. FermaT."::'I think, I should draw a distinction between. sulphuric acid 
in fertilisers and things that are made out "f 9ulphuric acid. 

Pre8ident.-What kind of distinction you . w~uld make?" 
Dr. F.Mmor:-Fertilisers should be as' cheap lIS possible. Nothing should 

be done which would put up the cost of fertilisers. 
Dr. Matthai.-The poiilt about fertilisers is that if it is going to he used 

very largely; it hali got to be made cheaper. SuppoSing we found that there 
was a case for developing the fertiliser industry in Indiu.-:-we quite recognise 
tItat' putting a duty and making the fertiliser expensive woUld. check its use 
~ut we gave it protection in the form of a hounty, the people who manu
facture it will be able to sell it cheaper? 

·D,.;F«mOT . ...:;.!t' would not be an economical' proposition. 
' . . Dr. Mafthai . ....:.Supposing by means of a bounty you enable them to make 

ti,' larger quantity of fertilisers and in that way the costs go down,as a result 
of enlarged output, and a bigger market, they may be able to hold their 
own ultimately without protection. Supposing that was the .position, your 
objection would not hold. Your objection is primarily to a duty making 
fertilisers more expensive. . ' 

'Dr, Fermor.-,-I agree. 
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BOMBAY, BARODA AND CENTRAL lNDIAUu..WAY. 
COMPANY, LIMITED. . 

Or8J Evidence of Mr. Q., GOMES, Deputy Traffic Superintendent, 
. Rates, recorded at BOmbay OD Monday, the 17th ' , 

December, 19Z8. 

In~rorVu,t:tory. 

Pruident.-Mr.Gomes, what position do you hold in this Railway? 
Mr. Gomel . ...:..D. T. B.Rates. 
President.-Mr. Henman, what position do you hold?' 
Mr. Henman.-:-AclingDeputyControIler of Sto_ 
President.-Are you in. ch~rgeof the',policy of. the' Bombay, Baroda and 

Central India Rftilway OQmpany or are ,you merely familiar with the amount 
of rates? . . . .. 

Mr. Gomes.-That is all. 
President~-You have simply come here to ;tell \IS what ;the freigptsare. 
Mr. Gomea.-Yes. . . 
President.-Have.you disc~dthis questio~ with·the Agent? 
Mr. Gome8.~No. 
President.-Did you get the subsequent letter that we wrote to .the Agent 

enclosing him a copy of the' letter wl;tich we ~d<b'essed to the Great Inqian 
Peninsula Railway?" , 

Mr. ltome8~-Yes, copies of proceedings; the questionnaire and thft 
answers put in, by ·the. firms; 

President.-My Secretary sent you another letter' enclosing a copy of the 
letter dated the 30th November, 1928, which he wrote to the Agent, Great 
Indian Peninsula Railway, have you got that? . 

Mr. Gomes.-Yes. 
Prewent.-Did the Agent see that letter? 
Mr. Gome •. -'-I am not sure whether he personally saw it. 
President . ..,..Is it not hiB business to see letters which he receives from 

re.ponsible authorities? 
Mr. Yomea.-I do~'t know what the practice is in the Agent's of.lice· Illl: 

has I/o Secretary. 
President.-Who is the Agent? 
Mr. Gomes.-8ir Ernest Jackson. 
President.-Who is his Secretary P 
Mr. GomeB.-Mr. Medley. 
President.-Did you get this letter from the Agent's office with 'any .office 

note? . . ' . " 

Mr. Gome8~--':A copy ortha letter .lias beensant'qown to the Traffic }1;apagei' 
for information. ,.. 

president.-What action was taken on this letteJ:? 
Mr. Gomes.-I couldn't tell you. 
President.-Do you understand. the' import· of that ietter especially the 

las1; paragraph of that in which we make it perfectly clear what we wish to' 
discuss? 

Mr. Gomea.-Yes. 
President.-Tbis is not a point which we can discuss with you. 
Mr. Gomes.-I can give you any information you want. 
Pr6sident.-It is not a question of information: it is a question of policy. 
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Mr. GomeB.-I will go and speak about it to the Agent's office and see 
what they have to say. 

President.-The Agent knows or ought to know from 0111' letter that this 
Board was concerned in this matter with larger questions of policy. We 
could· get information of the kind you can supply from any subordinate officer 
of the railway. Here we expressly say in our letter what we are going to 
discuss:-

"The subject which the Board wishes to discuss with you generally 
is the possibility of assisting the Indian industry by reducing 
the freight on raw materials and on finished products and also 
in case it is decided to recommend such assistance how far and 
in what form it would be poaaible to safeguard. the interests of 
the railways." 

Yon have been sent here by the Agent and I have no doubt that you will give 
us the information that is in your poaaession. But this is not merely a ques
tion of information and I do not see what practical purpose would be served 
by my going on with your evidence this morning. Of course I cannot compel 
the Agent to appear before the Tariff Board if he does not wish to, but this 
Board can always make its observations in its report. 

Mr. Gomes.-I think the impression in the Agent's office when they first 
received your letter •..•.•.•• 

Pre.ident.-Did not the Agent see the correspondence!' 
Mr. Gom~8.-He did see the first letter which yon wrote. 
President.-Did he not see the second letter? 
Mr. Gomes.-I am not sure about it, but I know he has seen the first 

letter, because his remarks are there. In sending the letter down to the 
Traffic Manager, this is what he says :-" It will be necessary to give oral 
evidence before the Tariff Board. Will the General Traffic Manager kindly 
let the undersigned know whom he proposes to nominate". 

Pr~.ident.-Doea not the Agent know that when questions of policy relat
ing to his administration are under discussion, it would be more appropriate 
if he himself appearedP 

Mr. GomeB.-1 could not answer tha.t. 
PT/l'ident.-I have no doubt you will convey to him what I have said just 

now. We shall have to make our observations about this when we come to 
write our report for we have not received assistance of the kind we expected 

. from this Railway Administration. This is a very important point. It is 
not merely a question of knowing how much freight is payable from one plac:e 
to another. We have received no communication either to say what views 
the railway had on the points raised in the correspondence in order that we 
may know what they are going to say. 

Mr. Gomes.-We are· only asked to give oral evidence. 
President.-Yes, but through some person who is responsible for the policy 

of the Company. As I told you, I don't think it will serve any practical 
purpose at all merely to discuss the amount of rates with you if you don't 
direct the policy of the Company. In these circumstances I don't propose to 
take your evidence. Of course your evidence would have been useful if it 
had been put to the Board through more responsible officers of the Company. 
You might have advised them as an expert on any particular point and then 
the more responsible officers of the Company could have made a statement. 
But lUI it is I don't see what purpose it would serve if I am to examine 
70n tin these points. You can tell the Agent so. 

(Mr. Gomes then withdrew.) 
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GREAT INDlAfi PENINSULA RAU.WAY. 

Oral Evielence of Mr. D. S.BURN, Agent,anel Mr. D., J. RAPER. 
Deputy Trafiic, Manager, Great Inelian Peninsula Railway, 
recoreled at Bombay on Monelay, the 7th Januu." ~929. 

Introductory. 
Pre8ident.-We are very much obliged to you for coming here this morning 

to assist us. There are some very important questions to be ,discussed and I 
am sure that your evidence will be of very great help to us in coming to our 
decision. As I have already told you the question of freight is a very difficult 
matter. We do not propose to go into any details but mainly into questions 
of principle. ' " 

Mr. Burn.,-:,yes. I shall be very glad to he of any help I can. 
Preaident.-The Great Indian Peninsula, Railway is now a Government 

Railway, is it noti' 
MT. BUTn.-Yes. 
Preaident.--8ince when P 
Mr. Burn.--Since J925. 
Pre.ident.-This taking over the railway by Government, has it made any 

difference in the principles of management, that is to say, are you still 
treated as if you are a separate railway i' 

Mr. Burn.-We are a separate financial entity. 
President.-That is to ,say, you work independently of other State 

Railways. 
Mr. Barn.-Yes. 
President.-Practically as you did heforei' 
Mr. Burn.-Much, as we did before. 

Bate,. 

Pruident.-For instance, within the powers that you possess, you will 
be able to fix your rates and freights without any control by Government. 

Mr. Bum.-'-I would' not say that. Whenever any 'matter of ,great 
importance in rating is under consideration the Railway Board is cOilsulted. 

D-r. Matthai.-Take a small question liketbi~the general classification 
of goods for' freight purposes. Supposing you were trying' to transfer an 
article from one class to another, could that be done by' you 01\ your" own 
initiativei' 

Mr. Burn.-That has to be done by Government. 
President.-What I mean is this. Take the case of the East Indian 

Railway now, which has also become.a Government Railway. Formerly 
you were both company managed railways and whenever there was any com
petition between you and the other railway at some point&-we will put it 
that way-you had, within the' terms of your contract,' the right to fix your 
rates. So had the East Indian Railway. But now supposing any conflict 
arose between you' and the East Indian . Railway, would you have the same 
freedom as you had hefore i' ' 

Mr. BUffl.-There is very little difference. As a matter of ' fact, we are 
competing now against the'East Indian Railway as 'we used' to do befor(', 
when we were company managed railways~' , ' 

Prerident.-That is what I want,~ know. You do compete, 
Mr. Burn.-Yes. 
Pre8idenf.-Therefore for practic;al" purposes, the mana'gement remain. 

the same. 
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Mr. Burn.-1fIJr,.al)., !>I;ac~iC<lI';P!lrpOBea, r:th6'-TaC, ilm1700vernment have 
ta~~n ove~ the!-rallway'makes'\'ery lIttle- diiference'-in the details of 
ralslDg ratlDg. ' 
~_ •• '''. • ' ~' ... • ,# A ,"! ";' ";::J ,,-.; .... " ('. " ," ',- ',r· 
.,' .J>l'eBidetlt... ...... What 18 ·t~& eon'kol that_'"Governihllp~ lhave' !jO\\'?" Formerly, 
the contl'.o1:~~u~d~be.jlonSid8J;a&lymodjnell.bY'ctlm!.;erinet~t) Now,-;tbat con-
tract has gone, ~~s it,notil ",'J ',' _: ",_, " ,[ '" '. t. :' • " .. : 

M1·.'Btifn:..:....'yes:" ,," ,>, .. " • - ., -

President.-Now the control exercised by the Railwav Board would be by" 
the general. orders that it gives. " ..' • 
, NT,' .B1frn . ..,-YeS, so' far, as ra.ting is concerned. 

Presidcnt.~I .am only dealing with rates just .now,.:....and: also by the 
Railway Act. ' 

, loll': 'Burn~-'-There is a: difference' in the standing 'of the railway under, the 
Government and under the Company regime. The Gov.ernment of India have 
power to give instr~cti~n8 to levy a certain rate.' They have full power, if 
they. choose to e:s:erClS8 It, over the whole of the Great Indian Peninsula Rail
way. Whatever orders the Railway Board gives me, I have to follow. 

President.-Subject to the Railway Act. 
Mr. Bum.-Yes. 
President.-So, within the Railway Act, the Railway Board can' gin" ~'ou 

whate.er orders it thinks fit. 
Mr. Bum . ....,.Yes. 
President.-What I do not undei-stilnd is ·this.'" Supposing your traflit

passes over your own line and some other foreign railway-it must often 
,happen like that-i;;upposing the Railway Board say ~ quote so much on your 
own system', the company managed railway which is receiving the traffic can 
still fix its own rates. 

Mr. Bum.-That is so. 
President.-And that does happen. 
Mr. Burn.-Each railway fixes its own rate over its 6wn line. 
Presidetlt.-So far as Government railways are concerned, Go.-ernment 

can give definite orders and make the rates uniform on theirowlllsvstems. 
·MT,pur;n.,Ye~. . . ' , .. 

,President . ...-When one of the receiving railways is.s private railway, what 
(-all ,Government do' 

, Mr. Burn.-Government fix the maximum and the minimum to be charged. 
I.don't think, that it is within the power of the Governnlent 110 order a com
~any managed railway to charge a particular rate for a particular commodiiy 
between two stations. 

l'ruident.-They cannot do that. 
~f. Bum.-I. don't think they can. 
,Presidennt.-We are looking at the question from the point of view 

of the industry now., Supposing we found that on a part,icular commodity 
with 'Which we are now concerned either as regards its raw materia.ls or as 
regards its finished' products the .freight was excessive .andwe, recommended 
that ,it should be 'reduced-for lDstancewe find that the: freight from one 
point to another is ,Rs., 25 which is excessive but we are of opinion that it 
should be reduced to Rs. 10: that commodity passes partly on your own sys
tem and partly over a company worked railway-and supposing Government 
agreed with us. that the total freight ought to be redul.'ed from Rs. 25 to. 
Rs. 10 in what way could Government enforce it? 

Mr. Bttm.-Governmentcould. make a recommendation to the l'ompany 
manag8li railway. . 

President.-But the railway administration would not be hound by it. 

M~. Burn.-I am talking without tlie book. 

President.-I just want to understand the position. 
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~... Burn.-So far as I understand it, GOl'ernment would not be in a 
pOIIltlon tQ say !-o the ·.oom~any managed railway • charge such and such R 
catefrom a partloular JWlPUOIl w the point at which traffic arrivesl. / 

. Pnsideat.~Therefore· it. must eventulillyrest in the last instance 'with 
the oompany managed railway. 

Mr. BIINl.~Yes, within the maximum: and 'minimum it must rest in the 
laot ~ with the company managed Tailway.' '. . 

P .. eside~t.-Can you give any instance where this question has arisen, 
w~ere for instance you have -:educed the freight and the oompany managed 
ra~"ay has no1;? You CQ.Dl6 Inw contact ,with the Southern Mahratta Rail
!"ay and the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway. 

Mr:. Bum.-Th086 are· two of the company worked systems with which we 
come In contact. There are many instances in which it is w the interestS of 
one railway to reduce rates, for instanCe to bring traffic on its own line and 
in which it is not to the interests of another railwav to reduce rates'. In 
such a case, the latter railway will refuse to reduce, the- freight. Let me give 
you an illustration. Supposing you have a station on the East Indian Rail
way within a short distance from a junction with the G. I. P. Ry. The E. I. 
Ry. wish to draw the traffic towards Calcutta for export whereas we wish to 
draw it wwards Bombay. They would charge the fnIl rate up to the junction 
aUll we would charg'l a reduced rate from the junction to Bombay with tbe 
intention of drawing that traffic towards Bomhay. 

Presideat • ..-,-I think that you had the same difficulty with the Bengal 
Nagpnr Railway between two junctions. What happened eventually? 

Mr. Bum.-We charge certain low rates from ma Nagpur. r can find 
out the details for you if you like. 

President.-NagpUi' is the terminus for the Bengal Nagpur Railway on 
this side. 

Mr;' Burn.-Yes. 
PresideRt.-SuppOlling any goods come from a station further east of 

N agpur, then on that section between that place and N agpur, they will charge 
a~ a higher rate: 

M ... Burn.-Yes, providing the traffic concerned is competitive. It is how
e ... er more correct to state that the rate W .,;a Nagpur would be the normal 
or class rate and the rate to the east a reduced rate because the 'rate to viti 
Nagpur has not been increased; it is the rate to the east that is reduced. 

PresideRt.-I can understand that competition between a Government 
railway and a company managed railway .. But why should it happen between 
two railways belonging to Government? 

M ... Burn.-The rating has been built up over a long term of years. If 
you 'suddenly say to the East Indian Railway and the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway 'yon will no longer try to' draw traffic either ~ Calcutta or to 
Bombay', the freight adjustments would have a very conSiderable effect on 
trade. . 

Presidl!nf.-It would be better for the trade. 
Mr. Burn.-I don't think that, it would necessarily be better for the trade: 

for instance if after low charges have become established' you suddenly say 
that you are going to stop them. 

P .. ~.ndent.-I agree that as regards some of those oommodjt!es in which 
there has .been some competition if there is no long,,;r competitIOn th~ rates 
may he raised. But taking the system as a whole It must mean thIS that 
where you have got to charge exceptionally low rates, you have to make good 
your 1068 thereby keeping up your rates higher elsewhere. ' 

M.,.. Bmw.-I disagree. The profit that we get from these very low ra~ 
enables us to charge lower rates for other goods, than we should otherwise 
be able to do. Generally speaking, the greater the traffic the lower the. rates. 

PresideRt.-The whole point; is this. In the case of g~ travelling over 
two systems, what happena now is this: up tQ Nagpur you Will have one., rate 
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and 88 another system begins at Nagpur, the commodity will he charged 
from Nagpur onwards at a higher rate than otherwise if the whole distance 
is taken together. That ~ppears to me, to be an .anomaly for which we see 
DO justification. ' , 

Mr. BlIrn.-:-It seems to me that the trend of your argument is that the 
goods should be charged at the, same rate per mile per maund in whatever 
direction they go. 

President .-Provided they travel over the Government systems. 
Mr. BUTn.-I don't think that such a system would he workable. I think 

that it would be quite impracticable to introduce such a system of rating 
in India. I would like, to instance the case of Cawnpore which is a station 
in the United Provinces-;;omewhat nearer to Calcutta than it is to Bombay. 
The East Indian Railway: tries, to draw the Cawnpore traffic to Calcutta 
whereas the, Bombay railways try to draw it towards Bombay. If you insist 
that the rates should be strictly according to the distance, all the Cawnpore 
traffic would go to Calcutta and Bombay would be cut out of competition 
with it. Ca~npore instead of having two ports for exports would have only 
one. 

Dr. Matthai.-What you said just now would not apply to the telescopic 
system. Supposing we are taking the question of some raw material from 
Madras and the thing has to be conveyed for about 1,000 miles partly on the 
M. & S. M. Railway and partly on your own line: under the present system, 
it is impossible to give a telescopic rate. 

Mr. Burn.-If it travels at schedule rates,the first schedule applies to 
the junction and then a second schedule operates. 

Dr. Matthai.-You cannot have a continuous telescopic system. 
Mr. Burn.-Under the present system, we do not have 'it as a rule, it 

usually applies for coal. Telescopic rates at present have beE'n continued for 
each Railway, they are not suitable for universal application. 

President.-l am coming to those rates presently. At present what I 
wish to understand is, if this Board csme to the view that the freight 
on a cel·tain Cf)mmodity was excessive and that it should. be reduced to a 
particular llgure, how would the railway administrations, assuming that 
Government· lIi'CE'pted our recommendation, be able to give effect to that!' 

Mr. BlIrn.-'l"he Railway Board could give an order to the Great Indian 
to charge a particular rate, and they could recommend to the company 
managed railway that a particular rate should be charged. 

Pre&ident.-Supposing the total freight was reduced from Rs. 25 toRs. 10, 
they would have to work out in what way the freight should be regulated on 
the different systems. 

Mr. BU1"fI..-That might in itself be a complicated matter. One might do 
it in proportion to the mileage or in proportion to the charges at the time 
existing. There are different ways of adjusting the reduction. 

Prll8ident.-I do not suggest that any company managed railway would 
ignore the views of the Railway Board. But supposing it did what would 
happen would be this. Supposing there was equal mileage between you and 
the company managed railway, each one would be entitled to Rs. 5 but if 
the company managed railway were entitled to charge Rs. 1, 'you would have 
to take Rs. 3 leal·ing to them Rs. 1. 

Mr. BIU'II.-It would be a matter for the railways as to how the proportion 
Bhould he taken out. 

President .-In that case you would settle the difference or would the Rail
way Board do it? 

Mr. Burn.-The railways themselves would do it. 
Pres;de,1f .-Supposing' the Railway Board found the freight excessive and 

said it ought to be Rs. 10. Can they enforce that? 
Mr. 11urtl.-Supposing the -rate bad to be redured from Rs. 25 to Rs. 1~, 

then the Railwav Board would say .. this reduction haa tn b .. lUade; make It 
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. between yourselves. You come to an agreement". If the railways could 
not come to An agreement then they would go to the Railway' Board for a 
decision. 

Alternative form of protection. 

President.-There is this' Railway Rates Advisory. Committee. We.are not 
going into the same sort of. questions which they are going into. We are not 
really concerned with the policy. as regards rates Bnd preferential treatment 
and thousand other things. What I wish to know is this: There is an agree
ment between the Government . railways and the Government, and there are 
also the company managed railways who have got their own' contracts. Sup
posing we said "we have come to the conclusion that the freight should be 
reduced to Rs. 10 " and at the same time we said if there was any objection 
.on the part of either the Government because of the financial arrangements 
or on the part of the company managed railways, they should go to the Rail
way Rates Advisory Committee and show that this rate that we recommend 
is too low and that they would lose,. and the Railway Rates Advisory Com
mittee found that it would lose, then in' that case the difference must be 
made good by Government as Government, would not that sufficiently safe
guard the railway administration? If the railway administration was not 
able to establish its case then the recommendation for freight reduction would 
stand. It would stand in any case. In the case in which you are able to 
establish that the railways would lose, Government says it is in the public 
interest that this freight reduction should take place but that the railways 
should not suffer to the extent to which they would lose and that this should be 
made good out of general revenues. The whole point is this, that we as a 
body have got to consider which would be the best form of protection to an 
industry, whether it is by way of a direct bounty or whether by way of rais
ing the duties or by means of a reduction in freight if we came to the con
elusion that on the whole it. would be cheaper for the country to get this 
reduction in freight; taking the country as a whole, and,the ·consumer and 
the Government revenues, there is nothing to prevent us from saying so 
whether Government accepts this recommendation or not. We must first of 
all satisfy ourselves that the industry has made out a case for protection and 
then if we came to the conclusion that the industry has made out a case, we 
have to consider how that industry ought to be protected, whether by increase 
ill the d.uty, or by bounty or by reduction in freight. Having considered all 
these facts we say on the whole we think that it is by a reduction in freight 
that it ought to get assistance. 

Mr. Burn.-That would be subsidising .the industry out of railway rates. 
Prllsidllnt.-In that case there would be no objection on the ground that 

it would be subsidising the industry, because a direct bounty also subsidises 
an industry. 

Mr. Burn.-It might have a very awkward effect on the rates. One of the 
points that arises with low rates is that people would book to the station 
from which ,the loW' rates' operate and then re-book in order to get cheaper 
rates than if they booked from their own stations··direct to the station of 
destination. 

PrllMllnt .-That would happen. Supposing .it was possible to do it in 
such a way that the advantage was given only to a really bond /ide industry. 

Mr. Bum.-You mean it will be for the Railway Board to say that what 
"tho railways suffered financially should be made good by Government? 

Pre8ident.-1t .would be fair for the railways to say that' we are ready to 
. fj.duce this but you must pay for it " that is to say that the railways must 
-establish their case before the Railway Rates Advisory Committee or any 
-corresponding body which goes into the question. Then what objection could 
there be from the point of view of the railways? . 

Mr. Burn . .....:You mean if they established before the Railway Rates 
Advisory Committee that the particular rate was the ~roper rate. to be' 

-charged, that Committee .would advise Governm,:nt accordmgly and If Go;· 
-ernment agreed to it that rate would be brought mto effectP 



President .-:-Supposing our l'ecoIDmendaj;ion is accepted that the rates 
should be lowered, then the difference betweeIl; the old rate and the rate fixed 
by the Committee must be made good by Government from the general 
finances. 

Mr. Burn.-Then there would be no financi'al'loss to the railways? 
President.-Supposi~the rllilways 'were 'able' to establiSh financial loss, 

then if our recommendation is coupled 'with'this proposal that in such an 
event Government should 'tnllke good the ,1oss, would it not be all right for 
the railways P ". " 

Mr. Burn.-Thereare practical difficultie~, particularly the one I men
tioned just now, this matter of re-booking. I don't see at the moment how 
it can be got over. It is a question I would like to have time for considera-
tion. ' " ' '", ' 

Presidimt.-Tbis Board' is not recommending any general, reduction of 
freights but it is only concerned with industries the protection of which it 
recommends and therefore it,is of importance to know how, if the railways 
are prejudiced. they should be safeguarded. 

J.Vr. Burn.-I should like to have time to consider that. 
President.-You can take your own time about this and let us know. 
Mr. Bu,rn.-Yes, I will. 
P,'eside1tt.-In the =se of raw materials it would apply for ,instance to 

the raw materials booked direct to the factory; in the case of the finished 
article it would apply to goods, ex factory to destination. Obviously we cannot 
say if any goods of the kind protected are exported from any place without 
your being able to identify its jilace of brigin. That we quite understand, hut 
supposing it was confined to bookings. to and from factory, the chances of 
re-booking are not very great. 

Mr; BII,rn.-We have had 'instances where goods had heen brought to the 
factory to be consigned at siding rates. ' 

President,-In this particular case the number of factories would be l"ery 
limited and we .know pretty nearly what ,their consumption of raw materials 
is likely to be and how much their finished products are likely to be, so that 
very great difficulty is not likely to arise. 

Mr, Burn.-It would mean that we sbould have to have some sort of 
certificate at the station. The factory as a rule stands away from the station 
and the goods are brought by bullock cart or some such conveyance. 

Pre.~ident.-The factory has got to satisfy the railway that they are their 
goods. ' 

Mr. Burn.-Yes. 

Classification. 
P,,~side/lt.-:-I want ~ understand a bit ab.out this classification o{ freight. 

I see there are 10 general classes. 
Mr. Burn.-Yes. 
President.-I think the last classifiC'ation came into force in 1922. 
Mr. BU!m.-Yes.. ,~l 
President.-Tbat classification provides for maximum and minimum rates?' 
Mr. Burn.-That is so. ' " 
PI'esident.-There ~re only two minimum rat;es-1and 'Hi6? 
Mr. Bum.-Yes. 
Pre&ident._That is to say 1 I 10th of ,a pie Bnd 1/6th of 'a pie. 
1I1r. Burn.-Yes. 
President.-But the maximulll rates are in' each case differenti' 
Mr. Rurn.-Yes. . 
Presideft.t.-By what authority was this c1assificationmadeP 
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Mr. Burn.-It was made by a Committee'of tJ!.e Railway Conference and 
approved of by the Government. . 

President.-It is very difficult to find out the general basis on which tliis 
~lassification is made. May I take it that the minimum rate would represent 
the amount which would just be enough to cover its operating.!,ost and a little 
more? . 

Mr. Burn.-I should "like"to 'say at this stage that I &houldbe obliged if 
the answers I am giving to your' questions are taken as -proVisional, that is 
to say before my statement is finally completed I should have a chance 'of 
revising it and altering it if necessary.-· . 

President.-That is always our practice. After this evidence ts taken 
-down, it· will be . typed and then 1!ent to you and you are at liberty to correct 
it, But if you make any substantial additions you should draw the Board's. 
attention to them. 

Mr. BUTn.-I am much obliged. My answer to your question is that if 
all articles had been carried .at. the minimum rate of '1 pie per maun4· per 
mile railwaYS,Could not havepossiblYimade any profit. 

President.-Tbe whole point is this. There is no point in keeping the 
.minimum unless it serves some purpose. 

Mi. Burn.-The reason why this minimum was .fixed, many years previous 
to 1922, was because !Of certain Jines Which were guaranteed by Government 
and Dot earning their. guarantee. 1£ ,-D.ouminimumhad been fixed they.could 
have charged an ~K.tremely,lowrate which meant that they would carry goods 
.at a loss, 80 ·Government in order to prevent these railways from charging 
ridiculously low rates and thus noil paying the guarantee put in a minimum 
Jlelow which they could not .go; 

President,-And also prevent reckless competition? 
Mr. BIINI..-Yeil. 
Dr. MatthRi.-May Itake it that· "lIttlie' .time the minimuinbt ·lOwli.$ 

'fixed 'the implication 'was that ·10 meant 'not· merely that railways at that 
rate would cover their operating expenses; but might be allie to make about 
.31 per cent.? . . .. . 

Mr. BUTn.-1 am sure that waS not 'tne 'idea; 
. Dr. Matthai.-'-'-Itleft a little margin above operating expenses, did it not? 

Mr. Burn.-·1 of a pie pe~ maund per mile waS the lowest charge that·they 
'Could make, but the actual rates they charged' -were far above the minimum 
in the vast majority of rates; If they had charged everything at '10 they 
'would never have been able to pay 31 per cent. or any other interest; ~he 
minimum 'of '10 only applies, 'of course, to the fim and second classes. 

President-Would it be possible for anybody, really. to find out whether a 
particular rate paid or did not pay P 

Mr. BUTn.-You can find that out only by a system of averages. 
Pre&ident.-The averages are all right as applied to a particular com

'modity. What I wish to know is, would you be able to establish' that this 
rate of '10 must necessarily mean a loss to youP 

Mr. BUTn.-We 'know what the average cost of carrying a t?R "mile is; 
we know what we call the additional traffic. Additional traffic 1& :carrilltl 
at about'I/3rdthe cost of ordinary traffic.' I would like to refer you ttl I. 

statement I have here on that point, .It is that which can be carried at the 
dependent cost without loss. In the, notes on the G. I. P. Railway Statisti<'S, 
.January 1926, dependent cost i$ defined to be that part of the expenditure 
-that is dependent on the moderate variation in the number {If trains. and 
train mile. The moderate is introduoed to prevent dependent cost. being 
stretched to cover cases where variation is large enough to enforce a change 
In raUway policy. . . '.' . ' 

President.-What it comes to is this. You would take the traffic . which 
would just enable you even to cover your operating costs and a little inore 
-rather than let it go. 
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. Mr. Bu~n.-Precisely. Supposing we are asked to run a train for carry
l!lg magnesIa from point A to point B, we can judge within. very narrow 
hnes as to what the actual cost of that train is. 

PI'8sident.-That is the minimiun at which you . would be preps!'&! t<> 
carry. 

Mr. Burn.-With a small profit added. 
Dr. Matthai.-What you call additional traffic is really the traffic which 

you. can carry in addition to the existing traffic without an increase in your 
equipment. 

~r. Burn.-Yes, and that traffic only costs, roughly, a third of what. 
ordmary- traffic costs. . 

Pre3ident.-Take the 1st class as '38. We assume that it pays you and 
covers everything. Then '12. would be the rate at whicb you can. just afford 
to carry. 

Mr. Burn.-No. 
·President.-I take it you would take your average cost per ton, that iB 

to say of all traffic and a third of that you consider would be the cost of the 
additional traffic. . 

Mr. Burn.-That is so. 
President.-Take some of these commodities, copperas and Glauber's salt 

just by way of illustration. Copperas, I think, is first class and Glauber's. 
salt is third class. They are more or less the same stuff to carry. How can 
you say that it pays you to carry copperas at the miuimum, but it doesn't. 
pay you to carry Glauber's salt at the same ratei' How can you estahlisl. . 
thati' 

Mr. Burn.-Supposing I say that I am not taking the line that. it does 
not pay us, but it doesn't pay us as much as it should pay. 

President.-Let us suppose that 100 tons of copperas are to be taken to 
Poona and I am giving you 100 tons of Glauber's salt. I am the consignor 
of both "the commodities. You tell me that you would charge me for 
copperas at the 1st class rate and for. the Glauber's salt at the third class 
rate. I say to you that they are the same stuff . 
. Mr. Burn.-I shall let you hear as to this later. 

Presidenf..-Really speaking has every article that is put under a parti
cular classification been considered absolutely from that point of view or 
is it more or less a ro'!gh.and-ready method? ' 

Mr. Burn.-The classification is not drawn up really iQ a scientifiC' 
manner. 

Pruident.--Can you prove to me that the Glauber's salt despatched from 
Bombay must pay you a higher freight than copperas sent from ;Bombay to. 
Poona~ 

.Mt·. lIurn.-I should say that one is really more expensive than the other 
and thl:refore other things being equal, it should be in a position to pay a 
higher fl·eight. 

President.-Supposing the commodities are within the same category . _ 
Mr. Buftl..-Then they come under the same classification. ,1 don't say 

that the classification is perfect. . 
President.-· Rave the authorities responsible for the classification gone 

into all these q(.e.rtions when they classifiedi' 
Mr. Burn,-It is" growth of mnny years and built up gradually. 
Pruident.-;-Are theru Imy principles on which this classification is 

basedP 
Mr. Burn.-One is .the value of the article. 
President.-I take it Class I r('presents the cheaper articles. 
Mr. Burn.-YE'!!. Other things ooing equal, articles of the highest value 

will be in the highest r.Jnas. There :11'11 otber factors. There is the danger 
of carrying the commodit.1 po·1 H." !;:'Il(I, it occupies. 



Dr. Matthai.-The amount of traffic which offers in each' commodity. 
Mr.' Burn.-That is also' important. ,I, have :,noted down a few things 

which have to be taken into account. The following are some of the factora 
certain of which must be and others may' have to be taken into. account in 
fixing rates: -Maximum and minimum charges sanctioned by Government;. 
whether the traffic is additional or not; 'whether in train loads or wago~ 
loads or in small. quantities; relation of bulk' of goods to weight, lVhich is 
very important; ·whether goods are travelling in the' direction of, the flow 
of traffic or not. (We have to return empties. NormalJy the trend of traffic 
is towards Bombay so that we· have to return a 'lot of empty wagons up-coun
try and it is obviously very much cheaper to put goods in wagons which have
to travel empty against the flow of traffic, than it is to carry goods with the
flow of traffic.) Ri.sk attendant on, transportation; increase in value which. 
transportation gives, that is to say the value of service to trader; what the. 
traffic can- bear. I should like to bring to your notice an ·extract from Ack-· 
worth. 'Ackworth's Elements of Railway Economics on the principle of what. 
the traffic will bear. . . . ., . 

Pre&idflnt.-That is an important point from our P9int of vi~w as 1 just. 
now explained to· you. The whole point 'is this ~ that iJi the case of a new 
inclustry where you have no traffic' at all, if it was shown' to you that the.
reduction of freight wilJ bring that industry into being and give you that 
traffic which you had not, and the freight was fixed in such a way' that' that. 
traffic was created for you . 

Mr. Bum.-Provided .thall traffic gave a reasonable J;lrofit. 
Pre,ident.-Yes. Then to start ·with would ·it be unfair from the'Com

pany's point of view if the lowest rate· was fixed? It would just cover your 
expenses and a little profit. 

Mr. Bum.-I should say it would be. reasonable. 
Prelident.-We have gotn~ criterion .for judging what· that rate woulcL 

be. It is quite possible on the same facts to come to very different conclu
sions by attaching different degrees of importance to the different points. 

Mr. Bum.-That is so. " . . 
Pruident.-Therefore for that. reason. don't, you .think .that it would be" 

sufficient if we said that the lowest minimum. rate might just pay the railway 
to start with subject of course to what· the railways have to say afterwards .. 
You can show afterwards that ,the lowest :rate .W:0uld ma~e you lose_ 

Nr. Bum ....... I think the· better way of dealing with that would be to give-· 
the railways specific questions as, to what· rate .couldbe charged on such and. 
such a commodity and then it is for .. the J;"ailways to. answeI;after fuU con
sideration what is the rate they lVould ·recommend. 

Ptfl&ident.-This Board is not an expert body onfrei!l;hts. This Board. 
can only say that this article' can only bear a freight of say Rs. 10 and it 
can say also that a freight of Rs. 10 will give the RaiJwayCompany '15 per
maund per mile which is a little higher than the minimum rate and this. 
B08r<\ thinks that it is a reasonable rate for the Company to take. 
We would leave it at that. If the railway companies are not satisfied, then 
they can go to the Railway Rates Advisory. Committee and say that thia 

,rate is too low. We can't go into. all these questions. Would you call that. 
an unfair proposal jI This proposal would safeguard your interests in: this .. 
way that if giving effect to this proposal meant a loss to . the. railways, . then 
there is a procedure provided by which you can represenl,; your case. 

Mr. Bum.-Your point is that if 'you tixed a certain rate, say -15 per 
maund per mile and the railways considered that '20 per maund per"mile 
would be reasonable, then this question could .go before the Ratell Advisory' 
Committee. If that Committee decided that '20 was a. fair rate, then the 
difference between the two should be made up by the Government of India. 
The Railway Rates Tribunal is only a!,- advisory body .. It has ~o power of' 
fixing the rates itself. It can only adVise the Government ~f India. that such._ 
a rate should be applied. 
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. P'·eBide;£t.-:-That is an that is req~ired. The Gov~r~ment of India can 
eIther accept lts advice or overrule it. ' 

Mr. Bum.:,-I w,?uld li~e ~ have furthe~opportunlties of finding.o~t what 
are the practlCal dlfficuities. ", . 

, . Dr: ~~tthai:-A.t presen.t~he:iowest ~a'te whic,h you. are in a p08iti~n to 
charge IS 1 whiCh IS the mlnlmUm for class I. SupPosing . there was a sug
'gestion that something lower than .t~a.t ~hould.be charged-say '()'5, would 
you be. abl~ to do that. on your .own lnltlatlv41? . " ", 

Mr. Burn.-No, .not without Government's ,~anctlon. The l~axirrium 'is 
'fixed hy Government and the minimum 'is fixed by Goverllment. The rail
ways have only power to fix rates between the two. 

Dr. Matthai.-Are there charges lower than 'Ii' 
Mr. BUffi.-Coal is charged at a lower rate with, the sanction of 

Govern~ent. . ~ ." ,;. '.' . 
Presldent.--Speakmg generally the tendency for the railways is rather to 

approximate to the higher than the low~r limit as regards freights. 
Mr. BU1'n:-I should say that we regard the maximum for those 10 classes 

.a'S the normal rate, that is to say that every ·commodity for which .a special 
rate is not charged is charged at the class rate .. 

President;-But tlu! special rate would more. often than not approximate 
to the maximum. 

Mr. Burn.-No. 
DT. Matthai.--,-If you charge a schedule rate or 'statiod to'· station rate, 

that· rate must not in any case be lower than theminimumi 
Mr. BUT'/I..-It cannot be lower than the minirrium. ' , 
President.-May I take it that all articles have been classified P 
Mr. Burn.-Practically all the articles ·carried by railways appear in the 

classi fica tion. .. 
President.-You have lIot the' power to ha~fer any article from one 

.cIassification to another, is that right? . " 
Mr. Burn.-Yes, but it must 'be remembered 'that for any 'commodity in 

.the third or any higher class we 'can charge a special rate as long as we do 
not go below '166. " ,. . 

Dr. Matthai.-What you mean is this: In substance you may. alter the 
.classification to this extent that YOll are not bound to follow the maximum 
rate, but may alter it to a rate not below the minimum. 

Mr. Burn.-We oannot exceed the maximum; 'Take the 5th class rate, 
the maximum of that class being '77. We may have 'an article in the 5th 
class for which we may charge -39., It does .noj; mean. that thereby we .have 
changed the classification. ' The article still remains in .the 5th class. 

Pre_ndent.-Jt has the effect of changing the classification. 

Mr. Burn.-In one sense it has the effect of changip.g the classification and 
ill ~mother sense it has not. , 

Dr. Matthai.~As a matter of fact a good deal of latitudl) is given to the 
. railway as regards classes from 3 to 10 because .the minimum is the same for 
.a11 these classes. By lowering the rates to ~ that limit you can so to speak 
,abolish the distinction between one class and another .. 

Mr. Burn.-In a sense, that is sd. ' 
President.-That is just the point which is puzzling me. What is the 

point of having the classification P 
Mr. Burn.--Supposing an article is not charged a special rate, it auto-

matically falls under the classification. , . 
President.-The classification really 'comes in when there is no special 

-rate fixed. 
Mr. Burn.-That is not so. The class rate applies to any article that is 

not charged a. station to station rate or schedule rate. 



Dr. Matthai.-T~os.:. tro;rates fl'r~.,en,~ir,elyleft, ~oYQ~. 
;VI'. Bum.-Yes;-.a.s 10llg .as we ,keep ,withiB·the .maximum .and -,minimum 

ot the' particular clasS ·concerned. . .., ' . ' ." . . . 
Pnsident.-So far as classes 1 and 2 are concerned, dhere is 'JiG margin 

for changing the classification. 
Mr. Burn.-:-We h~ve~o pow,er to c~a.ng~. Fhe classifipatioll. 
Presidellt.-In efi'e.ct jt; comes. Jio tpe same thing.· I I 

. Mr. ·BUT,1!.-That iSIIOJ , 

l'~esiclent,-As 'a 'matter hf fact 'if'youso (Iesire pr~ctically 'you: can'. ignor'a-
the classification-3 to l(}-:--bynot gbing below·the limit. of -166. " .. 

AU. Burn.-Yes. . " . -;, " 

Dr. Matthai."-Supposing for example 'you are .in a position ,to charge.a 
special 'or station to station rate for a .large number of articles i:Q, t.he fi.rst 
two classes at"1 and for a large number of articles from 'class ? to. class 10 
at '166, it is open to you to do it. " . . . 

Mr; Burn.-Yes. . , ,. 
Dr. Matthai.-Practicahi ,it. wouldweq.n ,that. you ;wouid work on a tw~ 

fold classification. 
Mr. RapeT.-W~ ha~e not considered it in that light at all.' 

Effect .of ,freights on any scheme 0/ protection. 

Presidimt.-;-lt has got 8.. very grea.t bea.ringon the points we are consider ... 
ing. The position is this. We fix a measure of protection on certain. 'prili~ 
ciples and w.e take !reights i.~to acc?unt generally, We .mnst assu,me \:that
the ~ates whICh a~e ~n force at t~e tune. w~ make .?~.re~D\Jll,Elndatiqn, woul<l 
contmue to 'remam m f0r.ce. but the. ratlw.ay, 1lAlJl1.I~ll~t,attons hav~ gqt thll' 
power to alter the rates wlthm these two. hnllts. 

Mr. Burn.-That is.,so. . . 
President.-:-That a~teration can take 'place without .any reference' to us. 

and thllrefore our whole scJle~ may. be. considerably modified merely :by thlt 
action of the railWIlY ;i'rom . .its own point. of view. J. am not, blaming· . the 
railway. Take the ca.se of steel. .'fhe scheme.of proteotion'is ;inforoe.The 
industry 'i<sdoing well, and you say that the inQnstry' ought to .. pay. ·more· 
freight. You raise the freight and the effect of that might be that'our schellie 
is!"ntirely modified. 'You work from your .own point of view. You .are· not 
concerned with protection. _ You say" The rate should be raised" and you 
increase it. The effect of that is that .the domestic industry finds that it is 
not able to get the price tllat we though);. it 0l!ght to gefi and the whol& 
scheme of protection fails. 

Mr. Burn.-:-May ;r state what the. policy of the railway is? I have taken. 
some pains in considering the matter that you' have raised. The policy of 
this railway is to take no action by the manipulation of railway rates or in. 
any other way to favour imported manufactured articles' or commodities at 
the expense of those which are indigenouli or ,nce' 'Versa. " . 

President.-This is where the conflict 'comes in. The poliCy of pi-otactiO)]; 
implies that indigenous articles should. ,have preference . over:' foreign. 

Mr. BUTn.-If I may continue, our view is that if any indigenousmaini
factures require protection,' they should' 'be' given' protection in BODle other
way than by the 'quotation' in their favour of 'specially low rates.' Manufa~ 
tured articles and, commodities whether imported or indigenous' -are' charged 
at the same rates. '.' 

Pr6side1lt.-We entirely agree that it ill not for the railways to.manipu
late freights in such. a way that they may increase or decr8&6l! protection. 
But the point is this. We assume that this Board has recommended that pro
tection iB to be given to an industry and· Government have accepted that 
proposal, This Board has also recommended that the best .. way of protect. 
ine; an industry is hy giving it special freights. Now, unlesil-tlIerai,wIlY' 
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a~inistrat!on is more or less precluded from making any alteration in 
frel~hts whlChwould have the effect of interfering with the scheme of pro-
tection, the scheme of protection will fail. ' 

Mf'. Bum.-I follow that. 
President.-That is the point. 
Mr. Bum.-The particular point that I want to bring before the Tariff 

Board is this. I have already read out some of the factors that are neces
sa~ to b? taken in~ account before one settles a rate. They are very com
plIcated mdeed. Sir Wm .. AckwoJ."th says that rate making is not a science 
but an art. You cannot have any formula! which can be applied in order 
to arrive at a rate. It is impossible to have formula! on which we can work. 

President.-It is for that reason very important that the railway should 
follow the policy of not fixing its rates with a view to protecting industries. 
There I agree. But here is a different body altogether whose function is 
to advise Government on questions of protection.' 

Mf'. But'n.-If you introduce another factor in deciding the question of 
rating that in some particular instance it is necessary to charge low rates as 
a measure of protection, then the whole rating is thrown out of gear, because 
rates are all linked up. The rate on one commodity is linked up with the 
rate on another. 

P'resident.-If Government indiscriminately meddle with freights, that 
would happen, but when Government feel that the best way of protecting a 
particular industry is by means of reduction in freights either on its raw 
materials or on the finished product, that objection should not be really 
decisive. >, ' , 

Mr; Burn.-There is a further question to be considered. If the compet
ing country were to take some counter measures which had the effect of 
bringing down the cost for its constituents, it would necessi~te a further 
alteration in the rate in this country. 

President.-Take the case of the Steel Industry. We fixed a certain scale 
of protection and then we said that the foreign steel must come at a certain 
price into the country. It is on that assumption that we recommend a 
particular rate of duty. But then we have provided that if for whatever 
cause 01' reason the price of foreign steel comes down below that figure, then 
Government have got to increase the duty. The same thing would follow in 
this case. We do not go into the causes which have brought down the price 
of the foreign article. We simply say" it has come down below the figure 
we have fixed; it is prejudicial to the indigenous industry and therefore the 
duty has to go up " . That will be provided. 

Mr. Burn.-I follow. But one of the points that might arise is undue 
preference. 

Presideflt.-There is no undue preference when the legislature itself pre-
scribes it. 

Mf'. Burn.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How is undue preference defined i~ the Railway ActP 
Mr. Burn.-It is nowhere defined. 
Pr!lsident.-The railways nearly always can justify the reduction when 

it is in their interests Jio do so. 
Mr. Burn.-I have got a l~ng chapter .on that 1!hich may inte~~t you. 

There is DO definition of undue preference In the Railway Act. It IS not so 
much a question of law as a question of fact which depends on the circum
stances of each particular case. 

Dr. Matthai.-The argument against that .might b~ this. Supposing as 
a result of protecllion there is going to be aD Increase In the amo~nt of the 
particular commodity which. is offe~il!g for traffic then the reductIOn, of the 
rate, although in the first instance It IS d.one for t~e purpose of preferrlD.g the 
industry,. ultimately I as a r~sult ~f the Increase In traffic, may be consistent 
with the interests of the railway Itself. 
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Mr. Bum.-That would lead to a very difficult problem. In certain "in
stances in fixing the amount Government might come iii between the rate 
suggested by the Tariff Board and .the rate that the Rates Advisory Com
mittee considers reasonable. -

PTeM6f1t. __ You must fight that out. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you give a preferential rate to the indigenous pro

duct then to. that extent the indigenous product is I"eplacing the· imported 
product so that in the total amount of traffio offering there. is no decrease. 

Mr., Burn.-On the other hand you might get more traffio by means of the 
indigenous article taking the place of' the imported article. 

Dr. Matthai~-If you take a case like Epsoms; there is more traffic offering 
on magnesite. ' 

President.-I take it that so far as the fixing of rates is concerned, the 
railways adopt a more or less neutral attitude, that is to say they don't 
necessarily fix rates with a view to encouraging indigenous industries? 

Mr. Burn.-We don't fix rates with the idea of helping indigenous against 
imported commodity nor do we . fix the rates to enable imported articles to 
compete against indigenous commodities. 

PTesident.~upposing we came to the conclusion that we should recom
mend protection we must see that the indigenous industry should have pre
ference. !f protection takes the form of reduction of railway freight 
as regards the raw materials, the question would not arise in that form, 
but as regards the finished artiole, especially as _regards articles· manu
factured at> the ports,· the question may arise •. We. may say that. the indi
genous article should be carried at a lower freight than the imported 
article. I can see the practical difficulties as regards that if the factory were 
sitl:ated at the port because then it would be very _difficult for you to identify 
the goods, but whe~ means of identification do exist, e.g., in .the case _ 9f a 
factory situated at Ambernath, would it not be possible for the railways to 
fix the rates·for the indigenous _artiole booked from the factory to any des
tination- at a lower rate than the imported article!' 

Mr. Burn . .:-Tf we got an order to do So, there would be no difficulty in 
earrying it out. . 

PTesident.~Would that infringe the provision as regards undue prefer-
ence or' could railways alway!! justify that on general grounds? . . 

Mf'. Burn.-I should say that would be undue preference. Let us take the 
case not of Ambe .. nath hut of Bombay where you have a factory and you 
arrange a system of certificates whereby the indigenous .. article is booked at 
a lower freight than the imported article. I think that would constitute 
undue preference. -

President.-Take the reverse case which is not uncommon. On the whole 
freights from the ports are lower for the same distances than the freights 
from the interior, aren't they? ' 

Mr. Burn.-In certain instances they ar:e. 
PrlJ3ident:~That constitutes undue preference in favour of the imported 

article. -
Mr. Burn.-No, because both 'the indigenous and the -imported articles 

IIhare in the reduced freight from t.he P9rt. ". ' 
PrlJsident.-We will now take the case of, .,mbernath. ~ don't know 

whether it ia your section. 
Mr. Burn.-Yes. I know what you are referring to. They said that 

there were certain rates which were cheaper from Bombay -than the rates 
from Ambernath. . 

President.-'-Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company said that in 
nearly every case the freight from Ambemath wns' higher to places situated 
up-oountry than the freight from Bombay . . 

Mr. Bum.-The Great Indian Peninsula Railway are prepared to quote 
the Bombay rates in everyone of those cases. We should have been pre-
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~s to,do,sp. ..:, '.," " " 

,P,residen,t.-It is', p';fectly true that' Y'ort' would' do"it ' biit' I am now' 
puttlUgto yon t~e case from the'general1point of view~"'You' may take a. 
ve~Y,;easonable vI,ew of the case and say" I will do fi;' because it is 'just p.nd 
faIr ,but there IS no guarantee that ,the other Agents would do it. " 

Mr. Burn.-We: hav~ 8 rate, ~or grain and seeds of ~ an~as fro~ CawD:pore
~o Bomb,:,"y whereas from Jhansl to Bombay the rate IS 12 annas ,and Jhansi, 
!~ 130 ml~~ nea~er' to Bombay than 'is Cawnpore: The justification for this 
IS competition With another railway, ,We are entitled to quote a lower'rate
to combat competition with the ,East Indian, Railway: and thus get a share 
?f, the ~raffic .. We are justified ,from the point of view of undue preference
In quotmg thiS lower rate on account of competition with the East Indian 
Railway. ' 

President.-But I tl,iink' you may be a"bl~ to apply the same argument' to 
~&~~ , " ' , . 

liT. Burn,-Comingto this particular point, when we have an indigenous 
article, which is produced in the Great Indian Peninsula Railway territory if 
we quoted a lower rate for it than for the other, we should give undue 
preference to the local article and the merchants dealing in the other 
commodities would have ground for approaching the Railway Ratel! Advisory 
Qommittee 'and complaining that we were not giving them a fair deal. 

'P~eridetl,t.~ui~ true.' In the case of the Bombay, Baroda a;d Central 
India: Railway the same thing, applies. The whole point· arises as to 
whether in' this case ~l' rates and that ·of the B., B. & C. I. Railway to 
Cawnpore are the same .01' whether they charge a higher rate. Take a case 
like Glauber's salk The· . freight to ' Wadi ,Bunder is 'RH. 1-8-6 and to 
Amharnath RH. 1-13-5. 

Mr~'Burn:-WeareJlrepared .to q~ote that rate.,' 

, P1'esiJent.,....,-Quite·.true; but there is the point. We are now discussing 
the general principle, I am not dealing with the G. I. P. Railway system 
only. ~f ,the, Government, really wants to, protect an industry they should 
make it a ruls of general application that an industry which is established 
at a place nearer to the place of destination should have at least the same 
rate of freight as an' industry establiShed at the ports. Take a case like 
this where there is a difference of 5 annas a maund or' about RH. 9 a ton. 
That means that the indigenous industry is at a disadvantage in the Cawn
pore marli:et against the importer to the extent of Re. 9 a ton which on 
Glauber's salt means 15 to 20 per cent. difference of duty. ' 

MI'. Burn.-This factor of 'competition is an extremely important factor 
in rating and I don't think that it would be practicable to create a system 
of rating in Il).dia which would put it .out of account. In order to get any 
share of the traffic from Cawnpore to Bombay we have to quote very low 
rates. From Jhansi and other intermediate stations .we find that we can 
charge higher rates because the element of competition is lacking. . 

President.-We 81"S dealing with this question from a different point of 
view. We have got to fix our measure of protection on certain principles 
and we say that an industry ought to get such and such price at the works 
and therefore we Bay " this industry has got a market of so much in Bombay 
alone but it has also' got a market up-country which represents a certain 
percentage, but there t~e compe.tition with th~ foreign' competitor is, keen 
and it has got to pay hIgher freIght· than the Importer and therefore ~f we 
have to equalize ,the prices we have to. fix OUr scals of .protection at a .hlgh:;r 
level than it is necessary for us to do If they were payt.ng ~he same f~lght .• 
That is the issue now" and that does n,ot merely arise Ill· connectIOn With 
G. I. P. Railway, but as I wall trying to explain, it arises in connection with 
all Railway administrations where this happens. 

Mr. Burn.-It is a complication in the making of the freights. 
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Presideni.-How are you ~o.ing; to s~~'lg)lap~ thll. i~d.ig\lP.,\lus ,indu&tries 
.:aga.inst this happening?' , " ' " 

Mr. Burn.-I11YoWll pers~n~I' view. is tl1at.to try ;to ,do it by 'manipu!ating 
railway rates would"be"un extreme(y complicatE'd method. Some' simpleI' .way 
-will have to be devised to overcome the difficulty. 

Presidimt."'--Obfiously 'where the' fOl'eigh importer get!\ preferllnce.it is 
for us·,tosee·that-the ~ndigenous industty' is safeguarded. In the case of an 

.I,\rticle., Which! is produred fin Bombay the cost would be v~ry much higher than 
~he, cost, of an article' produced at, AmberuatJh' because the other charges a~e 
.high and therefore the advantages are not real. .. 

Mr. Burn.-I understand that. 
p,resident.,...,...The,x8tilway .. polilly ,ha& ,.been, such !that the -industries had 

to· oov,ceiltl'ats; at the ,ports na'turilJly in'their own interests. 'Now 'as we 
.are"Plaking J!nquiries we"Rncl·that ·the' ports·are not. necessarilY' the 'best 
. Jpcation tor ,industries, and that 'the industries should, be nearertheiTmarkets 
as well as the raw materials and the fuel. Industries cannot do' that 'until 
·,there .i,s a...ehl!onge .. ill.,;the r.ailway. ,policy hy whjqhat"leaet .they ,are not 
'put.9u,a • .Iess favQul"~ble .basi&~han:theimporter.Th!lt"is, t/le. point'we are 
,now ,investigating., Take Bengal. ,Calc,utta itself has ,got· certain factories 
but.there are pth~rindustries, which: might. spring round the coallie!ds. 
E, ,*he freight frol;ll the ports is .lower, th\lon, the ,freight frplI!- ;the ,coalfields,the 

,.cate.ot protection i~s, ,uPi,u~necessarily ,jfthe ipdustryhas to. be Pl"otected, 
. M,. ,Bwrn.--.-We have.given:. rates.,from. Bengal to Bombay for TatOo'S pro-
-ducts· w'hieh enable ,them:ot(t oompete'&nothe ports, , 

!·u .• ident.-It is very doubtful if the Steol indt\\:;tt·y could -have been 
.established except at a heavy cbst if the railways . had ,nOD' 'gwen special'rates 
to TatOoS. That is the point we are considering that, insteali, pf,thO; .l'lIilway 
,administra~ion having to give .speeialrat~s, after"an.industJ;y bas been,estab-

, 'Jished wou.ld:it, I)ot be better to have some sysiemdevised by which}ndustries 
'knewthat they would' not. 'be anyhow placed' in 'a less favou'rable' positiilD 
than the foreign·inlporter. ' ,'-, '. ,", . " ' , 

Mr. Bt~J'1t.~Intending manufacturers ean. always make enquiries'tefore 
'.estab,lishing their' factoHes: " ' . '" 0 ' , ' 

.·'lir~sidellt.-That 'is '~he\lo1rit:' We li.r~ not, inigge~£ing ,8 reversal 'cif the 
'railway policy as applied to alr commodities.' We are, only . stiggesting~; a 
nmdification of that policy with referenee to industries 'Which 'the 'count'ry 

·decides should be proteeted. -It is only limited rtOt that~. ' 
•. : .Mr .. ~Bjtrn.",Th& actiQI). necessary to .b,ring this ,int{l f911ce wil! need. very 
,eareful consideration. , ' 
I ,rrFsident~-:-Take J?o~!f, for ins~anee ",here there are no industries. Sup
posmg some mdustrles are establIShed there, they should not be at a dIS
cadvantage if Poona was favourably situated otherwise, merely by the fact 
-that 'it was not 'a port.' ; " . " , ; , 

, Mr. Burn.-We h~ve haf these questibns r!lised 'by the'Sholapur' Cotton 
~iIIs .. They said that they: 'were very badly treated' 'and, Bombay had' got 
,preferential ratea owing to' c(uiIpetition.' Sholapur' is' right iIi' tb.e middle 'of 
.a rotton pl"oducingdistrict;' they have cheap' labour rthey' 'have 'large markets 
near·, them .. " These, are 1lOmpensatiolis which, must be weighed, against those 
disadvantage~ of .whid!- they pomplain. . 

, , Presid~.nt.-That ie' not a protected industry. U these rates remain, as 
they .are •. and supposing we Ilre reeolillllending 'il ~cheme qf' protection; it 
'would mean...-supposiDg it had bllen giVen, by meal1B of increased duties-that 
the duty would have to be very much higher than it need be and the lOss to 
,the country as a whole 'in that CBse would be greater ithan 'the loss 'of revenue 
·to the railways and on the whole this would be a cheapet' way' of assisting the 
industry than putting np dutieswhieh wquld raise the, ~ices of the, articles 
-throughout the "country. . . 

lIfr. Raper.-Can these works compete in Bombay? 
President.-They Bell a certain percentage in Bombay. 
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Mr. BurR.-Yes. 
~. Matthai.-As far .as the Bombay market is concerned, they are under 

110 disadvantage. That IS really a small percentage of the total demand . 
• t.lr. BurR.-Their stuff sells in Bombay favourably with the imported 

stuff. 
Dr. Matthai.-Not as far as ~hese Ambernath people are concerned. 
Mr," Bum.-Ambernath can get exactly thtt same rates as Bombay. 
Dr. Matthai.-:-Where.go~s are ~hipped. from Ambernath then they have' 

got to bear a freight which .IS relatively higher than the freight that would. 
be borne by the imports. 

Mr. Rapflr.-8lightly higher . 
. Mr. Burn.-If the Ambernath people had come to us as soon as they estab

lIshed tlJe factory and told us tlJat the Bombay rate is lower than the Amber
nath rate and if they had asked us to assist, we would have told them that 11'& 
would charge tlJem the Bombay rate as Ambernath comes under the Bombay 
Industrial area. 

PrflsidI!Rt.-Even so they are not put in the same position because there
iB still undue preference in favour of the imported article, because theil' dis
tsnce is less. Whatever tlJe justification is, the fact remains that there is. 
ill effect preference in favour of the imported article to the extent to 
which hiB freight is the same though his distance is greater. As a' Board 
we look at the industry from the industries' point of view and can we get. 
away from that? In fact whatever your reasons may be, there is tlJis. 
preference in favour of the imported article to that extent. It may he very 
small, but it is there. 

Mr. Burn.-We regard it as a considerable concession 'giving Amhernath 
the Bombay rate. 

Pruidflnt.-As I say you may take a very reasonable viewof the matterF 

but other agents might not do 80. Therefore the industries must depend UpOD 
the Agents' doing 80 or 1I0t. That is one objection in principle. 

Mr. Burn.-Yes. . 
Prl!lidflflt.-The next is that even after you have made this concession, 

there is still that difference. What do you suggest as regards that? Amber
nath is situated nearer to Bombay and is entitled to claim reduction to the 
extent of 40 miles. 

Mr. BurR.-We don't agree that it is entitled to claim. 
PrflsidflRt.-1 don't say it is right, but there is a case for it which requires 

consideration. 
Mr. Rapflr.-We have had caS9Sof this kind before the Rat. Advisory 

Committee. 
Prfllidflnt.-The Rates Advisory Committee deals with the question from 

a very different point of view. We are concerned here with considering what 
are the possibilities of the Indian industries which are going to be protected 
and then we say "Here is one which isrea~ly not of the making of . the 
industry. but of the railway system". Is the Illdustry to he blamed for It? 

Mr. Rapflr.-It is a very usual position in every country I understand. 

Dr. Matthai.-Ambernath co~es. under ~he I:J0mbay indust:rial area. 
Ambernath people 'are charged hlgller !'ates III SPite of lower mdeage and 
even if you did make the concession now. they would not get the advantage 
of being 30 or 40 miles nearer to Cawnpore than the Bombay people are. 

Mr. Burn.-My reply to that is that mileage is only one of the factors 
that comes into play. 

Prflsident.-That is from your point of view. I am not disputi';lg your 
right to fix those rates but on the other hand I cannot get over thIS from 
my point of view. 
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Mr. Burn.-I think you will agree that where there is a question of com
petition-take the rate from Cawnpore to 60mbay-that is a perfectly logical 
method of rating. -

PrerideRt.-That is true from the railway point of view. As a matter 
of fact we are not competent to enquire into that question. We are concerned 
witti the mere fact that this preference does exist in favour of the imported 
article as between the manufacture at Ambernath and Bombay. We want 
to take up these concrete cases with which weare concerned. It may be 
necessary for us to point out that if this is not done and if. we recommend 
protection, the protection has got to go up merely because of this fact. 

Mr. Burn.-I would like specially to bring to your notice the fact that 
the policy of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway in charging these lower 
rates from Cawnpore instead of having the effect of raising the rates on other 
articles carried by the railways has the effect of reducing them. 

Pr/lM/lnt.-I am not disputing the methods of railways from their point 
of view, but I have got to give my decisions on certain points. This is 
one of the difficulties in my way and it is a real difficulty from IJJtY point 
of view. Why should it not be .confined merely 'to protected industriesi' 

Mr. Bum.-It would create tremendous difficulties. It would cause ano
malies all over the country. 111 would ,have to be applied to every protected 
industry. , ' , " 

Prllrident.-Yes. I am only speaking of protected indUstries. 
Mr. Burn.-~uld you have one principle for protected industries and 

another for non-protected industries i' 
President.-Supposing the country is satisfied that an unnecessary burden 

would be thrown on the consumer by the scale of duties being higher than 
would be necessary and ·if the freights. were reduced, the country may say 
., all right, reduce the freight". What you would lose would be very much 
less probably than the burden which would be thrown on the consumer by 
his having to pay a higher price for it. 

Mr. Buf'\\.-You want us to consider what the practical difficulties are and 
to advise you. 

Prllrident.-I will put it to you this way. When an 'industry is located 
in a place where by its location it would be entitled ,to a smaller freight, that 
industry ought to get the benefit of that smaller freight. H it doesn't, the 
scale of protection has got to go up which means that you raise the price 
of tbe commodity to all the consumers and that is what we wish to avoid if 
possible and we would like to have your advice on that point. It would apply 
not merely to the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, but to all other railways. 
I shall be very glad if you will think it over and let us have your views. 

Magnesite. 

PTe&tdent.-Now we would like to go into the q11estion of freight. First, 
let us take the raw materials. Magnesite is one of the raw· materials and 
comes from Salem or. Myaore. There are I think about three railways on 
which it has to come. 

Mr. Burn.-:-Yes, S. I. R., M. & S. M. and G. I. P. 
Prerident.-What is the ratei' 
Mr. Bum.-The rate is based on sea competition. We quote a rate to 

compete with sea freights from Madras to Bombay. 
PrIlMent.-What is the total freighti' 
Mr. Burn.-The special rate is 14 annas 8 pies per maund. 
Prllsident.-That is equal to how many rupees per toni' 
Mr. Bum.-Rs. 24-15-0 per ton. 
President.-How much does it work out per mile i' 
Mr. Burn.-·19 of a pie per mile per maund. 
Prerident.-That is just about half the first class maximum rate. 
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Mr. Burn.-Exactly. This is including the terminal which we charge .at. 
each end. . . 

·.Pre"';dent.~Wha:t is the distance? 
Mr. Burn.-916 miles. 
'Presidtnt.~H.ow does. this compa~e with the freight on manganese from 

the Central ProVinces? . . 
Mr. Burn.-For manganese w~ ~harge R~. 94.0·per ton. 
President.-What is the distance. 
Mr. Burn.-520 miles. 
President.-Thatis a much lower rate. 
Mr .. Burn.-:-It is a .lower rate: If you will excu-ose my saying so, from; 

the rallway pomt of vIew there IS no relevancy between the two rates on 
the two commodities.. ..' '. . ' 

President.-Is that lower.ratedue to competition? . 
Mr. Bum.-Yes, it is due to our trying to get manganese to Bombay when. 

the Bengl\!. Nagpur Railway is tr.ying to take it to Calcutta. . 
President.-:-What is the distance from that place to Calcutta? 'I 

Jlr .. Burn.-Nagpur is 520 miles from Bombay, and 703 from Calcutta. 
President.-Ha,,:e you managed to get it!' 
Mr. Bum.-'Ve get a certain proportion of it, but most of it goes to· . 

Calcutta. . . . . . , 
,President.-Was there any puticular reason why this '19' was fixed for' 

magnesite? 
}fl'. Br-n.~It is based on the railway rate from Salem to Madras and 

the shipping r!lte from Madras to Bombay. We underquote that rate. All 
railways have joined in this reduced rate. Each system charges '19 of a pie 
on its length. 

President.-Now this freight of Rs. 24-15-0 is found to be very high in_ 
this particular article. '. . 

Mr. Bum.~It is a very considerable reduction on the class rate. It is a 
reduction of about 50 per cent. 

Pre&ident.-{)n whatP . 
M,'. Burn.-{)n the class rate: 
Dr. Matthai.-Wbat class is.itP 
Mr. Bu.rn.-1st class. 
PTIlsident.-I would like you to give me a table showing what would be· 

the freight if you charged at the ordinary rate and what would be the freight 
at the special rate. 

Mr. Bum.-Here is a statement which we have prepared for magnesite 
(handed in). This is the only raw material in which the Eastern Chemicals 
are interested. 

President.-We want similar figures for bauxite .. 
Mr. Bm'ft..-We have a statement ready for that too'thanded in). 
President.-There is some question about bones. 
Mr. Burn.-We have for that also (handed in a statellient) .. 
Preaident.-That is to say, you charge the maximulli rate for bones frOID 

these three places. . '. . 
Mr. Burn.-Nearly so. 
President.-That applies to both bauxite and bones. 
Mr. Bum.-No, only to bones: 
Preside'/lt.-And not to magnesite? 
1I1r. Burn.-No, that would be the lst dass .. 
President.-You charge only half. . . 
Mr. Burn.-We charge a very much redul'ed rate, roughly about half. 

;, '. . '. 
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Ba'!I<l:ite. 
President.-What about bauxite? ' 
Mr; Burn:-'-Forbauxite"wecharge 'tis. iO per. ton from Katni ,which, is 

~uivalllnt to '11 pie"per mau'ndperluile--:-tqat :i$ less tha:n a third. 
D1'. Mattkai.-'-In 'bones the 'G~ I. P. ratE! U;higher than 1st class ordinary 

'as it is '46. ' 
M.1'. tBurn.-We have shown, the, G.} .. P. proportion including,the 

termma. 
Dr. Matthai.-That covers the ordinarjclaSsrate plus the termi,nal. 
Mr. Bum . .,...YeIi: " . , 
President.-What is this terminaH 
Mr. Burn,.-We charge a <!onveyance ~ate-a rate £rom one point to 

'another--and, in addition to that, a terminal charge for loading, unloading, 
-etc. ' " 

President.-That is entirel, fiXed by the raIlway. The Railway Board 
has no control over it. ' 

Mr. Bum.-We have a letter from' the Railway Board on the question of 
terminals stating the maximum terminal we can charge. But we do fiot 
actually charge the maximum rate. 

Bones. 
Presid~nt.-N~:..v taking the case of bones,theyare looked lipi)Ji as niamire. 
MI'. Bum.-They, are Wled'as, manure 'in some, places. " 
Preaident..--The rate for 'bones is very much higher than, the maIiure' rate. 
Mr. Burn."-'-Jf aD:' article Is classified under' U, we take 'the lower ciassi-

fieation; Supposing it' is shown under two' differerit headings-somet~es it 
does occur--the classification. applies to the lower one, that is 1st class: , 

President.-As regards m~n~re. 'the ~ate is'!.' . 
Mr. Burn.-We have 'recently brought in: last: year at ,the instance of, the 

Railway Board '8 rate fot 'inanure' which 'is"!'. But; bones 'are p.ot used as 
manure on the G. I. P. Railway.' ,',' , .' ,. " 

P1erident.-'-'-This istathet an important point: or the heavy'chemical~ 
which we are enquii-inginto, sulphuric acid is one and His used in: the manu
facture 'of' bone fertilisers. So; it is 'important for' us to find out whether' if 
bones were cheapened, that iI/to say 'if the frei~ht' was IO'lt-er, there' woul~ be: 
more demand for sulphuric acid and more demand for fertilisers. One would 
think that bones whether used as bones or as bone meal would' be treated as 
manure. There is as you know a' lot of criticism about the export of bones. 

Mr. Rurn.-Yes. they say that it is taken away from the soif of the 
eountry.· , 

Presidwt.-We are considering the queStion whether the price of bone 
fertilisers can be so brought down that more fertilisers are used in the Coun
try ~nd fewe. bones are exported. One item that we have to cousider is- the 
question of freight on bones. I was wondering whether it would be p~ible 
for the railways to treat bones used by the. local manufacturers for ,fertill\,ers 
as manure and charge them the special rate. , 

. Mr. Burn.-1J we were to, treat bones, as :manure, we would be simply 
assisting the export trade without in an.1. way assisting th'l country. 

President.-Wotild it b~ possible for the railways to treat them as manure 
if bones are used in the country l' ' 
, !Jr. Baper.-That ~ a point 'which we himl not ourselves 'considered. 

Mr. Burn.-This question has not been brought up. 
,. PTesid6nt.~It is rather important.. Of course, in this country people do 

11011 understand the use of fertilisers. , Let us hopEI that they will begin to 
appreciate the use of fertilisers. In order to encourage the use of fertilisers. 
it is important that they should be made cheaper. 
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Mr. Burn.-Bone meal is used for tea and coffee plantations in Ceylon. 
Crushed bones go to Antwerp and other places on the Continent. 

I?r. Matthai.-The point would arise in this way_ 'Supposing there was a 
consignment from a place like Raichur which was coming to Bombay for the 
purp~ of being used i,n the ~anufacture of. bone superphosphate, then of 
course It would be consistent With your own principles to give that consign-
ment the rates- applicable to manure. -

Mr. Burn.-No. 
President.-Are these rates for wagon loads or for small consignments? 
Mr. BUTn.-The minimum weight is 160 maunds. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you say there were special rates from RaichurP 
Mr. Raper.-The ordinary schedule rate. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the ordinary schedulerateP Is Bombay about 500 

miles from Raichur? 
Mr. Raper,-443 miles. 
President.-That is entirely on your systemP 
Mr. Burn.-Yes. 
President.-It will work out pretty nearly to the maximum rate. It is 

just under it. 
Mr. Raper.-'218 per maund per mile. 
President.-There are two propositions, first as regards magnesite being 

charged the minimum rate, that is '1, and secondly as regards bones, treat
ing them on the same footing as manure. 

Mr. Burn.-I would like to let you have our views later on. 
President.-This question of bones is rather important, not of immediate 

importance but of future. It would be one way of stopping exports about 
which so much is said. In the next place it might be of advantage to the 
raiyat. 

Mr. BUTn.-In what way would itt tend to stop exports? 
President.-More bones would be absorbed in the country. 
Mr. BUTn.-Reduction of the rate would not have that effect necessarily. 

Of course iii would render manufacture possible. 
P1'eside1l.t.-Yes, and that would enable them to compete OD better terDlll 

with rock superl,hosphate. We have not got al.y rock phosphates here aud 
therefore t.1:e (.'I!ly substitute we have is bOlle superphosphate. Even rock 
luperphosphate is not used on a large scale yet, but supposing the country 
wanted to have its own superphosphate, it will have to fan back upon bone 
superphosphate for the time being. 

Mr. Raper.-The rate for bone to Bombay would be 8 annas 1 pie per 
maund which is equal to '218 per maund per mile. 

President.-You have got a considerable amount of traffic in bones from 
Raichur, haven't youI' Is that the principal marketP 

Mr. Raper.-I think our principal market is in the United Provinces, 
round about Agra and Jhansi. Bones from there are more suitable for export 
than other bones. . , 

President.-Part of the bones go also via Calcutta I suppOseI' 
Mr. BUTn,-Yes. 
Pruident.-Have you got the bulk of the traffic in bonesP 
Mr. Raper:-Not now. A lot of it gces by the North Western Railway or 

the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway to Karachi. . 
President,-I find that as regards bauxite your rate is pretty nearly the 

lowest rate. . 
Mr. BUTn.-It would be interesting for the Board to know what that 

difference is founded on; It is founded on the rate from Calcutta. We 
quote in competition with the rate from Katni ~o Calcutta and charg~ the 
minimum rate from Katni to Bombay as agalDst that from Katm to 



Calcutta. We quote our rate in competition with the ,Bengal Nagpur 
Railway. . 

President.'-They have got a shorter lead, 'have they not? 
Mr. Burn.-Katni is nearer to Calcutta than to Bombay. 
President.-The other raw material is. ~l. , What .about the Central 

Provinces coal? Is it entirely on your line as regards Bombay P 
Mr. Burn.-It is situated on the G. I. P. Railway •. The Pench Valley 

coalfields are in the neighbourhood of Parasia. The. other .collieries are 
near Nagpur. This' coal is inferior to Bengal coal and at the end of. the 
War when the boom in the coal trade finished and the coal mines had to 
look about for sources of demand, Bengal coal came over. into the parts 
of the G. I. P. and B., B. & C. I. 'Railways for which the 'demand was 
being met by, the :Central Provinces coalfields situated on the G. I. P. 
Railway. . . . 

President>-Where does the B., B. & C. I. Railway meet the coal minesP 
Mr.· Burn.-The B., B.& C.I. Railway' was served at certain stations 

on the G. I. P. Railway for these coal mines. As a result of this competition 
by the Bengal coalfields the G. I. P; Railway reduced the scale for coal 
from ·collieries situated on their Railway and thus enabled the inferior coal 
to compete with the coal·· of Bengal. Some years ago--'-about four years-
the coal rate was again reduced for Bengal coal and in sympathy the 
G. I. P. Railway again reduced the rates from the Pench Valley and 
brought, them down to the minimum. As a result these coalfields remain 
in being. " 

President.-What is the aver'age rate from the Bengal coalfieldsP 
Mr. BUT1~.-It is a telescopic rate which varies according to distance. 
President • ..,.-How does it work out? 
Mr. Raper.-The amount charged to stations to the west from OUr' fields 

averages about half that from Bengal. 
President.-J understand the coal rates are lower than the rates for any 

other commodity. ,What does that,mean? . 
Mr. Baper.-The'or:dinary minimum is l/lOth of a pie. per mile all round, 

whereas for coal the G. I. P. starts with l/lOth of a. pie for the first 300 miles. 
and then for the next 200 miles '065 and then for the' next 500 miles '045 
of a pie. 

Mr. Burn.-We have had no reduction since 1925.1 . have anote* with 
me here. It shows exactly what the position. is as regards railway 'rates 
relatively with the rates on the G. I. P. Railway •. The actual minimum 
chargeable we brought down so low that we cannot go down 'any 'lower. I 
think it will be necessary for me't9 give evidence before you again and 
if you took the opportunity of reading this, it might clarify the position. 

President.-I would like to have a'look at it. As regards Bombay the 
question of coal is of very great importance in connection with most indus
tries. They are much worse oft' here than other parts of India for coal and 
for that reason it is important to consider what the 'coal' rates' are and 
whether there is any possibility of reduction. 

Mr. Burn.-They are very low indeed now. 
President.-Take a small industry like the chemical industry. Their 

power and fuel would amount to about 15,000 tons.a year. 

Sulphuric acid. 
President.-Sulphuric acid is classed under 6th class on small consign-

ments, That is at owner's risk. 
Mr. Burn.-8th class at railway risk and 6th class at owner's' risk. 
President.-But you are charging 4th class for wagon load of 300 maunds. 

* Report on the R~uting and Rating of Traffic on the G. I. P. Railway. 
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Mr. Burn.~Yes, 
PI·esident.-Sulphuric acid is II very important cJtemicaI. It affects all 

the industries practicany. 
Mr. Burn.-That is so. 
President.-One would' expect thatihe' rate for su"lphuric acid would be 

lower than that.' , 

Mr, 1l1~riI!.-If .yori. see .the , ~t~tern,:nt showing general clasSification, 
Grea~ IndIan PenInsula ~aJ!way exceptIon and special rates per maund for 
<'ertam chemicals 'and' aCIds you will find a special rate from Bombay to 
Poona for' example. " 

P,:esident.-It works out to'64 pre per maund'permall and Delhi is 
'55 pIe' per' maund per inile. I thin1!: Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel 
Company told us that yourself and the Bengal Nagpur Railway gave very 
special rates for taking sulphuric acid, to Tatanagarfrom Ambernath. 

MT.,' Burn.-Y~s. I think now T~ta~ ,are manufacturing their own sul-
phurj.c 'acid. ' " , , : 
, , Pre,;i~ent.-:rhe whole point i$ that 'sulphuric acid is used practically in 
all the mdustrles to some extent; in fact so far as the chemical industrY 
,exists in the, country" it is practically built on sulphuric acid lInd therefore 
one would expect that the rates for sulphuric acid would be verv much 
fqw,er than. what it is. • , 

Mr. Bl£rn.-One of the factors that keeps the rate up is that sulphuric 
acid is dangerous and is destructive if it gets loose. 

President.-These are wagon ,loads. 
Mr. Burn.-Yes. ,\ 
President.-Sulphuric acid is no more risky than ant other' article if it 

IS, prope,rly sealed and kept. 

Mr. Burn.-It is not a question of theraiIways having been approached 
by, these Chemical Companies for 'special 'rates of sulphuric' acid and the 
railways refusing to give them. I think the Tariff Board ,Will agree that, 
genel,"ally speaking, .if II railway gets no request for a special 'rate it can 
'take it that the rate in existence is either correct or too low. The merchants 
are not, as a rule, ,backward il1 putting ,forward their claims for a reduction 
iit rates. 

Prnidllnt.-They' appear to be unusually 'backward in this patt of the 
world. 

])r.ilatthai;-The Indian manufacturer is not particularly interested in 
asking for a 'redu('tion in the rate on sulphuric acid. , .The reduction would 
apply equally ,to the imported acid. If he asks for a reduction in the rail
way freight on sulphuric acid, it does not benefit him at the expense of the 
iml)Orter. 

Mr., Bum.-Not at the expense of the importer, but. in the ('onduct of 
his own business. It gives also a bigger margin of profit. 

Dr. Matthai.-Not necessarily. He is more interested in th& reduction 
of freight on raw materials, because that would apply to him and not to 
the other party. 

Mr. BUTn.-Here is an instance in point. If you will kindly look at the 
statement showing the general classification, Great Indian Peninsula Railway 
-exception and special rates per maund for certain chemicals and acids, you 
will find Ambernath has been given special rates because of its geographical 
pOBition. The rate from Bombay via Raichur is Rs. 1-7-7 as against froUl 
Ambernath via Raichur Rs. 1-5-8. Bombay to N~gpur is Rs. I-p-l0 as 
against Ambernath t() Nagpur Rs. 1-10-4. There 18 also another mstan~; 
t'm Wadi from Bombay the rate is Rs. 1-4-1 and frolll Ambernath the rate 1S 

Rs. 1-2-4 and it applies also to Sholapur. 
Pr~.~ident.-Was it at their spe('ial request or h~w did it happen P 



Mr. Burn.-This is the 4th class rate which is shown here in the G. I. P. 
exceptioD; but with· a differentiweight. 'Instead of being' W /300, the weight' 
fo"," charge if., you will ,.8ge stthe top· of :that statement is per 'maun~ 
O •. RW/l20 . .L. . . -' . '." 

P1·e&ident' . ....:..Whai 00 yOil mean by' 0:' RW 1120., 
. lIfr: Bm·n.'-W /120 .meausminim~ J weight tor charge it> 1~0 . maunds 

per wagon. O. R. means" at owner'!! riSK,". This rate although It· IS quoted 
in the form of a station to station rate is really' the 4th dass rate with' a 
different minimum '~eight for charge., That was put in at the request of 
the firm. They said that they eould not'load 300 maunds in a wagon aud 
they asked for a reduction to be made frolI\ 300 rnaunds to 120 maunds. 

President.~i take ;t tha~ youh;'ve-.g~~ no tank wagons for sulphuric 
acid. . 

lib' .. Bltrn.:-N~. 
Pre6ident.~Because there is no demand'.for them. 
Mr.. Burn.-There -is'no demand 'for 'fankwagons. 
President.~Would yoil be able tci shpplythem if .tpere was I!- demand? 
llr. B1I-rn.-I shall let you ,:I.now later on. 
Dr. Mutthai.'-How 'iong h~ve 'th~ special rates been in force!' 

, .1!1-. B1,Irn.-Redu('ed rate!;, at. p.!;esen:t in. forqe were quoted on the 15tl1 
February, 1925. 

Pre8ide~t.:""'In this case of bauxite Messrs. Dharamsi Morarji Chemical: 
Company give Rs. 16 as freight, ap,d ~ypu give Rs. 10. 

Mr. B1I-rn.-It is shown in the tariff as Rs. 10 from Katni to Ambernath. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is that for wagon. loads? 
Mr. Raper.-Yes, carrying capacity; 
Dr. Matthai.-Probably this Rs. 16 is for smaller consignments. 
President.-That might make the difference. It may be that bauxit\l does 

110t lend itSelf to get the full advantage' of it. 
Mr. Raper.-They have not told m so. 
president.:-They give Its. 16. 
Mr. B1I-T1I .. -It will have to travel at ·38 .pie' per maundper mile. It is. 

much, more than Rs. 16 ~ ton from Kat~i to Bombay. 
President.-I don't know how tbey give Rs. 16. It may be, that the

carrying capacity lI\ight make .the ,difference. 
Mr. ·Burn.-If, they carry. at the special rates· quoted, it> will, be over 

Rs. 33 a ton, so that it is net a question of Rs.1O or Rs. 16. I ,think there 
must haVE! been, a ~ullderstanding •. 

P'·esident.-They ·ask ,that the freight· should be .reduced from ,Rs. 16 
~.L .',' 

Dr. Matthai.-Dothey get the bauxite· right at the railway station? 
Mi': BUl'n.-'-No: ; It may ('ost them Rs. 6 to take . the 'stuff .to, the 

railway station, ". . : • 
President.-,-Are these rates based :on the actual weights or according' to 

the earrying 'capacity 'of the wagons P , , . 
Mr. Burn.-There is a note to that effect at the bottom of the statement" 

showing rates for oreS common (bauxite): " Rates in column' 4' ·are charge.d 
on the carrying capacity of the wagon used" . 

.4cidcontciiners. 
PresidenL-It Ibay be due to ,that.' As'regards sulphuric \acidthey~~ke 

a ('()ml?lail{~ ~hat they have g~t to pay . tbesa~e .rate on the con~ahle~s. ,', ~;, 
Jlr .. BJI'rtl. . .,-That ,was a PQlllt that. was raISed. The method of.chargil)g. 

containers separately, so. far as I am aware, is unknown in India. In,. tlut 
interests of economical transport containers would be. as light 311 possible, 
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The effect of quoting a separate rate for containers and for contents would 
~ake away the inducement to make containers as light as possible so as to 
get greater benefit from the rate, and that in itself is undesirable from' 
the point of view of economical transport. It is not in the interest of the 
manufacturers or o~ the railways or of industry generally that railways should 
carry heavy contamers up and down the country. It is uneconomical to 
earry heavy containers with light contents. 

DT. Matthai.-As a general principle it is perfectly sound but the ,diffi
culty with regard to sulphuric acid is that if you don't allow them to nse the 
present containers, that is to say jars and carboys, the only alternative which 
will be suitable for sulphuric acid is steel drums. Now steel drums 
can't b~ made h~re and they have got to be imported and when you import 
drums m the fimshed stage, they carry a tremendons amount of freight. If 
there is some alternative between these jars and carboys on the one hand 
and steel drums on the other what you say would be perfectly correct, but 
apparently there is no alternative. Sulphuric acid requires a special kind of 
container and if they cannot get a steel drum, there is really nothing lighter 
to which they can go back. " 

Mr. Bum.-Cannot the local manufacturers of steel put their heads 
together and! devise a light form of container? 

Pre,ident.-8ulphuric acid container is a very special thing. Steel you 
can get here, but it is a question of making the drum. The joints have to be 
specially made. 

Mr. Burn.-A lot of acid is conveyed in Doulton jars which have to be 
imported from England'. 

President.-As you say you cannot encourage the use of heavy containers, 
but a way might be found by which you can make a certain minimum allow-
ance for the containers. . 

, Mr. Bum.-That is simply another way of asking for a reduction in the 
rate and to make a reduction in the rate in this particular fashion by having 
one charge for the container and another for the contents, I think, is wrong 
in principle. 

Pre,ident.-You' need not make the two charges separate, but you can bear 
that in mind and lower the freight. 

Mr. Burn.-As I say, it is an application for a reduction in the freight 
rate on sulphuric acid. ' 

Pre,ident.-It is not free from difficulty I confess. The whole point is 
that if this was done, they would have some advantage over the imported 
sulphuric acid which comes in steel drums which are very much lighter. 

Mr. Bum.-That is so. From that point of view according to our present 
poliey, it would be objectionable to giving definite action in rating to help 

-the indigenous industry against the imported industry instead of treating 
each entirely independently so far as it is poseible to do so. 

President.-Then as regards empties I understand the Great Indian Penin
lula Railway charges at the same rate, more or less as 4th class. 

Mr. Burn.-We are looking into that matter. We will go into the deta~18 
with the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway and certain other rail
ways. The application is now before me. 

Pruident.-What is the general rule as regards empties in the case of 
other commodities P , 

Mr. Bum.-We have a special rate for empties which are returned. 
Pre8ident.-What do you do as regards petrol tins, eto.P 
Mr. Bum.-The empties returned (barrels, cans, etc.) are charged at ~8t 

class rate. There is a special concession as regards Ambernath. Empties, 
when booked to Ambernath· are charged at the rate of 5 annas per l~ ton 
wagon per mile and if a higher tonnage is nsed, a higher charg~ Will be 
levied. In none of these things (barrels, cans, etc.) glass contamers are 
included under the term empties. 
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Pre3ident.-Is there any special reason why glass containers should be 
treated separatelyP 

Mr. Burn.-Glass containers are' more valuable products and they are more 
liable to breakage. . 

President.-They go at owner's risk. 
Mr. Burn.-Yes. Glass carboys are charged at the sixth class rate. 
President.-Itmakes a lot of difference in freight. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you take sulphuric acid, according to your present system 

.of charging freight on the local manufacture, your freight would mean 35 
per cent. packing' whereas in regard to imported acid, it would only mean 
12 per cent. 

Mr. Burn.-That is so. 
Dr. Matthai,-So that these people are at a disadvantage to the extent 

.of the difference between 3{) and 12 per cent. . 
Mr. Burn.-There is another point. Some of the acid which is imported 

before it is sent on to the destination is put into othel' containers. Further 
the effect of putting the acid into steel containers is that it restricts its·use. 
It cannot be used for all the purposes for which sulphuric acid packed in 
earthenware or glass containers is used. 

President.-It makes a difference on an average. of 35 percent. The 
empties weigh about 35 per cent. of the gross. 

Mr. Burn.-From the point of view of rating I would strongly oppose 
.charging the contents and the containers separately. From the point of 
view that L· have put forward, what is wanted for economic transport is as 
light a container as possible. . 

President.-If it went as an empty, it would be charged a lower rate. 

Mr. Bum.-Than what? 

President.-If a carboy went as an empty,. would it not come under 
-class 6~ -

Mr. Burn.-It would. I agree that the packing if it went separately 
would be charged less than if it went with the contents. You cannot send 
anything without packing it, and packing is invariably charged at the rate 
at which the commodity· is charged. 

President.-I· quite agree that yo~ should' not encourage this uneconomic 
packing. When it goes by itself, you say that it should go ata lower rate. 

Mr. Burn.-The same thing would apply to the piece-goods packing. If 
you' send the packing material separately, it would cost you much less than 
if you send it along with piece-goods. Thereof course the percentage of 
packing is very small. 

President.-You may treat the packing as packing. I do not suggest 
that you should encourage this uneconomic packing. But seeing that the 
percentage in the chemical industry is very large, can't you charge for the' 
packing at the same rate as you would for the empties P 

Mr. Burn.-Where is the principle going to stopP If that is conceded 
in the case of chemicals, are you going to apply it to other commoditiesP 

Dr. Matthai.-I still do not follow the principle that you suggest. Sup
posing your principle were accepted by the Chemical Company, then as I 
say the only thing they can do is to give up packing. in jars and carboys 
and pack in steel drums. But now for steel drums they have got to pay 
very much more. Therefore what you "Will be compelling them to do is to 
pack in a lighter material which is really more expensive and consequently 
is not economical. This is a'very special case. I accept your principle which 
~s perfectly sound, but it does not apply in this case. 

Mr. Burn.-is it finally settled that it is impossible.to get a cheaper 
'packing in this country P 
.HVYCHMLIND VOLII S 
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Dr. Matthai.-At any rate we will examine the question further, but the
impression that we have formed so far is that, even on carboys, the freight 
would be smaller than on . steel drums. _ 

Mr. Bu,rn.-When the acid arrives packed in steel drums, it does not 
a1wa.vs ,go forward in the same packing to the up-country markets, This fact 
cuts a good deal of ground from under the feet of those who put forward 
the contention that the indigenous . industry suffers. The use of sulphuric 
acid packed in steel drums is restricted. It cannot be used for all the pur-
poses for which the acid packed in glass carboys can be used. • 

President.-There is the same complaint in the case of nitric acid which· 
is classed as No.9. Both nitric acid and hydrochloric acid are classed as
No.9. There the percentage of tare is very much higher. 

Mr. Bu,rn.-These acids come under class 10 at the railway's risk and. 
class 9 at the owner's risk. 

President.-Do you consider that hydrochloric acid and nitric acid are
more dangerous than sulphuric acid from the railway point of view? 

Mr. Bu.rn.-What the reason for putting them in a separate classification 
is I do not know. I shall have to look it up. But I would like to draw the' 
Tariff Board's attention to the very small use of nitric acid in the country 
(shown a statement). . , 

President.-These figures are correct. These are import figures I think.· 
Mr. Bu,rn.-Yes. 
President,-As a matter of fact, very little of these a:cids-nitric, hydro

chloric and sulphuric acids-is being imported. There is a considerable 
difference in freight owing to the classification. . 

Mr. Bu,rn.-That is so. I shall look into the question and let you know. 
President,-As regards freights on salts, copperas and alum come under 

class 1; Glauber's salt under class 2 at owner's risk; copper sulphate under 
class 4; Epsom salt, zinc chloride and sodium sulphide under class 4. I do
not understand the reason for this classification at all. More or less they 
seem to be the same sort of articles except that copper sulphate is more expen
sive, but as regards Epsom salt, copperas and Glauber's salt, there is not very 
much difference in price. . 

Mr. Burn.-You would like some-explanation as to how each came 
under the particular class. . 

President.-Yes. Epsom, zinc chloride and sodium sulphide are three. 
ealts in which the Indian industry has got to meet more competition than 
in the case of Glauber's salt and copperas. Copperas and alum come under 
class 1 and Glauber's salt comes under class 2 and the rest come under class 4. 
According to your rules you can bring them all down to '166. . 

M·r. Burn.-We can quote special rates which would bring the freight 
down to ,166. 

President.-As regards copperas and alum, you' can bring the freight. 
down to'!. 

Mr. Burn.-Yes. 
President.-I suppose that the other railways have got the same classi-. 

:Scation. 
Mr. Burn.-Their maximum and minimum are the same. But we win 

have to look up their classifications and see whether there is any difference. 

President.-I suppose in your rates and in that' of the B., B. & C. I. 
Railway the classification would be about the same in both? 

Mr. BUTn.-We have certain exceptional classifications which they have 
not got. For example we have special classification for cotton. There are 
certain other exceptions, e.g., calico" cambric and so on. Then again for 
kerosine and certaln iron .and steel we have special classifications. Generally 
speaking our classifications are much the same as those of the B., B. & C. I. 
Railway. 
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President,-one point arises in connection with this. Wagon load .rates 
as applied to chemicaJs in this country are really not. of .much use. Take 
any of these salts: it is only a question of two to three thousand -tons dis
tributed in small quantities so that unless the freights on smaller consign
ments are also reduced it is not of any help to them. In the ·case of steel it 
is a very dilferent proposition; so is it. in the case of coal, but in t~ .clHle 'Qf 
chemicals wagon load rates do not help materially. . 

Mr. Raper.-We have no wagon load rates for these salts, they a~~ pel 
maund. 

President.-The Dharamsi MorarJi Chemical -Company states--" In few 
cases special wagon rates have recently :beengranted by the G. I. P. Rail
way administration but these can 'scarcely be taken advantage ·of yet because 
ollr orders are generally not ·for wagon -loads at 'a ti·me except in the case 
of Bonibay ". I suppose .Dharamsi's mean these are package rates and that 
-the wagon load rates should be reduced .byone half? . 

Mr. Burn.-Apparently. 
President.-As regards freights <on fertilisers, they coine to '12 per maund 

per mile for wagon loads. I suppose that would be including the terminals? 
M1". Burn.-That is so. 
President.-And '45 per mauy.d per mile for small loads? 
Mr. Burn.-No. They asked for a special rate, 1/10th ora pie, and that 

is the new rate which was introduced at the instance of the Government of 
India last year .. 

Preside1\t.~Does this rate of 1 I 10th of a pie apply to wagon loads only? 
Mr. Burn.-No. 
President.-I want to know whether it is the minimum rate for long 

distance, or short distance or what is it? 
Mr.· Burn.-There is no wei~ht condition attached. The minimum distance 

charged is 10 miles. . 
President.-The only way we can look at this is this. Take the case of 

magnesite or bauxite. Supposing in our calculations we came to the con
clusion that the industry should get such and such price for Epsom salt or 
'aluminium sulphate, if the weight suggest that it· could only get it if the 
freight was reduced to so much irrespective of weight or distance. But if 
we were to take the weight or the distance into account we should be so mixed 
up that we wouldn't be able to do anything. 

Mr. Burn.--So far as manure is concerned there is no weight or other 
condition attached to the rate. 

Pre.!ident.-As regards other products we have got to mention a lump 
sum freight rate from certain stations. 

Mr. Burn.-There would bw no difficulty from the point of view of the 
machinery of rating to quote a rate which had no weightconditioll attached 
to it. 

President.-From our point of view would it not be simple for. us to say 
that we would apply the lowest rates? . 

Mr, Burn.-I don't. think as a practical measure I could advocate that. 
President.-But there is no other way in which we can arrive at the effect 

of the freight. 
Mr. Burn.-I would like to consider the question further. 
President.-You will bear in mind that we don't )Vant'to complicate our 

recommendations by distance and weight. I hope you will be able to devise 
a simple formula which we can use for our calculations which will give us an 
idea as to what reduction can be made by adopting-that particular formula. 

Mr. BUTn.-Yes, 
President.-Then there is this other complication about the different. rail· 

way systems over which goods are Darned. Take the case of magnesite. Of 
course by arrangement amongst yourselves you have abolished the distinC'-

82 
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tion .between your railway and the other railways. Now the question arises, 
can nothing be done as regards these protected commodities P 

Mr. Bum.-8o far as the State Railways are concerned the Government 
can give an order and 80 far as the company managed railways are concerned 
I understand it can recommend them to follow certain lines. -

President.-you go as far as Delhi and Cawnpore? 
Mr. Bum.-Yes. 
President.-And there you are in direct competition against the Bombay, 

Baroda and Central India Railway? 
Mr. Burn.-We are in competition at Delhi with the East Indian Rail

way for Caleutta, with the North Western Railway for Karachi and with 
the B., B. & C. I. Railway for Bombay. We have an agreement dealing 
with that traffic which is laid down in this volume. 

President.-I saw in one case that the Delhi freight rate for the same-
distance was higher than Cawnpore. < 

Mr. Buru.-Delhi is at a greater distance from Bombay than Cawnpore. 
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EAST INDIAN RAll.WAY. 

Oral Evidence of Dr. W. R. HORN and M~ssrs. B. F. IDGMAN and 
J. C. ROSE recorded at Calcutta OD Monday, the 4th March, 1929. 

Introductory. 
President.-Mr. Higman, you are the Chief Commercial Manager of the 

East Indian Railway? 
Mr. Higman.-Yes. Mr. Rose is Rates and Development Manager. He 

has specialised in rate questions. Dr. Horn is the Controller of Stores. 
President.-I should like to eXplain to you what are the points we are 

considering, because I think that will help the discussion. The main idea is 
that if the chemical industry is to be established in the country, manufac
ture must be carried on 'on a large scale" that is to say there should be as 
few units as possible with reference to the market, because small scale produc
tion, as you would agree, always raises the cost of production, whereas large 
scale production will have the contrary effect. You will find that India is a 
very large country- and that except perhaps the Steel industry there is 
really no industry which has got all its raw materials in one place. As re
gards chemicals, of course, some place' may have one raw material, some 
place may have coal, another place may have another raw material and 
therefore raw materials must be brought to one place where a large unit 
is in operation. That means that the radius of distribution also is lengthened. 
Take the case of the Chemical industry. Perhaps having regard to _the 
market there is room for one or two units at present. Perhaps if there is 
to be one large unit, that willsuifice for ,the whole of Illdia. We don't say 
where the industry is to be established;, it is for the industry itself to find 
out. We find that there are several small units working in different parts of 
India and the result is that the costs are high. ,If we are to protect the 
industry as it is at present, the scale of .protection will llave to be higher 
and protection will have to be continued for a much longer time un.tit the 
industry is able to produce economically; whereas if there is one large si.ngle 
unit, it may so happen that the average price including the cost of distri
bution would be so low for the whole of the country that there will be a 
smaller scale of protection needed and in' a much shorter time the industry 
may be able to stand on its own legs. We are considering that point, and 
it is for that reason that we suggested that, officers responsible for the policy 
of the railway company shoUld come and assist us. It is no longer merely 
a question of calculating the freights, but of considering how this idea can 
be worked without throwing an undue burden on the railways on the one 
hand and on the consumers generally on'the other. 

Mr. Rose.-;-I see your, point. . . ~ 

FT{light Tate8; 

* • • 

President.-As regards these 'freights, so far as the mInImum rates are 
concerned, there are two minimum rates, one is ·10 of a pie and the other is 
·1OO? ' 

Mr. Ross.-Yes, 1/10th of a pie and 1/6th of a pie. 
President.-Bo that' it comes to this that you can apply the minimum 

rate of 1/6th of a pie practically to all the, goods if you like? 
Mr. Ross.--Quite so~ 
President.-Whereas 1/10th of a pie may be applied to two classes only. 
Mr. Ross.-Yes·, the first two classes. 
President.-Bo far as the first two classes 'are concerned, you can go down 

to l/IOth of a pie. 
Mr. ROlfl.-Yes. 
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President.-These classifications, I suppose, were effected some years 
ago? 

Mr. Rose.-The last revisiQll was made in. 1922. 
Dr. MaUhai.-Do you mean by revision both the question of classification 

of the goods and the fixation of rates? 
Mr. Rosll.-¥es. We had five classes previous to 1922 and we have gone 

up to 10, because we ·found it necessary to have more latitude. 
President.-I find that they had a surcharge of 15 per cent. 
Mr. Rose.-¥es, and they took that into account and in some cases went 

up by 25 per cent. That was to meet the general increase in the working 
cost of railways. 

Mr. Mathia .•. -You are conversant with the principle of the classifica
tions, aren't you P 

Mr. Rose.-Yes. It depends on the nature and general characteristics of 
commodities to a large extent. Considerations vary very largely, such as 
the question of value, regularity of traffic, the volume, the uses to which the 
various commodities are put, packing conditions,' damageability and so on. 
It varies as you will realise in respect of particular commodities. 

President.-ls this minimum rate so fixed that it just enables the rail-
way company to work at a small profit? . 

Mr. Rose.-'l'he idea was of course to cover out of pocket costs by the 
Jjlinima. . . 

President.-That is to say the variable part of the expenditure? 
Mr. Rose.-Yes, the fluctuating costs . 

. President.-That would be about lrd. 
Mr. Rose.-Roughly it is computed at that. We can't get the exact 

figure, but for general purposes I should say tbat would meet the positron. 
Mr. Mathias.-ls it the actual running cost? 
Mr. Rose.-lt is tbefluctuating cost, that is to say not taking into 

account administration and other fixed charges. • 
Prerident.-Can you prove whether in any particular case the minimum 

rate"is cbarged doesn't pay? 
Mr. Bose.-No. I don't think that we can precisely get at it. 
President.--8upposing·we said that the '10 of a pie rate should apply to 

all these commodities P -
Mr. Rose.-'l'hen you bave got to deal with tbe particular merits of the 

commodities. 
President.-Quite true. But can you prove tbat you will be out of pock~ 

by so much? 
Mr. Ros~.-No. 
President.-We say that this i~ustry is of very great importance-this 

is merely for purposes of discussion-and tbat it cannot bear a bigger freight 
than tbe minimum freight at which railways carry goods. 

Mr. Rose.-We will consider that with very great sympathy. 
President.-The point is this: in making our calculations as regards the 

future, we must have some starting point and if we don't have that starting 
point, we cannot fix the measure of protection that the industry requires. 

Mr. Rose.-That is so. 
President.-lt is for that re8&On that it is of importance to find out 

whether you can really establish that. Supposing I say as regards these 
salts for example, that the rate which the industry can bear is '1 of a pie,. 
would it be possible for you to say that you are going to lose on it? 

Mr. Rose.-'l'hat depends on how you are looking at it. If you are look
ing at it with reference to the illaigenous industry alone, we say we would 
be very seriously prejudiced,. because our considerations are primarily those 
of a business COl)cern and we have to avoid undue preference. 



President.-We will deal with that later on. Purely as a business proposi
tion we say tha.t so far as this inctustry is concerned, it cannot bear a higher 
freight than the minimum freight, what would you say to that? 

Mr. Rese.-We would give it every -consideration. 
Presiaent.-But the point is whether it would be possible for the railways 

to establish that they are actually losing. 
Mr. Rose.-I think off-hand I can say that the question would not arise. 

n the necessity was there and we had to come down to 1/10th of a pie, we 
'Would do It. 'I'hat is "speaking generally and not specifically. 

President.-I am speaking generally. 
Mr. Rese.-We have gone right down to 1/10th of a pie practically in the 

ease of bauxite. I remember seeing the other day a complaint on that score 
that our rates were too high. It struck me as rather unfair at the time, 
because the freight rates referred to are practically the minima rates. This 
is a case in point where bauxite being one of the raw materials, we have 
put the freight practically at the mimmum. 

President.-Take the case of salts first. There are the salts and the acids. 
Let us take the raw materials in their manufacture. The principal raw 
materials in this enq\l.iry are bauxite, magnesite, salt and coal. 

Mr. Rose.-I have got a statement drawn up here which shows the indus
tries locate4 on our line, the raw materials used, their sources of origin, 
despatches of the finished products and where they are going to. In each 
e~ the basis of charge is given. We have also got a note here explaining 
the general rates structure (hands jn). • 

PreBident.-1 must tell you that in the first place we contemplate a haul. 
,age of 1,000 miles. 

Mr. Rose.,.-That is on more than one railway. 
PrBsident.-We will assume that even if there are different railways, 

there is a uniform rate which should apply. 
Mr. Rose.-l'hat is an important .factor ~in the case of the railways, 

.ecause we are looking at the subject of rates purely as independent finan
-cial units. 

President.-I don't think we can go into that question, but take tf,.e ~cl.loSe 
.of the Ureat In;;lian Penil)Sula RB,ilway which is II< State" Railway. 

Each railway an independent financial unit. 

Mr. Rose.-But we are entirely independent financial units. We have 
got to answer charges of undue "preference. After all in this particular 
industry its finished products are the raw materials 9f other industries, 
"and they wllont te be unhampered in the source of their supply of raw mate
rial: 'rhe glassworks, the paper works, and 80 on, require their chemicals 
from the porta and if a chemical industry situated at, say, Ambernath 
"Wanted special rates over the East Indian Railway, we wouldn't get any 
tJenefit out at that concern directly as we would in the case of an industry 
located on our own line. " 

Pre$dent.-'l'hat ~uestion will arise hereafter. At pnlBent we don't 
"Want to introduce too many complications in our discussion. As laymen, we 
-don't understand why on two railways belonging to the lIame person there 
should be two different charges. " 

Mr. Rose.-It is very simple when you take into account the other l~iting 
factOrs., We have prepared a note about it indicating our policy and attempt
ing to explain some of the difficulties of the other industries, particularly 
in regard to tbe chemical industry and its finished products. 

Pre.sident.-As far as we can see at present, -if the" country desires that 
there s/J.ould be a chemical indus10ry in the country at the cheapest cost in 
the long run, then it must be prepared to make some sacrifice either in its 
railway revenues or in 80me other way. " -
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Mr. ROlt.-May I suggest that this aspect of the case was foreseen by 
the Fiscal Commission and they clearly pointed out the danger of an indirect 
subsidy. 

President.-This is ,direct subaidy. We are not suggesting that by any 
hidden preference. 

Mr. ' Rose.-It would' amount to that unless -you are prepared to consider 
the other- constituents of the railways. That is our difficulty. 

Prtsident.-We will comider every point that the Railway Administra.
tion wishes to raise, but the issue before us now is this: supposing we are 
satisfied that this industry has to be protected, we have got to find out which 
is the cheapest way of doing' it, whether by an increase in the duties, or by 
bounties or by the reduction of freights or by the combination of the two. 
Whichever appears to be the cheapest method, that we must recommend. 

Mr. Rost.-We are up against the suggestion of protection through the 
means of railway freights. 

President.-This is a question of cheapening the chemicals for all the indus
tries and for agriculture. 

Mr. Rose.-l'hat we have already taken into account. 
President.-lf you have done so, we will say so and recommend them in 

our proposals. 
Mr. Rose:-We have prepared a note in which you will find that we have 

made"a lot ~f concessions in the case of indigenous industrial centres. Our 
,special rates are only for indigenous commodities. You will find that right 
through our system, at Konnagar, Cawnpore, Ghaziabad and so on; and you 
will find that in every case where we have been approached, we have satisfied 
the industries. 

President.-The whole point is that, if we are going to make any recom
mendations, we must take a long view of the industry. ,One thing that the 
industry most definitely needs, if it is to be started at all, is that the chemical 
industry should know what the freights are going to be. There must be 
some uniformity in rates both as regards the raw materials as well as the, 
finished products. 

Mr. Rose.-You can't have uniformity of charge. 

Pre,~ident.-1f an exception is to be made, that will have to be made, 
. because as I explained to you the industry must be located in one centre 
and from our point of view in order to carry out that idea, every alteration 
that is required in the railway policy must be undertaken by the Government 
if it wants an industry to be started. Of course that would be left to the 
LegislatUre and to the Government. But we have got to find out how the 
railway freights could be so adjusted that large unit production becomes 
possible in the country. 

Mr. Mathias.-Really it is a question of the expansion of demand so as 
to enable a big industry to be started. At present the local market is very 
small. 

M'f. Rose.-But we are up against the limiting factors of the law. 
Mr. Mathias.-If Government thinks that the industry has to be protected, 

it will have to cbange the law. ," 
Mr. Rose.-You must consider the practical side. How are you going 

to safeguard the interests of manufacturers located at the ports who will be 
adversely affected by a policy of undue discrimination in rates against trafij.c 
moving from the ports for the benefit of industries Jocated at industrial 
centresp 

President.-We are not dealing -with the whole industrial system at all. 
We are considering the Chemical industry. ' 

Mr. Rose.-In the event of their expanding, they will be seriously affected. 
President.-An industry has got to make up its mind where it is going 

to be estahlished. 
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. Mr. Rose.~The moment you encourage a policy like that, you automati-
cally ask the other industries to do the same thing. . 

Mr.. Mathias.-The other industries will have to come .up to the Tariff' 
Board and.. state their case. . 

Mr. Rose.-We find that there is a clash of interests in so many direc-
tions that we have to treat the subject purely as a business proposition. We 
db our besll, we are very sympathetic and I think in the majority of cases
we have given satisfaction. 

I P1·esident.~lf on calculating the costs, it appears to us that by a reduc
tion in the freight, the costs can be reduced so much and the consumers would 
benefit a great deal more than the' railways are likely to lose, then so far 
as we are concerned, there is nothing to. prevent us from making that 
recommendation. 

Mr. Rose.-How are you g~ing to effect a reduction in the cost? 

President.-MerE!ly for purposes of illustration, let us take a case like' 
this: At present there are two units, we will say,. each one of them produc
ing 4,000 tons altogether, and the average cost comes to Rs.lOO. The foreign' 
article we will say comes in at Rs. 70 and theref.ore the Indian product 
requires a protection of Rs. 30, as a result of the chemicals being manufa~ 
tured in two places, but. we find that if there is only one unit working, the

. costs may come down to Rs. 80, then the protection is only Rs. 10. There
fore the average price to the consumer is reduced in proportion and on the 
whole we are able to say that if the chemicals are manufactured in one place
the consumer will benefit to this extent. Then we will consider how the
railways would suffer and if we find that the advantage to the consumer is 
greater than the loss to the railways, we make that recommendation. 

Mr. Rose.-To arrive at those costs. you will have to take into account 
the various freight charges from points situated at different distances from
the consumer. 

President.-As it happens, so far as these particular chemicals are con
'cern'lfd, the raw materials fairly well exist only in certain places and they. 
have to be carried from those places to the works. As regards the fin~shed 
'products, they go all over the plaCe and it may happen, supposing the works
was established in Bengal, a considerable proportion of the production may
have to be transported to Bombay. 

Mr. Rose.-That is another trouble. They enter each other's territory. 
It is quite a simple matter with industries that have their territories appor
tioned out, but where these concerns want to. compete in each other's terri
tory, it is a dillicult matter. 

President.-That is what we want to make possible, but the railways at 
present don't make it possible. What happens is that owing ta the policy' 
of the railways, smaller units have been encouraged where they have the' 
freight advantage from the port. 

Mr. Rose.-'l'here is no freight advantage from the ports. 

President.-There is in this way that there is a local. market which a> 
small unit can get. 

Mr. Rose.-lf you shut out foreign imports entirely, don't you prejudice
the other consuming industries? That is the peculiar situation with regard" 
to the chemical industry. . 

President.-'l'hat is a general question which we are not considering now. 
The whole point is how far the freights can be reduced' so that, productiOn 
on a large scale becomes possible, and how far the railways are willing to
eD-operate WIth the Government and :the Legislature in carrying out that 
idea. 

Mr. Rose.-As matters stand at present, we are prepared to c'o-operate
in giving every assistance to industries, but there are certain limiting factorlf' 
both from the legal standpoint and from the practical point of view .. 
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Goods classification. 
President.-Let me first eumine you on this general classification. You 

!have classified Epsom Salts as 4th class. 
Mr. BOle.-It has since been decided that it will be classified 3 R. R. 

A2~& . 
President.--Copperas comes under class I j alumina ferric also comes under 

.class I; Glauber's salt and sodium sulphate come under 3 R. R.o & 2 O. R., 
.but we can see no reason whatsoever for these different classifications. 

Mr. Rose.-'l'his question has not been brought up yet. These classmca
.tions were made very many years ago. 

Mr. Higman.-These freights come under review whenever anybody r&-
;,presents the matter. . 

President.-lf we protect the industry, it must know what is going to 
.happen~ We want the industry to know exactly how it is going to stand. 
It must not depend on negotiations with individual Railway Administra
tions. 'l'ake sulphuric acid for instance. You have put it in class IV, and 
.8. N. R. has put it under class VI. 

Mr. Eose.--Class IV is wagon load and class VI is an actual weight rate. 
'Would you like us to write a note on this point? I understand the Great 
Indian ·,Peninsula. Railway put up several points to the Conference which 
.dealt with the subject of classification and the conference have recently decided 
.to accept the remedies suggested. If you desire that we should examine any 
.of these items, we will gladly put up the matter to the Indian Railway Con
!terencfl Association. 

President.-Let us take concrete figures. Let us assume that the distances 
.are 1,000 miles and over, and that though they may go over different Railway 
Administrations, the rate would be the same. We must start with that. 
First of all give me, as regards these salts and the acids, what the total 

-charge per ton would be per mile. 
Mr. B08e.-It varies. 
Pruident.-Take 1,000 miles and over: What is the distance between 

Lti9mbay /Iond Ualcutta P , 
Mr. Rose.-over 1,300 miles. It doesn't help us in replying to your 

.point. We have to separate the railways. 
Presidenl.-I am suggesting to you to take your own rate. 
Mr. E08e.-our rate is quite distinct from the rate on the Great Indian 

.Peninsula Railway. 
President.-You can take your own. rate and prepare a statement an.d lQt 

-me have it later on. At present we are considering what would happen if 
·the unit was either at this end or the other end. What I want to know is 
what is the present freight and supposing there was no alterations in the 
tariff, what would be the freightsp 

Mr. E08e.-That won't be indicative of what actually happens in practice, 
ilecause, in practice, we have got numerous special rates. 

President.-When they exist, you can mention them. I am suggesting to 
you that sulphuric acid is manufactured in Bombay and is brought to Ben
,gal. Now it will come partly over your system, partly over the Great Indian 
Peninsula and partly over the Bengal N agpur Railway systems. 

Mr. Eose.-Here is a summary of the general basis of charge. (Hands 
·.in.) 

. Preaident.--What is the actual position just now; supposing no alteration 
in the tariff wila made, how much tariff will these products have to bear if 

·they are transported from one place to another P What I want you to do 
is to explain to me this: supposing I wanted to start my works in Bombay 
·.and I wanted to bring the products to Calcutta, I want to see what it means 
:at present and I should then see what alteration is required. 

Mr. ROBll.-I can give you that. 
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Pl'esident.---Supposing there was no alteration, what would the railways 
earn 011 this traffic and what are the railways likely to earn on the rates we 
may propose the railways ought to charge. That, is what we wa.nt to know. 

Mr. Rose.-We ca.n't give you 'the actual rates, hecausE! we don't keep 
auch statistics for these commodities. W~ can give you in the lump what 
we earn for all the traffic. 

President.-It would be all right if you' could give us a flat rate. Suppo~ 
ing you are able to say per ton mile, or maund per ,mile up to and over 
these distances, probably 1,300 miles, how much per unit you are earning 
now and how much y01,1 are likely to earn if there was a flat rate, that 
will serve quI' purpose. You are giving me these telescopic x:ates varyin.g at 
ditferent points. They don't help us much. 

M1'. Rose.-I can put it into that form where I can show you precisely 
how much our special station to station rates represent per maund per 
mile and I think it will help you in gauging what is' our average basis of 
charge. It is very difficult for us to do more than that. 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing in Bombay they produced all the sulphuric acid 
required in the country-1!ay, about 2,500 tons and out of that Bombay con
sumed 1,500 tons', the otner 1,000 tons would be sent continuously from Bom
bay to Valcutta, that is to say there was going to be a regular traffic of 
1,000 tons of sulphuric acid to Calcutta, on the sort of rates that you have 
allowed so far, what is the rate you would be likely to oharge on your part 
of the section between Bombay and Calcutta P 

Mr. Rose.-I think it will be best, if 1 may suggest it, to take a.n average 
or mean of the basis of our special rates. 1 think when 1 show it to you in 
statement form you will be able to see how it varies over different leads. 

President.-What 1 don't understand is what is the incidence of charge 
,per ton mile' over the same distance P . 

Mr. Rose.-lt varies unfortunately. For practical purposes, however, 
it may be feasible to take the mean or an average in those cases where from 
experience we know the traffic is likely to go. If 1 work up a statement 
Jiike that initially a.nd bring it along, will that help you P 

Presii:tent.-I think that will' help us. The point 1 want to consider, iii 
what would happen to the railways from thE! railway point of view if instead 
of charging these present rates you are charging or are likely to charge over 
these distances, we recommended a flat rate. As 1 say we must have some 
.tarting point for calculating the futUre price, the cost of distribution and 
of manufacture. ' 

Mr. R08fl.-ls a flat rate going to help the industry which is going to 
send chemicals all over the country P 

President.-When you take the telescopic rate into account, you can 
convert it into a flat rate. We can only say that this unit is started. here 
in Va/cutta j Calcutta has a demand for 5,000 tOM, but it will manufacture 
15,000 tons and therefore it will have to sell 10,000 tons at different points. 
Bombay may require so much and Cawnpore may require so much and so on. 

Mr. ROIlfl.-1 tbink you will be able to use the statement.1 visualise, the 
one that I propose preparing. -

President.-At present we don't really know what the position is. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Actually you say there are various limiting considerations 

which would prevent any uniform rate. That is on the supposition that each 
railway will have its own special rates? 

Mr. Rose.-Yes, 1 have tried to explain that in my note on tl;Ie policy of 
the railway. . , 

Mr. lIfathias.-These railways will be regarded as independent financial 
units. 

Mr. Rose.-Yes, but -there are other considerations also which demand" 
attention. 

Mr. Mathias.-You have fully di,cussed that in the note? 
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Mr. Ro&e.-I have tried to make it as !!oncise as possible. 

President.-Practically the position is this: the Government system 
connects Bombay, Calcutta and Karachi, that is to say the goods won't have 
to travel over any private railway. , . 

Mr. Rose.-No, but automatically the Company managed lines are con
cerned on account of the competition that exis~s betweelf the railways. 

President.-You have got no control over the Company managed 'railways 
as you have over the State railways. The position -therefore is that except 
as regards Madras which is almost entirely on private systems, you caB 
practically control the position. 

Mr. Rose.-We cannot, because the Bombay, Baroda and Central India 
Railway for instance, which is a Company managed line, if it doesn't agree 
with the policy adopted as to giving preference to indigenous industries; 
might upset the whole'of our arrangements by treating the imported products 
on the same footing, in which case we must compete in our own interests 118 
well as in the interests of the industries situated on our own system. 

President.-'fhey cannot maintain any higher charge thlln you do. 

Mr. Rose.-It is not likely that if we give the indigenous industry a prefer
ential rate, the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway would still conti-

o nue to give the importer the same treatment as we are giving to the iIldi
genous industry. If we reduce the rates for the indigenous industry. the 
Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway will find it necessary to protect 
their ,traffic in the shape of imports. Of course I am only quoting this as aB 
example. ' . 

President.-I don't think any private enterprise would oppose' Government 
policy. 

Mr. Rose.-I merely point out what may happen. Even we State Rail
ways are forced, to follow the principle of avoiding any ,undue preference. 

President.-8upposing Government decided that the State Railways 
:should do this, that policy should be carried out by the State Railways, would 
it not? As regards preference to the importer, that is a point with which 
we shall deal later. At present we are merely concerned with the indigenoua 
manufacturer. 

Mr. Rose.-But you can't separate the two. 
PreSident.-As a matter of fact we have foreseen that difficulty if the 

,Oompany managed railways adopt that policy. 
Mr. Rose.-I was suggesting that as one of the limiting factors. 
President.-What do you think they would do if Government s(!id that 

such a policy should be adopted? 
Mr. Rose.-I don't think that even in the case of State Railways Goyern-' 

ment can suggest a policy which is impossible. 

President.-That is for the Government to consider. We are here simply 
to examine the position and report to Government. As I said the Chemic~ 
industry happens to be one where the railway policy has to be modified if 
the country really wants the industry to be established. There is no getting 
away from that. 

Mr. Eose.-You don't think that our present policy meets the situationP 

Necessity of cheaper transport; 

President.-I don't think so. As I explained to you before, in the long 
run it is cheaper for the country to enable a bigger unit to be started, and 
there is no other way of doing it. In the case of the Steel industry it is a 
different thing. Even there you lind that unless the railways had given 
them special rates, it would never have survived. In the case of the Chemical 
industry which is a key industry, the same thing applies. 

Mr. Rose.-l'hey '.lave 'got practical difficulties to face. 
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President.-'l'ake the alkali industry for instance. It has not been, estab
liaheu at all in the country, but supposing it was necessary to establish 
that industry and we found that some of thee raw materials exist here and 
others have to be transported from other parte of India, salt for instance-
coat exists here, but there_ is no coal in Bombay-if the industry' has ~ be 
started raw materials will have to be brought at as low ~ rate as posslble 
and th~ finis~ed articles have to be carried at as Iowa rate as possible. 

Mr. Rose.-I thiriJi: you will find that generally, where raw products are 
eoncerned the railways do carry them at as low rates as can 'be obtained. It 
is only in' regard to the finished products that complications arise, parti-
cularly with an industry like the Chemical industry. , 

President.-But the finished products are -going to be as important as 
regards the chemical industry as the raw materials. 

Mr. Rose.-I don't 'mean to imply that we don't give concessions. We 
do, but when it comes to a question of discrimination against foreign pro-
ducts, we are up against it. -

Mr. Matkias.-Take Bombay for instance. There imported chemicals at 
present compete with the ()hemicals manufactured there. Pres?ming that 
the industry,in Bombay was protected, then if you reduce your rallway fates, 
it would enable the Bombay manufacturer to transport his chemicals to a 
still greater distance up country and to compete against imported chemicals 
which come into Calcutta for instance. If. we adequately protect the industry, 
it should be able ·to meet foreign competition in Bombay; by a reduction in 
the railway rates, we should enable the Bombay industry to. meet in the up 
country market the competition of foreign goods imported by sea into Cal
cutta; for Indian chemicals would be extended thereby the market. 

Mr. Rose.-You cannot discriminate as regards rates in favour of the pro
tected indigenous industry. 

Mr, Matllias.-My point is even if you don't discriminate, the relluction 
of freights would still be of great advantage to a protected indigenous 
industry. 

Mr. Rose.-Tile reduction of freights would apply to both. 
President.-what the railways might do is this: supposing there is a 

factory located at Ambernath; it is only 40 miles from Bo/Ubay. We say 
the railways will give special rates to a factory for their raw materials and 
for the finished products and then we take into account the existing freights 
as regards ports. . 

Mr. Rose.-We leave them as they are . 
. PreSident.-But the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway will say 

we will reduce these freights from the ports. 
Mr. Rose.-:Unless they wanted to give up their traffic entirely they would 

have to do that. ' 
President.-They ,do it and therefore our scheme of protection through 

the medium of the railway rates goes overboard and therefore it would be 
necessary for us to provide against that in any scheme that we put forward 
and say that the railways are not to meddle 'in the case' of protected indus
tries ~xcept under the orders of Government. Unless that is done every 
scheme of protection would fail. 

Mr. Rose.-My submission is thau. it will probably be impracticable. 
President.-'l'he Government has got to decide whether it has power to 

do it or not. 
Mr. Rose.-It is a question of practicability too. 
President.-How do you mean practicabilityP 
Mr. Rose.-I mean practicability in regard to imposing such powers. 

President.-Will you -give us,the figures on the present footing? 

Mr. Rose.-Yes, and yoq would like ,this aiso in regard to the raw mate-
riaisP . 
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President.-yes. You would add coal and lime and dolomite. As regard. 
lime the radius is about 400 to 500 ;miles at the most. Will yo.u also give 
me the pPeSent coal rates from the coalfields to Calcuttai' 

Mr. Ro.se;--I would worl it out up to 1,OOO'miles. 
President.-First of all give the coal rate from Jharia to Bombay and 

then from the coalfields to Calcutta. 
Mr. Rose.-Yes. 
President.-Then there is this other question as regards wagon loads. 

·'l'hese I take it will be wagon loads? 
Mr. Rose.-Coar is. 
President.-What about the other commodities? Are you treating them 

on a wagon load footing? 
Mr. Rose.-Some of them, sulphuric acid for instance. 
President.-All the acids and the raw materials you can treat on a wagoD 

load basis, but the question arises as regards the finished products. 
Mr. Rose.-I will discriminate with Copperas for in~tance, I presume you 

would like it on the actual weight basis. 
Pre8ident.~Practically it will apply to all the finished products. 
Mr. Rose.-Yes. I will give you the alternative too. 

President.-On this question of. undue preference, there is one point I 
would like to put to you. Would it necessarily be a question of undue 
preference if you gave a lower rate ex-factory than you give from the ports? 
I will put it this way,that the establishment of an industry by the fact that 
YOll' give lower rates increases y()ur traffic. 

Mr. Rose.-Yes, it gives us subsidiary traffic. 

President.-Whereas the import trade doesn't and therefore you lllay 
make that a ground for giving lower rates to the indigenous industry with
out any question of undue preference. 

Mr. Rose.-'l'hat is a general principle, but what happ,ns in the case of 
another industry which uses the finished products of that particular industry 
that you want to accord special treatment to? It is the raw material to 
that other industry. . 

Presjd8nt.-First of all the quElSltion of undue preferen<"8 will arise bet
ween the importer and the indigenous industry. I am dealing with that just 
now. 'Could you answer" Yes, we are giving these people lower rates, because 
we also carry their raw materials". 

Mr. Rose.-We do that in many cases. 

President.-'l'herefore there is no question of undue preference. 

Mr. Rose.-'l'here is in respect to the particular circumstances governing 
certain industries like the Chemical industry. We are faced not only witit 
the issue as it rests between the indigenous product and the imported pro
duct, but also the issue as between that finished product for the Chemical 
industry and that finished product as II. raw materi,al for those other industries 
which consume the same. They wish to be unhampered in regard to the 
source from which they may draw their raw materials and they naturally 
wish that they should have every facility for securing the imported article 
through the ports. These other industries come to us and say, "these are 
our raw materials. You generally help industries by giving them lower rates 
on their raw materials and as we intend bringing these from the ports, 
can we have tbe benefit of this principle"? 

President.-Your answer is "you can buy the indigenous material. It 
would be a shorter distance for you ". 

Mr. Rose.-They may get it cheaper at th~ ports. Then again there lllay 
be'the question of quality. Take a commodity like China clay, where the 
Paper mills told us that the indigenous product was not suitable. 



Presid~nt.-l'hat go·es. to the whole root of pr()tection. You may assume
that all these questions have bee]! decided. 

Mr. Rose.-It is an issue with the railways too. 
President.-The same questio]! arose in the ease of iron and steel or 

cement. You may consider that imported product is better. If you think. 
it is better and if you don't like the iridigenous product, you have to pay. 
more for it and take it. Steel is a raw product for many other industries. 

Mr. Rose.-As the law on the subject stands and so far as our policy is' 
concerned, I think'undue preference would undo~btedly arise if discriminlt;. 
tion was made in favour of the Chemical industry purely on the grounds' of 
affording protection to it. 

President.-If that is a ground for not adopting the policy of protection, 
it is for the legislature to decide it: So far as we are concerned, we simply 
put it to them that this is the position. If you want· an industry to be
established in the country, you must be prepared to put up with this hard-
ship. . 

Mr. Rose.-So far as the indigenous industry is • concerned, you will 
observe from the statement we have submitted and the summary of thll' 
rating position that in many instances we have given them on finished pro-· 
ducts specia.l rates which do nQt apply from the ports at all. Where it is' 
feasible to do so, we generally assist them by giving them special treatment •. 
• President.-i quite" realise that. Take the alkali industry for instance. 

It has not yet been established at all. Supposing it has to be establjshed, 
those who want to promote the industry must know what is going to. happen 
to them. They can't go to all the railways and ask them "what are yow 
going to do for us ". . 

Mr. Rose.-J don't think they will ever get it unless they do come to the
railways and say what concessions they want. 

President.-We don't make a recommendation which is to last for lOCt 
years. We recommend the protection to last for four or five years and then 
they come Rnder review. The railways can then say they are doing very well. 
nnder our scheme of concession . • • • 

Mr. Higmam.,-And then the whole .law can)e altered? 
President.-Yes. Our recommendations are confined to a certain period~ 

[ have put to you our di:/liculties. We must have some starting point ill' 
order to calculate it and then we want to consider how your position is likely-
to be affected financially if our proposals went through. _ 

Mr. Rose.-You have got the total involved and I will give you the
details which will enable you to gauge the position. 

PreBlident.-I 'ake it that so far as your railway administration is con
cerned, supposing you were satisfied with our proposals and agreed with UII

that the industry ought to be established and ·so on, effect could be given 
to our proposals within these minima rates without reference to any higher 
authorities. . . • 

Mr. Rose.--Quite. We have a free hand unless we realise that it is .' 
question of policy which we ought to place before the Railway Board. 

President.-Will you give me. a few illustrations in which. you appliecf 
minima rates? 

.1fr. Rose.-Bauxite is one; Road material for the use of municipalities-
and district boards, and manures are others. 

l'resident.-To manure, do you apply the wagon load rate? 

Mr. Rose.~No, we charge on actual weight. 

President.-That I think .is the most favouraple rate. In that you give· 
.helowest minima rate without reference to distance or weight? 

Mr. Rose.-l'hat is the- most favourable rate. But in fact in the case or 
manures, such as oil cake for instance, we generally get: full wagon loads~ 
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.j<'rom the point of view of the distance, it is I/o flat rate, '10 of a pie per nule. 
There is no variation. There are special considerations why manure has 
been given that rate. ' 

President.-The establishment of a chemical industry in the country has 
.a very- great bearing on the question of fertilisers. In theory you cannot 
.really dIStinguish between the two. 

Mr. Rose.-on all fertilisers they will get the minimum rate. 
President.-As regards coal I think .there is a special rate which may go 

.bQlow the minima rate? 
JUr. ROII.-Yes, that is a special case which goes below the minima on 

.a telescopic basis. 1t is a special scale entirely built up on the fact that 
the coal industry is located at a particular centre while there are many parts 
of the country which are situated at very great distances from the source -of 
Bupply, and being a cheap commodity and necessary for all purposes, 80 this 
specially below rate was applied right through to destination. 

Preside1lt.-Can you tell me the amount of reduction in freight on-coal? 
Mr. ~ose.-Rs. 1-6-0 a ton from Jharia to Bombay. 

_ Prc.-ident.-What is the freight to-day? 
}'Jr. Rose.-lt is Rs. 13-12-0 per ton. 
President.-What is the freight on steel from .lamshedpurp . 
Mr. Rose.-The Bengal Nagpur Railway could give you· that. ., • 
President.-I think the freight on steel would be abou~ lts. 15 from Tata-

nagar to lIombay, so that it is only slightly higher than the freight on coal 
l'here does not appear to be any reason why chemicals should pay more. 

Mr. l{ose.-1 have not compared them on that footing. 
President.-As regards the through rates, that question has been raised 

from time to time. I saw a reference made to-day in a speech by the 
Uommerce Member. 

Mr. Rose.-lt is uuder the special consideration of the Gov~nment.. It. 
is a very ditlicult problem. • 

President.-That is because you have been building up di1ferent ports. 
Jll r. l{ose.-lt is not that so much, it is a question first of the method 

of treating railways as separate financial units and when that occurs you will 
have to take into account the higher working costs on one railway as com
pared with another. One railway, generally speaking, on account of higher 
working costs may have a higher average basis of charge, so you have varia
tions throughout and therefore it is very difficult unless you get complete 
uniformity throughout the different systems. . 
. P·resident.-I suppose you have got figures to show the average haulage cost 

per mile. . 
Mr. llose.-Yes. We can give you the average lead and the average r~te 

per ton on commodities like grains, seeds and coal, etc., for which we main-
tain statistics. • 

President.-Supposing you had to quote a rate, you would naturally com-
pare it with the average haulage costs . 

• 1IT. llose.-'1'hat is really one of our methods. 
President.-Can you give us that? 

. Mr. Rose.-Yes, would you like it over a series of years? It is in the 
:Administration Report of the Railways and we can take that out for you. 
I will summarise and send it to you for say a period of five years. 
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mE BENGAL NAGPUR RAILWAY COMPANY. UMITED. 

Oral Evidence of Messrs. A. DUNCAN and R.A4LEAKEY re~rded 
. at Calcutta on Tuesday. the 5th March. 1929., . 

Ezplanatory. 

Pre8ident.-Mr. Leakey, I think you were here yesterday when we heard' 
the East Indian Railway and. I might explain .to you again that there ~ J,O 

question at present of differentiating between the importer and the indi
genou!! manufacturer. You mayleave that out of account for the moment. 
What we are concerned. with. is this: if a big chemical indllStry is to be 
started in the country-at present it is a very small industry-it 1Il~'st be 
on a large scale, that is to say, much larger units should lJe at wO.rk than 
at present. That implies that unless a location were found for .the il1dlL~try 
where all the raw materials were available within a short distance, and also 
a market, there will be difficulty. But as you understand, the chemical 
industry is not .one where you can have all the raw materials in close 
proximity nor CQ,n ylJU -have a market close by. Chemicals are manufactured 
in small quantities and"'t}lOugli the market may be large it is a scattered 
p1arket .. Xhe idea"J5f Ii larger unit is that the cost of production comes down 
and the consumer benefits. But even if you get the. cost of production 
lowered, still the cost of distribution must not. be unreasonably high and 
therefore. the question of freights arise in two directions, "is., namely the que.~
tion of freights on raw materials from the various places where they ar .. 
found to the factory and the freight on the finished products from the factory 
to the various markets .• We have now got to. consider three points; first, 
what are'yollr present pates, how much you are earning on the present 
production and on the halllage of the raw materials at the present rates, 
You may'.tak4! tlie lower rates in operation assuming .that you apply them 
generally to the industries. Secondly, if. we, recommended a lIat rate, for 
the purposes of exploration, '1 of a pie per maund per mile, how much you 
would earn on the increased production and on the increased quantities of 
the raw materials to be hauled, first on the finished products and then on 
the raw materials. Those are the three sets of figures which we would like 
you to work out so that we can see' whether it is feasible to mske a recom
mendation based on a large scale production. If we found that the cost to 
the railways would be more than the circumstances of the case justified then 
of course we should hesitate to make such a recommendation. But if we 
found that, on the whole, the burden on the railways would not be excessive, 
or unreasonable,. and on tbe other hand the consumer would benefit and the 
people would have an industry established in the country, we should then 
be prepared to make a .recommendation. I hope I have made myself clear. 
It is for this reason that we are examining the railway officers who would be 
able to explain to us what ,the policy of the company is and whether it is 
likely to be modified on these lines. We shall be prepared to hear your 
objections after you have given' the necessary information. The railway 
administration is not concerned in this enquiry with the question whether 
protection should be given or not. That we are appointed to consider and 
report to the Government. Government will then consider the proposals 

'that we put forward and' if it is satisfied that protection is to be granted, 
they will, do so. Of course, you ,are entitled to say here how far, apart from 
the general question of the policy of protection, your own interests are likely 
to be 'affected as a railway. We cannot go into the general question 
obviously as to whether. protection ought to be recommended or not. If as a 
consumer you are hit by protection, you are entitled to place your case 
before the Board. You know already how much you are earning at present 
from this industry and if production is carried on on. a large'scale, thall ill 
to say, by a single unit wit4 reference to the present l.1Iarket conditions in 
RVYCRMLIND VOLII :r 
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the country-let us noi talk about the future at all-how far the traffic is 
likely to. increlUie., ' !:" , . 

M·r. Duncan.-That would be rather a difficult figure to collect. 

, \ Presidc7I.t • ...;:You could only n'lak~ an approximate calculation. We take a 
unit of 8,000 to 10,000 to.ns ill terms of sulphuric acid. It will produce about. 
16,000 tons of different kinds of: salt. " Say, we"put it ·this way: about ird 
of that production would be consumed in the neighbourhood of the factory. 
Supposing it is situated in Calcutta,.Calcutta itself may consume, say, 

, roughly a third and the rest has to be distributed; a third of that may go to 
Bombay directly and the rest mav be distributed all over the country. These 
are merely approximate figures .• These are the figllres we want you to give. 
Sufphuric acid, for instance, if manufactured in Calcutta, about 2,000 tons 
may have to be transporteq to Bombay; and vice versa.' Then as regards raw 
materials supposing the factory was situated near Bombay, it would require 
perhaps 20,000 tons to 30,000 tons of coal; it would require about 2,000 to 
3,000 tons of bauxite: 1,500 tons or so of magnesite; then of course there 
a.re the stores and the other smaller raw materials like iron scrap; zinc scrap 
and so on. So your distribution of the finished product would be somewhat. 
different from what, it is now, that is to say, instead of going from the port 
to the interior, a part of it may be diverted from port to port and from the 
port to the interior. It, is for that 'purpose we are trying to ~alculate by 

:taking a flat rate and for the sake· of exploratio~ we are . taking' Bombay, 
and Calcutta ICs the two extremes. Will you be able to assist usp· 

, .. 
Mr. D'U7l.ca7l..,-We will try as far as possible. Our difficulty is that we 

have no factory manufacturing chemicals on the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
itself and I think I am correct in saying that any 'traffic that there is, is 

. from t.he' ports and we ~ave not had occasion to explore the question of 
special rates, because we )lave never been approached. 

President.-I quite understand that. The thing that we really wish to 
avoid is this :we regard this as an industry of ¥8ry great national im
porta.nee, because practically aU industries and agriculture depend on it and 
therefore we want to make some proposals which will create in the minds of 
the 'investing public a sense of security that' if they undertake the manufac. 

'tura of chemicals, ·they would be able to know how they. would stand., The 
question' of freight is of the utmost importance. As I have pointed out, if 
the industry has to live by negotiation with the railways,. we don't know 
where the industry will have its headquarters-it may be Bombay or the, 
Bengal coalfields. I think. these are' the probable centres for manufacture 
on a large scale, but of course we can't tell. It is for the industry itself to 
make lip its miJld. What we are anxious about is that the industry should 
know that it can get c.ertain rates upon which it could make its calNllations 
as regards costs, profit, market and so on. Up to now the industry does not 

'Tenlly .know that. Take the case of the steel industry for instance, Had 
I).ot the Bengal Nagpur Railway and the East Indian Railway given thes!> 
favourable rates, it would not have been able to stand at all. If it is a 
matter of negotiation with the railway administration ill tbecase of the 
Chemical industry, and that is·what it really comes to, I,don't think we can 
leave the industry in that position, and therefore we would like to knO\v 

. what precisely your freight policy is going to be. 

General policy. 
. JIb'. DUlIcan.-As a matter of general policy the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
IS prepared to consider sympathetically any representations in the matter of 
rates from any ,concern putting forward a specific case for consideration. 

,P1'6sutent.'-That we know. There is no question about that. But he", 
we' are not dealing with applications of particular manufacturers or persons. 
We are looking at the industry as a wbole. Supposing we asked you what 
lire you prepared to do P , . 

JIIr. pu;u;an.-We would sal ~h!l~ ~Uf gener~l policy would apply. . . 
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Mr. Mi"ithias.-What we are ·considering is this: In. the case of fertiliseI'S 
the railways- allow minima rates. Would the railway be prepared '1;0. apply 

. the same policy to chemicals as they d.o to .fertilisers? 
Mr. Duncatl..-That is a question that would apply to the railways as ·a 

whole. I may say on behalf of the Bengal Nagpur Railway that'they would 
be prepared. to CQIIle into line with any policy or spe<;ific agreement which ;the 
State ·railways take up. , 

President.~That is to say, so far as the Bengal Nagpur R~ilways are con
cerned, they will be prepared to adopt what the State railways adopt? 

. Mr. Duncan . ..,-Quite ,right. , 
Pruident.-As my colleague just now pointed out to you, ,the fertiIiser 

industry now knows .that the cost of haulage is going to be '1 of· a pi~ per 
maund per mile. It knows what its probable raw materials are, how they 
are carried and so on. We want to find some formula which woUld enable 
us to say that this is the sort' of freight that the industry ought to bear and, 
if that is the amount of freight, then it either needs protection and; the 
protection amounts to so much or it does not need-any proteCtion at all. ',We 
can't really decide what form protection should ·take or whether protection, 
should be given· or not until we know its cost of prdduction so far 'as ·it 
depends on the freight and :the cost of distribution. 

Mr. Dtirictm.-In a matter like thi .. which is an all-India concern, so far 
ail the railwll,Vs are concerned, .it is very difficult to commit oneself to an 
actual minimum figure. . 

Prtsident.-'-I think you will be able to see clearly when' you have got out 
those three sets of figures that I mentio~ed a little. while ago. 

Mr. Leakey.-But- to work out any results as regards earnings, ",Ii shoull) 
require. a definite proposition to be put forward ,as any commercial concern. 
would do, if they were approaching us for a reduction of rates. For instance 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company's treight rate was based on a minimum ton 
mileage guaranteed to the railway. 

President.-That industry stands on a very different footing. .That is Ii. 
very fortunate industry in one respect, lIiz., that it has got all its raw· 
materials, practically .all that counts, within a radius of 150. miles. It has 
got a Bubstantial portion of the market within that radius and steel is an 
article ·which is used' on a large scale. I mean one won't use 5 lbs. of steel.' 
In· the case of chemicals it is different and it must necessarily' be on' a 
small scale for distribution purposes. This industry cannot guarantee to you" 
what tonnage you are likely to have ...... 1 can give you these figures' with 
reference to the present market.· . . ' 

Mr. Duncan.-Those figures that you give are all-India tigures. 
President.-Supposing we Bay that the factory is located in Bombay for 

the time being, and its sulphuric acid production is 8,000 to 10,000 tons; 
salts, say, 16,000 .tons. Of'this ird would be consumed on the Bombay side 
and ird would probably be in this direction, the bulk of it in Calcutta. About 
2,000 tons' of acids would come to· Calcutta and about 2;000 tons used in 
Bombay. and Bome would go to the up-country marketS'. As regards mate
rials,as I said, about 20,000 to 30,000 tons of coal will have to be hauled. I 
don't think you aril interested in magnesite and bauxite, are youP " 

Mr. Duncafl..-No. 
President.-That is all so far as the present market goes, but the market 

may expand; we hope that the market will expand. When Calcutta has got 
a market big enough to have its own unit, the process will be reversed, but 
we can't say how the market would develop. It all depends on the demand 
that occurs in the country. Then take another industry which has not yet 
Rtnrted and that is the alkali induRtry. If it is started, probably it will be 
in Bengal. It would be a much bigger industry tban this one if fully 
developed. Probably 50,000 tons of alkalies are required in the country. 
There is no salt here and it will have to be transported from the other -side 
of. the country. Limestone is within a radius of .200 or 300 mil~ Then 
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there 'is the distribution of the products all over India.- We can't give yOU 
any more' definite figures, but you must bear. this in mind that it is an. 
expanding market and a substantial portion of it will fall on Bengal so far 
as production is. concerned. . 

Mr. Leakey.-8upposing the factory was situated in Bombay, the bulk of 
that traffic that you visualise would be from Bombay to Calcutta.,. , 

Dr. Matthai.-About a third. 
President.-But you see the whole of the coal would go there. 
Mr. Leakey.-But taking the traffic frol1\ the: factory to Calcutta, there is 

sea competition. If the shipping companies undercut us, they may l!;et the 
whole of the tra'flic by sea. I 

President.-8ea competition exists even now, does it not? 
Mr. Leakey.-Yes. 
President.-It is no new factor. 
Mr. Leakey.-But it would be a factor if that was held out to the railways 

as Ii. basis of tra.flic which they could reckon on. You are putting it to us-'
.. here is a certain amount of tra.flic you are likely to get "--can you say 

. we will get that traffic P 
President.-No one can say that. How ,can I say what form ·your com-

petition will take any more than you, can? I doubt very much whether in 
the ease of chemicals sea competition would count at all. Take sulphuric 
acid for instance. They will never be able to carry 2,000 tons of sulphuric 
acid from Bombay to Calcutta. We have been examining these figures and 
the position appears to be this that at present, if prices are really to be 
reduced and the indu!ltry is to do with as little protection as possible, it 
must concentrate iu one particular place. It does not matter to us whethpr 
it is Bombay or Calcutta or Lahore. We don't wish to make any suggestion 
as regards that, but what we wish to llOint out is simply this, that at present 
the idea must be to develop one large singl'e unit. The,n as the market ex
pands, other units may be started in other centres. 

Mr. Duncan.::"'As far as coal is concerned, the existing rates would apply 
• to every other consuming industry in India and would equally apply to the 

chemical industry. 

MI'. Leakey.-Under the preSPnt policy of rating coal, I don't think any 
reduction would be given for any particular conrern because such a oonool"D 
required protection. 

President.-For purposes of coal -we may take the 'existing coal rates. 
Could you give me -thl!. average rate for coal per ton to Bombay P 

Mr. Leakey.-In the neighbourhood of Us. 13 a ton. 
President.-That is about '1 of a pie per mile. 
Mr. Mathias.-It would be something below that after the recent rpduction 

in rates? 
Mr. Leal,ey.-It would be below that at the revised rates. 

President.-What do you reckon the distance to be? 

Mr. Dnflcan.-It would be about" 1,200 miles. 

Presidenf..-If you take 1,200 miles, it is about ·OR. 'The question of coal 
stands on an entirely different footing. That would always he an all-India 
question? 

Mr. Lealcey.-Yes. 
Pl·esident.--Can you let me have 'a ropy of YOI1l:. IlgreemlO'nt with Tatas as 

regards haulage of their goods? 
Mr. DlIncan.-I will send you a !'opy. It'is It flat rate. 
President.-Would you mind giving me the flat rate? 
Mr. Lealrell.---One-te~th of a pie per Illllund per mile. . 

,P1'e~dent.-Is that for raw materials as well as fO,r finished produ!'tsP 
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Mr. Lea."ell...--Generally speaking it is one-Dfteenth ot a pie ~or raw mate
rials. There is a special stipulation that t~ed~st~nce hauled wIll have .to ,be 
a certain Jlumber of miles; normally spe~klDg 1t IS on~-fifteenth of ,a pIe for 
the raw materials and one-tenth of a pIe for tb.e finIShed products, "xcept 
in the case of products for shipment. 

Mr. 1)16fI,oon.-Here it is (hands in). 
Pre8ident.~30 million ton miles !, 
Mr. 'D'lt7\.Ca1l.-That is the minimum requiI·ed. 
President.-As· I said, in 'this industry, we don't really know how it will 

develop so that any minimum' limit" is out of the question at present. But 
the wh~le question is whether a flat rate would be possible. You have got 
this one-tenth of a pie per maund per mile from Tatanagar to Calcutta ·for 
finished products and bye.products of coke ovens. . 

Mr. DU1l.can.-That is the raw' materials' rate. It is really one~fifteenth 
of a pie. ' 

President.-And the lowest minimum rate may be '1 of a 'pie or 'l66,i:e;, 
one-sixth of a pie in that case for the other products. '". 

Mr. Leakey.-Roughly speaking; it is at the one-tenth: 'Of ,m pie per mile. 
In certain cases where certain commodities were classified, in a higher class 
than t~e second class rate in 1905 it is based on the 1905 classification. 

President.-The minimum rates have not been changed? 
Mr.' Leakell.-No. " 
President.:........so that it is roughly one-~nth of a pie ,fol: the finished pro

ducts and one-fifteenth of l!- pie .for the raw materials. ' ' 
Mr. Leakey.-Yes. ' 
Pr6sid?nt.-Therefore, the steel industry, knows 'esactly where it stands 

and as a matter of fact in our enquiry'we were able mpre or less to assess 
the advantage that the Steel Company ,got in the matter of freights. It is 
for a similar reason that we .really want a starting point in order to consider 
what form the protection 'should take. I take it, Mr. Leakey, that this coal 

- rate and one-fifteenth of a pie per maund are about the lowest rates that the 
railways give? ' 

Mr. D1lI1Io!'an.-This is below the statutory, minima. 

Presid~nt.-In praCtice coal is the only article that is put helow the 
minimum rate and ~~ is this one-fifteenth of a pie. 

Mr. DU1l.can.-Yes. 

President.-Are there many articles when, you chargll the mjnilUl1lU rate.? 
Mr. Leakey.-For bauxite we charge the minimum rate. ' 
P·resident.-And there are the fertilisers? 
Mr. Leakey.-Yes. the fertiliser rates are flat'ra.tes over the G. I. P. in 

the two "different cases, that is to say" there is no distinction as regards 
weight; but as far as we are concerned, there is a special scheduled rate for 
.. actual weight," as you will see from item 15 of the statement that I put 
in, The" C/FF'1 is the manure schedule for" wagon loads". . 

Mr. Mathias.-What is C. C.P 
Mr. Leakey.-" C. C." is carrying capacity; II O. 'R." is owners;"risk. 
Dr. Matthai.-What does carrying capacity really mean? 
Mr. Leakey.-If you send 18 tons in a wagon of 20 ton~carrying capacity 

you are charged as a minimum on the carrying capacity of the wagon. ' 
.,' Mr. Mathias.-What Is "L"? 

Mr., Leakey,~nder and consignee do the loading and unloading. The 
C/FF schedule 18 based on one-tenth of a pie pel' mile and it applies SlIuy tq 
wagon loads. We have a higher sc,hedule which applies, to sm~ll lots. • 

,President.-We find it very difficult' to work out these flat rates and.. 
'therefore we havll' asked for a ,statement to see what the ,position is. '.Ve 
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want to see how the l>I'esellt figures will show by a compl1rison with tlhe Jiat 
rate of '1 of a pie per mile over· the whole distance. .' . 
, Mr. Du.ncan.~You want both for the raw materials and the finished 

productsP . 
Mr. Leakey.-With regard to the route 'between Bombay and Calcutta, we 

are only responsible for the portion up to Nagpur. 'Ve can't give you any 
indication of what would be done beyond that. . 

Pre.~idc1tt.-Yol1k!low what the Great Ind.ian Peninsula Railway ·is 
charging and you can give that. We wish you metely to quote that to show 
what it .really comes to. Then we can take the quantities ourselves and 
work out. 

Mr. Leakey.-Am I to understand that you wish me to give you a list 
showing the actual rates in force for ·the whole distance from Calcutta_to 
Bombay, calculated at the existing tariff rates, compared with rates at .one
tenth pie, to show what the lump sum rates would beP 
... President.-Yes, and. then we will calculate on the existing .traffic and 

calculate on ou~ estimate of what the tra.ffic is likely to be. 
Mr. Lealcey.-"Te have no idea of the existing traffic under.each of these 

heads. . ' 
Preside'll{.-As a matter of fact there is very little, but whe~ we say 

existing traffic, we really mean when the industry is reorganised. That is 
the point where we start. 

Mr. Leakey.-With regard ~ these raw materials, for instance, we have a 
. rate for baux~te from' Katni-Marwara.to Calcutta at one-tenth of a pie, per 
mile. If we show bauxite from Calcutta to Bombay, it will be shown at 
the tariff rate. Our rate in this case here is a special rate between two 
specific points. But I ·take it that .what we should give you is' the rate at 
which it is carried to Calcutta, applied from Calcutta to Bombay, 

P·resident.-You ean put it that way. 

Dr. Matt/l.ai.-As a matter of fact bauxite is carried .over the Great Indian 
J?eninsula Railway P 

President.-So far as the raw materials are concerned, you can do it this 
way: bauxite· comes from Central Provinces to Calcutta, give that rate; 
magnesite comes from Salem, give that rate; coal would come from Jharia 
to Bombay. In the case of salt it is irom Bombay to Calcutta. Limestone 
is in Bihar. . . 

Mr. Leakey.-That is from Singbhum. 
P~esident.-'-That 1: think is the nearest. source to Calcutta-P 
Mr. Duncan.-Yes. 
Mr. Leakey.-Limestone from Birmitrapur to Bombay would be at the 

actual tariff. rate. . 
Prerident.-You can give that rate. I think as reg3rds the acids and the 

salts, we may take it that Bombay is the place of manufacture. As regards 
the alkalies, we may take Bengal as the place. Their raw materials that will 
be hauled this way is salt-very large quantities of salt and limeston~then 
there is coal from Jharia to those places. These are the principal raw mate
rials to be hauled to Calcutta, the others go to Bombay. 

Mr. Leakey.-There is a large production of salt on the east coast. 
President.-That would be very much nearer to Calcutta. 
Mr. Duncan.-Yes, it is in the Ganjam District. 
Mr. Mathias.-Does that come to the Calcutta market nowP 
Mr. D-unrd".--Yes, it is extraordinary; it is very popular right up to 

Sambalpur and Ram'hi. 
. P,'esident.-The . alkali industry, S8 you see from these figures, can be a 
fail'1y big one. I bke it that if a manufacturer finds that his.freights are 
~oo high, he approaches the railway administration aud as~s for special rates 
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and t assume that if the railways are satisfied that he ought to get a special. 
rate then lie gets it but if the industry has not actually.started, and then 
he c'omea and says: 'II I am- starting an alkali industry," will the railways 
consider his case or ask him to wait? • 

Mr. Duncan.-If there are reasonable 'grounds that the industry will 
bring additional traffic to the railway, th; railway ,would quote hint a special 
rate. 

Mr. Lwkell.~AB an ,example, in connection with this rate for bauxite, we 
. had a case of a new prospecting concern in Lohardaga, beyond Ranchi. 
They approached us and said that if they could get a low rate, they could do 
good business in Lond,on. They gave us their'probable tonn~ge. if, tilley could 
get into the market., We met them, and that rate was ,gIven lB, order to 
enable them to develop this industry equally for the benefit of the railway. 
We gave them the same ra,te as we did to Katni-Marwara., It was a business 
proposition from the point of view of tlie railway. ' 

President . ...:.:.What is the minimum amount of traffic' on which you would 
give special rates? ' • ' 

Mr. Leakell . ...:.:...Itis very difficult to say that. It depends a great deal on 
the nature of the cgmmodity._ ' 

Pre&ident.-Take these ordinary chemicals where the raw. materials and 
the finished products.are not very expensive. 

Mr. Leakell.-Considering that our existing traffic in chemicals is. not very 
great at present, it should noil' be ,di:fficult. to induce the .. ' railway to agr~. 
If it was a business proposition and if we were. going to get a tonnage such,; 
as you assume, we would consider a reduction in the ratl!s. ' 

. '. .. 
President.--On a tonnage like that we have given, would the railways 

consider a reduction of rates.' '_ ~ ., 

Mr. Lwkflll.-That tonnagi! gives us vety little id~~· of the amount of traffic 
that.the ~e~gal Nagpur Railway will get. • 

Pstsidem.-+We- don't' know at present. ,We must take thetailways as 
one single system. We can't really look upon each individual syStem. What 
we say is this~ will the railway administration consider it worth while on 
this tonnage to consider it? ,,' 

Mr. Leakey.-We shoud at once say that it is an attractive tonnage for us 
tot cater. for and it would -induce us to meet the 'concern 'and grant them a 
reduced rate with an idea of deveh>ping it. 

Mr. Matkias.-These special rates that you- have mentioned in regard to 
acids on the first page of your memoranduUl regarding rates for chemicals • 

. do they mean minimum tonnage?- '" • 

Mr. Leal·ey.-No, tilat is ,on actua,l weight 'over the B. N. Railway.' We 
have a purely competitive rate,: we were not approached :by., any 'concern to 
quote the rate. It is purely the railway'S internal adjustment of the. rate. We 
don't know that traffic exists at all. • 

Mr. Matllias.-What factory does' thissulp}lUrici acid come from at Shali,' 
mar? . 

Mr. Leakey.-There is a similar rate quoted froUl.Bollibay to Nagpurand 
the Bengal Nagpur Railway quote a competitive rate to attract some of the 
traffic.~. . . 

Presidcnt.~I was told by Mr. Peterson that you gave them a special rate 
for sulphuric acid from Ambernath tq Tatanagar. I take it that the minimum 
rate thet;e would be 1/6th of a pie for sulphuric acid. . 

1>11'. Leakey.-No, because that may not be considered as raw in~teri~l. 
President.-4'hat is. going to be' Ii ~aw material,because. ft. is being used 

for SUlphate of ammOUla. .. 
Mr. Leakell.-I don't think it is bnder the category· .. of raw mat(lrial at 

present. ' ' , " ~_ .. 
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Mr. Dti4J,can . .,...,Raw material is- anything take~ out of the ,grouiJd, noC; 
fabricated. 

President.-Sulphuric acid is really a raw material. It has to be -used 
for somethi~ else. 

M'/\ Duncan._It has- been maDufactUJ'ed before. It has gone through 
some, process of manufacture. _ . - , 

President.-It is a raw materia( praoticall]' for all industries. 
Mr. D1£1~can.~There is a distinct -definition of raw materials fOI" the pur

-poseS of this agreement. 
_ 'V'I". Matthai.-Any kind of materials used for the manufacture of mallure 
would be conveyed at the manure rates. Take, for eltample, sodium nitrate. 
You say this would be charged over the Bengal Nagpul' Railway at the same 
\('ale as shown in item 15, that is one-tenth. of a pie per mile. 
. Mr. Duncan.-Yes. - . 

Dr. Matthai.-What is your procedure for determining that this is COD

veyed for that particular purpose? 
M'r. Duncan.-On a c6l·tificate presented by the consignees. 
President.-Take the case of fertilisers. Sulphuric acid is a very im

portant raw material; in fact the two raw materials are rock phosphate and 
sulphuric acid. Rock phosphate you take at the manure rate without any 
question, but in the case of sulphuric acid, it is -classified under item 8 as 
dangerous goods. When you take a wagon load, you take it by itself .. Is it, 
then really II. dangerous goods? 

Mr. Leakey.-We are not responsible for that. That is all laid down by 
the Inspector of Explosives. -

P1·esident.-It doesn't. seem to me that it would be dlUlgerous to carry 
sulphuric acid in 1\ _tank wagoD. 

Mr. Mathias.-You a,re responsible for the ~.~s. You should have power 
to reduce the rate. -~' 

Mr. Duncan.-We have power to quote speciall"ates, but the actual classi
fication of the goods is " dangerous" I 

lIlr. lIlathias.-How are matches clasSified? 
1I1r. Leakey.-Matchfls are classified as dangerous goods, 8th class and 

9t,h class. 
PI·esident.-1 take it that this '1 of a pie per mile rate is not a rate on 

which the company would lose. 
Mr. Duncan.-I should not care to say that. It is Dot possible to say 

OD a conglomeration of rates that exist. 
President.-Yes, I kl\.ow that, but can you prove? 

- IIIr. Leakcy.-It is absolutely impossible to prove. If you are ('arr),ing a 
train load of iron ore or 8 train load of limestone between specific 'points, 
one-tenth of a pie per mile permaund may in that case be said to be a 
paying rate. But if you take Ii small amount of cement, for example, any
where over the system, then the shunting and that sort of thing may make 
that rate entirely unremunerative. For example, to the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company we allow a rate of one-tenth of a pie per mile for II. wagon load of 
steel. 

President.-Steel 88 I told .you is much easier to buy than epsom salt or 
Glauber's ",wt BUd things like that. In the CMe of ('hemicals, as I said, 
some of them can be carried in wagoD loods, but there are other things 
which you cannot expect to carry in wagon loads. 

Mr. Leakey.-Yes. 

" 
Mel JPC-L-1i61STB-25.3.3G-'1&O. 
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